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Preface 

This book issues a serious challenge to the ord1odox view of 
philosophy. and its accompanying narrative of development. · 

_-\ncient uoderstanding viewed reality as a series of descending steps, 
srarting with the most ineffable and most sLmple which is first unfolded 
Lhrough divinity and then moves down through varying conditions of 
existence - the highest of which are closest to the originating simplicity 
and a.re pw:ely intelligible, but the lower being LOc.reasingly complex and 
changeable, ultimately becoming perceptible to the senses. These lower 
conditions of existence were not rejected as evil or illusive, but they were 
:;een as deriving their worth and trustworthiness from their relation co the 
highest. Each plane of reality had its answering correspondence in the 
narure of the human being. Since the highest levels possessed the greatest 
u,rclligibility and stability, it was here that philosophers sought to centre 
the art and science of philosophy. For this reason philosophy was seen as 
:in .inrerior disciplme which allowed a conscious and active participation in 
a divine and LOtellectual drama - io more modern terms it was considered 
LO be a spiritual path, or a yoga of enlightenment. 

Bur at some point in the passage between the ancient and modern era, 
this view of philosophy and its purpose was largely lost, and today we find 
that th11L what is still cilled philosophy bas allowed its centre to slip down 
the levels of reality. And, of course, th.e hwnan faculties upon which 
modern philosophy is based are necessarily at the lower levels of thought: 
where philosophy was meditative, contemplative aod even unitive, it is 
now confined to a narrow form of logical reason - forever stuck LO the 
Lemporal world. Reason, once valued as a launching point to the realm of 
eternal LOteUect aod thence super-eternal dfo:inity, is now ao end in itself. 
Modem philosophy has lost its nerve: like a pilot who no longer trusts his 
aircrah the fonvard 1.hrust of reason races us along 1.he ground but is 
never transferred to an upward movement into the free air. 

W'e now have the worst of both two possible worldviews: modern 
philosophy, generally speaking, no longer values metaphysics and theology 
(it considers both to be purely consuuccs of the human mind, with no 
basis LO reality) and yet since the material world is no longer thought co be 
a manifesLation of providential divinity, modernism cannot rid itseJJ of a 
deep suspicion that body and matter are ultimately empty of goodness and 
mL'aning. 

\'<'e do not need to accept the present ertors: what has been 
dLrninished by centuries of neglect can be restored. 

"11:tis book is not I.he start of a radical reappraisal of western 
philosophy and its origins, but it is by far the most coherent and strongest 
ciill to this task that has been written LO recent times. Once we step back 
with its author and C.'l:amioe the external aod internal evidence for 
European (in oilier words Greek) philosophy having grown out of I.bat of 
Lhe Egyptians. the unbiased reader must conclude that it is incredible that· 
any other possibiliL)' should h:we been en1ertained. 'Why should Lhc: 
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writers of antiquity have so consistently claimed that the best of their wise 
men had visited and learnt from the priests of Egypt unless there was a 
widespread and deeply held reverence for that land and its teachings? 

To appreciate how philosophy's origins have been so tl1oroughly 
misrepresented, we need to follow Algis Uzdavinys' exposition of the way 
in which the true and original nature and purpose of philosophy has fallen 
from both the scholarly and the common view over these many centuries 
past. And while ultimately the failure to recognise tl1e Egyptian roots of 
western philosophy may be considered as a problem largely confined to 
historical accw:acy, the failure co understand its nature and purpose bas 
bad - aod still has - the most profound, e:-..1:ensive and worrying 
consequences for the whole of humankind. This is why Phiiosopl?)I as a Rite 
of Rcbi,·th is such a welcome contribution to the thought life of today. 

As wiili every radical change of position in any subject, there are likely 
to be details which will need to be readjusted once the dust has settled, so 
to speak, and otl1er thinkers have added their own efforts to the task of 
exploring mis new vista. Clearly the challenge this book lays down to the 
philosophers of today is to consider the very essence of philosophy as a 
participation in divine reality and, therefore, its activities as being primacily 
those of inner vision rather than mere logic. Once this position is seen as 
valid - and this may take time, as inner vision is itself a discipline which 
requires gradual development - we can then move back across the 
writings of the tradition dating from between its Egyptian and 
Neoplatonic phases in order to consider them in this light. At present 
several writers, for example, see Plato himself as pact of the movemem 
away from divine vision towards the limitations of purely logical reason. 
We need to ask whether this is really so, or whether modern rationalistic 
schools have so thoroughly misrepresented him as a sceptical logician that 
this bas been accepted too readily by iliose who are moving towards this 
radical revision of philosophy: if th.is questioning is approached with an 
open mind, we may well find that Plato's dialogues, replete as tl1ey ace 
with passages of mythic images, with descriptions of Socrates io 
meditative states, and with their constant references to traditional myth 
a.nd initiation, are in reality central to philosophy as rebirth. This is an 
exciting exploration awaiting further research and deep thought. 

Leaving this aside, we can see in Phtiosopl?)I as a Rite �( Rebirth that a 
sympathetic exploration of Ancient Egyptian high culture so clearly 
connects with the last flowering of Greek philosophy in the teachings of 
the late Platonists as well as with Eastern doctrines that we muse again 
consider the now unfashionable concept of the existence of a perennial 
a.nd w_uversal philosophy. The truths of this philosophy, as Thomas 
Tayloi: says, "which thougb they have been concealed for ages Ln oblivion. 
ha,-re a subsistence coeval with the universe. and will again be restored. 
and flourish. for very extended periods, through all the infinite revolutions 
of time.'' 

Ti.m i\ddey. October 2008 



PHILOSOPHY AS A RITE OF REBIRTH 

INTRODUCTION 

The ticle of ou.r monograph may appea.r .rather strange and paradoxical 

to those who are uncritically tied to the prevailing modern systems of 
classification and presentation of "reality". Since philosophy now is 
irremediably reduced to an abstract philosophical discourse, itself 
1:rcguencly viewed as "an illness of language" by academic would-be
therapists, it is often very difficult to realize that an essential aspect of all 
anciem philosophy consists in t.he living pra.x-is which faithfully follows the 
course of already established spiritual exercises and imitates archetypal 
patterns. The art of living demanded by the spiritual and material 
economy of the ancient theocratic state (itself regarded as an image of the 
celestial kingdom) and, eventually, by philosophy, unde.cstood as "love of 
wisdom", was not ooJy a lived exercise, but, first and foremost, a lived and 
corrccclv performed sacred ritual of the great divine Mysteries, that is, the 
�lysreries of existence as played out by Being, Life, and InteUect 
cl1emsclves. 

lt would be unwise to pay too much attention to certain particular 
terms. for example, to argue that "philosophy" is exactly tl1at term which 
should be applied to every manifestati?n of coherent human tl1ought at all 
coses, or that it needs to be saved from the modern abomination by all 
means. However, a consistent logic allows us to use iliis term in different 
historical and cultural contexts, in spite of the conventionally accepted 
usage restricted, as a rule. to certain exceptional methods of investigation 
or co particular fields of knowledge. This scholarly freedom of 
interprciacion is not to be viewed as a frivolous voluntarism, for the 
simple reason, at least, that so-called philosophical rationalism can itself be 
u-aced back to the hieratic systems of ancient semiotics which a.re logically 
coherent meta-structures of metaphysical knowledge. 

l n this respect, one should remember that even empirical and 
posicivistic studies may be regarded as "fantasies elaborated in the genre 
of objeccive science and technical formula".1 By extension, one can speak 
o( Lhe genres and topoi not only in literature, but also in all aspects of hwnan 
social and individual life, including philosophical reasoning, creative 
imagination, and any kind of "experience". Even so-called scientiCic 
research and, as a consequence, contemporary technologies have their 
own "literary style" and concain hidden ontological premises Lhal are 
uuerly myiliical, if not fantastic. Therefore James Hi!Lnan argues: 

"Ou.r lives are the enacunenL of our drean1s; our case histories are 
Lrom cl1e very beginning, archetypally, dramas; we are masks (personae) 
cl1rough which the gods sound (personare)... AU ways of speaking of 
archetypes a.re translations from one metaphor to another. Even sober 
operational definitions in the language of science and logic a.re no less 
meLaphorical than an image which presents the archetypes as root ideas. 
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psychic organs, figures of myth, typical st�·les of existence, or dominant 
fantasies that govern conscioL1sness".2 

Instead of asking "whal is philosophy?"3, one should perhaps ask what: 
kind of contents, i.e., what kind of mental activities, spiritual dimensions, 
methods, attitudes, practices, or even behavioural and rirual patterns ma�· 
be subscribed under the name of "philosophy" when understood in the 
ancient sense of the way leading to wisdom. 1berefore our present 
intention is LO show tbat philosophin in its Pythagorean, Platonic, and 
Neoplatoo.ic form is suucrurally. thematically, and even genetically related 
co the ancient tradjtions of tJ1e Middle 13ast, and especially those of Egypt 

The main distinction whicb characterizes Hellenic philosophy is not 
rationality as such (because the mythological world-views and related 
philological or hermeneutical strategies are even more rational. systematic 
and coherent wholes), bu, its, partial at least, devaluation of images iind 
iidherence to the reasoning in abstract categories and "naked facts" of 
logic. However, the main task of this philosophy remains essentially the 
same: to change perverted human narure, to transform it, eventually 
leading it to happiness and to a restored divine identity. Trus task is in fact 
dirccliy inherited from the ancient "philosophies". thar is, from the 
mysteries of deatJ1, transfonnation. iind spiritual rebirth. and tbe rdated 
cosmogonical theories, systems of archetypal symbolism. and rimalized 
exercises of the "normati,7e divine life". 

The conventional story of "Western philosophy", established and 
canoruzed in the 18th and 19tJ1 centuries. tells us that philosophy consists 
in replacing myth by reason and thereby raising a rational society with 
rational laws. For the European Enlightenment, ii means the elim.ination 
of religion and of all irrational superstitions. f I ere "philosophy" is 
identified as a secular aod rationalistic enterprise, directed against d1e 
"idols" of religious imagination and faith, or. if a compromise should be 
involved, as a rational apology for Christian sentiments, morality. and the 
"natural" rigb1 of world dominion. This very compelling post-Kantian 
identiGcatioo of philosophy with an abstract philosophical ruscourse still 
dominates bolh scholarly and popular consciousness and provokes 
ruffcreot reactions. especially those raised by Tradjtionaliscs Crom one side 
and by Poslmodcro.ists Crom another. 

Anaoda K. Coomaraswamy, one of the leading expositors of 
contemporary Traditionalist thougbr. nonetheless defines philosophy as "a 
wisdom about knowledge", maintaining that "the problems of philosophy 
are evidentJy those of nnionalisation", aimed a, correlating rhe data 
provided by empirical experience tJu-ough a reduction of particulars to 
uru,·ersals. He sa,s: 

"Beyond dtis, however, philosophy has been held to mciin a wisdom 
1101 so much about particular kinds of thought. as a wisdom abour 
tlunking, and an analysis of what it means to 111ink, and an enquiry as LO 

what may be the narure of the ultimate reference of thoughL In thls sense 
the problems of philosophy are wirh respect ro the uh.imarc nature of 
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realitr, actuality or e>,._-perience: meaning by reality whacever is in act and 
001 1�1erely potential ... .Knowledge is not then of .individual presentations, 
but of rypes of presentation; in other words, of tb.ings in their intelligible 
aspect, i.e., of d1e being diat things have in the mind of the knower, as 
principles, genera and _species. Insof� as_ know�edge i� direc�ed �o the 
iiwu.nment of ends 1t 1s called pracucal; LO so tar. as 1t remains in the 
knower, d1eoretical or speculative".4 

Io addition to being abstract, philosophy must be systematic so as co 
make one logical whole.5 Now it is fairly clear that any of the great 
mythological and religious systems constitutes a closed logical whole, 
b;sed on strictly metaphysical premises. Therefore A. K. Coomaraswamy, 
partly following tl1e Peripatetic e..x-ample, acrually speaks of two 
philosophies. The First Philosophy, which stands in accord with "revealed 
u·uth" (or simply serves as its rational vehicle), is"no longer in the first 
place deductive and secondarily inductive, but inductive from first to last, 
its logic proceeding invariably from ilie transcendental to the universal, 
and thence as before to die particular. This First Philosophy, indeed, 
taking for granted ilie principle 'as above, so below' and vjce versa, is able 
to Gnd in every microcosmic fact the trace or symbol of a macrocosmic 
:ictuality, and accordingly resorts to 'proof by analogy; but this apparently 
deducLive procedure is here employed by way of demonstration, and not 
by way of proof, where logical proof is out of the question, and its place is 
rnken either by faith (Augustine's credo 11/ i11telligam) or by the evidence of 
immediate experience (alaukikapratyaksa)".6 

Accordingly, the subject of metaphysics is described as being that "of 
the Supreme Identity as an indissevarable unity of potentiality and act, 
d:irkness and light ... "7 

The definition of metaphysics as invariably related to tl1e monistic 
concept of an absolute Supreme Identity is not self-evident without a 
considerable hermeneutical attempt to e»1Jlain it or construct such 
uoiversal meta-theory which would be able to satisfy one's "philosophical 
mind" in accord with particular speculative premises. Those premises 
include certain specific notions of immortality and eternity, death and 
rebirth, as well as an elaborated (often mythologized) hierarchy of being 
and a more or less e.'Cplicit theory of divine archetypes. 

A.LI 1.hese philosophical concepts, albeit. e1q)ressed in a language of 
myth, symbol, and ritual, are attested in the ancient Egyptian civilization 
and stand ill the rooLs of Hellenic modernization of that ancient 
"philosophy" whicb is based on identifications wid1 the divine names and 
qualities drnt imply alchemical traosfoonations within che officially 
established frame of the theurgic semiotics and royal iconology. In this 
respect, Franz Rosenthal speaks about "a common v:iriation of the l-an1-
y�u concept'' which (as d1e paradigmatic mystical assertion "I am you'') is 
widespread in the anaenl Egyptian, Assyrian, and Indian spiritual milieu. 
F. Rosenthal, being a faithful modernist, attributes its origins co "d1e 
murky world of magical longing.," and argues as follows: 
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"Magic identification was a kind of standard procedure for solving the 
mysteries of both the natural and supernatural worlds. It was stated that 
dus god is that god, a is b, and immediately, power was gained and 
difficulties were removed. The Sanskrit Brahmanas are replete with 
statements of dus sort: 'All the deities a.re Agni; all the deities a.re 
Vishnu .. .' The newcomer who is examined by the Brahman with the 
question 'Who are you?' is supposed ro answer 'I am yourself ... Gnostic 
religions, in particular, are characterized by the fact that they reconstruct 
the power system chat holds the world together or may tear it apart by 
means of an intricate series of murual .identifications of all known physical 
and historical data and metaphysical abstractions. The understanding of 
1.he system is the fust and decisive step toward salvation".8 

Knowledge of the divine becomes possible only through identification 
wid1 it, and dus identification (or gradual transfoonation and moving 
th.rough the series of identities), culminating in union, is the ultimate goal 
of the Egyptian philosophical way of life. Tlus is a path which implies 
purification, correct performance of lue.ratic rites, moral perfection, 
contemplation, and knowledge which proved to be the main driving force 
of illumination, alchemical transformation and restoration of one's true 
divine iden titv. 

Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy, though operating on a different 
level of epistemology and dialectic. reveals the same hidden patterns. 
Therefore our aim is to explore these patterns and (as far as possible) 
indicate the ways of esoteric transmission, although the latter question is 
always secondary and rad1er marginal, mostly important for those naive 
endmsiasts of historical .research whose scope is limited to supposed 
empirical or mechatucal "influences". ln short, certain aspects of Hellenic 
(especially Neopychagorean and Neoplatonic) metaphysics consist in 
designation and philosophical description of the same divine principles 
and cosmogonical manifestations (the same in a universal sense of 
philosophia pemmis, not of exacl coincidence in the realm of historical facts) 
which are already explicitly or implicidy presented in d1e hieroglyphic 
images and symbols employed by the Egyptian priests. 

The Greek philosophers themselves traced the seeds of cheir haireseis 
back to the Egyptian hieratic tradition. The Neoplatonists recognized the 
divine origin of philosophia and compared it to metaphysical rites, or 
mysteries, aimed at the ascent of che soul and its final reunion witl1 the 
denuurgic Intellect (No11i') and the One. This mystical task (the pathway of 
gods, devq_yana, in Upanishadic teems) implied just such an ontological, 
cosmological, and .imaginal context of human existence which was 
inseparable from the ovecwhelnung noctic network of divine energies. 
The word and image, or any other theu.rgic symbol, were taken as essential 
to the process of joining d1e human soul to ics paradigms. The universe 
itself was regarded as a kind of multi-dimensional text written by the 
divine sophia. Therefore "to philosopluze" means to be in accord with dus 
wo.rld-govc.rning providence and employ cer1ain sacramental esoteric 
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henneneotics for the correct reading of the ontological hieroglyphs. As 
Pierre Lory says: 

"Hv naming a thing of the world, the human being awakens because 
i.he 1w�ne brings forth the in teroaJ reality which corresponds to what exists 
i.o himself'.9 

Si.nee human Jaoguages, in certain ideal respects, are taken in traditional 
societies to be the .refraction in the human mind of the noetic cosmos and 
i,s organization, the cor.rect creative and ritualized cultic use of sacred 
language itself (along with all possible riddJes, puos, metaphysical 
ctYmologies, associalions, and exegetical twists) may be regarded as 
t:i;,u,mount LO "phiJosopbizing". The end of this transforming speech and 
dii$ "reading" is one's transformation, awakening, and rebi.rth . 

. -\ccordingly, even moving across the qualitative and symbolic days of a 
�11cred calendar is oo less than following the "philosophical way" towards 
the desired integration by imit1.tiog the circumambulation of the Year. 
Dus both demiw:gic and theu.rgic circle of the Year not only represents 
the i.ndividuaJ's pi.ligrimage to the archetypal principles (and his dramatic 
experience of the sacred), but serves as an actual model of one's 
philosophy io all its mystical, social, political, economical, ethical, and 
aesthetic aspects. If this traditional way of participation, of direct mythical 
experience and "surrender" (which, nonetheless, may involve I.he heroic 
aspect of initiation and trial) should be called "phiJosophy", tbeo co 
philosophize means not to belong to the Clise of an e.·nraordinary 
excepLioo. but to follow one's own "predestined" path - as if moving 
1hrough the a.rchetypal Text of theophanies, mllsks, aod changing ranks of 
1denLicies to the polarities (those of Horus and Seth, of deva aod asura) 

which transcend aU duality. 
\X'hen radically formulated in terms of metaphysical "identities", this 

final gonl of phiJosopby- like the final goal of the Hscent accomplished by 
the golden Horus io the Pyramid Texts - may be regarded as the building 
up of the tomb or the altar of sacrifice. Thus A. K. Coomaraswamy says: 

''\X'haL metaphysics understands by immortality and by eternity io1plies 
and demands of every man a total and uncompromising denial of himself 
and a Gnal morti6cation, to be dead and buried in the Godhead ... For the 
Supreme Identitv is no less a Death and a Darkness than a Life and a 
Light, no less r\;ura than Deva ... And this is what we understand to be 
the final purport of the First PhiJosophy."10 

To call this hieratic enterprise - initially related to the particular trends 
of ancient thought - by the term of the "First Philosophy" is a matter of 
mere convenLion inherited from the trlldicion of Western scholasticism. 
However. the same idea of spiritual rebi.rth aod final union dominated 
both Egyptian cullic practices and sophisticated Neoplatonic thought 

lL is no wonder that Modernism (panly based on the Protestant legacy) 
rejects alrogeLber this kind of sacnuneotaJ philosophy and, instead, 
presents as philosophy its own way oi explaining thi.ogs and of imposing 
n.:ducuonisL ideological fantasies. 11 is even more interesting, however, 
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d1a1 so-called Postmodernism enjoys breaking with die entire 
philosophical tradition (classified, idolized, and cherished by Modernism) 
which, presumably, runs from Plato and Aristotle to Descartes and Hegel. 

Certain critics of modern social institutions describe dus breaking as a 
rebellion against tl1e totalitarian tendency in Western philosophy. tl,ereby 
affinning as salutary the ound's powerlessness to "think" the so-called 
Oilier and, conse9ueotly, instead of negative theology promoting all kinds 
of sheer irrational.ism and stupidity. Michel Foucault argues: 

"The death of God sent aU the stable forms of previous thoughc up in 
flames and used tl)eir charred remains to draw strange and perhaps 
impossible faces."11 

Richard Rorty. anodier in0ueotial writer, speaks of the uuer 
bankruptcy of traditional phjjosophizing and of what he caUs 
"epistemologicalJy centred philosophy". 12 His rudtless criticism is mai,tly 
directed against die whole epistemological project of modernity, initiated 
by tlie followers of Descartes and Kant. However, at the same time and 
by tl,e same stroke, the Postmodern relativists ridicule all traditional 
metaphysical systems (especiaUy those belonging to tl1e Ncoplaton.ic 
stream), viewing their claims for divine truth and beauty as beirLg ut1:erly 
groundless ideological fictions. Philosophy itself is said to be coming to its 
unglorious end, since ilie "post-philosophical" attitude finds its solipsistic 
pleasure in rejecting any form of universal theory. 

The world is turned upside down. Therefore it would be railier 
incorrect to tlunk tl,at one o[ ilie main characteristics of Postmodern 
thought consists of its insistence on the primacy of tl1e practical over ilie 
theoretical. The pra:,ds of self-indulgence, forgetfulness, deviacion, and sin 
(if not an acLUal crin)e in ilie name of pseudo-hwnanism and democracy) 
is surel}' nol the same as the spiritual praxis of purification, askesis. 
contemplation, self-sacrifice, remembrance, and virtue. The Postmodern 
fighters against tl1e metaphysical order of things and against any shari'ah 
(that is. the sac.red law) think mat the dragon represents the values of me 
modern administrated and disciplinary world; tl,erefore "these values muse 
be destroyed if ilie spirit is to become ilie value-creating, life-affirming 
cbjjd"-13 

When spiritual sanity itself is turned into a fantasy, one tiling is 
forgotten and neglected, namely. iliar.. as FrithjofSchuon pointed out: 

"Intelligence has, on me one hand, no effective worth unless ics 
contents are d1e fundamental and saving trnilis: on the orher, intelligence 
must be in balance with virtue and faiili".14 

Accordingly, tbe philosophical relativism of Lhe "life-a ffurning child" 
(to whom wisdom is tantamount to a seductive and wild public woman) is 
capable only of laughter and irony with their compelling logic of theatre. 
And ilie crazy Postmodern theatre is not that wluch presents die 
mysterious storv of al-Khidr and Moses (even if seen through the eyes of 
Mu.lla Nasredclin). but 1haL which shows the ugly traits nf a trivial sado-
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masochist play. This is because "an intelligence devoid of truth remai.ns 

beneath itself', according to the apt remark made by F. Scbuon. 15 As Gary 
13. Madison says: 

"We are inevitably condemned to relativism when, rejecting like Rorl)' 

the metaphysical notion of Truth, we reject also all metanarratives, when. 

di,ll is, we reject the legitimacy of theory, which always seeks some form 
of 1miversaf validity. And. similarly, we find ourselves in a state of nihilism 
when, rejecting the metaphysical notion of Realit-y, we go on to assert as 

weli that everyone's 'truths' are merely their own private 'fictions', when. 
that is. we equate Gction with mere semblance (simulacrum) and deny i.t 
the power to recreate or re.figure, and thus enhance, what is called 

'reali t-y'. "16 

Our present task is not tO argue against the mental acrobatics of those 
who follow R. Rorty or tO daim that we are in possession of certain 
exclusive "formal" truth, whatever this word may mean for different 
audiences. On the contrary, our purpose is quite humble: to discuss 
certain parallels between ancient Egyptian and Hellenic thought, and to 
show that philosophia (apart of other important aspects) is directly or 
indirectly based on tl1e hieratic patterns of ancient cults and may itself be 
regarded as a rite of transfoanation and noetic rebirth. This hermeneutical 
rite of "philosophizing" (which partly consists in moving through the 
ontological text, that is, th.cough tl1.e cosmic maze of ideas, thoughts, 
words, images, symbols, and deeds) is not simply a playful metaphorical 
enterprise chat beJo.ngs to the realm of rhetoric, but involves the 
restoration of one's right mind and promises the final reunion with divine 
principles. The metaphysical discourse thereby produced is based oo 
noetic intuitions, ambivalent terms, and paradoxical images, thus 
constituting the closed "hermeneutica.l circle" of its own. It cannot be 
simply rendered into the positivistic language of "facts" or turned into the 
"merely dead fiction" of the contemporary historical museum, without 
losing its hidden theu.rgic dimension, imaginative appeal and 
Lransformative bt1rakah. 

A.ld1.ough every hermeneutica.l perspective constructs aod recoostmcts 
mort> or 1.ess coherent and meaningful pictures of the past, always based 
on the particular spiritual needs and expectations of their real or imagined 
audiences, it would be unwise and incorrect to disregard most of them or 
to neglect tl1em altogetl1et· simply because one's mental horizon is ruled by 
learned "scientific" tales of a different kind. Always keeping in mind tlie 
huger metaphysical picture and accepting d1at different variations of 
hierarchy, far from being simply Platonic or Neoplatonic "inventions". a.re 
valid for their wider ontological contexts, one can equate par analogia111, for 
example. the solar Atum-Ra to the Neoplatonic No11s, or one ca11 use tlie 
tc:n11s sekhcm. shakti, aod drma111is as being, in certain cases, in1er
changeable. However. such rather loose comparisons are not meant LO 

ch11m 1he strict coincidence of their objects (figures o[ tboughl, Etcrary 
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forms, underlying symbols, myths, a.ad philosophical categories) in every 
respect or to "prove" that, historically speaking, any pa.rticuJar concept of 
a certain tradition straightforwardly "derives" from another one which is 
similar but belongs to a foreign cultme. 

To quote J. Hillman again (despite bis persistent wish to reduce a.ad 
transfer noetic realities to the level of psychic imagination): 

"The mind from the beginning must be based in the blue firmament, 
like the lazuli stone and sapphire throne of mysticism, the azure heaven of 
Boehme, philos sophia . .. .it is a mythical place that gives metaphorical 
support to metaphysical thjnking. It is the presentation of metaphysics in 
image and form."17 

The present monograph consists of seven parts which are unequal in 
length and subdiv:ided into chapters. Parts IV and VI were initially written 
as separate essays, then .rev:ised and integrated into the book. This project 
would never have been accomplished without the kind support of the 
Matheson Trust. For their considerable assistance I am grateful to Reza 
Shah-Kazemi, Kha.lid Naqib, and my wife Virginia. 
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UNDERSTANDING ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY 

1. Philosophy and Eternal Wonder 

One must be careful in thinking that phi/osophia fust appeared with 
Pythagoras (who visited alJ the Egyptian priests, ac9ui.r.ing all the wisdom 
e�ch possessed, according to Iamblichus in De vita lythago1ica 4)1, simply 
because he invented this term, according to the ancient Hellenic tradition. 
For Pythagoras, philosophy, associated with the way of Apollo, consists in 
a pucificat.ion, in becoming aware of the divine principles and in 
assimilation to God. This Pythagorean way of life (bios Puthago1ikos: 
Rep.600ab) cannot be opposed to sacred .rites, because the true and 
inunortaJ divine nature is achieved not only by means of theoria, or 
contemplation of the wuversal principles of harmony, but through praxis 
which is both askesis and therapeia. Pythagoras himself conducted the 
hieratic rjtuals behind a veil, but only those who had passed all 6.ve-year 
tests, initiations and necessary purifications were privileged to see the face 
of the Philosopher, their divine hegemon (spiritual guide and leader). Thus, 
·with certain subtle reservations, we should accept the claim made by 
David R. Fideler: 

"Yet ,vhiJe Pythagoreanism remains closely related to the Orphic 
Lhought of the period, the clearly distinguishing factor between the two is 
Lhat Cor the Pytl1agoreans liberation from the wheel is obtained nor 
Lhrough religious rite, but through philosophy, the contemplation of fust 
principles. Hence, philosophia is a foan of purification, a way to 
immortalily. As others have observed, whereas the Eleusin.ian mysteries 
offered a single revelation, and Orpbis.m a religious way of .life, Pythagoras 
offered a way of life based oo philosopby".2 

However, philosophia, or ratl1er philosophizing - understood in Lhe 
ancient sense as a special way of life and paideia, as seeking of truth - is 
modelled on the inner theurgic patterns and cosmic rhythms. It is a grave 
mistake to regard "ritual" (telete, or rit11s, the last word being closely 
connected with the Vedic concept of ,ta, the universal order maintained 
by the constant theia e,ga, divine works) merely as an external ceremony 
which i11jures the Protestant and Modero iconoclastic sensibilities. 

Perhaps the "wonder" which, according to the ancients, provokes the 
"birth of plulosophy" has nothing arbitrary and "spontaneous" as 
understood in the Modern Liberal sense, because this secondary wonder 
repea1s the primeval cosmogo1uca.l wonder. In Pharao1uc Egypt, the 
wonder h�rtnned by the Eastern Batt (the spiritual manifestations of Thoth) 
al the rise. or rebirth. of the Sun reflects Lhc eternal wonder whi.ch 
constirutes the blissful divine Self-consciousness at the appearance of the 
noetjc Sun, of An11n-Ra. who stems &om the abvss of ineffable waters. 
And this wonder at sunrise is not complete witho1:1t the wonder at sunset 
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when the mystery of death is revealed and Anubis leads to the tomb and 
the inner Osi.riao temple of alchemical transformation. 

lf human wonder (tha11111azei11), when facing Life and death, divine 
glories and terrestrial miseries, is the true origin of philosophizing, then 
we should agree with Ch. Evangeliou that philosophical speculation can 
go as far back as the appearance of Anthropos.3 But the related passage 
from I.he Theaelet11s of Plato proves that this wonder is discussed along 
with the concept of initiation: 

"This sense of wonder is the mark of the Pbjjosopher. Philosophy 
indeed h:1s no other origin, and he was a good genealogist who made Iris 
daughter of Thaumas ... Then just take a look around and make sure that 
none of the uninitiated overhears us. I mean by uninitiated the people 
who believe that nothing is real save what they can grasp w:ith their hands 
and do not admit t.hat actions and processes or anything invisible can 
count as real" (Theaet. 1 SSdc). 

Plato clearly states that philosophical wonder is wonder raised by 
things real and invisible, i.e., the Forms, or noctic realities, and this 
•'miraculous" philosophical knowledge regarding the ascent to the 
[ntelligible realm is not arrived at or learned at random, but constitutes the 
essence of initiation. 

In addition to initiation and guides, philosophy requires leisure, 
understood as a necessary condition for the contemplative life, as long as 
this "leisure" does not consist of the regular toil of the "liturgic life", 
conducted in the Egyptian temples nor, by extension, the daily life 
dictated by pious ascetic attitudes. According to the testimony provided 
bv Aristotle: 

"That philosophy is not a science of production is clear even from the 
history of the earliest phjjosophers. For it is owing to their wonder that 
men both now begin and at first began to phjjosophize ... And a man who 
is puzzled and wonders thinks himself ignorant (whence even the lover of 
myth is in a sense a lover of wisdom, for the myth is composed of 
wonders" (Metaph.982bl 1-19). 

"Hence when all such inventions were already established, the sciences 
which aim neither to give pleasure nor to procure the necessities of life 
were discovered, and discovered first in the places where men first began 
to have leisure. This is why the matl1ematical arts were founded in Egypt.; 
for there the priesdy caste was allowed to be at leisure" (ibid., 981 b 19-24). 

Those contemporary scholars who have a strong ideological bias 
(especially when the academic scepticism itself becomes a sort of sinister 
ideology), a bias based on the Modern and Postmodern "scientific" 
mythology, are condemned to blindness and may quickly dismiss the 
following claim of lsocrates aboul Pythagoras: 

"On a visit to Egypt he became a srudeot of tl1e religion of the people, 
and was first to bring to the Greeks all philosophy, and more 
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conspicuously than others he seriously imeresLed himself in sacrifices and 
i.n ceremonial puri cy ... " (Bom-itis 28). 

r\ccording to lsocrates, the ancient Egyptians, who are strong in their 
piety and in practical wisdom (ettsebeia kaiphro11esii'J, introduced the practice 
of philosophy (philosophias a.skesin) for the soul, "a pw:suit which has the 
power. not only co establish laws but also to investigate the nature of the 
universe" (ibid.21fQ. This perspective shows Pythagoras as merely the 
inspired and gifted imitator who played a role of philosophical avatar for 
che voung Hellenic civilization and built up his philosophy oo the already 
fun�v established tradition. 

T� assert that philosophy (and it has many different forms beyond that 
of discursive Western rationalism) begins with wonder means to trace it 
back 10 the tcp sepi (the Egyptian "first time"), to the noetic revelations and 
rhe ,trchetypal Ancestor of hwnanity itself. In fact, philosophy deals with 
1usr a few essential questions: (1) Who we are, and (2) What we ought to 
do. in order to improve our being and escape the threat of perdition. 
l(_nowledge of our identities and relations to the archetypal realm is not 
nccessHily produced by fluctuating human opinions and fancies: more 
frcc.1uently it is regarded as God-sent from the beyond, revealed from 
above or from within. It is therefore oo wonder that for Arabs and 
Muslims in general Adam is the first among prophets. 

This theme is elaborated and developed by the eminent Andalusian 
Sufi Ibo al-'Arabi (sometimes called Ibn Aflatun, Son of Plato) who 
regards Adam as the very first principle of reflection and the spirit of the 
rellected form. For the shqykh a / -akba,; Adam is equivalent to the 
a.rchetype of humank.iod, the principle of the creaLive process, close to the 
Plotinian Intellect (Nous) or, perhaps, its image at the level of the universal 
Soul. r\dam integrates in himself all cosmic realities and their individual 
manifestations, and all the Names of God; therefore he is an agent of 
tidc1.ic knowledge. Ibo al-'Arabi says: 

·'\�'ere ir not that the Reality permeates all beings as form �o His 
tiualitaL.ive fom1l, and were it not for the intelligible realities, no [essential] 
determination would be marufest in individual beings. Thus, the 
Jcpcndence of 1.hc Cosmos on the Realicy for its existence is an essential 
fact0r. .. You are now acquainted with the Wisdom involved in the 
corporeal formation of Adam, his outer form, as you have become 
acquainted with the spirimal formation of Adam, his inner form, namely, 
th;it he is the Reality [as regards the latter! and that he is creature [as 
regards the former]. You have also learned to know his rank as the all
synthesizing I focmj by which he merits the !divine] Regcncy".4 

. \ccording to Neop!aLOnic philosophy, the divine lotellect thinks of the 
totality of the universe of Forms to which it itself has given rise. He is r.he 
eternal creator a.ad sustainer of all subsequcm omological manifestation, 
therefore ar any specific time and any place one by necessity can glimpse 
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the same truths and construct similar metaphysical doctrines, though 
expressed in different terms, styles, and images. Such perspective provides 
a furn foundation for the «perennial philosophy" in its countless outflows. 
The boundless noetic world (kosmos 11oetos) consists in complete noo
spaciality and contains in itself the principles of any possible wisdom, 
regardless of tbeir sometimes distorted earthly reflections and historical 
trajectories. 

The only problem is that most of the so-called Modern thinkers 
cannot accept 1be "hypothesis" of the Forms or the divine Intellect. 
According to their presumption, any philosophy that approaches or claims 
to approach the divine presence, unity, or wisdom, ends i.n the st.ruggle of 
absolute truths and confronts only its own deadly violence. Positivist:ic 
optimism gives promise for salvation through ever increasing information, 
sometimes worthless and even harmful for spiritual integrity. In a certain 
sense J. Derrida may be correct in describing violence as the ideological 
dominance exercised by metaphysics (in the Modern distorted sense of 
this term), but his own linguistic grammatology exercises a similar, if not 
greater violence.5 With pennanent cynicism and laughter one cannot cope 
with contradictions which are present at the level of discursive d1ought, 
and so eventually one may depart from "philosophy" altogether. 
However, our present task is to analyse ancient ways of thought which are 
inseparable from noetic certainty, revelation and ascent to the divine. 

2. Learning to Live and Learning to Die 

The traditional Egyptian paideia (education) consisted in energ121.ng 
superior and integral wisdom for the good of the entire body-like state 
(permeated and sustained by the royal ka, the vital principle) and for the 
soul (ba), both governed by the sacred principle of 111aat (truth, right 
measure, justice). This paideia had been under the rulership of the priests, 
or ph.ilosopbers, as Jsocrates maintained, because the priests had a leisure 
(schole), which allowed learning (schole), aimed at producing the 
contemplative man (oner theoretikos). l[ we accept the fact that the ancient 
Hellenes (not only the Pythagoreans) revered the Egyptian form of 
government and imitated their teachings regarding the soul and their 
spiritual exercises, there is no reason to doubt that philosophia (at least in a 
certain special sense) is indeed a product of Egypt. Tbe t.erm itself 
(Isocrates is among the first of those who started to use it) may simply be 
a rendering o[ an analogous Egypliiin 1erm, now t1nkno\rn, buL probably 
related to some compound of me,i (love) iind rekh (knowledge1 . 

le 1s not necessary to be a culmral bew lO undersLand that Lhe term 
"philosophy" may cover and include different ways of thought which 
cannot be reduced to the "monomythic" Hellenic raLionalism, praised by 
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diosc who Lhereby try to conceal their own inte.Uectual crimes and excuse 
,ome Modem superstitions. As John P. Anton observes, while discussing 
the philosophical trust in eros and in the power of logos (which cannot 
endure without the divine language of Being and sacred Mythology): 

"T [eel certain that the right to philosophize, to gain access to this 
i.ntellectual virtue is not something one secures by paying annual dues to 
the American Philosophical Association".6 

11 is difficult to decide whether the Greek term 11011s (iate.Uect, intuition, 
percei,·ing, essential and non-discursive understandi.ng) may really be 
derived from the Egyptian verb 1111, 1ma (see, look), related to the Greek 
11oeo (see, perceive, observe), or the Greek sophia (wisdom) - from the 
Egyptian seba (reaching, learning, star), as Martin Bernal boldly asserts.7 
However, such philological uncertainty cannot prevent us from 
recognizing i:he Egyptian «philosophy", or love of wisdom and learning. 
The term sebayt, teaching, employed by the Egyptians themselves, was 
used to designate various texts of instructions, complaints and praises, 
including those belonging to the wisdom-literature. Such ancient sages 
(sometimes turned into the archetypal authorities) as Hardjedet, Imhotep, 
Nefcrry, K.hery, Ptabemdjebuty, Khakheperresonbe, Ptahhotpe and 
Kaires, mentioned by the Papyrns Chester Beatty IV of Ramesside date, 
may be regarded as spiritual guides and philosophers. Also we suspect that 
some kind of «philosophy" may be deduced from the symbolism of 
sacred art and the temple rites, because the later Platonic philosophy is 
consciously or unconsciously modelled accordi.ng to the hidden ritualistic 
patterns. 

The wisdom-literature as such constitutes only a small and perhaps 
"modernized" part of the abundant writings produced in ancient Egypt. It 
assigned the central position to Netec («God" as an anonymous term), 
regarded as Creator and Sustai.ner of all things, d1e sovereign Lord, 
supreme Judge and ever-present Helper, the invisible and omnipotenL 
Shepherd of mankind. Man's responsibilities towards Him consist of 
worship, obedience and trust, especially emphasized in the Ramesside age, 
when personal piety becomes an exemplary virtue. The ideal of the truly 
silent man (ger 111aa), first foW1d in early wisdom-literature and developed 
by the New Kingdom (1550-1070 B.C.) theologies, is really the 
Pyd1agorea11 ideal. Th.is concept of silence is not only the prerogative of 
initiates who £ace the ineffable Principle, but includes the proper attitude 
bct0rc a deity in the temple and in t.be worshipper's heart, good manners 
tn Lhe presence of teacher. higher official and friend, self-control (get} and 
subduing of passions, exercised by rJie "rarjonal soul". to put it into the 
later HelJen.ic terms. Sometimes dus ruling principle is tmderstood and 
represented as the overwhelming ko o[ Lhe Pharaoh, wbo hunsclf is the 
Son of Ra. 
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The ancient Egyptian texts aot only deaJ with the fate of the soul (ba) 
io the Netherworld, bur provide the motivation for the good life here and 
now by doing the will of God (sekhem el/ 11eter). The admonitions inscribed 
io the tomb of Petosiris, the renowned sage and priest of Thoth (a.round 
4,h century B.C.), appeaJ to the living: 

"O you who come afterwards, 0 every mai1 who reads writing, come 
and read these inscriptions which a.re in this tomb that I may gwde you co 
the path of life and tell you your conduct, [i.n order that you may moor al 
the ba.rbou.r of the ci]ty of generations. Should you hold furn to mr 

sayings, you will discover their vaJue and will thank me for them. "8 

This one and other similar texts (sebqyl) advise the reader to follow 
LrUth and wisdom ia every pursuit, i.e., to live and depart to the beaut.ifu1 
West (to die) according to the established patterns of a pious a.ad 
righteous servant of God. 

,.-\ student of ancient civilizations must remember constantly that even 
ia G.raeco-Roma.n antiquity phiJosophy was regarded as spiritual guidance 
toward a happy life as well as initiation, successful transfo011atioo and 
i.ntegration into Lhe "divine chorus" after deat.h. 

I. Hadot describes it briefly as characterized by two paradigmatic 
formulas: learning to live and learning to die, where the latter formula can 
be regarded as the logical presupposition of the forme.r.9 

Seen io this light, philosophia is a method aimed at the eliolination of 
irrational fears, ambitions, and passions, at transformation and recovering 
of our essentiaJ identity. It re.qui.res Lhe aspirant Lo act in a pious and holy 
fashion (eusebos kai hosios), realizing that all iaitiations and visions a.re 
conferred on intellect by the hidden powers within the immense temple of 
the gods, which is the universe itself. "Everything is full of gods", 
accordi.ng to ThaJes of Miletus (fr.22DK); therefore in order to 
ph.i.losopb.ize it is necessary to be pious. 

Since a parallel is established between (1) a temple of initiation Like that 
of Eleusis and (2) the cosmos, the most holy of temples, human beings 
observe many wonders and iaitiatory spectacles (11111.rtika theamata) in both 
of them. For this reason, the ancient Egyptians present the i.mage of the 
stability of principles in "the holiest of temples which is the world" 
(Produs In Ttin. 1.124.16-19). The time between birth and death is an 
uninterrupted feast and liturgy which must be properly perfom1ed: 

"For the world is a ve.ry holy temple and mosl worthy of God; m:in is 
i.ntroduced into it by birth and the.re he does noc contemplate statues 
(agal111ato11) made by the band of man and deprived of movement, but the 
sensible .realities which the divine Intellect has brought into being in 
imitation of Lhe intelligible realities, as Plato says ... Our life which is an 
absolutely perfect admission and initiation into these mysteries (11111esi11 011/a 
kai telete11 teleiotate11) must be full of confidence and joy ... But Lhesi: feasts 
which God offers to us and in which be is the mysLagogue are profaned i.f 
we spend d1e best part of our lives in larnenLat.ion. recriminations and 
exhausting anxieties" (Plutm:ch De lmnqNillitale a11i111i 20.477cd). 
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Lo antiquity, Lhe theoretical side of philosophy, if chis specific side 
existed at all apart from the general d1eological and mythical outlook, was 
subordinated to the practical side. This practical side (which included 
contemplation) was regarded as "philosophizing" proper, and applied to 
11)1 aspects of life - political, ethical, liturgical and mystical. Being 
considered as spiritual guidance and education toward all goodness, 
beauty, and wisdom, ancient philosophy was only secondarily seen as a 
theoretical explanation of the world. And this explanation itself, along 
wid1 the k11owledge of epistemology and logic, served as an icon in order 
to provide me necessary intellectual conditions for a happy life, and for 
spiritual transformation and ascent (anagoge), or return (epistrophe), to the 
Lirst Principle, the source of all being, life, aJ1d intelligence. However, me 
philosophical schools which emerged in the 4,h to 3rd centucies B.C. and 
introduced a new type of spiritual guidance ("an organized work of love", 
aimed at rationalization of thought and conduct) considered that moral 
and ontological self-knowledge must precede all spiritual progress in tl1e 
philosophical discovery of the hidden truth (aletheia). 

But every philosophical tradition expected to teach its adherents how 
to die. This aim was achieved through the critical analysis of phenomena, 
self-examination, and a.rkesis, largely derived from Egyptian and 
Pythagorean sources. The different kinds of commentary, allegorical 
explanation and symbolic interpretation were used - some found in the 
privileged texts written by the founders of haireseis, others in divine oracles 
and sacred cites. Such hermeneutical pract.ices were thought to lead to 
inner Lransformation and spiritual rebirth. Neverdieless, die written texts 
and logical systems of mought, coostn1cted using powers of discursive 
reasoning, were regarded only as a temporary measure in place of personal 
instructions of the spiritual guide (kalhegemo11. hegemo11). He shows me way 
and therefore must be trusted and treated as a godlike father. Thus, 
according to this line of traditional thinking, the Stoic Epictetus presents 
an acute and revea.ling question: 

"Do J go to my teacher prepared to obey him like an oracle? Or am I 
nor also one of those, who in their folly only go to school in order to learn 
t.he hisLOry of philosophy. lo understand books which they did not 
understand before and to explain them to odiers should die occasion 
arise?" (Discourses 2.21.10). 

3. r\ncient Practices of Wisdom 

ConLrary to current opinion, expressed as rationalistic dogma which 
holds ancient philosophy (or ph.ilosoph�• as such) to be an exclusively 
ll1tcllecrual, theoretical, system-buiJdi.og or system-demolishing activity, 
recent investigations are able 10 shmv tlia1 it consists primarily i.o 
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contemplation of cosmic beauties and noetic archetypes of being as well 
as in fulfillment of the !elos which is present in the human soul. As Ch. 
Evangel.iou emphasizes, for Plato and Aristotle, the genuine 1-:lellenic 
philosopher is most beloved of the Hellenic gods (theophilestatos). This 
author cites the assertion made by Sarvepalli Radhakrish.nan that "the 
Upanishads speak to us of the way in which the individual sell gets ar the 
ultimate reality by an inward journey, an inner ascent" and adds: the same 
goal pervades the Hellenic philosophical tradition from Pythagoras co 
Proclus, if correctJy underst0od.lO 

A. H. Armstrong also insists d1at, for ancient philosophers, philosophy 
as preparation for death was an extremely demanding way of life requiring 
the intense study of the whole of reality, not simply "scieotilic" 
understanding of tb.i.ngs.11 Philosophy is concerned not only with human 
well-being, but with the search for soul-transforming wisdom. For 
Plotinus, this means to recover the soul's "ancient state" (archaia11 
leatastasi11: E1111. N.7.9.31; cf . Plato Rep.547b 6-7). lt is the same as to be 
illuminated by the truth from the Good, which radiates truth over all the 
intelligjbles. 'Ibe soul, purified and cleansed by philosophy, resembles the 
"living gold" (chmsos c1t1psuchos: ibid., IV.7.10.48): 

"This soul does make it clear that its evils are external accretions to the 
sou] and come from elsewhere, but that when i t  is purified the best things 
are present in it, wisdom and all the rest of virtue, and are its own. If, 
tben, tbe soul is something of this kiod when it goes up again to itself, it 
must surely belong to that nature which we assert is tbat of all the divine 
and eternal. For wisdom and true virtue are divine things (phro11esfr gm· kai 

arr:te alethes theio onta), and could not occur in some trivial mortal being, but 
something of such a kind [as to possess them] must be divine (theion), 
since it has a share in divine things through its kinship and 
consubstantiality (dia sm1ge11eia11 kai to ho111011sio11: 81111. JV.7.10.11-20). 

Hav-ing ascended to the divine tbe philosopher-sage ca.n pronounce, 
following Empedocles: "Greetings, { am for you ao immortal god" (chairet, 
ego d' hmnin theos a1t1brotos). The great Sufi masters, such as Abu Yazid aJ
Bistami (d.874) and a.1-Hallaj ibo Mansur (d.922) clearly follow the same 
stream of "spiritual drunkenness" (sukr) and ecstatic outbursts (shatahal). 

According to Pierre Hadot, who thoroughly investigated the very 
nature of ancient philosophia, its literary genres, rhetorical rules, exegetical 
strategies, and spiritual exercises, an implicit distinction between 
philosophy and phjJosophical discoUJ:sc is already evidem i.n Plato's 
definition of philosophy as a training for death (Phaed.67cd). It means tbat 
philosophy consists in libecating the soul from passions. This liberat.ion is 
achieved t·hrough the pracuce of the virtues and knowledge, d1at i� 
through a lived concrete exercise, stcippmg away everything tbllt is not 
truly itself. The ancient philosophy. which cures the soul's illness by 
teaching a radically new way of life, removes foi:getfulncss and is not 
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siJ11ply "a discourse about objects, be they even the highest, but it wishes 
acruaHy to lead the soul to a living, concrete union with the Intellect and 

tbe Good". 12 Therefore philo-sophia - the love of wisdom, is ao art of 

lovu,g, seeing, understanding, and living, not simply of constructing a 
technical jargon reserved for specialists. It is a method of purification and 
spiritual ascent which demands a radical transformation of one's thought 
,u,d existence in order to reach the telos described as "wisdom". And the 
real wisdom does not merely cause us to know discursively: it makes us 

·'be" in a different way13 by uniting knowledge (g11osir) and being (011sia). 
_-\!though this wisdom is regarded as the knowledge of causes and 

principles, i.e., as prote philosophia, "fust philosophy", by Aristotle 
�\,le1r1h.98lb 25-982 ab), some of the ancient philosophers viewed it as 
ineffable and unspeakable. Thus, in order to be a lover of wisdom, to live 
a philosophical life, to "philosophize", it is not necessary to develop a 
philosophical discourse in the sense of an elaborate scientific system and 
to carry out academic research. Rather, every person wbo lives according 
to the rules of intellect (11011s) or to the precepts left by the founder of any 
particular school (haire.ris) is considered a philosopher. 

But what about those who consciously lived according to the revealed 
djvine patterns, mythical paradigms and sacramental rituals? May they be 
regarded as philosophers and why? Of course, if the defirutions of 
philosophia and philosophizing are restricted Lo cert,,in historical forms of 
rationalism and logic. the attitude of phrlosophia pemmis may rightly be 
labeUed as uncritical and even silly. \Xlby must one be captured by the term 
phi/osophict and try to expand its meaning in order to cover so many 
di ffcrcn t forms of religious thought, devotional and cultic practice? 

However, our position, which recognizes the universality (but not 
unifoanity) of bumai, love and longing for wisdom, itsd[ constitutes one 
of many possible philosophical perspectives, wruch are not limited to 
spurious postmodern fiction. Therefore the widened application of the 
tenn "philosophy" is approved, despite the negative attitude and scorn of 
those modern thi.iikers who themselves usurped the right meaning or this 
term, claiming it exclusively for their narrow one-sided use. And in many 
cases Ll1e opinions of the ancients (especiaUy of those who followed the 
Pythagorean tradition) provide considerable support fo.r om perspective. 
So now let us tum to Ll,e numerous J,jstoricaJ testimonies. 

· 

The spiritual and intellectual traditionalism of the late Roman world 
made no distinction between the truth revealed by oracles and those 
Stated by divinely possessed or inspired philosophers. The only 
reservation regarding an unequal validity of different "p],jJosophies" is 
made by the emperor Julian in the foUowing assertion: 

"Only philosophy is suitable for us (priests), and of philosophers only 
those who acknowledge the gods as t.he guides of their puidcit1, for 
e:xample. Pythagoras, Pl:.ito, ArisLotle and those who follow Ch.rysippus 
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and Zeno. For we shoukl not occupy ourselves with all philosophers. or 
with all doctrines, but only with those philosophies that imbue us ,vith 
piety and teach us about the gods ... " (Ep.896).14 

According to Julian and other Neoplatonists. famous for their cultic 
preoccupations, Plato is I he au1horitalive expositor of the cLivine 
mysteries, but even his doctrines must be .read, interp.rered and followed 
only in the p.roper esoteric manner. They need to be ha.rmonized with the 
oracles and .revelations granted by the gods to cLifferent nations. In his 
le1tcr to the philosopher Theodorns, the high-priest "of iill temples tn 
Asia",Julian siiys: 

"For I cer1ainly am not one of those who believe tha1 the soul perishes 
before the body or along with it. nor do l believe any human being but 
only the gods (lois theois de 111011011): since ti is Likely that they alone have the 
most perfect knowledge of these matters, if indeed we ought to use the 
word 'likely' of what is inevitably 1.nie: since it is fitting for men co 
conjecture about such mauers, but the gods mus1. have complete 
knowledge" (Ep.20). 

Real knowledge about divine mauers cannot stem from discu.rsive 
human reasonings. Ir may only be sent "from above", from the realm of 
Ideas, o.r revealed by the divine intellect to the hwnan intellect. as long as 
it is purified (this is the aim of philosophical exercises) and able to receive 
a glimpse of the supreme Light. Therefore foe the true philosopher, as 
Damascius maintains. it is not enough to be skilled in the externals of 
philosoph)', concerned with a multitude of theories and brilliant 
syllogisms. ff a person is "inwardly barren of soul and lacking in true 
knowledge (l.rid.33). he cannot be reckoned among those who belong co 
the holy race (hiera genea) and cannot be regarded as a true philosopher. 
J lence, not only Sceptics or Epicu.reans, bur even 1.hose Platonists who are 
characterized merely by exLernaI learning (which may be very impressive 
indeed) a.re excluded from tbe circle o[ true philosophers. They a.re not 
"divine men" (theioi a,,dres). since true cLivine philosophers are the winged 
souls who have accomplished (or a1 least started) thei.r ascent and dwell in 
''I.he plain of truth'·. 

The philosophers belonging 10 1he boly race a.re described as 
possessing intrinsic sanctity: they Live apart, "leading the blissful life which 
is pleasing co the gods, dc,·oted 10 philosophy and worship of divine 
beings" (l.rid.95). Against th.is lofty ideal merely accurate discursive 
learning and human culrure are 1101 regarded as sufficienr: di,rine 
possession (mthol(sias1110.r). separation of d1e soul from d1e body (ek..rttw:r) 
and the ascen1 (t11111gogc) mto the realm of the divine are required: 

"Those who apply d1emsclves to things perishable and human, or who 
seek too hastil) LO gain understanding, or who are too eager for 
knowledge (phi/0111tJtheir). obtam Little of the wisdom that 1s great and 
dfrin<.·. -\mong the ancients. \ns1odc and Chn•s1ppus were 1mmcmely 
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gifted. but they were extremely avid for knowledge and hard-working, so 
thev did not compl.ete the whole ascent'' (Isid.36) 

:[he "knowledge" mentioned in this excerpt by Damascius is not 
something sucb as rbe Hermetic gnosis or Plato's episteme, but rather a 
pa�sion foe learning w:ithout practising the sp.i.citual elevation, equally 
characteristic of contemporary Western philosophers and scientists. The 
\lwplatonists made a distinction between (1) conventional philosophy 
concerned wit.h absttact philosophical contemplation and ordinary paideia 
and (2) pr.iestly, or divine, philosophy, practised "by certain true p.tiests 
(J111po de li//O// hiereon alethinon) who had adopted the manner of life 
appropriate to in.itiation into the mysteries" (Proclus Plat. Theol I. 1), and 
ihJ� philosophy leads to union with the gods. The priestly philosophy is 
parLly inherited from the ancient Oriental civilizations and related to pious 
sacramental actions, theurgic initiations and divine names. 

Therefore tl1e emperor Julian praises the ancients as "not possessed of 
a wisdom acquired and fabricated like ours, but philosophizing in a natural 
1rn111 ncr" (£,//' a11tophl(OS philosophormtes: 01: III.82b ). In this case, the 
"natural" means closer to the divine origin, to the Golden Age, "naturall�-" 

revealed, not acquired tl1rough discursive training and system-building. It 
1s almost certain that these "ancients" are not the "first Greek 
philosophers", known to us from the current Western histories of 
philosophy. but more probably the Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Phoenician, 
or Indian sages. 

-t. True Ancient Philosophy and the Way of Pious Living 

The Platonic philosopher Celsus around AD 180 wrote a book against 
Christians entitled Alethes Logos which did not survive. However, Origen's 
CfJ11!rr, C11/s11111 preserved certain fragments. one of which mos as follows: 

"There is an ancient doctrine which has existed from the beginning, 
which has alw:1ys been maintained by the wisest: nations and cities and 
wise men" (Cofltra Ce/s11111 I.14). 

The wisest nations are those famous for their philosophy or mysteries. 
1.c .. Egyptians, Assyrians, Indians, Persians, Odrysians, Samothracians. 
:ind Jc;;leusinians. J. C. M. Van Winden argues that alethes logos really means 
"u·ue wisdom". instead of "true doctrine" as it is held bv H. Chadwick and 
other schulars.15 But tlus academic controversy is not. �ery important for 
nur subject. Celsus simply states the common belief of his time that 
religious and phjlosophical truth shines more brightly at ilie beginning. ln 
other words. he speaks about the primordial tradition, be it a tradition of 
'\vi�Jom .. or "pbilosophy". He eveo makes no clist.inctioo between the 
phikJsophy proper and the mystet-y cults, because he speaks in the same 
hrvath of Elcusinians (who :1re not a "nation" in :rny noanal sense) and 
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the Assyrians (wbo built a huge empire and whose oame in Roman times 
was used rather loosely). 

Clement of Alexandria also affirmed the existence of an ancient 
pb.ilosophy which may be found all over the civilized world, because every 
nation had its own philosophers and sages. Therefore he argues: 

"I think that .it was io the realization of the great benefit accruiog from 
the sages that all the Brah.mans, the Od.rysae, the Getae, and t.he people of 
Egypt honoUied these men and made pb.ilosophy a public institution and 
examined their words as sacred texts, togelhcr with the Chaldeans and the 
inhabitants of Arabia Fel.L-x (as it is called), and of Palestine. and a 
considerable section of the Persian people, and countless other peoples in 
addition" (Stromateis I.68.1). 

For the modern scholar it is gu.ite uncomfortable to find some 
"ancient philosophy" even in the south of Arabia; therefore be is happy to 
dismiss this and other sin1ilar accounts as crazy trues. But it is well attested 
that early Christianity, for instance, regarded itself as a prolongation and 
fulfillment of an ancient philosophy. Therefore let us see how the true 
pb.ilosophy is described by the early Christians themselves. According to 
Justin the Martyr who wrote the Dia/ogHe with T,ypho the Jew at about AD 
160: 

"Philosophy is really the greatest: and most honourable thing man can 
possess. Ir alone brings us co God and unites us with Him and truly holy 
are those who apply themselves to philosophy. What pb.ilosophy really is 
and why it was sent down to men has escaped the masses. Otherwise 
there would be no Platonists, Stoics, etc." (Dialogue 2.1). 

It follows that pb.ilosophy is sent down to men and ultimately based on 
a divine authority, because true philosophy "alone brings us to God and 
unites us with Him". Being the knowledge of being (episteme /011 011tos), 

philosophy is knowledge of God, of what is true and truly exists. To sec 
God is the aim of Plato's philosophy (ibid.,2.6). So, Platonism is viewed as 
being close to revelation: surely "sent down" to Plato. ln Justin's DialogHe 
Trypho the Jew raises the following 9uestion: 

"Do not all pb.ilosophers io all their discussions discuss God? Do they 
not investigate 1--lis sovereigmy and providence on eve1y occasion? And is 
inquiring about the divine not the task of philosophy?" (ibid.). 

For Clement of Alexandria. philosophy is a form of the practice of 
wisdom, and wisdom is the scientific understanding of things divine, 
human, and their causes (Stromateis 1.30.1). Since the Lord himself says, "I 
am the truth" Gohn 14.6), philosophy, being a direct gift of God, includes 
questions concerning truth and the nature of the universe. Those 
pb.ilosophers who receive their knowledge from the supreme Truth, God 
himself, are the true initiates (ibid. 1.32.4). Clement of Alexandria says 1har 
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''there is only one way of 11-uth, but different paths from different 
pl-lees join it, just like tributaries fJowing into a perennial river" 
(ibid.,1 .29.1). . . . . . . . . 

He is not very .llllpressed by Helleruc philosophy which, m his op1n1on, 
shows a skill io sophistry and in many cases seems to him to be simply a 
power operating on the .i.tn�atioo, . using argume�ts to impla?t false 
opinions. Therefore, along with HeJJewc philosophy, likened to a little fire 
(stolen as ic were by Prometheus) which blazes up helpfuUy into a useful 
light. a trace of wisdom, Clement discerns a non-Hellenic philosophy 
\;bich comes directly from God and is based on divine knowledge and 
(airh. Following already established tradition, he argues that the Hellenes 
wemselvcs borrowed much of their wisdom. With great satisfaction 
Clement guotes Megasthenes, the ambassador of Seleucus I to India 
(about 350-290 B.C.) who wrote in the third volume of his History oj

lndia: 
''However, all that has been said by the ancients about nature is also 

said by philosophers outside Greece, the Brahmans in India, and the 
people called the Jews in Syria" (ibid.,!. 72.5). 

DrawLng necessary information &om Ale.xander Polihystor's book 011 
f�)'lhagore1111 Symbols and other unknown Hellenistic sources, Clement also 
claims LhaL Pythagoras was the disciple of Sandus, the "highest prophet" 
of the Egyptians, Plato of Sechnupis of Heliopolis, and Eudmais the 
Cnidian o( Chonup.is (Strom. I.69. l). In addition, Pythagoras is claimed to 
be a pupil of the Assyrian Zaratus and even of the Brahmans (ibid .. 
1.70.1). 

For Clement, truth is one and under ilie sole charge of Wisdom. But 

the plulosophic schools, whether Hellenic or not, "are like the Maenads 
scau·ering the limbs of Pentheus, each boasting their own limited claim as 
the whole tnith" (ibid., I.57.1). Clement cannot deny tlrnt the term "wise" 
is applied to "sophists" in the Scripture, so as co describe their excessive 
concern for language and technique: "they labour throughout their lives 
over distinctions between words and the appropriate combmation and 
grouping of expressions" (ibid., I.22.4). Are they real bearers of wisdom? 
Clemem cannot provide a clear response. Perhaps they are, if they belong 
Lo Clement's part-y and i[ wisdom is regarded as the inherited property of 
Jews and Christians only. For "the truth vouchsafed to the Greeks is not 
t.he same as ours, even if it does share the same name" (ibid.,I.98.4). 

Tbe Christians' attempts to present themselves as adherents of true 
a�cient philosophy (supposedly deviated from and partly corrupted by the 
Greeks) were caused by concrete historical and theological circumstances. 
This ea.dy dialogue and contest with Hellenism was a prolongation of the 
HeUenizcd Jewish tradition wluch tried al all costs to show its superiority 
over J IeUenism proper. All possible rhetorical and mythological tricks 
w�re used in order to demonstrate rhat Plato is simply a thief and imirnror 
ut i\Ioscs. 
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Since Christianity sLands between I lellenism and Judaism, il is nol LOO 
surprising that the followers of Christ-Logos sometimes described 
Socrates and Heraclitus as "Christians" Qustin I Apol.46.3). The seeds of 
Lruth which Lhey cultivated are owed to the sowing Logos, the Logos 
spem1t1tiko.r. LO whom all truth found in mankind should be ascribed. 16 TI,e 
Logos doctrine itself has Egyptian coots, as is attested by the so-called 
Me111phite Theolog,• and other texts. 

According LO the Christian writer Eusebius, every oation has a 
guardian-angel who is responsible for sending down certain knowledge. 
which is nol, however, always complele or correcL because some of those 
grnudian-angels can neither see the invisible, nor ascend lo the supreme 
Truth. Thus, for example, the Phoenicians and Egyptians were taughc to 
worsl1-ip the heavenly elemenls, the visible heavenly bodies. 

For Eusebius, religion (or devotion, eusebeia) and philosophy are nol 
separated but constitute a unity. Christianity is simply the restoration of 
the true anciem philosophy, because even before Moses' ti.me human 
beings had their pious philosophy. 11,erefore Christianity is, in fact, a very 
ancient way of pious living (.palniota/011 eusebeias polite11111a), and a very 
ancient form of philosophy (ard1aiolale tis phi/osophia: Demo11slratio Eva11gelica 
1.2). 1-

However, Eusebius cannot refrain from exoteric particularism in his 
assertions about the deGciency of "pagan" philosophy and religion: 
wherever it contains the truth, it has been stolen from the holy books of 
the Jews. 11,is widespread opinion is a sheer fantasy. but it stems from Lhe 
mythical belief in the excepcional status of Jews. Thus, their holy Scripture 
becomes the only sow:ce of wisdom and die very handbook of 
philosophy. Neither Egyptians or Assyrians, nor Persians or Indians could 
share such an extremist clain, and opinion. 

The Greeks had their own politiciil and cultural myth which consists in 
asserting the superiority of Hellenism: once the Hellenes were pupils of 
the iincient civilizations in matters of science, reLigion and mysticism, buL 
!hey were also able to give a rntional foundation Lo the doctrines of 
iincient nations (e.g., those of the Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians. 
Phoenicians), so as to transform iind develop rhem. Origen expresses this 
ideii as follows: 

"Celsus praises the barbarians for being capable of discovering 
doctrines: but he adds Lo this that che Greeks iire better able to judge the 
value of what the biirbiiriiins have discovered iind to establish the 
doctrines and to put !hem into prnctice b�• virtue" (askesai pros artle11: 
Co11/rc1 Ce/s11111 1.20. 
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s. Understanding of Ancient Philosophy by Porphyry and Augusrine 

Porphyry the Phoenician, that is, the 3rd century Ncoplatooist Maleh us 
frorn Tyre, provides us with further testimonies that philosophia and 
analogous forms of spiritual life and wisdom were not confined to the 
Graeco-Rornan world. Though Plato is the exemplar spokesman of 
phjjosopby, Porphyry also speaks of "d1e ancient philosopbf' which 
includes Persian and lndian thought. The widespread and long-standing 
opinion that Zocoaste.r was a precursor of Hellenic philosophy seems to 
be acceptable to Porphyry, alth.ougb he ardently fights the anti-cosmic 
Gnosticism which consciously subverted the cosmology of Plato's Timaeus 
iind i-elied upon forgeries on Zoroastcr. The hypothetical relationship 
between Hellenic and Persian philosophy J. Jgal describes as groundless 
;ind adds: 

"Plotinus too had in his schooldays been fascinated by the Persian 
mirage."18 

Used in a rather loose sense, which is normal praclice in antiquity, the 
rerm philosophia, as we have said, cove.rs all fonns of religious thought and 
hermeneutics, all theological attitudes and related ways of life. Therefore 
1he "Persian philosophy" might mean religious, political and moral 
wisdom. 

Talking about "the Persian mirage",J. lgal follows A. J. Festugiere who 
in the first volume of his fundamental research work La RevefC1tio11 d'Hem1es 
T1is111egiste says (perhaps following F. Cumoot) that lhe Graeco-Roman 
world in Porphyry's own time was smitten by the 111irage oriental.19 Th.is 
assertion means that ilie Romans and Greeks were wrong when they 
viewed Oriental forms of w:isdom as older and better, more suitable for 
spiritual realization and containing purer ideas of the deit:y, based on direct 
re,relations which transcend the narrow rationalism and pragmatism of 
il1ei.r own actitudes. Thus being under the sway o( some irralional dreams 
and in a weakened state of mind, flooded by the seductive imagination. 
1hcy 1u.rned lo the East in their search for lhe ancient ways of life and 
tli,·ine wisdom. It is more likely tl1ac A. J. Fesrugiere himself is wrong in 
his judgement, because otherwise we would be forced to regard the 
I lellenic philosophers and men of aristocratic culture as idiots who cannot 
know what d,ey really want and what is worthy o[ pursuit. However. our 
Concern is not to criricize the brilliant Cad10lic scholar. but to show that 
for the Graeco-Romans the existence of aocieOL or simply foreign 
philosophies (albeit different from their own) was a self-evident fact 

Relying on the testimonies collected bv the Babylonian Bardesanes, i.e., 
Ba'.· Daisan of Edessa. Porphyry in· DI' C1bsii11e11tia depicts Indian 
phJJosophers who worship rhe deity with pious reverence. setting apart the 
whole day and most of the night for hymns and prayers LO the gods. They 
ar"' the d1eosophists, or gymnosoph.ists. divided i_nto Brahmans and 
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Samanaeans. Both a.re concerned with divine wisdom. According to 
Porphyry: 

"Of these philosophers, some live on the mountains, and others on the 
banks of the river Ganges ... And neither among those Samaoaeans nor 
among the Brahmans whom l have al.ready mentioned, has any sophist 
come forward, as have so many among the Greeks, to perplex with doubts 
by asking where would we be if every one should copy their example" (De 
abst. rv.16-18). 

rrom the Hellenistic age onwards the constru'lt view prevailed that 
1ndian gymnosophists "philosophized", and "philosophizing" here means 
to live in silent solitude and devotion. engaged in prayer and trying to free 
the soul from the body. The aim of this philosophy, also called the mores ac 
diiciplina Indomm by Porphyry, consists in achieving immortality. The 
Indian gymnosophists had philosophical doctrines about the immortality 
of the soul. righteousness and purification, the duty of worshipping Deity 
and the possibility of the soul's deliverance from the cycle of existence. 
As Megasthenes already claimed, some Indian Brahmans held that: 

"God was light, but not such light as we see with the eye, nor such as 
the sun or fue, but God is with them the Word - by which they mean ... 
the discourse of intellect, whereby the hidden mysteries of knowledge are 
discerned by the wise. (fr. LTV). 

·'On manv points their opinions coincide with those of the Greeks, for 
like them thev say that the world had a beginning, and is liable to 
destruction, and is in shape spherical, and that the Deity who made it, and 
who governs it, is diffused through all its parts. They hold that various 
first principles operate in the universe, and that water was the principle 
employed in the making of the world. 1n addition to the four elements 
there is a fifth agency, from which the heaven and the stars were 
produced. The earth is placed in the centre of the universe. Concerning 
generation, and the nature of the soul, and many other subjects, they 
express views Like those maintained by die Greeks. They wrap up their 
doctrines about immortality and future judgement, and kindred topics, in 
allegories, after the manner of Plato" (fr. XLI). 

Thus nobody in the Graeco-Roman world would doubt the existence 
of Indian philosophy as such. But the problem, posed by Porphyry, arises 
from the awareness that only a tinv minority is able to follow the way of 
philosophy seriously. Porphyry (who partly misunderstood the 
soteriologicaJ functions of any integral sacred tradition which has both 
exoteric and esoteric dimensions) is in search of some universal way of 
liberation, foUowing which every soul could escape from the cycle of 
exjstence. 

Permanent escape with no return was not the right Platonic ideal, but 
_-\ugustine perfectly underswod Porphyry's dream. th.inking that 
Christianity is that single universal way which Porphyry did not Gnd. 
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,\ccording to Augustine's reports, Porphyry held thal only I.he Principles 
<.p,incipia. an:hat), i.e., (1) the One, or the Father, and (2) the Father's 

lntellect (Paltikos NoHs) ace able to purify souls to such an extent that they 
could escape rebirth (pali11ge11esis) within the cycle of transmigration and 
abjde forever with the Falher.W 

A.ccordi.ng to Augusti.ne, Porphyry maintained that an exclusivdy 
philosophical ascent is reserved just for a few. Therefore this pupil of 
Plolinus, not always faithful to the doctri.nes of his master, tried to find "a 
universal way for the liberation of the soul, deriving from some true 
philosophy, or the mores and discipli11a of d1e lodians, or the ascent of the 
Clrnldeans, or any other way".21 At this point Augusti.ne becomes angry 
and reproaches Porphyry (who admitted the use of theurgy only for the 
minor pneumatic ascent, contrary to Iarnblichus and other later 
Ncoplatonists) with ardent Christian zeal: 

"You did not get this doctrine from Plato. It was your Chaldean 
teachers who persuaded you to briog human weakness up into the exalted 
heights of universe, ioto the ether and empyrean, up to the heavenly 
firmaments, so your gods might be able to give supernatural revdations to 
the theurgists. Yet you consider yourself superior to such supernatural 
knowledge, in virtue of your iotdlecrua1 life. You, of course, feel that, as a 
philosopher. you have not the slightest need of th.e purifications of 
1 heurgic art. Y ct as a ki.nd of.repaymeor of your debt to those masters of 
yours, you prescribe such purgations to others ... The result is, naturally, 
1 haL since the vast majority have no taste for philosophy, you collect far 
more clients for those secret and illegal masters of yours than candidates 
for the Platonic schools. You have made yourself the preacher and the 
angel of those unclean spirits who pretend to be gods of the ether; ther 
hav<' promised you that those who bave been purified io their pneumatic 
soul, by Lheurgic arr, although they cannot, indeed, return to the Father, 
wi.11 have:: their dwelling among the gods of lhe ether. above the levels of 
the air" (Civ. DeiX.27). 

Despite the negative altirude towards the Chaldean theurgy and its 
"fantastic illusions", as well as "all the baseless opinions of all the 
philosophers" (ibid., VIII.1), Augustine is quite sympathetic to his former 
teachers, the Platooists and their master Plato, "who went to Egypt to 
acquire all the highly prized teachi.ngs given there" (ibid. VIII.4). He 
argues as follows: 

"I [ Plato says that the wise man is d,e man who imitates. knows and 
loves God, and that participation in this God brings man happiness. what 
need is rherc to examjne the orher philosophers? There are none who 
come nearer to us [han the Platonists" (ibid. Vll l.5). 

"The same concepts may have been beld also b)1 l1alian philosophers, 
because of Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans, and perhaps by some others 
of r.he siirne way of thinking and fro111 the same part of 1.he world. There 
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may be others to be found who perceived and taught this truth among 
tbose who were esteemed as sages or philosophers i.n otber nations: 
Libyans of ,\ Lias, Egyptians, Tndians, Persians, Chaldeans, Scythians, 
Gauls, Spaniards. Whoever tbey may have been, we rank such tbinkers 
above all others and ack.nowledgc them as representing the dosest 
approximation to our Christian posit.ion" (ibid. Vlll.9) . 

• \ long Lime before Augustine, Diogenes Laertius stated that 
philosophy was diffused among tbe nations of North Africa, tbe 
gymnosophists of India, the Magi of Anatolia, the Druids and so on. But 
for Augustine only those are true philosophers whose teachings are close 
Lo those or Plato and the Platonic tradition. The list of them (which 
includes Egyptians, Indians, Persians, Chaldeaos, etc.) is really impressive. 
The true philosophers have conceived of the supreme God as the Creator 
of all things. They argue that we are created in His image and derive from 
this one God all goodness and k.nowledge. 

Philosophy understood in this way leads to tbe light of k.nowledge 
(knowledge of God and of ourselves), happiness and the blessedness of 
life. Therefore forgetting for a while all reservations regarding 
"polytheism" and tbe "daemonic intermediaries between men and gods", 
Augustine approves Plato's definition of the Sovereign Good and the life 
in accord with virtue which is possible only for those who strive to imitate 
God: 

"Plato has no hesitation in asserting that to be a philosopher is to love 
God, whose nature is immaterial. It immediately follows that tbe seeker 
after wisdom (which is tbe meaning of philo-suphos) will only attain to 
happiness when he has begun to enjoy God'' (ibid. Vlll .8). 

6. From Egyptian Soil to HelJas 

fsocrates insisted that philosophy is a product of Egypt brought to 
Greece and Italy by Pythagoras, and one of the earliest attested uses of the 
term philosopNa comes from Bo11sins of Isocrates. Contrary to the 
convictions maintained by the ancienL Hellenes themselves and regarded 
by them as a self-evident truth, modern scholars dismissed Egypt as tbe 

ioiLial cradle of philosophy. This opinion was established during recent 
centuries and can be viewed as a consequence of the sustained attack on 
the ''wisdom" of Egypt pursued by certain radically disposed Christians 
and modern positivists. The den.iaJ that Egyptians were capable of 
developing any kind of philosophical thought is a result of the grave 
ideological errors and superstitions which have prevailed in the modern 
Western world since the Enlightenment and have almost destroyed (or 
grossly deformed) the Christian tradition itself. 
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Though the Hellenic philosophers aod scientists credited the Egyptians 
with achievements in all sciences aod practical wisdom, regarding them as 
u,e model to be imitated and surpassed in almost every field of learning 
and art, m.odero scholars reject all these testimonies as groundless. The 
Egyptians could not have in.fluenccd Solon, Thales, Pytl,agoras and Plato, 
they say .. simply because they did not have philosophy. Why? Because they 
arc· morbid and lifeless, not sufficiently rational and creative; because the 
,..\.rvan Model (to use M. Bernal's term) "better" explains the "progress of 
ci;ilization"; because they are pleasure-loving people, lacking all deep 
religious feeling, idealism and spirituality (in sharp contrast with 
Winckeln1ann's and Wilamovitz-Moellendorfs Greeks.. who have all 
possible positive qualities, creative energies and virtues in abundance). Io 
short, because the Egyptians belong to the undeveloped, lower and exotic 
race and represent by themselves the so-called "mytho-poetical" level of 
tl,oughc. A. Gardiner's sentence delivered in 1927 is almost generally 
accepted as axiomatic: 

"Despite the .reputation for philosophic wisdom attributed to the 
Egyptians by the Greeks, no people has ever shown itself more averse 
from speculations or more wholeheartedly devoted to material interests; 
wd if 1.hey paid ao exaggerated attention to funerary observances, it was 
because the continuance of earthly pursuits and pleasures was felt to be at 
st.like, assuredly ooc out. of any curiosity as to the why aad whither of 
human life".22 

Similarly W. K. C. Guthrie in A History o
f 

Greek Phi/osopl?J says: 
"Yet the torch of philosophy was not lit in Egypt, for they Jacked the 

necessary spark whicb the Greeks possessed so strongly and embodied in 
I.heir word philosophid'.23 

.uiother influential modern thinker and scientist, B. Russel, gives an 
equallv dogmatic and super6cia1 assertion: 

''Philosophy begins when someone asks a general question, and so 
does science. The fust people to evince this kind of activity were the 
Creeks. Philosophy and science, as we know them, are Greek 
inventions ... Philosophy and science begin w:ith 111ales of lviiletus in the 
early six1.h century B.C."24 

M. Bernal .. despite his shortcomings and sometimes eccentric "afro
my1 ho logy" (which is disputable in many respects) raises the opposite 
poim of view arguing that: 

".-\fter the crushing of Neop.latonism, t.he Hellen.ic, pagan descendants 
or Egyptian religion, and Gnosticism, its Judaeo-Christian coLUlterpart, 
Ch_ristia.n thinkers tamed Egyptian religion by rurn.ing it. into 
ph.ilosophy".25 "The three schools of thought that emerged from the 
debris of Egyptian religion were Hem1eticism, Ncoplatonism and 
Gnosticism. The H.ermeticists remained defiantly Egyptian, Lhe 
Ncoplatonists were more T- Iellenized and focussed their devotion on the 
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'divii1e Plato', while the Gnostics saw themselves as Christians ... There is 
little doubt that Hermeticism was the earliest of tl1e three and had a 
critical influence on the formation of the other two movements."26 

The question regarding the origins of Hermeticism, Platonism, and 
Gnosticism is not as simple as this schematic picture would like to 
suggest. But in certain respects tlus scraightfo1ward perspective is a 
reinterpretation and reestablishment of the ancient views fimuy held, 
among others, by Plutarch, the Middle Platonist and Delphic priest, who, 
foUowing Herodotus and other HeUenic historians, argued that much of 
Hellenic philosophy bad been introduced from Egypt. Plutarch believed 
in an essential unity between Egyptian and Hellenic religion, despite their 
different styles of expression: 

"Nor do we think of the gods as different gods among dif
f
erent 

peoples, nor as barbarian gods and Hellenic gods, nor as southern and 
northern gods" (De lstde el Osi,ide 67). 

At the same time he maintained that the Egyptian religion is older, 
purer and more profound, because when "men make use of consecrated 
symbols", some employed symbols that are obscure, but others those that 
are clear, "io guiding the intelligence toward things divine". Further 
discussing this subject Plutarch adds: 

"Therefore in these matters above all we should take as a guide into 
mysteries the understandii1g which philosophy gives (logo11 ek philosophia.s 
rtJtlStagogon) ... The fact that everything is to be referred to understanding 
(epi !011 logo11) we may gather from the Egyptians themselves" (ibid.68). 

In short, Egyptian hermeneutics (which explains religious myths and 
rites) itself constitutes a part of philosophy. It is not by accident that this 
assertion is followed by the remark about the festival in honour of 
Hennes (

fbotb) during which the Egyptians eat honey and figs, saying the 
while "sweet is truth" (.gluh1 he aletheia: ibid.68). 

"Truth" is a key word here, because evidently it is the Egyptian maat, 
related to the divine scribe Thoth, god of all wisdom, philosophy, 
mysteries, sacred rites and creative "magic" (heka). The sensible and noetic 
parts of philosophy, guided by 1110th, may be likened to the robes of Isis 
and Osiris respectively. The robes of Isis are variegated in their colours, 
"for her power is concerned with matter which becomes everything and 
receives everything, light aod darkness, day and night, fire and water, life 
and death, beginning and end. But the robe of Osiris has no shading or 
variety in its colour, but only one single colour like to lighr" (ibid.77). 
Therefore the noetic understanding, or the Os.irian intellection (when 
Osiris and Ra constitute the uniry, because without· Lhe intelligible light of 
Ra Osiris lies in the psychic darkness) is pure and simple, "shinii1g 
througb cl1e soul like a flasb o[ Lightnjog", and it affords an opporcunir? to 
coucb and see at once. 
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ln order to show a .relationsh.ip between the Egyptian symbols and 
philosophical exegesis we should provide anothe.r excerpl from De ]side el 

Osinde. Plutarchus wotes: 
"For 1.b.is reason Plato and Aristotle call this pa.rt of philosophy the 

epoptic or mystic part, inasmuch as those who have passed beyond these 
conjectural and confused matters of all sorts by meaos of reason (to logo) 
proceed by leaps and bounds to that pri.tn�. simple, an� immaterial 
principle; and when tl1ey have somehow atta111ed contact w1th the pure 
truth abiding about il, they think that they have the whole philosophy 
completely. as it we.re, within their grasp. 

"This idea at the present time the priests intimate with great 
circumspection in acquitting themselves of tlus religious secrel and in 
u·yi.ng to conceal it: that this god Osiris is the ruler and king of the dead ... 
Bur he himself is far removed from tl1e earth, uncontaminated and 
unpolluted and pure £com all matter mat is subject to destruction and 
dealh; but for the souls of men here, which are compassed about by 
bodies a11d emotions, there is no association with this god except in so far 
as 1.hey may attain to a dim vision of his presence by means of the 
apperception which philosophy affords (ple11 hoso11 oneiratos a111amv11 thigei11 
11oesei dia philosophiaJ). But when iliese souls are set free and nugrate into 
1he realm of the i.ovjsible and the unseen, the dispassionate and the pure, 
then 1.bjs god becomes ilieir leader and king, since it is oa him rhat they 
are bound to be dependent in their insatiate contemplation and yearning 
(or 1.hat beautv which is for men unutterable and indescribable. Wiili this 
beauty Isis, as the ancient story declares, is for ever enamoured and 
pursues it and consorts wid1 it and fills our eartb here wiili all things fair 
and good that partake of generation" (ibid. 77-78). 

This text is no less than a clear example of tl1e Egyptian ''Platonism" -
not jusL a reading of Plutarch. Isis, the mistress of "ttansfonnative magic" 
(or rnther of blissful ilieurgy) itself stands as a Lady Philosophy. 
enamoured of the immaterial Principle. 

Modern scholars, deprived of all tl1eurgic iroaginatioo and grace, may 
still insist on their rejection of Egyptian philosophy, but rue fact remains 
Lhat Pytl1ago.ras and Plato brought sometlung important from Egypt, 
connected wiili the ilieory of Ideas, the divine Archetypes aod their 
images or symbols, me mathematical sciences, regarded in a mystical 
sense. and the conception of the immortal winged soul (ba) wandering in 
search of her true identity a11d thereby following tl1e precepl of Horus-Ra 
(.'\polio): Know Thyself. The soul seeks to know truth (mc1a� and Lve by 
11. \\11en her ascent is completed, the soul. turned into tl1e lununous 
LrJLelltct (t1kli). contemplates the Forms in the solar bargue of Ra. le is not 
too di!Gcult to Gnd the prototypes o[ images used in Plato's Phaedm.r. 

f\losr probablv d1e Republic is also based on the Egyptian models. 
According to Krancor (as related by Proclus) "Plato's comemporaries 
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mocked him, saying that he was not invenror of his politeia. but that he had 
copied Egyptian instimtions".27 The Egyptian form of government was 
im.icaced by the Pythagoreans, along with the methods of philosophical 
askesis, aimed at purifying the human soul and harmonizing with the 
perfectly ar.ranged sta.re regarded as an imago of the divine cosmos, both 
sensible and noetic. 

Ch. Evangeliou maintains that the Pythago.reao pursuit of 
mathematical sciences and care of the soul are brought from Egypt 

"Through Plato and the Platonic tradition this type of philosophy 
more than any other contributed to shaping the Hellenic view of man, as 
an igno.ra.nt captive whose true liberator is Lady Philosophy".28 

However, we must .remember that certain selected ideas and elements, 
brought from Egyptian soil to Hellas, were removed from the context of 
integral sacred civilization and put into the foreign ''barbaric" 
environment where tl1ese elements (though synthesized and artificially 
united in the new compound) inevitably stood outside of the ma.in stream 
of life. They could function only as a sorr of Pythagorean "esoterism", as a 
clearly defined "philosophy", rationalistic exceptionalism, quite strange 
and even dangerous for the .rest of society. Maybe th.is is the reason why 
Pythagoreans we.re persecuted and Socrates sentenced to death. lt was 
quite different in Egypt, where every "philosopher" belonged to tile state
staff and had no need to define himself as an e.xceptional case. It is 
possible that the nickname philosophos itself betrays this tension between 
the distant wisdom (still the possession of Egypt) and the local socio
political and psychological climate io Greece and Italy, tile mental 
stmctures of which were organized according to me different value 
patterns. Perhaps this .radical tension "revolutionized" the Hellenic 
mought and, partly at least, can explain the cise of independent 
philosophical djscourses, a.imed at the fundamental questioning of 
everything. 

In a sense, this unnaturally mutated ''beast'', a hybrid fuelled by tile 
powerful enthusiasm of sophists, physiologists, and rationalists, betrayed 
both Egypt and the archaic past of Greece. For this or some siroilar 
reason P. Kingsley claims that Plato had killed his "father" Panneoides, 
arguing as foUows: 

"Whal would soon be covered over and rationalized io Greece was 
preserved and developed in India. Wbar in me West had been an aspect of 
mystery, of initiation, became classified and formalized in the East".29 

The great Traditionalist writer F. Selmon makes an acute observation 
in the same vein: 

"On the whole, Plato expressed sacred trums io a language iliat had 
already become profane - profane because rational and discursive rather 
than intuitive and symbolist, or because it followed too closely the 
contingences and humours of Lhe mirror that is tbe mind - whereas 
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. \ristot.le placed truth itself, and not merely its expression, on a profane 

and 'humanistic' pla11e."30 

Neither P. Kingsley's. nor F. Schuon's claims can be accepted 
straightforwardly - they reguire further discussion, because Plato's 
language may be regarded oot as "profane" but simply as "different", 
more suited to the contemporary milieu of Hellenic thought which 
re4ui.red rational argumentation and definition. In a sense, we can speak of 
Plato as Pa.rmenides rediviv11,. the vehicle of pedagogical persuasion was 
transformed (and thereby Parmen.ides, like the archetypal Osiris, was 
cin1ally "killed"). However, the Panneo.idean spirit "resurrected" was 
L"einforccd and strengthened by the divine Plato. 

7. Translatability of Divine Names in Ancient Civilizations 

The guestion wby so many distinct forms of spiriruaJfry and inteUecruaJ 
life may be named and understood as "philosophy", should perhaps be 
answered by involving the so-called "principle of translatability", 
discussed by Jan Assmann in respect to Egyptian and Near Eastern 
religions.31 The conviction that God or the gods are universal led to the 
semantic dimension that makes names translatable. This means that every 
nation has essentiaUy the same gods. Therefore the basic structure of the 
spirirual path leading to first principles everywhere must be analogous, 
1.hougb different in style and details. According to Aristotle (De philosoph., 

fr.8), wisdom (sophia) covers any ingenious invention and conception (all 
of which ultimately are gifts, sent down by the gods); therefore to do any 
thing well, skillfuJJy, according to the divine paradigms and models, is to 
follow Lhe way of "wisdom" which finally leads to t.l1e h.ighest 
metaphysical goals, to the noetic realm where Wisdom itself, the graceful 
goJdcss, dwells. No wonder that every nation loves wisdom and has 
cenain "lovers of wisdom", be they goldsmiths, artists, healers, singers, 
priests, or magicians. 

The practice of translating and interpreting foreign clivioe names is 
found already established in the Sumerian and Ak.kadian glossaries dated 
from the th.ird millen.njurn B.C. ln ancient Mesopotamia one can find 
countless lists of gods in two or three languages. For e.xamplc, the 
explanatory list Am, sha Ameli gives not only the Sumerian and Akkadian 
munes of the gods, but also the functional definitions of every deitJ, i.e. 
d1osc attributes wh.ich serve as the main criteria for eguation and 
t_ranslation. In the Kassite period (about 1730-1155 B.C.) such explanatory 
lists are expanded to include Lhe divine names in A.morite, Hurrite, 
Elamite and Kassite languages. This theological interpretation, aimed at 
n1Rking explicit t.l1e underlying "meaning" of divine names, is based on 
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universal metaphys.ics (covered by the mythical images, qualities, symbols) 
and international law. According to Jan Assmaoo: 

"Tbe names, iconograph.ies, and cites - .in short, the cukures - differ, 
but the gods are the same. This concept of religion as the common 
background of cultural diversiLy and the principle of cultural translaLabilit:y 
eventually led to the late Hellenistic mentality for wh.ich the names of the 
gods mattered little io view of the overwhelming natural evidence of their 
existence".32 

This kind of comp:m1tive hermeneutics is not explicitly developed in 
the early pharaonic Egypt due to its closed and self-sufficient character, 
but Egyptian metaphysics are even more overwhelmingly based upon 
evident reality and can serve as a firm theological ground for such 
practices as flourished especially in Hellenistic times. In the Coffin Texts of 
the Middle Kingdom (2040-1650 B.C.) it is unequivocally stated: all names 
are those of one God (CT 4.10). God is both transcendent and immanent. 
lo his immanent aspect of the creative theophany, God is "million" (or 
infinity, heh) into which he has transformed himself. Therefore the 
iotelligible solar Deity is hehu whose limits are not known, scarab (kheper; 
whose body is not known, for he is like the boundless Light (Leiden stela 

V.70). The One who transforms himself into the totality of manifestations 
(khepem), divine forces (sekhem11), all of d1e gods (11eteru) and levels of being, 
nonetheless remains intact in h.is transcendence. 

All gods are comprised in the One, "the One Alone who created whaL 
is, the illustrious bau of gods and humans" (Pap. Berlin 3030.8-9). 
Therefore this One God, who became two "at tl1e beginning" of noecic 
creation, is praised in a Ramesside magical papvrus of the XIX Dynasty 
(1295-1188 B.C.) as follows: 

"Hail. the One who makes himself into millions, 
Whose leogd1 and breath are limiLless. 
Power in readiness, who gave birth to himself, 
Uraeus with great flame; 
Great of magic with secret fonn, 
Secret ba, to whom .respect is shown ... 
Amun, who remains in possession of all thiogs, 
This God who established the earth by his providence". 

The later Neoplatonists could easily find Pythagorean and Platonic 
principles in the Egyptian theologies, because these d1eologies operated 
wicl1in the same system of religious and philosophical translatability. in 
addition LO the plausible premise thar Platonism itself (in iLs rather 
concealed essential fonn) directly or indirectly derived from Egyptian lore. 

One is tempted LO argue thaL so-called "ancienL polytheisms" 
functioned as a technique of translation, but ought to be careful when 
dealing with terms. Derogatory 1erms. such as the Latin p11ga11,1s (pe::isam, 
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ruslic, unlearned, along with additional connotations of idolatry and 
s,ipmtitio), ironically become the opposites of supposedly "learned", 
"advanced" and therefore "progressive" Jewish or Christian zealotry, or 
such concepts as Greek "polytheism" (po/11theia) and "idolatry" (eiWJlatria), 
used to describe Graeco-Roman religion and even highly articulated 
mvstical philosophy, are very inaccurate, pejorative and simplifying 
sl�gans, if not merely ideological stamps. 

From the third millennium B.C. onwards the ancient theologies held 
rh:1l cbe Principle of all there is, is one, or that the One God may wear 
Jiffcrent ontological "masks" and have multiple hidden and revealed 
powers. The plurality of gods is not supposed to affect the unity of God 
from which alJ the ooetic and psychic manifestations come forth. 
f lowever, the Christian Apologists established a superficially simple 
model, according to wh.ich man.kind had progressed from heavily 
dernonized polytheism to the highly idealized monotheism under the aegis 
of Christianity. Th.is seductive idea of straightforward progress (from 
\\'hich the modern idea of progress derives) is cather anachronistic, but 
sriJJ captures the Christian and secular Western mentality. And th.is is 
despite the fact that "not ooJy philosophers, but a very substantial portion 
of late antique pagans was consciously moootbeistic".33 According to P. 
_-\Lhanassiadi and M. Frede: 

''f-ar Crom arising as a reaction to Christianity, pagan monotheism was 
a deeply rooted trend in ancient philosophy which developed under its 
own momentum, broadening sufficiently co embrace a good part of the 
popu.lation. Indeed we are inclined to believe that Christian monotheism 
is, historically speaking, part of this broader development. Christianit-y did 
□ot convince because it was monotheistic, rather it would appear that in 
order to convince, it had to be monotheistic ... " 14 

The Jewish and Christian religions (labelled as counter-religions by J. 
_-\�smann, because tl,ey reject and repudiate everything that went before 
and what is outside themselves as "paganism"31) act as a means of 
in1ercultural estrangement and untranslatability. They are "exclusive" 
monotl1eisms, according to the classification provided by J. P. Kenney.36 

Their exclusiveness is built more on the mythical dissociation from 
eth11ikos, those who are not God's chosen people, than on the affirming 
oneness of God. Therefore they were i.n need of a special esoteric 
dimension which would at least allow them to accept elements of Hellenic 
mysticism and philosophy. One cannot clain, that esoterism is simply 
coiistituted by the "remains of translatability" (i.e., by the remains of 
�enai.n philosophia perennis) put into the underground, due to the general 
UHolerance in rhe name of revelation. However, one ought to remember 
that most of the Christian thinkers, who tried to .introduce a translatability 
(albeit with great reservations), themselves sooner or later felt under 
suspicion of their co-religionists. 11,erefore Dionysius the .Areopagite was 
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forced to perform a magnificent trick by using clever deception in order 
to integrate the Procline metaphysics and theurgy into Christian theology 
and then t·o create the Neoplatooic sacramental mysticism within Christian 
civilization. 

When Christian "monotheists", who articulated their theology in 
Platonic terms, accused somebody as being "polytheist" or pagam,s, it was 
because they would not tolerate any other version of truth. ·n1erefore 
Olympiodorus, the Alexandrian philosopher of 6th century A.D., applied 
to the Christians as follows: 

'We too are aware that the first cause is one, namely God; for there 
cannot be 1naoy first causes. Indeed that first does not even have a name" 
(It1 Go,;g.32). 

For those Chcistians who emerged from the radicalized Jewish 
tradition and suddenly acquired a huge power it was difficult to accept 
that "the God is no less a philosopher than a prophet" (Plutarch 
Morc1l.385b). According to the apt remark made by Frithjof Schuon: 

"Those who champion an unreserved hostility to Hellenism and a 
reduction of all wisdom to a voluntarist and emotional perspective 
strangely lose sight of tbe ovei:wbel.mi.ngly obvious fact that 
conceptualizing and speculative metaphysical thought is in the 
theomorphic nature of man, and that such thought cannot therefore b, 
defiuition be 'carnal' and 'vain', as opposed to the penitential and 
mystically experimental 'wisdom' which they themselves advocate. 

"History and experience teach us that there is one thing human nature 
finds particularly difficult, and that is that to be just: to be perfectly 
objective is, in a way to die ... Religious zealots are the first to know the 
meaning of spicitual death, and one of the motives for their zeal is 
precisely their ignorance of the presence of tlus mystery among their 
adversaries; but there are different ways of dying and different degrees of 
death .. . "r 

8. Heracles and Philosophical Ascent 

The Pythagoreans kept their doctcioes secret. However, as is often the 
case, true esoLecic Leachings are not intended to "teach" some fascinating 
secret theories and ideas, but to p.rovide a spiritual method and guidance 
in order to actuaLize these ideas. They are designed to heal and transform 
the soul. If Pythagoras was coming not to teach but to heal according to 
the ancienl account (Ael. VH.4.17), thus playing the role of Asclepius, or 
Asgelatas (Gula of Isin, d1e "great physician", OZftgallatu), or of the 
Egyptian lrnhotep, adopted son of Ptah, then he stands in the long 
tradition of divine avatars, spiritual masters and healers who not onJ_. 

provide a means for purifying the soul, bur show die way co regain one's 
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1 rue identity and immortality. Thjs is rJ,e ultimate rum of Pythagorean 
philosophy, not simply doing science and studying mathematics. 

In this regard Plotinus clearly states: 
"Our concern is not to be free of sin, but to be god" (E1111. 1.2.6.2-3). 

Thereby he repeats the ancient Egyptian theurgic ideal of becoming 
"like a god", asswniog the role of one of netem (since all 11etem are aspects, 
runctions, masks, and names of the supreme Principle), and sharing in the 
demiurgic activity and care of the world. Like the idea of becoming a god 
(simjlar to the Platonic admonition found in the Theaeteltts 176b), an imago 

dei doctrine is hdd in the lnstmctio11 far King Merikare which belongs to the 
r,.,Liddle Kingdom wisdom-literature. This text describes the established 
link between God and humanity through 111aat; sacred kingship, and cultic 
�c1jvities: 

"\X'eU provided are the humans, the herd of God. 
Por cl,eir sake He created heaven and earth ... 
They are his images (snn), they have come forth from his body. 
Por their sake he rises in tbe heavens. 
For d1em he created the plants and the animals, 
Fowl and fish, so d1at they mighr eat. .. 
He created for them rulers "in the egg" 

U.e., still in the archetypal realm]. .. 
He created for them heka as a weapon ... 
God knows every name."3a 

For the in1age co be returned to its archetype, certain theurgic rites or 
their philosophical counterparts are required. Therefore the earlr 
Pythagorean philosophy (which appeared more than 1500 years after the 
lnstmction .for King Men"kare was composed) aims at restoring the human 
being as an imago dei through the philosophical mysteries which consist in 
(1) ritual purification (katha1711os), including purification through virtues 
and reason, (2) initiation, or transmission of para®sis ("tradition", an 
esoteric doctrine) and power from the spiritual "father" to his "son", and 
(3) the opening of the spiritual eye (due to the inner alchemical 
transformation of the soul) and mystical vision (epopteia) of truth, or union 
wicl, the deic,. 

The tpopteit1 is tantamount to the seeing of the ttue "form of a god" 
(um e11 11eter: j,w 11 111,7, or contemplating the Forms, speaking in Platonic 
l�rms. 111e Forrns, or Ideas, are the archetypal Sta.rs, and "stars" in the 
lueroglyphic sc1:ipt mav stand for 11ete111, "gods" (Horapollo rlier. 1.13). The 
Word which means a star, seba, is phonetically the same as that which 
Slaods for teaching, learning, wisdom, consequently an "idea", something 
Lhat belongs to the realm of Intellect, LO the supervision of Thoth. Like 
1l1e knowledge of Thoth, Pythagorean knowledge is carefully and silently 
gu:Lrded in the breast (Porph. Vita f>,th.57). This knowledge concerns the 
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doctJ·ine of intelligibles, world order, right Living, punishment, puriGcatioa, 
and .rebirth which means attaining immortality at the level of Osiris-Ra, 
i.e .. in the aoetic realm of the gods, numbers, or divine Lights. 

The main Pythagorean bero in this pursuit of immortality and divine 
status is Heracles, the Phoenician Melqart. Therefore the imitation of 
Heracles stands as a paradigm for becoming like a god through initiation, 
spiriruaJ labours, death and finaJ apotheosis. For this reason Apollonius of 
Tyana modelled himself on the ideaJ image of Heracles, and Milo of 
Croton (according to t.he testimony of Diodorus: Bibl hist.12.9.2-6), who 
himself belonged to the first generation of the Pythagorean school, is 
portrayed as dressed in the costume of Heracles and leading the people of 
Croton against their enemies in 510 B.C. 

Heracles initiaJly is the Babylonian Nergal, usuaJly regarded as the 
husband of EreskigaJ, queen of the underworld, and identified with Erra, 
Errag� the god of pestiJences and plagues. If he causes an ill, he may 
equally avert it, be it physical or spicituaJ illness. Therefore the amulets of 
Heracles alexikakos, the averrer of evil, are used in everyday Life. The 
Pythagorean hero Heracles no Jess trusts in his own strength, thus being 
an exemplar Philosopher, the paradigm of spiriruaJ askesis and combat 
with passions. The mythicaJ motifs and .images, such as the combat with 
the lion and with the seven-headed snake clearly are of the Mesopotamian 
origin. The slayings of various monsters are modelled on (1) the slaying of 
Humbaba by Gilgamesh and Enkidu, and (2) the motifs from the 
Babylonian cosmogonicaJ epic E,111ma e/ish. 

The widespread iconographic image of the dub-bearer Heracles, who 
is not only the paradigmatic hero of Pythagoreans, but (aJong with 
Soc.rates) the first teacher and acchegete of the Cynic tradition, may be 
related to the lndian Pasupata teacher Lakulisa, the Lord of the Club. 
Heracles' lion skin recalls Shiva's leopard skin and similar skins of the 
Egyptian sem-priests. Like the Swneco-.Akkadian Gilgamesh (Bilga-mes, 
"youth-old-m.an", a ruler of Uruk at circa 2600 B.C. Oater divinized as a 
form of dying god Dumuzj and made a judge in the realm of the dead) be 
seeks to overcome the structures of destiny and death by force. Gilgamesh 
fails in overcoming his bumanity, but fioaJly becomes a model for sage 
and philosopher, a man with the task of harmonizing himself with the 
great cbythms of cosmic destiny and ocder. for he builds the waJl of Uruk, 
the sacred enclosure of holy Eanna. the sac.red storehouse. This te111e11os 
and sacred building constitutes a well measured 11Ja11dala which reflects the 
divine prototypes, "a measure of in1.111ortality" man can seek. 

The walled city is a symbol of the universe and its microcosmic 
counterparL Perfect Man. The seven wise men laid its foundations. It bas 
a defensive magic circle for the seeds or life, Lhus preserving the cosmic 
order, holiness. and wisdom. In its role as an exemplar politeia chis semi
imaginary city may symbolize the PyLhagoreirn political philosophy. 
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,\s a ruler of Uruk Gilgamesb had tbe title en which united in his 
person (paradi�atic mask) two aspects of �1at offi�e: _ magical and 
n,artiaJ. The magical powers of the e11 are not bmJted to his ntual role, but 
continued to be effective after his death: from them emanate powers 
wh_ich sustain "tradition" (paradosis) and even make orchards, fields and 
pastures grow green and thrive. The same ka-power is anributed to the 
dei1d Egyptian pharaoh who becomes Osiris and repeats bis divine 
destinv. 

Th·e t[iddle Platonist Plutarch (despite his conviction of the essential 
iclentitl' of Egyptian and Hellenic religions) did not accepL tbe idea about 
tJ,e foreign origins of the Hellenic hero, Heracles, because neither Homer 
no.r Hesiod ever mentioned an Egyptian or a Phoenician Heracles. 
Therefore Plutarch attacks the claim of Herodotus: 

"I Ie says that the Greeks learned about processions and national 
festivals from the Egyptians as well as the worship of the twelve gods; the 
very name of Dionysus, he says, was learnt from the Egyptians by 
l\lclampus, and he taughL the rest of the Greeks; and the mysteries and 
secret .rituals connected with Demeter were brought from Egypt by the 
daughters of Danaos ... Nor is this the worse. He traces the ancestry of 
I leracles to Perseus and says Perseus, according to the Persian accounL 
was an .,\ssyrian; 'and the chiefs of tbe Dorians' he says, 'would be 
esrabli�hed as pure-blooded Egyptians .. .'; not only is he amcious to 
esrnblish an Egyptian a.nd a Phoenician Heracles; he says that ou.r own 
Heracles was born after the other two ... " (De lllalig.13-14). 

Recent investigations have proved that Pluta.rch was wrong about 
I lerncles. Even worse: Homer and Hesiod themselves faithfully followed 
the Eastern poetical, mythological, and generic paradigtns, also 
i11corporating the related ideas. Those who are the most cha.Uenging 
,m1ong the contemporary writers even try to establish as plausible the 
Egypt.ian derivation of Homer's name (or tide), Linking it with hC11111ter 
(hmwt-1), later Coptic hmr, meaning spell, ace or actor of speech.30 
• \ccorcling to the Hellenic tradition itself, the so-called Dorian invasion 
was simply "the return of the Heraclids": the Dorian kings regarded 
themselves as divine descendants from Heracles through cl1e Egyptian and 
Phoenician ancesto.rs. The Egyptian "Heracles" is Montu (M11h11), the god 
or archery and wa.r, pictu.red as a falcon-bull, or perhaps also Horus in his 
hyposrnsis ot the avenger-warrior and hero who .restores maat, the world 
order. 

Like the Hellenic dub-bearer Heracles, the indian god Shiva of the 
Pashupatas has both the feline skin and the club. Therefore it is easy to 
s�e why on the Kushan coins the figu.re of Heracles is replaced by the 
similar figure of Shiva. On the olher hand, Heracles is identified with 
Dionysus. For this reason to imitare Heracles is tantamount to i..rn.i.tating 
Dionysus and Shiva - LO seek the divine idencity through t..he Dionysian 
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frenzy, behaving like madmen or animals (for animals are wise: not on!�· 
the ancient hunters, but even Ibo al-'Arabi talk about a certain "animal 
wisdom") often seeking after dishonour in the same manner as the 
Muslim dervishes and malamatis have sought. 

According to Herodotus, "the so•called Orphic or Bacchic rites ... are 
really Egyptian and Pythagorean" (Hist. II.81). In both cases the attaining 
of wisdom, salvation, and enlightenment is accomplished aot through 
discursive reasoning and cultivation of sciences, but through the inner 
passage (philosophical ascent) leading upwards to the royal crown 
mounted on the sacred pillar, that is the central cosmic column or axis 

1111mdi. Tius essentially invisible macrocosm.ic and microcosmic a.xis is 
represented by the sacred tree, the spinal column of Osiris (qjed erect 
pillar), the body of the goddess Nut (Heaven) or the theurgjc ladder 
constructed by the rays of divine light. Tlus ladder constitutes the way 
towards union (he11osis). 

G. Zuntz rejected such unity with a god, th.inking it may have been 
acceptable LO Egypt, but not in Greece: "ao Greek cult of any kind ever 
aimed to achieve identity of god and worshipper, alive or dead".40 E. 
Hornung rejected this aspiration for the Egyptia11s as weU, claiming that 
they "never experienced a longing for union with the deity."40 Such blind 
assertions stand contrary to the evidence provided by the texts and the 
sound metaphysics itself, showing how brillia.ot modern scholars try to 
project into the a.acient mysteries their own prejudices a.ad states of mind. 
They are adherents of a persistent mythology, so dear to all sorts of 
rationalists and functioning as if it were their main magjc talisman - a 
mythology which holds that the ancient plillosophy and the world itself 
are moving from so-called "irrationality", monkey-like backwardness, to 
"rationality" (which by nO\v is elevated to the status of the scientific. 
schizophreny, terrorism, aad tyranny), i.e., from 111utho.r to logo.r. 

9. From Akhenaten to Thales 

AL the beginning of the second millenium B.C., under the influence of 
the increasing unification and organization of the Nea.r Eastern states, 
every one of wluch was regarded as the nurror•image of the macrocosmic 
state of the gods or its prolongation. the priests and sages became 
increasingly concerned with questions of universal order and its ruling 
principle, of divine archetypes and their in1ages. of the One and the Maor. 
It would be incorrect to think Lhat all these questions and subjects were 
not explored much earlier, but at that time they provoked and suggested 
slightly different answers, due to the monisric tendency of thought. The 
approached problems were imrescigated a.ad dealt with by mythological 
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and theological means, taking mythology ro the limits of its 
eKpressiveness. According to Thomas McEvilley: 

''What would emerge from d1e dissolution of myth was ilie birili of 
ph.i.losophy - and its first great topic was Oneness".42 

Tbe author is incorrect io speaking about "tbe dissolution of myth": it 
is more likely tbat mytb simply changed the imaginal form of presentation. 
fn :-i certain sense, logos (a rational discourse, speech, discursive reason) is 
only one particular instance of the great ontological Meta-myth (close to 
Lhe Hindu Mqy1, dle Egyptian Heka) which governs the whole realm of 
becoming, that of moving images and reflections. Wiiliio this 
overwhelmingly magic frame, which introduces something like a mythical 
fundament of ontology, logos simply means significant and meaningful 
speech (that which is in accord witb tbe archetypal Ideas), the multi
dimensional human mind with all of its images, concepts, thoughts, 
feelings. and visions which can be symbolically expressed orally or in 
wcitiog and has an open or bidden coherence. Therefore, as Cb. 
Evangeliou pointed out 

"In this broad sense, not only great Hellenic philosophers, but every 
human being, wbo is unimpaired and prepared to make careful and 
meaningful use of the innate logos, is naturally a logical and rational being, 
pecipatetically speaking". 43 

111e Hellenic tradition insists that almost all of the first Greek 
philosophers. mystagogues, and scientists were pupils of tbe Egyptian 
priests. As Diodorus Siculus says, not only Orpheus took part in the feasts 
of the Dionysian (i.e., Osirian) mysteries in Egypt (Bibi. hist. l.23.2), but 
also Homer himself visited tbe country (ibid. l.69). Behind the Greek 
obsession witb geometry (which Thales is said to have brought from 
Egypt) stand the Egyptian methods of measurement along with the 
mystical theory of forms and numbers which grounds the use of geometry 
in Lhe demiurgic cosmogony, repeated after the annual flood, when the 
primordial h.i.11, the noetic "stone" of light, emerges from the waters o( 
Nun. Geometry and astronomy ai·e d1e two disciplines to which the Greek 
authors most often refer, though Hellenic astronomy derives Crom 
Mesopotamia. Be that as it may, geometry and asi.conomv (both 
understood in tbe ancient sense of divine sciences) became pillars of an 
emerging cultural synthesis in Greece which marked the appearance of a 
distinct rational, philosophical and scientific discourse. 

111eology is also mentioned among the Lhings learned abroad, though 
l�e Egyptian priesrs were reluctant to reveal the mysteries to their guests. 
l·�r example, Plato is credited with having learned geometry, theology and 
poestly knowledge in general during his stay in Egypt probably around 
390 B.C. Lo bis later works Plato praised Egyptian art and music, arguing 
�or their adoption in Greece. For Plato, t.be return to the ideal ancie.oc 
tnstiturions means return to Egypt, as if the deeper one goes towards the 
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true and primorclial Hellenic roots, the closer one approaches the sacred 
pharaonic EgypL The tradition of Plato's theological stuclies in Egypt was 
so persistenL through the ,vhole of antiquity thaL ii: cannot be spurious. 
According co the geographer Strabo (about 64 B.C.-A.D.23): 

'We saw there the buildings declicated formerly to the lodging of 
priests; but this is not all: we were shown also the dwelling of Plato and 
Eudoxus, for Eudoxus accompanied Plato to this p�ce [Heliopolis], and 
they established themselves here and both resided there 13 years in the 
society of the priests: d1e fact is affirmed by several authors. These priests, 
so profoundly versed in the knowledge of celestial phenomena, were at 
the same Lime mysterious people, seldom communicative, and it was only 
due to tinie and adroit management that Eudoxus and Plato were able to 
be initiated by them into several of their theoretical speculations. But 
these barbarians retained the best paxt in their own possession" (Geog,: 
XVII. I.29). 

Some may argue that if "these barbarians" were really so lavish as to 
reveal "the best part'' of their wisdom, Plato would have been a 
Neoplatonist more like Plotinus and Iamblichus than like Socrates, the 
insatiable seeker of quarrel. The Socratic attitude, however, may be 
regarded as an external veil (in accordance co the ancient traditions of 
"ritual quarrel" and dramatic perfom1ances of tricksters which conceal the 
inner layers of esoteric wisdom). Therefore it is not clear to what e__..._.tenc 
Plato is either ''Egyptian", or "Neoplatonic", though one should 
remember that Platonism cannot be viewed as entirely "ahistorical." The 
different historical contexts dictate different rules of the game and reflect 
differenl kinds of mentalities, while the underlying metaphysical principles 
remain d1e same. 

The undeserved philosophical hero of all modern hiscories, wbose 
reputation of the "first philosopher" is largely based on rather clistorted or 
misinterpreted records of Arislot.le, is Thales of i\filetus, also credited with 
visiting the priests and astronomers of Egypt. He learned geometry from 
the Egyptians, according co Diogenes Laertius (l 'itae philosop.43-24). 
Before approaching Thales and his controversial teachings, as they are 
attested to by later and not always credible writers, we should cliscuss the 
particular theological perspective which stru:ted the "disenchantment of 
the world" by rejecting sacramental symbolism Qabelled as "idolatry"), 
theurgy and traclitional mythological imagery. 

In the l8th Dynasty (1550-1295 B.C.) of d1e New Kingdom in Egypt, 
two "antipolytheistic", or rath.er monistically oriented, but essentially 
different movements appeared: (1) the so-called New Solar theology 
which was attested before Amenophis IV and continued after his fall into 
the Late Period. and (2) the Amarna theology of Amenophis TV 
(Akhenaton) who mled 1352-1338 B.C. 
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The solar monotheism, suddenly introduced by Akhenaten, the heretic 
pharaoh, restructured the world and reduced it co a restricted human point 
of view. ln traditional Egyptian imagery both macrocosm and microcosm 
were regarded from the divine point of view: the observing human eye 

was almost excluded and the magnificent sacred spectacles of the cosmic 

state along wirh its permanent archetypes and unending dynamic 
pcocesses were viewed not from below, but from above and from within. 
The reality was depicted as the sum (diversity in unity) of divine actions 
which constitute metaphysical constellations at different levels of being. 
Not the visible phenomena (separated from the sacred prototypes), but 
their inner meaning was the main concern of the Egyptian priests. Their 
texts describe certain imaginal and noetic topographies which no average 
human observer has ever seen here below, because "it is not just the 
visible, but the intelligible world that counts as reality".44 

During the short revolutionary period introduced by Akhenaten 
everything was turned upside down. The multi-dimensional theophany 
(the pantJ,eon of netem) and mythical imagery which emphasized 
transcendence were replaced by visible reality. At the same time 
metaphysical concepts of bidden meaning and the archetypal picture of 
divine semiotics were replaced by physical concepts of function and 
causality. Akhenaten's monotheism, centred on the optics of Aten, the 
visible solar body, eliminated the metaphysical notion of the "first time" 
(tep sept), cmcial for theurgic cites, temple liturgies, and mystical ascent. 
The Egyptian concept of tep sepi, to which corresponds the later Hebrew 
he-r e -shit, "in the beginning", means the principal beginning, the emergence 
of the divine Intellect, Atum-Ra, along with kosmos 11oetos, and this 
beginning transcends the sensible realm, being "everywhere and 
nowhere". As the ete.rnal presence it constitutes the vertical henadic axis 
of ret11rn to the source and liberation. 

Instead, Akhenaten's world-view is based on the sensual apprehension 
of time. Spatial visibility is regarded as the dimension of physical light. 
When the eternal presence (usually touched through tJ1e hieratic rites and 
intellection) is replaced by past and future, then cosmogony becomes 
embryology and God himself begins to be equated with time which 
unfolds everything. This is ilie exact inversion of traditional Egyptian 
doctrines. 

In the new established monotheism, God is revealed to rhe physical 
eye as the visible sun disk, but hidden from the hea.rt, except the heart of 
Akhenateu, who becomes the sole intermediary between his Aten and 
disenchanted reality here below. Contrary to d1is innovation, the theology
Df the New Kingdom emphasized the necessiry of "taking God into one's 
heart": the possibility of mystical knowledge is open to every pious man 
and woman. Although this knowledge is carried in the depths of rhe heart, 
Cod himself is invisible. Therefore seeing God is possible onJy for Lhose 
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transformed souls who are "dead" both in the literal. and the initiatory 
sense. Only the soul (ba) who passed through the Osirian transformations 
in the Dual and is turned in Lo the luminous spirit (akh) can meet tl,e gods 
face to face and itself become a god. 

Tn Amarna religion, however, although knowledge of God is reserved 
for the pharaoh only, the ability to see God is granted to everybody. But 
this God is no longer the transcendeoL Amun, Lhe hidden God, whose 
symbols, images, and names are the many gods, but the visible body of Lhe 
sun, the One as the rational cause of material generation. Claiming that 
the meaning of the world (or its "scientific truth'') is only accessible to the 
hearl of the sole expert, Akhenalen himself (the prototype of tbe modern 
scientific experts who promote the same claims), is virtually saying that 
reality has no mysterious divine meaning at all. Therefore, as J. Assmann 
pointed out, in the Amarna period e>.1)lanation (scientific search for 
causality) replaced interpretation (symbolic hermeneutics): 

"The more there is that can be explained, the less there is to interpret. 
Thus we may perhaps say that, instead of founding a new religion, 
i\.kbeoaten was the first to find a way out of rel.igion".45 

Though be wd away with Osiris and the ritualized and templ e -like 
Osirian Netherworld (which functioned as an alchemical vessel of 
transformation), the concept of the immortality of the soul remained 
intact. However, Akhenaren rejected the traditional pantheon, and 
destroyed or damaged temples, statues, and images of the Egyptian gods 
in the name of Aten who is not even a personal God in the theistic sense, 
but represents Nature. Therefore the visible world is nothing but an 
endless becoming, a transformation (khepen1) of God-Nature himself. The 
term kheper usually means manifestation, coming forth from the bidden 
dimension, something invisible becoming visible. But i.n the Amarna texts 
the meaning of this term is altered, because Akhenaten did away with any 
idea of invisibility or b.iddenness. There is nothing but naLUre, and this 
nature ought to be investigated, held i.o wonder, praised and lived in. Io 
sharp contrast to this monotheistic doctrine, the traditional Egyptian 
world is not "nature", because it is not oatw:al.46 

In the Amarna religion, God is not regarded as a jealous lord who 
requires total loyalty as in the early Biblical tradition which in many 
respects is the heir and rather indirect prolongation of Akhenaten 's 
monotheism. Though the new theological and physiological perspective, 
introduced with the utmost compulsion and terror, was experienced by 
the pharaoh as a religious revelation, it is not, strictly speaking, a theology 
of will. Instead of pious servanthood, knowledge and trulh are 
emphasized, though they are privileges of the king. The clear-cut 
distinction between I.rue and false in matters of rcLigion (inseparable from 
srare policies) marked the idea of ortbodo::--y with its intolerance of any 
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beliefs which deviated from or opposed the single doctrine regarded as 
unquestionably true. 

ln the ancient Near Eastern civilizations, all theologies, cosmogonies 

and their related divine names were translatable. They were not absolute at 
the level o[ myth and polysemantic hermeneutics. Therefore not the 
question of orthodol\.-y, but that of orthopraxis, the correct pe.rfonnance 
of sacred rites. based on the distinction between right and wrong in 
human action was thought to be important. If the Amama religion had 
ex.istcd for longer, it would surely have produced a corpus of canonical 
sacred texts. The fall of Akhenaten's rule prevented a shift from rites and 
''idols" to scriptures, as happened in the lacer Semitic monotheisms. 
However, Akhenaten's revolution (though not long-lasting) marks a 
period which is described by modern scholarship as the transition from 
the Bronze Age to the Iron Age. 

It is no mere accident that both Homer's epics (which probably belong 
LO t.hc late Assyrian period, 81h century B.C.) and the Biblical Exodus (the 
mythical and symbolic narration of Moses, who is the Egyptian priest 
O:.-arseph in Manet.ho's account of the departure from Egypt), are 
traditionally set in the 13"' century B.C. After the end of the Egyptian 
New Kingdom (cl1e XX Dynasty lasted until about 1069 B.C.) and the 
collapse of political unity, ilie theology of will and personal piety 
accelerated in Egypt, officially proclaimed by .Herihor. TI1is high priest of 
.\mun pronounced the age of "rebirth" and established a oew 
representative theocracy, based on me oracles of Amun. 

However, the unifying idea in this period of ancient history was that of 
a world-state, programmatically embodied by the neo-Assycian empire, 
followed by the neo-Babylooian and Persian empires. In such complicated 
conditions the Biblical tradition of the Chosen People (ilie tribal myth of 
promised success and world <lorn.inion) is developed. According to J. 
.-\ssmann: 

·'
T
ue report of the Exodus stems from an authentic account of a 

sojourn i.t1 and deparlurc from Egypt, but those events were experienced 
noL by the Hebrews but by the Hyksos, whose traditions ilie Hebrews 
inherited. Israel elevated these transmissions to the rank of a normative 
past and made them an integral part of its cultural memory only at a time 
when t.he Hebrews as a people needed to draw on this past to master meir 
presenL. That 'presenL', however, could not have predated ilie first 
appearance of the prophets. Hence, the literary version of the Joseph 
l:gend, the Exodus, and all other biblical references to Egypt are derived 
l:rom La1e Period Egyp1, not the EgypL of ilie Bronze Age, in which the 
version known co us secs the Exodus".47 

The transformed and reinterpreted legacy of Akhenaten is also pa.rt.ly 
uihented by the 1 Iebrews who regarded Egypt as a sort of mythological 
monster and a depository of the hated idolatry. The Egyptians' and 
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Hebrews' abhorrence of each other was intense and permanent, perhaps 
due to the legacy of ideas and memories inherited by the Hebrews from 
the expelled Hyksos and the banished Akbenateo's rebels. Even in the 
time of the Renaissance, Giordano Bruno, the partisan of the spurious 
"Egyptian religion", regarded the Jews with contempt.4S 

The religion of the enlightene r -iconoclast Akhenaten was a puritanic.1.1 
cult devoid of theurgy and metaphysicaJ symbolism, restricting the 
knowable universe to the world accessible to the senses. Therefore J. 
Assmann argues that "as a thinker, Akhenaten stands at the head of a line 
of inquiry that was taken up seven hundred years later by the Milesian 
philosophers of nature with their search for the one all-informing 
principle ... "49 

0( course, this line of inquiry differs considerably from the Biblical 
theology of d1e divine will whicl1 arranges and plots world history (centred 
on the moral and political adventures of his chosen tribe) according to the 
unpredictable intentions, plans, a-nd wishes of Yahweh, the jealous 
personaJ God of Israel. 

10. Thales and the Egyptian Myths 

Being partly of Phoenician background, Thales lived in Milecus from 
624 to 545 B.C. Until his middle age, Miletus was a part of the Lydian 
empire, ruled from the court at Sardes, and Thales himself was a member 
of this "Oriental" power structure, living wim me ruler of Ivliletus at his 
court and visiting Egypt, presumably under the royal wardship. His 
assertions recall many Egyptian te-;,,.1:s and his main ideas are no mo.re man 
the Egyptian mythological and theological motifs released from their 
initial meological contexts for d,e purpose of philosophical paideia among 
the less educated Miletians. 

Ever since me Enlightenment modern scholars have tried co convince 
us that mythology does not sacisfy the desire to know the causes of mings. 
They suppose that d1e only positive function of myths and traditional taJes 
is to make us feel at home in the world, as if sacred myths we.re devoid of 
any metaphysical content and serve simply as a pleasant intoxicant. 
.However, it is incorrect to maintain that myth is related to the 
demythologized rationalistic account as opinion (doxa) is related to 
scient.iG.c knowledge (epi.rte111e). To regard "wonder", &om whjch 
philosophy begins, as ignorance and as me confusion which arises when 
the myrhical world-view is radicalJy questioned, is 10 fail complerel�· in d,e 
understanding of myd1 and its symbolic and f"1"ansformative power. The 
variety of world-represenrnrions found in different religious-mythological 
traditions are providential veils, nor arbitrary fictions which would compel 
poor Thales to reject all of them in d1t� name of one single "physiological" 
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world-picture, naively held to be the only one which was both true and 
adequate. The many different world-representations cannot prevent the 
apprehension (through direct intellectual intuition or contemplation of 
svmbols) of t.be invisible realm beyond all representations. 
· To say that Thales moves "beyond representations to the underlying, 

intelligible realiry",50 amounts to saying that the creators of mythological 
world pictures were extremely ignorant and unable to comprehend pure 
noctic reality which transcends all words and images. However, the 
svmbolism of ancient hieratic myths and rituals shows this opinion to be 
both shah.'7 and ungrounded. If Thales really tried to strip away the stage 
and see the playwright, he was doing such deconstruction either in search 
of the transcendent ruling principle (say, Am.uo or Zeus), or for 
desacralized and impersonal "nature", as it is understood by the moderns. 
Since the trivial concept of "nature" (and the related "ontology of death", 
to use the term coined by Hans Jonas, for if matter is the primary reality 
then life itself could only be a "disease of matter"51) is rather a recent 
iJwention, it seems that Thales ultimately regarded reality as tbeopbany, 
Lhe fabric of the ordered and beautiful cosmic unity, that is, the 
magnificent divine mask through which shines the essential light of first 
principles, namely, the gods. 

According to Thales, "the world is the most beautiful (kallisto11 kosmos), 
[or it is God's making (poiema gar the0tt). Something intangible that 
permeates aJJ things is operating within or through the visible cosmos, and 
this principle cannot be reduced to a simple material substratum. Hence, a 
plenitude of gods (theot) is bidden behind the cosmic veils. But in this 
respect Thales says nothing new, nothing that had not been already and 
bener said by the Egyptians and other ancient nations a lo.ng time before. 
The world is a living being, a divine body (like a statue) .in need of the 
animating principle, the soul and the spirit which appear as the descending 
and ascen<li.ng life-giving forces. According to Aristotle: 

"And some say that it (souJ) is intermingled .in the universe, for which 
n.:a�on, perhaps, Thales also thought that all things are full o[ gods" (.pa11ta 
plere theo11 ei11ai: De a11i1!Ja 411a7). 

Th.is doctrine is the same as the Egyptian one: the gods (netem), who 
bring life (ankh) and animate all bodies, are manifestations (khepem) of the 
supre111e lranscendent Principle and constitute tbe different levels of 
reaJity. For Greeks, the gods (theoz) are ever-living and everlasting 
principles. Though supporting evidence is insufficient, W. K C. Guthrie 
boldlv asserts that Thales "rejected the anthropomorphic deities of 
popular religion" wh.ile retaining its language to the extent o[ saying that 
the \\·bole world is filled with gods.s: lt is a commonly held modem 
mistake to assume that the a_nciem Bellenes really worshipped the 
"anth.ropomorphic gods" conceived .i.n the image of h�man beings. As J. 
P. Vernant clearly de.rnonsLrated, rather rbe opposite is 1.rue: 
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"lo all its active aspects, in all the compounds of its physical and 
psychological dy.oamism, the human body reflects the divi.oe models as 
the inexhaustible source of a vital energy when, for an instant, the 
brilliance of divinity happens to fall on a mortal creature, illuminati.og him, 
as i.o a fleeting glow, with a little of d1at splendor that always clothes the 
body of a god".53 

To think I.hat Hesiodic genealogies or Homeric accounts were 
accepted at face value by the Hellenes, even by the initiates and the 
educated minority, would be to indulge oneself in rationalistic naivete 
instead of trying to explore the metaphysical exegesis and symbolism of 
the sacred. Despite the supposed shift of traditional Lhoughl, inaugw:ated 
by Thales, it is evident that the gods retained their force. Perhaps his 
interpretation of unity and nature (if one is ready to believe poor 
testimonies) io certain respects followed Akhenaten's line of inquiry, but it 
is difGcult to accepl, as W. K. C. Guthrie argues, that "at the conscious 
level, he (Thales) had made a deliberate break with mythology and was 
seeking a rational account".54 

Due to th.is "deliberate break" Thales is regarded as t.he ·'first 
philosopher:" in the contemporary \Vestero sense, though, unlike the 
modern "research fellow", the genuine ancient philosopher is a noetically 
enlightened person who follows his lived philosophia as a model way of 
living and dying, or of becoming ''like a god". For hio1 there is not any 
sharp division between the inspired sacred myth (which requires an 
esoteric interpretation) and logical accounts or discursive reasonings 
(logos), between sophia (revealed or inherited wisdom) and theoria 
(contemplation), or between philosophy as a commentary on certain 
privileged canonical texts and philosophy as an individual dialectical 
toqwry. 

However, most. contemporary Western scholars, shaped by the reality
distorti.og and tendentious modern paideiC1, insist that Thales wisbed to 
speak according to reason (logos), and his choice of reason over 
imagination marks the turning point in d1e history of thought Such a 
point of view itself constitutes a "mythology" of sorts. 

When Aristotle ment.ioned Thales, "t.he founder of 1.his type of 
philosophy" (al/a Thales men ho tes toia11tes archegos philosophias: Metaph.983b6), 
arguing that water is Lhe original source of all things, he actually means not 
of all philosophy, but only of "this type" and does not say that Thales' 
principle (an·he) or natural substance, namely water, is some material fluid 
brought from the neighbouring lake. This water may equally be 
understood as the ineffable primordial "water" (symbol of the One) which 
transcends even the noetic realm of Intellect. G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven 
bave already raised a doubt regarding the Aristotelian interprctacion: 

"Are we justified in inferring from the Peripatetic identification of 
·n,a1es' water as 'material principle' t.hat he believed Lhe visible, developed 
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world to be water in some way? This is the normal interpretation of 
Thales; but it is important to realize that it rests ultimately on the 
. \.ristotelian formulation, and that Aristotle, knowing little about 11,ales, 
and that indirectly, would smely have found the mere information that the 
world originated from water sufficient justification for saying that water 
was Thales' material principle or arche. with the implication that water is a 
persistent substrate".55 

ft is more likely that Thales had in mind the Egyptian Nun, trying to 
translate the ancient metaphysics into the slightly different, but no less 
"mytlucal" language of the universal and divine ph11sis which is not 
necessarily a material substrate. According to F. Scbuon, "when T11ales 
saw in 'water' the origin of all things, it is as certain as can be that 
Cniversal Substance - the Prakriti of the .Hindus - is in question and not 
the sensible element".56 But if Thales himself was partly neglected and 
misunderstood by subsequent generations. can one boldly assert (as the 
contemporary scholar does) the following s!Jltement: 

"With Thales we are encountering, possibly for the tirst time in 
Western thought, a theology divested of provincial beliefs and poetic 
fabrications. Thales does not speak of the cultic god of the rYWesians 
among whom he lived, the pantheon of the Egyptians whom he visited, or 
the splenrlid fictions of Hesiod which he had very likely heard at 
celebrations". 57 

Putting aside the disturbing question in what sense Thales is a 
representative of ''Western" thought, or to what extent modern 
Westerners (moulded by the Reformation, the Enlightenment, and by 
Romanticism) have an exclusive right to the inheritance of ancient 
Mediterranean traditions, it is not necessary to speak of the Egyptian 
pantheon (psdt: Ennead, the gods) in order to follow one or another line 
ol an esoteric exegesis. reading the meaning beyond the iconogi:aphical 
SLrucrure of images and symbols. The only danger is to misundecsta.nd the 
essence of cosmogooical myth and to view tl1e "ineffable" (the fust 
Principle) as the "natural" (the substant.ial ground or all material 
manifestation) and thus to "mythologize" ii, a crude and opaque 
''scientific" manner. 

The concept of the primordial Waters (Nun as the ineffable God, the 
Neoplatonic One) re0ects the Egyptian cosmogonical picture of the 
noetic universe as a sphere of the divine light oc the life-giving air (which 
stands for the spirit of Shu). Nun, or Nu, may also me�m "inert" in the 
sense of a certain unspeakable condition existing before the manifestation 
of Being represented as the rising of the noetic Sun (A tum-Ra), i.e., before 
an appearance (kheper) of the archetypal pleroma and all subsequent 
trradiations. The hidden, dark, and inert state ol the Lt.l.timate divine 
transcendence .is described in the Cef!i11 Text.r. 
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"I am the Waters (mv) 
I am inert" (11.J,f CT V.312) 
"I am a baby (111v) of his mother. 
I am a child, son of Hatl1or. 
I am an inert one (,!j,!J) i.n the Waters" (111JJ: CT rv. L82) 

In the ordered universe, understood as theopbany and tbe interplay of 
different <livine forces, Waters a.re .represented by the Osiiian 
Netherworld, Duat, and the Nile: the psychic "waters" flow th.rough the 
Dual inside the goddess Nut's body 01er name, 1tJ11I, being a feminine 
adjective meaning "of tbe Waters") and the Sun god Ra (equivalent to 
No11s) is pictured u:avelling on them at night. 

Smee Thales studied philosophy i.n Egypt. bis doctrines surely reflected 
the Egyptian prototypes. According to the Hellenic tradition: 

"Thales came to Miletus an old man having spent a long time studymg 
philosophy in Egypt" (Aerius 1.3.1). 

"TI1ey (Egyptians) say that the sun and moon do not use chariots, but 
boats in which to sail round in their courses; and by this they intimate that 
the nourishment and origin of these heavenly bodies is from moisture. 
They th.ink also that Homer, like Thales, bad gai.ned bis knowledge from 
the Egyptians, when he postulated water as the source and origin of all 
things (htfdor arclm, hapa11to11 kai ge11esin tithes/hat); for, according to them, 
Oceanus is Osiris, and Tethys is Isis, since she is the kindly nurse and 
provider for all things. In fact, the Greeks call emission apousia and coition 
s1111011sia, and the son (htfios) from water (h11dor; and rain (husai); Dionysus 
also they call Hues since he is lord of the nature of moisture; aod he is no 
other than Osiris. 

" ... They call him up out of the water by the sound of trumpets, at the 
same time castmg into the depths a lamb as an offermg to the Keeper of 
the Gate. The trumpets they conceal in Bacchic wands, as Socrates has 
stated in his treatise on The Ho/y Ones. Furthermore, the tales regar<ling the 
Titans and cites celebrated by night agree with the accounts of the 
dismemberment of Osiris and his revivification and regenesis (tais 
a11abio.resi kai pali11ge11esiais) ... 

"Not only the Nile, but every form of moisture they call simply the 
effusion of Osiris; and in thei.r holy cites the water jar m booour of the 
god heads the procession. And by the picture of a rush they represent a 
king and the southern region of the world, and the rush is i.nterprcted to 
mean the watering and fructifying of all thii1gs, and in its nature it seems 
to bear some resemblance LO the generative member" (De Iside et Osiride 
3-1-36). 

The Hellenic philosophers. starting will, Plato and Aris101lc. constantly 
refer lO the Iliad of Homer where Ocean is called the father of Gods (II. 
XIV.201) an<l the source of aU beings (Okea11011 hos per gmesis, pa11/esi 
tetuknai: ibid. XlV.2-16). Julian even equated J lelios. the fat.her of the 
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seasons (who, bc.ing "the gem�ine son of the Good". "is One and 
proceeds from one God, even from the noetic cosmos which is itself 
One": 01'. IV, p.386), with Oceanus, "the lord of two-fold substance", 
saving as follows: 

· "My meaning here is not obscure, is it, seeing that before my time 
I fomer said the same things? 'Oceanus who is the father of all things': yes, 
for mortals and for the blessed gods too, as he himself would say; and 
wha l he says is true. For there is no single thing in the whole of existence 
that is not the offspring of the substance of Oceanus (lc.r Okmo11 pephHke11 
111m;,.r ekgo11011: Or. IV. ppA0-1--405 Wright:). 

Ir seems, as Julian himself suggests, that such doctrines (or their proper 
interpretations) are kept in silence, because uJtimatdy they have been 
"taught by the gods or mighty da.imons" to "the priests of the mysteries" 
Qbid.). 

Perhaps the only difference between Homer and Thales is that while 
Thales, like other so-called Pre-Socratic philosophers, regarded his own 
dogmatic assertions about the ultimate nature of the universe as an 
accLLrate (but no less "mythical") account approved by reason (though 
even in this respect we cannot be sure), Homer (or several singers who 
partl:,r Collowed examples oC the Akkadian and Ugaritic epic traditions) 
playfully presented the same teaching using poetical and mythological 
images. Therefore Ch. Evangeliou rightly remarks that "Homer's poetry 
would have the advantage over the dryness of philosophic prose".58 And 
t.he Cgyptian myths, used in the sacred rites, would have a dear advantage 
over Homeric ''literature" which provoked such a turmojJ in the minds of 
those purists and "enlighteners" who were unable either to undersi.and tbe 
log-ic of a sacred myth, or to ddight in epic poetry, i.e., to enjoy its 
conventional and heroic aesthetics. 

l l .  \','ater as .Metaphysical Principle and Divine Substance 

.-\ristot.le's attempt to explain why Thales chose h11dros (water) as the 
first principle (Mctcrph.983b ff) is incorrect, because this principle is not 
regarded by Thales in the manner of Aristotelian prime matter, but 
represents a certain permeating and ineffable identity that unites all 
instances or tl1eophany. This is the permanent essence· of divinity along 
wi1h the Spirit, or Life, that is diffused through all created or manifested 
things. Ir is more likely that Thales is not a materialist who stands at the 
�eginning of natural philosophy (as Aristotle and his ancient and modern 
tollowcrs w1derstand it), but may be regarded as a metapbysician who 
�sccl symbolic language lO show that divine Life, as a genuine creative 
lorce. is diffused tluough the ordered cosmos which is ensouled and "full. 
of gods". Cn fact. this perspective is close to 1.hc .Egyptian doctrine or 
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\Xlater, Life, and Order, already attested in !he Cef]i11 Tcx/J' of t.hc Middle 
Kingdom (2040-1650 B.C.): 

"O you Eight lnfini1e Ones - an infin.itc number of InGnire Ones (heh 
e11 heh). 

Wbo encircle the Sk)' with your arms, 
Who drnw together the Sky and Horizon of Geb. 
Shu has given you birth oul oft.he Flood, out of the WaLers. 
Out of tenenm, our of the Darkness, 
That he might allot you 10 Gcb and Nut, 
\X'bile Shu is Eternal Recurrence (11eheh) and Tefnut is Eternal 
Sameness (tfjef). 
I am the bo of Shu who is at the Great Flood. 
Who goes up LO Lhe sky as he wishes, 
\X''ho goes down co t.hc earth as his hearl decides. 
Come in excitement to greet the god in me. 
I am Shu. child of Arum. 
My clolhing is the air or life" (CT 80.1-13) 

"Then said Arum: My li,·ing daughter is Tefmn. 
She will exist. with her brother Shu. 
Life (a11kh) is his ident.it)·. 
Order (11100!) is her identity. 
l shall Live wi1h my twins, my lledglings. 
\Vith me in their mids1 -
One of them a1 my back, 
One of them in my belly ... 
[c is my son who shall live. 
He whom I begot in my identity, 
For he has learned how to enliven the one in t.he egg, i11 the respective 

womb. 
As mankind, 1hat emerged from my Eye -
ltbe Eye] that J sent forth when J 
was alone with the \\"atcrs, in inertness, 
Not lind.ing a place in which I could stand or siL 
Before I leliopolis bad been founded, in which I could exist: 
Before the Lotus has been tied together. on which I could sit'' 

(CT 80.30-50) 

"Tam Life (,111kh), for whom Lhe length of the Sky 
and Lhe breath of Geb were made: 

lt is Crom me that presented offerings emerge for the god" 
(C

T
S0.91-92 Allen). 
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Shu, identified as the noetic Life (Alum's Light and Spu:it), is the son 
of Atum who emerges from the Waters (Nun), or the Flood (he!J11). Hence, 
:\ 1um, Sbu, and Tefnut constitute the fust intelligible triad. The Life is 
diffused at different ontolog1cal levels of reality: Sbu lives in the 
Lranscendent realm of Arum, but when sent down "to the Isle of Fu:es", 
his identity becomes Osiris, son of Geb. Finally, he reaches the material 
world and his function bece is to "make fum his flesh every day", to 
cnli\Ten all creatures through his mouth, putting life in their nostrils: 
falcons, jackals, pigs, crocodiles, fish and "the crawling things on Geb's 
back". The initiate (the "dead" person, ba separated from khal) identifies 
himself with Sbu in his animating and life-g1vi.ng aspect. Shu's sister 
Tcfm.11 stands for the archetypal intelligence, order, truth, and justice, the 
right measure for the Life's emartatioo. 

i-\s the above quoted Lexts clearly show, the archetypal Ogdoad 
(constiruted by the eight proto-noetic and ineffable principles) is already 
contained "without place" in the potentiality of the hidden Monad. And 
:-incc Arum fJ.t1111J1) is a form of the verb te,n (tm), meaning both "not be" 
,md "complete, finish", ALUm means both "non-bei.ng" (which transcends 
being as the Beyond-Being, Nun-Atum) and "plenitude of noetic being", 
the ovenvbelmiog fullness, plero111a of divine lights and intellects (A tum
Ra). He emerges from the depths of Nun as the primordial Lotus, the 
Holy City of Ra (Heliopolis), i.e., as the supreme intellig1ble principle (the 
Parmen.idian and Neoplatonic One-Many) which "gave birth to Shu and 
Tcfnu1 in Heliopolis, wben he was one and developed into three" (CT 

80.75-76). 
ln the ligbt of Egyptian theolog1cal accounts, it seems that Thales, far 

from being a materialist reductionist, posited Water as the fust principle 
frorn which stems the increasing multiplicity of the gods whose invisible 
presence sustains the measured arrangement of visible things under the 
aegis of unity. 11rns the Water produces living Forms, and this Water, far 
from being lifeless "matter", is the unspeakable theos. the Father of the 
god:; who transcends all Forms and alJ noetic Lights, and is therefore 
symbolized by the dark and inert Water. 

The ineffable principle of manifestation, or the living divine substance, 
having its immanent aspect and called hudros by Thales, is surely not a 
"m;Hcrial" cause. Likewise the ancient Egyptian theologies, \vhilc using 
material symbols foe the immaterial realities, discuss not a "material" 
causality (as some contemporary scholars maintain) when they speak 
about the Waters. the Primeval Mound, Heliopolis, the Fu:st Sun.rise, 
:\tum and his archetypal Enncad which developed from the initial Monad. 
lnstcad, their sophisticated and paradoxical accounts, using carefully 
selected symbols Rnd inrnges, concepnialize the uJt.imate Cause of all 
crcat.ic..in wluch lies outside creat.ioo and is "hidden &om the gods", since 
.. no god knows His (i.e., Amun's who is hidden in the depths of Nun) true 
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appearance". J Jenee, "water" is an adequate symbol for the supreme One, 
the transcendent aod infinite source of Bei.ng, envisaged as a swampy mire 
which contains 1.hc eight injtial pwto-noetic paradigms of t.he intelligible 
cosmos (kos111os 11oelos of the later Platonic crailition). 

Aristotle was very hasty and without scruples in his anempl to reduce 
the "divine subs Lances" of the early I Icllenic tl1eologians into the low 
status of mere material causes, tl1ough 1.hese "substances" are 
metaphysical symbols which stand for the supreme gods and the initial 
principles, bolh LranscenJcnL anJ immanen1. \'{'bco trus unjust and 
iocended misinterpretation is accomplished, the theologians (including 
Thales), labelled as the "Pre-socratics" by modern rationalists (who arc 
lovers of historical fictions and rigid classifications), are criticized as 
incapable of making the correct use of Lhese "ma1crial causes" which tl1ey 
have proclaimed as the material substratum and t.he ultimalc source of 
reality. Therefore one should agree with the assertion made by R. K. 
Hack: 

"If we bear in mind tl1at the so-called physical doctrines of the Tonian 
philosophers were really co a great extent metaphysical - tl,at is to say, 
d1ese Greek philosophers believed that I.hey were investigating, and had 
discovered, the nature of ultimate divine reality, and not of mere outer 
appearances - we shall be able to understand why the looians named one 
substance after anolher as the divine source of the univcrse".5'' 

R. K Hack argues thaL when Thales proclaimed Water as the living 
and di,•ine substance of the universe (we should add: the manifesLarion of 
Shu, 1he son of Atum, who himself sterns from the Waters in more 
sophisl.icated Egyptian accounts), bis main novelly lies in idenl.ifyiog the 
supreme divine power with the cosmogenetic divine substance, while 
introducing a non-anthropomorphic divioity.60 This assertion caonor be 
accepted wirJ1ou1 reservations and is 001 coaect, if viewed nol against the 
traditional Hellenic ''literaLure" - the poetic accounls o( the Olympian 
gods - but in the light of Egyptian Lheology and metaphysics which 
cannot be accused of a lush anthropomorphism at all. 

lL operated with a striclly coberen1. system of symbolism open to 
several meanings at different levels of interpretation. The ambivalent 
Egyptian symbolism cannot be properly understood w-itbout considering 
alJ aspects of the divine iconography. This includes visible forms and t.he 
entire Geld of semantic associations. Also the countless puns and their 
magic function musL always be taken into consideral.ion. To see here 
something like the sadly famous "anthropomorphism" o( Lhe Hellenic 
epics (which arc inspired poetry, anyway) is to be surprisingly n:iive and 
contemptuous of the ancient myths and all symbolic modes or 1houghc. 
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12. Metaphysical Mea.oing of Ancient Mythologies 

Tbe new wave of metaphysical, cosmological, and physiological inquiry 

which started in tbe 6th century B.C. among philosophers and sophists (at 
fu:st there was no real difference between them) strengthened tbe 

inuiguing opinion tbat the myths and hieratic accounts were unable to 
deal with .reality without introducing certain fatal distortions and 

deformations. Being unable to understand tbe deeper symbolic meaning 
,Jf ancient mythologies or to put the acquired fragments of the Egyptian 
and Mesopotamian wisdom into an integral and meaningful unity, tbey 

mrned against their own lavish poetic tradition (also regarded at its face 
value) and argued for the need of a pu.re "scientific" theology and for a 
genuine worship of the invisible principles based on a proper 
comprehension of the divine order. 

So it seems tbat "irrational" and often scandalous myths must be 
neglected in favour of the "semi-esoteric" logos which belongs to a few 
specialists in scientific knowledge. However, it may be that, as the remark 
made by Socrates at tbe end of Plato's Theaetetus suggests, knowledge as a 
rational account (logos) is also unattainable. Socrates says to Theaetctm, the 
young pupil of the distinguished mathematician Theodorus: 

"So. Theaetetus, neither percept.ion, nor true belief, nor i.he addition of 
an ·account' to true belief can be knowledge" (Theaet.210b). 

BuL as a consequence of dialectical scrutiny, even if Theaerems 
remains barren, he cannot any more fancy he knows what he does not 
know: 

"For thac, aod no more, is all that my art can effect; nor have I any of 
1.haL knowledge possessed by all the great and admirable men of our own 
dav or of the past. But this midwife's art is a gift from heaven; my mother 
had it for women, aod 1 for yoong men of a generous spirit and for all in 
\\·born beauty dwells" (ibid., 210c). 

Though Rosemary Desjardin argues that TheaetcLus' amazement is 
philosophical wonder "because such ret1ection opens him up to the 
philosophical issues" in searching for a solution to problems of 
irrationality (the incompatibility of incommensurables),61 one may suspect 
th;it this "feeling of wonder" (to thaf(111tJzei11) which shows "that you are a 
philosopher" (Toeaet.155d), is really a wonder induced by facing tbe 
mystery of tbe divine intelligence and the ineffable Waters . 

.'\ccordingly, "true knowledge" is not a property of bwnan beings as 
nioctals, be they scientists or rationalists, and cannot be acquired by 
discursive thought, because it concerns the intelligible realm and objects 
ot" the divine order which ca.n only be grasped by the Lransformed soul 
through noet.ic insight a11d cpoptic vision akin to revelation or mystical 
union wit.I, the divine. 
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Contrary to the ancient traditions of wisdom, many contemporary 
thinkers in their unending quest for certainty turn not to the sacred myths. 
revelations, and symbols which lead to integral piety, illumination, and 
inner vision, but to trivialized mathematics and epistemology which 
cannot transcend the realm of discursive .reasoning and secular 
pragmatism. Therefore the main area of philosophy (by this term meaning 
an academic discourse) is that of epistemology: the pursuit of scie11tia 
(instead of .rapie11tia) "turned out to be a major pastime for the modem 
philosophers" who "regard Plato's Theaetetus (perhaps along with the Meno 

and Sextus Empiricus' 011tfi11es ef PyniJonism), as containing the primal 
sacred doctrines (dissoi fogoi) revered by the de,Totees of modern 
epistemology".62 This rather ironical remark made by Daty! L. Hale is 
aimed at Lhe endemic failure of contemporary thinkers to disti.nguish 
between knowledge and wisdom. They take their only task to be that of 
elucidati.ng the conditions of hwnan knowledge, classifying countless 
opinions and instigating sceptical attacks on those who disagree with their 
premises based on barren secular rationalism and humanism. 

Seeing from this special standpoint, the earliest Greek philosophers 
(starti.ng with Thales) divorced philosophy from mythology, poetry, and 
traditional genealogies. Since "reason sought and found truth that was 
universal", the earlier age of "mythology and superstition" was replaced by 
the age of science, according to F. M. Cornford.63 Tb.is discovery of 
Natw-e is accompanied by the tacit denial of the distinction between 
experience and revelation: 

""fl1e conception of Nature is extended to incorporate what had been 
tl1e domain or the supernatural. The supernatural, as fashioned by 
mythology. simply disappears; and all that really exists is natural." 64 

At present we are not so sure about such straightforward conclusions. 
And even if the essence of Ionian philosophy and science (which is 
credited with denying the spiritual, as disti.nct from the material) is not 
misconcei,Ted and misunderstood, i.e., if Thales ceally introduced 
something new - the so-called ''Western science" as the pursuit of 
knowledge for its own sake - nevertheless, th.is idea of Lhe crucial tw-ning
poinL is fabricated and maintained with some infantile enthusiasm and 
magic hyperbolism. 

According to Rene Gueoon, in the 6th century B.C., commonly viewed 
as the scarti.i.1g point of "classical" civilization, something of which there 
had been no previous example appeared: that special form of thought 
which acquired and retained the name of "philosophy".65 R. Guenon 
recognizes that this word can be regarded in a quite legitimate sense. 
because it is simply ao initial djsposit.ion required for the attainment of 
wisdom. Only the perversions which substitute "philosophy" for 
"wisdom", taking t.he t..ransit.ional sLage for the end itself and introducing a 
"pretended wisdom" which is purely human and entirely of the rational 
order, should be neglected.66 
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However, R. Guenou follows too closely the assumptions of those 
whom he is ready co criticize, thus assuming that philosophia reallv begins 
wiLh Thales. It is more likely that Thales simply readapted and 
reinterpreted (perhaps, in a one-sided fashion) some aspects of I.be 
Egypt.ian mere rekhu (mre dnv), the "love of knowledge". "striving for 
wisdom", i.e., "philosophy" in its etymological and anagogic sense whose 
archetypal guide and divine patron was Thoth (dh//J()': Djebuty). This 
cli,·ii,e scribe and demiurgic Logos, the heart and tongue of Ra, himself 
represents and embodies the beginning, 1.he middle. and the end of the 
w:w cowards the noetic identity of ba (the winged soul), smce every wise 
01;0 ultimately is united with Thoth and bis energies. 

Tbe Neopythagoreans and tvfiddle Platonists inherited and accepted 
rhe trndition which presented Plato as a disciple of Hennes Tcismegiscus -
Lhat means not as a historical person bm as an archetype which stands for 
all wisdom preserved and practised in the Thoth.ian Houses of Life. So. if 
cenain PlaLOoic docLrines are the same as those of Hermes, it is obviously 
because Plato had copied Hermes, not the 01.her way round. As Zosiiuus 
of Panopolis asserted in bis alchemical work 011 apparatus a11d_(tm1aces. the 
E�·ptian priest Bitys (or Bitos), the thrice-great (bismegas) Plato and the 
infinitely great (11Jen'o111ega.r) Hennes a.re the authors of the mysterious tablet 
(pi11axj which views Thouthos (Thoth) as "the first man, the interpreter of 
aU L11at exists and the giver of names to all corporeal beings".6-

lL follows that Bitys, Hermes and Plato stand on the same spiritual 
leve� represent the same tradition, and profess the same philosophical and 
theurgical teachings. Such opinion was firmly maimai.ned by the hellenized 
Egyptians and late Hellenic philosophers themselves. Hence, according to 
Produs, Plato derived some of his docl.rines from the Egyptian Hermes, 
for example. the teaching about matter: 

"Orpheus produces matter from the first hypostasis of intelligibles. 
For there perpetual darkness and the infinite subsist. And these indeed, 
subsist there io a way more excellent than the successive orders of bemg. 
ln matter however, the urt.illuminated and the infinite are inherenr. 
through indigence, and not according to a transceudency, but a deficiency 
of power. Moreover, the tradition of the Egyptians (he ton Aig1rption 
pamrlosis) asserts the same tbmg concerning it. For the divine larnblichus 
relates tha1. according to Hermes materiality is produced from essential.icy 
(ek lc.r 1J11sioteto.r ten hulolela pamgeslhai bou/etat). It is probable therefore, that 
:lato derived from Hermes an opinion of chjs kind concerning matter" (/11 

r,111. 1.386 Taylor). 
Since philosophy is a pursuit of ba, inseparable from its destiny, 

nam�ly. descent and ascent, manifestation and reintegration (through the 
f><11de1a of cosmic life: embodiment and discmbodimem), Proclus in bis 
co111mcn1a.ry on Plato's Timaeus (Jil.298.27-'.:!9/330) discusses three 
odi,•mata. or vehicles, of Lhe soul: (1) I.be fust od1e1110 which is natural to the 
soul and puts it inside the manifested reality; (2) 1.he second one wbicb 
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makes the soul a citizen of the world of becoming; (3) the third one that is 
like a shell and makes the soul an inhabitant of the material world. 

This division is analogous to the hierarchy of akb, ba (in a narrow sense 
of the soul separated from the mortal body, khal), and ka of the 
Egyptians. In the ontological hierarchy of being and the related esoteric 
path of ascent, ka represents the source o[ a person's vital energy 
connected with die ancestral spirits and the pharaoh whose kt1, as the vital 
power of Horus. permeates the whole country and is felt as a presence in 
c,�ery heart. The concept of bn goes beyond the level of life energy, 
fertility, and well-being. Ba (the after-deadi consciousness, also revealed 
fo.c the initiates) is the "soul" (or m11J1ifestation) moving between Earth 
and Heaven, though its real home is the intelligible realm, kos1110.r noe/os. 
According to the Old Kingdom sage Pt:ahotep: "The wise feed their ba 
with what endures".68 As the vehicle of ascent, it is depicted as die 
human-beaded falcon o.c the jabiru bird. 

The awakening o[ ba is a consequence of becoming aware of the 
physical body as a corpse. It means die soul must be "philosophically" 
(di.cough initiation, contemplation, and death) separated from die body. 
\'<'hen the ascending ba "comes to the places it knows, it does not miss its 
former path".69 The realm through which ba moves belongs to Osiris (it is 
the intermediate 1m111d11s imaginalir, Duat, the body of Nut-Hathor, or the 
World Soul), while the realm of akh is that of Ra. TI,erefore akh means 
intelligence, sp.iritual light. "die shining one", represented by die crested 
ibis, the symbol of Thoth. The references to the akh are associated with 
the soul's homecoming, return to me divine source, the end of 
philosophicaJ ascem, i.e., reaching the intelligible realm, httpero11ranios topos 
of Plato's Phaedms. When ba is transformed and its ascent is accomplished, 
it becomes an imperishable and immortal akh, a "shining spirit", a star 
irradiating intelligible light, a son of Ra. Thus the akh is die ba divinized, 
realizing the ultimate precept of self-knowledge: to become like a god. 

If we compare this teaching wid1 certain passages of Plato's Phaedms, 
we should see mat (1) akh (or the related body of light, sah) corresponds 
to oche11,a for the soul outside the cycles of material existence, (2) ba - to 
the winged souJ when it is involved in a seri.es of descents and ascents, (3) 
ka - with 1.he vegetative or nutritive soul which is needed when d1e higher 
soul. is actually embodi.ed and which serves as an intermediary between the 
immortaJ immateriaJ soul and the material mortaJ body. 

The upper vehicle is usually called augoeides by the Neoplatooists and 
clearly relates die substance mis term describes to light, d10ugh at die 
same rime distinguishes it from light as such. Most of die Neoplatonists 
regarded ligbt as closest LO me immaterial and purely ooetic entities. In d1e 
De a1Ji111a commentary, attributed to Simplicios, we have only one soul 
vehicle as a single substance described by three terms: aitherodes (aether
like), a1tgoeides (light-like), and p11e111JJatikos (being made of pneuma).10 

The :\lcxandci:111 Neoplatonist Hermeias L1sed the term m1goeides to 
describe nol 1.he soul. but the upper I .leavens (h11/Je1rum111ios topos) lo which 
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d1e divinely led procession of the Phaedms myth aspires (In Phaed1: 144.26-
28). This is the realm of akh11 described as being like light. The procession 
kd by Lhe royal boat of Ra is analogous to that depicted in Plato's 
Pht1edms. 

Ii seems as if the early Hellenic philosophers (or rather 
"physiologists") wbo encountered traditional Egyptian thought were 
somehow unhappy with its symbols and images when they started to 
search for an unconditioned uni(-ying ground of realit-y. However, this 
unifying ground cannot be simply .reduced to "narure" understood in the 
banal modern sense. Being the cause of Intellect, the first Principle 
transcends the noetic realm of Ra, therefore it is unknown even to the 
gods and akh11. It is "nowhere", though figuratively described by such 
names as Waters (mv), Flood (hhw), Darkness (kkw), and Chaos (tm111JJ). 
This flood is tantamount to the ineffable "substance" of the universe tbat 
enveloped the p.rin10.rdial Monad, along with Shu, "the begetter to 
repeated millions, out of the Flood, out of the Waters" (CT 76.33-34). 
Therefore Atum, in the depths of the Flood prefigured as Nun-Atum, 
mii y proclain1 as follows: 

"Tam the \Vaters, unique, without second. 
That is wbere T developed (hpr.njjm) ... 
So, the Flood is subtracted from me: 
See, I am the .remainder ... 
I am the one who made me" (Cf 714). 

13. Pythagorean Numbers and their Paradigms 

P. A. Kwasniewski regards the disciples of Pythagoras as "bringing ro 
completion the programme adumbrated in Thales and developed by the 
pl}/{siologoi after him",71 though this "programme", far from being simply a 
physiological pursuit, is the creative adaptation and prolongation of 
Egyptian theologic:il ideas of divine 1mity, order and harmony. According 
to lamblichus, that "truly godlike (ho theios a/ethos) man, who ranks next to 
Pythagoras and Plato" Quliao Ep.2), Pythagorns, after going to Pherecydes 
and Anaxirnander, visited Thales of Miletus who 

"laying stress oo his advanced age and the infirmities of his body, 
advised him to go to Egypt, to get in touch with the priests of Memphis 
and Zeus (i.e., Ammun). Thales confessed that the instruction of these 
priests was the source of his own reputation for wisdom... Thales 
insisted that, in view of all this. if Pythagoras should study with chose 
pnests, he was cenain of becoming the wisest :ind most divine of men'' 
(T 'ita l)"th.'2.)."� 

Tamblichus tells us that Pythagoras spem many years in the Egyptian 
:ancmaiies of temples, studying asuonomy and geometry, and being 
tn.itiated in all the mysteries of I.be gods. Later Py1hagorns introduced the 
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symbolical method of reaching, in a manner sirnila.r co that in which he 
had been instructed in Egypt. 

The Pythagorean excessive concern with numbers (claiming tl,ac aJJ is 
number at the level of principles) .reflects their seeking for the ultimate 
source and eidetjc sLructuce of material forms through mathematical 
theology. Bv revealing a fom,aJ structure underlying all ou1.ward 
appearances, a hidden unity behind multiplicity, they turned towards the 
archetypes (paradeigmata) which transcend material things and function as 
intelligible and animating principles. The Syrian Neoplatooist Iamblichus, 
who in his doctrines followed "true philosophical tradition" that included 
noL only Pythagoras, Plato and to certain extent Aristotle, but also 
Orpheus, Egyptians, and ChaJdeans, umoduced the Pythagorean paideia 
in his philosophical school (probably in Apamea by the 290's A.D.). He 
sometimes identified the gods with a,ithmoi (numbers) arguing that 
a.rithmology, which is inseparable both from contemplation and hieratic 
ritual, serves the puciGcation oi the soul Arguing that for lan1blichus ilie 
gods themselves were the adrni.n.istrators of theu.rgic rites, Gregory Shaw 
says: 

"From rhe monad through the decad numbers were deities, each 
revealing speciGc characteristics and functions in manifestation. Since 
thelltgy riLUally .imitated the laws of cosmogony, it necessarily .imitated the 
laws of arithmogony ... Thus to account for the differences in theurgy 
while retaining its universal transcendent effects as uruEcation, the 
Pythagorean notion of distribution referred to in Plato's Gorgias may be 
suggestive. Socrares mentions the 'great power of geometric equality 
amongsL gods and men': that to each there was an appropriate measure, 
and tliat tl,is proportionality was the law of justice and friendship, which 
gave order Lo the world and made it a 'cosmos' (508bc). Applied to 
thcmgic experiences, this principle retains the transcendent sameness of 
the riles while taking mto account their contextual difference. We may, 
then, speak of geometrically equivalent thelltgies, bestowing 
proportionately t.he same degree of unification in each riLUaJ. Such 
unificat.ioos could be represented arithmetically, using quantitative 
'differences' to represent the degrees of mvolvement in multiplicity, while 
following a law o[ proport.ionate 'sameness' and thus preserving a 
geometric equality''.73 

lo  certain respecLs, the Pythagorean numbers and Ggures are the 
species of things: if not the Fonns and the gods themselves, then their 
manifestations and symbols at tl,e level of mat11ematicaJ reality. As t11e 
first principles and tl,eir constructive irradiations, they are 11eleru aod ba11 of 
ilic Egyptiam. The word ,ielor (11tiJ, feminine 11elerel (11trl), plural 11ele111 and 
netemt respectively, is often pictured by the sign of "staff wrapped with 
doth", or "cult Oag", perhaps originally related to (l) ilie practice of 
embalming (the process of becoming like a god), (2) tl,e wrappings of a 
mummy which itself represents an ideal sah body turned mto divme eidos, 
and (3) 1bc idea of unity. The ,,elem are t.be causes of phenomena and 
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preside over their forms, qualities and the modes wb.ic.b are revealed by 
number. Hieroglyphic writing used rekhel for "number". lo di.is sense, 
number is the paradigm of the universe examplified by the mystery of the 
One becoming Two and Three, thus constituting Unity in Trinity as 
�-\nim-Shu-Tefnut or Amun-Ra-Pta.b. 

The mathematical principle permits L.be derivation of forms of 
inequality from equality thus illustrating the divine process of 
manifesLation from and return to the source. The paradigmatic reJarion 
between the arranged cosmos and numbers makes certain that what is true 
of numbers and their properties is also true of the struclure of the 
cosmos. According to the Pythagorean tradition, initially based on the 
Eg-yptian b.ierati.c teachings and sciences practised i.n the temples, lhe 
virtuous life consists in organizing the irrational, sensible, material by the 
rational, intelligible, immaLeria.1 thus producing perfect order. D. J. 
O'Meara summarizes the discussion on t.he formal properties of numbers, 
the Plalonic Forms (the modeJs of universe), and pb.ilosophical life, 
launched by Nicomacbus of Gerasa, as follows: 

"This eLb.ical cosmolog-y echoes in the soul d1at aclueved by the divine 
demiurge in the universe. Not only do numbers then bold the keys to 
understanding the organization of the world; they also contain principles 
which constitute standards for the ethical life".74 

Pythagorean and Platonic ma.thematics deal with realities that are 
intermediary between (1) immaterial and indivisible intelligibles and (2) 
material and divisible sensibles (the realm of khal which constitutes the 
visible body of Ptah, or Geb). Thus occupying the intermediate Osirian 
kingdom, mathematical objects are immaterial and divisible, higher than 
sensibles and lower Lhan ooetic lights, or dem.iurgic Fom1s. According to 
this tripartite ontological structure, me Platonic sciences a.re divided into 
(1) dialectic wluch leads to the noelic realities, (2) mat.hema.tics which 
investigates mathematical objects .regarded as dim images of i.otelligibles, 
(3) physics th:n is concerned wilh sensibles which a.re images of 
mathematicals. Therefore what is true in mathematics of the intermediate 
omologica.l level in a proper manner reflects what is true in the noetic 
cosmos; and what is true in mathematics is paradigmatically true in me 
sensible realm. 

It follows that arithmolog-y and geometry a.re related to discursive 
t.hinki.ng (dia11oia) and imagination (pha11ta.ria): they are inferior to non
discursive intellectual intuition (11ocsis), because 11011s surpasses dianoia, 
being its source and paradigm. Iamblicbus argues thal noetic realities are 
apprehended "by touch" (kat' cpaphen, perhaps analogous to dha1J1q in 
Sufism), whereas mathematical science is approached by reasoning (dia 
logo11: De co11J1111tm· mathematica scie11tia 33.19-25). However, die syllogistic 
logic and mathematical method can lead up to non-discursi:ve intuition 
Lhus preparing for union with divine Intellect 

For die Neoplatonists. the soul is rne geoeratri."'\ of mathematical forms 
and ideas. Therefore mathematical forms arc pro1ections (probo!at) of 
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fo.rms previously existing in the soul according to ooetic parterns. The 
div.i.ne Intellect (Nous) is the ultimate source of knowledge, whereas 
dia11oia, hwnan understanding, is located at the same level as mal.hematical 
objects and images of pha11tasia. Though geometry (a gift of Hermes
T110th) is coextensive with all existing things, this middle real.tu, as Proclus 
pointed out in his Commentary on the First Book of Euclid's Elements: 

"contains likeness of all intelligible kinds and paradigms of sensible 
ones; but the forms of the understanding constitute its essence, and 
through this middle region it (the science of geometry) ranges upwards 
and downwards to everything that is or comes to be. Always 
philosophizing about being in the manner of geometry, it has not only 
ideas but pictures of all the virtues - intellectual, moral, and physical - and 
presents i.n due order all d1e forms of political constitution, showing from 
its own nature the variety of the revolutions they undergo. lo these areas 
its activity is immaterial and theoretical, but when it touches on the 
material world it delivers out of itself a variety of sciences - such as 
geodesy, mechanics, and optics - by which it benefits the life of mortals" 
(Jn Euclid. Il.62-63). 

Therefore ]\Tous measures the revolutions of soul as the One measures 
the life of No11.r itself, for the One is the measure of all things. When the 
soul reverts to No11.r. she is said to move in a circle, according to Proclus, 
because the fust and simplest and most perfect of figures is the circle 
which corresponds to the Pythagorean Limit (peras), the number one and 
all the things in the column of the better, odd, right, light, good, square 
and so on (ibid.147.8-19). The main n1etaphysical concepts are depicted 
using geometrical imagination and dle language of geometry: the circular 
form is assigned to the Heavens (Nut) and die straight line to die world of 
generation. 11rns, through the geometrical exercises one cao move 
towards the circle and iLs centre, since the centre (being at rest) is more 
honourable than any other non-central position, according to the 
Pythagoreans. The closer to the Intellect (the Sun god Ra moving round 
in a circle duough the body of Nut, or the celestial Nile) the soul attains, 
the more it dances (penchoreueian) around it. Likewise, Intellect dan.ces 
around die One (Prod. In Pam,.1072.12). The One is beyond (epekeina) all 
intellective substances, as the intellective principle (or nature, 11oera ph11sis) 
is beyond all souls, and the soul's essence (he psuches ottsia) is beyond all 
bodies. 

Since the soul proceeds from Nous (Arum-Ra), she also returns to Nous 
through die intermediate levels of being governed by the Osirian rhythms. 
Just as Nature stands above her visible figures and shapes, so the Soul 
projects onto the macrocosmic and microcosmic lmaginarion. as onto a 
mirror, I.he ldeas of the noelic figures, thus offering to the human soul 

(the down and up moving ba which belongs to the Osirian realm of 
1111111d11.r i111agi11alis) an opportunity for transformation and turning inward to 
the kingdom of intelligible Light. 
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14. Standing on the Solar Barque 

Mathematics prepares d1e soul for tlle study of intelligibles; tJ1erefore 
Jamblicbus provides the following interpretation of the Pythagorean 
cryptic utterance (su111bo/011) "Do oot cut in two what is on d1e road": 

"Philosophy indeed, it seems, is a road. [fhe utterance] means then: 
choose that philosophy and that road to wisdom in which you will oot 'cut 
in two', .in which you will propound, not contradictions, but firm and 
unchanging trudis strengthened by scientific demonstrations through 
sciences (11Jathe111ato11) and contemplation (theorias), tbat is, philosophize in 
cl1e Pythagorean manner (P11thago1ikos) ... That philosophy which travels 
Lhrougb corporeal iliings and sense-objects, which more recent d1inkers 
immoderately adopt (thinking god and die qualities and soul aod the 
virtues and simply all prime causes in reality are body), is slippery and 
easily reversible - wimess the very different accounts of it - whereas the 
philosophy which progresses di.rough immaterial eternal intelligible 
objects that always remain the same and do not admit in themselves of 
destruction or change, [this philosophy], like its subject-matter, is unerring 
and firm ... " (P,vtripticus 118.7-26). 

The aim of this furn and perennial philosophy consists in 
contemplating the One, die goal of all contemplation, thus being able to 
see "from here, as if from a watch-cower, God and all in this train of 
God" (ibid.23.21 ff). This train of God is analogollS to the train of Ra who 
moves standing on the solar barque with his "entourage of flame". The 
gods who a.re on the prow of the solar barque include Isis, Seth, and 
Horus. and those oo the stern - Hu (creative Word, Logos), Sia (\Visdom, 
Perception), and Ra, or solar Intellect, himself. They are the models of 
im.itatioo and objects of contemplation for iliose who approach the solar 
barque, moving in a circle, i.e., for those wbo are in a sense 
"philosophers". The Roman Emperor Flavius Claudius Julianus describes 
philosophers (including the Egyptians, who "reckon up the names of not 
a few wise men among themst:lves", the successors of Hermes, as well as 
the Chaldeans and Assyrians, the successors of Oannes and Belos, and 
Hellenes, ilie successors of Cheiron, the Centaur who taught Achilles and 
is a prototype of the true spiritual master) as follows: 

"The philosophers bid us inutate the gods so far as we can (111i111eisthai 
kele11ousi11 hemas hoi philosophoi kata d1111a111it1 tous theous), and diey teach us 
iha1 this imitation consists in Lhe contemplation of realities (e11 theo,ia !011 
0111011). And that this sort of study is remote from passion and is indeed 
based on freedom from passion. is, T suppose. evident, even without my 
saying it. ln proportion then as we, having been assigned co die 
crJntemplacion of realities. attain ro freedom from passion. in so far do we 
become like God" (kata tosouto11 e."·omoio11111etha to theo: Kata Galilaio11 logos 
l.171 de). 
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To become like God, for the Egyptian pciesrs, is to become sun-like, to 
be transformed into akh and eventually to be identified with R.'l himsel( 
,-\ccording to the Book o

f 

T1J10 IV't9•.r, produced in the early Middle 
Kingdom by the XU Dynasty (c.199.J.-1781 B.C.) priests of the temple of 
Thoth in Hcrmopolis, at least 1400 ye:irs before Pythagoras, "this is the 
true mystery of Ra", namely, to arrive at "the place of a perfect spirit who 
shall be a god himself" (CT J I J 6/87). The perfect sage, or rather his 
transformed bo which is analogous to the winged soul of the philosopher 
io Plato's Pboedms, is "a spirit who knows bow ro enter the fhme" (ibid.), 
i.e., the intelligible realm. Such is the soul of ooe "who knows" and 
therefore is "a holy god in the suite of Thoth" (CT 1035/6): his is "the 
clear way" (CT 1135/5) and "his is lighr'' (CT 1137 / 11). 

The lover of Wisdom (of Sia, who stands on the prow of the solar 
barque) is a follower of 11,oth. and the way of Thoth leads towards the 
house of ,naal. \\7hen the initiate restores his primordial noetic nature and 
is united with the archetypal source, he cao proclaim: "I have inherited the 
horizon of Ra. l iim A mm'' (CT 1063/34). The deceased or the initillfe 
(who is "dead" in relation to passions and his lower human self, including 
the £ish-like material body) is united with Ra and now appears oot as ll 

separate individuality (which is "annihilated" by d1e spiritual Oaines during 
his ascent), but as the immortal solar lntellect, Ra, "the companion of 
Thoth". As the traditional iconography depicts, he (as the universal 
hypostasis of me King, Son of Ra, who integrates and unites all 
multiplicities) stands before Hu and Sia, aod other gods at the back of the 
solar barque. Being in the "entourage of Oame", he helps to guide the 
solar barque and "conducts the sacred writings to the god, Ra" (C

T 

1067 /38). 
The true gnostic, who knows cruth and his own real identity, may also 

be designated as belonging 10 the entourage of Thoth which consists of 
rhyt (n:kl?J� or rhl!JWI (rethk.l!J"�, rendered by Leonard 11. Lesko as 
"common folk" and "celebrated ones" respectively.75 However, the tean 
rekh means "knowledge", and Thoth is no less than the supreme master 
and cause of :iny knowledge, especially that which concerns the liberation 
and elevation of the soul. mus putting her in the train of Thoth himself. 
The dark and mysterious text runs as follows: 

''
You have made the entourage from your common folk. I cause mat 

they reach you. The one who shines in the night is Ra. As for any person 
who is in his train, he lives forever among the followers of Thoth. It is in 
the night that he is made to appear and Osiris is gladdened since he is the 
unique one who suffered more than he did, after having been placed 
among his followers in the entourage" (O' 1098/69). Another version is 
slightly different: "This is tl1e great one from whom the sky came LO be . 
. -\s for any person who will be in his followers, he will live in the 
entournge of Thoth and he will be made to appear in the night in me joy 
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of Osiris. You are the son of the one who suffers aJone. His father has 
been given co him in his entourage" (ibid.). 

ln Julian's version of Neoplatonism, inherited from IambLichus and his 
school, the undefiled and pure soul, that of Heracles for instance, is 
regarded as superior to the purest aeLher. 1t was in this perfect condition 
before the Demiurge sent it to the earth and again after its philosophical 
and theurgic return to the Father. Of Heracles, who serves as a model for 
1_!,e philosophical life and ascent, il is said that be "bas returned, one and 
indiv-isible, to his Father one and indivisible" (0,: V, p.467 Wright). 

In the Egyptian Book of Two IIV�s, the All-lord (the Creator Atum-Ra 
who sets up the king on the earth as his living image, Tut) asserts chat 
whereas the gods are created from his sweat (divine perfume), human 
beings are from the weeping of bis Eye: like tears they fall down into the 
material bodies of flesh. However, after "making their hearts to cease 
forgetting the West", i.e., introducing "philosophy'' as a way of 
remembrance and homecoming, be opened the path of return leading 
upwards. Those who travel this path are able "to lift up their names to the 
cays of his face", i.e., to be (1) like Osiris in the midst of the Duat and (2) 
like Ra ia the sky. Since the epistrophic movement to the noetic realm 
presupposes appeasing, harmonizing, and transcending of all opposites, 
the initiate says: 

"I come into the presence of the All-lord. I made the two warriors (i.e., 
Horus and Seth, the Pythagorean Table of Opposites) content" (CT 
1125/96). 

This harmonization, accomplished through the guidance of Thoth, 
corresoods to reaching the house of truth and justice (maaf). I11e 
Pythagoreans and Plato inherited this idea of "setting one's house i.n 
order" by self-mastery and bringing into cune all parts of the 
psychosomatic entity or dismembered Osiris who must be .restored and 
auuned "like the proportion of a musical scale, che highest and lowest 
notes aod the mean between them, with all the intermediate intervals" 
(Rep.+43d(). When all dismembered parts are united in a well-tempered 
harmony and animated by the theurgic power of Isis and Thoth, the 
init.iate becomes Like a living image of the temple-like "universal man", 
instead of many scattered fragments (a "house-divided"). The knowledge 
which presides over such transformation is wisdom, accompanied by 
justice which ensures (according to geometrical proportion) that each part 
of the whole receives whal it is due. 

/u the level of anima ,mmdi the initiate, who died already before his 
aoual death, i.e. who discovered, awakened, and separated bis ha from the 
gross mortal body, is united with Osiris, the king of an intermediate realm: 

"I stand with Osi.ris when be stands. 0 Osiris, your bt1 comes to you. 
Open your throat. Take Osi.rjs to Osiris" (CT1120/91). 
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I le idenciCies himself with one of the gods who support Lhe sky and 
announce the arrival of the solar barque of Ra. Finally he pronounces: 

"l am a follower of Ra who receives his iron, who replaces (or adorns) 
the god in the shrine, Horus who ascends to his lord. The seat was hidden 
in Lhe purification of 1hc chapel of the messenger of the God Lo her 
whom he loved. I am the one who rescued Maat after he caused his image 
to ascend. T am the one who knotted the rope and bound his chapel. The 
storm was my abomination ... I have not been opposed by Ra. I have noL 
been repulsed by him who acls with his hands. I have nol walked in 1he 
valley of darkness. I have not entered into the lake of criminals. I have not 
been in the heat of the striking fo.rce [of God] ... The hofu,css of God is 
secret. The a.ems of Geb rise early in the morning. Who will lead the great 
ones and count children at his proper rinie? Tholh is inside the secrets 
that he may make offerings to the one who counted millions and who is 
counted, who opened the firmament and dispelled bleariness Crom him 
after 1 reached him in his seat ... I adore Ra that he may listen to me and 
that he may remove irn obstacle for me. I was not turned back from the 
horizon. I am Ra. I was not boatless in the great crossing. It is 'He-whose
face-is-on-his-knees' who extended his arm, since the name of Ra was in 
my belly and his rank was in my mouth. I say it to him and 1 am the one 
who hears his words. Adoration to you, 0 Ra, lord of the horizon. 0 Ra, 
hail to you for whom the sun-folk purify themselves and for whom d1e 
sky acts as controller rather than the great striking force [of God] which 
d1e courses of the rebellious pass. I have come among those who herald 
Maat. .. " (C

T 
1099/70). 

Hearing this dark and inspiring account, one should remember. fust. 
that lhc mythical discourse is woven by images and symbols which might 
be subjug.ned to different exOLcric and esoteric interpretations and are 
regarded as being "revealed", because "the gods wished to teach us in 
symbolic fashion (dido.rko11to11 he111a.r oimai !011 tbeofl .r11mboliko.r). that we must 
pluck the fairest fruits from the earth, namely, -virtue and piety" (Julian Or. 

V, p.473 Wright). 
Second, that it is inseparable from the ritual which serves as a 

necessary means of elevation for those who "by nature belong to the 
heavens but have fallen to earth, to reap tl1e harvest of our constitution 
here on earth, namely, virtue and piety, and then strive upwards co the 
goddess [i.e., the Phrygian Mother of the gods who may be equaled also to 
Hatl1or. Nut., Neith or Isis of the Egyptians] of our forefathers. to her 
who is the principle of all life" (Or. V., p.473). 

Third. LhaL the □ocLic Ra is noL idenLic:il with thl' visible Ra, the sun 
disk (ale11) adored by Akhenatcn. For Julian. who follows the ancient 
tradiuons oi solar theologies. the visible disk of the sun is only du.rd m 
rank, surpassed. as it is, by the second sun (Helios-Mith.ras. ruler of me 
inrcllccLual gods), and 1h,· first intelligiblc sun which is of1cn iden1ificd 
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wiL11 the Good, or the One, as it shows itself in the intelligible realm. The 
middle and intellectual Helios is regarded Qulian in this respect cites the 
divine Plato, R.ep.5086) as "the offspring of the Good which the Good 
begat in his own likeness, and that what the Good is in relation to pure 
No11s and its objects in the noetic world, such is the sun in the visible 
world io relation to sight and its objects". Therefore "his light has the 
same relation to the visible world as truth has to the noetic world" (pros to 
11oelo11 aletheia: Or. IV, p.361). 

The third or visible Helios, nonetheless, is the cause for the visible 
gods of just as many blessings as the second Helios bestows on the 
intellectual gods and serves as ao aoagogic force leading upwards to the 
uwisiblc principles symbolized by the visible divine form and light. 
:\ccording to the Egyptian New Kingdom theologies, the visible world is 
heliopbaoy or manifestation (khepem) of the solar God himseJI, whose 
name is substituted by the term fleheh in the Amaroa texts. Initially, 11eheh is 
t.he inexhaustible ooeric plenitude out of which the sun allots iodiv.idual 
portions of rime to everything existing. By seeing the light (both 
iruell.igible and sensible), that is God, the eye (including the inner eye of 
the soul) is created which is, therefore, suolike (helio-eideJ). 

For the d1eologians of the XVIII Dynasty, as for Plotinus. the solarity 
of the eye (or the illuminated human .intellect which is "light out of light", 
ph()s �k photos) guarantees and reveals the .inward presence of the divine, 
because seeing and knowing are ooe and die same. Seeing is to be 
understood in the se.nse of an intelligible vision, epopteia, as well. This 
possibili1:y of proceeding from inward solarity to .inwa.rd divinity, of 
reaching Ra duough the solar g11osi.r is denied by Akhenaten for all except 
die king himself who. however, reduces the intelligible dimension of Ra to 
lhe visible aten. 

_-\s the Emperor Julian explains, light itself is a sort of .incorporeal and 
divine form (eidos esli11 a.romato11 Ii theio11), a form coextensive with the 
heavenly bodies. He says: 

·'_\nd of light, itself incorporeal, the culmination and flower, so to 
speak, is the sun's rays. Now the doctrine of the Phoenicians, who were 
wise and learned in sacred lore (!011 Phoi11iko11 doxa, sopho11 ta theia kai 
episte111011on), declared that the rays of light everywhere diffused are the 
undefiled incarnation of pu.re Intellect. And .in harmony with th.is is our 
theory, seeing that light itself is incorporeal, if one should regard its 
fountainhead, not as corporeal, but as the undefiled activiLy of Intellect 
(i.e., Helios) pouring light into its own abode . . .  " (Or. IV, p.363). 

While maintaining iliat the uplifting rays of the sun "are nearly alcin to 
those who yearn to be set £rec from generation", we ought then "to make 
iliese visible things proofs o[ his unseen powers" (0,: V., p.-1-81). Since the 
�ouls of the blessed phi.losopbers are led upwards bv the agency of the 
i1wisible, wholly immaterial, cli,-inc and pure substance which resides in 
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Lhe rays of Helios, we can speak of the "solar philosophy" (presided over 
and directed by Helios-Apollo, A tum-Ra, Amun-Ra, or Horus, along with 
Lhe great consorr goddess, be it A Lhena, Ncith, Halhor, or [sis). This solar 
philosophy is the same as the most holy and secret mysteries of solar 
rebirth. So, Julian continues as foUows: 

"It has also been demonstrated that the god's rays are by nature 
uplifting; and this is due to his energy, both visible a11d invisible, by which 
very many souls have been lifted up out of the region of the senses, 
because lhey were guided by tha1 sense which is clearest of all and most 
nea_cly like the sun. For when with our eyes we perceive the sun's light, nor 
only is it welcome and useful for our Lives, but also, as the divine Plato 
sajd wheo be sang its praises, it is our guide to wisdom. And if I should 
also touch on the secret teaching of the Mysteries (tes a,rhe/011 11111stagogias) 
in which lhe Chaldean, ruvinely frenzied, celebrated the God of the Seven 
Rays, that god through whom he lifts up the soul of men. I should be 
saying what is unintelligible, wholly unintelligible co the common herd, but 
familiar to the happy theurgists (theo,111,ois de lois maka,iois g1101i111n: Or. 

V,p.483). 

15. Celestial Nile as the Cause of GeomeLIT 

The Pythagorean claim that ten is "complete at four" refers 10 the 
Tetraktys, established on the narura1 seguence of numbers: 1 +2+ 3+4= 10. 
The Tetraktys, arranged into the sacred triangle, represents both an 
archetypal unity of all realit-y and a model for the gradual procession Crom 
the indescribable light of unity LO the level of sensibles. This means the 
coming forth from the One (though the One is not diminished and 
remains intact in its transcendent fullness) to the Many and Lhe final 
return back to the One. 

Since the procession (.proodos) and reversion (epislrophe) are not 
chronological or temporal events in the usual sense, they coosLitme a 
single movement where each thing reverts in its owo proper mode. There 
is oo .real distinction berween procession and reversion, wlcicb are 
descriptions of the ontological status of any determinate being. Procession 
(descent) is the cause giving itself LO the effect as the perfecuon by which 
it is; though the One. as universal c:iuse being "everywhere and nowhere", 
is both transcendent and causally present LO all things. Reversion (ascent) 
is the effect receiving the cause as the perfection (telos) by which it is. To 
be is co be intcUjgible, LO have die noetic paradigm or divine root. The 
One is both the beginning and the end. die arche and the telos of all things. 
Therefore: 

"The entire Neoplatonic pattern of cx.iLUs and reditus, the emergence 
of all things from the One or Good and their re1urn 10 him. is simply the 
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expression, in dynamic terms, of their participation in him as 'measure of 

all things"'
.76 

The same could be said regarding the manifestations (khepe111) of Amun 
{IIIIIIW) who, despite the creative theophanies, himself remains hidden: 

"The One who created b.imsel[, whose appearance (q;) is unknown. 
Perfect aspect, which developed into a sacred emanation. 
Who built his processional images and created himself by himself. 
Perfect icon (sekhem 11�(ery, whom his heart made perfect. 
Manifestation of manifestation (khepem khepem), model of birth" (Pap. 

Leiden I.350.40.1-8). 
"The Ennead is combined in your bodr, your image is every god" ... 

(ibid. 1.350. 90.1-2). 
Th.is hymn, consecrated to Anrn.n-R.a, is constructed as a series of plays 

on words and numbers, therefore its inner structure itself reflects the 
procession from the One to the ordered Manyness. The Pythagorean 
TeLrakt-vs, whose nine strokes or dots represent the Great Ennead of 
Heliopolis grouped around the tenth or rather the first dot, the .ineffable 
and incomprehensible One, is also derived from Egypt. In the temple of 
Amun-Ra in Karnak the Tetraktys is expanded into the Pentactys - from 
nine to fifteen bypostases of Amun-Ra - "twelve strokes encircling the 
divine creative triangle, and representing this triangle 
mani[ested".77AmU11-Ra emerges from Nun who stands for the hidden 
side of Amun himself. This noetica.lly manifested Scarab, Amun-Ra, is the 
supreme paradigm of being and creator of everything. To put it in 
Procline terms, No11s is everything after the manner of intellect, and P.rttche 
is everything after the manner of soul: 

"If Nous is exemplar, soul is copy; if Nous is everything in 
concentration, soul is everything discursively" (ET 16). 

The hypostasis of Intellect and that of universal Soul constitute the 
compound of Ra and Osiris, both at the cosmological level of divine 
macrocosm and the eschatological level of human microcosm. 

To move from the sensible world of images and multiplicity of 
material bodies to the noetic multiplicity in unity is possible through the 
conlempl:ilion of geometrical figures, diagrams, and symbols (analogous 
lo the Hindu )'antras and mandalas), projected in the Imagination which 
occupies, according to Proclus, rJ,e central position in rJ1e scale of 
knowing: 

"\-X'hen it IJ;ha11tasia) draws its objects from the undivided cena:e of its 
life, it e).7Jresses them in the medium of division, extension. and figure. 
f<or this reason everything that it thinks .is a picture or shape of its 
thought" (fo Euclid 52-53). 

Since the geometer wishes 1.0 move G:om divisible ugures presented in 
l magi.nation (passive No11.r) to the partless, indivisible, Wlextended Ggures 
of divine Nous. he investigates the unive.rsal present in the imagined circle 
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(which is "one and many", falling sborl of the purity and perfection of 
immaterial circles), bearing in mind tbat the universal is oot merely a 
picture in tbe Imagination, buL an i1rchetypal reality which displays 
indivisible noetic unity. As the ascending ba must be transformed and 
turned into akh (thereby transcending the psychic realm of Osiris), so the 
geometer, as a foUower of Hermes-Thoth, must leave aside the entire 
sensible realm and tbe Osi.rian Netherworld. 

Various sciences serve as a means of ascending from the more partial 
LO the more general unt.il Lhe science of being as being is reached, and 1.his 
science contemplates che single fonn of being that belongs to all tbings. 
Therefore geometry working with the aid of imagination is able to bring 
about recoUection of eternal ideas io d1e soul Mathemalike (or 111athesis, 
learning) shows d1e inmne knowledge and pw:ges understanding, taking 
away forgetfulness and ignorance, setting tbe soul free from the bonds of 
unreason by the favour of I Jeanes-Thoth. This god, according to Proclus, 
"is truly the patron of this science, who brings our imellectual 
endowments to light, fills everything with divine reason, moves our souls 
towards No11s, awakens us as it were from our heavy slumber, through our 
searching turns us back upon oursekes, through our birth-pangs perfects 
us, and through the discovery of pure Nous leads us to the blessed life" (In 
f!.11rlid. I A 7). 

Proclus does not forget to mention (probably basing his account oo a 
hjstory composed by Eudemus or Rhodes, a pupil of ArisLOrle) that 
Thales, traditionally counted as one of the Seven Sages, was the Cirst Lo 
bring this science from Egypt to Greece, arguing that every true geometer 
should move from imagination LO pure noetic understanding with each 
theorem laying the basis for a step upwards and drawing the soul to the 
higher world. Thus, following the Platonic division of knowing and being 
ro I) the highcsl, 2) tl1e ime.rmediate. and 3) the lowest grades of reality, 
Proclus savs: 

"But if it should ever be able LO roll up its extensions and figures and 
view their plurality as a unity without figure, then in turning back Lo itself 
it would obtain a superior vision of the partless, unextended, and essential 
geometrical ideas that constitute its equipment. This achievement would 
irself be a perfect culmination of geometrical inquiry, truly a gift of 
Hermes, leading geometry out of Calypso's arms. so to speak, to more 
perfect intellectual insigh1 and emancipating it from the pictures projected 
in imagination" (ill E11did. 11.55). 

Proclus regards the Nile as a symbol of the life which is poured on the 
whole world (111 Tim. 1.96). Accordingly, "the Nile is 1he cause to the 
Egyptians of many and all-various goods, vi.z. of geometry. of the 
generation of frui1.s... Tts water also preserves their bodies, and the 
divi_niry that connecLedly contaim th.is body, elevi1tes their souls" (111 Ti!ll. 
1.118). J f d,e Nile is rhc cause of geomc1 ry, primarily tl,e celestial Nile is 
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meant, that which is equivalent to Osiris and, ultimately, to the 
rejuvenating primordial Waters of Nw1. In its immanent aspect, this Water 
of life, immortality, and regeneration is manifested, in different fashions 
and manners, through all levels of being. Therefore the Egyptian priests 
knowing that "there are likewise divine mysteries, some powers initiating, 
and others being initiated", regarded the destruction through water and 
tire as pL1rification, not corruption (ibid. I.119). Geometry also serves this 
aim of purification leading the soul, likened to Odysseus, away from 
Calypso's charms and tortures. 

16. The Apollonjan Road to Rebirth 

·n,e ancients held that there is nothing that cannot be cured by 
philosophy and theurgy. Philosophy serves to purify from all lower modes 
of life, habits, and desires, pr:ovidiog understanding and strengthening 
virtues. Fm the supreme virtue teaches souls to cling to the 11uth which is 
·'most clearly manifest in the worsrup of the Divine Being" 0ulian Ep.82). 
:\ nd the theurgic rites, bestowed by the gods themselves ("since it is 
evident 1hat the gods gave them to us": Ep.20), benefit both soul and 
bodv: 

"The gods when d1.ey exhorc those theurgists wbo are especially boly, 
announce to them that their 'mortal husk of raw matter' shall be preserved 
from perishing" (0,: V., p.499). 

Therefore Julian, who faithfully follows tradition and avoids 
innovation in all things, bur especially in wbat concerns the gods (Ep.20), 
dc::scribes the graceful power of ilie hieratic rites as follows: 

·'For when the soul abandons herself wholly to the gods, and encrusts 
her own concerns absolutely to the higher powers, and then follows ilie 
sacred rites - these roo being preceded by the di.vine ordinances - then, I 
say, since the.re is nothing to hinder or prevent - for all things reside in the 
gods, all dungs subsist in relation to d1em, all things are filled with the 
gods (kai pcmta l011 theo11 esti plcre) - straightway ilie divine light illumines 
our souls" (Or. V, p.497). 

Since philosophy concerns ilie contemplation of realities (ta onta) and 
elevating knowledge which prepares the soul for the divine vision and re
union with the archetypal principles, it is not at variance widl ilie 
Mysteries performed for human perfection and salvation. The end and 
aim of ilie rite of purification is "the ascent of our souls" (01: V, p.489), 
and this is ilie aim of philosophy as well, though achieved by rather 
different means and methods. But if philosophy is ''knowledge of ilie 
things that are", according to Ammonius, son of Herrneias, the 
.\lexandrian philosopher of I.he 5,h centurv, and ilie wocld wrucb is (p,mla 
tu 1111ta) presents itself as the harmonious pl:iv of divine powers (d111111111e-i.r). 
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mysterious symbols and tokens (.m11thc111ata), lhen the thirst for the 
marvellous is not incompatible with the strictly rational and logical inquiry. 

Sosipatrn from Ephesus became a ''philosopher" not tlirough 
conventional learning but because sbe, as a young girl was initiated into 
the Chaldean wisdom by two old men who belonged to wme divine race 
or were "gods disguised as strangers". Eunapius. who exercised a high 
priestly function of hie.rophant at the mystery cult of Eleusis and was 
convinced that the ancient gods were not dead. but still walked on I.he 
earth and took care of chosen ones, says about Sosipatra as follows: 

"As she reached full marurity. never having aoy other teachers, the 
works of the [great] poets. philosophers. aod orators were [constantly] on 
bee lips and texts that ochers had spent a great deal of painstaking trouble 
over [andl underst0od only dimly and with difficult}' she could interpret 
casually, effortlessly, and with ease, making meaning clear wilh her lighL 
swift touch".7� 

l f  Sosipatra and her son Antoninus, who "reached affinity with the 
divine. and applied himself to the wisdom that is unknown to the crowd'·. 
are regarded as philosophers, what does "pbilosoph)r" mean for the 
ancients? According to Eunapius. Antoninus established himself at the 
mouth of the Nile, close to Alexandria, and devoted himsel( completely to 
Plato's philosophy and the Egyptian rites as they were pcact.ised there: 

"All the young men who were healthy in mind and thirsted for 
philosophy studied with him. and the temple was full of candidates of the 
pciesthood".79 

It is clear that philosophy, as understood by Antoninus (who died 
A.D.390), radically differs from the modern concept.ion: it includes inner 
trnosfo11nacion and an approach to the djvine. Mediterranean philosophr 
bas developed within tl1e chains of transmission kept by the priests of 
ApoUo and Persephone. 1n its post-I Lomeric form. philo.rophia (not 
designated yet by this late Pythagorean tenn) reveals itself as Lhe tradition 
of iatromantis (spirit1.ial healers) and lawgivers, based on continuous 
revelations received from above, from the world of the lco11rotropos. 
"nurturer of the ko11rol'. lne last term mea11s "a young man" in the sense 
of an initiate. like fata in Arabic and ja11111111111rd in Persian. The komvs is not 
just a human figure. but the representation and reflection (eiko11) of the 
divine kouros, .i\.pollo. This is the charming glow of youth (chariulale hebe). 
of "eternal youth" proper tu the gods. Therefore Athena, t0uching 
Odysseus (who is regarded as a model of philosophical life) with Lhe 
golden wand, "gives him back his handsome bearing and h.is youth" (Od. 

.>-.·vu73-183). 
In certain respects, Apollo (from Akkadian ab11//11). the initiator into 

philosophy as a "solar way". could be equated to al-Khidr of the Sulis. 
The .Apollonian road is the road of the archetypal Sun. Ra-Osiris. who is 
the- chief Mysi:,goguc of rhc entire cosmos. Therefore a philosophic:il 
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journey is the mimetic and ritual-like journey of the hero. like Heracles 

and Orpheus. to the Netherworld, t.he Egyptian Duat, where all the 
opposites meet. Th.is is the process of 'dying before death' and 
resurrection. Since Apollo shares his oracular powers with Night, the 
archaic "philosopher" is a priest and a prophet both of Apollo and Night. 
He is a spiritual healer who knows the words of power. As the initiate, the 
"phiJosopher" approaches the Sun (the symbol of the divine Intellect and 
the One) and through the Sun he is born again. Th.is man is also a 
"physician" (ph11sikos), because he is concerned Wlth the basic principles of 
being. According to P. Kingsley, "philosophy had developed as something 

aU-embracing and intensely practical",80 .including a sort of kmuia/imjoga 
and healing through dreams and oracles. Parmenides, the disciple of the 
Pythagorean Ameinias, who .introduced a logic that questions everything. 
himself was an Ouliades, a priest of Apollo. 

PhiJosophy should not be restricted to the analysis of language and 
logic as has happened in modern times. Until the end of the Graeco
Roman world, philosophy was regarded as a mystery into which one rrur, 
be initiated. Plato himself uses the mystery-language, though in some 
respects he "betrayed" or at least "reclothed" the true Pannenidean and 
Orphic tradition. Proclus, who tried to harmonize logos and muthos, the 
Hellenic rational metaphysics and ancient mythologies, speaks of Plato's 
reaching as 11mstagogia (the guidance of the initiates into mysteries) and 
epopteio (the .ineffable vision), viewing Plato himself as the leader and 
h.ierophant to the truest rites (teletat). The M.iddJe Platonist Theoo of 
Smyrna distinguished 6ve stages io philosophical initiation: purification, 
communication of the ritual, mystical vision (epopteia), "adornment with 
garlands", and "the joy that comes from unity aod converse with the 
gods".�1 

.According to some modem scholars, the new way of thinking 
attributed to Thales .involved the search for a non-mythical origin for the 
cosmos and required arguments supporting tbe conclusions reached. But 
the picture of Thales himself. stored in tbe imagination of later 
generations. stands at variance with the general ancient picture of the sage 
(sophos) who must be an extremely practical servant of 1.he gods: the priest., 
magician. healer, lawgiver, teacher. and the guide of souls, at one and the 
same time. Lf philosophy is regarded as the emancipation of discursive 
reason (dionoia) £com the pre,,.iously integral structure of the whole 
traditional culture, deeming all t.hi.ogs in the city (polir) to be trilling and of 
no value. then philosophy reaUy comes to be equal to the abstract scar
gaztng and discursive reasoning about ghostly principles. 

The philosopher 'flia.les is so caught up in contemplation that he takes 
no notice of the path ahead and fa!Js into a well, making himself the 
laughing-stock of "a wittv and atrractive Thracian se.i.vant-girl who is said 
to h,we mocked Thales for falling i.nro a weU while he was observing stars 
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and �1zing upwards, declaring that be was eager to know t.hc things in t.hc 
sky, but that what was behind him and just by his feet escaped his notice" 
(Plato Theaetet11s 17,h). 

Jamblichus is ready to turn into virtue the ridiculous naivety of the 
philosopher who gets into aU sorts of embarrassments because of his 
ignornnce, aad behaves so awkwardly that people look upon him as a 
111J1dman: 

"It is said, for e...._ample, t.hat Thales astrooomizing and looking intendy 
upward fell into a weU, and a bright and lively Thracian girl 1aumed him 
about die accident, saying that in his eagerness to know what was i,n 
hea,•en he could not see what was around him and under his feet. Now 
the same taunt is good for aU students of Philosophy. They are indeed 
ignorant of what their nearest neighbour is about, and almost whether or 
not he is a human be.ing".82 

This view about philosophy is accepted not for t.he sake of a discursive 
rationalism. Rather there is a desire to show the anagogic and 
soteriologicaJ nature of philosophical theology: not simply contemplation 
but evenrual "emigration" to the transcendental realm is regarded as the 
main philosophical cask. The :t-.1.iddlc Platon.ists and Plotinus already 
eliminated politics from philosophy and spirirualized t.he lauer. But 
despite the unreal political dreams. even for Plato h.imself the ultimate task 
of philosophy (which involved all sorts of rational thought and logical 
argumentation) is not to learn dialectical methods for their own sake but 
co regain the soul's wings and return co t.he celestial abode. The Platonic 
way .leading to t.he archetypal star imitates the Egyptian way of ascent, 
once restricted to the king, equated wit.h Horus, the son of Ra, and later 
followed by the initiated philosophers who tried to accomplish this 
spirit1.1 al ascent before accm1l physical death. 1bis path conforms with the 
Orphic esoterism and with the archaic belief in the soul's journey through 
the Milky Way (kHklos galaxias). 

The aim of t.he Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy is a return to the 
babirntion of the soul's consort star and an experience of the subsequent 
bliss (Ti111.41-42). Those who have devoted 1hemselves to philosophy are 
able to ascend "to mansions even more beautiful than these" 
(Phaed. I I 4bc) and to join t.he company of the gods �ing at the world of 
true Bcing. They contemplate the region which "belongs to Being as it 
really is - without colour or shape, untouchable, perceptible only to the 
souJ's pilot. the intellect, which is concerned with the genus of true 
knowledge" (Phaedr.247c). Though intellectual purification and 
recollection (011a11111esis) are counted among the most important means to 
reach the aetherial home-star and the company of the gods, nonetheless, 
the inspired divine "madness" (111a11ia) is regarded as surpassing id! purely 
rational understanding. 
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Consequently, the hieratic arts cannot be understood as something 
incompatible with philosophy, when viewed as a stairway to the noecic 
cosmos constituted by Being, Life, and Intelligence. Since true Being is 
"visible to nous alone, the pilot of the soul" (Phaedr.247c), which is not 

discursive. dialectic cannot in principle grant the comprehensive 
uoderstaading of reality (or union with the divine principles themselves). 
though both Socrates and Plato take the position that only dialectic is an 
appropciate medium for initial philosophizing. Howe\7er, by making a 
distinction between sophia and doxosophia, between "truly understanding" 
and "seeming to be much knowing", Plato stcongly emphasizes that while 
the human soul aspires to the divine, its highest achievement is to follow 
Zeus, not to usurp him. In his most important cosmological speculations, 
Plato uses mythical accounts, because a myth, unlike a syllogism, has the 
capacity to act as a complex mirror in which we can recognize not only 
who we are but also who we might become beyond our restricted earthly 
existence. As Ch. L. Griswold argnes: 

"TI1e message of the Phaedrus is clear: philosophy is a form of private 
eros, and it is essentially nobler and higher than the political concerns and 
me public rhetoric of the polis. Philosophical madness cannot double as 
political doctrine without losing its divinity." 83 

Neoplatooic theurgy is also based on the anagogic interpretation of the 
philosophical myths that provide the backgcouod of Egyptian, Chaldean, 
and Orphic esoterism. The regcec of A. Charles-Saget th.at unlike Ionian 
philosophers, who moved f.rom myth to philosophy, lamblichus moves in 
the opposite direction,84 depends on a too narrow and .rationalistic 
apprehension of philosophy. Though the definition of philosophy as a 
mental activity or as a purely human reasoning process emerged from 
Hellenic sources, philosophy is pa.rt of a complex of much wider religious 
and aesthetic aspications. \Vbeo Iamblicbus criticizes Porphyry for using 
one single met.hod, called philosophia. to examine all subjects, including the 
inspired myths and telestic arts, he accuses him of approaching divine 
mysteries by inadequate means. The problems of the soul's embodiment 
and disembodiment, like those of theurgic unification with the gods, must 
be approached bieratically, not conceptually. They a.re not to be solved in 
a discursive mode. 

In lamblicbean metaphysics, the human soul, as a particular complex 
of collected cha.ractecistics, is never saved. Ir can be turned to the gods 
only as 1.hc Egyptian Horus is united to Ra: 11ot as a particular 
indi,·idualitv, but. as che entire manda la -like structure of irradianons 

. ' 

lllrned b:1ck ro their noetic and henadic archetypes. when the divine 
power (as the immortal nuc.rocosmic eros) is joined with itself in prayer or 
Lhcucgic ascent.. The soul is onl}' a mean between abiding and proceeding. 
1he ungcnerated and the generated. ·n,ougb our knowledge conceming 
1he gods is both inborn and ac9tw:ed through the process of education. i1 
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is still djvided and cannot acLuaUy touch the undivided principles. 
Iamblichus makes a clear distinction between discursive reasoning (dianoia) 
and intellection (11oesis), but even philosophia and 11oesis do not t.hemselvcs 
lead to an actual union with the divine. AJong with noes-is, which acts at 
differem levels of being, something more fW1dameotal and ineffable is 
required. It is only with the tbeurgic virtues that the fullest benadic form 
of Lhe subject-objecl unity can be achieved. 

17. Philosophy as Divine Mystagogy and BeneficiaJ Madness 

At the beginning of philosophy as such we do not find a titanic inquiry 
and a sacrilegious doubt. Philosophy rather begins with 1) the inspired 
interpretations of divine oracles, epiphanies, and omens, 2) commentaries 
on the inner meaning of annual cosmogooical and anagogic rites, of 
sacred calendars, genealogies, and myths of origin. Such primordial 
"philosophy" is involved in conversation witl, the commu1,jry of hieratic 
forces which permeate the universe. Accordingly, philosophical discourse 
starts as a mythical hieros logos and concerns tbeopbanies and symbols of 
which the cosmos is woven. Therefore "philosophy" in its purest form is 
akin to liturgy whicb enumerates and praises various divine qualities or 
prototypes of human thought and action. The human being wonders at 
the face of unspeakable divine manifestations, truths, and beauties that 
constitute the complex of the visible and invisible worlds, thus proving 
the harmony between the microcosmic and macrocosroic orders (taxeis). 
This wonder shows the primordial unity of devotion, contemplation, and 
intentional "erotic" striving for wisdom (sophia), able to reveal the 
countless possibilities in the sphere of skills, arts, technologies, Laws, and 
insLitutions which are open to different reflections, meditations, and 
explanations. 

"With.out philosophy it is impossible to be perfectJy pious", according 
to the Egyptian Hermetic writer (Stobaei Hm11elica). In the Hermetic 
milieu, so inaccurate.Ly described as "the undeiworld of Platorusro" by J. 
Dilloo,85 philosophy is regarded both as a human science (episteme) and 
divine knowledge (gnosis). Thus the successive course from the natural 
sciences, mathematics, astronomy and music towards the pm-a sane/Ne 
phi/oS()phia is emphasized. Despite the serious doubts of modern scholars, 
it is now clear that the so-called Hermetic texts cootrun authentic versions 
of the Egyptian theological lore, in agreement with Iamblichus' assertion 
that the writings auributed to Hermes (who is the heart and tongue of Ra) 
contain Hermetic doctrines expressed in philosophical terms, because 
"d1ey have been translated from Egyptian by scholars veysed in 
philosophy" (De ll!JSler.265.13 -17). 
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. .\.dherenls of different philosophical schools (hairem:r) regarded 
philosophy as a mystery into which one may be .initiated. This is not jusl 
an empty metaphor but cal.her an indication which reveals the real sources 
of ancienl philosophy understood as a way of purification, interpretation 
<>f sacred rites and divine visions. Therefore when Proclus speaks of 
Plato's teaching as a t1111Jtagogia and c-popteia, he is not introducing a startling 
innovation but simply following the ancient tradition (paradosis). At the 
cirne of Syrian us and Proclus, the Orphic. Chaldean and oilier rituals were 
a part of philosophical practice. Even if one prefers to regard the mystery
language used by Plato himself (.fymp.209e, Go�.479c, Theaet.156a) merely 
as an instance of his extolled "irony", nevertheless, the most influential 
philosophical insights of Plato reveal the affinity of true philosophical 
education with an-hetos telete - Lhe "unspeakable initial.ion". Platonism is 
modelled on the e::,..--perience of mysteries. The highest step of philosophy 
is analogous to c-popteia - the beatific vision of the Eleusin.ian mysteries. 

Not simply the exegesis oi Plato's Par111c11ides but Lhe actual mystical 
experience gives foundation for negative theology, and th.is mystical 
experience (in its original Hellenic sense) does not consist in lea.roing 
something but .in undergoing the .initiation into divine epiphanies and 
preparation for the blessed afterlife. The traditional Hellenic religion 
sometimes presented the epiphany, or vision, of a particular god as a goal 
of mystical experience. The Eleus.inian mysteries and, .in later ti.mes, the 
mysteries of Isis, Mithras as well as the Chaldean cites of ascent (a11agoge) 
and Orphic myths served as the models for philosophy. "The One is 
God" (to he11 theos), according to P.roclus, "for the Good is identical with 
God, God being that which is beyond all things and to which all things 
aspire" (ET 113). But if a plurality of gods exist, they must have the 
character of unity, since by the term "gods" here are understood the 
supreme archetypes or ''the first and self-sufficient principles of being" 
rlw protistus archal 1011 011/011 koi ,111/arkeslatas theois apoko/011si: Plat. Theo/. 
T.3.13.6-7). Conse9uencly, "every god is a self-complete henad" (ET 114), 
and "every god is above Being, above Life, and above Intelligence" (,pas 
,heos b1tpero11sios esti kai h1tpe1zoos kai hupemo11s: ET 115). And every god is 
participate, except the One (ET 116). Therefore everything reverts upon 
irs cause and even inanimate objecls asp.ire to imitate the Good: "all things 
pray except the One", according to Theodon1s of Asine (Prod. 111 Tim. 

1.213.2-3). 
·n1ere are different levels in philosophical inquiry, according to 

Synaous: J) first philosophy is concerned with iOLelligible substance; 2) on 
a lower level is a ph.i.losoph.ical discipline dealing with heavealy bodies; 3) 
Gnally, there is the study of the sensible world of coming to be and 
passing away (111 lvletaph.55.13). 

The first philosophy, or metaphysics, here is considered to be a 
theology, a :-tudy of divine substance. But since "mythology is a kind of 
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theology" (he gar IJ/Nlhologia theo/ogia tis esti11), as Henneias pointed out (111 
Phaedr.73.18), mythology is not excluded from philosophy. There is no 
dear distinction belween "theologizing" by writing poetry in which truths 
about the gods are presented in a veiled form and "theolog1Zing" by 
interpreting this poetry allegorically. 

The aim of philosophy is to rearrange our whole life according to 
divine prototypes. Therefore philosophy as a "love of wisdom" cannot be 
reduced to philology - merely a '1ove of speech". Philosophical discourse 
is just one (though the most distinct) among other means tbat justify our 
choice of a particular way of life and support us on the spirilual patb 
towards the final truth and enlighterunenc. 

1n the traclitiooal Hellenic sense, (1) theology deals with the names, 
genealogies, theogonies, mythical substances, and iconographies of the 
gods; (2) philosophical exegesis deals with their metaphysical structure at 
the same time providing the basis for contemplation of truly existing 
beings and promising a happy life io accord with intellect; (3) theurgy 
deals with the sacramental means of ascent towards and actual union with 
the gods. The relationship between theology (understood either as a 
theology of inspired poets and prophets, or as the 'scientific" post
Aristotelian metaphysics) and philosophy is not very clear. Both of them 
use tbe multi-clin1entional logos, rational discursive reasoning and 
intellectual intuition (11oesi.i), though the former stands much closer to the 
realm of myth and depends on certain divine revelations adapted to the 
particular human in1agination and sensibility. When Porphyry argues that 
it is not cational knowledge that leads t1s to happiness and true 
contemplation, he makes a distinction between dianoia and 110esis. The 
unifying, or henadic, power of the gods, however, is above all human 
intellection, according to lamblichus, although 11oests is a necessary element 
in ht1man co-operation with the divine and in some respects may be 
regarded as a part of uruon itself. 

Plotinus made a distinction between the "civic virtues" and the 
"puri6catory virtues". His famous follower, Porphyry the Phoenician, 
added two other grades: the "theoretic virtues" and the "paradigmatic 
virtues", the former being that of the soul of a philosopher which turns to 
11011s within itself and contemplates its noetic contents, the latter being the 
virtue proper to lntdJect itself, not the aspiring observer. lamblichus 
discerned two additional grades at both ends of the hierarchy: the "natural 
virtues" at the lowest level and the "hieratic virtues" at d,e highest. Within 
this sevenfold hierarchy of virtues. accepted by the later Neoplatonists, 
theological vi.nucs are the same as die paradigmaLic virtues. They are 
above the theoretic. or properly "philosophical". virrues, if pbilosoph�· is 
regarded as lhc way from the realm of sense and lower imagination co the 
realm o[ 11ous, passing through the intermediate dianoetical and 
mathemali.cal levels. Bm only with theurgic, or hieratic, vir�ues which 
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c.rown the hierarchy and transcend being (ousia) as such are we united with 
t.be ineffable God which stands at the beginning of one o.r another 
particular chain (seira) of ontological manifestations. 

Porphyry retains an anthropocentric view of human relations with the 
divine and is convinced that pious actions and reverence for the gods 
accompanied by virrue and wisdom are enough fo.r the ascent; Iamblicbus 
proves the necessity of syolhems (sttnthe111ata) which are aporr11etct sumbola -
1.he ineffable symbols and attributes of the gods - sown by the Demiurge 
d1roughout the cosmos i_n o.rder to serve as a support fo.r mystical 
remembcance (m1a11111esis). They are the means (01l!,a11a) which transmit the 
crucient anagogic and benadic powe.r of the transcendental p.rinciples. 
According to A. C. Lloyd, the.re is no doubt that l amblichus put theu.rgy, 
as liberation of soul, above philosophy: 

"But while his philosophy is full of abstract processions and 
reversions, philosophy was nothing for him if not itself a .reversion, a 
ret1JCn to the One, thougb achieving only an incomplete union. Its place 
can be seen in an almost fantastically elaborated metaphysical system ... "86 

The achievement of divine union (he11osiJJ depends on the entire 
complex of divine causes and powers. They include the proper use of 
t.heu.rgic synthems (s1mthe111ata) aod traditional cosmogonical rites, as well 
as intellectual intuitioo (11oesis), rational education and virtues (aretaz). 
Therefore Iamblichus tries to .reveal the integral connection between 
sacred liturgies, rituals of cultic worship, interpretation of oracles and the 
inrellectuaJ disciplines of philosophical paideia. As G. Shaw pointed out, 
such an interpretatioo had been the goal of Plato hinlself,87 since theou,-gia 
(the term originated among 1.he Middle Platonists to describe the deifying 
power of Chaldean and Egyptian rites) fulfilled the goal of philosophy 
understood as a hoflloiosis theo, restoring the ''likeness to God'' (Plat. 
Theaet. l 76b). The "likeness to God" is the te/os of our life and is to be 
al tajned by knowledge (.g11osis), since "know.ledge of the gods is virtue and 
wisdom and perfect happiness, and makes us like to the gods" (Iamb. 
Prvtn.p. ch.3, p.11, 14(). 

All Neoplatonic philosopbers, including Plotinus, emphasized the 
ultimate dependence of man on the divine source both ontologically and 
spiritually, o.r intellectually. Both cultic practices (invocations, sacrifices, 
animal.ions o[ statues) and philosophic education (paideia) are rooted in the 
ineffable power of the gods; therefore the concept of "grace" might be 
seen even i.n the Plotinian philosophical concept of e,vs. But whereas 
traditional Platonic paideia bad L.raced an ascent Lo the gods (or the 
archetypal stars) th.rough harmonious assimih1tion to cosmic orders, 
Plot.inus and Pmphy.ry (following the ancient Delphic maxinl) 
transformed the Platonic ho111oiosi.r theo inro a likeness Lo the inner Self, 
equa1ed with d1e clivine Intellect. l11ey p.comoted purely philosophjcal 
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rationalism and mysticism, thus threatening co desacralizc the traditional 
cosmos. According to Porphyry: 

"In every respect the philosopher is I.he saviour of himself" (De abstin. 
11.49.2). 

For him the philosopher is a priest and not the other way round.SB 

Aristotle considers that self-reflectivity and knowledge of self coincide in 
God, because in thinking abouL thinking, God thinks about himself. But 
the self-knowledge of Intellect (nofls) is the knowledge of Being (omia), not 
the knowledge of a private self. For Plotinus and Porphyry our ,10/fs does 
not fall into body but ceaselessly operates in the noetic sphere (Em1. 
N.8.8.l). Therefore by rejecting the Plotinian concept of the 
uodescending noetic summit of our soul - which is always in active 
cooremplation of the divine realities even though "we" (hcmeiJ) might have 
fallen, Iamblichus also rejected the Porphyriao tendency to treat the lower 
levels of existence as a mere illusion. 

Since tl1e cosmos itself sbouJd be regarded as paradigmatic theurgy -
imitated by the priests in various hieratic rires - theomgia is not a mere 
preparation for the philosophical life, suited to those incapable of 
philosophical liberation, as Porphyry thought Rather it may be likened to 
the multi-levelled trunk of the mythological World Tree which displays 
theopbanies as leaves and reveals the divine powers (d1111ameis) while 
connecting and uniting tbe realms of Earth and Heaven. Since Plato 
himself had acknowledged tbat his writings are to be regarded merely as a 
prelude (prvpaideia) to deeper mysteries (Ep. VII.34lcd), Iamblicbus not 
on1y argues that Plato's philosophical teachings are integrally related to the 
hieratic traditions of the Egyptians, Chaldeans, and Assyrians, but also 
tries to explain Oriental wisdom using Platonic89 and sometimes 
.'llistotelian categories. He believed that. Plato himself was initiated int·o 
Egyptian and Chaldean mysteries. 

17,e di,T1:De origin and mission of Pythagoras (senl down into t.he 
material world as a sort of bodhisatva) Iamblichus interpreted in terms of 
the Phaedms mytb (246e-248c). Proclus' master Syriaous also linked 
Pythagorean philosophy with the ancient theologians - Orpheus, Homer 
and the Chaldean sages - not failing co connect the decline in 
contemporary philosophical insight with the myth of tbe Pbaedms (!fl 
.Vfetuph.82.15-20). Since Pythagoras' revelation with its concern for 
immaterial realities stands for all tl1at is true in Hellenic philosophy, both 
Plato and Aristotle (to the e.'l':tent. tl1at the latter remains faitl1fuJ to the 
Pythagorean tradition) are regarded as Pythagoreans by Iarnblichus. He 
not only adopted and Pythagorea.n.i.zed Aristotelian logic, but also 
mathematized all areas of philosophy.90 The traditional conceptions of the 
gods and the physical universe as weU as various sciences (111t.1them(Jfa) and 
methods of contemplation (theoria) were mediated by Pythagoras and 
intended for purification and opening tJ,e eye of imdlccL. 111.is opening 
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enables Lhe soul to see true prj11ciples and the causes of aU things. 
Philosophy is a road, according to Iamblichus, and those a.re really wise 
who join effects to their causes and contemplate the trulh in all things. 
The contemplation of the universe must be prefe.rred to all things which 
seem ro be useful: 

'To the philosopher alone is there a correct represenLati.on of Lhose 
things which are of and from themselves accurate exemphirs, immutable 
Ldeas, for he is a spectator of things themselves but not of imitations o( 
these .... For he alone who looks to nature and the divine truly lives, just 
as a good mler drawing from immortal and stable sources the principles of 
living advances and lives according to them himself. This science 
therefore is both theoretic and productive, as we do all things according to 
it. "91 

While recognizing a unity between the theologies of Egyptians, 
Chitldeans, Pythagoreans and Plato, Iamblichus emphasizes the 
dependance of Hellenic philosophers (including Plato and PyLhagoras) on 
the Egyptian priests (De IJ!JSler.: 2.2-3.5). J IeUenic philosophy is 
systematically subordinated to ancient revelations. lamblichus, according 
to 1vL J. Edwards, "did not wish to be a scholar, for the business of the 
philosopher is not with facts, but lives".92 However, he does not exclude 
or banish reason. Notwithstanding the fact that we cannot act.ain 
knowledge (g11osis) of the gods by reason (logis1J1os), the role of reasoning is 
crucial. If correctly used, it provides a clear cliscrimination of what is 
possible and impossible, real and unreal For lamblichus "there is a 
distinction between the words science and knowledge: the one signifying 
the theoretic faculty by which we apprehend real beings, the other Lhe 
practical faculty by which we acquire phenomenal facts and 
in Cormation".93 But those who have intellect must philosophize: 

''Tf therefore philosophy alone by reason of its namre causes perfect 
virtue and pu.rificatioo of tlle soul, that alone is worthy co be desired and 
sought. But to Lhe company of the gods none may go who has not sought 
wisdom and departed in perfect purity; oooe but the lover of learning . 
. \nd this is the reason why true philosophers abstain from the indulgence 
of all corporeal desires or passions ... "94 

''For to cleanse the sou] of every taint of generation, and to purify that 
actuality of it to which the power of reason belongs, is the chief function 
of Philosophy."95 

The Pbnedms of Plalo exempliGes the mission of a superior soul sent 
down to save fallen souls and to recall them through philosophy to higher 
realities. Therefore Hermeias, the 1\le..xandrian philosopher, whose 
commcota.ry on Phaedms depends both on Syrianus' lectures and 
metaphysical interpretations of lamblichus, says: 

'Socrates has been sent down to the world of becoming to beneGt 
mankind and the souls of the young. Since souls differ greaLly in characrer 
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and p.ract:ices, he benefits each in a different way ... turning them to 
philosophy' (In Phaedr. 1.1-5). 

Socrates, who receives bis erotic power and aoagogic energy from 
Eros, is referred to as a saviour who seeks to bring back souls who have 
fallen from the divine company of the gods. Philosophy and poetry are 
regarded as rwo different but integrally related forms of divinely-i.nspired 
madness (mt111ia). Therefore the agreement between theologians (Homer, 
Hesiod, and Orpheus), poets, and philosophers is based on their common 
divine sources of inspiration and thei.r anagogic function for the benefit of 
mankind. Hermcias makes clear the revelatory and soteriological nature of 
philosophy.96 True philosophers are divine-like souls who have not cut 
themselves off from participation in the vision of the heavenly retinue, or 
army (.rtmtia), of the gods, described in the Phaedms. 

fo this sense philosophy is a sort of divine mystagogy. It is also 
divinely -inspired beneficial madness. According to A. Sheppard, Hermeias 
distinguishes seven levels within the soul at which inspiration 
(e11tho"sias111os) can occur. These correspond to levels of reality in the 
urtiverse as a whole, and they are: 1) the one within the soul (he11 tes 
psuches), 2) intellect (nous), 3) discursive reason (dia11oia). 4) opinion (doxa), 
5) imagination (phantasia), 6) spirit (thumos, in the original Platonic sense of 
the word), 7) desire (epithumia).97 Hermeias eJ1.'P)a.ins anagogically the four 
types of divinely-inspired madness, mentioned by Plato (Phaedr.244a8-
245a8) and .integrally exemplified by Orpheus who had all types of 
inspiration, by drawing the following picture: 

1) poietike mania brings the disordered parts of the soul .into order and 
hannony th.rough heaven-inspired poetry and music; 

2) tefestike 111a11ia is the state concerned with purifications, theurgic 
rites, and associated with the mysteries; ic makes the souJ whole 
a.nd raises it to rhe level of 1n tellect (no11s); 

3) ma11tike 111a11ia, traditionally exhibited by Lhe prophetess ac Delphi 
and the priestesses at Dodona, is associated with Apollo and 
gathers the soul together co its own unity; 

4) emtike 111a11ia takes the unified soul and joins the one within soul (to 
he11 tes psuches), equaled with the charioteer's bead of the Phaedms 
myth) to the gods aod to noetic beauty (tois theois koi to t1oeto ka/lei 
s1maptei: In Phaedt·. II.1-2).98 

The last mania brings about a mystical union. According to A. 
Sheppacd.99 Hermeias follows up Plato's distinction belween two kinds of 
prophecy a.nd two kinds of poetry. the inspired and merelv skilled 
(tee/mike), to make a parallel distinction between cwo kinds of tele.rtikl!. 
(l)"humao and merely skilled lelcstike" (such as priests use in the cults of 
stat1.1es aod i11cantalions accorchng to the different local traditions) and (2) 
dj-vinely-inspired telestike which nor onl? makes our soul perfect� but also 
leads to mvsLicaJ union. 
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[amblichus' concept of inspiration is in agreement with Plaro's concept 

oi prophetic, or Apollonian (Apolloniake), madness and with Lraditional 

.Hellenic ideas of divine possession. It proves that Neoplatonic tbeurgy 
(though closely connected witb Chaldean and Egyptian religious sources) 
is also modelled oo Plato's Ti111ae11.r and Phaednt.r when read io the light of 
u-adicional soteriological mysteries, post-Aristotelian metaphysics aod 
Hellcn..istic astronomy. However, theurgy is not simply a fruit of spiritual 
hermeneutics, but rather a prolongation, or revival, of the Egyptian and 
�[esopotamiao esoteric traditions. framed by cosmological myths and 

rituals. 
Some scholars assume tbat lamblicbus simply translated tbe 

metaphysics and psychology ol Plotinus i.nto the terminology of Chaldean 
t.heurgy (and tbus spoiled the purity of the former), but such a view is too 
miive and shows a tendency to regard Plotinus' lligbt of tbe solitary soul 
towards the solitary One in terms of Western Christian mysticism and 
modern subjectivism, along with the post-Enligbtment bate or fear of any 
sacramental cites. Therefore we a.re inclined to th.ink tbat philosophy and 
tbeurgy, in the late NeopJatonic tradition, are not to be regarded as two 
different ways to the same goal, as H. Lewy once suggested.100 Rather 
both philo.rophia and hierattke tech11e are the indispensable elements tbat 
constitute an e.--;;:tensive and interlaced spiritual path ("not in space but 
tl1rough one's life", as Olympiodorus explains: In Gorg. I.2, p.240.20 
Norvin), adapted to different types of men and leading through different 
heroes, daimons, angels and gods Lo the mysterious and ineffable One 
which transcends all things . 

. \s Iamblichus pointed our, each man performs his service to the gods 
(who grant health of body, virtue of souL purity of intellect., and elevation 
10 proper principles) according to wbal be is, not according to wbat he is 
not. Therefore the sacrifice must not surpass the proper measure of the 
worshipper (lo oikeio11 metrrm /011 1herape11011tos: De ll!JSler.220.6-9). Different 
classes of soul proceed in d..ifferent and unequal ran.ks, but in the last 
rega.rd tl1e soul's descent and self-alieoat.ion as well as its ascent and he110.ri.r 
are activities of the gods themselves on tbe stage of divine irradiations. 
When invocation, or prayer, arises from tbe realised human nothingness 
and awakens tbe divine presence in tbe soul, "tbe divine itself quite 
literally is joined wi1.h itself', according to lamblichus (De ll!JS!er. 1.15; 
+7.9-11). 

In the later Hellenic antiquity, disciples of Platonism surrounding their 
master compared themselves to a chorus. Iamblichus. the head of tbe 
Neoplatonic school in Syrian Apamea, is referred to by Libanius as the 
leader of a chorus of souls gathered to tl1e gods. Hypatia of Alexandria is 
regarded as "a genuine guide in Lhe mysteries of philosophy" (g11esia 
h.1tbege111011 1011 pbilo.rophia.r org,ion: Synesius Ep.137). The members of her 
circle panicipated in the 'philosophical mys1eries' open LO initiaLes only. 
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Thetr community of hetairoi was kniued together wirn sLrong tics and 
constituted a microcosm reflecting d1e laws of the universe.101 The 
characterization of philosophy as 'the most ineffable of ineffable 
mysteries' into whose sacred cites initiation is required. shows the close 
affi11i1y between the Egyptian and Syrian Neoplatonic circles and Lbe later 
Sufi brotherhoods i.o Islamic Syria and Egypt. To awakeo ilie "intellectual 
eye" buried within us (Syn. Ep. 137), to put our mind into a state of 
inspiration and contemplation of the ultimate Beauty and Goodness, is the 
go:il of philosophizing in such communities of philosophers. 

18. Philosoph�· and the Power of Faith: Towards the Final Union 

The success of :Middle Platonists and Neoplatonists was due to ilieir 
adaptat.ion of a more erudite and impersonal Platonism to contemporary 
aspirnuons for immortality and a blessed afterlife. Plato directed the 
philosophical vision towards the intelligible Form of the Good and the 
Beaut.iful. The Middle Placonists failhfullr followed Plato's advice to 
imitate God as far as it is possible for a soul and to become God 
(Theaet.176 b). Th.is assiolilat.ion to God may be understood as following, 
or imitating, in all respects the divine pallerns (paradeigmala), thereby 
restoring the perfect image of God both externally and internally. The 
Stoics understood it as "life according to nature". But cbe more esoteric 
interpretation, related co the Egyptian mysteries, is concerned with actual 
u11.ion. 

Early Christianity inbetited the ancient telos of theurgy, though 
"assimilation co God" may be explained in many differenr ways, not 
always mearung making one closer to God. For Clement of Alexandria, 
assimihuion means deification: 

"The \'<'ord of God (tolf the011) speaks, having become man, in order 
that you may learn from man how man may become god" (theos: 
Protn-p.8.4). 

It is not dear, whether theos here means a stage within God himself or 
an angelic rank Io the Biblical tcad.ition, the sons of God may be called 
"angels". and "l\loses calJs the angels gods", according to Julian (01101/Jaz.ei 
theolfS tow angel/om·: Kata Cal/ilaio11 logos 2908). Perhaps Clement means that 
the gnostic draws nearer to God than lhe closest possible prox.iro.ity, 
though Lh.is transcending never ends: 

"The gnostic souls. transcending. by the magnificence of their 
con1emplation. the c11izensh1p (politeia) of every holy rank.. in accordance 
wi1h which franks] the blessed dwellings of gods, having been delimited. 
are allotted: having been counted as holy among the holies ... arriving at 
bencr and better places: no longer clea\'ing to divine concemplation in 
mirrors or through mirrors. but hailmg the most manifest possible and 
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absolutely unmixed sight ... This is the grasping contemplation (kataleptike 
1heo1ia) of the "pure in heart" (Stromateis 7.13.2). 

The .Middle Platonist Alkinous argues that Plato "made our good the 
knowledge and contemplation of the first Good which can be called God 
and Lhe FirsL lntellect'' (Didask.179.36-37). ln  order to comprehend such 
srnLements we must remember that prior to Plot.inus no clear distinction 
had been established yet between the divine InteUect (or the noetic realm 
constituted by the triad of Being, Life, Intelligence) and the ineffable One 
as the first Good which transcends Intellect and Being altogether. The aim 
(telos) of philosophy for the Middle Platonist consists in assimilation to 
God as far as possible. If the principal activity of God (in this case 
cqwncd with the Aristotelian first lnteUect) is displayed in contemplating 
r limsclf, then the human telos should be to contemplate God. Alkinous 
savs: 

· 'fl1e soul contemplating the divine and the intellections of the divine 
can be designated as in excellenL condition. Such a condition of the soul is 
01Ued wisdom (phro11esi.r) - in fact:, one should think of assimilation to the 
divine as nothing else"(Dida.rk.153.4-7). 

The fundamental feature of the Middle Platonic metaphysics is the 
fusion of rhe Platonic conception of Ideas and the Aristotelian conception 
of Incellect (11011.r). lo their transcendent aspect, the Ideas were considered 
as Lhoughts of God and, in the immanent aspect, they were regarded as 
forms of beings. The Middle Platonists recovered the Platonic dimension 
of incorporeality and transcendence neglected by the New Academy and 
posited as the supreme end of man the inutation of God, or assimilation 
LO Lhe divine and to the incorporeal. 

Numenius, the Neopythagorean predecessor of Plotinus, upheld the 
doctrine close to philosophia pere1111i.r: he tried to show the harmony and 
i.nner concord of the Pythagorean philosophy of Plaro with various 
iniLiaLions and doctrines (tas te/etas kai dogmata) shared by the Brahmans, 
the Jews, the Magi, and the Egyptians (fr.la). The Pythagorean Platonism 
t:xpoundecl by Numenius and Anunonius Sakkas "a charismatic purveyor 
of Numenian Neopythagoreanism", according to J. DiUon,102 exercised 
1hc most powerful inO.ueoce upon Plotinus and latec Plawoiscs. 

In the writings of the Alexandrian philosopher Hierodes, An1mo1uus 
emerges as having accomplished the main Numenian task (insufficiently 
conducted much earlier by Antiochus of Ascalon), namely. tJ1e 
purilication and restoration o[ Plawnism betrayed by Plato's successors 
in the Academy. Hierodes foUows Iamblichus in regarding true 
philosophy as a revelation: Plato presents the earthly domain as a sort of 
"avacacic" epiphanv. Being the purifier of philosophy, An1monius is 
insu·ucted by the divine (theodidaktos-. Photius .Bibliothe(.'(I ITI.126, 172a). 

1\ccording to Hierocles, the Pytliagorean Colde11 Ve,:res, described as an 
"educational introduction" (paidel(fike stoicheio.ri.r) written by those who bad 
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already "ascended the divine way" contain the general and bas.ic principles 
of all philosophy. By establishing the cultivation of virtues and 
cootemplatioo of truth, they put the studenl of philosophy oo the road to 
his final goal, namely, assimilation to God and return to the archetypal 
abode. Therefore repentance is the beginning of philosophy which itself is 
divided into "practical philosophy", that is hwnao virtue, and 
"contemplative philosophy'' celebrated under the name of divine virtue. 

1n order to restore spiritual insight proper to the primordial "golden 
race", to conduct the perfccl aocl happy life fuU of knowledge, and ro 
ascend to divine principles, nol only various sciences. such as geometry 
and mathematics, a.re needed, but hieratic purifications of the soul's 
pneumatic vehicle (ochema) a.re also required. As Hierocles concludes 
alluding to the Phaedms myth (246a-256c): 

"The end of the Pythagorean philosophy is that we may become all 
over wings to soar aloft to the Divine Good"103 

This Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy is based on oral and wriLten 
instructions, commandments and exhortations (para11gelmata) provided by 
the so-called "daimooic" meo who belong to the hermaike seira - the 
Hermetic chain of transmission which is primarily vertical and only 
secondarily horizontal. This philosophy also is based on an elaborated 
symbolical exegesis. that is. on the metaphysical interpretation of oracles 
and certain. inspired anciem texLs such as the dialogi.1es of the "divine" 
Plato and the poems of Homer, Hesiod and Orpheus. From the 2nd 

century A.D. the theological and metaphysical oracles (or "dogmas from 
;\ssyria" - la Asmria patria dogmatrr. Prod. In Pan11. J.647.7) were accepted 
as direct uuerances and revelauons of gods and archangels. These oracles 
combined with other sacred traditions, provided sufficient ground for the 
re-established uniLy of philosophy and celigioo. 

For H. D. Saffcey, who regarded philosophy as "a mental activity 
which the Greeks had always laboured to render rauonal", Lhis turn lo the 
supra-rational authorities, mythical evidences and hieratic arts proves to be 
a clear decline. "Plotinus alone appears Lo us as a heroic exception to this 
general crazy infatuation"- be sadly concludes. However, the 
Pythagoreans, Neoplatonists and Chaldeans themselves regarded theurgy 
and other hieratic practices not as the regrettable corruption of rational 
philosophy, but as the desired culminat.ioo of the entire philosopb.ical 
programme. The acceptance of djvine revelations and myths in no way 
presupposes Lhe rejection o[ mind. of independent scientific .research and 
logic. Therefore Platonism presented itself as the supreme defender of 
Hellenic rationality. The characteristic of a philosopher and of aoy 
intelligent person was felt to be h.is ability to explain i.o logical terms what 
he believed and he does not indulge in vulgar and irrational abuse of 
natural things which are. after all the reflections of eternal archetypes and 
noeLic paradigms. 
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Despite the confidence of H. D. Saffrey and other scholars who tried 
co dissociate philosophy (converted into purely mental activity) from any 
kind of revelation and initiation, the philosophy of Ploti.nus is not 
incompatible with hieratic traditions. The Plotin.iao ascent (anagoge) as a 
contemplative process which brings d1e soul to greater and greater degrees 
of noetic purification, follows the model of the mysteries and of 
cosmogonical scenarios by imitating the rhythms of tbe main divine Rice -
tbat of creative i.r:radiatioo and return to the source. Since cosmogony 
itself is the ritual act of the Demiu.rge (who directs and orders the 
overOowing productive power of the One) both theurgy and philosophy 
at their proper levels constitute the soul's mimesis of the cosmogon.ical 
cite conducted in the cosmos, itself understood as the temple of the 
eternal gods. The ascending soul, "drunk with nectar" and filled with love 
for tbc Good, participates in Intellect's erotic supra-intellectual aspiration 
for I.he Good as pure light. Ploti.ous says: 

"But die souJ sees by a kind of confusing and annulling of the intellect 
which abides within it - but radier its intellect sees first and the vision 
comes also to it and the two become one (kai ta duo he11 gi11etaz). But I.he 
Good is spread out over them and fitted in to die union of both; playing 
upon them and uniting the two it rests upon them and gives diem a 
blessed perception and visioo ... "(E1111. VI.7.35.33-41). 

This grasp of the ultimate Good is achieved by die soul (carried on 
the epistrophic wave of the di.vine Nous itselQ through the "prime part of 
intellect" or "tbat element in 11011s which is not 11011.r" but is akin to the 
One. Th.is "element" is the same as the "flame of intellect" or "flower of 
intellect" (anthous 11011) of d1e Chaldea11 Oracles- d,e most mysterious part of 
t.he iorellecL which is akin to the fiery essence of the Father. Sometimes 
the language of Chaldean d,eology is strikingly close to tbe language of 
Plotinus' negative dieology and dialectic. And when they show certain 
differences in metaphysical detail, in style of expression and spiritual 
method, they nonetheless agree regarding ilie aim of a,iagoge which is d1e 
same: mystical vision, illumination, immortality and union with die eternal 
divine principles or the One which should be described not only as an 
object of love but also as the Jover and die love itself. 

Active union widi divi.ne principles is accomplished not without 
intellect and rational abilities. But at the same time th.is union transcends 
imagination, discursive thought and even intellect itself. The strength of 
human intelligence suffices for gaining the vision of Ideas in I.heir noetic 
union of plurality, but not of d1ei.r source - the supreme and ineffable 
God. Therefore immaterial theurgy, regarded as the graceful .interference 
of the henads themselves, at the summit of philosophical ascent p.rov:ides 
a supra-rational and supra-intellectual union. 

The different kinds of theurgy operate oo different levels of reality. 
Material Lheurgy employs material objects, because the corporeal world is 
a field in which the soul's faculties a.re developed and tested. -n,erefore 
theurgy .reveals 1.he sauamemal virLl.JCS and qualities o( pht::nonwna which 
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serve as the unspeakable symbols and ineffable names of Lhe gods. As G. 
Shaw pointed out: 

"The soul could no more realize its salvation without embracing 
matter than the Demiurge could bave created the cosmos without the 
formless reccptacle".104 

The aporetic approach to philosophy based on reasoned arguments 
and logic of the lower stages of ascent is not incompatible with the noetic 
insights and mystical visions of the higher stages. Though our language 
and tl1ought are unable to reach the One's ineffable LighL philosophy 
ultimately attains the truth and is able to assimilate us to the divine realm. 
A. H. Asmstrong, the great Plotinian scholar, says: 

"An important reason why there is so little about prayer in ilie E1111ends 
of Plotinus is that so much of what he writes sin1ply is prayer. understood 
according to its admirable catechism definitior.1 as 'lifting up the head and 
mind to God"'.1°3 

Plotinus distinguishes three classes of men: 1) those who do not 
allempt co rise above the physical realm, 2) those who try but cannot, and 
3) iliose who succeed and arrive at the divine realm, "just as a man anives 
in his well-governed land after a long journey" {E1111. V.9.1.20-21). Here 
Odysseus is a symbol of the highest class of hwnanity - those 
philosophers and myst.ics who have reached their spiritual Home. Being 
faithful to Plato's defi.ojtion (Phaed.67c), both Plocious and Porphyry 
regarded philosophy essentially as a preparation for death and escaping 
&om the physical body. 

But whereas Plato describes die process of doing good to one's 
beloved as "working on a statue" (aga/,no tekloi11elai: Phaedr.252d7), 
Plotinus exhorts d1e searcher for the Good to go on working at his own 
statue (teklai11011 to so11 ogolJJJtr. E1111. 1.6.9. J3). Porphyry also proclain1s ilie 
necessity of returning Lo the real Self. Since the real Self for Plotinus and 
Porphyry is the "undescenrung intellect", both as the highest element in us 
and as a component of the hypostasis of l ntellect. the goal of Life is to Live 
according to intellect.. following tl1e Aristotelian maxim (Nico111. 
£th.l 18ab). Porphyry says: 

"To tl1e extent to which you approach yourself (and yet you are 
present to yourself and inseparable from yourselt) you approach Being as 
well" (Sent.-1-0). 

He indicates four "elements" (stoicheia). derived from Chaldean sou1·ces. 
as significant and indispensable for the friend of God, dial is, faith, 1rutl1. 
love. and hope �4d Morre//a,n 24). As Porphyry argues. it is necessary to 
trust that the only salvation (sote,ia) is conversion to God (he pros 1011 theot1 
episl!vphe) and knowing the truth about J-u.m. Through toil and 
steadfastness philosophy accomplishes the blessed journey to I leaven 
following the example of the Dioscuci, Heracles, 1\sclepius, and "all other 
children of the gods" VJd Marrclk1111 7). 
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BoLh Neoplatonisls and Hermet.ists maintajn thal the only really useful 
knowledge is that of the way of immortality. Though the idea that one 
ma, know God (common in Christian usage) is rare among Hellenic 
wri.ters, for farnblichus liberation from fate occurs only through 
knowledge of the gods (/of( theo11 gnosis: De ll(JISler. 290.16-17). This 
knowledge is sometimes eguaced to union with tbe gods and is viewed as 
"the first road to happiness". 

In Neoplatouism, a spiritual master is described as the "divine man" 
(!/Jeios ,11,e,J which may be regarded as a personification of divine Intellect. 
\'\'ithin the elaborated hierarchy of virtues, the agent of theoretic virtue 
(the soul which beholds nous within itself and is fulfilled by it) is given the 
Litle "god" and that of the paradigmatic virtue (the soul which is united 
with Intellect) - "father of gods". according to Porpby.ry (Smt.31). 
Following another view, more suited to l:11nblicbean and post
lamblichean Platonism, the possessor of philosophical virtue is called 
"god" (theos) and the possessor of thettcgical virtue (the liberated soul 
which is united to the One or resembles it) is called "father of gods" 
(Pscllus De omnifana doctrina 55) . Theurgical, or hieratic, virtue is proper to 
the benadic element of the soul which transcends Intellect and Being. 

Each soul, Likened to a Cruit-producing plant by Iarnblichus (Stob. 
I.373.15), must worship the gods in a manner appropriate to its nature and 
level of understanding. There are various modes (tropo1) both of descent 
and ascent, therefore philosophy (not love of talking bur love of wisdom) 
leads upwards by using all necessary means. For philosophy indeed is the 
science of living perfectly, according to Iamblichus. 

·n1e true philosophical life (philosophikos bias) is also the life of lmring 
(erotikos bias), for philosophy is the lmre of wisdom and its goal is the 
knowledge of aU divine things, according to Proclus. Being as it were the 
benefactor of souls and bringing salvation to mankind, philosophy leads 
Lhe soul upward by the power of tn.1th - to the unparticipated divine 
ln tellect and eternal Ideas. H/6 Platonic dialectic serves th.is function, 
namely, to unify the whole realm of bu.man reasoning and proceed from 
human reason t.o the divine Nous itself. Since the vision of the Ideas 
(Archetypes, divine Names) is among the most important achievements in 
the upward journey, the soul of the philosopher is rewarded b�, that life or 
contemplation known as the Croniao life (knmios bias). Standing at the top 
of Heaven (on the back of the Egyptian goddess Nut), the so�I 
contemplates the true Being beyond. Philosophy and the power of truth 
cannot lead fur!l,er, but only theo11rgike techne and faith. In th.is respect, 
w�ch concerns the relat.ionsh.ip between philosophy and faitl1 (consisting 
�I bei11g aware of metaphysical depths of real.ity) F. Schuon asserts as 
lollows: 

"One can spend a whole lifetime speculating on the supersensocial and 
the transcendent, but all 1har matters is 1hc "leap i11to the void" which is 
ihe fixation of spirit and soul i.n an u111h.inkablc dimcnsie>n of the real; th.is 
leap. which cuts short an<l completes in itsdf the endless chain of 
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formulations, depends on a direct understanding and on a grace, not oo 
having reached a certain phase in the unfolding of the doctrine, for this 
unfolding, we repeat, has logically no end. This "leap into the void" we 
can call "faith"; it is the negation of this reality that is the source of all 
philosophy of the type that may be described as "art for art's sake", and of 
all thought that believes it can attain to an absolute contact with Reality by 
means of analyses, syntheses, arrangements, filtrations, and 
polishings ... "107 

W'hile di:;cussing the power of faith (.pisti.i) Proclus argues in the same 
vem: 

''For the theologians call Lhe contact and union with the One faith" 
(kni he pros 1111/0 sm1aphe kai henosis h11po ton 1heologo11 pistis pokaleitm).103 

Paradoxically. this faith may be deuned as "illegitimate belief' (11othe 
doxa), being like the Buddhist 11pf!Ya, a kind of "soteriological mirage". 
Since like is always known by like, the theologians can know the One only 
by an illegitimate intuit.ion (11othos 11011s). The soul is united with the Good 
(which is unknowable and unspeakable) through the "flower of the 
intellect'' (a11thos tou 11ou) and the "flower of our whole soul" (.pases he1J1011 tes 
pSlfche.r 011/hos). The final unity is called the "fue-bcand of the soul" (.pmches 
p111yos). Proclus argues that Plato and the theologians before Plato were 
accustomed LO praise a "divine madness" (mr111ia) which transcends 
imeilecr: 

·'For the soul must become one in order co see the One, or rather in 
order not to see the One: for if it saw the Ooe it would do so by imuition 
and not by that which is above intuition (111iie11s e11i111 i11te/lerlt1ale videbit et 11011 
s11prc1-i11te/led11111), and it would know a particular uniLa.ry thing, but not the 
One itself' (P1v1•. Fato lV.171-172). 

L. J. Rosan distinguishes three stages of thjs madness: 1) con1:,1ct 
(s1111aphe), 2) approach (e111pela.ris), aod 3) union (henosis). The final union 
may be described as ''becoming fire" and the road to it as the fiery .road, 
leading to the Father. Those terms reflect not only Chaldean. but also 
Egyptian in,ages, such as the entourage of flame in the solar barque of Ra. 
Proclus sa,,s: 

"Now 1hat we are coming close to the Cause of all things, there must 
be not only a hush of the opinion, a hush of the imagination, and a 
cessation of all emotions that prevent us Crom rising upward to the One, 
but also a stillness in the air and a stillness of ail else. For let all things lead 
us by the calmness of their power to the presence of the Ineffable. And 
standing The.re raised above all that which has being, we kneel to It as co 
the Rising Sun, blinded in our eyes".1119 
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ETERNAL MEASURES AND SYMBOLS OF EGYP11AN SAGES 

J. On the Back of the Heavenly Cow 

O man, what should we do? This guestioo is raised by Porphyry the 
Phoenician, the disciple of Plotinus. The following answer is given: 

"\Y/e should inutate those thal lived in the golden age" (De abst. III.27). 
This presupposes a fall of humankind from a parad.isiacal "golden" 

condition and separation from d1e gods. Acco.rding to the Book ef the 
Heaven!J Co1v which originated in the New Kingdom Egypt (circa 1350 
13.C.) and provides a paradign1 for later Gnostic and Hermetic teachings 
about redemption, the rebellion of humankind against the Sun god Ra (the 
demiurgic Intellect) resulted in its punishment by the fiery Eye of Ra, the 
goddess Hathor. This fall and subsequent rebellion re-ordered the world 
which had previously beeo in a golden age: the original paradise was thus 
lost, strife and death came into the world, and Ra himself withdrew to the 
sky on the back of the celestial Cow. 111is macrocosnuc Cow, sometimes 
regarded as Nut-Hathor, is supported by Shu and the eight Heb-gods, or 
by the Pharaoh himself who symbolizes the golden Horus, the perfect 
imago dei. 

After dus fatal separation had occurred, all aspirations of human 
beings (at least of those who may be described as lovers of wisdom) were 
directed back towards the original unity, on the re-establishing of this 
golden age inwardly through recollection, purification, devotion, love and 
spiritual knowledge. Since Pharaoh is a son and successor of Ra, be 
imitates the withdrawal of his Father who, as it were, shows the theurgic 
way upwards. TI1erefore the king and every initiate should live and 
"philosophize" according to the example provided by Ra, that is lotellecL 
They also must ascend on the back of the heavenly Cow (a sort of oche111a) 
and reach the in Lelligible realm. 

Those who ascend to the abode of Ra, lead a blessed life in the 
"en1ourage of flames" until the final re-absorbrion and return to the 
prin1eval Waters (Nun) at "the end of time". This is the initial and rather 
"archaic" version of the Aristotelian maxim to live according to Intellect 
(bio.r kata 1101111: Nicomach. Eth.118a6). The human tefos consists in self
rcal�ation and deification: the actualized human intellect grasps that in its 
very nature the human being is of the same essence (homoousioJ) as the 
divine lutellect. At the end of bis via dia/octica the perfect philosopher sees 
noelically the entire kosmos. hinlself being the son of Ra, i.e., the son of the 
ever-living and eternally active No11s which energizes the nucrocosnuc IIMJ. 

potentially hidden in each human soul. 

. ,\1 least from the New Kingdom ( l  550-1070 B.C.), the Egypoan 
mtellecrual nulieu developed the proco-Hennetic and proto-Neoplaconic 
�, rand (i r such ll paradoxical statement is pcnnissihle'), providing 
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sophist.icated and detailed conceptions 1) of the unity of the cosmos, 
regarded as theophaoy, 2) of the onto.logical hierarchy constituting vertical 
chains of manifesLation (theology of ba, according to which various 
deities, sacred animals, and symbols are baJ1 of other deities at different 
lcve.ls of being), 3) of a single God whose real name (nm) and naLure 
remains secret even &om the gods. He is bolh transcendent and 
immanent, "one and all" (he11 kai pa11). He takes all forms of the universe, 
is hidden in the multiplicity of things, yet his own form is inconceivable: 
"no god knows his true form", "no one koows his essence" (Pap. Leiden 
I.350.200). 

Though so-called polytheistic mythologies from the earliest times were 
only the symbolic veils of the single metaphysical Principle, displayed at 
the !eve.I of cuJtic imagination and social life (thus constituting the set of 
precedents, mode.ls, exmnples and ideals for the whole state and its 
inhabitants, serving for their spiritual education and meaningful conduct), 
the monistic tendency of thought was reinforced at the beginning of New 
Kingdom Egypt. This mythological rnet'lphysical and hermeneuti.cal 
monism which reached its culmination in the theology of Amun-Ra, is the 
direct predecessor of the much later Hellenic metaphysics. 

The concept of the divine of the Ramesside period (1295-1069 B.C.) 
stands at the roots of Hermetic lore which partly moulded the entire 
Western esoteric tradition. A large majority of the initiation rituals and 
mystical aspirations have their semi-forgotten or hidden prototype in 
ancient Egypt. The Ramesside theologians, who laid the foundation for 
the much later developed Pythagorean and Platonic metaphysics, regarded 
Amun-Ra as "the ooly one", "one who has no seco�d", "the solitary sole 
oae". The sacred metaphysics of Amun-Ra, shaped by the 
ico.nog:raphjcally correct divine images, symbols, words of power and 
abstract conceprions, provides a model aad pacadigm for the later 
monistic theologies. 

Thomas McEvilley views rhe transcendent aspect of Anrnn-Ra which 
surpasses form, thought, and name as "the direct ancestor of primal 
philosophical concept.ions such as Parmenides' fonnless Being and the 
featureless absolute brahlllafl of Yajnavalkya. The idea of the immanent
uanscendent absolute, whjcl, would become a central conception of the 
early stage of metaphysics in both Greece and India, is first recorded in 
rhis late mythological context".1 

Since the term "pantheism" is inaccurate if used without reservations 
and rather sophisticated explanations, we avoid speaking of "Egyptian 
pand1eism" which supposedly merges the gods and goddesses into a single 
"cosmic being". IL is the common idea of the Egyptian theological rexes 
that all gods are fundamentally manifestations or bypostases of another 
superior god, iwd ullimately of I.he ineffable Principle itself. T11e 
unspeakable fullaess and transcendence of the one God cannot be 
diminished, damaged or exhausted by the fact Lbat He reveals h.imself in 
millions of forms and names. 
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.-\ name can express only one aspect of a god's (1111) complex nauue 

and no image shows the tme form of god: therefore a variety of 
iconographies and mythologies is inevitable. Since the gods (sometimes 
equated to bau, initially perhaps meaning fame and glory, and sekhemu, 
powers, symbols of tbe supreme God) ace "rich in manifestations" and 
characterized by the multiplicity of faces (hnv), every hieratic image of 
diem is only an imperfect means (though, presumably, introduced by the 
gods themselves) of ma.king a god visible and distinguishmg him from 

other 11etem. 
Hence, divineness or sacredness is regarded as an irradiation produced 

by the gods, their images, and marufestations. Behind every name and 
every epithet stand not only certain particular myths and cultic liturgies, 
directed to individual deities, but also the simultaneously immanent and 
transcendent pa11theos, the AJJ-lord. Th.is concept cannot be simply 
regarded as a transitional stage between mythology and philosophy, or "a 
rnythology undergomg meltdown" which was later encountered by Thales, 
Pythagoras and other seekers of wisdom who e..-:plored and reinterpreted 
chc ancient Egyptian, Phoenician, and Mesopotamian traditions. 

However, it is nonetheless evident that the early philosophers in 
Greece and India continued "the final preoccupation of Bronze Age 
mythology: the Problem of the One and the Many, with solutions that 
emphasize the One over the Many, and the investigation of the 
relationship between immanence and transcendence, or form and 
fonnlcss".2 

Egyptian mythical theology concerns the relationship between the One 
and the Many, the One and the Eonead, the One and different levels of 
kosmos 11oetos, including all further manifestations. It tries to assert that 
diversity is contained within a higher unity, that material images are 
rel1ections of immaterial archetypes. The symbolic connections between 
the macrocosrnic and microcosmic dimensions a.re also established, since 
Ptah, as a Cosmic Person, serves as a paradigm to his pious follower who 
slrives to become a ''Perfect Man", Macranthropos, and thus "imitates" 
Ptah, playing the role of his son Nefertum, or the sage Imhotep. 

However, we cannot accept Lhe straightforward opinion of certain 
modern historians that the ideas described above, and others like them, 
were innovations of New Kingdom solar theologies, since they appeared 
(or were announced in public) owing co shifts of emphasis and 
interpretation. The loog tradition and inherited scheme of things stand 
behind them., and the religiously inspired, or revealed, monism complex 
seems Lo be the central metaphysical concern of the ancieol otherwise 
"polytheistic", civilizations. Most of the New Kingdom teachings a.re 
based on Old Kingdom doctrines, and some of them a.re hidden esoteric 
teachings revealed to a wider audience or put in writing after the Amaroa 
uphellval for fear of their loss. Therefore we can spellk of a grellt new 
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synthesis and development of the old priestly tradition which rellects and 
repeats another great synthesis (sometimes regarded as the Sumero
Egyptian syncretic strain of Near Eastern cultural influences) 
accomplished by the priestly and scholarly community of the early Old 
Kingdom. According to T. MacEvilley: 

"This Bronze Age synthesis cast all tl1e universe in a mailiematicaJ
asrronom.icaJ-musical unity, within which temporal years geuerate diversity 
and articulatioo".3 

He argues that such texts as the Orphjc poem which describes ilie 
macraothropic Zeus and ilie macranthropic hymns which describe the 
universe as a giant human body and appear in d1e Xth book of the Rig 
Ved,,1 (c.1000 B.C.) have parallels in the earlier Akkadian examples, but in 
their terms and structure go back ultimately to Old Kingdom Egyptian 
texts. Concerning the Arnuo-Ra theology of tlie Ramesside Age, he says: 

''Egyptian influences seem to have been flowing into both the Greek 
and tlie Indian streams of early philosophical thought. Egyptian 
mythologems... control d1e afterlife myth of the Orphics a11d of an 
Upanishadic text. Egyptian New Kingdom pautheism is the closest 
parallel to early Indian monism; tile Amon-Ra hymns gave birth ultimately 
to both the pantheistic Orphic hymns and tile Pumsha.sukta, aod 
something like reincarnation did in fact exist in Egyptian tbought":1 

2. Proteus and Egyptian Wisdom 

Multi-facetted Egyptian wisdom. was likened to Proteus by the Greeks 
who were able to glimpse only certain sides and aspects of it. Proteus, 
who could assume any focm whatsoever and whose inner essence escapes 
the curious eye of inquir

y, is connected with Egypt in ilie Oqpsty o[ 
Homer and called an "Egyptian sophist" by Plato. Produs regarded him 
as an angelic nous in the procession (seira) of Poseidon. Proteus "contains" 
in himself "the forms of all dungs in ilie world" (ta eide pa11ta ton ge11eton: 111 
Remp. l 1 l 2.28-29). 

We may eirteod this interpretation and suppose tl1at countless 
theological and iconographical varieties employed by die Egyptian 
mythoplasts (creators of mytl1s) really illustrate the fact that a fragmented 
embodied soul cannot perceive tllese forms simultaneously, but only 
according to one or another 1tpqya. one or another benneneutical 
perspective. Since apparitions of gods appearing i11 various forms to 
different people imply no change in tl1e gods t.hemselves. Lhe differences 
of receivers (hupodochat) aud their capacities produce the Protean 
multiplicity of vis1ons. While defending Homer against the Socratic 
accusation, Produs explains the stoq of Proteus (Od. IV.351-582) in a 
similar veiu, arguing: 
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"But there is also a second mode in which the divine itself, because of 

its multiple powers and because it is filled with forms of all sorts, extends 
diverse visions to those who observe it. Here, i□ effect, tJ1e poem is 
showing the diversity of the powers and again says that that which 
contains all these powers itself changes into many foons (eis polhs mo,phas), 
projecting first one tJ1e□ another, though in fact the being in question is 

always acting according to all its powers, but because of the mt1ltipl.icity of 
the powers it encompasses it is constantly changing for the discursive 
perceptions of souls" (In Remp. I.112.14-22) . 

. -\ccording to the popular legend related by Hel.iodorus (Aethiopica 
111.'14), Homer himself was a son of Hermes Trismegistus, conceived by 
the wife of a priest while she slept in a temple of Thebes. Another story 
tells us that Homer, who described the celestial Nile, Osiris, as "the water 
ol the Egyptian river falling down from Heaven" (Od. IV.477), received 
the mwuscript of the Iliad in Memphis. 

The opinion that Homeric wisdom is related to Egypt was prevalent in 
late antiquity and Byzantium. The idea is oot purely fantastical but reflects 
the dose historical relations between Hellenes and Egyptians, renewed 
and strengthened from the 7rh century B.C. onward, "that is, one hundred 
years before the conventional beginning of philosophy in the 61h century 
B.C."5 Close contacts between Egyptians and Phoenicians point to an 
even older cultural encounter. Th.cough the Phoenician traders, colonists, 
craftsmen, and sages the Egyptian, Assyrian, and Akkadian concepts were 
spread throughout the Medjcerranean world. 

Therefore it seems unsound to think that the Hellenic tradition, which 
insists on the bi.rtJ1 of Greek philosophy as a consequence of the 
encounter with Egyptian civilization, is utterly wrong. Isocrates, the 
contemporary of Plato, is not simply "idealizing" Egyptian philosophy as 
the origin of all philosophy o.c creating this trustworthy account ex 11ihilo in 
or<lcr 10 make a surrealist picture and fabricate an incredible 6ction 
against the expected self-estimation of the Hellenes. Diodorus of Sicily 
(c.80-20 B.C.), partly drawing on the lost work of Hecateus of Abdera 
(c.300 B.C.), is even more drastic: he says that me gods and goddesses 
originated in Egypt (Bibi. bfrt. T.9.6). 

Among the visitors to and disciples of the Egyptian priests Heliodorus 
or Halicarnassus (c.484-425 B.C.) enumerates Orpheus, Musaeus, Homer, 
Lycurgus, followed by Solon, Pythagoras, Plato, Eudoxus, Democritus, 
Oenopides of Ch.ios (Hist. L96). Plutarch, wbo describes the Egyptian 
priests aod "their philosophy, which for the most part, is veiled in myths 
and in words containing din1 refiect:ioos and adwnbrations of me crum", 
thus being "an enigmatic son of wisdom" (hos ai11ig111atode 1ophia11: De !side 
35-lc), relates as follows: 

"\Xi'hen they, therefore, address the supreme God (to11 proton theo11), 
whom 1.hey believe to be me same as rhe Universe (to pa11tt), as if he were 
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invisible and concealed, and tmplore him to make himself visible and 
manifest to them, they use the word 'Amun' (Amo1111 lego11si11); so great, 
then, was the circumspection of the Egyptians in their wisdom touching 
all that had to do with the gods (ta theia sophias). 

"Witness to th.is also are the wisest of the Hellenes: Solon, Thales, 
Plato, Eudoxus, Pythagoras, who came to Egypt and consorted with the 
priests; and in this number some would include Lycurgus also. Eudoxus, 
they say, received instruction from Chonuphis of Memphis, Solon from 
Sonchis of Sais, and Pythagoras from Oeauph.is of Heliopolis. Pythagoras, 
as it seems, was greatly admired, and he also greatly admired the Egyptian 
priests, and, copying their symbolism and mystical teachings (to s1r111boliko11 
auton kai m11steriodes), incorporated his doctrines in enigmas (ait1ig111a.s1). As a 
matter of fact most of the Pythagorean precepts do not at all fall short of 
the writings that are called hieroglyphs ... 

"For my part, I think also that their naming unity (111011ada) Apollo, 
duality (dNada) Artemis, the bebdomad Athena, and tbe fuse cube 
Poseidon, bears a resemblance to the statues and even to tJ1e sculptures 
and paintings with which their shrines are embellished. For their King and 
Lord Osiris they portray by means of an eye and a sceptre; there are eveo 
some who eA'J)lain the meaning of the name as 'many-eyed' on the theory 
mat os in tJ,e Egyptian language means 'many' and i,i 'eye'; and the 
heavens, since mey are ageless because of meir eternity, mey portray by a 
heart with a censer beneath" (De !side 9-10.354d-355a). 

The Romans, for example, the prefect Titus Claudius Balbilus, who 
otherwise showed only contempt for the "vanity" of me Egyptian royal 
buildings, nonetheless, believed that the obelisks contain a description of 
the nature of things (remm 11at11rae), "according to the philosophy of tl1e 
Egyptians" (Pliny Nat. hist.Tl). Putting aside the question regarding 
formation of these legends and the particular RoJilan point of view or 
interpretation of "exotic cultures", we ought to observe that even such a 
careful and sometin1es sceptical writer as E. Hornung is ready co 
acknowledge that the philosopher Democritus, viewed also as a magus, 
"borrowed from Egyptians concepts of me afterlife, and the tradition of 
such compositions as tl1e Books of d1e Nemerwo.rld did in fact e:-.,:end 
down into the Ptolemic Period. Democritus fits in wim hermetic tradition. 
because he viewed man as a microcosm".<, 

3. Allegorical Myths and Philosophy in Lhe Temples 

The widespread opinion, which states that when th.e ancients with Lhe 
guidance of the gods had discovered the hidden meaning of things they 
clothed them in paradoxical myths. reflects the rationalist attitude of post 
Socratic Hellenism. From the metaphysical point of view. ordinary men 
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and lbose tuiinitiated into the mysteries do not derive most benefit from 
the sacred myths which instruct th.rough symbols alone, unlike the initiates 
themseJves who use these symbols and images as a tool of contemplation. 

The mfths and images w:ith their underlying metaphysics ace symbolic 
constructs whereby what is invisible, ineffable, and immaterial is 
represented as visible, heacable, and material. The images along with the 
verbal evocations (mantras, divine names, words of power) se1ved as 
objects of meditation which allowed initiates to invoke the deity's 
presence during the sacrificial ritual and inner liturgy. The mythical images 
presented in the imagination should be judged by their correspondence to 
their noetic models. Therefore, according to Proclus: 

"Even more div:i.ne than the figures of souls are the inrelligible Gguces: 
thev ace in every way superior to divided chings, shirring everywhere with 
indivisible and intelligible light, generari.ng, effecting, perfecting all things, 
being present equally in all of them though themselves steadfast and 
unmoved, bringing unity Lo the Ggures of souls and keeping the 
aberrations of sensible figures within appropriate bounds. And high above 
all these ace the perfect, uniform, unknowable, and ineffable figures of the 
gods which, being mounted on tbe intelligible figures, impose l.i.in.its upon 
Lbe whole universe of figures and hold everything together in their 
unifying boundaries. Their properties have been represented for us by the 
theurgic art in its statues of the gods, whom it clothes in the most varied 
figures. Some of them it portrays by means of mystic signs that express 
the unknowable divine potencies, others it represents through forms and 
shapes, making some standing, others sitting; some heart-shaped, some 
spherical, and some fashioned still otherwise; some simple, others 
composed of severaJ shapes; some stern, others mi.Id and eA'Pressing the 
benignity of the gods; and still others fearful in shape. To these figures it 
adjoins various symbols for different gods, as they are appropriate to the 
diviniLies represented" (fo Euclid.137-138). 

Egyptian tbought represents the multi-levelled, but logically coherent 
�ys1cm of symbolism to a degree .rarely surpassed by od,er cultures. 
Therefore it cannot be fully comprehended without knowing how to read 
and irnerpcet I.be texts and images - not only a "temple grammar", but 
also a semiotic structure of the symbolic and emblematic reality itself 
which includes a complex hierarchy of gods and hw,rnns. 

Tze1zes, the Byzantine commentator on Homer. maintains that lbe 
chief reason why ,;the most ancient of the sacred scribes (hoi an:haiote,vi ton 
hiervgraJJ1111ateo11) wanted to conceal the theory about the nature of the 
gods'' (!011 pen theo11 ph11siko11 logo11), .is that of the education and insLruction 
of children. This rather incorrect attitude derives £rom the Hellenistic 
paideia, based on one-sided rationalistic ideas about reality, and from Stoic 
philosophical hermeneutics which tried ro present ancient myths as tbe 
deliberate allegories of their "scientific" materialism. Maintaining that the 
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Egyptians wanted to teach the lofty things to the uninjt:iated "by means of 
allegories and myths" (di' allego1ion kai v111tho11: Exegesis of the Iliad. 1.193) or 
"by allegorical symbols and characters" Qbid. 1.97), Tzetzes follows the 
Alexandrian hie1vgrammate11s Chaeremon, who was both an Egyptian priest 
and a Stoic philosopher, serving as tutor to the Roman Prince Nero. 

According to the usual Stoic interpretation, the ancient myths speak 
allegorically (allego,ikos), therefore the aim or philosophical hermeneutics is 
to tind the hidden meaning (h11ponoia). They were correct in admitting that 
Egyptian Lheology used symbolic means of expression, but wrong in their 
supposition that the rudden meaning would necessarily be in accord with 
their own rather "modern" specufations about the nature of things . 

. \.riscotle also listed "theological philosophy" (theologike) among the 
types of "contemplative philosophy" (theo,-etikai: Metaph. E 1026a19), 
.referring to "those very ancient people wbo lived long before the present 
age and were the first to theologize" (p1v/or1S theo/ogi.ra11teJ: ibid.,.A 983b 28-
29). By "theologizing" be probably meant not only creating myths and 
writing poetry in wruch information about the gods was presented in a 
veiled form, but also interpreting them, providing commentaries and 
explanations. 

In the 1•1 century AD., the geographer Strabo summarizes the Stoic 
conception of theology and hermeneutics, developed in the 4th and 3rd 

cenn.u.ies B.C., as follows: 
"Every discussion of d1e gods [i.e., all theology] is built upon ilie 

examination of opinions and myths (exetazei doxas kai 11111th0Ns), since dle 
ancients hinted ar their physical perceptions about things and always 
added a mythical element to ilieir discussions (tois wgois to11 m11tho11). It: is 
not an easy thing to solve all the riddles (ta ai11igmata) correctly, but when 
tl1e whole mass of mythically expressed material is placed before you, 
some of it in agreemem and some in contradiction with the rest, then you 
might more easily be able to form from it an image of dle trudl" 
(Geogr.10.3.23). 

The Stoics never questioned the existence of Egyptian philosophy as 
such, i.e., they never doubted that the Egyptian priests were 
"philosophers" and masters of the early Hellenic sages. Chaeremon the 
Stoic tells us (though his writings are presei.ved only in citations of later 
authors) that the Egyptian priests are considered as philosophers and they 
chose the temples as the place to philosophize. Those men devoted their 
life to contemplation and dle shrines we.re regarded as the best places for 
this task. They we.re always seen near the statues of the gods, either 
preceding them in processions o.r setting them up with order and rugnity, 
so that each act iliey performed was not an empty gesture, but an 
indication of some a.llegocicaJ truth (ph11sikou logou). All people honoured 
those crue philosophers as if they we.re a son of sacred animal. 
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This information, though regularly treated with contempl by modem 
sceptics, is preserved by Porphyry in his extant treatise 011 Abstinence jroJJJ 
_ -l11imal Food. Taking these testimonies seriously, we will oow provide 
selected excerpts from this book translated by Thomas Taylor the 
Platonist (1758-1835). 

-1-. Porphyry De ubsti11entia rv. 6-9 

"Chacremon. the Stoic, therefore, i.n his na.mtLion of rhe Egyptian 
pciests. who, he says, were considered by the Egyptians as philosophers, 
informs us, that they chose temples, as the places .in which they might 
philosophize. For to dwell with the statues of the Gods is a thing allied to 
the whole desire, by which the soul tends to the contemplation of their 
divinities. And from the divine veneration indeed, which was paid to them 
through dwelling in temples, they obtained securjty, all men honouring 
these philosophers, as if they were certain sacred animals. They also led a 
solitary Life, as they only mingled with other men in solemn sacrifices and 
festinls. But at other times the priests were almost inaccessible to any 
who wished to converse with them. For it was requisite that be who 
approached to them should be first purified, and abstain from many 
things; and this is as it were a common sacred law respecting the Egyptian 
priests. But these [philosophic priests], having relinquished every other 
employment, a.nd human labours, gave up the whole of theu- Life to the 
contemplation and worship of divine natures and to divine inspiration; 
through the latter, indeed, procuring for themselves, honour, security, and 
piety; but through contemplation, science; and through both, a certain 
occult exercise of manners, wortl1y of antiquity. For to be always 
conversant with divine knowledge and inspiration. removes those who are 
so from all avarice, suppresses the passions, and excites to an intellectual 
life". 

"For the sanctuary was inaccessible to those who were oot puriued, 
and they dwelt in holy places for the purpose of performing divine works; 
bu1 at all otber times tl,ey associated more freely wit.h rhose who lived like 
rl1emselvcs. 1l1ey did noc, however, associate with any one who was not a 
religious character. But they were always seen near to the Gods, or the 
statues of the Gods, the latter of which they were beheld either carrying, 
or preceding i.n a sacred procession, or disposing in an orderly manner, 
wirh modesty and gravity; each of which operations was not the effect of 
pride, but an i.ndicacion of some physical reason." 

"But they always kept tl1e.ir hands within their garments. Each likewise 
bore about him a symbol indicative of the order which he was allotted in 
sacred concerns; for there were many orders of priests." 
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"When also the ti.me arrived io which they were to perform something 
pertaining to the sacred rites of relig-ion, they spent some days in 
preparatory ceremonies, some indeed forty-two, but others a greater, and 
others a lesser number of days; yet never less than seven days; and during 
this time they abstained from all animals, and likewise from all pot-herbs 
and leguminous substances, and, above all, from a venereal connexion 
with women; for they never at any time bad connexion with males. The: 
likewise washed themselves with cold water thrice every dav ... 

,, 

''They bore therefore many burdens in the performance of sacred 
operations, and accomplished many ministrant works, which regu.ired 
more than common strength. But they divided the nighL into the 
observation of the cdestial bodies, and sometimes devoted a pa.rt of it to 
offices of purification; and they distributed the day into the worship of the 
Gods, according co which they celebrated them with hymns thrice or four 
times, viz. in the morning and evening, when the sun is at his meridian 
altirude, and when he is declined to the west. TI,e rest of their time they 
devoted to arithmetical and geometrical speculations, always labouring to 
effect something, and to make some new discovery, and, in short, 
continully exercising their skill. In winter nights also they were occupied in 
the same employments, being vigilantly engaged in literary pursuits ... " 

"The true method of philosophizing, likewise, was preserved by the 
prophets, by the hierostoli.rtae, and the sacred scribes, and also by the 
horologi, or calculators of nativities. But the rest of the priests, and of the 
pastopho1i, curators of temples, and ministers of the Gods, were si.milady 
studious of purity, yet not so accurately, and with such great continence, 
as the priests of whom we have been speaking. And such are the 
particulars which are narrated of tl,e Egyptians, by a man who was a lover 
of trutli, and an accurate writer, and who among tl,e Stoics strenuously 
and solidly philosophized." 

''But the Egyptian priests, through the proficiency wruch they made by 
this exercise, and similitude to divinity, knew that divinity does not 
pervade through man alone, and that soul is not enshrined in man alone 
on the earth, but that it nearly passes through all animals. On this account, 
i.n fasruoning the images of the Gods, they assumed every animal, and for 
this purpose mixed together the human form and the forms of wild 
beasts, and again the bodies of birds with the body of a man". 

"For they venerated the power of God wruch extends to all things 
duough animals which are nurtured together, and which each of tl,e Gods 
in,parts. They also reverenced water wd fire the most of all elements, as 
being tl,e principal causes of our safety. And these things are exhibited by 
them in temples, for even now, on opening the s:inctuary of Serapis, the 
worship is performed through fire and water: he who sings the hymns 
making a libation with water. a11d exhibiting fue, when. st.anding on the 
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tlu·esbold of the temple, he invokes the God in tl1e language of the 
Egyptians". 

"And farther still, the Egyptian priests, from their 1:1:anscendeoc 
wisdom and association with cliv:i.nity, cliscovered what animals are more 
,1ccepcable to the Gods [when declicated to them] than ma.n. Thus iliey 

found a hawk is dear to the sun, since the whole of its nature consists of 
blood and spirit". 

"lo a si.rnilar manner, the Egyptians philosophize about the ram, tl1e 
crocodile, the vulture, and the ibis, and, in short, about every animal; so 
that, from their wisdom and transcendent knowledge of clivi.oe concerns, 
they came at leogtl1 to venerate all animals". 

5. Sacred Animals, Philosophers, and Cosmic Numbers 

Speaking about Egyptian philosophy as it is attested by Chaeremon tl1e 
Stoic, Porphyry emphasizes iliac the priests on the basis of their wisdom 
(phro11cseo.r) and their profound theosophy (theosophi.as) came to worship 
even animals, not believing them to be gods but making them the images 
and symbols of the gods (eiko11as de e-poiom1to kai sttmbofa lauta theo11). In fact. 
as noted above, the philosophers themselves, who devoted their whole life 
to contemplation and vision of the divine (ton theio11 theo,ia kai thease1), were 
regarded as a kind of sacred animals. 

l leUenes and Romans rarely understood the real meaning of 
"bonouring sacred animals" and ridiculed such practices. le must be 
remembered that in spite of the permanent fame as the land of spiritual 
masters, philosophers, mystagogues of ancient mysteries, and magicians, 
even the Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt stood a bit aside from the rest of 
the eastern Mecliteaanean world. The Egyptian hieratic culture was quite 
uncharacteristic of the Graeco-Roman world, because it preserved the 
unbroken. though slightly transformed, traclition from the ea.diest 
Dynasties which, in the form of religious practices, liturgies, official rirual 
expertise, oracles, literary genres, patterns of thought� continued well into 
the 4,h century A.D., proving tl1at the temple cull was oot a "sheer 
formalism". but a means of transfon11ation, ritualization of tl,e 
environment, and themgic ascent. keeping at the same time tl1e dynamic 
rhytl1ms of tl,e magn:ificenr cosmic order. 

Bearing in mind this continuous functioning of the literate temple 
culrure and maintaining religious practices even at the local level with little 
OYeralJ formal change, D. Frankfurter contrasts this constant traclition 
c�vering several millennia with "the comparatively briefer or less unilinear 
h1�1ories of Greece, Palestine. and Asia Minor with their great vicissitudes 
of religious centralization".-
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Plutarch, otherwise really an admirer of tbe Egyptian customs, ca.Us a 
"sheer superstition" the "silly" Egyptian practices in doing service to 
animals themselves and treating them as gods. He warns against 
presumption that having a beard and wearing a coarse cloak makes one a 
ph.ilosophe.r, or dressing in linen and shaving the hair, an initiate of Isis: 

"The true initiate of Isis (lsiakos) is he who, when he has legitimately 
received what is set forth in the rituals connected with these gods, uses 
reason in ph.ilosophizing and in investigating (logo zeto11 kai philosopho11) the 
crud1 contained therein" (De Iridc 3.352c). 

Since the ritual practices and myths are inseparable from 
"philosophizing", rational investigation, and exegesis, Plutarch regards the 
cur.rent fable, namely, that the gods io fear of Typhon (Seth) changed 
themselves into animals, concealing themselves in the bodies of ibises, 
dogs, and falcons, as an insufficient explanation and a play of fancy. 
However, he accepts the idea that animals may be viewed from the 
standpoint of their usefulness and symbolism. In this respect be mentions 
tbe asp, the weasel, and the beetle, honoured by the Egyptians and 
observing in them "certain dim likeness of the power of the gods, like 
i.mages of the stm in drops of water" (ibid., 74.380£-381 a). 

Tbe crocodile, for example, is declared to be a living representation 
(mimema) of God. As tbe only creature without a tongue he resembles the 
divine Word (ho theios logos) wbo has no need of a voice. The crocodile also 
symbolizes the First God (to proto theo J1(t11bebeken), because he "can see 

without being seen" and has other marvellous qualities. 
However, the most interesting is Plutarch's remark which shmvs that 

the Egyptians discerned a certain nidden geometrical suucture of 
manifested realitr, occasionally revealed by sacred animals who are the 
teachers of men in tnis respect. Plutarch says: 

"The most strict of the priests take their lustral water for purification 
from a place where the ibis has drunk: for sbe does not drink water if it is 
unwholesome or tainted, nor will she approach it. By the spreading of her 
feet, in their relation to each other and to ber bill, she makes an equilateral 
triangle" (isopleuro11 poiei tngonon: ibid., 75.381d). 

Then Plutarch straightforwardly turns towards the Pythagoreans who 
"embellished also numbers and figures (arith111011s kai schemata) with the 
appellations of the gods" and this can on.ly mean that such practices were 
common among the Egyptian priests. Though we cannot actuaUy speak of 
an advanced quantitative mathematics or certain "posicivistic" knowledge, 
later forgotten, the symbolic numerology or mystical metaphysical use of 
numbers stand at the roots of their "architectural" civilization. 

The Egyptian theologians saw the relationship between similar words 
or objects not as merely coincidental, but as a rcflecLion of divine orde.r, 
archetypal design, and hidden meaning in the world produced by God. 
namely. Ptah, wbo "always geome1Iizes", as Pht10 usl'd to s:iy. :\ccording 
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10 R. Gueoon, divine activiLy, conceived as producing and ocdeciog the 
cosmos, is assimilated to geometry and architecru.ce which are inseparable. 
He argues that these conceptions have been tcansrnitted by the 
Pythagoreans (Pythagoreanism itself being only an "adaptation" of earlier 
i,�jtiauc traditions).8 

For the Egyptians, tbe number one appears as a symbol of the 
supreme deity, or deities who are described io terms of their unique 
importance and "oneness", especially in the sense of cosmogonica1 
Monad. This is a source of the Pythagorean and Neoplaton.ic concept of 
the One. Plutarch relates that for the Pythagoreans the number one means 
.-\poUo (iI1itially fr.om Akkadian ab11//11, Aramaic abul, "city gate''), because 
of its rejection of plurality and because of the singleness of unity (plethou.r 
apophaJ·ei kai di' kaploteta tes 111onados). The equilateral uiaogle they ca1l 
i\ theoa, born fr.om the head and third-born, because it is divided by three 
perpendiculars drawn from its three angles (De !side 75.3810. 

For the Egyptian priests, just as verbal and visual puns were felt to 
reflect an important aspect of reality, the relationships between the 
uwnbers used in myth, liturgy, sacred art and the surrounding cosmos 
·were seen as meaningful patterns of divine providence, planning, and 
immanent eidetic order (maa◊. Therefore these underlying patterns are 
referred to as "mysteries" by the Brev111er-Rhi11d Papym.r, as R. H. Wilkinson 
poi.med out.9 

Of course, the divine (to theio11) is not engendered in colours (en chroais), 
in shapes, or figures (m schemtisi11), or in polished surfaces (en leiote.ri11). as 
Plutarch states. However, they may serve as qualitative symbols in the 
hierarchy of "divine semiotics". If tbe divine .rep.resented in animals is not 
of a lesser order than that in works of bronze and stone, i.e. hieratic 
statues. and if things alive a.re more honourable than those that are dead, it 
seems that a lover of wisdom, becoming like a sacred animal, really 
becomes Lhc perfect living (ankh) in1age (tu� of God: he is in a sense 
divinized and functions as an intermediary between the two realms -
11oetic and sensible. He is a son of the solar No11s, or Intellect, and, 
accordingly, contemplates the sensible realities as theophanies, sacred 
receptacles, aod bodies, animated by the noetic rays of the omnipresent 
r\Jnun-Ra. 

To fol.low "nature" in this context means to restore one's prin1ordial 
"golden" nature which is spirimal and sun-like. \Xlhile observing that the 
number 36 (i.e., the number of tJ1e Egyptian decans, divine beings witb 
serpent's bodies and lion's heads, sometimes depicted as 36 sws which 
a!Jpeu along with Osiris. Horus, Thoth. Lsis, and Nephthys) has been 
gwcu the name kosmos by the Pythagoreans, since 36 is made up of the 
firs, four even numbers and tbc fust four odd numbers added together, 
Plutarch says: 
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'1f, then, the most noted of the philosophers, observing the riddle of 
the Divine in inanimate and incorporeal objects, have not thought it 

proper to Lreat anything with carelessness or disrespect, even more do T 
think that, .in all likelihood, we should welcome those peculiar properties 
existent in natures which possess the power of perception and have a soul 
and feeling and character. It is not that we should honour these, but that 
through these we should honou.r the Divine, since they are the clearer 
mirrors of the Divine by their nature also, so that we should regard them 
as the instrument or device of the God who orders aU things" (De I.ride 
76.382ab). 

6. Hieratic Powers and Symbols of the Ineffable Father 

for Egyptians of the Late period, governed by Assyrians and Persians, 
i.e., by the followers of Typhon in the traditional scheme of things, 
represented by the con fusing and destmcrive power of A pep (Apophis), 
the archetypal enemy of Ra, the king cannot be viewed as a living 
embodiment of demiurgic power, a living 1111 of Ra or a token of Horus. 
Therefore the function of embodying the divine bad been assumed by 
sacred animals and animal-like sages. 

The god, or his spiritual power (sekhe111, ba), embodied in a sacred 
animal is recognizable by its form and colouring, its eidos. However, the 
god incarnated (as the ram-like Christ in the Christian tradition) is 
exposed to the hazards and terrors of this world, from which be (in his 
immanent form, not in bis powerful transcendent aspect which remains 
intact, like the undescended and hegemonic part of the souJ in Plotinus) 
had co be protected by the performance of complicated and e..'Ctremely 
precise sacred rites. He is equivalent to the king (protected by the same 
cites) and, by extension, to the whole mythologized country and its 
symbolic landscape. 

Since pharaohs were regarded as liv:i.ng incarnations of the sola.r deity, 
they belonged to the same theological category as sacred animals. 10 The 
philosopher-priest occupies tbe same position, being a representative and 
orgaooo of the Horus-king, and (due to the royal appointment, initiation, 
or illumination) a receptacle or container of the divine presence. The same 
div:ine power animates statues, images, temples, and inhabits sacred 
animals, though this "incarnation" is aimed at sustaining the world, not 
redeeming it in a Christian sense. Through sacred rites and images 
(mcluding servants of God likened to the holy statues) the cosmic order is 
kept and both the demiurgic and theurgic work of unending descents and 
ascents goes on. 

According to J. Assmaon, though animal cults were al.ready an integral 
feature in New Kingdom Egypt, until Lhe Ptolemaic period they had been 
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secondary phenomena. Only tbe Ptolemies, the Macedonian .rulers, 
placed the animal cult at the centre of Egyptian relig;on, g;ving it a 
t.ri;111gular metaphysical base. The complex of a "sacred animal", as a 
manifestation of the divine, occupies three different ontolog;cal levels: 1) 
,;oli1r 1m1nifestatioo or particular form of Ra (e.g., Apis-Osiris), 2) living 
incarnation in animal form (e.g., Apis bull), 3) transfigured 
irnmortauzation, represented by the mummi£ed Os.iris figure (e.g., Osiris
_\.pis).11This triangular scheme may be .regarded as a model of the soul's 
(ba) wandering, that is, its procession along the theopbanic rays, proodos, 
and subsequent epistrophe through the rite of embalming which restores tbe 
integrity of its Osirian etdos. Thus io the Ptolemaic period, "tbe cult of the 
sacred animal, the political .rule of tbe king, and the cosmic energy of the 
sun's circuiL a.re harnessed into a triangle of salvatiooal power".12 

This salvational power is inseparable from the Egyptian temples, the 
places or philosophizing, acco.rd.iog to Chae.remon, which guaranteed the 
connection between One and Many, between the divine ba11 and the 
multit11de of things. Tue holy writings themselves are. called "bau of Ra", 
chus being regarded as solar (noetic) manifestations and revelations which 
codify the universe-sustaining power of Ra. The temple's structure, 
decoration and rinial practice exactly cor.respooded to those holy writings, 
''ba11 of Ra", translating them into earthly practice. Therefore the 
w1nsfonning and elevating power of relational, connective theurgy was 
wrought through all symbolic forms and their cultic materializations, 
mclud.iog architectural forms, words, images, smells and odours. The 
Byzantine water Michael Psellus stands on furn ground, not relying on 
spurious hearsay, when he argues: 

·'The point of view of the Egyptians... is not wholly clear, but 
cvcry1.hing is symbolic (al/a pa11ta J,1111bolika). Fo.r they have sphi1-1xes, and 
ibises. and some special forms stored away in treasu.res, and some other 
things of which the ouLwa.rd appea.raoce does not transcend sense
perception. but they claim that by means of these things they are copying 
Ll1e inLdligible world" (f..r.15D, Paris Gr. I 182, foJ.277v). 

Contrary ro the pantheistic (and materialistic) fantasies of the moderns, 
1.hc Egyptians thought the gods to be hidden and transcendent. Their 
remoteness (since not everybody is spiritually reborn in o.rder to 
contempla1e t.he visible world as a set of theophanies) can be overcome 
l!iLl1er I) th.rough the pharaoh who is regarded as the last link in the d.ivioe 
chain, representing or embodying Horus, or 2) through di:vine images, 
since Lhe ba oi one or another god descends and enters his cult-likeness in 
the temple. 

Regarding 1.he pharaoh, in some cases he is considered as a divine 
character only when he is performing sacred rites or when be is in the 
special s1.a1.e provided by the institution of kingship, i.e., deified with the 
horn. 1hc sun disk. and the crescent during his coronation. However. in 
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the New Kingdom, he is often viewed as an earthly manifestation of 
Amun-Ra and portrayed sitting in the boat of the sun god - the desired 
goal of all initiates and sages. The Egyptians used certain a_ni.mals, namely, 
the bull, lion, dog, and falcon to express the divinity of the pharaoh. 
Several kings of the New Kingdom are iconographically transformed into 
sacred animals: they are depicted with a falcon's head and incorporate 
signs of a sacred bird or are represented as a sphi.nx, the god Harakhte, i.e. 
Horus of the horizon (akhef). 

Since the king is suckled by the goddess 1-Jathor and through her milk, 
meaning the divine spirit and knowledge, ''becomes a god" within the 
articulated archetypal constellation, he functions as a visible icon and 
model for all spiritual aspirations, being a.n interpreter (herme11eus) between 
the noetic and sensible realms. The unification of ba and image in the 
temple is carried out according to the same metaphysical paradigm, 
though on a different level. The temple cult followed daily rhythms of the 
sacred calendar, thus every morning repeating the primeval cosmogony, 
acting along with the cosmic and transcendent forces, active through the 
entire hierarchy of being. Though the temple is never bereft of the divine 
presence, liturgically every morning the god comes down and unities with 
his images, the cultic receptacles, and the entire temple regarded as a 
single entity. 

"Your ba in heaven unites with his image so that the one unites with its 
counterpart", runs an inscription in the Horus' temple, making clear the 
relationship between an archetype and its image. The 11eter as a 
transcendent entity remains intact: only his i.nvisible ba (depicted as a 
visible falcon, ibis, bemm-bird or su.n-ray) descends by the train of the 
permanent demiurgy, or procession, in order to show the t:heurgic way of 
i.ntegrating an image back to its archetype. 

The divine ba represents the invisible part of sNmbolon, initially 
understood as a tessera hospilalis broken into two separate parts, while an 
image represents the visible side at the level of sensibles. Their union is 
performed in the temple as a complicated sacred drama repeated again 
and again. Every "day" the One becomes many and restores its initial 
unity, just as the dismembered divine Eye is restored througb tbe wisdom 
of Thoth, i.e., through hieroglyphs, rites, and sacrifices. 

Nooe of these images shows the true form. of a god, since the true 
form o[ every god is hidden. This means that though a god can inhabit his 
cult images, hieroglyphs, sacred animals and priests (who assume the role 
of the gods outwardJy by wearing animal masks and bearing divine signs 
or inwardly - making their heart-intellect$ perfecr mirrors). none oi these 
images. animals, ritual objects. minerals. plants. words of power. or 
mm,bcrs reveal the u:ue nature or God who w1nscends both Lhc noeric 
archetypes and their reflections. 
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However, images and symbols, functio11ing in exactly the same manner 
as the Neoplatonic s1111the111att1, the mysterious and .ineffable tokens, serve 
as cools for the preservation of order, elevation, and d.ivi.o.izatioo. Being 
visible representations of the noetic archetypes, of the eternal demiw:gic 
Forms, the Egyptian hieroglyphs themselves are frequently called "gods", 
<.lifferenL signs of the script standing for different gods, lsimi.lar to 
Pydrngorean numbers and geometric figures playing the same role. 

Moving through the set of cosmic hieroglyphs (since all shapes of the 
sacred art - from giant statues to small amulets and household utensils -
;Lre extensions and prolongations of this holy script) to the realm of their 
noetic paradigms constitutes tbe path towards the true Forms of the gods. 
However, this path is the path of death and rebirtl1 on different 
ontological levels. Only die blessed "deceased", the .initiates who have 
become akh11, cao contemplate the Forms and Ideas in the realm of Ra. 
Th.is way demands an askesis: purification from any pollution, purity of the 
heart and inner alchemical transformation. Like the Pythagorean spiritual 
ideal "to follow god", it also included the contemplation of the cosmic 
order and understanding of the rhythmical relations, e21.1>ressed both in 
mytl,ical motifs and mathematical proportions, in music, song, and dance 
which belong to the realm of Hathor. This goddess is identified with 1J1aat, 
the chief principle of cosmic harmony and order, with the primordial 
vibration which em.its a creative sound, as well as with aJ1 equilibrium of 
scales and joyful "drunkenness". The first heartbeat, the first breath, the 
LirsL dance mark the beginning of riLual which is life itself in all its 
polarizations, oscillations. and ecstasies. 

The Pythagoreans regarded medicine as the right means to purify tl1e 
body; musjc, to purify the soul. In the broader sense (having in mind the 
Egyptian temples), "music" means all the complexity of hymns, dances, 
and .citual dramas along with their symbolic gestures, perfumes. 
ilJum.irrntions. and visions (bod, sensible and supra-sensible). But the LrUe 
divine essence transcends all figures. Therefore "die true hymn to the 
Father is noL made up of a combination of words or a ritual of actioos", 
according to Proclus (Chald. Phil. II). It shows tl,e theucgic power of faith, 
and dus faith results in the "musical life" (111011sikos bios), or the life full of 
the unitary divine intuition (11oesis. which transcends human reasoning) and 
bliss. However, this "musical life" is based on an integral theurgic attitude 
which uses symbols as a means of support and leads the soul cowards its 
own unity, thus revealing the magnificent uoiLy of all creation. Proclus 
savs: 

"ror c;ich 1hing when it enrers in10 the unspeakable deptlis of its own 
nalure will Gnd there the Symbol of the Universal Father (to Jf(JJ1bolo11 Jou 
;,a11to11 palr()j). Everything honours I lim by i1s very nature and is unified by 
means of this irs own mystic Sign (11111stiko11 s1111the111atos), so that it 
ahandons its own nature and seeks only Lo become one -with its Sign 
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(sm1the111a) and in chis way to possess only Him, ouc of its yearning fo.r the 
Unknowable and the Source of all good". 13 

"For this reason. those who are skilJed in the sacred art (!es hieratikcs 
hege1no11es) have found a means of reaching the higher powers from chose 
things which are within ou.r sjght, by mixing some of them together and 
by effacing others properly. The mi.xture is accomplished by means o[ 
looking, one after another, at each of the unmixed things that has a divine 
characteristic (idioteta to11 theo11), so that by mi.wg several things in this way 
these aforementioned images are unified, and the unity that .results from 
all of them is made similar to the Whole Unity that exists prior to all 
things (to pm ton pan/011 ho/011). On the otbe.r hand, they frequentJy make 
figurines (agal111ata) which are compounded (from several things) and then 
bttrned, by which means their divided djvine Signs (s1111themata) are mingled 
togetber and create artificially that which the Divine includes within itself 
naturally (kat' omia11) by its unification (kath' he11osi11) of all tbese powers; 
for the division of these powers weakened each one of them, but their 
mi1rture is able ro lead us back ro the Idea of their Model" (tou 
paradeigmalos idea11: Hie,: Art. l 50).14 

7. PhiJosophical Life of the Egyptian Priests 

The Egyptian priests we.re official substitutes for the king who had a 
very precise role to play in maintaining the actualized divine presence in 
the sanctuary and the rhythms of the cosmos itself, regarded as a semjotic 
system of heliophanies. By making the offerings, hetepu (the hetep 
hieroglyph shows a loaf of bread placed as an offering on a mat and 
means offering, altar, plenty, Nile, rest, peace, satisfaction of the heart
intellect) they keep the anicuJated breath of life Bowing, sustain kau of the 
ancestors, preserve the Union o[ the Two Lands (semi, ta»y), o[ Horus and 
Seth, of Peras and Apeirv11. 

To maintain t.he universe in the form io which the gods created and 
ordered .it also means to maintain the purity and integrity of man as an 
imago dei, constantly restoring bis spiritual equilibrium and peace through 
special rites and knowledge, i.e., constantly "philosophizing". 1f the 
temple priest is a substitute for the Son of lui, he himself must become 
R a -like as far as possibl.e, that is, co be likened to a pure "mirror" (a11kh), 
polished by contemplation, devotion and proper ceremonial conduct. The 
inscription from the Horus temple in Edfu gives the following 
admonition: 

"You who are men of importance, never let a long time pass without 
ao invocation to Him, when you are away from Him present offerings to 
Him and praise Him in His temple" (Edfu III.361). 
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Pciests had to prepare themselves for sacred duties by strict pucity, 
avoidance of any misdeeds, and, keeping the hieratic rites and esoteric 
knowledge &om the uninitiated, by serving the gods and the supreme God 
with a pure heart. The benefits of the spirit1.ial life acquired by these "great 
and pure pdests, guardians of the secrets, pure in the Lord" are described 

as follows: 
"How happy is he who celebrates Thy Majesty. oh great God, and who 

never ceases to serve Thy temple. He who extols Thy power, who exalts 
Thy grandeur, who fills his heart with Thee ... He who foUows Thy path, 
comes to Thy watering-place, he who is concerned for Thy Majesty's 
design. He who worships Thy spirit with the reverence due the gods. and 
who says Thy office... He who conducts the service regularly and the 
service ol the holy days without ea:or. .. You who a:ead the path of Ra in 
His temple; who watch over his dwelling place [occupied] to conduct His 
holy days, to present His offerings, without cease: enter in peace, leave in 
peace, go in happiness. For life is in Hjs hand, peace is His grasp, all good 
things are with Ilim: there is food for the one wbo remains at His table; 
chere is nourishment for the one who eats of 1--Iis offerings. The.re is no 
misfortune nor evil for the one who lives on His benefits; the.re is no 
damnation for the one who serves Him; for His care reaches to heaven 
and His security to the earth ... " (Edfu V.343-344). 15 

The first permanent priestly dweUings inside the temple precincts 
appeared at the end of the New Kingdom. The strict and rigorous rules 
observed during the month of service (after which a "servant of God" 
cetumed for a while to his normal life) were extended. The priestly way of 
Life, enclosed within temple walls, in certain cases becomes the pursuit of a 

whole life aimed at the inner Osician a:ansformation and union with the 
divine Light. The instructions for ritual puriry, and mocaJ maxims. were 
frequently inscribed on the wa.Us of the passageways through which tl1e 
priests enteced the temple, but the oral esoteric teach.i.ngs were transmitted 
under strict secrecy. Even the ordinary servants of God we.re cOIJUl1aoded 
to "reveal notliiog that you sec in any secret mauer of the sanctuaries" 
(Edfu 361). 

The Ilousc of Life (per 1.111kb), which a t  the san1e time functioned as a 
school of the priests, scriptorium, library, and sanctuary, is sometimes 
depicted as an acchetypal model of the cosmos, composed of four bodies. 
those of Isis, Nephtys, Horus, and Thotl1 at the comers with the Great 
Hidden (Osiris) resting in the intei-ior. Th.is theu.rgic cube-like mandaJa is 
revered as a place of esoteric training that provides knowledge of the 
invisible Osirian realm (Duat) and the noetic world of ukhN. As an 
init.iatory centre, per ankh is described in d1e following manner: 

"l shall be very, very well concealed. 
No one sball know it, no one see it, 
Except Lhe disk of the sun, cbaL looks into its secret. 
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'L'bose ofGciat.i_ng ... shall enter in silence, their bodjes covered, 
So as to be protected a�inst sudden death. 
The Asiatic must nor enter, be must see nothing" 

(Pa/!)ws Salt 825. Vll.1:Vll.5). 

The scribe of the House of Life (mh per ankh), usually equated ro a 
"magician" in modern scholarship, is regarded as hen11e11ms, an interpreter 
of the hidden meaning in dreams, oracles, symbols, and sacred texts. 
Priests, as the keepers of heka powers, were able to function effectively in 
the intermediary psychic and higher noeLic realms onJy because they 
(through initiations, \Tisions, intellectual intuitions, and illuminations) 
acrually "journeyed into Ouat" and realized union with their supreme 
archetypes. 

The power of J Jeka, as cl1e creative power of Atum-Khepera (rendered 
incorrectly as "magic", but more resembling the "tl1eurgy" of Hekate) is a 
mystecious divine force through which the universe becomes manifest and 
again returns to its source. This power of the creative mqya serves as the 
theurgic d1111amis by means of which the human being and aU creation 
return to the realm of Amun-Ra and, fu1ally, to the Waters of Nun. 
111erefore it is connected both with 1) 111t1at, the right order (in politica� 
social, philosophical, liturgical. and esoteric religious life conceived in 
unity), and 2) inef

f

able symbols of the unspeakable Fatl1er who contains 
all d1at becomes manifest, i.e., with Heka himself. 

The rules of puriGcation and moral conduct were only a pan of me 
much more comprehensive body of knowledge guarded by the Egyptian 
priests. However, LO live life according to virrue was or d1e firsl 
importance. Similarly. the later Neoplatorusts regarded life according co 
virrue as a constant desire for, and doing what is, good. Since the good of 
the rational soul is no other than me rcruro to ics causes and the Good 
itsell", in order to conremplate rhe Forms and be united with No11s and the 
One, the whole of our life is a struggle toward that vision and union. 
(Proclus l,, Pam1. IO lS.38-40). 

Along with virtue, "love is the cause of the return of all dungs toward 
the divine Beaut)'" (.pasa la.'\'7S epistrophes esli11 ailia lois 011si11 h11p11si11 pros to 
theio11 kallos: Proclus I,, Alcib.325.10-12). The philosophical life 
(.philosopbikos bios) is guided by Lruth (aletheia, 111at1!) and consists in 
theoretical and practical spirituality which may be described as an 
enthusiastic or inspired activily. subdivided into the aspects of goodness, 
beauty, and justice. Pbilosophikos bios of the Egyptian priescs and pious 
people of civil groups who were making a kind of voluntary retreat also 
included conremplauon of beauty (11�/i:,,, cultivation of knowledge and 
111on1li1y (since g11asis and p1c1.'\i.r are interchangeable), :rnd a cerrnin divine 
possession (mania in the Platonic sense). 

S. Sauneroo describes the voluntary retreatanrs of rhe Late period as 
bclong1J1g LO the category of "v1s1onarics and fakirs", though rhc last cerrn 
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perhaps is used not in the initial Sufi sense (jaqr meaning ao ootologkal 
poverty in relation to the divine fulloess), but in that invented by British 
Oricnta_Lists in the 19,h century. S. Saune.roo cites F. Cumont io this 
respect who does not specify the source of his rather extraordinary 
information about the visitors and "fakirs" of the Roma.a Eg

yptian 
temples: 

"The abandonment of all bodily care seemed a testimony to their 
spiritual perfection, half-nude, clothed in rags, they let their hair grow like 
horses' tails, and sometimes, as a symbol of their voluotuy in)p□soomenL, 
thev weighed down their emaciated bodies with chains. No doubt they 
als� imposed rigorous abstinence on themselves, and discipline, and their 
asceticism made them appear worthy, in the eyes of the common people, 
to receive divine revelations". 16 

8. Prox.i.rniry of the Gods and the Batt of Amun 

Contrary to the earlier emphasis on transcendence, in Late period 
Egypt (starting at the end of the New Kingdom) a beLief in the close 
proximity and immanence of the gods prevailed. In the wave of the 
defensive efforts .raised by the threat of foreigners (equated to the 
folJowers of Seth - those who violate ancient traditions and sacred 
environments, profane sanctua.ries and images, disclose a.nd ridicule 
mysteries, causing global cosmic disaster), the role of Egypt as a dwelling 
of the gods is stressed. 

Every temple is built according to archetypal divine patterns, 
representing the entire universe. The.refore Egypt is naturally .regarded as 
Lhe "temple of the gods", symbolicalJy constructed from the dismembered 
pans of Osiris and animated by his ba, the sacred Memphite bull "Apis 
being Lhe image (eidolon) of the souJ of Osiris" (De !side 20.359b). Hence, 
Egypt itself is an alchemical forge of transmutation, of turning the rotten 
corpse into the shining golden substance which appears when the ba11 o[ 

Osiris and Ra meet each other and become the united ba (CT IV.276-281). 
In i1tklition, Egypt is the body o[ Isis, the dark womb of the goddess, the 
tomb which promises resunection and spiritual rebi.rth. Plutarch says: 

"Eg
ypt, which is of a black soil in the highest degree as well as the 

black part of the eye, they call che111i11 and compare to a hea.rt" (De l.ride 
�3.364-c). 

The hca.rt (ab, ib) is the seat of gnosis, rr:kh. The Memphite Demiurge 
Ptah conceived the universe in his Hean (T nceUect) before bringing it forth 
by his Word. So, the heart-like black (lam: ke1nef) land is a repository o[ 

the Osirian Black Art� ruled bv Isis. ln Lhc Hermetic I.realise Korr: Kos111011, 

Kamemphis transmits the g11o;is to Isis, gratifying her with the gift of the 
"Perteet Black". Tcleio11 1Helas. 
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However, kings, temples, statues, animals, and sages are only vessels of 
divine forces - they are not the gods themselves. The hymns addressed to 
A mun explicitly state that his ba is in the noetic realm of paradigms (the 
sJ..-y), his corpse or reconsLructed sah---body in the intermediate realm of 
Ouat. and his k.henlJ• (statue, image) in the sensible realm of images (on 
earth). In this sense, the temple .is a sky on earth, the intelligible structure 
an.iculated in the sensible dimension. Therefore as the demiurgic Ideas 
inform matter, so 11etem appear to human beings through the properly 
made corporeal receptacle (Platonic hupodoche): an animated image of the 
finest materials, including gold and lapis lazuli, marked with divine 
anributes and signs. 

To certain exleol a human body (when purified and perfected) can 
function as a sacred receptacle. For theurgiscs, the so-called visionary 
matter may seCYe as a receptacle of the gods resulting in the experience of 
divine visions and theophan.ies (wh.icb make the material world 
transparent and holy), and, finally, in a corporeal unification with d1e 
gods1 

... through the rites and s1111lhe111ala, that is, the ineffable divine names, 
hieratic images. incantations, melodies, rhythms, numbers and so on . 
• \ccording to Iamblichus: 

"One must be convinced by secret teachings (tois apon11etois logois) that a 
certain matter is given by the Gods by means of blessed visions (dia /011 

111akariofl the111ato11 h11/e tis ck theOJ1 paradidotm), and this matter is somehow 
connaturnl with the gods who give it. Therefore, the sacrifice of th.is sort 
of matter stirs 1.he gods up into manifestation, immediately invokes their 
appearance, receives them when they come forth, and reveals them 
perfectly" (De ll:'.}'J"fer.234.7-14). 

This 1heurgic perspective regards matter as divinely created, though the 
god who produced iL is not the ineffable One but die Monad from die 
One, the first god and king (pmtos theos kai ba.rilefls), the principle of 
tOLelligibles (to11 11oeto11 an:he).18 Iamblichus, in his explanation of h.ieratic 
teach.ings of the Egyptians, Assyrians, and Chaldeans, argues: 

'The doctrine of the Egyptians concerning principles, proceeding from 
on high as far as to die lase d1ings, begins from one principle (he11os 
r11rheta1) and descends to a multitude which is governed by this one: and 
c,·erywhcre an indefinite nan.u:e is under the dominion of a certain definite 
measure and under the supreme uniform cause of all things" (De 
Mysler.264.14-265 b). 

The presence of the One and intelligible Monad, or Intellect, "fatJ1er of 
essence" (oflsiopf/to,�. is viewed as permeating all levels of manifesrntion -
noetic, psychic. an<l sensible - th.is manifestation being based on an 
unbroken continuity between divine. imaginal, and sensible matter 
governed by numcncal principles. ·nrns 1hc thcurg1c efficiencr of material 
symbols, talismans. a11d images (which consticure the visible body of Ptah 
or Gcb) •� established. l:unblichus says 1hat cenain "cicmal measures" 
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(mr/1;1 ton 011ton aidia: De V!J.fler.65. b) a.re preserved in the theurgic symbols 
of 1.he Egyptians. 

T n the Ramess.ide A.mun-Ra theology, the world is regarded as a body 
0( .-\.nmn, because he is the ba of the world, its spiritual-intelligible 
principle which gives life to the macrocosm and sustains it in the same 
wa, as the human ba, which also proceeds from the noetic realm and gives 
]if; 10 the human body. Accordingly, the solar A.mun-Ra "gives his bau in 
millions of forms" (Pap. Bo11/aq 4.7.15). The light of the sun is called ba of 
Ra. and (as we have seen) the books of sacred wisdom and hieroglyphs 
1.hernselves a.re the ba11 of Ra as well. The creative force of Light is also the 
re,·elatory force, performing a Life-and-knowledge-giving function in the 
world constituted by manifestations, or ba11 of God. The visible world 
ma,, be called tbe khepem of God, though the term khepem (manifestation. 
co1;1ing forth) may be understood in many different senses. 

The Ramesside theology distinguished the ten ba11 of Amun (like the 
pro1.o-Pytbagorean decad) which may be divided into two pentads. 
According to J. Assmann, this theology understands the bau of Amun 
"noL as the visible world of itself, but as a decad of mediating powers that 
animate and sustain the world". 19 

The pharaoh, representing humankind in its entirety, is ooe of the ten 
bmr and stands at the bead of the second pentad which includes 1) human 
beings "in J-ijs name" of Royal-ka, 2) quadrupeds "in His name" of 
Fa.Icon, 3) birds "in His name" of Ha.rakhty, 4) aquatic creatures "in His 
name" of Ba of tbose in the water, 5) terrestrial creatures "in His name" 
ofNeheb-kau. 

The first pentad represents the life-giving elements, namely, time 
(twice), air, water, and light which are regarded as functions of 1) Ba in the 
right Eye, 2) Ba in the left Eye, 3) Ba of Shu, 4) Ba of Osiris, 5) Ba of 
Tefnut respectively.w 

The pharaoh is one of ten ba1r, or manifestations of Amun, in the form 
of which the cosmos is animated, organized and sustained, meaning not 
an individual human being but the royal ka as such, the divine kingship 
(Horus) which is embodied in each pharaoh as the objective noeric power 
descending from Amun. 

Titis Ramesside ba theology is translated into an esoteric cult-activity 
and initiations in the form of rituals. secretly performed in the hidden 
crypts of certain temples (e.g., Opet temple in Karnak). As J. Ass1nann 
poimcd out. here we stand "on the Lh.reshold of Hermeticism and tl1e 
Grneco-Egypliao magical papyri, which to some extent develop a similar 
lhco-cosrnology".21 

\X'e should add LhaL we now stand on the threshold of Neoplaconism 
which. in 1.his ccspecL. represents the culmination of the ancient 
1nctaplwsical tradition. And this tradition, being mull.i-facerted (like Amun 
hunself: "of many na111es. the nwnber of which is not known") and having 
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different mythical foans, levels, and historically determined sbapes of 
manifestation, can in fact be traced back to the Pyra1J1id Texts which 
already imply L) the articulated hierarchy of being constituted by the 
divine archetypes and their images as weU as 2) the royal ascent (a11agoge, 
epistrophe, 111i'n9) to the supreme Principle. 

9. Perfumes, Images, and Contemplations 

What can philosophical "coOLemplation" possibly mean in 1he context 
oi Amun-Ra theology? lt means contemplation of the ,\munian ba11. the 
immanent aspects of God. i.e., the combination of all different 
manifestations in which the cosmogonic energy of Amun-Ra is present 
and which operate in the created world. Theoria not only refers to looking 
with the sensible eyes but also means viewing with the intellect. This is 
contemplation as if one were a spectator at the games or the d1eatre. The 
intellectual kind of theo,ia (something inner, immediate, comprehensive) 
was not invented by Plato as certfilo scholars may argue, though Plato 
actually speaks of the philosophic nature as "a mind habituated to 
thoughts of grandeur and comemplation (theo,iu) of aJl time and all 
existence" (Rep.517d) . 

. -\ccording LO Diogenus Laertius. who is. in this respect, following 
Sosicrntes. wheo asked who he was, Pythagoras replied, "A philosopher" . 
. -\s a contemplative philosopher, "Pythagoras used to compare life LO the 
Great Games where some people come to contend for the prizes, and 
others for the purposes ot' trafGc, but t.he best as spectators" (Vitae 
VUI.8). 

lamblichus explains 1.ha1. Pythagoras was the first to call himself a 
philosopher, a word which before this precedent had been a description, 
not an appellation. According to Iamblichus, "the purest and most 
genuine character is that of the man who devotes himself to the 
contemplation of the most beaucif11I things, and may be properly called a 
philosopher" (Vita lytb.12). 

For the New Kingdom Egyptians, this contemplation is a 
cont.emplation of the fascinating wonders and all-encompassing presence 
of God. Amun. as "Ba, shining with his two uar!Jal Eyes. Ba-like. who 
incarnates himself in incarnations", is both a principle which enables 
seeing and the object seen, as He re,·eals himself in I.he cosmic creation. 
However, this revealing or visualizing of the differem forms in which the 
cosmogonic energy or 1.hc supreme God is present. is al the same time his 
concealing, since the Lord of aJl gods remains transcendent. 111e oracular 
dee.rec or the XXI DynasLJ pronounces: 

-�tystcrious in incarnations. he whom one cannot know, 
\X1,n has conccak•d himsdf from :ill gods. 
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Who withdrew as the sun that cannot be recognized, 
Who hid himself from what he had created, 
Fla.ming torch with great light, 
One sees in the midst of his seeing. 
One spends the day contemplating him and is never sated with the 
sigh l of him, 
When day comes, all faces pray to him. 
Sparkling in manifestation in the midst of the Eo.oead, 
His form is the foIDJ of each god".22 

The contemplation may culminate in visions (epiphaneia) coming in a 
waking state or dreams received by night. In both cases this experience is 
related as a "dream" (rswl). The mysterious and tremendous quality of the 
god's manifestations is described by listing his vehicles of power - both 
visible and invisible symbols. 

Like the Holy Spirit in Christianity, Amon visited Hatshcpsut (the 
queen of the XVIII Dynasty who rnled in 1478-1458 B.C.), taking on the 
form of her husband Tuthmosis I before revealing to her his true "form 
of a god" (jnv 11 11tr). The divine aroma wakes Hatshepsut indicating that 
.-\mun is present, because the scent of perfume, divine fragrance and 
radiance betray the approaching of deities. Since cosmetics and incense 
,ue life-giving substances related to the breath of Shu, or p11e111l!a, the realm 
of 11etem is depicted as drenched in perfumes called "the fragrance of the 
gods." Therefore the smell of incense accompanied the epiphany of a god 
and made bis presence known. 

The texts from the Old and Middle Kingdoms indicate that the bodies 
of the gods are of the most precious metals and gold. The solar barque of 
RJt is depicted as golden and radiant: the initiate aod the blessed deceased 
turned ioco spirit (or intellect, akh) seek to parLake of this radiant noetic 
subsrnnce and to become "one body" (this "body" being of the so-called 
intelligible matter, referred to by the Neoplaconists) with Amun-Ra, or 
,\.twn-Ra, KhnW11-Ra, Sobek-Ra, and so on. 

Just as every iconographically correct visible image enhances the reality 
of Lhe ineffable God, so also does every name or combination of epithets 
which indicate differenr theological constellations and metaphysical 
strucnu:es symbolically expressed in myth and cult. ft seems that Philo of 
,\lcxandria, who allegorically explains die account of Exod11.r XX:X.3-1-35 
as a "holy work" (e,go11 hagio11) performed by the perfumer, bases his 
commentary on the ancient Egyptian tradition. The Egyptian name for 
incense is smeter, senete,i meaning "to make divine". The fragrance of 
burning scneter was thought ro be both an indication of divine presence 
and the real epipha11e;a of the god to whom the incense is offered and 
burnt. The Ptolemaic and Roman Alexandria was the grelll manufacturing 
centre for cosmetics and perfumes, i.ncluding all kinds of incense which by 
the 1·• century .-\.0. arc par1ly replaced by resins from cornfemus trees or 
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1erabintb. Philo of Alexandria relates per.fumes Lo Lhe crealion of the 
cosmos, the real cosmogony: 

"Now these four, of which the incense is composed, are, l hold, a 
symbol of the elemeOLs (mmbola tofl stoicheio11). out of which the whole 
world (ho kos/llo.r) was brough1 to its completion. Moses is likening the oil 
drop co water, the cloYes to earth, the galbanum to air, and the clear gum 
to [tre" (Q_11is 1-e111111 di11i11amm hens 196-197). 

"And this mi.-..:ture thus ha1mooiously compounded proves to be that 
most venerable aod perfect work, a work in very Lrur.h holy (to pnsb11tato11 
koi teleiota/011 ergo11 hagio11 hos a/ethos ei11m), even the world which he holds 
should. under the symbol of incense offering, give thanks to its Maker (dia 
s11111bo/011 to11 th11mia111alos oeitai deifl e11charistei11 t.o pepoiekofl), so that while in 
outward speech it is the compound formed by the perfumer's art (he 
vmrepsike tec!J11e) which is burnt as incense, in real fact it is the whole world, 
wrought by divine wisdom (e1io de ho theia sophia de111io111ietheis kos111os). 
which is offered and consumed ... in the sacrificial fire" (ibid.199). 

The perfume-like cosmos is clearly the mani.fescat:ion of I Ieka and Shu 
whose .life-giving and miraculous p11e111na constitutes the earth of 
theophanies, the body of otherwise immaterial Geb. Arguing d1at 
Egyptian theology is co a large extent d1e product of certain higher type of 
perception (or 11oesis. we would say) J. Naydler discusses im.aginat.ive 
insights int0 the invisible realm provided by symbols and images. This 
insight into the "inner space" of ,retem is not a mental construct or 
psychological projecLion, because the cosmological domains, manifested 
and sustained by the divine powers (sekhe11111. ba11). "are onJy m.arginall: 
physical, and insofar as they are physical chey are also symbolic". He says: 

"The image of the earth god is cle;idy not based simply on sense 
perception, nor is it based on logical reasoning. It is an imaginative vision 
tJ1at sees through the physical landsc.ape into its interiority".23 

This theoria is a vision .rather than a doctrine of what knowledge is, and 
this vision has to do with both physical and noetic seeing. To a certaio 
degree, noL only seeing. but also other senses have their noetic 
counterparts, i.e., sensibilia, qmu s11nt iflco1porea el i11tellect11alia i.o Origen's 
sense. According to Origen: 

"Anyone who looks into tJ1e matter more deeply will say that there is, 
as the Scripture calls it. a certain generic divme sense (theia tis genike 
r1istlmis), which only the man who is blessed finds oo this earth" (Contra 
Cels11111 IA8). 

lt means that tbe five senses have d1cir ooetic analogues and inspired 
and alchcnucally transformed souls can perceive through the spiritual 
senses: sight, hearing, taste, smell. and touch which transcend norma.l 
senses. Plotinus asscns the same when he says r.hat "perceptions (aistheseis) 
here are dim i_ncellccLions (11oeseis), and inceUections there (i.e., in the noetic 
rc:ilm) arc vivid perceptions" (f'.!1111. VJ.7.7.30-32). In Lhc earthly domain 
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..-e11sibilia are simply dim versions of higher, noetic m,sibilia. J. Dillon 
maintains that this is "more revolutionary and peculiar ... than simply 
talking of forms or paradigms of se11sibilia. He seems to mean, rather, 
ooetic correlates of se11Jibilia".24 

However, this "revolutionary" attitude is the normal attitude of the 
ancients, to whom the physical universe still was (to a certain extent) 
rransparent to the noetic realm of archetypes. While "mythologizing" and 
''philosophizing" they did not interpret the physical world or "nature" in 
some "fantastic" fashion. but rather contemplated the noecic order dimly 
seen through physical veils. This coocemplacioo is conducted through the 
power of Slll!lbolike theo,ia and certain spiritual or imaginacive perception. 
The sensible realm is thought of as an image of the ideal. carefully ordered 
and articulated by Maat, the goddess who symbolizes the primordial 
pristine state of the world, mathematical harmony, proportion, right 
measure and truth. Therefore we should agree witJ, R. Lawlor when he 
remarks: 

"Io ancient Egypt t:he audiaJ sense - that is the direct response to the 
proportional laws of sound and form - was considered as the 
epistemological basis for philosophy and scie.nce. This is evoked b�, the 
blind harpist, whose proverbial wisdom comes not from the visual world 
of appearance but from an inner vision of metaphysical law".25 

As has been mentioned already, 1.he true form of a god, his noetic eidos, 
is revealed to human beings here below only in the most exceptional 
cases. i.e., to the chosen ones and initiates of the highest rank. Therefore 
images function a� intermediaries for the Egyptian who lives in a state of 
unsatisfied longing for the contemplation of Lhe beauly, goodness, a.nd 
perfection (all of them are called 11efem) of one or another divine face (hra) 
which both conceals aod reveals the hidden God, «rich in manifestations". 
He cannot be comprehended in the rotality of his attributes, excepr 
Lhrough Atum, or noetic plero111a itself. 

Since all sacred animals are the ba11 of a deit.y, being a visible 
manj[cstat.ion of an invisible power, "as the wind is the ba of the air god 
Shu and the visible sun is the ba of the sun god", they may play the role of 
speakers and heralds of Lhe gods, i.e., function as angels. Arguing t.hat. 
individual anirnals and sacred images are not the gods themselves but their 
bodies and v1::sscls. E. Hornung sa�7s: 

"For simple worshippe1·s image and deity may merge, and they ma, 
cn�oumer the god Thoth personally in every [bis, bul lhe theology of the 
pnest.s always distinguishes carefully in formulations that vary from period 
tu period, between animal and deity. For the p.riesrs. 1.he animal remains a 
symbol in t.he foreground, an intermediary between man and god".26 

. [n Lhis respecL, t.he ruling pharaoh differs from the sacred animal or 
httrauc statue, being an image (tu!) of Ra, but not his direct manifestation 
(kheprm) in a strict sense. though boundanes between t.hese terms are 
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freciuentJy blurred and a manifestation "like Ra", or "likeness of Ra, 
illuminating tJiis world like the sun disk," becomes imperceptibly a 
manifestation "as Ra". "of the person of Ra".27 

Though almost all Egyptian references to the human being as an imago 
dei arc related LO the pharaoh, the prime son of Ra (thus being regarded as 
the Perfect Man in a Sufi sense of al-i11sa11 al-ka111i�, by extension such 
designations arc applied Lo all men who are "likenesses" (mn) of God, 
"who came from His flesh" and may prove by their actions and intellect 
Lhat 1hey are images of God. This doctrine is cxpliciuy stated circa 2060 
B.C. in the wisdom literarnre texts which emphasize gnosis, saying that the 
man of knowledge is a ''likeness" (11v"!J) of god", meaning "a fundamental 
kinship of action, namre, and rank".28 

10. Divine Knowledge and Paradigms for Philosophical Mysteries 

For Egyptian priests, from the highest ranks of hierarchy to the 
ordinary "servants of God" (hemu 11ete1; heme! 11eter), theoretical and 
practical life were inseparable. Many of them led strictly cloistered and 
regimented lives - which may be called "asceuc" in the Orphic and 
Pythagorean sense - thus devoting all 1heir time to purification, worship, 
contemplation of divine beauties. and meditation. Their activities were 
centred on the cult:intion of hieroglyphic script (111ed11 11etef), as a form of 
sacred art, and of various sciences, including geometry and scriptural 
exegesis. However, they were not a "sect" (hairesis), like Orphics, 
Pythagoreans and Platooists (who in one way or another represented an 
·'esoteric" or ·'scientific" opposition co the prevailing customs and 
strategies of thought) in Greece, buc belonged co the mainstream of 
cul1ure. 

The Late Egyptian priesthood represented both the core of official 
religion and its kernel, irs very heart, without any tension between them. 
The pciests were not adherents of some other-worldly opposition against a 
this-worldly stale, because in ancient Egypt the distinction between "this" 
sensible realm and "that" u1tclligible world never took the form of 
reaction against this world: ''here" and "there" remained completely 
inccgrated into a single sphere of bclonging.29 ln add.it.ion. the educated 
spiritual elite and the powcrholding elite were one and the same,3!1 so that 
spiriruaJ masters and sages were al the same Lime royal state officials, 
administrators, and scribes. 

In accord with his rank in the cosmic hierarchy, the king, as the royal 
k,1, was the chief Mystagogue and Philosopher of rhe remple-like stare. 
The ko11 o[ ordinary men belonged to the king who. in a sense, was 
evcrvbodv's k,1. or double, which was pictured as bearing in its hands the 
,111/:.I; h1cr�glyph of life and the feather of 111aal and which formed :in ex:1c1 
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replica o( 1.he king's physical body. According to J. NaydJer, the pharaoh 
had authority over ka forces, being able to "unite the hearts" of all the 
people: 

"The king therefore lived oo earth i.n a state of consciousness that was 
attainable for most people only after death; that is, in a state of 
consciousness infused with ka energy, but with the .important difference 
Lliar this state of consciousness was maintained by him as an individual, 
whereas for most people at death their individual self-consciousness 
became absorbed into that of the ancestral group. And to the extent that 
1.hev expeL-ienced their ka during Life, they located it outside themselves 
citl�er in the ancestor or . . .  in the king or some other powerful figu.re".31 

The priests, as the chief representatives of tl1e king (or his ideal image), 
were the real spiritual masters and followers of Thoth, the divine Scribe. 
However, their most important function consisted not in composing and 
interpreting of sacred texts, elaborating of theological doctrines or 
cultivating arts (including calligraphy, "the handwork of Thotll"), but in 
the correct performance of hieratic rites. Similarly, in later Hellenic 
philosophy the main task of philosophers is not cultivation of written 
traditions for their own sake, but putting tllem into praxis. Just as tl1e 
Egyptian sacred te.xts, hymns, and ritual instructions are indispensable 
sources for the correct performance of hieratic rites and liturgies, for the 
consLructioo and decoration of temples, and for proper living according to 
the heart-intellect, so too the Hellenic philosophical texts, first of all, are 
instructions for truly living and seeking only the good for the sow, both 
moral and intellectual. 

Egyptian temples of tile Late period housed tile "philosophizing" 
communities whose members, apart from tile daily culc service, promoted 
a wa�• of life characterized by asceticism, contemplation, and "Kabbalistic" 
manipulation with hieroglyphs, i.e., the constant practice of cryptography 
and met.aphysical hermeneutics. understood as a theurgic imitation of 
demiurgy. They lived in the grammatically and semiotically articulated 
meta-slructu.ce of symbols. The writing system (along witll its pursuit of 
tl1c etymography and bidden connections based on the strictly 
"geometric" and at the same time mysterious coherence of the Logos-made 
world) constituted only a part of the larger "grammar of the temple" and 
"gra.n:unar of the noetic realm". 

The sacred rites translated the divine knowledge into action, be it l) a 
cosm.1c-order-keeping liturgy, 2) the soul transforming initiations and 
mysteries (shetau. sesheta) or 3) ritualized daily conducL. 

The whole fabric of tile Egyptian state WllS seen as depending on t'11e 

constant thcurgic dynamics of sacred forces. The life-and-order
supporung chant articulated an archcrypal structure ot omology, drns 
foUowi.ng me light-like patterns of the crenive Word (Hu) and Wisdom
Perception (Sia). directed by the mirnculous power o[ Heka. Arguing that 
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sacred hymns and offerings are adorned with music (since the object of 
music is the love of the beautiful) Aristides Quintilianus says: 

"There is also in 1hc body or the universe a palpable paradigm of 
music. The fourth, again, reveals the mate.rial cetractys, the fifth connotes 
the ethereal body, and the octave the musical motion of the planets" (De 
musica JTT.20). Therefore "dialectic and its converse (i.e., rhetoric) profited 
the soul witl1 judgemen1 (phro11esi.r) if they employed the soul purified by 
music. but without this, tl1ey nor only did nor profit, but sometimes even 
led 1he soul asiray" (ibid., 1.1). 

Only music is extended through aJJ matter, composing the body with 
proper rhythm, and "it explains both the nature of numbers and the 
variety of proportions: 1t gradually reveals the ham1011iai that are, through 
these, in all bodies; and most importan1 and most perfect and concerning 
a thing difficult for all men to comprehend, it is able to supply the ratios 
or the soul - the souJ of each person separately and, as well, even die souJ 
of the universe" (ibid. I. J ). 

Ritual efficacy also depends on naning, sensitive to rhe exacr proper 
sound (which reflects and prolongs the creative Sound of cosmogony) for 
tl1e exact nuance of the spiritual and bodily state, seasons. and any event. 
Since "by different tunings the idea is changed'',12 die sounds, carried by 
heka power and guided by f lathor, can harmonize and devate the soul, as 
well as to put into the proper "attuned" order the entire state, its 
insLitutions and its sacred environment. 

To render hek,.1 as "magic", as this Egyptian term is usually understood, 
is a rather incorrect hcrmcneuLicaJ projection distorted by Christian and 
modern Western consciousness. J-lcka is the creative power of A tum
Khepera. his Maya-Shakti beyond which the.re is no stronger ontological 
force. because through I lcka the entire noeac. psychic, and physical 
universe is irradiated, established, and arranged according ro the laws of 
mnal. r\nd by means of I leka all creatures and :tit divine images return to 
dieir archetypes, even to the wunanifest and ineffable Principle itself. 
Heka, in fact, is the main agent of demiurgy and theurgy, of descent and 
ascent, of living according 10 truth (111t1af). As the a l l -sustaining "Magic" it 
underlies every coostruclion and deconstruction. 

The term askesis in Graeco-Roman antiquity is understood as the 
pracuce of spuiLUal exercises. The excerpts from I lomer and Hesiod were 
sung for cathartic purposes by the Pythagoreans who by such ritualistic 
use of the "sacred books" tried ro Lranquillize (kathc111errNm) the soul 
(Porphyry T �ila Pyth.32). Since philosophy, like sacred chants, has a 
therapeutic function, it aims at the profound 1ransfo.rmation of hum:111 
seeing, undersrnnding, and being, d1us. in this respect. resembling the 
rnc1hods of l�gyprian priests. Philosophical contemplation (theoda). 
according to Porphyry, does not consist in discursive reasoning and 
accumulation of abstract teachings, e,en if their subjects arc intelligible 
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realities and true Being. For him the whole Platonic philosophy consists in 
LWO fundamental exercises (me/etat): 1) turning away from all that is mortal 
and material. 2) coming back to the noetic realm and participating in the 
activity of Intellect (De abst. 1.30) which is represented by Amun-Ra for 
the Egyptian priests. 

If the goal of philosophical separation from the body means co liberate 
tJ1e soul. thereby "calming the sea of passions", or to contemplate and 
draw nourishment "&om the true, the divine" (Plat. Phaed84a), this 
procedure is the same as separation of the immortal ba from the mortal 
shell, khat, in order to attain the realm of light-like fntellect, of the Creator 
Ra himself. Th.is transformative process may be rendered into the terms of 
rational philosophical discourse and .interpreted as liberation from a 
partial, passionate point of view, "so as to rise to me universal, normative 
perspective, to submitting the sou.l to the demands of the logos and the 
norm of the Good".33 

According to P. f-ladot, who explains tbe spiritual exercises 
enumerated by Philo of J\lexandria. philosophical therapeutics consist in 
research (zete.ris), thorough investigation (skepsis), listening (akroasis), 
attention (prosoche), reading (a11ag11osis), meditations (me/etaz), therapies of 
passions (me word therapeia may also mean acts of worship), remembrance 
of good things (ton ka/011 nmemat), self-mastery (e11krateia), and the 
accomplishment of duties.34 

.\.ttention (prosoche), or continuous vigilance, also practised by the 
Egyptian priests, means pure intellective self-consciousness which never 
sleeps and constantly remembers God. For Egyptians, writing itself may 
be regarded as a "spiritual exercise" which surpasses anything that P. 
Hadot and Plato in his Theuth story about phar111akon for the memory 
(Phaedr.'274-275) could allow a sober rationalist. Learning to write means 
learning a particular way of Life under the patronage of Sesheta, or Seshat. 
a lady o[ books who dwells by the Tree of Heaven and is depicted i.n the 
form of a woman wearing a leopard skin and holding a writing-reed and a 
scribe's paUete io her bands. 

Sesheta. sheta, sheta11 also stand for mysteries, secrets, hidden things. The 
wort.I se.rh (a scribe) and .resh (to write) are pw11ounced in the same way, 
though depicted in a slightly diffe.renL manner. Knowledge of how to 
behave. to administer the city (nilfl) of deity and the divine household (per 
neter;, ro perform the sacred rites, to interpret "divine words" (medtt neler) 
and oracles, and bow to transform the soul, is the prerogative of the 
followers oi Thoth and Sesheta. Those who still being alive are able to see 
the ,,kb of 1110th (&om which all knowledge is derived) become 
·'gnost.ics" (rekhlf), like those called she111s11 Hem - the ancestral spirits who 
belong to me train of Horns. 

ln the Egyptian priestly ttadition emphasis is laid on knowledge (rekh) 
and wisdom (sanil) through which alone 1) the pious and happy life here 
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below is possible aod 2) transformation, unification, rebirth, and 
realization of one's true identity in Duat is achieved. Therefore the divine 
names, epithets, spells, and all that are called heka11 (theurgic or magic 
words of power) have crucial roles to play. 

However. the ancienl Egyptian g11osis stands at variance with Graeco
Romao gnosticism which borrowed much from the Egyptian theologies, 
but neglected their essential message and arrogantly debased the 
beautifully arranged cosmos, governed by fllaat. The Hermetic circles, 
which were probably special groups of initiates in the Late Egyptian 
(Ptolemaic) temples - those who followed the way of Thoth (Hermes) 
and Imhotep (Asclepius) - maintained that tl1e gods endowed the priests 
of Egypt with three arts: philosophy, magic, and medicine. These arts, 
assigned both for the soul and lhe body, culminate in gnosis which leads 
back to divine Nol(S. Like all knowledge worthy of its name, this elevating 
and unifying knowledge (inseparable from faith, pistis) is obtained 
through revelation, not discursive reasoning. 

11. Priests and Spiritual Guides 

The Egyptian priest (11ab, "a pure one'') is a guardian of the sacred (11ab) 
io general and a keeper of all traditional sciences and methods imposed to 
acquire and preserve knowledge which is divine in its origin. The 
priesthood (unut) served in funerary cults, directed the embalming rituals, 
presided al festivals where they carried statues of the gods oo portable 
shrines in process.ion, were employed in the royal service as architects, 
artists, ritual experts, rnagiciaos, and physicians, and sometimes even 
waged holy war on behalf of the gods. 

The recording, interpretation and literary preservation of oracles is 
regarded as one of the major pursuits of the temple scriptorium in the 
Late pharaonic and Ptolemaic periods when the archaic priestly ritual for 
consulting the will of Amuo aod otl1er deities (peh 11ete1J was turned into 
.mystical practice of private illumination and direct encounters with the 
divine through dreams (evoked by an incubation rite) and visions. 

The Middle Kingdom (especially the XII Dynasty: c.1994-1781 B.C.) 
stands for a cultural "golden age", because the literature and art of this 
ti.me were elevated to the rank of the "classical" paradigms and its 
language remained in use for sacred purposes until the Roman period. 
During this time the so-called wisdom-lirerature emerged as an integral 
pan of the artempl 10 reorganize the state viewed as a representative 
1heocracy based on juslice, trurh. and wisdom. Therefore the scholar!� 
foncLion of priests as literali a11d masters of a self-reflective way of Life 
started to be emphasized. But those "philosophers", nonetheless, were 
loyal officials, bureaucrats and adminisLrators of the pharaoh (chosen by 
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the gods himseU), thus establishing the close connection between 
literature, politics, and rhetoric. 

The normative ideas of kingship (ni std!), vertical solidarity, religious 
n,erit and loyalism which constitute the path of salvation were set down in 
writing :md widely disseminated. lo the Middle Kingdom, the texts, in 
\,·lucb the much older conception of maal was discursively developed, 
explicidy formulated and universalized, are both initiatory and 
testamentary in character. Thus a sort of silsiloh, or train of transmission, is 
clcarlv imp.lied. This transmission presupposes an initiation inco right 
living and knowing. The oral tradition existed alongside, but the 
appearance of written "philosophical discourse" - which is self-reflective 
and consciously maintained - is sympcomatic of the period of the XII 
Dvnasty. 

· Thi� initiatory philosophy mainly consisted in admonitions to be 
virtuous, i.e., in the ethic of self-effacement, integration, and spiritual 
perfection, based on the recognition of archetypal origins of order and 
implications provided by the doctrine of i!llago dei. According with the idea 
of "doing as you would be done by", ma.at is considered by God as "the 
reward of one who does something lying in something being done for 
him", i.e., in a kind of "karmic wage". The instructions are teachings 
carried from a father to his son. As the Father Atum embraces his 
i.ntelligible children or the priest embraces a statue, thus transmitting the 
life-power of ka, so the spiritual father embraces his disciples. 

This i.s the idea of the diadoche. or succession, familiar in the Hellenic 
philosophical schools. For example, the Neoplaconist Marinus (5th century 
A.O.) speaks about "the Golden Chain of philosophers that started with 
Solon" (Vita Procli XA.'VI). Solon himself supposedly studied with the 
Egyptian priests. The Hermetic paideia is also based on the established 
chain of paradosis (tradition) and proceeds by stages toward the final 
initial.ion. The inspired spiritual master, surrounded by a few disciples who 
sought a philosophical understanding, transformation of the soul and 
mystical v1S1on, represents the divine Intellect itself, being its 
"incarnation" or rather a mirror (ankh) and an integral image (t11t, eiko11). 

Jn early Hellenic antiquity, the spiritual guide, acting as legislator, 
statesman, philosopher, musician, and poet, reflects the ideal figure of the 
Centaur Cheiron, half-brother of Zeus (who is equated witb Amun). 
Cheiron, the son of Kronos (the hypostasis No11s in the Neoplatonic 
hem1cneutics). as an archeLype of educator. unifies every form of wisdom 
and knowledge. thus introducing an integral paideia. such as the mythical 
king Osiris in rhe Egyptian accounts. Celebra1ed as a sage immersed in the 
<lcpths of wisdom. Cheiron acrs as 1·\chiUes' .insb-uctor in 1he art of healing 
anJ singing (since therapeia and music are inseparable) and as the reacher 
who taught the god Dionysus (the Egyptian Osiris) as a child the Bacchic 
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rices and solemnities, according to Ptolemaios Chennos, the author of the 
1 st century A.D. 

As Pindar, the famous Hellenic poet, attested, the Cheirouian process 
of education consists in spending twenty years in a cave under the care of 
Cheiron's daughters (Fythian -1-. 103 f�. The cave in this context is 
analogous to the tomb (or coffin, ankh), regarded as a "school" and as a 
place of rebirth in Kemet. the ''black land", i.e., Egypt. 

The citha.rist and mystagogue Orpheus is another example of a 
mythical guide of souls, also regarded as an initiator of mysteries. The 
Orphic and Pythagorean doctrine of the moral and elevating effect of 
music - which includes word, rhythm, melody, mode, sound, and gesture, 
or canonised dance figure - can be fully understood only against the 
background of Egyptian musical paideia, supervised by the goddesses 
Hatho.r and Maat. The oame "Orpheus" itself may be a translation of the 
Egyptian title for "beredjtary prince"35 given to Geb, the god of earth, 
who 1) functions as a harmonizer of "narore" (minerals, plants, animals) 
wirh the vitiil psychic principles of the Osirian Underworld and 2) 
partakes in the metaphysical process of creation, in his form of a Goose 
laying the cosmogouic Egg which is a prototype of the primeval Egg in 
the Orphic cosmogonies. 

As l. Hadot pointed out, the ''literary form of spiritual guidance, 
consisting of ethical and practical instructions presented in a succinct 
form and directed from a brother to his brother or from a father to his 
son, was already widespread in the Near East long before Hesiod."36 

Though the models of this literary genre in the sphere of education 
were explicitly articulated in the Ivliddle Kingdom Egypt, the same or 
similar instructions were imparted orally in the Old Kingdom - oot only 
io the form of proverbs and sayings, but in the royal and priestly 
initiations that concerned metaphysical and theurgic matters usually kept 
in suicL secrecy. The conspicuous absence in the XII Dynasty wisdom 
instructions of what J. Assmann calls "instruction of the heart", Q.e., "a 
theory of the inner man with a vocabulary of virtues, mentalities, and 
idealistic values, among which those pertaining to self-effacement were 
later LO play the most important cole'',37) can only mean that me profound 
esoteric instructions are not revealed in written texts or that those texts 
themselves (which survived only in fragments) are not p.copecly 
understood bv modern scholars. 

L�. Egyptian Scribes and the Way of lmhotep 

The Egyptian scribe (se.rh) is usually depicted as seated at the feet of 
1botb, the ail knowing Lord of wisdom, rituals, and offerings, shown in 
the Co.rm of a baboon (ia11), writing down what this deputy o[ Ra. reveals Lo 
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him. Typologically, tbis hieratic figure is equivalent to the angel (111alak) 
Gabriel, who speaks from the world of the unseen ('a/am al-ghqyb) in the 
Quranic tradition. 

As early as the Xl Dynasty (c.2040-1994 B.C.) we encounter the claim 
that certain sages are instructed by Thoth, the guardian of the Eye of 
Horus, who unites in himself and transcends all oppositions or 

contradictory essences. The wings of Thoth assist the initiate or the ba of 
the deceased to accomplish the theurgic ascent to the realm of 
intelligibles. As E. Hornung pointed out, a unique figure of a winged 
·'angel" of uncertain identity is depicted in a scene of judgement after 
death in a Ra.messide tomb: the flickering lines th.at sunouod this figure 
indicate the radiance of divine presence.38 

The deceased, due to his metaphysical paideia and already acquired 
g11osis, identifies himself with Thoth and then rums to Osiris so as to 
legitimise himself through his knowledge of hidden things and true 
identities. Similarly, Hermes of the Graeco-Egyptiao magical papyri is not 
only pt111lokrato1; the world-ruler, presiding over fate, justice, and wisdom, 
bur may also dwell within the heart of man (e11kardios), thus representing 
his higher noetic Self. The pharaoh (per aa) is regarded as Thoth in every 
respect. because he, as a perfect tut (eiko11) of God, or the Perfect Man, 
unites in himself all names and qualities of Thoth, i.e., all noetic 
archetypes of Arum-Ra, reflected in the Living mirror of Horus. 

Sacred writings, ascribed to Thoth, are said to be found inside or at the 
feet of bis statues. lo the Middle Kingdom texts we already bear about a 
"divine Book of Thoth" which may be understood as existing on different 
ontological levels, from the noetic plenitude and unity of archetypes to the 
"scanered limbs" of sensible books. According to Plotinus the Egyptian: 

''For as the language (logos) spoken by voice is an imitation (111ime111a) of 
that in the soul, in the same way that one in the souJ is an imitation of the 
one 111 the od1er [hyposcasis, No11Jj" (En11. l.2.3.271). 

For Neoplatonists, there a.re different levels of language that 
correspond to different modes of perception and being, extending from 
1.he creative divine Language (I-lu, the noetic abundance, plenitude, 
creative will of God that expressed itself in "words", the demiurgic logot) 
down to the language fragmented and scanered on the level of senses, like 
the dismembered Osi1is. On the statue of the sage Amenhotep son of 
Hapu. made circa 1360 B.C., it is wrine.n: 

·'l am introduced to the book of the god, I saw the transCigurations of 
Thoth and was equipped with their mysteries".39 

In the demotic Book of Thoth, composed probably in the first century 
B.C.. di;1logue takes place between Thoth and his disciple, the Lover of 
Knowledge (lvler-rekh), regarding knowledge (rekh) which leads to 
immort.'llity, about the sacred topography of Egypt and the Osirian 
Netherworld, as well as secret languages and mysteries. Such 
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philosophical cooversacions, also involving Osiris and probably based on 
earlier examples, sometimes allude to Imhotep (!mouthes), one of the 
central Egyptian sages of the Old Kingdom, who under the name of 
Asclepius entered the Hermetic literature. Imhotep and Amenhotep son 
of Hapu are two pacadigmal.ic Egyptian sai.nts, elevated to the rank of 
gods and patrons of the entire societ)·· 

A statue base of the III Dynasty pharaoh Djoser (c.2650 B.C.) is 
inscribed with the names and titles of lmhotep, maintained by the 
Egyptian tradition to be the prototype of all sages and philosophers. 
Belonging to the "priesthood of the Ibis", he is regarded as the author of 
the earliest examples of stone architecture and of wisdom literature. 
Imhotep, the high priest of Heliopolis, "the chief of the sculptors, of the 
masons and of tl1e producers of stone vessels";IO performed the highesr 
functions in the cult of Arum-Ra. Perhaps he had already served as an 
architect during the reign of Hor-Seth Khasekhem wheo stone was first 
used as a building material on a considerable scale, and tl1en during the 
reign of Sanakht-Nebka, the founder of the III Dynasty at about 2670 
B.C. Imhotep continued his work for the pharaoh Netjerkhet Djoser 
planning and building the Step Pyramid complex in Saqqara. 

Being the chief lector-pciest, Imhotep, son of Ptah, was the chief 
expert in all theurgic and protective rituals. The lector-priest (hen· heb) is a 
master of heka forces and sacred books of the temple. He knows all 
sacrameot,-il and divine attributes immanent in the created world. all 
traditional symbols and their hidden theurgic powers, all healing-spells, 
safety-spells. curse•spells, and amulets. He may be regarded as a 
"magician" (although tlus term is distorted and demonized by subsequent 
spiritual traditions, especially Christianity) - not as a freelance wizard, of 
course, bur as an ortl1odox gnostic of the state wbo deals with divine 
manifestations (ba11) and their hidden essences. ln  contrast to the 
intellectual practices of a leccor-p.ciest - who was a guardian of traditional 
lore, transmitted both orally and in sacred letters within the temple 
institutions - the charisma and ritual performance of ta rekhit, wise 
woman, remained oral and restricted to the sacred eovi.ronmeot of the 
local community. 

After his death Imhotep gradually became tlle patron of scribes and 
lovers of knowledge (rekh) - tl1ose who in principle were "philosophers", 
leading their special ritualized way of life, ultimately aimed a1 noetic 
in1mortalization through an imitation of Imhotep, son of Ptah, "successful 
in his action, great in miracles" (Brit. Mfls.1027 / 147). The literary works 
and wisdom reach.ings of l.rnhorep were well known to IJ,e Egyptian 
scribes. Ther depicted lmhotep in a si1ting posture, dressed in die long 
apron, tbe tight blLJe cap oi Ptah. with the papyrns unrolled on h1s lap. 
bearinR the written votive offering: 

"\Xlater from the water-pot of every scribe LO your ka. U lmbotep'·. 
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The image of a sitting scribe Imhotep, who is sometimes shown wirb 

l) 1.he 11as sceptre, as a sign of power and dominion, and 2) rbe hieroglyph 
,111kh. as a symbol of the divine breath of life, was itself regarded as a 
vessel of divine iospi.ration and wisdom. Under rbe New Kingdom, 
Imhotep replaced Nefertum (who rises Crom the primordial lotus at the 
nostrils of Ra) io the Memphite triad of Ptah-Sekhmet-Nefertum. As the 
great Heri heb, Imbotep is the image and likeness of Thoth. 

By the time of the XXX Dynasty rbe divinized Imhorep not only 
,eC\·ed as a mediator between the community of 11cte171 and the human 
\vorld, acting as a healer ru_1d messenger, but was aJso included in the triad 
or Ptah, Apis-Osi.ris, Jmhotep. In the Ptolemaic period, Teos, the high 
pnesr of Memphis, in his prayer to Imhotep, described him as he "who 
calculates eve.rything for the library; who restores what is found 
demolished in the holy books; who knows rbe secrets o( the house or 
gold" (Vienna 154: PM UI.214). 

The house of gold was the name given both to the workshop where 
sunucs of the gods were "given bi.rtb" and to the burial chamber of the 
tomb where spirituaJ rebirth and entry into the realm of intelligible light 
rake place. The embalmer's workshop and the building io which the coffm 
and the statue of ka are made were also called per 11eb11. In this respect, it is 
useful to remember that the lector-priest attended an embalming process 
i.n the "house of beaut:y" (per 11efe1J where, under the direction of .Anubis 
(or rather he,i seshet, a priest who keeps the mysteries) and through the 
"hieratic art" of Thorb and lsis, the corpse (khat-body) is transformed into 
the ideal sah -body, the icoo of its golden archetype. 

17,erefore, on d1e first pylon of the main temple of Isis in Philae, die 
inscription dating from the reign of Tiberius praises Imhotep as "master 
or life who gives iL co everyone who lmres him, by whom everyone lives ... 
who vivi6es people in the state of death, who b1ings up the egg, in the 
bcUy" (PM Vl.2L7). I-fa "philosophy" is that of life a.nd resurrect.ion, 
since he distributes everything which comes out of Geb and springs into 
Li[e on rbc back of eard,. 

13 .• '"Ullenhotep and Theology of Amuo 

Anod1er exemplar sage, as an intermediary with Amun evolved to a 
god wiLI, an established cult, is Amenhotep, Son-of-Hapu, regarded as 
lmhotep's beloved brother. The Egyptian priests maintained that their 
"bodies are united completely" . 

.. \menhotep was born about 1�50 B.C. io the time of Tuthmosis III. 
f le spent fifty years io his native !'own ALl1ribis in Lower Egypt where he 
was the royal scribe and chief of the priests of Horus-Kheotikheti.. When 
the reigning pharaoh, Amenhotep TTT, invited Amenhotep to the roval 
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coun at Thebes (Uast), be became the chief architect and the first scribe, 
being responsible for building, mining, education, theology, hieratic 
sciences and cults, the organizer of the pharaoh's jubilees and "calculating 
everything". ln  the inscript.ions carved on his statues Amenhotep 
addresses himself as a gnostic and theurgist 

"You go out to the sky :ind cross the brazen one; you are un.ited with 
the stars, and one acclaims you in the boat of Ra." 'n1erefore Amenhotep 
is "one with a hearing heari when he is looking for a plan in some 
unknown problem, like one whose heart knows it already: who finds a 
sentence even if it was destroyed; master of wisdom ... one who guides 
the ignorant through the events since the primeval limes, who shows their 
place co everybody who forgot about it: useful in his ideas. when he is 
looking for monuments to make .immonaJ the name of his lord: who 
relates tl1e proverb and acts with his fingers: leader of mankind ... "''' 

Amenhotep, established as a great actist. builder of royal tombs and 
temples, sage and healer, was venerated by numerous followers during his 
lifetime as one who had surpassed the realm of mortals even before he 
d.ied. He is depicted as an old man in large .rOlrnded wig and apron going 
up to hjs breast. In Ptolemajc times the pap�1cus roll and the scribe's 
palette are added to his insignia. The XX.II Dynascy priest and supervisor 
of the doorway of the temple of Amun, named Hor-akh-bi1, regards 
Amenhotep as one who knows "the secret powers in the writings of I.be 
past wlucb date from the time of the ancestors" (PM II.103). He is 
credited (along with another later sage and antiquarian, Khaemwaset, son 
of Ramesses II and one of the high priests of Ptah in Memplus) as a 
founder of chapter 167 of the Book of the Dead: 

"The book of one whose appearance is hidden, which was found by 
the pharaoh's duef lector-pciest, Amenhotep, Son-of-Hapu, the justified 
(111aakhem), a.ad which be made himself as a protection for his limbs" (Pap. 
Lo11v1ll 3248). 

The "architectural" wisdom of Amenhotep is related co the oracular 
revelat.ioos of Amuo and the so-called eidetic or number-mysticism which 
provides a system of correspondences of shapes, colours, numbers, 
musical ratios, asLronomical and alchemical processes in the cosrnic l.imcgy 
of the Year, related to the rhythms of demiurgic descent and theurgic 
ascent. Within tlus mythical meta-strucrure of divine man.ifestat.ions (bc111. 
kheprm), I.he state is viewed as a temple of life-supporting creative Word. 
const.in.Hed by noct.ic sound and light, lhemselves turned into maou-ic 
chant and visible shape. thus regarding the manifested reality as a semiotic 
system where ontology becomes symbology. To a certain degree. musical 
definitions are theological, in accordance with Dio Cassius' accotmL that 
t.be gods in Egypt are tones separated by fourths. 12 

·n1e macrocosrnic and microcosmic relationships are refleccecl on every 
level of bcmg: ewn 1he coffin takes on the significance of a model of the 
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cosmo�. Therefore the aftedife sah body with shining golden skin i� 
regarded as the restored eikot1 of the divine Form, eidfJs. If like is known 
only by like, to know the god who infuses the universe with the breath of 
life one rnust have something of that god within oneself. The cosmos is to 
be understood not by merely beholding it, but by tuning ourselves to its 
turning, to its eternal rhythms and transcendent principles, thereby 
realizing the hidden archetypal unity of all things at the level of Intellect, 
"Hidden in Name" (a1111111 re11-jj. 

Ulti.mately, all things are "ann.ihilated" at the level o[ Nun or the 
bidden A.mun - the One not witnessed by anyone, because the One is nor 
preceded by any god: "there is no other god with Him, who could say 
whH He looks Like". Tberefore in the hymn of Amun (Pap. Leiden 
T.350.200) at first 1) the afficmatjve theology is introduced (declaring that 
,-\mun completed himself as Arum, bis ba being in Heaven, his body in 
Dual, and bis cult-image in Southern Heliopolis) and the□ 2) the negative 
theology is exposed (arguing that A.mun is absolutely hidden and no 
sta1ement about Him is poss.ible). 

The ineffable God is hidden both from the noetic gods and human 
beings: scriptures give no information about Him and He cannot be 
explained by any theory.43 He is called Ba because there is no name for 
him: even "A.mun" is not the real name of God. However, from the 
perspective of divine immanence, every name is a name of the ineffable 
Principle. 

The teon ba, according to J. Assmann, is used when the divinity (while 
remaining transcendent in itself) hidden behind the multitude of 
m:injfestations is meant, thereby indicating the invisible pacad.igm of 
manifestation. Therefore the visible world has the World-Soul (Ba. 
cons1jtuted by the multitude of particular souls and their kJgoi) which 
animares and moves it, the animated world itself being akin to the 
corporeal cosmic aspect of Ptah or Amun-Ptah, "just as it did for the 
Neoplaton.ists, who believed in the anima 11111ndi. The parallel is nor 
altogether artificial":1� J. Assmann is correct in maintaining that tJ1ere are 
strong connections between the Egyptian and Platonic concepts of the 
\,:orld-Sout though i.n Plotious the World-Soul itself derives from the 
hypostasis Soul which is the source of individual human souls as well. 

\Vhen Amenhotep is regarded as a manifestation of Amun. it means 
that his own ba is realized as essentially identical with the divine Ba. 

sometimes depicted as a four-headed ram. This solar identity means the 
rei11tegration and union with Him who "gives his ba11 in millions (heh1✓) of 
forr1:s", hehfl standing for the limbs of his boundless tbeopbanic body. 
marufested "in His name", i.e., according to the archetypal patterns. Jn 
I.he form of self-disclosing solar Intellect, God is "he/JI( whose limits are 
not known, Scarab (khepery whose body is not known" (L.eide11 stela V.70). 
l le proceeds like the omnipresent intelligible light of the One Alone who 
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created the illusl.rious ba11 o( all lower gods and humans (Pap. Berlin 
3030.8-9). 

Amenhotep becomes truly divine as the "follower of TI1oth, born by 
the nobleman Hapu, son of Amun". Thus, in this sense, he a priori belongs 
co the solar chain (the Neoplatonjc seira) wruch descends from the noetic 
realm. As the royal scribe, "the sage Amenhotep, son of the living herald 
. \pis, priest of Amun, his beloved son, strong in his heart, issued from 
Seshat, divine oITspting of Thoth", is called to keep the cosmic order 
(thus performing an avataric function) and to show t.he purilied followers 
the way back to the solar barque of ,-\mun-Ra. 

,\menhotep's earthly father Hapu is interpreted as the sacred bull Apis 
and lus mother as Hathor-ldit, the justified (111aakhem), the god's mother. 
In addition LO Apis and F-Jathor, Amenhotep has his initiatory spiritual 
parents, Thoth and Seshat (Sesbeta). J\s a perfect gnostic, who realized 
his divine Self, Amenl10tep is united with the archetypal plero111a, 
assimilated with Thod1, and, according to his divine rank, is portrayed as 
wearing the crescent and moon disk, thus becoming the "Theban 
Hermes". Accepted in the official Tbcbaa pantheon, be now delivers 
oracles himself and irradiates healiog bamkoh from the beyond. 

According to Porphyry, ''Hem1es with his golden staff - in reality logos 
- meets the soul and cleady points the way to che goal" (St.ob. Eel. 1.51). 
_-\meohotep perfoans the same function, therefore his followers and 
devotees hope to be united with Amenhotep and Imhotep in the afterlife, 
in order to move through the Osirian Duat - not as separate and illusory 
individual souls, but in the fonns of their patrons, the bau of Amun that 
a.cc united to God himself. 

In the ancient Egyptian inscription on the coffin (Cuiro Catalog11e 
gm.6234), God, in his "Pythagorean" theological mask of the 
mathematician Thoth, says as follows: 

"1 am One which transforms into Two. 
[ am Two which t.ransfom1s into Pour. 
I am Four which transforms into EighL 
After all th.is, Tam One". 

This successive procession starts from the Monad (which holds 
serruaally the principles that are within all numbers), uansformed into the 
inflllity of the Dyad, called justice, Rhea and Isis by the Neopythagoceans . 
• -\ccording to the lamblichean Theologm11ma ef An'th111elic, by naming the 
i\Ionad ''Proteus", the Pythagoreans follow the Egyptians, since "he was 
the demigod in Egypt who could assume any form and contained the 
properties of everything".4S 

The Tetrad represents "surface" and "four are the foundation of 
wisdom - arithmetic. music. geometry, asc.conomy - ordered 1,2.3,4," 
according 10 Pythagoras: 16 The Ocrnd produces volume. bl'ing 1.he first 
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acrual cube, and the eight a.re called t.he "fathers and mothers of Ra", 
namely, [be Ogdoad of .Hermopolis hidden in the depths of Nun. This 
Lransceodent Ogdoad £com its own seed makes a golden germ, putting it 
jn the hidden lotus which flowers into being as the primordial noetic lotus 
oi Ra, the principle of that divine light which constimtes the intelligible 
cosmos. 

Therefore a son and follower of Thoth, being his microcosmic image, 
meditates upon the metaphysical unity and beholds the fom1al o.rde.r 
which springs forth ti:om the incomp.reheosible Oneness and which 
returns back Lo its supreme Source. 
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IN THE REALM OF DIVINE SEMIOTICS 

I.. The Rames side Icon and Three Hypostases of Plotinus 

The Egyptian civilization as a semantic universe is based on 
metaphysical principles. Therefore being is understood in terms of divine 
irradiations arranged as a semiotic meta-structure o[ 11etem and their 
dynamic forces which are not acting at random but reproduce their 
spiritual archetypes and cultic paradigms. The mathematics and mythology 
of heavens translate themselves into the realm of sensible images, 
establishing ao exact correspondence between mac.rocosm and 
microcosm, as if all things exist by imitation of archetypes, numbers, and 
divine precedents. 

The world of netenr and akh11, keeping its permanent structure and ideal 
form. brings suucture to language and provides an adequate iconography, 
thus rendering this world intelligible. "Here" and "there" like e11ta1tlha and 
ekei in the philosophy of Plotinus, are clearly distinct. However, the 
different ontological realms are completely integrated and governed by the 
laws of the same noetic patterns and the same maat, truth and justice. The 
course of the sun and its liturgic rhythms, turned into a "sacred text" and 
"hieratic icon", constitute the immanent mystery of transformation and 
solar rebirth, functioning as a model of life and its death-transcending 
philosophy aimed at solar immortalizatioo (apathat1atim1os). 

The ritualized process of transfigurations (sakhu) is crucial and .is 
supported by akh11, the illuminative power of the sacred world. ''Who 
.knows this" and "who does this" (i.e., lives according to intellect, akh, and 
its archetypal patterns) "is an image of the great God", proclaim the New 
Kingdom texts. Knowledge (.gnosis) includes 1) an esoteric knowledge of 
one's supreme identity and 2) a knowledge of the sacred rituals that 
maintain the cosmic order and harmony. Th.is knowledge is turned into a 
cult:ic, philosopbicak social, and political pn1-"-is. J. Assmano says: 

"The universe is not only interpreted in terms of divine acts, as a ritual 
celebrnted by the gods: this interpretation is itself also staged as ritual".1 

Bod, the Egyptian theology in its differenL branches and Neoplatonism 
(as well as tbe entire Orphico-Pythago.rean tradition) agree that human 
panicipaLion. involving riles (teletar) and inteUections (noeseis), is essential to 
the divine scheme of sustaining the world which itself is the manifestation 
or divine energies (d1mc1111eis . .rekhemu). The search for the origin and 
meaning of things (ta pragmata), both in philosophy and sacred rites, means 
the contemplation of the eternal truth of r.ea.lity and the ascenL to the 
divine, thus recollecting one's primordial archetypal identi�. 

lo the early Ramesside pedod (c.1290 B.C.) text it is stated that "the 
god of this land is the sun in the sky. [Only) his symbols (i.e., the divine 
statues) arc on eaah." (Pap. Boulaq 4.7.15-16). The priests of the New 
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Kingdom and Late period were already thinking a.long Lhe same Lines as 
Proclus when he said that "all things a.re presented io logical order, as 
being symbols of divine orders of being" (In Pan11. Vl.1062) . 

• l,.ccording co the solar theology of Amun-Ra and Neoplatonic 
metaphysics, by means of images the microcosmic eyes of the soul (hoi tes 
ps11ches ophtalmot), which at their own ontological level imitate the divine 
Eyes, are able to see the gods in the luminous (c111goeide) garments of their 
souJs. The bau of the gods not only enter the material images produced io 
accord wid1 the strict rules of hieratic iconography, bu1 th.ey may appear as 
visions (depending on the souJ's receptive capacity, epitedeioles, and on the 
semantics of the already established world-picture) in an interior space of 
imagination. When the Egyptian priest contemplates the sacred image of 
the god, he feels the invisible power (sekhe/JJ) drnt irradiates from the 
beautifully decorated and "animated" statue along with aromas of incense 
and oil. If occasionally the god appears in its epiphanic form as a vision 
experienced by the initiated, be manifests the san1e tremendous power and 
radiance. Therefore Proclus says: 

''The gods themselves a.re incorporeal, but since those who see them 
possess bodies, the visions which issue from the gods to worthy recipients 
possess a certain quality from the gods who send them but also have 
somethi.ng connatu.cal (m11ge11es) with rnose who see them... However, 
because visions emit divine light, possess effectiveness. and portray the 
powers of the gods through ilieir visible symbols, d1ey remain in contact 
with die gods who send diem. This is why the ineffable symbols of d1e 
gods a.re expressed i.n images and a.re projected sometimes in one form, 
sometimes io another" (111 R.emp. 1.39.5-17). 

The Ramesside picture from the Book of Gates (division 12, tomb of 
Ramesses VI, c.1143-1136 B.C.) may be interpreted as a symbolic 
representation of diose metaphysical principles which later became me 
duee divine hypostases of Plotinus (A.D.204-270). The icon shows Nun 
as a personiGed figure raising in his hands die solar barque. The Egyptians 
usually depicted the gods, especially Ra in his various forms, as travelling 
in such boats. The ceremonial barques were used for cultic purposes. Two 
barques of Ra, namely, Mane/Jet and Meske! are frequendy depicted upon 
d1e sky hieroglyph pet and the lake, or pool, hieroglyph she. By Lifting the 
barque (111ia) of Ra, d1e luminous space (Shu), or initial noetic "place" 
(symbolized by Heliopolis), is established and manifested within die 
Ocean which contains in itself d1e unmanifested primordial Egg of kos11Jo.r 
110elo.r. Due to this theogooic act of lifting the retinue of gods, the whole 
intelligible cosmos is manifested io its archetypal fo=. The scarab beetle 
Ra-Khepera in the sacred barque is the fo= of Ra, the solar Creator, who 
comes into being (kheper;, the term khepem meaning 1.heophanics, 
irracua tions. manifestations. 
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In 1.bc upper part of the same icon from the Book of Gates we see the 
bodv of Osiris arched round in a circle and also surrounded by the 
uniform \Xli!ters. His a.ems support the goddess Nut (Heaven), who stands 
upside down and bolds the sun disk (atct1) - the supreme symbol of the 
in1elligibk Light. Two inscriptions ruo as follows: 

"This is Osiris, he encircles the Dua't" and "This is Nut. she receives 
Ra". 

The visible and invisible sun played a central role in the theurgic cult. 
Therefore G. Shaw argues that "theurgic mysteries were solar mysteries".2 

1111d Lhe sun's light-giving power "was far more duo a conceptual analogue 
of the noetic Demiurge, it was a sunthc111a of the One itself'.3 

Following th.e Neoplatonic reading, Nun should be regarded as the 
One (to he11), the supreme ineffable source of everything. The solar Ra (or 
r\tum-Ra) is Lhe divine Intellect (Nous), and his sacred barque, which 
carries the standing gods, constitutes and symbolizes the articulated noetic 
cosmos of divine Ideas, light-like intellects and intelligible principles 
(an·hni, theoz). Osiris encircles the Duat - the subtle interworld of the divine 
Soul in her universal and macrocosrnic aspect. Thus, the three Plotinian 
hyposrases of the divine reality, as presented, for instance, in E1111. V.1, are 
made complete. Presumably, tbe physical world should be located inside 
the Osirian circle. 

cn,e same ideas, sometimes involving different metaphysical ruvisions, 
may be expressed using a great many different mythical images and 
Lhcological constmctions. Plotinus also argues that the universe lies in 
Soul which is analogous to Osiris or Isis-Hathor in her form of the 
celestial Cow. The Soul, Ba of Amuo, or the breath of Shu on the psychic 
Osirian level, "bears it (universe) up and nothing is without a share of 
soul. It is as if a net immersed in the waters was alive, but unable to make 
its own that in which it is. The sea is already spread out and the oer 
�preacls wilh it, as far as it can; for no one of its parts can be anywhere 
else than wbere it lies" (Em,. IV.3.9.36-42). 

The in1agc of a ue1 reaching from Heaven to Earth is described in I.he 
Egyptian Book of the Dead, chapter 153a. Just as d1e One (the primeval 
Ocean of Nun) contains tl,e eternal world of Ideas and everything else, so 
the eternal ruvine world (the Osirian circle, itself transcended by the circle 
of Ra) comains the temporal world. According to A. Hilary Armstrong: 

"lt seems that we are inside that great animal whose tracks we see 
everywhere in this world. But of course. as we are ps11che. we also are that 
animal, and, if we are considering where to look for iL i.o our present 
circumsrances. we can sav th:n it is inside us".4 

Like the supreme i�effable One in Neoplatonism. Nun is usually 
described i.n negative tenns. h is dark, formless. and inert tcanscenden1 
j)0Lcnl.iality for Being. Life, and creative solar lntelligence. \Whereas the 
Osirian Duat and Lhc solar bar9ue of Ra harbour psvchic and spicitual 
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forms, all forms are dissolved in the utterly formless and dark "'waters" of 
Nun, in the abyss of Beyond-Being which transcends all categories of 
knowledge and can be described only in neg:'ltive terms. This mode of 
expression is utilized by both the Ramesside negative theology of Amuo 
(elaborated during the XIX Dynasty: 1295-1188 B.C.) a.nd the 
Neopythagoreao mysticism which Aourished more than rweJve centuries 
later in Ptolemaic and Roman Alexandria. 

2. Back to One's Nat.ive Star 

For the ancient Egyptian theologians, the fabric of being is woven of 
t11ed11 11eter, divine words and pictures, manifested on different levels of 
God's self-disclosure. Regarded as medH-11ete1; the hieroglyphs (in Greek 
hieros meaning sacred. gluphe - carving) were not arbitrary signs, but both 
l) invisible Ideas and 2) their visible semiotic icons which sprang from the 
mouth of God and pointed to the archetypal and ontological connections 
that lay in the nature of things. 

ln some respects, hieroglyphs constitute the meaningful tapestry of 
existence and its arranged formal characteristics. Carved and painted 
hieroglyphs are the sensible reflections and images of the true 
"hieroglyphs" at the level of divine Forms embraced in the divine Intellect 
of Atum-Ra. Therefore the God-given script shows the real faces of 
things, their eide, and reveals the play of their interconnections, all of 
which find their best C.'-1'ression in mystical "etymography" rather d1an 
"etymology", the latter being appreciated by the Greek grammarians and 
their modern successors in the field of philology. The exclusive emphasis 
oo etymology is based on faith in the revelatory character of spoken 
language, but not on multi-coloured visual symbols and graphic icons 
which explicitly constitute the mysterious coherence of the universe. 

In this respect, the sigas of the Egyptian script we.re regarded as 
images of the words o( creation, conceived and uttered by Ptah and 
recorded by Thoth. Since the symbolic script of the priests was viewed as 
an imitation of divine demiurgy, it also had a d1eurgic function and 
sacramental elevating power, revealed, for example, through inscriptions 
and decorations on the temple walls of the Late period, when d1e entire 
body of cultic knowledge was erected in a form of an architectural edifice, 
equivalent to the archetypal Book with its own symbolic grammar. 

The Book of Forms was written by Thoth at the beginning of 
manifestations and this Book is permanent in the noetic cosmos, while 
being endlessly repeated in the realm of psychosomatic compositions and 
their particular destinies. In the Coffin Texts the deceased says: 

"I am one of the ministrants of the Master of Things, he who keeps 
the Books of Fonl1S" (CT 335). 
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R. T. Rundle Clark a.rgt1es d1at, in accordance widi the Egyptian 
conccpL of Forms, this "quasi-philosophical. idea" can be expanded to 
mean stages of development, species and visible sigos.5 The Platonic 
docuine acknowledges "iliat one kind of being is the fonn which is always 
die same. uncreated and indestructible, never receiving a.nydiing into itself 
from without, nor itself going out to any 01.her, but invisible and 
imperceptible by any sense, and of wbicb die contemplation is granted to 
imdligeoce only" (Tim.5le-52a). This doctrine is already present and 
elabora1.ed in the Egyptian theological system. 

Tecrest.riaJ Egypt (which symbolized d1e entire world as such) and all 
elcmcms of its topography a.re regarded as an image of celestial Egypt. 
The land of Kemet is an image of the divine Paradigm, visualized and 
represented by the skies where die heavenly Nile flows and divine beings 
sail 1he waters. 

The Pythagorean and PlaLOnic teaching assuming that stars were souls 
or their archetypal abodes (if not Lhe shining a.rche1.ypes diemselves) bas 
irs Egypuan prototype e.-x:plicitly evolved from. the Pyramid age. For die 
Platonists, ailher (sk.r. aktJsha) is the sniff of which the soul, or rather its 
srellar vehicle. is made. aither being the subtle substance that the animated 
universe is said to breadie, i.e., the "speech" which emerged from the 
n,oudi of Atum as the life-giving breath of Shu. The element of air is die 
ba of Shu, fn d,e Book of the Dead (spell 38a for Living by air in d1e realm of 
1..he dead) die deceased says: 

"l am A tum who ascended from the Abyss to the CelestiaJ Waters. I 
have taken my seat in the West and I give orders to die spirits whose seats 
are hidden. for I am die Double Lion, and acclamation is made to me in 
the barque of Khepera. I eaL in it and have become strong thereby, I Live 
in ii on air, and I drink in tlie barque of Ra" (BD 38a). 

S1.ars are 1.hc 11bode of die dead, since die soul has an existence separate 
from I he mortal body. Bt1 is tO Heaven, khat - to earth . .r\ccord.ing to the 
Orphic initiate: 

·'] am child of earth and of st.a.cry heaven, but my real nature is of 
heaven alone" (OF 326). 

·nus idea, Like so much in early afterlife systems of the Upanishads and 
in 1he Orphic Lcachings, is first attested in Egyptian texts. According to 
Plato, 1.he G.xed stars we.re created as divine and ecemaJ animals, ever 
abiding and revolving afLe.r i.be same manner (Ti111.40b). Therefore every 
soul returns Lo its native star. For Egyptians, ·'to become a star" is a goal 
o( Lhe d1cu.rgic ascent modelled on die mir'cy" of the king, son of Ra. Stars, 
being visible symbols of die noetic Ideas. a.re spiritual faces of the 
transformed souls of the dead and are considered to be gods (ne/em), 
because the divinized souls arc counted as gods. The soul of a gnostic 
even takes on the role of the Creator, the Lord of All. by taking hold of 
1 Lis ,11Lributes, showing 1.b:1t He is the Lord of Life, and participating in 
the dcmiurgic work of the Creator. 
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The iconography of the gods is builL as a system of symbolic allusions 
to the essential nature and function of metaphysical principles which 
direct the demiurgic work accomplished thcough 1J1ed11 11eter. Therefore the 
hieroglyphs themselves are called "gods" and individual signs of tbe script 
are eguated with particuJar gods. The gods inhabit 111ed11 11eter, that is 
hieroglyphs, like their cuJt images which are produced in the same form as 
hieroglyphs. The semiology of the gods themselves (their classes, ranks, 
epiphanies, interconnections, functions, separations and unifications) is no 
less than a way of "writing" reality, of producing the manifested tapestry 
of divine names and attributes. 

The ontological heka power of demiurgy and "magic" can operate only 
th cough the special names. Every name (nm), as a manifested "face" of 
Arum, the plenitude of ooetic realities, has its efficient substance and 
power to shape certain particuJar things. Hence, names constitute the 
essential nature of aU living entities, being a so.rt of "nourishment'' and the 
chief mark of their identity. Therefore every name, epithet, or visible 
image enhances the real presence of the god or of any particuJar being 
designated by that name and depicted by that image. The extent of divine 
names applied to a god indicates the horizon of his presence and the 
scope of his influence. 

When the realm of names is transcended by the gnostic, he enters the 
ineffable silence. Similarly, the king at the end of his tbeurgic ascent is 
assimilated co the supreme God and this union is confirmed by saying that 
"his Mother does not know his name" (PT 394c). 

3. Archetypal Foundation of Hieroglyphic Signs and Colours 

In Egyptian theology, Nun is sometimes eguated to the primordial 
Snake, called Most Ancient One, or Provider of Attributes (tJeheb-ka1t), 
who held all subsequent creation within bis folds. Th.is Snake is not 
originally distinct from Atum, the keeper of a hidden plenitude of the 
Fonns. Insofar as Atum makes a place for himself within the Snake's 
coils, he begins to define himself as something djstinct from Nun, thus 
coming forth as the intelligible be11-be11 stone, the condensed Being itself. 
By "bending right around himself' and "making a place in the midst of his 
coils" (CT 321), Atum introduces the archetypal foundation for a series of 
subsequent creative acts. 

Damascius, the last "successor" (diadochos) of the Neoplatonic 
Academy in Athens, also speaks about the bypercosmic abyss, or 
sanctuary of silence (De primip. 1.84), which summitcizes in Hsel[ all worlds 
(ibid. III.91). Th.is Orphic Night is the realm of yet unmanifcsted birth
pangs of the noetic Form. Below tbjs apeiro11. not subject to procession 
and numbering, is located the cause of Being, itself bevond essence (owia) 

and intellectioo (11oesis). 
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For Damascius, "the archetypal and perennial man" (ho koi11os ki,i aidios 
,J11lh1vpoi'J is 1.he paradigm of the species and the goal o[ all existence. We 
:u·e images of the noetic entities and effigies of the unknown divine 
.r1111thelllata. However, hyper-ignorance (huperag11osia) is ou.c natural state of 
mind. according to Damascius (De pri11cip. I.84). This metaphysical 
ignorance is a direct inheritance from the ineffable Beyond-Being which is 
known through non-intellectual means: through forgetting of all 
philosophical notions, rejecting all definitions, emptying of the mind and, 
in a state of complete passivity (being like the corpse of Osiris when the 
individual self is annihilated), receiving a glimpse of transcendence wbich 
promises mystical union. 

On its own psychic level of the interworld (ba,z.akh, to use the Sufi 
term), the mummy of Osiris reflects the primordial inertness and is 
represented as a prone figure without any distinguishing marks. In this 
state he is called aru, "form" in a general and passive sense, as a "dead 
shape" which yet needs to be awakened and "informed" by the active and 
life-giving "form" of Ra. The shapes of things have an immense symbolic 
importa11ce for the ancient Egyptians, to whom visible form was an image 
of th.e invisible eidos. 

R. H. Wilkinson even discerned primary and secondary levels of 
association in the symbolism of form. In primary association, the form of 
a thing suggests concepts, ideas, or identities with wbich this thing is 
directly related, namely, the specific gods and concepts connected with 
that particular deity. In the secondary association, the form of a thing 
suggests another different form which has its own symbolic significance.6 

The form is inseparable from colour and other qualitative p.roperties. 
Therefore the colour of any object is viewed as an integral part of its 
nature, its inner and outer being. The term iwen, signifying colour, is 
vinually synonymous with substance. nature, being. external appearance, 
character. Regarded as an immutable aspect of reality, colours (along with 
shapes, r heir lines. sounds, and proportions) arc used in the Egyptian 
ritual practice and art to reveal l) the essential nature of the object 
portrayed and 2) the close relationship between colour and being itself. 

Accordingly, colour has both theu.rgic and magic significance. For the 
Egyptian alchemists, the valuable properties of stones and metals are 
largely ascribed to their colours: they reveal the inner nature of different 
metals and indicate the states of their transmutation, analogous ro those 
by wbich the soul is transformed. Since colour was regarded as a form of 
activity or pneuma (the breath of Shu) which could be removed from ooe 
substance and infused imo another, the conception of "tinctures" 
(baphikm) plays an important role in the process of alchemical work. The 
colour of planrs was viewed as rl1eir pnett111u. According to I.he famous 
alchen1ist Zosimos of Panopolis (Akhmim): 

. "Demokritos bas named as substances [our bodies: I.hat is, copper. 
tron, rii,, lead ... AU these substances arc employed in the Two Tincrures 
iof gold and silver]. All the substances have been recogmzed by the 
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Egyptians as produced by lead alone. For it is from lc.:id that the oLhcr 
three bodies come".7 

Taking lead as a son of primary mauer. the first problem in trying to 
tum ir into other metals (as in the attempt to transform the mortal 
darkness of khat into the in1mortal golden light of sah) was to change its 
colour. 

Each hieroglyph is a smaU symbolic image and bas its own colour or 
combination of colours related to differem divine qualities. The 
connection between written signs (or images) and larger, representat..ional 
images (which our modern culrure identifies as "objects of art") is also 
very strong. Therefore individual hieroglyphic signs a.re viewed as the 
models for parts and whole compositions of a.rt whjch translate 1md11 11eter 
into objects of daily use, furniture, painting, reliefs, sculpture in the round, 
and architecture. Understood in trus sense, all products of sacred an and 
craft are prolongations of "the god's words". They are ontological and 
cul tic manifestations of Ptah. 

This interaction or oscillation between writing and pictorial 
representation, between inrnge and text, means that 1.hey represem the 
same inner reality, both beiog 111ed1111eler. In fact, the same word refers to 
hieroglyphic writing, drawing and painting. Both images aod texts are 
referred to indiscriminately as a "script" which is revealed by Thoth. 
Therefore there are no boundaries between writ1en signs and iconic signs. 
As R. H. Wilkinson pointed out: 

"The hieroglyphic signs do form the very basis of Egyptian 
iconography, which - just like the wrillen inscriptions - is concerned with 
the practical functions of making a clear and often specific symbolic 
statement".8 

Tn all traditional cultures, Lhe symbolism is viewed as inherent in rorms 
themsdves, to the extent that a symbol is in a certain sense that to which 
1t gives expression. namely, the ba of the god. 

4. Di,ine Ideas and Svmbols 

The so-oilled Phnonic theory of Ideas is not Plato's invention; the 
concept of the relationship between intelligible archetypes and Lhe.ir 
images has been ceoual to Egyptian and MesopoutrrUan thought from its 
early beginnings. What is new is tbe rationalization of this theory and its 
separation from d,e initial mythical frame and "theusgic inlegrality". thus 
adapting it to dialectical logocentrisrn and co tbe taste of contemporary 
Sophists. r lowever, if it is reduced merely co Lhe level of an abstract 
dianoetic reasoning and its mental "universals", this "theory" is 
impoverished and becomes involved in u,e endless quarrel about realities 
that cannot be fully revealed to the discurs1''C ll1J.Od and d1erefore appear 
as logicaJ contradictions. The symbolic "language" o[ photagogic visions, 
images, colours, scents and Liturgical sounds is diminished or neglcc1cd in 
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favour of monopolistic rational discourse. Although the scope of tbjs 
discourse is limited, its metaphysical pretensions are absolute. Thus, the 
whole discussion about Ideas becomes too ant.hropoceottic and restricted 
co the dimension of human speech. 

This passionate belief in the omnipotent power ot .rationality and its 
categories is icself irrational, because an intellectual truth is not available 
for transmission in any discursive form. The structure of spoken language 
ts unsuitable for expressing certain higher truths and realities. Sirnplicius in 
bis Co111111e11tary 011 Aristotle's Catego,ies argues that even if the categories are 
employed semantically to refer to actual things, it is better to view them 
not as realities but as conceptual entities (11oe111ata) that symbolize, or are 
images of, genuine substances (m111bo/011 ousa tes e11 tois omi11 011sias: ill 
Categ. 11.19). 

Speech is an outermost activity of the SOLJ fallen into embodimeo� 
1.herefore philosophy, restricted to rational discursive thinking, presents 
the greatest hindrance to the apprehension of the divine truth and the 
transcendent Forms. Hieroglyphs, 1JJed11 11eter, are symbols and images for 
contemplation: they function as a means of elevation. In this respect, they 
are analogous to the Neoplatonic "divine synthernes" (s1mthemala), that is. 
the theurgic tokens of the noetic realm. 

The Chaldean and Neoplatonic sHnthema/a also signify a symbol used in 
cituals, because the cosmogenesis itself is staged as a rite pe.rformed by the 
gods. The process of descent and ascent by means of symbols (sumbo/a, 
sm1the111ata) and nieroglypbs constitutes the way which ba traverses: the 
soul moves through Duat as if crossing the dynamic semiotic field. or the 
"Osirian book", made of names and ontological attributes of identity. The 
manifested reality itseli is a construction built up of medu 11eter. IL is only at 
the level of human senses that the "divine words" a.re crystallized into an 
iconic script and items of sacred art . .A.ccording to Proclus, who regarded 
Lhe soul itself as the special token (like the animated stat1.1e or rueroglypb) 
or I.he One. aimed at eventual assimilation with God: 

"The soul .is composed of the intellectual words and from the divine 
JHmbola. some of which are from the intellectual ideas, while others arc� 
from the divine benads. And we are in fact icons of the intellectual 
[ca.Ii ties, and we are statues of the unknowable s1111the111t1kl' (Phil. Chald.5.8-
11 ). 

\Vhile understood as a hieroglyph, as a ·'word" which comes forth 
from the mouth of Atum, the ba may be viewed as a textual element of 
Lhe largec ontological "text" wbich is khepem, the theophanic reality itself. 
!he human ba is depicted as a figure of a human-headed bird, usually a 
lalcoo, thus becoming a sign-image moving within the initiatory "text", 
constituted of other Ggures, symbols, and images, since the ascent takes 
place through the disclosure of divine names, il1e elements of divine 
speech, medtt 11ete1: As Proclus says: 

"Every god is without figur�, even though it is viewed ,vith a figure. 
For the figure is not in it, but it is pa.rt of it, since the seer is incapable of 
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seeing without figure that which is with figure, but that which is seen in a 
figured way corresponds to the nature of Lhe seer" (111 Remp. I.40. l-4). 

Therefore the soul, seeing the figures depicted in the imagjnat.ion and 
being struck by their beauty, is admiring those Ideas from which 1.hey are 
derived. However, the highest initiation (into the transcendence of Amun, 
or Atum) takes place not by means of rational discrimination or 
intellect.ion, but by means of ail-surpassing silence: 

"Init.iatioo (11111esis) and revelation (epopleia) are themselves symbols 
(sumbo/011) of the ineffable silence and of the unity with the intelligible by 
the met.hod of mystic revelations" (Plat. Theo/. IV.9.193.15-16). 

According to S. Rappe, "the highest form of Neoplatonic 
hermeneutics might posit philosophy as, in the last result. mere Gcrion".9 

This radical attitude is established by D:unascius, who criticized not only 
the metaphysical premises of Proclioe philosophy, but discUisivit.-y as such. 
in his attempt to promote a radical non-dual way to the darkness of Nun, 
the Ineffable: 

"Now knowledge takes place by means of intuitive seeing, or by means 
of syllogism, or it is just a diluted and obscure sort of vision that sees 
things from a distance, as it were, but which nevertheless relies on logical 
necessity, or else, (knowledge is] simply a specious form of reasoning that 
doesn't even have access from afar, but simply conceives of certain ideas 
on the bas.is of other .ideas. By means of such thinking, we habitually 
recognize material order or privation or in general that which bas oo 
reality" (De p,i11cip. l.67). 

However, as T. BUickbardt pointed out, even if spirituality 
(understood both in an apophalic sense and as a perennial wisdom which 
transcends its formal vehicles) is independent o[ forms, this Lil no way 
implies that it can be expressed and transmitted by any and every sort of 
form.10 One should add that without form it cannot be transmitted at all, 
because Lbe transcendent divine Reality is above any human 
comprehension and experience. l[ the style of "sacred an", which 
sustains the spirituality of every traditional civilization, is perpetuated by 
the power of the immanent spirit and therefore cannot be imitated from 
outside, it means Lhat the "theory of Ideas" may be expressed in different 
ways supported by different revelations. Tbe Egyptian tradition of 1J1ed11 
11eter could not be translated into the rational discourse of the Greeks 
without losing its essential characteristics and esoteric meanings, imbued 
in the forms, shapes, colours, and accompanying rituals themselves. T. 
Burckhardt savs: 

"Through its qualitati,e essence form has a place in the sensible order 
analogous to that of truth in the intellectual order: tlus is the significance 
of the Greek nocion of eido.r. Just as a mental form such as a dogma or a 
docu-inc can be the adequate. albeit ljmitcd, reOecLion of a Divine Truth. 
so can a sensible form ret.race a truth or a realit}' which t.ransccnds both 
the plane of sensible forms and the plane of thought".11 
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5. Symbolic Interpretation of Hieroglyphic Script 

Modern scholars think that Plotinus utterly misunderstood the 
function and essence of Egyptian hieroglyphs. However, Plotinus simply 
reflects the tradition of Egyptians themseJves. This tradition, at least from 
the so-called "Etb.iopi a n -Saite renaissance" (760-525 B.C.), laid 
foundarions for the later Alexandrian schools of philology and elaborated 
the theory of the symbolic, or cryptographic, aspect of hieroglyphic script 
which is unrelated to conventional phonetic meanings. Along with the 
bjeroglyphic, hieratic, and demotic scripts there is the fourth category of 
script, namely, "symbolic". The rare instances of purposely enigmatic 
inscriptions date from the Old Kingdom, but only in Ptolemaic times did 
tbe boundaries between normal hieroglyphic script and enigmatic and 
symbolic cryptography become blurred. Plotinus faithfully conveys the 
priestly theory when he says: 

"The true wisdom, then, is substance, and the true substance is 
wisdom (he elm alethi11e sophia ousia, kai he a/ethine 011sia sophia); and the worth 
of substance comes from wisdom, and it is because it comes from wisdom 
rJ1at it is true substance. Therefore all the substances which do not possess 
wisdom, because they have become substance on account of some 
wisdom but do not possess wisdom in themselves. are not true 
substances. One must not then suppose that the gods or the 'exceedingly 
blessed spectators' in the higher world contemplate propositions, but all 
the Forms we speak about are beautiful in1ages (ktila agal111ata) io thaL 
world. of the kind which someone imagined to exist in the soul of the 
wise man, in1ages not painted but real (agalmala de 011 gegra11m1ena, al/a 011/a). 
This is why the ancients said that the Ideas were realities and substances. 

''The wise men of Egypt (boi Aig11ptio11 sophoz), l think, also understood 
this. either by scientific (episteme) or innate knowledge, and when they 
wished to signify something wisely (dia sophias), rud aot use the forms of 
leuers which foUow the order of words aad propositions and imitate 
sounds and the enunciations of philosophical statements, but by drawing 
images (aga/171a/a) and inscribing in their temples one particular image 
(,,gulma) of each particular thing, they manifested the oon-ruscursiveness 
of the intelligible world, that is, that every image is a kind of knowledge 
and wisdom (episte111e kai sophia hekasto11 esti11 aga/111a) and is a subject of 
scatemencs, alJ together in one, and not of discourse or deliberation. But 
lonly] afterwards [others] cliscovered, starting from it in its concentrated 
unity, a representation in something else, already unfolded and speaking it 
discursively and giving the reasons why things are like this ... " (B1111. 
V.8.5. l 5-6.12). 

To read the enigmatic surface of the script which transcends ordinary 
convenrions requires not only an inner calmness and coocenuat.ion of 
mind. but also the metaphysical knowledge or analogies and ,1ssociat.ions. 
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\X'hcn a sign is both a scripl character and a p.ictocial figL1re, or divine 
symbol for contemplation. a certain degree of polysemy is achieved and, 
as a resuh of the iconic narure of hieroglyph, the Eye of the soul is 
opened. Spiritual hermeneutics at their summit become an imaginative 
pursuit which leads Lo inner vision and the experience of divine presence. 
J Assmann thinks that a similar kind of polysemy characterises arabesque 
or ornameniaJized Arabic scripe 

"In Egyptian calligraphy. the equivaJenl to the Arab-Islamic ornament 
is the Ggural composition".'� 

ln Late period Egypt. wriuen knowledge, itself inseparable from the 
rites. is embodied and presented as a complicated system of temple or 
romb decoration, and is gradually turned into a secret lore, partly 
conceaJed by aesthetic fonns of sacred :irt. The elements of be:iury :ind 
their met:iphysical truth, as well as "the :ilmost magical .relationship" 
between the adequate symbol llnd the sacramental presence of prototype 
arc thoroughly discussed by F. Selmon. He says: 

"Furthermore, as Plotious remarked. every clement of beauty or 
harmony is a mirror or receptacle which aLLracts the sp.uimal presence co 
its form or colour, if one may so express it; if this applies llS directly as 
possible co sacred symbols, it is also true, in a less direct and more diffuse 
way, .in the case of aU things that are harmonious and therefore true. Thus, 
an artisan ambience made of sober beauty - for there is no question of 
sumptuousness except in very special cases - attracts or favours borokoh. 
"blessing"; not tl1ac it creates spirituality any more than pure air creates 
hcaltl1, bul it is at all events in conformity with iL, which is much, and 
which. humanly, is tl1c nocmal thing".13 

The rich repertory of iconic signs and tbe number of ways to read and 
understand them grew immensely io the Liite period Egypt. Therefore the 
esoterically transformed script became accessible only to initiated priests. 
J. Assmann says: 

''The misLake of the Greeks was not that they iJHerpreted hieroglyphic 
scrip, as a secret code rather than a oom,al writing system. The Egyptians 
bad in fact transformed it into a secret code and so described ic co the 
Greeks. ·n,e real misunderstanding of the Greeks was to have failed to 
identify the acslhetic signiGcance o[ cryprogrnphy as calligraphy".14 

This more symbolic than conventionaJ interpretation of script is 
rel a Led to tbe metaphysical pursuits of X)."V-:X::-{V 1 Dynasty theologians. 
At 1hat time. the Egyptian version of the so-called theory of [deas - the 
theory which naturally stems from the New Kingdom doctrines of the 
creali,e Logos and ba t.heolog)· - became more explicit. Shabaka. the 
pharaoh of l�1hiopian origin. who ascended the throne in 716 13.C.. and 
his successor Shebikru made attempts to revive the Old Kingdom 
Memphite traditions through a comprehensive programme of cultic 
renewal and theological paideio. aimed :11 a restoration of metaphysical 
paradigms :rnd holiness of t.he land. �n,c image of Lhe past "golden age" 
was raised 11110 the rank of a oorm:11i,-c model for the present. 
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emphasizing the .importance of divine archetypes embodied and m.irwred 
in the script itself. 

Tht: Ethiopian restoration continued the cosrnogon.ical, or 

cratogonical, traditions of the Ramesside Ptah theology, making attempts 
to reveal their hieratic value and inner meaning. The king's piety is shown 
as having a paradigmatic value: the "philosophical" purity, devotion, and 
wisdom of the mlin.g pharaoh bestows blessings oo the who.le of Egypt. 
holiest of lands. as if translating the energy of noetic archetypes into their 
ritual receptacles, that is, sacred landscapes, cities (which are regarded as 
holy places able to transcend death), temples and the hearts of men. And 
t.hese blessings. irradiated by the restorer of the "golden age", are 
·'interpreted as a return to the primal condition, when d1e creator himself 
ruled over creatioo".15 

• \ccording to J. Assrnaon, the Memphite paradigms of renewal shaped 
the theological systems of Late period temples, 1) establishing d1e 
metaphysical and semiotic triad of thought, word, and written sign and 2) 
de\7eloping a kind of "thing-script" whose signs are coextensive with the 
totality of things in the cosmos.16 These concepts were not invented bur 
onlr reformulated and re-emphasized, since in ilie Old and lvliddle 
Kingdoms the manifestation of being was already regarded as a set of 
wordplay coming from the mouth of A tum. 

However, until the rise of the new solar theologies of ilie }._'\Till 
Dynasty (1550-1295 B.C.), only the gods, i.e., the hierarchy of noetic 
archetypes themselves, not the entire world, are said to come forth from 
the mouth of d1e Creator, and the role of hieroglyphs in ilie subsequenc 
manifestation is not explicitly emphasized. J. Assmann maintains that 
elcvaLioo of hieroglyphic script, as a pw:ely sacred medjum able to exhibit 
the visual faces of Forms, coextensive with the totality of iliings, is the 
mos, "modern" feature of the Memphite theology which may be 
compared to the account of Genesis (2.20) of the collaboration of God and 
r\dam in Paradise.P 

6. Return to the Golden Age and Paradigms to be Imitated 

The Egyptian alchemist Zosi.mus of Panopolis interpreted Adam as 
Thomh: "die First Man. who is Thoutb among us" is named Adam, "wiili 
a name borrowed from the tongue of angels", by d1e Chaldeaos, 
Panhians. Medes. and Hebrews. Th.is Thou ch of Zosimus is also equated 
wit.h the J\ssyrian i\donis, ilie Phrygian Attis, the Egyptian Osiris, [ilie 
Alexandrian Thoth) and the Hellenic Hermes. The four letters or elements 
(sloicheia), which constitute the name Adam, are explained as follows: 1) A 
expresses ilie risi.ng sun, air; 2) D expresses the setting sun, earth; 3) the 

�ec�nd A expresse� t.he north, water; 4) M expresses the maturing fire. 
l,0s1mus continues: 
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"Thus it is 1hat the sensual Adam is named Thouth according to the 
external patterning. As for the man who is inside Adam, the spi.r:itual man, 
be has simultaneously a personal and a universal name... f ljs universal 
name is Phos (Light)."18 

Since the world is created by the Word, .t\dam or Thouth (who is 
anthropomorphized following the initial pauern of Ptah as 
Macrantbropos, an image inherited by the Gnostic tradit.ions and 
Zosimus) read from imelligible "things" (the eoplatonic lt1 prag111ala, 
meaning, first of all, noctic realities). 17,ese intelligible things are then 
urtcred in I.be naming the nam.i11g of appropriate objccls. 

The X>,._ .. V Dynasty of Lhe Ethiopian pharaohs roughly coincide with 
the Homeric epoch and Lhe s o -called "orient.al.i7ing period" in Greece 
(approximatdy 750-650 B.C.), when Eastern skills, images, and wisdom 
teachings were transmitted. The Assyrian expansion to the Mcd.iterranean 
area along the trade system cootroUed by the Phoenicians aod the 
Egypuan programme of restoration provided a historical framework for 
the movement of Oriental craftsmen, the Kadmean alphabet and 
metaphysical ideas of LJJgos to Greece. As J. Breasted pointed out, the 
Memph.ite theological conception of the cosmos 

''forms quite a sufficient basis for suggesting that the later notion of 
11011s and logos, h.itheno supposed to have been introduced into Egypt from 
abroad at a much la1er date, were present al this early period. Thus the 
Greek tradition of the origin of their philosophy in Egypt undoubtedly 
contains more of the LruUl than has in recent vears been conceded ... The 
habit, later so pre,·alem among the Greeks, ot interpreting philosophically 
u,e (unctions of the EgypLian gods ... had already begua in Egypt before 
the earliest Greek philosophers were bor:n; and it is not impossible thal 
Greek practice of the .interpretation of u1eir own gods received its first 
inipulse from Ero pt".19 

When the phMaoh PsammeLiclrns T by 663 B.C. was able to shake off 
the Assyrian yoke and start the �'Vl Saite Dynasty (664-525 8.C.), Egypt 
(instead of the cities of Syria and Phoenicia, partly ruined by the 
:\ssyrians) became the most 011porta11L place for Greek mercenaries and 
seekers of wisdom. According to W. Burkert, even before tl1c Saice period 
the Greeks were strongly inlluenced in tl,cir religion, literature, and art by 
the Eastern models, introduced by Lhe itinerant seers and priests of 
purif.icauoa, migrating "craftsmen of the sacred" who trans01Jued their 
divinatory skills, mythological motifs, and wisdom.20 

These seers and healers arc tl1c direct predecessors of the Orphic and 
Dionysiac "craftsmen" - Lhose who made the sacred their craft (technm) 
and who adhered to u1e ca1hartic and "philosophical" way of life, telestikos 
kai 111t111likos bios, based on citual therapies and esoteric teachings of 
Liberation. As in the later I lcm,ctic anti I lcllenic philosophy, u,e role of 
spirirual "father" who transmits knowledge to his "son" through initiation 
is strongly emphas1.1,cd. 
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This u:ansrruss1on of the telestic crafts and mysteries is simp.ly a 
p.rolongatioo of the ancient practices (now detached from the temples), 
borh Mesopotamian and Egyptian in their origins. The Codex of 
Ha.mmurapi already designated the true craftsman as mar 11111ma11i, "son of 
1,he master craftsman". Likewise the Phoenician seer describes himself as 
"the knowing ooe, son of the master craftsman" (11111dlf, 111ar lfllll/Ja1m). The 
same is true of the craft tradition of Ptah and Imhotep. Their wisdom is 
esoterjc and can be revealed only to the ioiliates belonging to the same 
sacred "familv" (ge11os). 

The Saite period Egypt (664-525 B.C.) became the school for the 
Greek jophoi to the same degree as Islamic Spain for the Medieval 
European philosophers and scientists. At the same time the pursuit of a 
codification of ancient memories and the creation of the patterns of a 
nocmat.ive past became central: from Assyria, where a comprehensive 
collection aod philological edition of Sumerian, Akkadian, Babylonian, 
and Assyrian texts took place, to Greece, where the normative Homeric 
corpus was formed. The mythical Exodus traditions were selected and 
canonized at the same time. following the Assyrian and Babylonian 
exarnples. 

The Houses of Life which flourished during the Sa.ite period la.id 
foundations for tbe later tradition of philology and allegorical exegesis, 
shaping, in a sense, that image of a mysterious and holy Egypt which 
pre,·ailed in Ptolemaic aod Roman times. This image of an age-old 
wisdom was supported by the visible and immediately accessible "past" in 
temples, memorials and books, experienced as the divine presence in the 
eternal "here and now". 

Tb.is thoroughly sacralized, archaized (in a classicist sense), canonized, 
and 11tuali2ed Egypt with its "almost theatrical"21 cultural forms - not 
iu·bitrari.ly chosen but coosci.ously related to the anciem prototypes - was 
encountered by Solon. Pythagoras, and Plato. It .is therefore no wonder 
rh;i1 Plaw's theory of Forms and intelligible Numbers, along with his 
respect for the great past recorded by the Sa.ire priests ("O Solon, Solon, 
you I -JeUencs are never anything but children": Tim.226), derived from 1) 
the ancient Egyptian soucces related co the theo.ry of medu neter as well as 
2) the Mesopotamian doctrine of me. 

The categories called 111e are the efficacious paradigms of all things and 
creative symbols of power, possessed by Ao (Heaven), or Enlil, or Ea 
(Enki, an equivalent of Ptah). The Sumerian god Enki was the lord of 
p1imordial \Vatcrs (r,psu), wisdom, tbeucgic tokens and incantations. all arts 
and crafts, poetry and magic. The Sumerian me (rendered by Akkadian 
pam1) are attributes or powers of the gods (like Egyptian ba11 and sekhemu), 
actJng as articulating, organizing, and educating forces. A related term 

�isl�-hlfr (plan, design), denotes how these ideal paradigms are to be 
Lrnttatcd and embodied. 
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7. I lieratic Myths and Symbols 

For Plato's Socrates. myLl1s must be subjected Lo incerprel.lll.ion in a 
way thal assists self-knowledge. This means that, instead of studying the 
hiscorical Lraclil.ions of myth-making. one is asked to interpret myths non
literally and .regard them as a complex mirror of clivine and human 
realities. T

h
is mi.rror allows the philosopher-exegete (hem,ene"s) or the 

sacred scribe (hierogran11nate11s) to identify himself with the events narrated 
in the swry - their mychicaJ paracligms, images, and symbols which 
operare in a oon-cliscw:sive way and arc able to elevate the interprece.r to 
first principles. 

Accorcling co I lellenic Neoplatooisls. there are clifferent kinds of myth. 
The highest theological myths are those which do not attach themselves 
to any material object, but regard the actual natures of the gods: they are 
"cliv:ine" (theio1) because they a.re used by the gods (theot). The gods 
themselves in oracles have employed myths. According to Sallustius. who 
followed lamblichus in this respect, the universe itself can be called a 
myth: 

"So cbe myths represent the gods in respect of that which is speakable 
and that which is unspeakable (arrhe/011), of that which is obscure and that 
which is manifest, of that which .is clear and that which is hidden, and 
rep.resent the goodness of the gods; just as the gods have given ro all alike 
the benefits to be d.rawo from objects perceptible to the senses while 
resLricling to the wise the enjoyment of those received from objects 
perceptible to the intellect, so the myths proclaim to all that the gods exist, 
telling who they are and of what sort to those able co know iL Again, 
myd1s represent me active operations of the gods (kai las e11e1ieias de 
111i11101111lai l011 lheOII). The universe itself can be called a myth (exesli gar kai 
to11 kos11101111mtho11 eipei11), since bodies and material objects a.re apparent io 
it, whiJe souls and intellects a.re concealed" (De diis 111.1-15 Nock). 

This attitude is analogous to the archaic attimde of the Egyptian 
theological cliscourse which, at d1e level of aesthetic imagination. 
sometin1es abolishes any clear distinction between body (though boclies 
themselves are of different kinds) and luminous spirit, between 
corporeality and spiritualfry. lo Egypt, knowledge and language are 
understood in bodily terms and are symbolized by the semiotic set of 
concrete corporeal icons. 1bis is because "the body invites to adoration 
b)' its ve1:y theomorphic form; and that is why it can be the vehicle of a 
celestial presence and in principle is salvific", according ro F. Schuon.1: 
However. as lamblichus pointed om. the Egyptians acknowledge 1) a 
noetic, or sp.i.ritual. 2) a psychic. and 3) a natural, or material. realm: 

"11,ey clistinguish both the life of soul (ps11che) and that of Lhe intellect 
(11011s) from the life of nature, and not just in the cosmic sphere. but as 
regards us (i.e .. human beings) as well" (De li[)'Ster. Vl l l.4.266.9-267.1). 
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[n fact·. "tJ-1e body and the soul are two masks superimposed on the 
spirit".2.' 111e Egyptians did not regard t.be doctrine of the ruling Intellect 
a$ merely tJ1eo.reticaJ, but tried to ascend to this noetic realm by means of 
h.icracic theurgy. Since the "name" of God, as ilie transcendent and 
immanent unity of all 1J1cd11 11e/er. extends through all manifested reality, a 
"my1.h" may be likened to a mysterious token (.r1mthe1J1a), both veiled and 
un,·eiled. The operative sacred dimension of myth is lost when its 
co.nten1.s are translated into the mediwn of abstract propositions and 
argumems. 

The hieratic myths may function in the same way as rituals for d1ose 
"who have power to grasp from the symbols of myth with ease, in a secret 
way, the rrud1 concerning the gods" (Proclus 111 Re11p.83.9-10). This is so 
becau�e there is a mysterious .relationship between the symbols of mythic 
narra1ive and that divine world these symbols are able to evoke.24 A mvth 
itself may be monstrous and bizarre regarding its external account, 
however, the seeming unlikeness of the S)1mbol to Lhat at which it secretly 
hints. is essential to its symbolic function, because "symbols are not 
representations of those thlogs of which they are symbols" (111 

Remp. 198.15). 
To teach using inspired mythical accounts means to encounter both 1) 

the iconic t11i1J1esis (if eiko11 is regarded as a visible likeness of the invisible 
sl.fucture of t.he cosmos) and 2) the symbolic mode of representation 
which is not concerned with a one-to-one likeness between copy and 
model. As Proclus says in defence of the "bodily" and "symbolic" nature 
o[ mytl1: 

"1be an, therefore, governing sacred matters (he 1011 hieron tee/me) 
disttibutes, irl a fitting way, the whole of ritual among the gods and the 
a1teudants of the gods (i.e., the daimons), in order that none of those who 
aLtend the gods eternally should be left without a share in the religious 
service due them. This arL calls on the gods with the holiest cites a.nd 
mystic symbols (tais hagiotatais tefetaiJ' kai tois ,m,stikois mmbolois), and 
invokes the gifts of the dai.mons through the medium of a secret sympath�• 
by means of visible passions. In 1he same way, the fathers of such myths 
as we have been discussing, having gazed on virtually the entire procession 
of divine reality. and being eager to connect the mytl1s with the whole 
chain which proceeds from each god, made the surface images of their 
my1hs analogous to the lowest races of being which preside over lowest, 
111Hterial sufferings. However, what was hidden and unknown to the many 
�1ey banded down to those whose passion it is to look upon being, in a 
!orm which revealed 1he transcendent being of the gods concealed in 
'.naccessible places. As a consequence. although every myth is daimoruc on 
llS surface, it is div.inc with respect to its secret doctrine" (daimo11ios 111e11 

ll.rlifl k.1/a lo phai110111eno11, theios de kata te11 apon·heto,, theo1ia11: In &mp.78.18-
79.4). 
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8. AIJ Things and All Hieroglyphs 

Arguing that modern science is ignorant of a non-quantitative aspect 
of things, that is, "fonus", because it sees no criterion in the beauty of 
things (though the beauty of a thing is the sign of its internal unity), T. 
Bw:ckhardc says: 

''Traditional cosmology always comprises an aspect of 'art', in the 
primordial sense of this word: when science goes beyond the horizon of 
the corporeal world or when the traditional cosmologist gives his attention 
only to tbe manifestations, within this very world, of Lranscendent 
qualities, it becomes impossible to 'record' the objecL of knowledge as one 
records the contours and details of a sensory phenomenon. We are not 
saying that the i.nte!Jection of realities higher than the corporeal world is 
imperfecL; we are referring only to its mental and verbal 'focation"'.25 

According to the Memphite theology, the manifested reality consists of 
"all things and all hieroglyphs". Ptah, the divine craftsman, who "created 
alJ things and caused the gods to originate", endows things with their 
immutable patterns, depicted by written symbols. Thouth, the scribe of 
the gods and the "tongue" of A tum, transforms the thoughts of the divine 
"heart" into spoken and written language. The noetic Ideas or the seeds 
of Atwn are articulated and translated through his hands. So, by the 
hands of A tum and &om his own seed, Shu and Tefnut are brought into 
being. The "seed" and "hands" may be interpreted as "teeth" and "lips" 
of Ptah, thus providing the frame for the tongue of Thouth that creates 
the man.ifested orders by naming them. The text of the Memph:ite 
theology says as follows: 

"His Ennead stood before him 
.-\s teeth, that is the seed of t\tum, 
_-\_nd as lips, that is the hands o[ Arum. 
Verily, the Enoead of Atum o.cigi.nated 
Th.rough his seed aod through his fingers".26 

The creacion o[ the fuse Dyad in order to form the first Triad is 
depicted as the paradoxical act of masturbation at the summit of the 
□oetic mound of the supreme divine Heliopolis, the solar lotus that 
emerges from the ineffable darkness of Nun. Thus creation is a luminous 
hieratic act of articulation - eidetically, icooically, symbolically, and 
phoaecically.27 The written symbol, as an intelligible eidfJs made visible, 
originates at the same time as the gods (11ctem), the archetypal Lhings and 
the names. The hieroglyphs, regarded as the divine speech (med11 nelcr, or 
logos which, at the same time, is nmthos), represent the external side of the 
eternal archetypes, or the Platonic Ideas, and in certain sense - 11etem 
themselves: 

"But all divine speech (hieroglyphs) originated 
From that which was thought up by Lhe heart and com1nanded by the 
tongue. 
:\nd thus were all h111 creaLCd and die he11111se/ determined.''21! 
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The world is a hierarchy of 1J1ed11 1tete1� i.e., of lights, names, and icons 
charged with the demiurgic power of heka and organized in accord with 
divine truth (111c1C1l). When Proclus argues that "names refer primarily to 
tbe intelligible Ideas, and that sense-objects get their names, together with 
their being, from that source" (In Parm. IV.852). the Egyptians would add 
t.haL in some fundamenta.l respect names are tantamount to their 
i.nunacerial Forms, or the spiritual lights. The gods themselves function as 
cbe Forms that bring forth one's name (re11), life (ankh), spiritual light, that 
is, intelligence (akh), sou.I (ba), vital energy (ka), and power (sekhem). There 
arc many grades of names, as of knowledge. Proclus says: 

"Since Forms exist primarily, as we learn from the Ti111ae11s (31a), at the 
inferior limit among tbe intelligibles, clearly each of the primary forms is 
'one', 'being', and a 'whole', and as such can be identically present to many 
different things at the same time, but transcendently; so that a Form is 
boLh everywhere and nowhere, and being present to a.11 its instances in a 
non-1empocal fashion is unmixed with them" (!11 Pam,. IV.861). 

The visible sacred icons immanently stand for the ineffable principles 
and the noctic lights which (as the divine presence of archetypes) are 
everywhere within the manifested horizon (akhel). They also can descend 
and penetrate into sacred images (sekhe11111), be they statues, paintings, 
reliefs, books, tombs, temples, palaces, landscapes or bu.man bodies. 
Therefore Proclus says: 

"Of the intellectual Forms themselves we see images, both in ourselves 
and in sense-objects; the essence of the intelligible, however, completely 
Lranscends, b)' reason of its unitary nature, both ourselves and everything 
else. being unknowable in itself. Gods and Intellects it fills with itself; we 
must be content with participating in intellectual Forms through our souls. 
Plato demonstrates chis trlltb when he presents our life as double, havi.ng 
bo1.h a political and a theoretical aspect (Polit.272b), and happiness 
similarly as double, and traces the one life back to the patronymic 
supervisions of Zeus, and the other to the order of K.ronos and pure 
Lntellect. From this it is plain that he refers back our life .u1 its entirety to 
the realm of the intellectual Kings, foe one of these defines the begiruuog, 
and 1he other the end, of this order of being. Such entities as are beyond 
Lhese he declares co be objects of contemplation for sou.ls that are divinely 
possessed and are being initiated into a mystical vision of these things" (!11 
Pnr111. TV.931). 

Through the intelligible power of Thouth, language and sacred script 
Ln10sla1e the primordial archetypes into theurgic symbols and icons. 
Th_erefore 111ed" 11eter play a crucial role in the political and cultic 
awcu.latioo of realit-y. They are essential tools of priesLlv hermeneutics. of 
ihc anagogic interpretation which reveals the truth (111c1al) and opens the 
way of ascem. 111e language itself becomes a sort or conu11encary. 11 
unplies a reading of L.11e "mystical letters" of l.be book-like universe. using 
a kind of "sacramental interpretation" in which "divine meaning becomes 
manifes1 m culuc act", 11ccording Lo J. Assmaim.zv This bo1.h sen·uoac and 
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liturgical procedure establishes homology between the different levels of 
reality: between heavenly and earthly events, between archetypes and 
images. Such a type of commentary is aimed at keeping eternal truth and 
order through the salvifi.c knowledge of names and through 
contemplation of Ideas, that is, tJ1e canonized iconographies of 11etcm, 
their perennial aLtributes and manifested aspects of being. 

The cosmos is not explained in the "naturalistic" fashion. but rather 
interpreted io teems of divine acts. It is equated with the dynamic animal
like text which breathes, lives and contains the miraculous powers (hekatt) 
o[ the noetic Forms which are irradiated from the archetypal fullness of 
Atum-Ra. Esoteric knowledge of names, divine masks, and one's true 
identity is crucial for the aJche.mical transfo.rmat:ion of the soul and 
understanding of reality as it is. It includes both knowledge of paradigms 
embodied in mythical precedents of the "first time" (tep sept) and 
knowledge of the "ontological" cites, because interpretation of reality itself 
is staged as a ritual. Therefore g110.ri.r and praxis ace inseparnble and a 
necessary means for the continuance of aU divine transformations. He 
who knows one or another particular 11etcrand acts according to its eidetic 
patterns and energies (as if wearing a mask of this god), becomes a living 
(ankh) image (t11� of this particular 11ete1; i.e., reveals the primordial noetic 
identity of an image and its archetype. As F. Schuon pointed out 

"lL is in I.he nature of man - since he combines the outward with the 
inward - to make use of sensory supports towards the progress of his 
spiriL or the equilibrium of his soul. These supports are either artistic, and 
so symbolistic and aesthecic, or theurgic; io the latter case their function is 
to act as the vehicle of benefic, protective, and sanctifying forces; the two 
types can moreover be combined. . .. we say theurgy, and not magic, 
given that the forces that act in this case have thcu· raison d'etre and their 
essential source io Divine Grace and not in human art". 311 

The meaning of Forms and symbols, deciphered by the priest is salvi6c 
in many different senses. The h.ieratic exegesis o[ names and attributes bas 
no interest in so-called scientific cause and effect, nor in the reductionist 
:u1d profane logic that e.."plains the cosmogonical process, but rather has 
interest in its spirirual glory and elevating power which works through the 
dramatic myths, liturgies, and symbols imbued with theurgic and 
metaphysical mean.i11g. 

9. Ancient Theocies of ldeas 

Egyptian hieroglyphs are the Forms of the things that constitute all 
manifested reality, in facL, manifestation itself. Therefore at the 
microcosmic level hieroglyphic script is regarded as an inutat.ion of divine 
dem.iurgy. The relation between thing and wriuen sign is similar to that 
between thing and concept in Hellenic philosophy: 
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"When Ptah conceives of the Ideas of things, he at the same time 
invents the script that Thoth has only to record, in the same way that, 
taking the form of the tongue, Thoth utters the thoughts of the heart. 
Thus an onomascicon, a list of words arranged not alphabetically but in 
order ret1eccing the structure of reality, is described as a catalogue of 'all 
Lhings th.at exist what Ptah created, what Thoth copied down'. Thoth, the 
god of script, only has to find. not invent, what is inherent in the structure 
or tbings".31 

The rise of the so-called "theory of Ideas" in one form or another is an 
inevitable and logical consequence, resulting from dealing with 
metaphysical problems of One and Many, of unity and diversity, of 
f leaven and Earth. It is formulated through searching for the mediating 
forces and analogies between metaphysical monism and sensible 
pluralism, that is, a world of infinitely reproduced images. 

In Mesopotamia, the spiritual world, mythologized and empirically 
visualized as an iconic sky-realm of stars, is both separated from the 
sensible earthly realm and closely connected with it both in general 
schemes of macrocosmic-microcosmic analogies and in particular 
symbolic networks. The schemes of Heaven-Earth correspondences 
indicate an archetypaJ set of causative and analogical relations. The tablet 
of the Kassite age (c.1730 B.C.) declares: 

"The vase agubb11 is Ninhaburkuddu, queen of incantations... The 
tamarisk is Anu. The palm tree-head is Tammuz. The pJaot 1110.shtakal is Ea, 
the reed salalt1 is Ninurta ... Silver is the Great Good (moon). Go.Id is 
Enmeshacra (sun). Copper is Ea. Lead is Niomah (here a great rnod1er
goddess) ... The cypress is Adad. Variegated wool is Lamashtu, daughter 
of Anu. The aromatic Zu is Ninurra. The censer is the god Urash. The 
torch is d1e god Gibil. The pure incense is the god Negun (son of NinliJ, 
consort of Enlil) ... The barley grains, d1e dining table, the pots gagz are 
Ninurra-Ea (here gods of potters). The weapon with seven laurel-wood 
heads is 1.he storm, the weapon is Marduk ... "32 

As is clearly indicated i.o the same text, it is addressed only to the 
initiated: dms, dle doctrine of correspondences, symbols, analogies, and 
paradigmatic relations is regarded as an esoteric teaching. According to 
d1e commentary provided by J. Lindsay, for d1e ancient Mesopotamians, 
everything on earth has its divine exemplar. The archetypal divine aspect 
Rod dlc earthly aspect of things are both fused together and separated. He 
says: 

"Under the extreme intellectualizing pressure at work in Greek 
philosophic circles, the divine was cut away and became the transcendent 
Tdeas of Pia ro".33 

The different concepts of elements mediate bet\veen moniscic and 
pluralistic trends of ancient thought. interposing a few basic 
"paradigmatic" substances between the One and the Manv, for instance, 
four elements, or categories, which elaborated the l'vfcs�potamian aod 
Egyptian image of the four-s9ua.re universe and that of 1.he pillars 
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(personified by Shu) of the sky. This is the central metaphysical theme of 
the m-11 millennium myd1ologies and ritual practices, accepting that the 
Word (Hu, med11 11ete,}, or creative Magic (Heka), should mediate between 
1) a primal state of in-risible mixrure of all gods and things and 2) a 
manifested plurality of corporeal entities, things, and beings. 

Following cer1ain Egyptian and Babylonian esoteric cradjtions (e.g .. 
that of the Heliopolitan priests who emphasized the role of the Ennead in 
the process of creation), Pythagoras interposed numbers between I.be One 
and Many, establishing the triunity o( the One-Few-Many. According ro 
T. McEvilley, Empedocles would transpose this triunity "into his tbeo1-y 

of elements and Plato would expand it into his theory of ldeas".34 T. 
f\kEvilley also maintains that this docLCine is expressed in many differem 
ways (including the popular theory of the Cosrojc Person) and indicates 
the transition from mythology to philosophy)$ So Pythagoras tried to 
investigate the underlying unity of the cosmos and its knowability, a 
possibility of scientific knowledge, called episteme by Plato, though the 
Pythagorean wisdom is in part cultic and aimed at practical realization of 
one's hidden divinity. T. McEvilley says: 

"On the one hand, the idea of seeking a manageable nwnber of 
ultimate roots of things expressed a metaphysical desire ro appropriate the 
world into a knowable domain by capturing it in a net of strucruraJ 
projections. On the other ... the m:HeriaLism witJ1 wluch the concept of 
the clements was imbued linked it to naturalistic modes of thought and 
invited empirical investigations. The idea of a limited or family-sized 
number of .rnocs of things is a partly den1ythologized version of tl1e 
Bronze Age cosmology of a few familiarly related gods and goddesses 
who rule and in a sense constitute universe."3<, 

IO. Proclus' Conception of Divine Forms and Unities 

Tn late antiquity, an Idea is regarded as an incorporeal thing which is 
the cause of chose things which are similar to it and is tl1e model foe the 
existence of sensible things. Since there is a hierarchy of intellects from 
the divine intellects (theios 11oes) to d1e cosrojc intellect (11011! 1011 kosmo11), 
participated by the Wocld-SouJ, and to ordinary tl1inking intellects (11oeroi 
11oes), [<leas, as real and objective entities, cannot be regarded simply as 
thoughts of individual human minds. Instead. iJ1ey a.re 11oe111ala of the 
divine Intellect, or Being. Therefore they subsist by their own noetic 
existence in the realm of Being. Although their effects are found in che 
sensible world of bodies. b� themselves they arc 11nmaterial (,uo111alos). 
simple (hap/011.r). eternal (aidios). unchangeable (ametahletoJ). and 
cransct.·ndcnt ( rxcll!111r11os). 

According to the Neoplatonic perspective. rhe so-called "universals" 
d1ar .\ristotle se1s al;,Ullsr Plato's Ideas either refer to the "immaoenr 
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universal" or Lo the secondary abstraction made by the human m.i.od after 
it has experienced those imma.oeoc forms already placed in sensibles by 
tJ,e Demiurge in the process of proodos. However, the pre-existent forms 
(eide) of all cha.racteristics that actually exist in the sensible world are a 
p,ioii contained (as the noetic "sparks" and "traces") in human minds and, 
jf they are hidden, they must be recollected through spirirnal exercises. 
,ukesis a_nd dialectic. Proclus says: 

"lo sum, then, the ldea in the truest sense is an incorporeal cause, 
transcending its participants, a motionless Being, exclusively and reilly a 
model, intelligible to souls through images, and intelligizing causally the 
existents modelled upon it. So that from ill these problems we have 
ferreted out the single definition of an Idea in the true sense. 

"H, then, any wish to attack the concept of Ideas, let them attack this 
definition, and not assume them to be either corporeal images (.pha11ta.siai) 
of their own minds, or coordinate with the things of this realm, or devoid 
of being, or correspondent with our conceptions, or let them produce 
some other sophistic definitions such as these, and then fabricate their 
iirguments on that basis; but let them bear in mind that Parmeoides 
declared the Ideas to be gods, a.ad that they subsist in God, as the Oracle 
also declares (fr.37 DP): 

"'The Intellect of the Father whirred, conceiving with his unwearyiog 
will Ideas of every fonn'. 

"For the 'fount of the Ideas' is God, and the God in whom it is 
contained is the Demiurgic Intellect; and if it is the primal Ide� then iris 
10 this that the above definition, assembled from the problems posed by 
Parmenides, pertains" (In Par771. IV.934-935). 

Proclus speaks of a complete intermixtu.re of the Ideas which, as a 
single whole, constitutes a harmony (s111np11oia) in the unparticipated divine 
lntellecL, according to the metaphysical principle that "everything is in 
everything but in a n1anner appropriate to each" (pa11ta e11 pasin, all' oikeios 
e11 hekas/01). This principle, originally attributed to Anaxagoras' theory of 
rnixrure, by extension may be applied to all manifested reality, functioning 
as the main method for herme.11eut:ical exegesis and analysis. It faithfull)' 
reflects the world of Egyptian gods, symbolicilly summarized by the great 
Ennead. All 11eten1 are regarded as manifestations (ba11), faces, or 
hypostases, of one another, thus constituting countless iconographical 
combinations, but ultimately deriving from the single Principle, the single 
God, who reveals himself in millions of forms. However, in such an 
in1elligible compound as Amun-Ra. Ra is not viewed as being lost in 
.\mun, but remains himself just as much as Amun does and both of them 
can aga-in be manifested separately or appear in other metaphysical 
combinations.,-

A lthough the power of each eidos and each 11e1e1· extends evervwhere. in 
themselves thev are nowhere. Not all things participate in then; alike. L. 

Rosan e..'-plains tbe reason why the eternal wodd is only imperfecdr 
rellectecl within ume: the depanure o[ characLenscics Erom l<leas 1s 
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perfect, but the teturn of things to Ideas is imperfect. This is what 
"distinguishes one thing from another, namely, the degree to wb.ich it 
returns to its causes".38 

Proclus speaks of descending chains that appear as Forms proceed 
through successive downward steps, arguing thaL the series start from 
"Man Himself', then, comes to a "heavenly man", then a "fiery mao", an 
"airy man", a "watery man", and last of all - an "earthly man". The whole 
series depends upon the intelligible henad called "Man Himself' (J,, Pan11. 
fII.812). Proclus says: 

"Thus from the paradigm of the soul of Helios the divine soul of the 
sun first proceeds and, after it, aU the angelic souls in this train, then the 
souls of daimons associated with the sun, and lastly the particular souls in 
this procession. All of them are generated on the model of a single Idea, 
and so exist as orderly acrays of parts to wholes and of followers to 
leaders, while the one intelligent cause furnishes unity and continuity to 
their procession. Similacly, the paradigm of the soul of Selene first 
generates the divine soul belonging to tl1e moon. then the angelic, the 
daimooic, and the participated souls; and the ioteUectuaJ monad contains 
the whole number of them" (In Parm. III.818). 

The action of Ideas upon iliings or rather their participation in 
intellectual Ideas may be likened 

I) to reflections in a mirror, when receptive matter, holding itself 
before the Demiu.rge and the artifice of his Nous, is filled with Ideas from 
him; 

2) to imprints made by a seal upon wa.."- (for the seal, e111phasir, meaning 
ilie Idea which leaves a trace of itsel�, but this impression is noc the same 
as the seal iliat made it, just as t!Je enmartered species is not identical with 
the divine and immaterial Idea; 

3) to the images (eikones) made by the art of painting or scu.lpcure, 
because "it is by divine craftsmanship that things here are shaped into a 
likeness of the divine Ideas, and this is why the whole sensible cosmos is 
called a likeness (eikon) of the intelligible" (In Pamt. IV.840; cf. Tim.92c). 

Proclus regards this analogy based on the principle of similarity 
(hot11oiosis) as supe.rior to the former kinds. 

Since everything in the huge meta-structure of the universe is in some 
way (either as a cause, by existence, or as an image) mirrored in everything 
else, unity is present even to a material iliiog, but in a fashion proper Lo it, 
being not of ilie same rank as an .intelligible unity itself. The universal set 
of uniry, interweaving every portion of manifested reality with every other 
portion, is constituted of henads (henadeJ). The unparricipated 
independent heoads, standing closer to the One in the hierarchy of 
causation, are themselves called theoi, while participated heoads are sumbola 
and sunthemata - the supernamral lheurgic symbols and tokens able to 
elevate the soul to the level of transcendent union (he110.ris). 

Tf any description of manifested reality, understood as cl1eopbany, 
involves a desc.cipt.ioo of henads, i.e., of the mmscendent gods and I.heir 
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ineffable symbols eineoded through all levels of being, then rational 
philosophical and mythological descriptions coincide. For example, the 
theology of the Cbaldea11 Oracles already identified the Chaldean entities 
iyngcs (i1111ges. maintained as the "thoughts of the Father") with Platonic 
[clcas. The iyoges, that is the living mythical beings playing the role of the 
Foans, are regarded as purveyors of unity. They produce a multitude of 
offspring and then swallow them up and integrate them into true noetic 
svnthesis. 
· The intelligible iynges drive the soul upwards and, along with the so

called "maintainers" (likened to the elevating rays of the visible sun) and 
ccletarchs (who are initiators and guides at all stages of the soul's striving 
towards noetic union), they personify divine grace al all levels of being. 
The theurgic instrument used by the Chaldean Platonists and also called 
ivnx (i1111x. pl. i111,ges) consists of a cone which begins in unity and becomes 
plurality through a vertiginous multiplication o[ itsdf.39 

The hierarchy o[ unities is the hierarchy of the a:aditional gods, their 
names and a.ttributes. Therefore the divine characters penetrate even to 
1.he last terms of the participant series: the heoad communicates even to 
the body an echo of its owo quality. In this way the body (soma) becomes 
□ot only ensouled and intellective (enrpsucho11 kai 11ocro11), but also divine 
(theio11). According to Proclus: 

"All divine bodies (so111a theion) are such through the mediation of a 
divinized soul, all divine souls through a divine intelligence, and all divine 
intelligences by participation in a divine henad: tbe be-□ad is immediate 
deity (a11/othe11 theos), the intelligence most divine (11011s theiotato11), the soul 
divine (psuche theia), the body deiform." (soma theoeides: ET 129). 
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BEING IN ANCIENT EGYPTIAN 

AND NEOPLATONIC THOUGHT 

1. From Eidology to the Metaphysics of Being and Beyond Being 

The entire scope of Neoplatonic ontology cannot be explained by a 

simple division between Being and Becoming. Instead it requires us to 
face a number of noetic principles, arranged "inside" or "outside" the 

i.ndfoblc One, and to deal with their manifestations or prolongat.ions at 
different levels of reality. In this particular context, even the term 
·'ontology" may be misleading, since it is too closely bound to modem 
philosophical concepts and hem,eneutical patterns. 

,-\.s Denis O'Brien pointed out when discussing non-being in 
Parmeo.ides, Pl.ato and Plotinus: 

"There is almost nothing io the history of Greek philosophy which 
can be taken as a matter of course".1 

This obsc.rvation is to a much greater extent true when we turn to 
ancient Egyptian thought, because one cannot simply dismiss the 
prevailing views of the ancient Hellenic philosophers attesting the 
Egyptia11 roots of their philosophy.2 The language of myths, sacred rites 
and theurgic symbols operates at a different .level to that of rational 
philosophical discourse. However, the hermeoeutical attitude of 
Damascius, in his attempt to read Neoplatonic metaphysics into ancient 
Egyptian cosmogonical accounts (Deprincipiis l.316.20-I.324.15), is not to 
be regarded as altogether groundless. It makes perfect sense because, in 
some respects at least, it represents the initial stock &om which much of 
the later metaphysical themes and categories are derived directly or 
indirectlv. 

'
X

e will now try to outii.ne the Neoplatonic and ancient Egyptian 
theory o[ being in general and to show that there are some undeniable 
parallels and analogies which, putting aside the morbid question of 
historical influences, deserve careful attention. Let us turn, at first, to 
Neoplatonic ontology. 

Most Western scholars are quite comfortable with the dogmatic 
assertion that by establishing the First Principle which is boili beyond 
Being and lotellect, Plot:inus turned so-called .Middle Platonism into 
someLhing rather like "Neoplatonism". To those who are obsessed by 
one-sided positivist classifications and try to force their own ideological 
premises into the form of a sort of orthodox history of philosophy, this 
Neoplatonism (especially in its Post -Iamblichean developments) seems to 
be no more d1an a regrettable deviation from sound "classical" .rationalism 
and an inexcusable fall into the sin of rirnalism and superstition. 

Now it becomes clear that late Hellenic Neoplatonism is far from so
called i.rraLionalism, as i1 is understood by arrogant modem scholars. E,·en 
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tJ1eW'.g)', instead of being regarded as a corruption of rational philosophy, 
is to be understood as the culmination of philosophy and a return co its 
divine origins. 

According co L. M. de Rijk, .rethinking the not.ion of transcendence 
and immanence within the Platonic trndition involved tJ1e gradual 
cransition from a metaphysics of Forms to a metaphysics of Being (or 
ontology in the strict sense) and then to a metaphysics o[ the One (or 
henology). He argues that such developments were initiated by Plato 
himself, though the final step of putting one Principle beyond Being was 
taken by Plotious.3 However, leaving aside the quest.ion of whether Plat.o's 
theory of Forms actually presupposes the entire transcendent domain of 
perfect Being and perfect Good. which is epekei110 le.r ousia.r, we can raise 
the following question: 

Is this gradual t.ransition from a metaphysics of Fom1s co the 
Neoplatonic One only a change of emphasis within the inner semantic 
body of Platonism, or docs it mark a sudden discovery made by Plocinus -
a universal discovery with enormous consequences. namely, that tJ1e 
ultimate Principle is beyond both Being and Intellect? 

J f one is not an irremediable modern nominalist of the worst kind. 
there is sufficient reason to i.h.ink that the .ineffable Principle. the One 
beyond Being, is not an "invention", made by Plotinus or by ceriain 
anonymous Neopythagoceans. initiates of the oral esoteric tradition, be it 
a real chain of transmission or a regrettable fiction, as most modern 
scholars prefer to believe. The Egyptian rather of the gods, symbolized bv 
the primordial Waters, is an exact mythological equivaJem of the 
Neoplatonic One. The same could be said regarding the transcendent and 
invisible aspect of the Theban Amun. At the very least, if one were brave 
enough to accept the metaphysical premises of phi/o.rophia pere1111is of any 
Lype, one would be able to find sim.ilar doctrines almost anywhere from 
Pharaoni.c Egypt to Vedic India. 

his fairly e\rident that every ancieol metaphysical system was directed 
at unchanging and elemal principles, or ineffable sources, and approached 
ontology by establishing what is fundamental and primary in reality and on 
which all tJ,ings depend. 

2. H:ierarchy of Priority and Posteriority 

As Werner Beierwaltes pointed out. the Neoplatoni.scs make a clear 
distinction bcLween Being and Lhe being of an entity. \Vhich is always a 
particular something. Despite various formulations and divergent. 
an:irudes. this means that the One itself as tJ,e supra-essential (not existing 
in particularity) is differenr from Being in tbe first and tn1e sense. i.e .. 
ln1cllcc1...• 
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Being proper is related to the second hypostasis of Plocinus and is the 
intelligible summit of kosmos 1/0etos wh.ich emerges from the ineffable One, 
understood as the d1111ami.r pa11to11. Though, according to Dominic J. 
O'Meara. the expressions "hierarchy" and "chain of being" are too vague 
and roo open to anachronism to be useful in approaching the philosophy 
of Plotinus,5 it is not necessary to substirute for them the priority 
ienninology formulated by Plato and Aristotle and used by Plotinus in 
articulating the structure of reality, because the meaning remains the same. 

Priority may be understood as a logical priority, or priority by nature, 
and being which involves a hierarchy of perfection, knowledge, value. 
purity and simplicity. What is prior is more simple, more closely resembles 
1.he supreme unity which is the most sfrnple Principle. The posterior is 
contained in tl1e prior and tl1e prior is contained in the posterior, being its 
consurutive presence (since every level of creation is a result of 
contemplation) and, at ilie same tin1e, transcending it. Therefore the prior 
is not only in the posterior, but also independent of it (E1111. III.8.9.1-10). 
Thus tl1e hierarchy includes different levels of transcendence and 
immanence and their coordinated relations according to ilie metaphysical 
parrem of abiding, proceeding and returning. 

\X'litl1in the hierarchy of manifested reality, the distinction is made 
between noelic Being (being-infinitive, to eit1at) and determinate being 
(being - participle, to 011). This distinction, found in the anonymous 
Com111e11ta1y on the Pammrides, attributed to Porphyry by Pierre Hadot, is a 
source of the scholastic distinction bet,veen essence and existence. 
ascribed to the Persian Peripatetic Ibn Sina. The late Neoplatooic 
distinction between huparxis and oNsia, that is between 1) pre-existence, 
puce noetic Being in its simplicity, and 2) substance as the determinative 
subject taken with its accidents, made by Pcoclus and Damascius, follows 
the same partem of thought.6 

Since all deterrn.i.ned being must be l.i.rnited by its proper form, the first 
Principle of all determination (peras) in the realm of being, the One, is 
beyond any description. Everything has some form of being, from tl1e 
noet.ic plero111c1 lo the minimal existence or nonbeing of matter which 
possesses no attributive being of any formal kind. As Kevin Co.rcigan 
rightly observes, by comparison wiili the intelligible world. "the being"of 
maircc, and of bodies founded upon it, is "ilie being o[ things which do 
not exist" (E,111. IJI.6.6.31-32).-

3. lnclivisible and Divisible Being 

Neoplawnic ontological terms can cause much confusion. As a rule, 
Plot.inus uses ilic .infinitive of th.e verb "to be" with the neuter article, to 

einai. to denote "the being" which can be attributed to anything.a But the 
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neu1er participial Crom the verb "to be", lo 011, and the plural, la Ollla (an 
equivalent of ta pragmala, the Procljne term for the things or noetic 
reaJities) refers to: 

I) the noetic Being as such and all chose real beings, intellects, or 
lights, which constitute No11s and are the contents of kosmos J1oelos: 

2) being, as a category among the all-pervacling greatest kinds (megista 
gene), adapted from Plato's Sophist. 

The greatest kinds are as follows: Being, Rest. Morion, [deoricy, 
Difference. These "Platonic" categories, however, may be easily deduced 
from different ancient cosmogonies, including the Orphic myths and their 
Egyptian prototypes. For Plotinus, they mean different faces of I.he eternal 
life of Ol(J. As regards the arrangement of the entire noetic cosmos into 
the order of Being, Life, Intelligence, Being represents the stage 111one 
abiding, Life -proodos (proceeding), and Intelligence - epistn,phe (reversion) 
with.in the boundaries of the second hypostasis. 

The tenn o"sia, usually translated as substance, essence, or entity, may 
be equated to the expression ho esti - "what it is". ft indicates both the 
simple noetic substances and composi1.e physical substances of separate 
individuals. Aristotle calls both form and matter. as well as their 
composite, by the same term, o"sia, and recognises the noetic 011sia also . 
. \ccording to Plotinus, alJ these 011sini are not equally substances (E,111. 
VI.1.2. 8 -12). He insists Lhat the term 011sia is not employed in the same 
sense m all these cases. Therefore different substances must belong co 
different genera. Dc.xipus formulates chis ontological problem as follows: 
if there are two 011.fiai, one noetic, the other sensible, bow can they be 
related to a single genus? (/11 Ca/�A0.14{). Trying to solve this problem, 
Dexipus asserts: 

''Plotinus in fact posits 011sia as a genus unique among noetic realities 
because it procures being for incorporeal foons uruversaUy and gives 
being to all the forms which are sensible and blended with mauer. If that 
is so, 1.he principle of 011sia extends across aU things. taking successively the 
first. second, and third rank insofar as it giy·es being to one primarily and 
to others in ano1her manner. This is why, if everything leads to this 
principle of 011s1a (since everything is suspended from it) Aristotle's 
description of 011sia can also provide a glimpse of 1.he first principle of 
011sia, from which Lhe ousia has fallen co its lowest degree" (111 Categ.40.28-
.. rJ .3) . 

.. -\ccordingly, 1.he single principle mus1 be underst0od as noetic owia. lo 
Plorinus' own words: 

"Noetic 011.ria in this case would be ousit1 in a primary sense, the other in 
a derivative and lesser sense" (B1111. VI.1.3.3-5) . 

. \s Pierre Hadot pointed out. Plotinus admitted tJ1aL the noetic ONsia is 
a principle, because it. is oNsia in itself: it grounds being, because it is Lhc 
supreme idea of 1uma. a genus in the Platonic sense. that is. an intelligible 
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real.ity which exists in and for itself.9 Such js the primordial essence or 
substance of all lower manifestations. Therefore Plotinus equates 
indivisible owia with noetic reality as such, which may be imagined as the 
fued centre of a circle whence the rays o( the derived being proceed. 
Hence, the divisible 011sia is related to sensible forms, or the moving 
periphery of a circle. The in.tennediate 011sia, which the Demiurge made by 
blending the indivisible 011sia and the ousia which becomes divisible in the 
body, is the 011sia of the soul (E1111. IV.2.1.29ft). It resembles the 
descending and ascending ray, or the isthmus between noetic being and 
ma r:erial non-existence. 

In the primary and fundamental sense, Being is not sensible. but ooetic 
or ra1hcr divine reality in which sensible instances participate and &om 
which they derive their existence. The hierarchy of ousiai resembles the 
hierarchies depicted in the ancient cosmogonies and creation myths, based 
on the chain of priority and posteriority and on sacred genealogies 
regarded i1s family stories. To turn the actors of the cosmogonica.l rjtual, 
be they gods, daimons, or miraculous forces, into mental categories means 
to separate the living flesh from the dead bones and present the purified 
bones as the logical strncture of being. This translation is a painful 
hcrmeneutical procedure which, at the dawn of Hellenic philosophy, or 
raLher oi rational and emancipated philosophical discourse, was a purely 
esoteric undenaki.ng supported by dreams of power. 

:\ccorcling to Ploti.nus, the principle of owia extends through aJJ things 
and constitutes the degrees of being in the continuous process of 
irradiation and creative contemplation, whkh means the chain of 
participation and inevitable degradation from the noetic to the sensible 
realm. ,\JJ degrees (taxeis) of manifested reality have their origin and end in 
the noetic principle of o,aia. 

The whole metastrucrure mav also be understood in terms of 
archetvpes and their images. The ;uter energeia is an eido/011 of r:he inner 
acLivi1y - therefore the relationship of an archetype and its image is 
connected with the notion of ene,geia. Even soul must serve as matter in 
relaLion to Nous which eoforms and enlightens it, and a human being of 
this lower corporeal world is the ene,geia tes psuches, not the ousia in its real 
noeLic sense. because the sensible a11thropos (in contrast to archetypal man, 
placeJ in the noetic cosmos) is an image o( higher noetic 011sia and 
e11e1ieia.11' The spiritual ascent to fust principles is also described in 
ontological terms. 

-4. The One as Foundation o[ Being 

£-/l{p(//xis is another important ontological term which causes a 
permanem headache to those who try to render it into modern languages. 
lamblichus distinguished be1ween an entity's omi,1 and its h11pa,,.,is. 
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Damascius explained h11par.-.is as a composite word made from hlljJo and 
archei11. Accordingly. h11parxfr signiues the first principle of evexy 
hupostasis - being t.he primal ontological foundation for the structure of 
manifested reality as a whole and for each part Io the sense of the 
simplicity anterior to all things. h1rpareodr may be equated to the One itself 
which is the cause of every ousia but is not itself ousia. 11 

Therefore h11parxis is pre-existence or tl1e pure and unconditioned 
noecic foundation of Being, rendered by Francesco Romano as ,,almu 
profa11da. 11atlfra essmzjrde, instead of esiste11za (existence).12 l lowever, the 
ineffable One in itself must transcend /}l(parxis understood as meaning 
singular natures rather than abstract ones, though (in sharp conu:as1 to 
modem opinion) first principles and noetic realities are more concrete 
than their lower manifestations.11 

The One, or the Good, as the Foremost Principle (pro/isle mrhe) is t.he 
cause of theophany down to the lowest level of hlfpar.:,.,-iJ. nius the 
primordial and all subsequent procession is the transmission (111e/{l{Josis) of 
Oneness by means of radiation &om above (katal(//llpsis). According to 
Produs: 

"AU that subsists in any fashion has its being either in its cause. as an 
originative potency (kat' aitia,, esli,, md;oeidos); or as a substantial predicate 
(kath' h1rpa,-,...-i11); or by participation, after the manner of an image" (kata 
mclhexi11 eiko11ikos: ET 65 Dodds). 

In many cases, the tem1 011sia is used by Proclus as equivalent to 
b11parxis, because h1t/)arxis differs from oNsia ooly on the level of the One. 
Being is the univecsal attribute o( all that is and, on its owo level, Being is 
the cause of all d1at is.14 The super-abundance of divine power which 
appears as an inimaoeot irradiation (ella111psis) is active through all levels of 
existence. It keeps the unity (he,,osis) o[ being through the noetic and 
sensible cosmos as the const.itucive agent of everything's h1rparxis. 

When located abo,Te the level of Being, this pr-inciple o( all theopbanies 
and ontoloSlcal processions is regarded as apeiria. the Unlimited and 
Lranscendeot Infinity, in cert.am respects equivalent 1.0 the Ero ptiao god 
Shu before his en1ering into Being, whereas the power below that level is 
called zoe, noetic Life, or Shu manifested as the noetic Space and Light. 
Since the One. or the Good. is d1mt1111i.r pa11to11 in the highest and ineffable 
sense. Its causation Slves ase to all subsequent IJ11postaseis which are 
1>111r1111eis o( any particular level or being along with their participants. 

The noetic 011sia is inferior to Oneness: tl1erefore the One prcsumabl� 
has h1q:,,_1rxis. but is h11pe,v11sio11. beyond Being. \\:"bat appears below the One 
is a mi.xture of percu and apei,ia. and the urst level of rru.xrnrcs constitutc:
thc domain of real beings (ta 011ta). 

lamblichus siniaied he11 011, the One Being of Pl:-tto's Pamm11de.r. aL the 
summit of the noctic realm. This l\lonad of Be111g, or L11e 011/or o,uia. 
direcrly partic1pa1cs in the One itself. In this sc·nse 1he One Being 1s 
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identical witb tbe 11oeto11. However, the problem is as follows: \Xlbat kind of 
being, if any, does the First Principle have? Though tbe One Being, which 
is called the Unified, to he110111et1011, by Damascius, is closer to tbe One than 
to Bei.ng, nevertheless it constitutes the first and the highest level of 
Being. One can wonder whether this search for logical and semantic 
precision is simply a bermeneutical attempt to establish the scope of the 
second hypod1esis of Plato's Pam1enides, or is it based on tbe profound 
anx.ietv of the human mind when facing its own fatal limits and its inability 
to sol�e the metaphysical puzzle on the level of discursive thought? 

Oamascius understands this very well_ in his radical guestion which 
runs as follows: 

"Eidier procession is from that which exists, in which case, how could 
what already exists previously [be able to] proceed? Or else IJrocession 
comes from something that doesn't exist, yet what kind of being could 
come from something mat doesn't exist? Something actual cannot come 
from something potential since the former is supecior to tbe latter, while 
the effect is always i.nfecior to the cause (De pn·mip. I.226.11-16). 

\Xfhen rational philosophical discourse faces the tb.reshold of the 
Ineffable, which surpasses aoy attempt of reason to draw a consistent 
"mechanical" picLu.re of first principles and their relations, sheer 
paradoxes are unavoidable. Tue rationalistic approach insists that one 
point (or instance, entity, category) must necessarily touch another point; 
otherwise the imagined gap seems to be unsurpassable. One "hand" must 
touch another "hand" in order to pass some "parcel of reality" or the 
impulse of power, as in the well koown children's game. The mythical 
cosmogonies do exactly the same, but instead of abstract terms aod 
categories they have divine names or attractive dramatis personae-. failiers 
and mothers, brothers and sisters, lovers, traitors and gangs. 

5. Incomprehensible Divine Unities 

\"Xlhat place is allotted to the gods in the Neoplatooic cosmogonical 
scheme which may differ in deLail while preserving essentially the same 
metastructu.re? Like the Egyptian t1etem, the gods in Neoplaconic 
phi.losophy constirute and occupy different levels of reality, being in 
certain respects this reality itself. Therefore Proclus clearly asserts: 

"Every god is a self-complete henad or unit, and evei:y self-complete 
hcnad is a god" (ET 114). 

"Every god is above Being (h11pero"sio.r), above Life (huperzoos), and 
above Intelligence" (hupemo11s: ET 115). 

"Every god is panicipable, except the One" (ET 116) 
"Every god is a measure of Lhings exisLent" (ET 117) 
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"All that is divine has a h11parxis which is goodness, a power (d11110111is) 
,vh.ich has the character of unity, and a mode of knowledge which is secret 
and incomprehensible to all secondary beings alike" (ET 121). 

"The procession of all things exisLent and all cosmic orders of 
exisLence extends as far as do Lhe orders of gods" (ET 144). 

r\ccording to Damascius, lamblichus was the fust among the Platonic 
philosophers Lo assert that all gods insofar as gods are beyond being and 
substance. They are no less than self-subsistent h11pmxeis that transcend 
d1e noet.ic 01/J'ia. 15 In short, tJ1c:: famblichcan gods are Lhc:: participalcd 
henads. as Syrianus and Proclus would say. 

This attitude is rejecled by those contemporary scholars who have 
argued that die gods lamblichus related to the first hypothesis of Placo's 
Pamm1ides are not t.ransccndent unities, or henads, in the Procline sense, 
but rather the noetic gods. This philosophical riddle and other sin1iJar 
problems arc not as in1portant as they appear to the pedantic minds of 
those who struggle with "die notorious difficulties" such as where exaclly 
to position die henads of hunblichus and Proclus: beyond die noet.ic 
realm or among the intelligibles, beyond the categories of peras and apeiria 
or at the same level? Truly speaking, they are "nowhere" as well as 
·'everywhere". \'('e can speci�• even different types of benads. bul we 
cannot say what they are. if they "are" at all, and where they are. except in 
the in1agioed metaphysical "icon" which may serve as a means of 
contemplation and a11agoge in the same sense as a Taotric or Buddhist 
11/Jt-"!Jtl. 

Let us now turn to Lhe assertion of Damascius who says as follows: 
"Almost all philosophers before lamblicbus considered lhat Lherc is 

only one God beyond being, whereas all other gods are substantial beings 
(OttSiodeis), but divtoized through illuminations (ella111pseis) from the One. 
,-\ccording to them the multitude of supcr-subscan1ial henads are not self
subsistent hypostases (autoleleis /}l(pos/a.seiJ), buc illuminations Crom Lhe only 
God and deificat.ions given unto the various substances" (De pri11rip. 
l l l .6 - 0 -14). 

The benads "grow up" from the One through different additions 
(prostbeseis) to the One. These "additions", in certain respects parallel to 
the Divine Names of Islamic Sufi meology. multiply them as both the 
transcendent and immanent ground-set of me entire manifested reality. 
This reality possesses all different ontological attributes which ultimately 
derive Lheir exislence from the divine source. I lowever, the negative 
deductions of ll1e fuse hypothesis of Plato's Pamm1ides may be applied LO 
the gods, or henads, considered as pure unities without anr discernible 
character. i.e., incomprehensible ro all secondary beings. 

:\ny god as such, be he noetic, noclic-ooeric, noeric, hypercosmic or 
eocosmic, insofar as he is hentlJ and theos. he is not many, not sinular. not 
idenuc:il. noL different and so on."' In other word�. all. ne�a11ons of the 
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li.rst hypothesis of Ptm11e11ides can be applied to the henads as unit:ies 1.hat 

are above Being. But the noetic Being may be many, similar, identical, 

JjffcrcnL and so on, as the second hypothesis of Pamw1ides implies. 
f-lowever, if the henads originate through additions, they appear to be 

somewhat closer co the level of Being, or rather the One Being, and thus 
belong to the second hypothesis of Plato's PamJC11ide.r. As Proclus himself 
pointed out, all the benads coexist with being, therefore each god "is". 
1.hough the One itself is beyond Being (111 Par111.499.78). For this reason C. 
Steel raises the legitimate question: 

"l3ut do not all divine henads as autoteleis h11posta.reir subsist beyond 
being. even if they are distinguished by different characters that can only 
be described on the level of the second hypothesis"?1-

Argui.ng that I.he gods are h11pero11sios like die One itself, Proclus, 
however, mentions that the gods are participated and this feature 
establishes the only difference between the One and the henads. The 
benads as h11pe,vusios cannot be participated in Being, but they themselves 
are participated by essence and that which is, i.e., by real beings (de hupo 
011.ria.r kai /ou 011/0.r).18 Therefore the gods are the participated henads able 
to bind all things to diemselves thus "connecting through diemselves all 
that comes after them widi the One which transcends all equally" (TheoL 
Plflt. I l l.4.17.19-12). 

The mys1.erious irradiation from the One constitutes die different 
levels of existence: diose which stand close to die super-abandant centre 
and those which are far removed from it (aldiough die distance is ooc 
spatial or temporal, but rad1er ontological and epistemological, regarded as 
a veil of ignorance which conceals d1e real divine identity of things) and 
resemble reflections, copies, or shadows of their intelligible models. The 
realm of rcaJ beings (ta Ollta) is a mixture of pera.r and apei1ia, two 
transcendent metaphysical principles. This domain of reaJ beings is 
i111.erpn:ted as the first level of noetic Being, followed by noet.ic Life and 
Intellect. The intelligible triad of Being-Life-Intellect determines the inner 
SLructure and order within the diacosm of Being. 

Every level of die noetic domain has a similar triadic structure which 
emphasizes one or a.nodier element of d1e triad, and such triads are 
multiplied .in the course of irradiation. The triadic structure of all noetic 
cmit.ies mirrors the primal triad of Limit (peras), Unlimited (apeiron) and 
1Iixture (mikton). The entire manifestation is ordered by descending chain 
of triads arranged according 10 the triadic structure of abidi.ng (111011e). 
procession (prvodos) and reversion (epistrophe). 

Below lntellect proper. equated to the Demiurge of Ti111ae11.r ac the 
nocric (or thinking intellectual) level. we find the level of Soul. lt comains: 
I J the Soul which 1..ransccnds the corporeal cosmos emi.rely; 2) the \

v
odd

Soul, and 3) particular souls. i.e., a) the immanent souls of the fixed stars 
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and planets, and b) the souls of "the gods below the Moon" (P:rocl. I,, 
Tim.255.10) to which category human souls also belong .. 

The nex1 two levels are that of Nature (ph11si.r), understood as ao 
immanent but incorporeal seminal power which gives birth to the material 
world, and that of Body (soma), the material world itself which is an 
appearance, or shadow, deprived of all productive ability of its own.19 

6. Images of Divine Light 

The whole metastructure of being is regarded as an incorporeal as well 
as corporeal agalma, a divine Statue, which is intelligent, alive, and e.'tistent. 
According to Proclus, the henad communicates even to the body an echo 
of its own quality: in  this way the body becomes not only animate and 
intellective but also divine. 

This divine metastructure is governed by the transcendent light that 
stems from the Good and is a unifying force. Or rather the manifested 
reality "is" the transcendent light itself, veiled by the multiplicity of forms, 
beings, images and reflections. To put it in terms of Neoplatonic analogy, 
just as sensible things are made sun-like by the light of the visible Sun, so 
the noetic realities are made god-like by the invisible hyperooetic Sun 
which is to agathofl. Following the example of Plato, the Neopla.cooists used 
the language of "participation" (metexis} and "imitation" (mimesis) to 
describe the dependance of image on its original. As A. H. Armstrong 
remarked regarding the doctrine of matter, held by Syriaous and Proclus: 

"This ultimate invisible and formless mirror is no longer only a dark 
negativity which has to be there if the self-diffusion of the Good which is 
its diffraction in images is to reach its furthest possible Lim.it, and is that 
ultimate limit. In being this, for the Athenians it is ilie ultimate 
manifestaL.ioo ol the Dyad or Apeiro11, the lofinite, one o[ the two first 
principles of all reality proceeding £rom the One o:r Good, and by all 
Pythagorean and Platonic tradition the [eminine one, coupled with the 
masculine Peras, the principle of lim.it and form .... But this Infinite is also 
the theophany of thaL in the ineffable First which makes iL impossible to 
think or image it. She presents through all the levels of m.iaoring the 
symbol of the escape of God, of that which makes it ultimately impossible 
to organize the Good. So at the bottom of the cosmos of mirrors as well 
as at the top the image of mirroring breaks, as all concepts and images 
break".20 

For Procius, to speak about transcendent Light and to speak about the 
One (to hen) is the same. The noetic light shines forth from the One as 
does the Egyptian Arum-Ra who enters into Being from the ineffable 
waters of Nun. The One holds together all noetic entities, the intelligible 
gods and intellects, thus making them one. This is the divine unity in 
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di,·ersity. since light and divinity have the same function. If light stems 
from tl�e One (who is the Father of all netem, according to the Egyptians), 
the gods likewise appear with it. The light unifies the ooetic entities 
making them similar to the Good and constituting their real being through 
puticipation in light which is the same as participation in divinity of the 
Unspeakable One. Th.is is the mystery of divine self-disclosure, the 
tr:ldiuonal symbolical accounts of which were either received as an 
"illununation from the gods themselves", or inherited by the 
Neoplatonists from the sacred wisdom of ancient civilizations. 

7. The One and Many according to Egyptians 

\X.'bcn we rum to t.b.e ancient Egyptian conception of reality, we 
encounter considerable difficulties, because Egyptian mythical images, 
teons. and symbols cannot be regarded simply as equivalents of Greek 
,Jntological terms. The Egyptian universe is composed not of things or 
absLrnc1 categories, but of beings, i.e., of distinct archetypal masks and 
personalities that may be visualized, contemplated and interpreted in many 
different ways. They constitute various ontological levels of being. 

Since tl1e Egyptian universe consists of living beings, the noetic 
crc:1tion, man.ilestation and cosmic existence are not to be viewed as the 
product of impersonal forces. dead elements and abstract categories, but 
as a rich fabric woven by eternal divine thoughts and actions similar to the 
h.icratic rites. Tn addition, the Egyptian accounts of creation cannot be 
reduced to a single dogmatic description, though all different perspectives 
reveal a metaphysical strucmre wbich is remarkably consistent. 

James P. Allen is wrong in his assertion that "material causality seems 
ro have been the first as well as tl1e central focus" of the Egyptian 
cosmngonical .:iccouots.21 This is a strong prejudice curreni from the tin1e 
or Sallustius and dear to those modem Egyptologists who are 
uncomfortable with metaphysics and symbolism of any kind. But as 
lamblichus pointed out, far from considering everything to be of a 
physical nature tl,e Egyptians did place pure divine intelligence above 
nature (kalht.1ro11 te ,101111 hrtper ton kos111011 protitheasz:· De ll!JSler.267.4) and 
m:1cle a clear distinction between psychical and ooetic life on 1.he one hand 
and physical nature on the other . Tbis distinction was made on a 
m;1crocosmic as well as a microcosmic level. We should agree with E. 
Iversen who argued that Iamblichus' translation oi the concepts of the 
Shabi1ka text (which conta.ins the so-called Memphite theology) into 
philosophical terms is remarkably correcL22 His statement that the 
Egyptians did not consider everything to be of a physicaJ nature is 
confi.nned by the number of ancient cexrs which emphasize the 
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importance of divine Intelligence and assert the First Principle which is 
beyond Being. 

The basic distinction between noetic and sensible existence as well as 
that between noecic and hypernoetic levels of reality underlies the entire 
metaphysical doctrine of the Egyptians and presupposes a corresponding 
distinction between different kinds of gods and between different 
theophanies. The ineffable fust Principle, the supreme Father of the gods, 
is the Sole and Only One, unborn and self-created. But divine 
manifestations, to put it into HeUenic terms, may be henad.ic, noetic, 
psychic and physica� though the Egyptian theological discourse employed 
bodily language to describe both corporeaJ and incorporeal beings. 

Egyptian priests, or "servants of God", envisaged realirv as a 
henocentric cosmological strucmre constituted by multiple and dynamic 
divine forces and regarded as the cultic body of the Demiurge, the aU
embracing solar InteUect The .ineffable deus i11visibilis is the ultimate fount 
of divinity, comprising on the ooetic level aU other gods which are 
consubstantial with him and viewed as organs and parts of his immaterial 
body. The intelligible cosmos is prefigured in the depths of the dark 
primordial Waters (Nun), and the process of noetic manifestation is 
performed through the Monad differentiated into male and female 
principles (Shu and Tefout). Then the second God turns intelligible into 
sensible creation. 

In different cosmogooical accounts, all these principles may be called 
by different names. For instance, in Memphite theology the second God is 
described as Alum - the All, i.e., the noetic and archetypal pleroma. but not 
"the sensible cosmos reflecting the body of the creator, io which at the 
same ti.me he functioned as heart and tongue", as E. Iversen supposes.23 

As the noetic archetype of the hearts and tongues of all living creatures, he 
himself cannot be sensible in the modern sense of this word. 

Both the noetic and sensible universe, a:od the Osirian realm between 
them, depend on the transcendent light of the fust Principle. Sometimes 
we are unable to draw a clear demarcation between these levels, because 
noetic, psychic and sensible creations a.re equally dependent oo the 
constant influx of che life-giving force, namely, the breath of life (suh en 
ankh: swh 11 '11h) which flows from the fust Principle and is immanent in aU 
things. This breath, "who gives air to the throat in his name of Amon", is 
caUed the p11euma of Zeus or Amon by Plutarch (De [side 36.365 d ). 

Usually Nun is considered as a source £rom which solar Being. Life, 
and Intellect appear. but in the Memphite theology Nun is regarded as a 
member of tbe hidden Ogdoacl. Lhat is, the eight principles which cesL 
beyond Being and constitute the pre-archetypal inner arriCLdai:ion of the 
de11s i1111isibilis, regarded as Ptah-Nun. At Lhe noeuc level. he reveals itseli as 
tbe Creator, or the supreme Craftsman. ao exact equivalent of the Platonic 
Demi urge Ln its famcrional and etymological respect. J n this particular 
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sense, Piah is L11e second God, different from his own higher hypostasis 
\Vhich is epekeina tes ot1sias, i.e., the uospeakable unity of Nun and Naunet, 
,he father and mother of A tum. As th.e second God, Ptah is A tum, the 
entire noeric cosmos called into e.�stence by the divine Word (medu 11eter. 
mdw 11tr) of Ptah. The sensible cosmos as the material body of the Creator. 
animated (like a hieratic statue) by various divine forces (sekhenm: 
d:mcimei.J). is the corporeal image (tut: eikon) of the celestial and 
bypercelestial realm. Therefore the sensible Egypt is a visible cultic body 
of the gods. 

The gods themselves in theic sensible forms of appearance are 
differentiated in nature and eidos according to established sacred 
iconography. But essentially they are rays of the transcendeOL divine lighL 
which passes through different ontological prisms and keeps the higher 
unity of all manifested multiplicity. Therefore there are different grades 
and ·orders (taxeis) of the gods. Some of them are regarded as "unboro" 
and thus closer to the One, while subsequent generations are regarded as 
"born". 

The highest class of 11etem are the gods of various Ogdoads located 
within the transcendent primordial Waters, i.e., beyond Being and before 
coming into existence. In Memphite theology, besides Nun and Nauoet, 
Tateneo (the primeval bill) and Nefertum (the pre-existent principle which 
"later" stems £rom the primeval lotus as a solar deity) are mentioned, but 
they are united in the depths of supreme and ineffable Ptah. The 
I Jermopolitan and Theban Ogdoads include sucb pairs as Nun and 
Naunet (the initial waters and inertia), Heh and Hehet (infinity). Kek and 
Keket (darkness), Niau and Niaunet (emptiness). The English renderings 
of Lhese names are very approximate and imperfecL Instead of the last 
pair rhc Theban Ogdoad has Amun and Amunet (that which is hidden or 
invisible). 

These eight principles are regarded as Ll1e fathers and mothers of Ra 
who comes forth &om the primordial lorus and appears as the intelligible 
Sun. In this cusmogonical context, Ra is nol to be viewed as a physical 
Sun, because Ra is the noetic arche which penetrates the solar globe and 
causes it to shine. Ra is not the visib.Ie sun-lighL, but that which provokes 
it, although the visible Sun is called Ra as well. 

171e lotus has its roots in mud (111 the earth-like darkness), its stem in 
water, its leaves in air, and its flower gives birth to the noetic fire: 
therefore the primordial lotus symbolizes the archetypes of the four basic 
clements. According co Lucie Lamie, the Nun cannot be equated to an 
initial chaos in the Biblical sense.24 1\s the etern:ll and infi.niLe source of 
Being and ol aJJ the multi-ditnensional universe (both imelligjble and 
i-ensible). Nun is an e9uivalenL Lo Ll,e Neoplatonic One. Though this most 
simple principle is beyond 'Being, it has a certain hidden meraphysical 
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structttce which is scrupulously discussed by such Neoplatonists as 
Damascius. 

8. Levels of Being and Non being 

Like the Neoplatonists, the Egyptian priests .cega.rded Lhe cosmos as 
having originated not from notbiagness but from oneness, from the One, 
viewed as an undifferentiated unity to which all manifested reality would 
return at the end of time. This oneness, which is analogous to Brahman 
and Atman of the Upanishads and unites the ineffable Source with Being, is 
A tum, the principle of pre-existence and intelligible totality, according to 
f-Jeliopolitan theology. 

Befo.ce com.i.og into Being, Arum is floating in Nun and is identical 
with this primordial Ocean, the apophatic One itself, sometimes 
metaphorically decribed as "nothingness", "nonexistence", or "initial 
inertia". However, Nun is not a sort of chaos in the sense of a 
counterforce that th.ceatened the cyclical course of the created cosmos: the 
th.ceat is posed by the encosm.ic or inner cosmic nothingness, symbolized 
by the Sethian snake Apep, which does not bdoag with the existent. 

The ineffable oneness, symbolized by the hypercosmic and 
hypernoetic Snake, sustains and regenerates the manifested world. This 
undifferentiated oneness is visualized as the "curled snake" (mehe11: mhn) or 
"tail-in-mouth" (sd-111-r), the tail-swallower, called Ouroboros, whose body 
illustrates the beyond Being which encompasses the world continually on 
all-sides and serves as the invisible silent foundation of all ontological 
dimensions. 

Jan Assmann distinguishes two kinds of chaos. He says: 
"This fundamental Egyptian distinction is masked by the temunology 

of religious historians, with their inllatiooary use of the te.an 'chaos"'.25 

The Beyond Being is not "nonexistent" in the same sense as the i.noer 
cosmic oonbeing. Erik Hornung is inconsistent when he simply asserts 
that "the nonexistent is the inexhaustible, unrealized primal matter, the 
pleromd'.26 He confuses the bypernoetic oneness (or rather noetic pleroma) 
with primal matter (the Neoplatonic dyad). Thus, instead of discerni.og the 
different levels of the unlimited or those of "oone..xistence", Nun is 
incorrectly equated to the principle of apeiron as an opposite to pera.,: 

"One could say that in Egypt 'the nonexistent' signified quite generally 
cl1at which is inchoate, undifferentiated, unarticulated, and unlirnited; or, 
i.o affirmative form, the ent.i.rety of what is possible, the absolute, the 
defi.o.i.tive. In comparison with nonexistence, the existent is dearly defined, 
and articulated by boundaries and cliscriminations."27 

If the existent is in need of constant regeneration from the depths ot 
nonexistent, this nonexistent is to be understood not as a sort of ir-rational 
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"chaos". but as a b.idden source, die One in the Neoplatonjc sense. The 
visible Sun, which represents the invisible Sun, lotellect, repeats 1.he 
cosmogony of the fusL eternal Moment by rising up from Nut (Heaven. 
svmbolized by the goddess' body) new every morning, but repeats it at the 
l�vel of sensible cosmos, and this ceremonial sunrise is again repeated by 
ihe temple rites and alchemical initiations. 

When Ln sleep humans dive down into the primordial waters, so as "to 
put off the old person and put on the new"2ll, they emerge refreshed and 
rejuvenated every mo.ming. This presumably "nonexistent" state is not 
''Lhe unconscious" praised by E. Hornung, buL something such as the 
Upanisbadic 1111-iya. Such cyclical return (in the realm of 11eheh) is a minor 
svmbolic instance of the real theurgic rerurn (epist,vphe) performed on 
e�erv level of existence by d1e king who is Ro sa, son of Ra, like the 
Perl�ct Man (al-i11sa11 a l -ka11Ji◊ of the Su6s . 

• -\s has already been said, the stages of Nun. Atum-Ra and Osiris 
correspond to the three Plotioiao hupostasefr the One, lntellec1� and Soul. 
The animated corporeal world is an in1age and material receptacle of 
higher divine forces (sekhen111). 

Let us explore another analogy. The four-fold strucrure of reality is 
described in Mand11kya Upanishad and related to the syllable AUM, seen as 
representing Brahman. These cosmogo.oical levels of reality are repeated 
as microcosmic stages of consciousness wb.ich exacdy correspond to the 
main Plotinian stages of inward ascension to the One. 

The letter A signifies the waking state, vishva. This is virty; the world o[ 

external objects, the material cosmic body of the Egyptian diviojty. 
171e letter U signifies the dreaming state of internal objects, i.e., the 

realm of Hira,ryagarbha, me World-Soul, the Osirian kingdom called Duat 
ur :-\ rncntct. 

The letter M signifies pn!}fla, the dreamless state of divine wisdom, the 
consciousness of lshwara, the Demi.urge. Th.is is me archetypal domain of 
.\Jous, the creative principle and unity of divine Ideas. represented by 
.-\tum-Ra or any other Sun god who emerges from the lotus of 
transcendent silence. 

The fourtl1 stage is 111rfya, the silem source of all, called Brahman. This 
is the Egyptian Nun (or Ptah-Nun, d1e invisible Amun) and d1e Plotioian 
One, undifferentiated Absolute. 

Creation or manifestation is a process duough which the One became 
Many, tlirough which the Monad developed into the Ennead (psdl), the 
archervpa1 metastructure of gods arranged at different levels o[ kosmos 
11oetos. Therefore sensible reaLity is a shadow of the great Enncad repei1tcd 
b� other Enneads; it is an image reflection of the ooetic and psychic reality 
ol Ra-Osiris. The way of spirinml ascem leads back to the ultimate source . 
• -\fter leaving her mortal material body (khal), tl1c soul (ba) tries to 
transcend the Osirian realm of alche1rucal Lraosformations and restore her 
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noeu.c identity, becoming akh, the intellig1ble lighi of Ra. As A tum-Ra she 
finally returns to the depths of Nun. 

Io this respect, the Upaoishadic, Neoplatonic aod ancient Egyptian 
metaphysical teachings are essentially the same, though different io 
a.rti.culatioo, modes of expression and points of emphasis. Therefore as 
the Orphic cosmogony can be interpreted io the terms of Neoplatonic 
ph.ilosophy, so the Egyptian cosmogonies may be understood i11 a similar 
way, without posing questions regarding the original "historical" pattern. 
though the Egyptian accounrs are the oldest ru1d most archaic in respect 
of their "ritualistic" background. 

9. The Lord of Totality and His Mag1c 

The hidden One is not disintegrated in his manifestation, but rather 
revealed and realized. Atum continues to exist at his own level as "the 
totality of the god's forms" (CT 75.3). Hence, the Egyptian gods are both 
transcendent and immanent. The noetic creation within the great Ennead 
establishes the fixed pattern of existence which remains the same in spite 
of all cyclic changes and dynamic dichotomies at the level of the sensible 
cosmos. The genealogy of being is to be equated to the development of 
diversity from unity. Before the irradiation of noetic, psychic, and sensible 
realms, all things were hidden potentialities within the p.rio1ordial oneness, 
«living in one body, before two things had developed". Through the rising 
into Being the Monad developed into the Triad and differentiated itself 
into the inGnite diversity of existence, though the One still remained the 
same pure One. 

The name Atum (j.tm1J1) is a form of the verb tm and means both 
"complete, 6.nish" and "not be". Thus Atum is both "complete" and 
"nonexistent". He is "the lord of totality" (11eb le111: er Il.27b;353a). "the 
completed one" (!11111: er II.174e) in the sense of All. As the sole Monad 
he transcends Being and Becoming (kheper: hp,}. The universe io all its 
noetic, psychic and physical djversity is the kbeperu of this source, the 
infinite modes of being into which the One has immanently developed 
and has been mirrored, while remaining io itself the hidden lord of all 
khepem. Thus Arum is equated with the divine Scarab, Khepera, the 
shining primordial Being which is born from the darkness and appears as 
the theopha.nies. The J�yra111id Texts address hin1 as follows: 

"Atum Scarab. 
\X1hen you became high, as the bigh ground -
When you rose, as the Bcn-bcn [stone], in the Phoenix Enclosure. in 
Heliopolis -
).' ou sneezed Shu 
Yoll spat TefouL. 
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;\nd you put your arms about them, as the anns of k.a, 
That your ka might be in them" (PT 600). 

The primordial embrace (repeated in spiritual initiation) means 
c.rnnsmission of the life-force from the first Being to his first realizations 

and Lurther manifestations. As the Monad from which everything 
developed, Atum contains with.in himself all neten1 aod is "the totality of 

god's forms" .. t\U that exists is "his million of le.a'', i.e., his v:ital energies. 
Shu. as the fu:st offspring of Atum, is an .intelligible space or air within 

which the solar Intellect rises up. He is the established topos for all 
cheophimies and all grades of being, who "developed (kheper) in the body 
of tJ,e self-developing God".28 

The emi.n: manifestation is the product of Atum's thought and 
uuerance: "I became effective in my Heart (=Intellect)" and "khepem 
became many in emergence from my mouth". Thus khepem are his logoi, 
divine words (111ed11 neter;, as the manifested unity .in multiplicity. "J used 
my own mouth - my identity is Heka", says Arum (Bre111t1er-Rhind 28.22) . 
. ·\ rum in his role of Heka pronounces: 

"l acted as husband with my fist, my Heart came to me in my hand, 
eiacula tion being fallen from my moul h" (Bre11111er-Rhi11d 28.27). 

·':\.fter I developed as One God. that was three gods with respect to 
me" (ibid .. 28.29). 

The infinite varietv of all manifestations cao be summarized in  the 
im;1gc of the great noetic Ennead (understood as a sum of the main 
cn::aLi\·e paradigms, divine archetypes or gods, 11etem) and traced back LO 

che si_nglc Monad. 111c cosmic life is the ongoing recurrence of the eternal 
pauerns of Life established in illo lef!lpore. Arum's self.disclosure begins as 
an Idea aod is given manifested reality through his utterance, Logos, which 
also means an irradiation of light. Heka is the principle through which a 
spoken command is translated into being. He "created the names of his 
parts" and declared: 

":\IJ was mine before you developed, gods, 
Go down, you who caine at the end. 
I am Heka" (C

T
261.2l-23). 

Heka is the universal Magic of creation through the archetypal ldeas 
(names) or words of power (hek.aN). All things came into existence when 
the lord of totality (Atum) "took Hu in his mouth" .. Hu is a tenn derived 
Lrom tJ,c verb h111111 - "to announce" and refers to the divine Word, the 
!)rinciple of miraculous creative speech: "speech wbich is so effective that 
n creates". 

Hu forms a conceptual pair with the principle Sia, regarded as ooetic 
Pcrccpr.ion, noe.ris, or divine Wisdom. Due to thjs intelligible Perccpr.ion, 
d1e Demiurge first perceives t.be universe as a collect.ion or Ideas in his 
l it·ari. Through his creative \\'ord (l lu). spoken in 1.he d:ukne,;s, Atum 
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gives manifested reality to his Sia (C[Vll.481g), thus acting as Heka. And 
Heka now is described as "father of the gods" who gave life to the 
Ennead. The great I--Jeliopolitan Ennead comprise four levels of divine 
being: 1) Atum as the leading Monad of all genealogical chains, 2) Shu and 
Tcfnut, 3) Geb and Nut (Earth and Heaven), 4) Osiris, lsis, Seth and 
Nephtys. These members of the Eonead e}..'})ress and represent 
interdependence and causality al the archetypal level; they show the way of 
unfolding and banding down rulership from one generation of gods to the 
next (meaning from one ontological level to the next) until in tbe fifth 
generation Horus inherits rule. 

I 0. Cosmogonical aod Ontological Principles 

t\rum describes his pre-manifested state as "wbeo I was one witb 
Nun", floating in the dark abyss of tbe transcendent Waters. This hidden 
and ineffable state (1t11111JJ) is without place (the lotus-throne) which is 
established by the opening of the Eye. The sending fortb of the Eye and 
its coming back (as an archetypal epistrophe) are equivalent to the iuitial act 
of contemplation which makes the second Plotinian hypostasis (Nous). 
According to the Coffin Texts, the Eye is sent forth when Alum is still 
alone and hidden in the waters: 

"Not finding a place in which I could stand or sit, 
Before Heliopolis had been founded, in which I could exist; 
Ilefore the Lotus had been tied together, on which I could sit" (CT 80 

48-50). 

Through this shining light of the opened Eye a certain noetic topos is 
established, for th.e birth of Shu and Tefnut is described as taking place 
"i11 Heliopolis", i.e., at the noetic summit of Being. 111.is primordial sacred 
drama cannot be understood as a linear sequence of events, because it 
transcends time altogether. Therefore the Eye is se.nc forth in search of 
Shu and Tefnut (sneezed and spat by Atum) whose emergence seems to 
be a consequence of the same search. As the soul of the i.iiitiate asserts in 
the Ceffi11 Texts-. 

"It is I who am Shu, father o[ the gods, 
In search of whom, together with my sister Tefnut, 
Amm had sent liis sole Eve. 

I am the one who made it possible for it 
To give brilliance Lo the Darkness. 
Tr found me as a man of infinite number (z11hh, the same as zn 11hh, a 
man of 11eheh = one who lives forever). 
I am the begerter of repeated millions 
Out of the Flood (bh11i), ouL of the Ware.rs (11111), 
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OuL of the Darkness (kk111), out of t111111il' (CT76.30-36). 

The ascending human soul identifies herself as the self-disclosure of 

life-giving Shu: 

''l am the ba of Shu, the self-developing god: 
TL is in the body of the sel£-dcveloping god that I have developed 
I am the ba of Shu, the god mysterious of form (.ifgjnv:" CT 75.1-3). 

"I have developed" may be understood as "I came into being". 
Because the noetic space (sometimes imagined as a cube of light 
surrounded by the primordial Waters), or Shu, determines the extent of 
the manifested world, il can be regarded as h1rparxis. 

Shu and Tefnut. as the first children of Atum, set in motion the entire 
chain of being (the Ennead). However, the light of Shu is a part of Arum's 
own self-disclosure or self-revelation. The pair of Shu and Tefout, 
regarded as the produce of Arum's masturbation, is analogous to the two 
Neoplatonic principles called the monad and the dyad "infinite in power" 
by Sp:ianus. In the metaphysical sequence of entities and categories, they 
appear immediately after the transcendent One, before even the realm of 
Being-Life-Intelligence is founded. Their protolypes are the Pythagorean 
principles of peras and apeiro11, and they are causes of the wholes (to11 ho/011 
oiliat) which reappear at every level of reality. According to A. D. R. 
Sheppard, Syrianus distinguishes between this transcendent monad and 
dyad, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the a11to111ona.J· and the 
a11tod11uJ· which appear .i.a the realm of intelligible Forms.29 These Forms 
are Lhe thoughts of Atum-Ra which constitute. the Ennead. The pair of 
Shu and Tefnut also reappears at every level of manifestation. For 
Syrianus. the Love and Strife of Empedocles are the same as his two 
fundamental principles of monad and dyad (In Metaph.11.28ff; 93.6f�. 

The initial pair of Shu and Tefnut is extended by a similar set of 
principles that inform the ancient Egyptian universe, for example, the 
dichotomy of peananence (the notion of manifestation as perfect. ideal 
and complete) and change (the noLion of life as dynamic and recurrent). 
·n,is pair resembles that of to 011 and genesis, and is e:iq)fessed in two verbs: 
"exist" (111111t1:111t111) and "develop" (khepe,: hpry. But instead of the sharp 
duality between perfect Being and imperfect Beconung, characteristic of 
Plato's philosophical thought, this dichotomy is found ar every level of 
realitv and is represented by the series of analogous pairs: 

Tefnut-Shu 
Order (marit)-Life (ankh) 
Djel (Eternal Samcness) -Nehe/; (EtemaJ Recurrence) 
Osiris-Ra 
l/111111 (permanent and staLic be.ing)-kheper (development) 
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Djcl may be understood as an unchanging and permanent eternity, 
neheh - as a cyclic infinitude, etemal recurrence. They are joined by the 
royal Egyptian ''history" as the third aspect of ti.me: 

"Your being is in the fullness of time (neheh), 
Your image is pecmanence (t!Jel), 
Your ka (a double of soul, representing will, planning, conscience) is all 
chat occurs".30 

.\ttention should be paid to the fact that, contrary to the Pythagorean 
scheme, Lbe feminine deity Tefuut is peras (Limit, order, sameness, wisdom, 
nous) and the masculine deity Sbu is apeiro11 (unlimited, ljfe, multiplicity of 
manifestation). Therefore the first noeric triad is Atum-Shu-Tefnut Atwn 
is the apex of the triad, parallel to hupatxis. Shu is Life (zoe) and Tefnut is 
Intellect (110Hs) . 

• -\.ccording to Rut.h Majercik, philosoph.icaJ speculations on the triad of 
Being, Life, Intellect ultimately derived from school interpretations of 
Plato's Sophist (248e). lt niay be true if we regard the Platonic tradition as a 
closed sel f-sufficient system and believe that Plato's texts are a sort of an 
archetypal Q11r'an which contains everything, at least in seed. This attitude 
has been legitimately accepted by the Middle Platonic and Neoplatoaic 
hermeneutes, but the triad of hlfparxis, zoe, and nows, attested in the 
ChrJldea11 Omcles, must not be necessarily and exclusively "Platonic", if 
understood in a broader metaphysical sense. The members of this triad are 
related i.n accord with the axiom that "all is in all, but in each according to 
its proper nature". Porphyry equated the One with the Chaldean Father 
who is "once tr::insceodeat" (hapax epekei11a) and argued that th.is Father in 
h.is simplicity contain three powers. According to Joho Lydus: 

"For as the mystical doctrine (ho vmstikos logos) says, the Once 
Tnnscendent (hapa:x: epekei11a) is a substantial Intellect (011siodes nous) which 
remains in its own substance (ottsia) and is nuned toward itself while 
standing and abiding" (De 1J1emib11s 21.15-18). 

For Porphyry, hupmxis, zoe, and 11oesis are all acts (ene'l,eiat); therefore 
according to h11pa,x1s, e11ergeia is standing at rest, according to 11oe.rfr, energeia 
is turned toward itself, according to zoc, e11e,geia inclines away from 
hlfparxfr.32 The later Neoplatoaists separated th.is triad from the 
transcendent One as such and placed it at the level i.mmediatcl)' beneath 
the ineffable One. 

The paradoxkal nature of Arum and his triad may be interpreted .in 
both ways. But the Egyptians, as Erik Hornung pointed our, "did not 
creaLe an abstract intellectual structure, but retained a pragmatic attitude to 
their ontology, using concepts they were able to live wid1".33 The only 
explicit statement about the existenL defmes it as 11eheh and r!Jet. Neheh 
carries solar arrtributes of Ra and cfjet Osirian llttributes - therefore Erik 
Iversen understands Heheh as .-lion in its philosophical deGnition.l4 
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Nevertheless, we ought to consider different levels of Ra (the archetypal 
Sun and the visible Suo which maintains the £low of cyclic time) and 
different levels of 11eheh. The sensible .realm is only a miJ:.rored image of the 
nocL.ic .realm. The Coffin Texts assert as follows: 

"Shu is 11cheh and Tdnut is cfjef' (CT 80.7). 

"Life is his identity, Order is her identity" (CTS0.32-33). 

"l am Life. Lo.rd of years, 
Life of 11eheh. Lo.rd of r!Jet-
-n1e eldest that Atum made with his efficacy, 
When he gave birth to Shu and Tefuut in Heliopo]js, 
\':.'hen he was one and developed into three, 
When be pa.rted Geb from Nut, 
Before the fust Corps (h� was bom, 
Before the two original Enneads developed 
.And wcre existing (wmwy) with me" (CTS0.72-80). 

"l am 11eheh, father of ao infinite number: 
l\•fy siste.r is Tefnut, daughter of Atum, who bore the Ennead. 
1 am the one who bore repeated millions for Arum: 
171at is c/Jel, that is my sister Tefuut" (CT78.4-7). 

�\1.la! (order, truth, right measme) is the name of Tefuut, and this 
principle makes the whole of existence possible. The unchanging pattern 
of the intelligible order derives &om Arum, the One-Being which is hen 
kai pt111. Things ("that which exist", ntl 11111, i.e., ta 011/a) do not just exist 
(m11111) as permanent essences, but also develop and change (khepe17 into 
rorms in1bued with life (a11kh) which coexists with order (111aal). The lower 
levels or reality (for instance, the daily creation o[ new ufe) follow the 
Gxed patterns esrablished at the Beginning. Their relationship is the same 
as the .relacionship between archetypes and images. Platoruc ldeas and 
sensible copies plunged into the ordered and cyclic stream of genesis. 

Foe the Egyptians, "eve1ything" means "that which is" (1111) and "that 
which is not" (i111tt). The intelligible Creator, "who pronounces what is and 
cre:ues what is not", is said w have "called that which exists into being" 
(PT l l--1-6) and brought nonbeing into existence (sekheper). In accordance 
with Hcuopolitan theology A tum acts as the supreme Creator aod defines 
his relation to Ra. his Dcmiu.rge, in sucb words: 

"I am A tum when alone in the prin1eval waters, 1 am Ra when he 
appears in glory and begins ruling what he has creared".35 

The Coffin Texts (C
T 
261.11) imply distinction between the Monad who 

is made functional and the Demiurge, "he who bore all" and whose 
command initiated the process of cosmic manifestation. The Monad, 
understood as the intelligible Creator. is called the Lord of All (11eb tell/: nb 
//n). 1hc Onl�· One (11a: u1), the Sok· ;ind Onlf One. or He who gave birth 
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to that which is and that which is not (flls 11/I iivtt). His indissoluble 
connection with the Demiurge is expressed as a relation between ALUm 
and Ra (in Heliopolis), Ptah and Atum, or Ptab and Ra (in Memphis). 
Amun and Ra (in Thebes), Khnum and Ra (in Esnah), Suchos and Ra (in 
Fayum) and so on. 

In the depths of Nun before creation, things are in the state of my; 
which may be translated as "inert state", symbolized by lameness, 
weakness. This is the state of the elder Horus in the primeval waters. 
However, the shadow form of pre-existence seems to be completely 
different &om that of the primordial gods engendering themselves 
"before existence existed".36 Regarding the two distinct forms of existence 
(11ft and iwt!), E. Iversen provides the following commentary: 

"The very existence of the two terms and their correlative and 
antithetic use demonstrates that the Egyptian theologians had already 
raised and considered the ontological problem of being versus non-being, 
which was later given great prominence in the controversial debate on 
being (011) and non-being (me 011ta) in the works of, for instance. 
Parmenides, Plato and Aristotle, although the fact tl1at the Egyptians refer 
to the "making" and "producing" of non-being tends to show, that, 
contrary to Parmenides and Plato, they considered it to have real existence 
as an intelligible cosmic entity"Y 

However, we must be very careful witl1 the terms preswnably meaning 
"nothingness" and translated into English as "nonexistence", because they 
can simply signify the hidden or transcendent in respect to the subsequent 
lower levels of reality. Therefore J. Assmann, contrary to E. Hornung, 
main rains ilia t: 

"For the Egyptians, the cosmos was not suspended between 
nothingness and nothingness, nor did it emerge from nothingness. 
Surprisingly, me Egyptian concept of "nothingness" is not a pact of the 
extracosmic or precosmic sphere but of me "inner cosmic". lo Egyptian 
tllought, me distinction between being and nothingness could only be 
understood in terms of me existing world, me ongoing process. lo fact, 
this distinction represented d1e primary cosmogonic condition for a 
universe to take shape at alJ".3� 

11. Invisible God and His Theophanies 

The Egyptian cerm khe.per (to become. to develop. to come into being) 
is an antonym for 11111111 (to exist, to persist). The te.crn khcper is associated 
with the god Khepera or d1e divine Scarab which symbolizes the rising 
Sun (botll noeric and sensible), rebirth wd resurrection. By contrast. 1m1m 
is related to Osiris Unll11-nefer (IP1111-1ifry. "who e:cists in completion", i.e., 
is a complete and restored unity of I.he permanent Form in it·s perfect.ion. 
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goodness and beauty. The tean khepem refers to any stage in the process 
;r tbeophany, irradiation, emaoalion, or development; therefore khepenr 

iirc understood as tbe manifested realities, "creatures", effects of initial 
causes or anv formal modes of being. For example. offerings for a 
deceased humiin being are given to his khat (corpse), to bis khaibil 
(shadow). Lo his ka (double, vital and animaling power), to his ba (soul), to 
his t1kh (noetic light, intellect, spirit), i.e., to all his khepem. To make 
developments (am khepe111:j1.f hpru1) means ro grow up, to take a form. The 
Coj}in Te.,·ts describe various "developments" as follows: 

''Become silent, gods, and J will tell you my development (or 
m:inifcsLaLion. transformation: hJm11:/) myself. 
Don't ask of my development from the \Vaters (Nun). 
\\'11en 1hc \X'aters saw me. I. was already developed. 
I le does noL know where l developed. 
I le did not see with his face how I developed. 
It is in the body of the great self-developing God that I have 
developed. 
He created enc in his Heart, 
He made me in his efficacy. 
He exhaled me from his nose. 
I am exhale-Llke of form, 
Created b? that self-developing God 
\Xn,o suews the Sky with his perfection. 
The totality of the God's forms, 
\'{/hose identity the gods who sail h.im do not know" (CT75.21-34). 

According to Theban theology of the New Kingdom. the unknown 
and invisible God is A.mun. In his transcendent mode Amuo persisLS 
before and apart from the manifested universe. His identity or name (ren) 
is unknown. But as the cause and model (=Ta-ten, the primorrual hill) of 
existence Amun is the "manifested one" (ba), "glittering of forms" (!jh11t 

j1w). who can be comprehended through b.is epiphanies. manifestations. 
creations, and multipLlcity of forms. The word "forms" (am: j,w) 
originated from I he verb "to make" (c11u:J1J)- But the Crea1or hin1self must 
be uncreated. and this is usually eli.1Jresscd by the term "self-created", i.e .. 
he who crclltecl his own egg from h.is own substance. The hidden process 
of self-generalion applies not only co the invisible Am.un "whose 
appearance is unknown", but also extends to lower manifestations, sacred 
!cons and processional images. Amun is the hidden God whose symbols. 
�mages, and names are the many gods. Hence, he is both transcendent and 
u11mancnt. On the one hand he is ineffable and independent of his 
creation, on I he other. as a pre-exis1jng Being in whom all existence was 
inherited, he is the self-developing Creator by whose self-revelat.ion all 
khepcm are evolved. According to the L.eide11 PaP._yms: 
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"The one who created himself, whose appearance is uok.oown. 
Perfect aspect, which developed into a sacred emanation. 
\Vho built bis processiooaJ inJages and created himself by himself. 
Perfect icon (or beautiful image, sekhe111 11e.fer), whom his heart made 
perfect. 
Who knit his fluid together with his body 
To bring about his egg in isolation. 
Development of development (khepem khepem), model of birth 
W,'ho finished himself in proper order" (CT350.400). 

However, in tbe same Leiden PaP.Jims it is clearly s1.ated: 

.-\.11 the gods are three: 
.:-\.mun, Ra, and Ptah, without their seconds. 
His identity is hidden in A.mun, 
1-lis is Ra as face, 
His body is Ptah" (ibid.300). 

[f we take ioto account Lint instead of ''physical" nature or "nature" 
understood in the modern and profane sense, all sensible reality of the 
Egyptians amounted to a nwnber of heliophanies (irradiations of the 
divine light), when A.mun, Ra and Ptah indeed constimte a clear analogy 
to I.he Neoplato1iic One, Intellect, and Soul. interpreted in the Orphic 
manner as d1e Olympian gods OUiaoos. Kronos, and Zeus. The different 
divine epidlets refer to the multiplicity of "faces" (hm:hnv) which d1e gods 
bave at their disposal. The Egyptian Creator reveals himself io his 
creation, but he is not absorbed into iL: Amun, Ra, and Ptah, with their 
multiplicity of names and epiphanies cannot be wid10ut reservations 
identified with everything that exists here below as images and symbols. 
Therefore Egyptian ontology is not pantheistic in the modern and rather 
naive ordinary sense, but resembles the Neoplatonic hierarchy of different 
though closely related ontological orders (ta:x:eis). 
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RITUALS OF DEIFICATION AND THEURGIC ASCENT 

I. Depreciation of Hieratic Rites 

In the modern srudies of rirual the transcendent is often confused w:ith 
the infra-human. Usually ritual is defined as a behavjouraJ pattern 
deprived of its primary "unritualized" model and functioning as a means 
of communjcation. The psychoanalytic approach views sacred ritual in the 
context of collective neurosis, imagining ritual as a means to flee from a 
complicated "reility" one can.not accept and therefore negates. thus 
escaping utter madness. 

Those who are educated according to the modern pararugms of ao 
inruviduilistic self-expression and self-indulgence, or rather false 
·'spontaneity". misunderstand ritual altogether, regarding it as a "mere 
ceremony", a matter of surface rather than depth, of outward 
(dissembling) representation rather than inward transformation. However, 
by classing ritual wid1 superstition, sha.Uow and thoughtless action, or with 
an ·'idolatrous" habit, ilie Protestants and their modern followers perform 
their own "ritual of negation", a rite oi "rationilistic exorcism", unaware 
ol the ontological nature of ritual, namely, iliat being itself, including our 
human Life, is a sacred rite par excellence. 

From the perspective of "sacrificial" divine manifestation (proodos, 
khepem), ritual is similar to ilie demiurgic rhythm of creation, to the 
dynamics of ilie organized cosmos, including all cycles of life and death, 
evolution and involution, day and night, and so on. In a sense, Mahashakli, 
or Maya (Isis-Hailior), in her ritual play, bread1es, dances, or weaves the 
entire universe as the irradiation of archetypal possibilities of Ishwara, 
;\tman (Atum). 

11,e ritual action is an order-making and structure-giving action which 
follows di,·ine pararugms or noetic archetypes, thus producing temporal 
sequences or chains of images. Al the human level, where the cosmic 
duality of Horus and Seth determines all earthly dramas and tragedies, 
only the "ritualized" conformity to the archetypal patterns of order and 
truth may help to subdue and control the chaotic tendencies of entropy, 
Lhus providing sacred links with rejuvenating spiritual sources. Otherwise 
only ilie Post-modem nightmare of "simulation" and certain .ftviiche 
111wensd;aji is left, thus ec1uatiog the whole reility with a simulacium 
without aoy transcendent paradigm. 

lf the image only masks "the absence of a basic reality" and, being its 
own pure simulacrum, ''bears no .relation to any reility whatever", as J. 
Baudrilla.cd maintains, then there is no more Truth and no more ReaLitv.1 
�-his triumph of isejet ("lack", manifested by sickness, disorder, injusti�e, 
lalseboocl, and loss of the meaning of creation) means the death of any 
traditional philosophy as well, because every sign ooJy redoubles itself 
behind the empty allusion of whal it designates. J. Baudrillard says: 
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"All t.hc values of a civilizinion. 01 moral, aesthetic, and prnccical 
judgement., vanish in our system of images and signs. Everything becomes 
undecidable."2 

For the Protestants, only "empty" ritual had no purpose; for the 
Postmodernists, realiry itself is a dream within a dream. But since God is 
proclaimed to be an ideological fancy wnich should be removed. Lhere is 
no hope of awakening. [n Lhis respect, it is useful to remerubes the wise 
assertion of F. Schuon: 

"Trne, 1he world is a dream, but this dream is not ours since we a.re 
contents of it; t.he absolute Subject escapes us as much as does the 
absolute Objec1, hence as much as their supreme indistinction".' 

"R.itu!ll" and "spontaneity" may be viewed as reflections of peras and 
apeiro,,, limi1 and infinity, the ordering force of Maat and the unrestricted 
breath of Shu. Their interchanging dialectic presents itself on every level 
of existence, though when their lower images are deviated from the 
archetypal source, they are turned inco l) an "empty ceremony", an 
inhuman rationalistic mania, culminating in all kinds of terror and 2) false 
freedom or pseudo-spontaneity (especially praised by modern artists). As 
F. Scbuon aptly remarks: 

"But when divine influences have withdrawn from a religious cult, and 
only the psychic entity remains, abandoned to itself and it.s ignorant 
servants - who are thereby all the more impassioned - it becomes a 
veritable monster and serves as a dwelling place for tenebrous influences; 
1his explains why hideous apparitions have been seen escaping from 
shattered idols".'1 

2. R.icuals and Sacred Masks 

Lacking speech and therefore resisting decipherment. citua� according 
to the Protestant perspective, is sheer nonsense. To place the whole of 
religion in external rites is stupidjty, bec!luse there is nothing behind the 
masks of movements aad gestures. As J. Z. Smith pointed out: 

"The study of ritual was born as ao exercise in the 'hermeneutic of 
suspicion', an e:-.-planatory endeavour designed co explain away".5 

In their attempts to Gght Catholicism, the Protestants tried to present 
the ritual activities of Catholics !IS "verbal trnnslations" of the Pagan 
models: "By a change only of Name they lrnve found the means 10 return 
to the Thing".6 This ugly controversy against riruals and sacred unages. 
joini.ly held by humanists. rcrormcrs. and philosophers. "m:,rkcd the stud)" 
of religion as. essentially. a Protesrnnt exercise. a herirage that continues to 
haulll thconsts of rclJg:ion even 10 the present day'·. 

J.P. Sinp;h Ubcroi. himself partJy following Max Weber. insists that the 
decisive step to the general.ion of modern \X'estern science is not so much 
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die disfigured Hermetic pursuits, buL the radical change in Christian rjrual 
and liturgy, i.e., in d1e mode of presence of divinity and interpretation of 
symbol. Exploring bow tbe rise to a distinctive modem world view 
became possible, he argues: 

"Zwingli ins.isted I.hat in me utterance 'Trus is my body' (Hoc est co,pHs 
111ettJII) me existential word 'is' (es!) was to be understood, not in a real, 
LiLeral and corporeal sense, but only in a symbolical, historical or social 
sense (significat, {)'1JJbol11111 est or jigura es� ... Z,;vio.gli had discovered or 
i.rwenred the modem concept of time in which every event was either 
spiritual and mental or corporeal and material but oo event was or could 
be both 11t once ... Spirit, word and sign had finally parted company for 
man at Marburg in 1529; and myth o.r .ritual ... was no longer literalJy and 
symboLically real and true".8 

Since Europe followed Zwingli in trus event, symbol was separated 
(roro reality and subsequently a new language was brought into being with 
respect to .ritual. Instead of sometimes being "idolatrous" and sometimes 
"true", now all rituals are regarded as "merely symbolic" and ultimately 
shallow. This striving for a "pure spirituality", devoid of any sacramental 
dimension, establishes a so.rt of dualism between sentimental religious 
humanism and demonized natw:e. Quite paradoxically, it ends in an 
opaque and blind materialism based on the limited standpoint of ego, or 
persona, in the sense of a false mask which imprisons ratl1er than liberates. 
Since human beings consciously or unconsciously identify memselves with 
iJ,eir social, psychosomatic, and iniagioal roles, mese false masks (involved 
in the pseudo-rituals of profane existence) conceal their true identities. On 
Lhe conu:ary. tbe sacred mask (for example, the golden mask of Horus, 
Hathor, or Anubis, worn by Egyptian priests) serves as a means of 
invoking diviJ1e presence and symbolising transfiguration. According to T. 
Burckhardt: 

"But Lo return to the sacred mask as such: it is above all the means of a 
Lheophany; the individuality of its wearer is not simply effaced by the 
symbol assumed, it merges into it to the extent that it becomes me 
instrument of a superhuman 'presence'. For tbe rituaJ use of tbe mask 
goes far beyond me.re figuration: it is as i[ tbe mask, in veiling ilie face or 
the outward ego of its wearer, at me same time unveiled a possibility latent 
within him. Man .really becomes the symbol tl1at he has put oo, which 
presupposes both a certain plasticity of soul and a spiritual influence 
acLUalized by the form of the mask. 1n addition, a sacred mask is generally 
regaJ·ded as a real being; it is Lreated as if it were alive; and it is ooL put on 
until certain rites of purification have been performed".9 

:-\ t the end of libations and offerings Lhe Babylonian priest assures that 
sacrifice ("this deed'') was done by all the gods, not by htm or any other 
human being in their mortal aspect. Egyptian temple lirurgy and rinial are 
also undersLood not as a comm1.1nication between the hw:nan and the 
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divine, but rather as an interaction of the gods themselves, performed by 
Horus, Thoth, Anubis and other deities. The priests during the rites are 
rurned into t.he sacred vessels for the hlllt of these gods. The presentations 
(hetep, hotep), around which the ritual drama is staged, are equated with the 
Eye of l lorus which symbolizes spiritual integration and union 
(accomplished by the wisdom of 1110th) after disintegration aod falling 
into pieces. 

Egyptian cosmography depicts the course of the Sun (Ra) using 
sacramental interprerntion of this both cosmogonical and cuJtic process. 
Therefore the temple ritual (which follows archetypal patterns of the solar 
circuit and rebirth) brings the divine effects down to earth: the god 
descends (h01) on his image (sekhem), comes as a spirit (akh) to unite with 
his fom1 in his sancruary "with glittering feathers and the bo11 of the gods 
with him". During I he ritual called "uniting with the Sun" (he11e111 ote11), the 
divine substance unites with the material receptacle, or image. Likewise 
the pu.rified human being becomes a vessel of sacred energies and is 
unired with 1he Sun. or Tntellcc1. 

If existence is an expression of Being, that is, manifestation of 
intelligible light and sound, produced by the creative utterance of Arum, 
which includes the all-pervasive power of Heka, then, as a result, 
everything is more or less divine. Therefore to contemplate the sacred 
(constantly revealed and confirmed by rituals) "means to perceive 
symbols, archetypes and essences in sensible things, for the beauties 
perceived by an inceriorized soul become factors of ioteriorization". io 

Conuary to the "opaque" perspective of contemporary empiricism, 
those events mat the modem man would regard as "inner" psychic or 
spiritual events, arc experienced as "outer" events by the ancients. 
·therefore .J. Naydlcr, perhaps partly following H. Corbin, coined the Lcrm 
a "public imagina1ion" - a public inner life experienced as an objective 
vision. He argues, concerning J\nciem Egyptian times: 

"This means that the e.'-pcrience of what was 'real' and what was 'not 
real' was different from our experience. The outer aod die inner worlds 
were not so strictly partitioned, and as a result, the experience of the 
physical was much ricber - it was infused with inner, spiritual qualities 
that today we wouJd prefer to regard as subjective projections. At me 
:;ame rime, thei.r experience of the spiritual was much more concrete. 
much more 'objective', by which Le.rm we should understand 'shared"'.11 

Cultic activities arc regarded as a response to ever-presem divinity and 
a genuine encouncer with its maoifescations in the specific form of thei.r 
thcurgic i11dwd1iog. If the liturgy is suspended. the divine powers may 
withraw, le::iving behind only the inanimate materiaJ receptacle. 

j. Assmann discusses three main dimensions of contact with the divine 
and of the divine presence icsclf, that is I) cultic, 2) cosmic (underscood as 
a hicroph:,ny), and 3) mythic (by which is meant a s::icred tradition: myths, 
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names, genealogies). 12 When Osiris is praised as King of the gods with 1) 
many names, 2) sacred embodiments, and 3) mysterious cult statues in the 
Lemples. name, embodiment, and cult statue refer to the mythic, cosmic, 
and cultic dimensions respectively. However, this classification is not 
correct when all tliree dimensions are regarded as "cultic", because the 
creation of the world by the Word is staged as a ritual. In addition, the 
divine presence manifests itself as mystical inner vision and the "cardia1" 
comprehension (g11osis). It rnay be contemplated through the epipban.ic 
Ligure of the pharaoh or the sage. Since the world is woven from 

tbeophanies and divine ttaces, the realization of this ontological truth 
allows one to see God everywhere. He is revealed through the constant 
play of great (11m) and small (11aqjesu) deities and their powers. 

Such gnostic vision sees through the physical landscape, itself 
ultimately constituted by the noetic irradiations of ALUm-Ra, into its 
inLeriority. F. Schuon describes this sacramental vision as the result of 
reciprocity: when we withdraw towards the inward, God manifests .itself 
for us in the outward: 

·Thus. when cnao interiorizes himself, God so to speak exteriorizes 
Himself while enriching man from within; there lies all the mystery of the 
metaphysical transparency of phenomena and of their immanence in us". 13 

TIJe gods and their powers (sekhenm) may be experienced through 
purified and transformed human qualities, attributes, and actions which 
are reflections of divine qualities. The ability to dance and chant joyful 
sacred hymns means to experience the presence of Hathor. To practise 
hieroglyphic writing, calligraphy and painting, to contemplate divine 
images and to act wisely in all circumstances means to experience the 
archetypill qualities of Thoth and his consort Sesheta. 

3. Climbi.ng to the Divine State 

Some contemporary scholars argue that religious ritual depends on an 
anLecedeot "idea" which, however, is no longer understood and whose 
deeper mc;mjng remains hidden. Contrary to th.is belief, W. Burkert 
maintains that ritual is far older than linguistic communication - therefore 
r.hen· is no justification for regarding the "idea" as anterior or decisive for 
ritual. though certain ideas may be contained in ritual and communicate 
"'the reality of a hidden, transcendent power or the sacredness of lifc".M 

W. Burkert says that ritual bas no ''purpose" and the ideas thac can be 
cxLracted by interpreting a ritual cannoL explain its origin. The 
evolutionary approach of this author and his reductionist understanding 
of an "idea" prevent him from seeing that bjeratic lites are established in 
:iccord with divine [deas and follow metaphysical patterns of demiurgy 
which can only be regarded as a "mytl1" at the level of expression .. The 
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dependence of myth on rirulll cannot be understood as a proof that sacred 
myths cannot be based on noetic realities and archetypes. 

From the traditional point of ,iew, rirual action is no longer personal, 
because the spiritual power mediated and manifested through the correctlr 
performed ritual (i1sclf regarded as being transmined by revelacion) can be 
"real" onJy if die rite is performed by the gods rhemselves, i.e .. if it is 
"theurgic" in the etymological sense of the word. 

le is true that the ways of life of ancient men were determined by 
rituals which shaped mythic patterns, but to say that rituaJ is without an 
intelligible purpose (because by means of interpretation one can attribute 
ideas to any action) is a sheer nonsense. Since life itself is a kind of ritual 
which involves birth and dear.h (moreover, apotheosis and rebirth are always 
preceded by dearh), no wonder that, for the ancient world, hunting, 
sacrifice, and war were symbolically interchangeable: 

"The pharaoh and Heracles could be lord of die hunt, lord of the 
sacrifice, and warrior".15 

More important is the fact that the pharaoh, as an i111ago dei, should 
have lived a life whose every detail was ritualized and thereby served as a 
paradigm of the holy life, or way of life (bios), aimed at a theurgic rerurn to 
the solar Intellect through the sacrifice ("death", which becomes an 
initiation), participlltion in div:ine Forms and re-union with the divine Sun. 
A. K. Coomaraswamy argues that the ancient Egyptian doctrine of the 
Sundoor (die way of liberation through the pneumatic rays that proceed 
and return to d1e midst of the Sun wbich is Death itself) is essentially the 
same as the Indian.16 The ladder of Horus, himself represented by the king 
and d1c initiate, who starts bis alchemical journey to tl1e Osirian 
Netherworld, is 1he ritual instrument (actually used in Orphic initiation 
rites as well) and the symbol of ascenc. The Egyptian concepts of Amun
Ra, oc Atum-Ra. are equivalent to die lnJian concep1s of Atman, Surya. 
and lndra-Vayu.1-

Si.ncc sacrifice is a symbolic deadi, meaning return to the Principle and 
reaffi.anation of intelligible Life, one could say that in every saccifice die 
Principle is "fed" by the spiritual aspect of the victin1, or of its ba wbich is 
returned lo its source as a ray is to the Sun. ln a sense, the sacriGcer "kills" 
hiniself as a particular and separate manifestation. Thereby he returns bis 
life to the universal Source that gave it. ·n1e Source itself, as a supreme 
unity. is Deadl for any man.ifes1ed particularity, but dlis Death does not 
die and is the chief agent of immortality and rebirili. 

According to A. K. Coomaraswamy. die Sun "who sla:s and 
quickens". is bocl1 Breath and Death, the Person in the Solar Orb. who 
planes his feet in 1he heart and when he withdraws them, 1.he creature 
dies. 1" l'hose feet arc the rays ot Ra. the h(c-brcarh of Shu, or Amun. the 
invisible Sun. The initiated sacrificer becomes riruaJJv dead LO his mortal 
self which is sacrificed, or exchanged, for the unmonal divine eidos. 
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Like all metaphysical passages, this ''climbing" to the divine state is at 
u,e same time a kind of death and rebirth, be it 1) sacrificial and initiatory 
death which leads to regeneration provided by the hieratic rite, or 2) that 
real deach following which man enters Duat and, as an image of Osiris, is 
united with the archetypal Osiris. Both cases are prototypes of the 
philosophical separation of the soul from the mortal body that leads to the 
&l'ine presence, accessible only to the contemplative soul not dominated 
by passion and other Sethi.an qualities. 

Since a.LI Living beings are sustained by the qualities o[ 11etcm, by their 
powers and attributes that constitute an existence as such, the contents of 
consciousness are not the "subjective" possessions of those who 
experience chem, but are only a temporal identification with the particular 
di,;ne or da.imooic eidos, power, energy, and will, be it blissful to or 
desLructive of the individual receptacle. Therefore the question of one's 
real identity is crucial, and ritual serves as a regulator and healer of 
consciousness. Tb.rough the ritualized action one becomes a mediator of 
chc divine, identifying oneself part by part with different deities or 
imbuing oneself with the ba and sekhem of one particular god. For 
example, in the Book far the perma11e11ce qf Osiris. giving breath to the Inert One i11 
the presence of Thoth, a11d repelling the CIICJJ!] of Osiris (BD 182) the initiate says: 

·'1 am Thoth, cl1e skilled scribe whose bands are pure, a possessor of 
purity\ who drives away evil. who writes what is true, who detests 
falsehood. whose pen defends the Lord of All; master of law who 
interprets wnt-ings, whose words establish Two Lands ... 1 am Thoth, the 
favoured o[ Ra; Lord of strength who ennobles him who made him; great 
of hekt1 in the Barque of J\ilillions of Yea.rs... 1 am Thoth; 1 have 
performed the night-ritual in Letopolis". 

By idcnt.ifying each pan or 1.he body wii.b a god, I.he lll1Wlte 
"consm1cts" his di,,ioe body. Likewise the mummy (which rep.resents 
symbolically :111 ideal body . .rah) is "constructed" as a wrapped (111) sea.cab, a 
"logogram" for netem. The iconic symbols ( so -called amulets) laid out on 
its bodily parts really a.re like cl,e Neoplatonic .ru11the111ata or cl,e eguivalents 
ro the divine names which belong to the noetic semiotics of the 
Demiurge. Since the sequence of ritual postures and deeds is the sequence 
or medtt 11eter, embodied in cl,e dynamic "irradiation" of gestures, sounds 
and �acred forms Lhemselves. the rite-perfomung priest becomes a vehicle 
of heka power whicl1 transcends the level of mundane existence. Bv 
invoking and identifying himself with the archetypal patterns of tep sep�·, 
cl1e priest makes himself into a kind of hieroglyph, or mysterious s1111the111a. 
which participates in the demiurgic power of Ra. 

Siniilarly, the Duat traveller in clie Egyptian Book of the Dead can 
perform a series of miraculous transformations, turning at will into a 
variety of animals that serve as vehicles and symbols of different gods 
belonging to different cha.ins or rn:mifestat.ions (bt111). Since the 
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Netherworld is a kind of 1111111d11s i111agwalis, the transfoanauons are not 
physical, but rather semiotic. They occur within the text-like body-temple 
of Osiris, thereby showing the spectre of archetypal possibilities and their 
related energies. To be turned into a swallow means to become a s1mthema 
of f-Iarhor; to be rucned into a crocodile me:ins to become a mediaror of 
powers attributed to Sobek. Ultimately, we ace dealing here with the med11 
11etrr - their compositions, interrelations, semantics. creative hrka powers 
and their iconography - all of them widun the frame of reality similar to a 
wcinen Text, itself manifested as a rice of existence which strictly follows 
divine archetypes. 

Therefore a ritualized action is not a human action (which by itself 
tends to disorder, is�(e!), but occurs in the realm of 11elem and displays the 
relationship between the gods and their unifying powers. In some 
respects. Heka may be eguated with Maya, understood as "divine art", and 
the miraculous power of any creation or transformation (ma in Sanskrir 
means "measure", like the Egyptian 111aal which is the supreme measure of 
theophany and aU rmn.ifested things). According to A. K. Coorna_raswamy, 
it can be rendered as "Magic" with considerable reservations: the world is 
a product of Maya: however, the IIU!)'t1-l'Oda doctrine does not simply 
regard our phenomenal world as a delusion. but as " ... a theophany and 
epiphany by which we are deluded if we are concerned wid1 nothing bur 
ilie wonders d1emselves", i.e .. if we are unable to see the archet-ypal 
Tbaumaturgus, or Operacor-hin1sclf, concealed by his art (1lla_)'t!)'O).iJ• 

4. Cosmos and ilie Sacred Harmony of Strings 

The Latin word sacmlll and its derivations may signify not only a sacred 
thing, sacred rite, liturgy, but also a hidden or secret lhing (like Lhe Greek 
111usterio11) and sacriGce. Sacrffici11111 means "making sacrifice" or "making 
sacred", because ritual itself is sacred. lt provides d1e operative rules for all 
kinds of "sacredness" and establishes sacred attributes of tradition which 
tries lo keep, preserve, and restore the world-order (Lhe semantic meta
structure of myth-like exisLence, .imagined as a dynamic cosmic mandala) 
by imitating the rite of primeval creation. 1l1erefore ritual is akin to the 
established cosmic order. the exemplary rules of behaviour and traditional 
law. 

The Latin word nt11s means not only religious rite or ceremony. bur 
also the paradigmatically established form. order. habit. The same coot 
appers in reor - to calculate. think. and mt;o - reason. meaning. rneiliocl. 
way, teaching, system. 

The Vedic term rta (1ita) is congencric 10 d,e Latin 1il11s and means Lhe 
highest principle of manifesred being: us order and truth. opposed to 
disorder (,111 -rl,1). Boll, ri/11.r and rt;, arc rd:11cd tO th(' lndo-curopcan roo1 
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,ir- (to join, to bind, to arrange). Like the Egyptian maat, rta is the cosmos
(onning citua;, therefore the universe made by this miraculous .rite (kr!Ja) 
is well-built and measured, like a ploughed field (Lithuanian ari111as, from 
the verb art,: to plough). 1bis manifested (by the moving force of ratha 
rt,,sva, the wheel of order) cosmos, likened to the beautiful cultic statue 
(ag�/111a), is "harmonious". The Latin arr (art) and the Greek har1J1011ia 
(order, relationship, organized structure) stem from the same root. 
According LO the Pythagorean Ph.iloJaus, quoted by Nicomacbus of 
Gerasa: 

"Nature in the cosmos is composed of a harmo11ia between the 
unlim.ited and the limited and so too is the whole cosmos and everything 
in iL'':!I 

Ph.il.olaus explains harmo11ia by equating it to an octave, or dia paso11. 
literally, the interval which runs "through all notes". He continues: 

"Things that are alike and of the san1e race bad no need of har111011ia; 
but it was necessary for things that are dissimilar and not of the same race 
and not of equal standing to be locked cogether by ham,onia so that they 
m.ight be held together in a cosmos".22 

The word kosmos itself means a perfect arrangement, from the verb 
kos111eo - to arrange, adorn, dress. Therefore kosme111a is an ornament, and 
kos111e1iko11 - cosmetics. The cosmos-fonning ritual establishes hmmoma, 
say, an equilibrium between Horus and Seth which leads to transcendent 
union (se111a. or he11osis). And the cosmic principles of harmony. reciprocity', 
proportion, and analogy are the means by which the sacred rite is 
operative. 

The Greek word for citual is telete. It means an accomplishment (telos) 
of the full cyclical movement in a perfect intelligible circle (k11klos, sk.r. 
cakra), like the trajectory which the solar barque of Ra traverses. Tb.is 
noeric circle, as a paradigm of cosmic order and ritual, represents an 
"archetypal. iconostasis", or an "ideal theu.rgic whole", as V. N. Toporov 
used ro say.23 According to the Russian Orthodox writer P. Florensh.1', this 
"thew:gic plenitude" is to be regarded as containing the fullness of all 
possible meaning and, therefore, being the supreme aim of human life, as 
well as i.he maternal repository of all arts and all sciences, simjlar to the 
"intelligible book" of Thoth. According to this view, the birth of myth is 
regarded as "the fu:st breach in theurgy". \Vhen the theurgic plenitude is 
lost by separation, differentiation, individualization and "fall". viewed as a 
kind of "metaphysical catastrophe", the pcimordiaJ unity is damaged and 
"theurgy" ( once meaning all human activities without exception) is 
reduced to speciaJ ritual actions, tJ1e "cult" in the narrow sense of this 
Word.24 

. However, Lhis cult still affords an access LO the life-giving noeLic 
f�llness o[ tm-he, the Egyptian tep s1pi, and it uses aU rueans provided by the 
h,erauc arts and sciences that founerly constituted the theurgic unitr but 
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now arc scattered like the limbs of Osiris. The sounds produced by the 
seven spheres (analogous Lo the seven Hindu chakras and seven steps of 
Mesopotamian zikkurat). imitated by the priests, arc especially important 
in the ritual practices of the Graeco-Roman world. Nicomachus of Gerasa 
argues that the circuit of sounds is said to be twenty-eight in number, 
"according to the convention of the Egyptians", and regards iL as a secret 
doctrine not to be spoken aloud by the wise. He says: 

"\X'herefore the note has the same power as t.he monad has in 
a.ritfoncl.ic an<l the point has in geometry. These clements are combined 
with material substances (as, for example, vowels are combined with 
consonants), just as tl1e soul is combined with the body and hmwo11ia is 
combined w-ith the strings. \Xben the soul is combined with the body, it 
produces living things; when ban11onia is combined with the strings, it 
produces keys and melodies, these combinations being the active and 
consummating production of the gods. \Vhereforc, whenever the initiates 
pay reverence co sucb an act, t.hey invoke it symbolically with sigmas and 
clickings and inart.iculate and meaningless sounds."25 

The Demiurge is the chief Ritua l -Performer whose actions ("rhythms 
and melodies") are imitated by the pharaoh and the priest who substitutes 
for the pharaoh in cultic service. Hence, to be liberated, in this tbeurgic 
sense, means co join the solar barque of Ra and be involved thereby in the 
eternal ritual ot creation, performed by Ra. The "liberated" ba simply 
recogmzes itself as a ray of Ra, or rather as the intelligible Ra himself, 
because God (being at once ineffable and named by all names) is Heka, 
the single hidden Operator. 

The one who arranged everything that is here visible bv invisible arts 
and skilfully executed every soul by the proportions of ham1011io. is the 
Demiurge, according to Aristides Quintilianus. However, we can call him 
Pure Form, Proportion, Uni,, or Unitary Proportion, "succeeding thereby 
in showing in the one term 1.hat he arranges and sets in order all things 

and in revealing in the other term that he has made an end of many and 
disparate things and has tluougb indissoluble bounds gathered them 
together in one" (De 11111sica 1.3). 

5. On the Wing of Tho1h: the Theurgic Way of Ra 

Following the pauerns of ancient cuhic pract.ices, Iamblichus regarded 
theurgy as being an inverse imitation of cosmogony, arguing c.hat all 
dem.iurgic powers engaged in the soul's descent into the body may 
function as elevating forces. Bot.h descent and asccn1 consist in ritualized 
actions of divine powers. Therefore the corporeal dimension itself is 
constructed by 1..he "geometriziog" descent of 11elem aod d1eir corporeal 
recep1aclcs or symbols. Since the thcurgic symbols :trc clemcms of a 
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hieratic perfom1a11ce beld on the universal scale, they give the soul "d1e 

ineffable power of the gods" (he arrhetos dmmmis /011 theon: De i\1),ster.96.19-

97.2). 
This d1ma111is (analogous to Egyptian sekhetmt and Indian shaktt) serves 

as a vehicle of ascent Sacred chants, or invocations, are imbued widi 
transforming and elevating power, leading to die Sun. According to the 
flindu texl. cited by A. K. Coomaraswamy, "diey made d1e Sun their goa.l 
and ran a race" , and this race "is imitated in cl1e rite" (PB IX.1.35).26 In 
order to reacb "the Ga.oder seated in ilie Light", d1e sacrificer mounts to 
cl,c celestial realm with the verse, ''like a ship", according to the Aitarrya 

Bmh111,111a (IV.20-22), using "feet" iliat are the metrical units of the 
elevating chanc: 

'1ust as men set sail oo the ocean so they set sail to perfo.an a yea.i: or a 
f\Velve-day cite, just as meo desiring to reach the other shore mount a ship 
well found, so do iliey mount the Tristubhs (chants)"-27 

This way is also the theurgic way to Ra, literally meaning ''end", 
according to A. K. Cooma.raswa.my,28 i.e., the end of the world, of the 
road, and of the Year, the circle of the cul tic Year being the theurgic 
ciJ·cle. The sacrificer enters the Year as the archetypal circle of his 
on1ology, because the two ends of Year, when united, constilute an 
endless Chant which is like the Egyptian Ouroboros, a snake biting its tale 
1.ml ,:111 Ill). By passing through the Year, a ritual of descent· and ascent, of 
deaLh and resurrection, is performed. Thereby the sequence of seasonal 
a_nd da.ilv rhylllms is viewed as a kind of magnificent rite in which men 
participate. The end of the Year is related to the doors of Heaven, opened 
for the ascending pharaoh in the Pyn111ud Texts: 

"The doors of the firmameot a.re ilirown open at dawo for myself. 
l go up into lhe Field of Rushes, 
I bathe in lhe Field of Rushes. 
l am pure, l take to myself my iron bones, I stretch out [for myselfj my 

imperishable limbs which are in the womb of my mother Nut. 0 Ra, give 
me your hand ... " (P

T 
325). 

"Hail to you, daughter of Anubis, who is at the windows of the sky, 
the companion of Thoth. who is al the uprights of d1e ladder. Open my 
way dial J may pass" (PT 304). 

'' ... I wiU leap up and put myself on the wing ofl11olh ... " (PT 270). 
"The face of the god is open to me ... " (PT 271). 
ff the word "irrational" is understood in its usual sense, the ineffable 

theurgic power (a,rhetos d1ma111tJJ cannot be irrational (alogos), as G. Shaw 
maintains.29 A. H. Armstrong is correct in observing that a word which 

�ecurs constantly when Iamblichus is speaking of die gods and sacred rites 
15 huperph11es, "supernatural", understood in a fairly strict theological 
sense.311 lb.is supernaturalism of Ia.mblichus sets the divine in a 
transcendent realm which is normally inaccessible a.nd can be reached only 
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Lhrougb God's self-revelation and hieratic practices. This 1s t11c very 
reason why theurgy should be exempt from philosophical criticism and 
the opinions of mort:tls. It is not an irrational (awgos) power that generated 
logos, but ratber that which is h11pmmsios. "above being". Therefore the 
Pythagorean dealing with an irrational diagonal of a ::.quare (which has an 
irrational value and cannot be defined arid1metically. but mar be 
performed geometrically. thereby turning the irrational into rational) is 
only using a symbolic demonstration at the level of mathematical reaLities. 
which are themselves reOections in the descending series of peras and 
opeiria. Arguing iliat noetic theurgies were mathematical riLUals. G. Sha,, 
defends Lhe confluence of mathematics and theurgy: 

"Like d1e irrational diagonal, the ineffable power of the gods was alogos 
with respect to discrete (arithmetic) reasorung yet became the source for a 
logos revealed in embodied (geometric) action".31 

The profound analysis exercised by G. Shaw convinces us that onh· 
flowing into apeiron the theurgisc remains peras: be embraces the 
Unlimited in his descent by maintaining the role o[ d,e Limit, because 
only by measuring himself into matter (since the Demiurge is "always 
doing geomeu:y" and his instruments of "self-disclosure" are ilieurgists 
themselves and, in a lesser degree, all ba11 which descend) can one 
participate directly in the immaterial Forms.J:i 

Through ilie s1111the111a of the sun. a symbol of noetic fire, one mar 
reach the hidden sun, passing through ilie straight gate, door. mouth. "the 
eye of the needle", "ilie midsL or the sun" which is Dead,. l:3ecause the 
sun is Death, "his offspring here below are mortal. but the Devas are 
beyond and ilierefore undying" (Shatopatho Bmh111t111t1 VI.3.3.7). 

We could agree with G. Shaw who argues rhat, for lamblichus, an 
escape from the cosmos "apart from a more causal and responsible 
invoh·ement in it" is not only undesirable but in,possible,33 only ir lhe 
rerm "cosmos" would mean, fusl of aU, an intelligible and henadic realm 
of the gods, the archetypal support of existence, symboLized by a lotus 
Oower from which Ra-child (or Agni) himself is born. The descending 
entities come forth from the rays and return back by means of the rays. ln 
the �yra111id Texts. Lhc Egyptian pries1 admonishes t.he pharaoh (the 
prototype of aU theurgists and initiates) as foUows: 

"Provide yourself with the Great of Magic (or Dcmiurgic-and-
17,eurgic Ability. (-fek(I)... Citsl off your impurity for Atum i.n On 
(HeLiopolis) and go down wilh hin1; assign the needs of the Lower Sl...·y 
and succeed to the rhrones or the Abyss ( ·ia11. or Nu) ... Go up. open 
your ways by means of the bones of Shu, Lhe embrace of your mother l\lut 
wiJI enfold YOU •.. 

Ascend and descend: descend with R.'l. sink into darknesi; ,, 1th \dr. 
Ascend and descend: ascend with Ra. rise with 1he Great Hoat-user. 
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Ascend and descend; descend with Nephtys, sink into darkness with 

the Night-barque. 
Ascend and descend; ascend with Isis, rise with the Day-barque ... 
O Atum, raise this pharaoh up to you, enclose him within your 

embrace. for be is your son o[ youc body for ever" (PT222). 
"Raise yourself. .. in your name of God, come into being, an Atum ro 

e,·ery god" (PT215). 
As R. 0. Faulkner .remarks, the pharaoh assumes the .rank of the 

supreme deity and is not like Arum but is Atwn.34 If God is One and 
Manv. One and AU (hen kai pan), being both 1) Hidden of Name (Almm
rrn/)� with whom "there was no other god", and 2) e1mea111orphos. the one 
with nine forms. His seven heads (or se,"en ba11) mean the divine 
immanence in the "million" (heh) of beings, entities, and things, as the 
Ramcsside 1.heology fairly attested. Therefore one cannot "escape" from 
the monistic "cosmos", equaJ to Reality itself, simply because, ultimately. 
onlv the supreme God exists - only the Parmenidean Being is .real. By His 
magic powers, the One proceeds in a plurality of aspects, like the 
distributed parts of sacrifice. Nothing of "us" remains when we realize 
ourselves as "modalities" of the single ineffable Se]J and when we 
understand ouc powers as the "names'' of Amun's activities. 

6. Divine Triads in Egyptian and Neoplatooic Thought 

According to Proclus, the "divine" (theios) Iamblichus praises numbers 
as containing various remarkable properties and regards them as "symbols 
of divine and esoteric things" (tauta de sumbola theio11 esti kai aporrheto11 
prag111ato11: 111 Tim. Il.215.5). He describes the Monad as the cause of 
Sameness and Unity, the Dyad as the organiser of Procession and 
Division, the Triad as the leader of Return for '>Vhat has gone forth. the 
Tetrad as the true embracer of all harmony and /ogoi, the Ennead as the 
creator of true perfection and siroila.city (teleioseos alethims kai ho111oiotetos 
poiettke11). The Ogdoad is called d1e cause of Procession to all points and 
the l leptakaieikosad the force stimulating Return even of the lowest 
elements of the cosmos and so on. 

J Dillon explains dlis passage as the earliest definite reference where 
two triadic processes of n1011ep1vodg.r-epist1vphe are revealed in a scheme 
based on I.he seven numbers of the Soul: d1e fust triad for I.he noetic 
realm, the second for the world of becoming. with the Tetrad serving as 
ihe mediating point (like d1e universal Soul) between the first diacosm 
(p,vtos diakosmos) and the second diacosm (cleuteros diakosmos).35 

The triadic arrangements of metaphysical enl.it.ies are attested .in the 
:artiest Egyptian theological schemes. On 1.he first .Dynas1.y ivo.t'y comb 
rrom 1\ bydos. Horus is already portrayed in th.rec hypostases: 1) as a 
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falcoo on the palace facade (m't1kh); 2) as an image of oulSlrct.chcd wings 
which cutve towards the royal 11a.r sceptres at each side, 3) as a falcon 
sailing in a barque across the sky. 

For the Egyptians, the plurality of the noetic deities can be reduced to 
a triad. The traoscendent unity of any 11eter unfolds in the realm of 
manifestation as a trinity. The ineffable essence unfolds in the .immanent 
dimension by t.he three constituent elements, namely, 1) the ba. 2) image, 
and 3) body of the god, thereby producing the three-tiered arrangement of 
the created cosmos. 

:\ccording to J. .Assmann, all these theological forms of divinny a.re 
constituents of a higher unity and develop outward Crom Lhe r1rticulated 
whole like hypo tactic series: I) ba, image, body; 2) sun, cult statue, name: 
3) heaven, earth, oetherwocld; 4) light, air, water; 5) Amun, Ra, Ptah.¼ The 
three divine hypostases (Alnun, Ra, Ptah) are represented respectively by 
the name, the archetypal cosmic image and the cul tic body (statue). 

The transcendent pre-existence (Amun), the cause of the noetic sun 
(Ra), and the primeval mound (Ptah-Tatenen) may be compared to the 
Neoplatooic triple principle which explains aod justifies the unfolding of 
the whole of reality. Plotinus maintained that at every level of realicy the 
work of generating (poie.rir) results from the contemplation (theona) of 
higher realiry; therefore the sensible world is a consequence or the noetic 
world in the same way chat (jght is reflected from a source o( lighL 
.·\ccordingly, Plotinus interpreted Hesiod's duee gods (Ournnos, .Kroaos, 
Zeus) as equivalent to d1e three metaphysical principles, namely, the One, 
Intellect. and Soul.37 

The threefold conception of .'illlun-R.a dominated Egyptian theology 
from the reign of Hatshepsut. ,\s Alison Roberts pointed out, the three 
dimensions of divine existence (depicted as 1he hidden p.rimord.ial 
mystery, the middle sphere of noetic (jfe, and the realm or cultic in,age), 
corresponding exactly to "three worlds" in the later Hermetic tradition, 
arc related to the three ascending terraces of Queen Hatshepsul's temple, 
t.hc Holiest of the Holy (DjeseNljerem), located beneatJ1 the cliffs of Deir al
Bahri.38 

Even .Akhenaten, before he turned to sheer ,iconoclasm and 
abandoned the link wit.h tradition, defined his sole divinity as 

Ra-Harakhti, i.e., Ra-Horus-of-the-Horizon (name); 
Shu (emanation or the sunlight, depicted by arms holding m,kh 

hieroglyphs raying down from the sun); 
The celestial orb of the sun named Aten (imagc).39 

Here an image sphere is reduced to Aten, chc Yisiblc orb, instead of 
being represented by the cultic sunues of the gods, or by the body of Ptah. 

HO\vever, even in Akhenaren's case, bemg an image (ltd) entails being 
distinguished from chat which is an archetype. 77,ough characterized by 
likeness and simil:irity, :in image is infenor 10 :111 archet,ypc find dqx·nds 
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00 it. 1\n image is continuously attached to the generating hypostas.is 
whjcb sustains an image in its existence, just like the mirror image lasts as 
long as the object remains in front of the mirror (the word ankh means 
hoth life, breath of Life, and mirror). 

The cays which radiate from the sun-like Nous (or the Sun's Eye, the 
uraeus -serpe.ot. whose all-seeing celestial gaze looks down on a radiant 
world). containing in archetype aU of the kinds of things, are life-giving, 
and are therefore frequently depicted with ankh signs at tl1eir end. 

The pharaoh's face (an image) is like the divine face of Ra Q1is 
immewate noctic archetype), and his accession to the tllCone imitates the 
:;unrise when Ra '\1ppears in glory", coming forth from the fiery furnace 
of Nut. The Sun god (Nous) appears renewed through the "golden" 
I latl1or. the integral and whole IP'ecfiat Eye, tl,e Flame of Gold, "whose 
bead is black". Her rituals of transformation and rebirth, performed by 
the a.rchetypal child of Gold, Ihy, shaking a 11aos sistrum of Hailior, serve 
for thern:gic ascent. The Ha iliorian musicians and dancers imitate the 
rhvthms of cosmogony. 

· The concept of the Eye is crucial for ritual activities which carry the 
paradoxical idea of "sober drunkenness" represented by tl,e union of 
J\laaL and I lathor, order and joyful ecstasy. A. Roberts argues thar as the 
Tret-Eyc, Had1or (Lady of the Sycamore Tree, Cow of Gold) also acts as 
the agent of Ra's activity. fret means both "eye" and "doer"; therefore "the 
solar gaze becomes an activity as the eye - the instrument of divine energy 
and power - is projected out ioto the world".40 ln her form of Sekhmel 
she is the divine shakti of Ptah, thereby constituting the triad of Ptah
SekhmeL-Nefertum (or lmhorep). 

"Dll .. ancient .mimetic practices and sacred rites frequently foUow the 
"d.ramatk" pat terns of divine procession and return, dismembering and 
rcintcgraLion, as in the famous rope trick, described in Jataka JV.324, 
where the body of the performer, who climbs up by the thread, is cut to 
pieces and then put together and animated again. The thread symbolizes 
Lhc sun ray and the spirit of breath. 

ln tl1e archetypal realm, light, life, and sound constitute a sort of unity 
whjch is revealed by "name" (skr. 11a111a, eg. nm), an equivalent of the 
noctic Form. The eternal narne as noumenon is related to the sensible 
form (skr. mpa, eg. d.t; inv) as the omniform deity (imago imagi11a11s) is 
related Lo alJ created things (imago imaginata). The name of a thing 
constitutes its realitv derived from the noumenal content of 11011s, the 
�ivine consciousnes� which is always tantamount to Lighc.. Life. and 
Sound. Therefore creation. accomplished by the heka power. is performed 
1:·'" utterance of names formulated in the heart. And ritual is inseparable 
Iron, 1he dynamics of cosmogony based on divine paradigms, names. and 
powers. 
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\Xllile employing d1c Aviceonian or Scholastic terminology of 
"substance" and "essence" (with the important remi.nder that these terms 
arc synonymous inasmuch as they mean the archetypal content of things), 
F. Schuoo distinguishes I) the discontinuous and static relationship 
between the symbol and its principal archetype, the Idea, or Paradigm 
(eidos, viewed in its aspect of initial Norm) and 2) the continuous and 
dynamic relationship between the rite and its effect. The first relationship 
is described as "form-Essence", the second as "accident-Substance", 
mainrnining that the accident is a "mode" of ilie Substance whereas ilie 
form is a "sign" of the Essence. Following this line of thought, F. Schuon 
argues that the divine symbol both "is God" and "is not God": 1) it is 
•'image" because it is manifestation (,prooda.r in the Neoplatonic sense) and 
not Principle (111011c, unparticipated and transcendent point of any 
thcophany), and 2) it is a part.icipating irradiation and liberating sacrament 
because it is _-'J/11111 in AfqJ10 (etymologically, the word atma11 perhaps is 
connected with breath, spiral.ion, life, hence - spirit). Therefore F. Schuon 
says: 

"8very sacred symbol is an 'enlightening form' that invites to a 
'liberating rite'; ilie 'form' reveals the Essence to us, whereas the 'rite' 
leads back to the Substance: to the Substance we are, the only one that is. 
_·\11 this concerns, on the one hand sacred art, 'liturgy', and on the other 
hand the beaut.ies of nature; it also concerns, with all the mo.cc reason, the 
symbolism of concepts and the rites of assimilation. Vision of ilie Essence 
is through me form, and return to me Substance by means of the rite. 
There is ilie visual symbol and the auditory symbol, then the acted 
symbol, all of which bring about the passage from the outward to ilic 
Inward, from the accident to the Substance, and mereby also the passage 
from the form co the Essence".41 

The initial archetypal realm which activates and coordinates all 
liberating rites or epistrophe (retum to the source) or 1111agoge (ascent, 111i'ny) 
is equjvalent LO Being understood in the Neoplatonic sense. Like the 
primordial noctic triad of Heliopolitan cosmogony, the Procline 
intelligible Being and aU its subsequent ooetic manifestations have a 
ddinite triadic structure. Being is characterized by its unity, the power of 
this unity and the resulting m.ixture (111ikton), the noetic existence itself 
(011/0011.ria). 

f-or Pcoclus, between two e:nrcmes there is a third temi, an 
intermediary (11,e.ros). The origin of the initial triad and the threefold 
slfllcture of things lies, or rather stems, according to L. Siorvanes, from 
the fundamental polarity one and not-oae.42 l Iowever, the threefold 
structure expresses only a simple rni.xture; therefore in most other cases 
ilierc are at least two intermediaries between two extremes, each similar co 
its proximate end. 

This rule of "similarity" is valid for all forms and levels of being, but 
the unfolding trains of intermediaries partake of unity and their number 
cannot regress to infinity. Proclus argues that every mixn.ire has three 
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aspec1s: symmetry, truLh, and beauty, correlated with 1) Being's unity 
(P1 .ah-Atum), 2) i�s power (Sekhmet, _"the powerful one", d�picLed as 
lioness crowned with a cobra, the burrung Eye of Ra) and 3) existence of 
Being itself (Nefenum, Lord of Perfumes and Beauty, coming forth from 
the primordial lotus, mhc11). 

Hence, the structure of unpa.rticipated Being consists of Being-in-itself 
(tlllloo11.ri11), its power (d1111a1JJis), and its noetic intellect (11011s noetos). The 
three aspects of unpa.rticipated power, in its own respect, represent the 
tninsilion Crom unity to plurality: therefore the "feminine" noetic 
existence of powers is regarded as Number-itself (a11toa,ilh///0J). The nine 
members (the primordial Ennead) of Number constitute three triads. 

The first one is measuring (111et111tikos) and consists of 1) the unity 
named ''one" (hen) which is tbe cause of alJ unitary numbers (heniaioi 
,mth111w), 2) the power called "otherness" (heterotes) which is Lhe cause of all 
prnuuclive numbers (ge1111etikoi arithmot), 3) I.he participaled characteristic 
of being (011) which is the cause of all real numbers (ousiodeis an'th11101). 111is 
triad is described as odd (perissos). 

The second triad, described as even (tlf1hos), is productive (,ge1111l'tikos) 
and consists of 1) multiplying once, 2) multiplying twice, 3) multiplying 
Ll1rice. 

The third triad, described as aU Number, is perfective (teleiotikos) a.ad 
consists of I) the odd multiplied by the odd, 2) the even multiplied by the 
even. 3) all combinations of odd and even.43 

The power of Being is sometimes caUed Truth-itself (autoa/etheia) or 
Wisdom-itself (a11tosophia). The intellect of 'Being, as the third member of 
mi.'i:ture. is called beautiful (kalos) or Beauty-itself (autokollos). The 
characteristics ol Being (for each of iLs three members) are ta.ken from tbe 
six passages of Platonic diaJogues - tberefore tbe whole Proclioe list of si.x 
Lrnids is presented by L. J. Rosan as follows. The being, power, and 
activiLy 0f die unparticipated Being are respectively called: 

J) one being (he11 011), wholeness (ho/otel), one and being (he11 kai 011) on 
Ll1c basis of Plato's Par7llc11ides (142d); 

2) being (011), whole (halos), Lhe alJ (pcm) on Ll1e basis of Plato's Sophist 
(2-1--1): 

3) prior LO elernity (proaio11ios), eternity (aio11), eternal (aio11ios) on tbe 
bl!SJS or Ll1e Timaeus (37d); 

-1) ont· (h1111), eternity (air)//), the paradigm (paradeig///t1) on the bas.is o[ 
the J'i111,wu (38bc); 

S) good (agathos), wise (sophos), beautiful (kalos) on the basis of the 
Phaalms (2-l-6e): 

6) symmeLry (s1111m,e1n·a), t.ruth (alctheia), beauty (ko/os) on the basis of 
UH.• PIJ1Mm.r (65a).44 

i\[osr of these characterist.ics. however. are common to the Egyptian 
l�cokigics, though they may cons1i1ucc Jifferent triads and describe 
different gods or their manifestations. 
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7. Theurgic Assimilalion to the Gods 

The Neoplatonic cosmos, likened co the shrine (ago/mo) of the gods, is 
constituted by a series of oppositions - that of "form" and "matter", 
at1alogous to the monad and dyad in numbers - held in harmony by the 
"rhrrhmic wea,-ing" of the Demiurge. This Craftsman is equi,·alent to 
Neith-Hathor io her aspect of Meher-urt, the Divine Cow, meaning 
"great-full" in the sense of the inexhaustible plenitude and totality of the 
cosmos. Taking tbe role of the Creator, Neith, the Lady of Sais, is equated 
to Tanen, "two-thirds masculine and one-third feminine" (ES11a V.100), 
wbo produces seven primordial divine names from his-her mouth. 

This cosmos is symbolically embodied in the form of 1.he Egyptian 
temple which is an "image of the celestial akhef', like the akhet (horizon. 
light-land) of 1.he noetic reahn. 

Like the Egyptian temple rites and liturgies, the Neoplatonic theurgy 
consists in the soul's mimesis of the cosmogonical act. Since cosmogon: 
itself is staged as the sacred rite of the Demiurge, the entire manifested 
world can serve as the temple and receptacle of the gods. The temple is 
not only "heaven on ea.rtb", a vessel of archetypal realities or the divine 
omnipresence in the world of phenomena, but at the same time "heaven 
and earth", Nut and Geb, actualized in symbolic forms of sacred 
architecture. Both the cosmos and the temple are regarded as a society of 
the theoi s,m,100,: the hierarchy of deities who were worshipped in the 
chapels surrounding the holy of ho.lies. 

According to lamblichus, the soul's descent into the body is similar to 
an invitation to attend this cosmic lirurgy: the theurgists, like the cultic 
statues of the gods, sciJI living in their corporeal bodies can be united with 
the gods. Therefore the tbeurgical pmxis is refaced to the descent of the 
divine into matter. the ritual collaboration with the gods in keeping the 
eternal cosmic liturgy, and the recurn to the solar bargue of Ra. This 
"supernatural" mystery transcends all discursive reasoning and human 
unde.rstaoding; therefore Iamblicbus says: 

"Intellectual understanding does not unite theurgists to the gods, for 
what would then prevent those who philosophize tbeoret.ically rrom 
having theurgic union with the gods? But this is not true; rather, it is the 
perfect accomplishment of ineffable acts, religiously performed and 
beyond all understanding (he 1011 ergo11 011·heto11 kai h11per pa.ra11 11ocs£11), and it 
is 1.he power of ineffable symbols comprehended by the gods aJonc. that 
establishes theurgical union (toi.r lheois 111011011 s11mbo/011 aphthegk/011 d1111a111is 
epitilbesi le11 theo11rg,il::.m he110.ri11). Tims we do 1101 perfonn these acts 
incellcctually: for then 1heir crGcacy would be intellectual and would 
depend on us. nenhcr of which 1s true. In fact. these very symhemcs (/a 
s1111the111ata), by themselves. perform their own work, without our thinking; 
and the iocffable power of the gods LO whom 1hcsc s�,nthcmcs elevate us, 
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recognizes by itself its own images (eiko11as). It is not awakened to this by 
our thinking" (De ll(YSte,:96.J 3-97. 9). 

Chaldean and Neoplatonic theurgy employed sensible things alld 
natural elements that preserved pure traces of I.heir noet.ic sources (for 
instance. Proclus regarded the intellect of Being as a tetrnd, consisting of a 
monad a11d u:iad: the former representing the ideal cause of rhe element 
fire, d1e latter - of air, water, and earth). Therefore theurgic rites may be 
compared to tuning an instrument by putting it into resonance with the 
singing cosmos itself, already tuned by the Demiu.rge.45 

In this sense, the task of the theurgist (as a senraot of Hathor) is ro 
remove is�fel. disorder or imbalance, from the soul and cooperate with the 
healing, preserving, and elevating forces of truth (111aa�. Th.is is 
accomplished through the energizing "work" of the s1mthe111t1ta which 
functioned as receptacles for the divine ba11. 

Since eanhly things cannot be deprived of participation in the divine. 
according to Iamblichus, those who practise the theurgic art (he lheollrgike 
/eclJ11e) employ various synthemes, appropriate to different gods, and 
regard them as perfect receptacles, for example, scones, herbs, animals, 
aromatics, incantations, concoctions, and ineffable names of the gods. 
111ese sacred receptacles are even more numerous in Egyptian cultic 
practices and include coloured hieroglyphs, royal crowns, weapons, 
sceptres, thrones, alabaster bowls, baskets, Hathorian symbols such as 
111e11al and sistrum, papyrus and lotus flowers, reeds, fruits, scarabs, weefjat 
eye. t!Jed pillar, jubilee pavilion (secl), shrines (such as pe,,.wer and per-1111), 
trees (for example, sycamore, tamarisk, acacia, persea, etc.), mirrors, and 
so on. 

The Egyptian Lexts always specify the kind of wood, metal, stone or 
perfume to be used for ritual pUiposes. Tbe stone used for statues is called 
"sacred" (cfjesert). Aromatic substances and incense (se-neter; also function 
as clivine s1111the111ala able to ttansform one into a divine state (se11eleri 
meaning "to make divine''). 

The theurgic apotheosis means noL only union with Lhe gods, but also 
acquiring a transformed perception and a golden body of light, which 
imitates the solar orb (aten) and may be compared LO a star. TI1e goddess 
Nut (Heaven) says in the PyraJ11idTexts: 

"Open up your place in the sky among the stars o[ the sb.-y, for you a.re 
the Lone Star, the companion of Hu; look down upon Osiris when he 
governs the spi.ri1s. for you sland far off from him. you are not among 
thern and �•ou shall not be among them" (PT 245) . 

. \1101her text assures 1he pharaoh that the doors o[ 1he s1arrr skr are 
opened 10 him and be is one of t:he gods: 

· · 

''Your scent is as their scent.. vour swea1 is as 1.he sweat of 1.he Two 
Enncads, you appear in the royal hood. your hand grasps the sceptre, yow: 
f.is1. grips on I.he mace ... for you belong to the stars who surround Ra. wbo 
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are before the Morning Star, you are born in your months as the moon ... 
the Imperishable Stars foUow you. Make yourself .ready until Ra comes 
tbat you may be pure when you ascend to Ra ... " (PT 412). 

The theu.rgic immo.rtalizatio□ of the soul, realized by the Neoplatonists 
in hieratic rites (also using immaterial symbols, geometric foons, numbers) 
and visualized as a sphere, the luminous "sta.r.ry body'' (since the vehicle 
of the soul in ber circular movement is assimilated to No/(s), is viewed as 
the .recovery of one's original celestial state. 

8. Deification through the Eye of Horus 

The restoration of the soul's noetic perfection is symbolized by the 
res to.ratio□ of the Eye. Therefore the Eye of Ra (from whicb humankind 
originated as ao image) is one of the main theurgic paradigms and 
symbols, rich io metaphysical meaning. This is the reason wby the 
pharaoh is "a screeching falcon who flies round the Eye of Horus" (PT 
689). Hjs own eyes appear as the Night-barque and the Day-barque of Ra 
(PT670). 

To provide one with the intact Eye of Horus, great of hektl, means to 
divinize and resurrect him io the archetypal realm of Ra. The Pyramid Texts 
argue that the pharaob (or the initiate) is censed with the Eye of Horus 
and thus made divine because of this Eye (PT 741) on which Horus has 
placed a golden collar (PT 742): 

"Arum summons me to the sky, and I take the Eye of Horus to him. I 
am the son of Khoum ... Long may this wo.rd be in your sight, 0 Ra; hear 
it. .. Open up my road ... " (PT 524). 

"The Eye of Horus gleams upon the wing of Thoth on the left-hand 
side of the ladder of the god. 0 men, a serpent is bound fo.r the sky, but I 
am the Eye of Horus; this is obstructed in every place where it is, but I 
take my departure as the Eye of Horus. Desire that I should come among 
you, 0 my brethren the gods; .rejoice at meeting me, 0 my brethren the 
gods, just as Horus .rejoiced at meeting his Eye wbeo his Eye was given to 
him in the presence of his father Geb" (

P

T 478). 
The .restoration of the Eye may be described io terms of purification, 

integration, and union. The .restored noetic plenitude is a solar "rebirth" in 
the realm of akh11, therefore Iamblichus regards catharsis as a process 
which integrates the multiplicity into its intelligible unitJ and consists of l) 
withdrawal (aphairesis) &om alien things, 2) restoration of one's own 
essence (apodoJ1s tes oikeias 011.rias), 3) perfection (teleiotes), 4) fu!Jness 
(apoplerosis); 5) independence (aularkeia) from passion, 6) ascent to the 
creative cause (a11odos epi te11 ge1111esa111e1m1 aitian), 7) conjunction of parts 
with wholes (.r1maphe pros la ho/a /011 mero11), and 8) the conLribution from 
wholes to the parts of power. life, and energeia (Stob. I.455.25-456.4). 
Thus the perforrnance of theurgic ritual follows the rbyt.hms of 
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manifestation and reintegration, that is, the soul's path to demiurgy and its 
restoracion afLer it has bathed again with Ra in the Lake of Rushes and 
utrcred: 

·•See me, 0 Ra; recognize me, 0 Ra. l belong to those t.hai know you, 
so know me" (PT 311 ). 

Hence, by iniitatiog the order of the gods, the soul restores its own Ra
nature by taking on "the shape of the god" (to !011 theon schema: De 
/JijlJ/Cr.65.-t). '16 

The whole Eye is anterior to its parts as the wholeness "prior to its 
parts" (pro 1011 111ero11), is "made up of parts" (e.,.:; 1011 111ero11), and represents 
the wholeness "within the part" (en to 111erez). Therefore the thew:gic rite 
oughL to embrace all orders of the gods in an appropriate way, thereby 
rescoring the Eye as the corporeal, psychic, and noetic wholeness which 
leads to the ineffability of the One, the hidden Eye of the Serpent. When 
this Eye is opened at the dawn of noetic creation, the golden Scarab 
appea.rs as r\tum-Ra.. 

Io the ascending rite, the soul is divioized because the tclcsiurgic ritual, 
performed by the initiate, tries to imitate divine "gestw:es" and celestial 
"dances". Accordingly, the soul itself becomes the s1111thema wliich is filled 
with a di\rioe presence. The role of matter consists in mirroring the 
condition of the soul: it reveals itself as purified and transformed when 
the soul realizes the overwhelming divine presence and is identified with 
the golden child Nefertum, seated in a lotus flower at the nostrils of Ra . 
. '-\s [amblichus pointed out, mud symbolizes the material principle which 
functions as the foundation to nourish the divine lotus (De lllj!Sfer.250.13-
252. l I) Its circular throne can serve as a place where the soul is reborn, 
becoming like the solar Ra. The Horus-like pharaoh, being al once the 
chjcf mystagogue and the initiate, says: 

''l appear as Nefertum, as the lotus-bloom which is at the oose of Ra" 
(PT'J.--1-9). 

·'J have grasped your tail (or Ra io bull-shape) for myself, for l am a 
god and the son of god, I am a flower which has issued from the Nile, a 
golden 0ower which has issued from Iseioo" (PT 334). 

''T live on that whereon Shu lives, I eat of that whereof Tefnut eats" 
(PT339). 

"O Ra ... 1 am you and you a.re I... if you shine in me, I will shine in 
you.,. for I an, that Eye of yours which is on the horns of f-lathor, which 
turns back the years from me; I spend the night and am conceived and 
born every day" (PT 405). 

To be born every day (though a "day" also may be understood as a 
cycle of aU manifestation until it is finally reabsorbed into the depths of 
Nun, as it is described in the Book o

f 

Two lW�s) means to participate in 
demmrgic activity, being idcnLical either to the Dcmiurge himself, or to 
the_mcmbers of his solar bargue. This claim is not the claim of a separate 
mdividual entity, but dial of Logos (1l1e Pharaoh as an archetype. the son of 
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Ra, al-i11st111 fl l -ka111il of the Su Gs) who performs the cosmic rites as the sole 
Thawnaturgus. 

9. Sp.iJ:jcuaJ Teachers and Sacred Masters 

The theurgi.c trailition is by no means rest.cicted to its Neoplatonic 
branch, that which is largeJy based on the Chaldean oracles and the 
metaphysicaJ exegesis of Plato, O.rpheus. and Homer. Damascius, for 
instance, maintained that theurgi.c practices stem from Egyptian cultic 
stock. 

ln late antiquity, the forced decline of Egyptian temples under the 
Roman administration and Christian intolerance determined the general 
turning to oracle cults, prophetic figures, and local images that required a 
minimum of priestly services. The priests themselves shifted their realm of 
primary authority from temple liturgy co a role as esoteric philosophers 
and ritual experts. In a sense, they hellenized and, at the same time, 
continued the ancient tradition of 111ed11 11eter, the writings of Thoth. The 
chains of initiation were maintained by various reLgious associations and 
mortuary guilds. 

The lector priests often functioned as embalmers through the early 
Roman period; therefore temple traditions were maintained by 11ekrotopboi, 
"corpse-bearers". A mortuary guiJd in Kysis was still alive in early 4th 

ceDtury A.D., similar to a corporation of ironwo.rkers who were making 
annual pilgrimages from Hermontb..is to the Hatshepsut temple for a citual 
banquet and sacrifice, or like associations (su11odci, kli11eis) of priests 
devoted co the Blemmye god Mandulis. that were active in the 5th century 
A.D., during the lifetime of Proclus. However, under Christian dominion, 
the miniature models of temples and the hidden domestic altars of the 
priests replaced the actual temples. According to D. Frankfurter: 

"These domestic priests' aJtars project a secrecy and concentric ritual 
holiness trailitionalJy associated with established temples; bur in their 
availability to the eyes of devotees and service for special cites the altars 
carry not only an exote.ric familiarity but even a mark of status and 
authority for the hierophant who assembled th.e altar":17 

The oracular function passed to seers and pious philosophers. They 
became prophetic 6.gw:es and rituaJ e>..-perts who diminished the scope of 
sacred rites and shifted tl,e emphasis from temple-based rituals to those 
concerned with amuJets and domestic altars, blessings and curses. healing 
and pcotective spells, as well as secret initiations. During Roman times, 
EgypL already became i.meroationalJy famous as the land of "magicians" 
and spiritual masters. It was regarded as "a Landscape of gurus readv to 
teach and initiate Roman youths .Ul all lhe esoteric mysteries and 
'philosophies' they might yearn for or imagine", as D. Frankfurter pointed 
out:� 
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Owing to changing hjscorical and social ciccumstances, a great number 
of Egyptian priests aod mystagogues gained independence from particular 
temples and cultic service, "becoming a kind of extended fraternity of 
sacred masters under the aegis ofThoth".49 They were the bearers of ritual 
heka power (mageia) and, in some cases, even joined the Neoplatonjc 
circles of those wbo continued the Iamblicheao and Procline chains of 
transmission in Egypt 

In Graeco-Egyprian tradition, the pharaoh Nechepso is regarded as a 
sage. srnrgazer. and designer of amulets (a kind of traditional sm,themata). 
Galen. discussing the properties of a green jasper stone, says: 

·'Some also set it in a ring and engrave on it the radiant serpent, just as 
.King Nechepso prescribed in his fourteenth book" (De simpl. X 19). 

The pharaoh Nechepso is imagined as a recipient of revelato:ry epistles 
from the sage and priest Petosiris. Firmicus Maternus claims transcribing 
"all that Hermes and Anubis have revealed to Asclepius, all that Petosiris 
and Nechepso have set out in detail, all that Abraham, Orpheus and 
Kritodemus have written" (Math. IV). The text, dated A.D.137-138, 
speaks of the revelatory chains as follows: 

"_-\fter examination of many books as they have been handed down to 
us from ancient wise men, tl1at is, the Chaldeans, and Petosiris, and, 
especially, king Necheus (Nechepso), just as they themselves consulted 
with our Lord Hem1es and Asclepius, that is, lmouthes, son ot 
Hephaistos" (Pap. Salt/ L.ot11111J 2342). 

Nechepso is credited with knowledge of the affinities of stones and 
phints with the stars: during a nocturnal 111i'rq: or anabasis eis 011ra11011, he 
had ascended tluougb rhe air (pros aera) and heard a heavenly voice 
(Nechr:pso11is el Petosiridis, fr.1) - a revelatory discourse on the music of the 
spheres, as\'\'. Burken maintains.so Petosiris also bad journeyed with gods 
and angels, ::ind a letter &om Nephotis to Pbaraoh Psammerichus even 
offers a 1.heurgic procedure for self-divinization by w1iting the initiate with 
tl1e sun (Pap. G,-aecae Magicae N.155-285). The so-called Mithras Litm-g,y 
(1hus incorrectly labelled by Albrecht Dieterich) deals with the ritual and 
experience of immortalizarion (apathanatis1110J), including descriptions of 
breathing techniques, amulets and ineffable words of power (heka11). While 
depicting a liturgical mysce:ry for the ascent of the soul through seven 
stages, 1.he text instructs: 

"Draw i.n breath from the rays, drawing up three times as much as you 
can, and you will see yourself being lifted up and ascending to d,e height, 
so that you seem to be in midair .... you will see all immortal things .... will 
see d,e divine order of the skies: the presiding gods risi.ng into heaven, 
�ourses of the visible gods will appear through the disk of god. my 
ta I her. .. you will see many Gve-pronged stars coming forth from the 
�1sk ...• -\ nd when the disk is open, you will see the fi.celess circle, and the 
bery doors shut. tight.. .-\ L once close your eyes aod recite the following 
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prayer ... invoke the immortal names ... Then open your eyes, and you will 
see the doors open and the world of the gods which is within the doors ... 
the rays will turn toward you; look at the centre of them ... you will see a 
youthful God, beautiful in appearance, with fiery hair, and in a white tunic 
and a srnrlet cloak, and wearing a fiery crown ... Helios, the Lord of 
heaven and caJth, God of Gods ... " (Mithras Lit11rg,y 540-640).51 

10. Radiant Power or Names and Flight co the Throne 

The autobiography of Thessalos (2nd century A.D.), couched in the 
form of a letter to a king from d1e magician, describes the communication 
widl the deit-y in a place, specially prepared by dle Theban priest in Upper 
Egypt. Thessalos asks to sec Asclepius (Imhotcp) "alone, face to face", 
sitting on a chair opposite a throne on which ilie deity. invoked with 
"powerful mysterious words", manifests itself. According to J. Z. Smith 
the formula 1110110.r pros 111011011 is related to the older formula 1110110.r mono. 
1neaniog "private" or "secret''.52 

Ao experience of divine epiphany inicially is both an outer and inner 
e.:...-perience in the holy of holies of the Egyptian temple, standing before 
the statue of the deity or contemplating the fuse rays of the rising sun. 
Therefore the Plotiniao ascent, described as "the flight of the alone to the 
alone" (phuge 111011011 pms mo11011: Enn. IV.9.11), is originally a symbolic and 
initiatory path th.rough the temple to tlle hidden chamber where the 
throne of the deity stands. 

The journey through tlle Netherworld (Duat, the temple of Osiris and 
tlle body of Nut) is modelled on the same pattern which may also be 
depicted as a vertical ascent to tlle realm of Ra in order to see the divine 
face and be united witll it. The king ascends to Ra's seat because his "face 
is tllat of falcons", and the "face of tlle god is open" to him, where he sits 
on the great throne beside me god (PT 271 ). 

Though arranged and depicted in accord with tlle established genre of 
mytllical paradigms and sacramental formalism, dus ascent (a11odos) is not 
an event of physical displacement and chronology, but catller elevation 
through the symbols (like tlle reading of tlle ontological text in reverse, 
moving from one point of identity to another, and G.naUy reaching the 
innermost aoetic centre), thereby summarizing the revealed divine 
presence and realizing essential union with tlle Principle. The Egyptian 
hieratic ascent. whose uplifting force is tied to the intelligible 
interpretation of symbols (by elevating to aoeti.c truth: De .N{yste,:250.13-
18), is not accomplished simply by rituals or sacred symbols themselves. 
but also by the accompa1.1y111g knowledge, understanding, and 
illumination. 
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The ascent (a11agoge) and reunification with or return to the divine is a 

kind of "henneneutical clarification" or "presentation" of the "radiant 

power" (akhlf) of words and images in the realm of semiotics and 
iconography. "l ascend to the sky among the gods, I bring and repeat the 
word of lhe gods", says the "deceased" (hierophant) who "knows the 
names" and is initiated into the sacramental meaning and radianl power of 
Jivine speech. This radiant power, akhu, reveals the metaphysical sphere 
of mei1niog that is imposed on sensible realily in a manner that e>..-plaios it 
and directs it towards the intelligible source. Likewise the Iamblichean 
11oem theoria, the intellecntl interpretation or the "more epoptic" 
(rpoptikote1v11) approach, consists in identifying the characteristics of being 
discrele or continuous as aspects of the power of the One, active at every 
level of reality. However, according to J. Assmann: 

"Instead o[ supplying definitions, Egyptians would state names, drnt is, 
the sacred and secret names of things and actions that tbe priests had to 
know to exercise the radiant power of the words. A highly charactel.'isti.c. 
and certainly early, form of handing down these names is the commentary 
('this mei1ns'). as exemplified by tbe Rarnessewn PapJl'US, wb.ich records 
knowledge that unfolds on two levels: tbat of appearances and tbat of 
meanings, or names".53 

The importance of god-given names which constitute manifested 
reality and may be related to the demiurgic Logos (I-lu) is emphasized in 
Produs' Commentary on the Cra!Jftts of Plato. While launching into a 
discussion on the power of names, Produs distinguishes two views 
prevalent iuuong the ancients: 1) some take tbe view that the gods 
lranscend aU names which begin at the level of daimons; 2) others think 
that 1he names are only one type of s1mthe111ata which the gods have sown 
at all levels of being. Since names are symbols correlated with noeric 
realities, there are correct names that constitute tbe dynamic meta
structure of reality (as a web of agcd111ata pho11ee11ta, "vocal images" of the 
gods, i.e., the phoneric correlates of images which represent in words wbat 
the .rm,thelllafa sown by the gods represent in the cosmos) and tluough 
them one has access to the gods. 

Like the Chaldeans, Lndians, and Hellenes, the Egyptians have a 
revealed vocabulary suitable to tbe d1eurgic purpose of elevarion. As J. 
Di.lion explains, theurgy teaches us how to represent the structure of 
symbols and $ynthemes in the physical world by means of inarticulate 
ULLcrances (11diart./;rotoi ekphone.rei.r: In Cmt. LXll. p.31,27 Pasquali).54 Being 
3 son of t1galmata (such as properly consmJCted and animated statues), the 
mantric strings of syl.lables and vowels (a.r11tJJa 011omata) transmit cliv:ine 

l�Ower. However, they are surpassed by divine names proper which stem 
�o'.11 the in1elligible rei1lin and a.re used to caU upon the gods. Like the 
divine names employed in the Sufi dhikr, they function as a means o[ 
ascent and l1nio11. 
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For the Egyptians, the nan,e (ren) represents an essential relationship 
between the name and the named. Therefore everything that can be 
cxLracted from the name reveals something about the essence of the 
named, and everything said about the archetypal structure, the essence of 
a god, of a human being or of any manifested thiog, is contained in its 
name. 

11. Thcu.rgic Union with the Divine Principle 

Unity wjtbin divine intellect is derived from the One's presence which 
is ineffable and transcends the realm of "uttered" ooetic gods. For this 
reason Plotinus th.inks that union with the One (wbich is possible when 
the soul has already been "deconstructed" and assimilated with Nous, i.e., 
when the soul r e -establishes its initial Ra-nature) cannot be achieved by 
ritual, though purification and dialectic will lead upwards, due to the 
providentially arranged structure of the cosmos allowing this possibility. 
But the supreme goal is "outside the control of even the noblest 
ph.ilosopher", as J.M. Rist pointed out.55 

In this respecl, one should .remember that the r\Je..._andrian 
Neoplatonist He1meias (5th century A.D.) discussed the distinction 
between l) he e11do11 tclestike, "internal tclestic art", which makes our soul 
perfect and complete in all its powers, and 2) he exo telestike, "enema! 
telestic an", which helps to free our soul and body from troubling 
difficulties and furnishes us with a happy passage through life, dearly 
regarded as the process of purification (kotham101) and rites (telctaz) that set 
us among the gods (In Pbacd,: 96.2-8; 97.23ft). 

The external te/estike is further described as anthropike kai tcch11ike 
telestike, "human and techni.cal telestic", which depends on the skill of the 
priests and is used in the cult of statues (pe,i las therapeias ton agt1!mato11), 
folJowing the established law (1101110.r) of the city and native t.raditional 
customs. This he tedJ11ike telestike and the related hieratic li[e provide 
assistance to pious citizens by means of sacrifices, prayers, incantations 
and cites, involving plants aod stones (ibid.,99.14-19; 165.14-15). 

Internal thcurgy, or inspired telestic, makes the soul intellectually active 
according to all its powers which, ultimately, ai:e divine powers and 
attribules. A. Sheppard tries to convince us that Proclus, following his 
master Syrianus, divided theurgy into three types:,the third kind of telestic 
(also described as theia philosophia, divine philosophy) serving to 
accomplish mystical union.56 

Proclus indeed subdivides the "ritual" of return into stages: 1) just as 
by soul we attain likeness LO Soul (lhe realm of Osiris and Nut), and 2) by 
bean-intellect to the noecic world (the realm of Ra and his Eye. Hathor), 
;o 3) it is by "the tlower of Lntellcct" (,111/hos 11011), by our benosis (unity). we 
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aww1 union wilh the One or raLher with the Fathe.r of the Intelligible 
Triad, if the supreme union with the One itself is reserved for "the flower 
oi tJ1e whole soul". Produs partly follows Porphyry who offered some 
kind of identification between 1) the hupa,xis in man and 2) the h11pa1xi.s 
that is the One. But Pcodus cannot accept t11at Porphy.ry's h11pa1xif (caUed 
Father by the Chaldean Oracles) is the supreme Principle in the transcendent 
hjerarchy. 

The threefold division of theurgy and the designation of its lower 
ritualistic aspect as "merely skilful" is not correct, because every ritual bas 
llS inner dimension through which tbe human htrpa,,_is can be united with 
ihc divine h11pi11xis. All s1111!henmta, notwithstanding the level of their ritual 
ca.xonomy, provide a direct access to the divine. Only bwnan capacities 
differ: therefore each man attends to his sacrifice according to what he is 
and cannot surpass the proper measure. 

fn order to reach the One, the soul must be assimilated to the Whole 
(pan) by honouring all the gods, including the material ones, whose 
intlucnce is universal and works on the principle of Like to like (di' 
ho111oiotela: De ll!Jl.f!et:193.18-19). In monistic metaphysics, "materiality is 
created our of substantiality", as lamblichus says, speaking about the 
Fgy71ua11 tradition (paradosis) from which Plato derived bis doctrine of 
matter (Proclus In Ti111. l l  ?d, I.386.8). Therefore matter serves as tl1e index 
(deig11hl) o( di,·ine presence, or as the mirror that reflects d1e spirirual 
condition of the soul. 

Proclus maintains tl1a1. the telest.ic rites obliterate aU stains produced by 
generation. This obliteration is accomplished tlirough the "divine fue" (dia 
/011 thr-io11 p11m.i), i.e., tl1rough d1e Flame of Gold, the Eye of Ra, the fiery 
Hathor-Sekhmel. Therefore Heracles, being purified through tl,e telestic 
art, obtarns a perfecl rescoralion to Lhe gods (eir tous 1heo11S apokatastasios). 
_\ccordingly, he serves as a model bod1 for l) philosophy and 2) theurgy, 
which is called theta phi/osophia, greater than aJJ bwnan virtue and 
knowledge. 

Three wa�•s of ascending to Lhe divine are described by Proclus: 1) 
r:rntike ma111c1, "erotic madness" - such as that which possessed Majnun and 
Lhe Su(i rnanyr aJ-l lusayn ibn Mansu.r al-Hallaj (A.D.858-922) - enables 
the ascent th.rough love to divine beauty, 2) theia phi/osophia enables the 
ascent through Lrud1 Lo divine wisdom, and 3) theo11rgike d1111a111is, the grace
�ringing power, enables the ascent th.rough faitl, to divine goodness. A. 
Sheppard thi11ks thai all three ways mean tl1e same thing and refer to 
mystical unioa.57 

In fact, the Egyptian formulation which affirms "One is All", implies 
that unity with the deity may be accomplished at any level of divine 
manifestation, thus paradoxically confinning lhe single Pcinciple behind 
the millions of his faces, masks, and body-members, moving from 
rnulLipliciLy Lo Lht> suprt·mc iind hidden Oneness, 10 Lhc de11.r absro11rlit11s 
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whose mani[eslations (br111), icracLi;iLions, names, symbols, images. 
receptacles, reflections. and shadows are aU deities, souls, and things. Tbe 
ascending h.ierophant may be identified with the cLifferem portions of 
ontological text, at every point of a11a11111es-is revealing the particular divine 
eidos, peculiar to that level, and, by recognizing and naming every 
cosmogonical entity, to "be united with the gods in On" (PT 617). 
11uougb Horus the Uniter be realizes himself as the essence of all the 
gods and says: 

"I am the primeval hill of Lhe land in the midst of the water" (PT 484). 
\Xlben the ascending pharaoh presents himself to Shu as the son of 

A tum, Shu confirms th.is claim and says: 
"You are the eldest son of A tum, bis first-born: A tum has spat you out 

from bis mouth in your name of Shu" (PT660). 

Who then is Shu? And docs Lhe "soul" still remain the same ascending 
sou� when it returns lO the mouth of Arum "in his name of Shu"? Onl� 
the generic arrangement of ranks and the dynamic play of masks and 
functions itre present. Finally, as it is auested in the Book efTwo IT'ays. the 
ascending ba (such as the Sufi martyr al-Hallaj who proclaims the supreme 
unity, tawhid, by saying a11a'l-1-laqq. "1 am God") may pronounce the 
d1eurgic statements of identity, for instance: 

"1 am s11h11 of Ra, the Lord of Maat ... I am Ra" (CT '1034/5). 
In th.is case. Ra himself confirms bis own identity through the cite of 

a11a11mesis, performed by the soul which "disappears" as a separate entity 
and is assimilated into the "Great-name who made his light" (CT 
1082/53). The "deceased" initiate, as a forever living spic.it. is no longer in 
any sense "deceased" when Arum in him discovers himself as Arum and 
says: 

"l am Arum" (Cf 1063/34). 
The mystical union (henosis) with the One is scared in such paradigmatic 

formulations as "l am Nun, Lord of Darkness" (CT 1132/2), or "I am 
[mysel�" (Ct 1142/15). 

12. IoteUect of the Father and f-Iis Cosmic Drnma 

Neoplatonic cheurgy. itself being a hermeneutically refined ,·ersion of 
ancient anagogic rites, is possible only in a kind of text-like symbolic 
"world" which is "fuU of gods" and is similar (ho1J1oiotatos) to the 
archetypal realm. the Essential Living Being (aN!oz.0011) of Plawn.ists. The 
animated and visible universe is "animated" because it irrutaLcg the 
invisible completeness and brightness or the Essential Living Being. All 
Living beings unitarily and gencricaUy are parts of this mdoz.0011 and they 
attain fulfilment under the Essenrial Living Being according co Lhe 
nlllltiplicitics 1111d hcnacb conraincd in them. 
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Since the noetic a11tozoo11 encompasses all those genera that come after 
ic (and all things proceed from the intelligible realm), it is regarded both as 
l) a whole before its parts and as 2) a prin1ary principle of causation which 
brings ro completion all Lhings from within itself. Therefore Iamblichus 
asks: How would any part of the AJ1 be completely devoid of God? And 
bo,.v would any place survive entirely unprotected by the superior ones? 
(Proclus fo Tim. I. 145.5). Damascius raises almost the same question: 

":-\.re then all che elements whicb are in the universe also within us, and 
all that are in us also in the universe?" (!11 Phileb.130.63) 

The proper answer may be that "all things are everywhere, but in 
differen1 modes in different places" (,pa11ta einai panlacho11 legontes, alhs 111e11toi 

kai al/o.r. ibid.). According to Proclus, all the causes share in each other and 
are in each. therefore in a certain sense the Paradigm of the universe (to 
p,m1deigma 1011 p,wtos) is encompassed by the Demi urge (J II Tim. 1.336.16). 
In this respect. famblichus says: 

'"Real existence and the beginning of created things and the noetic 
paradigms oi the cosmos (ten 01110.r 011.ri11 kai to11 gig11o!lle11ot1 archen kai ta noeta 
1011 kos111011). which we term the ooetic cosmos, and such causes as we 
declare to pre-exist all things in Nature, all th.ese things the Demiurge
Go<l whom we are now seeking gathers into one aod holds within 
himsell" (Procl. 111 Tim. I.307.14). 

Like the Egyptian priests. the Neoplatonists discerned different levels 
or demiurgic activity presided over by different creators, for instance, 1) 
the transcendent. Father (ho pater ton de111io11rgo11), 2) the Heavenly 
Dem.iurge, 3) tl1e sublunary. genesiurgic Demiurge. The sublunary 
Demiurgc may be interpreted as Hephaistos (Ptah), or the whole triad may 
be identified with Zeus. Poseidon and Pluto respectively. Thus the first 
primeval a-ealor (.prvtos ton de111io11rgon) is distinguished from the middle or 
second creator (ho mesos demiourgos) and the third creator (ho tritos 
de111io11rgos), who co-operates with the creative activity of the second (Prod. 
ill Tim. l.74.15-16). 

Hennes is regarded as the angelic intellectioo (angelike ,roesis) of the 
Father. This 11oesis, equivalent to the logos of the Father, is "geometric" and, 
ihcrcrore, creates the basis oi the three-dimensional world. The Hermaic 
logos is analogous to the script transmitted by Thoth. Since Ptah 
(i-nmctimcs viewed as the supreme Dem.iurge) is the god of hieroglyphs, 
who creates them by inventing the forms and names of everything. Tholh 
su11ply writes lbem down .. Therefore Lhe world-creating words and 
lueroglyphs are viewed as "everything which Ptah has created and which 
Thoth has wri1tco clown". The ontological st.ructuce of reality is 
lucroglyphic and reaJable. The writing practised by the priests ooh
embodies wh11t is already presented in the realm of noetic paradigms and 
tmphcit in Lhe strncture of manifestation. According to J. Assmann:5X 
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"11 is a kind of Platonism. Plato interprets t.he visible world as the 
infinite material reproduction of a 6nite set of immutable ideas. The 
Egyptians ioterpre1ed the visible world as a kind of infinitely ongoing 
production which very faithfully follows an original finite set of types or 
models. And this same set is aJso represented by the hieroglyphic system. 
The hierogJyphs reproduce the world of things, and the world of things 
can be viewed as a world/word of signs. To the hieroglyphic mind, things 
and signs are interchangeable. IL was this way of world-making that made 
Egyp1ian wisdom so attractive to the Neoplatonists of Late Antiquity ... "SK 

Iamblichus maintained (following Pythagoras in this respect) that the 
lines by which the gods proceed down are symbolized by Promed1eus, 
equated to p1v11oio (providence). And the routes of their rerum upwards 
into the noetic realm are symbolized b)' Epimetheus, whose name means 
epistrophe eis to 11oelo11, "reversion to the intelligible sphere" (Damascius In 
Phileb.57.29). 

Proclus provides a different interpretation: to b.i.m Prometheus 
represents the Circle of the Same within us, and Epimetheus the irrational 
nature which bounds it and prevents us from making the spiritual ascent 
(I,, Ti111.346.12ff). In both cases, the double circle of manifestation and 
reintegration constitutes the ontological, mythological, and semantic frame 
for the ritual ac1ivi1ies which folJow the rhythms of the cosmos. 

Both the descent and ascent of the soul is a rite, like the daily solar 
circuit of Ra and the circular movement of the Year. Since human beings 
imitate archetypal patterns, translated into the Janguage of sacred calendar 
and mythology, their life is ordered, ritualized, and dramatized by 
demiurgic forces turned into cuJturaJ forms. Only those evenls and actions 
that con furn the reguJar structure of die \Vhole and ioutate the life of die 
gods arc considered to be real. important, and wonhy of mention, at least 
until the New Kingdom when the theology of divine will has emerged. 
But even in the realm of persona] devotion. only typical, regular and 
predictable patterns, integrated into the ritual fabric of cosmic liturgy. are 
valued, not some contingeot, accidental, and deviant characteristics . 

• c\ da.ily drama of the cosmic rinial, performed by the circuit of Ra, 
stands as the symbolic paradigm for aJl aspects and levels o[ the ongoing 
life-process, covering not only the pursuits of royaJ politics. economics, 
and jurisprudence, but aJso various types of esoteric initiations and 
"philosophies". The mystery of solar rebirth and the circuit of Ra arc 
models for the pious life on earth and for spiritual initiation, aimed ac die 
alchemical transformation of the soul, in the realm of Osiris. 

The "solar discourse" proYidcd a kind of sacramental interpretation, or 
rnetaphysicaJ hermeneutics, able co translate invisible paradigms -
presented in visible icons of the sun's circuit - into a design for human 
linng and for departing to the beautiful \X!esL Thus the circt1i1 of the sun 
is sLrc1ched out as the sacred text and constinncs a series of S\<mbolic 
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pictures that function on different levels of interpretation, both 
u:anscendent and immanent. ln its mythological aspect of cosmic and 
social exegesis, the circuit affirms order over chaos, intellect over irrational 
passion, Ra ov� the �na.ke A.pep, th�re?y modelling the gover�mental and 
political dimension ol sacred kingslup, itself regarded as a multi-structured 
soceriological ship, whose light-bearing helmsman (pharaoh) triumphs 
over darkness and is united with bis Farber and all the gods. 

Cosmic life at all levels reflects the conflict of Horus and Seth, 
resolved into transcendent union by the wisdom of Thoth. By realizing 
the permanent threat of disorder (isefef), the Egyptians tried to prevent any 
deviation and improv:isation, while maintaining that an accurate ritual 
cepeLit.ion can counter decline and decay, thus safeguarding links with the 
noetic realm and sustaining cosmic life itself. Rites and recitations were 
based on an exact mimesis of divine archetypes, projected into the cosmic 
process of cyclical recurrence. Their esoteric function consisted in 
elevating to first principles, leading from multiplicity to unity. 

Finally, supreme unity transcends Eternal Recurrence (11eheh) kept in 
motion by tl1e macrocosmic rites of the Demiurge, imitated by the 
pharaoh-priest in the sphere of cult. Since the noetic realm, ultimately, 
may be reduced to the sole divine Thaumaturgus, both opinions, namely, 
1) ihat souls whicb have attained perfection (teleo.r apokathistamena) in the 
noetic realm are exempt from descent and 2) that they must descend 
again, at least as some kind of avataras, are paradoxically both true at the 
same Lime. 

However, notwithstanding monistic unity or strictly metaphysical 
oneness, the cosmos partakes of conflict by reason of the va.ciety of its 
powers. Therefore the pharaoh and every priest, or administrator, who 
perform the 1JJaat-sustaining and akh-revealing rites, are viewed as warriors 
involved in rbe cosmic game. According to Proclus, paraphrasing 
la111hlichL1s: 

"For since all things derive both from the One and from the Dyad 
after the Ont'. and are 1mited in a way with each other, and have been 
allotted an antithetical nature, so also in the major categories of Being 
there is a certain antithesis of the Same as against the Other, and of 
Motion as opposed to Rest, and since all things that are io the cosmos 
partake of these classes, it would indeed be suitable to considei: the 
conllict as extending through all things" (In Tim. I.78.6ft). 

However, as A. K Coomai:aswamy pointed out, the Devas and Asuras, 
powers of Light and Dai:kness. although distinct and opposice in 
operation, ai:e in essence consubsrnnt.ial: their dist.inction is i 1  matter of 
onemation and transformation. bur not of essence.59 The war waged 
beiwcen Ra and Apep. Horus and Serh, may he in1erpreted, following 
�amblicbus, as that facuhy which utterly destroys the unordered and 
1rregL1lar and which pmmores the wisdom of immaterial and transcendent 
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iotcllecLion (Prod. /11 Ti111. 1.165.16). TI,erefore the warlike mode of life 
presided over by t\theoa, the goddess of wisdom, is "philosophical" in the 
sense of the grcatjihad- al/ihad a/-akbt1rof the Sulis. 

The hierarchy of div-inc forces constitutes a single ibeophaoy, though 
differentiated imo levels and classes, or rather "body-members" of Lhe 
cosmic state. Therefore both Porphyry and lamblichus tell us of cosmic 
priests, shepherds, hunters, farmers, and warriors. According to Proclus: 

"The philosopher Porphyry lays down as follows: t.he priests are 
analogous to the archangels in heaven turned towards the gods of whom 
they are the messengers, and the warlike class is analogous co the daimons 
that descend imo bodies, and t.he shepherds, again to those who are 
appointed over the herds of animals, whom they declare in secret. 
teachings (di'aporrheton), to be souls who have failed of hw11an 
intelligence ... and hunters are analogous to those who hunt down souls 
and enclose them in bodies ... and the farmers arc those given charge over 
the crops" (111 Tim. l.152. l 2ff). 

Tamblichm critici7.es the theories or Porphyry as "being neither good 
Platonism, nor true" (011/e Pla1011ikos 011/e a/ethos). As it is assened by 
Proclus: 

"Having made these criticisms, he (lamblichus) establishes the priests 
as analogous through their similarity co all the secondary essences and 
powers, such as honour and serve the causes prior to themselves, and the 
shepherds to all those (beings) in the cosmos that have been allotted 
dominion over t.hat life which inclines towards the body and o,,er che 
irrational powers, and which arrange these in order, and rhe hunters to the 
general powers, which order the secondary powers by means of their 
search for Being, and che farmers to t.hose who bring about the efficacy of 
those seeds which are borne down from hea,en to earth, and the \\'a.rriors 
co those who overthrow all that is godless, and make the di,,ine I.O 
triumph" (111 Ti111. J.152.28). 

13. Elevating Powers in the Pbarnonic Scare-Body 

The muJt:i-d.imeosional cosmos, like t.he gigantic theatre of desceot and 
ascent, oi the eternal "divine comedy". may be crossed through and 
deconstructed by employing ioscrumcnts provided by the Demiurge 
himself who bestows true love, that is, love of wisdom, to men and guides 
them by awakening the epistrophic forces that pcrfom1 puriGcations, 
initiations, and tclest.ic operations. Sacrifices and prayers are pan of the 
way cowards luminous self-knowledge. TI1crefore lamblichus disLinguishes 
t:hrce classes or prayer, in ascending order or perfection/,() 

The first type is described as kno" lcdgl· of all d1\lne or<ll'rs (g11osis 1011 
theon laxeo11 pt1so11) and concerns the approach (s,m,{gogos) to the diYinc 
realm. The suppliant must know all ll1cse ordt:r� and their specific 
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atu-ibuLes, i.e., must bave a map, like the Egyptian initiate, before entering 
''the hidden place", Alneotet. The Egyptian map-making tradition is 
concerned with the archetypal range of reality aod possible states of the 
soul (ba) through its Otherworldly travd when each psychic or spiritual 
state is experienced as an externalized enviromneot. 

The second type of prayer Links us with the divine by sympathetic 
association, or similarity (homoiosi.r pros to theio11) in matte.rs of purity, 
education (.paideia, which provides knowledge of how the right prayers are 
co be addressed to the right deities), and rank (taxis). L1 th.is case the gods 
send !:heir gifts even before our requests are expressed. The efficacy of 
prayer is based on the teaching that all things proceed from the gods and 
remain io rhem at the san1e time. By means of ineffable symbols (s11mbola 
anf1eta) the grace of the gods is actualized. As all things, which belong to 
vacious chains (seirm) of gods, e,•rperience manifestation, coming forth 
frorn initial principles, they also experience return (epistrophe), and to this 
r:pistrophe much is contributed by prayer.61 

The third and highest type of prayer unites the in1manent divine 
element (to theio11) in us with divinity frself, and is described as he rm-hetos 
henosis, ltnity beyond expression, establishing all power in the gods and 
completely iotegraLing the soul in them by performance of the proper 
ritual acts (hagisteia). However, Iamblichus emphasizes that "it is 
impossible to participate individually in die universal orders of existence 
(ton koi11011 laxeoo11). but only in communion with the divine choir of those 
who, wi1h intellects united (homo11oetikos), experience a common uplift 
(anagome1101J). "(Damascius In Phileb. 227.107). 

In this respect, one should remember that any individualism and 
subjective personalism in the modem sense is excluded &om Egyptian 
mysLical Lile. TI1e tbeurgic ascent is like an ecpyrosis which accomplishes 
the desrrucrion of the "man" within us (ton en hev1i11 anthropo11). The soul is 
to be gradually transformed 7ind assimilated to the un.iversitl hypostasis in 
order to participate in the eternal epistrophe and self-consciousness of the 
Intellect (i.e., of Ra himselQ. Nothing remains, except the perennial 
cosmogooica.l schema or the radiant noetic network of solar bau where any 
Lrace of separateness and human individualirv is annihilated. 

Plolinus regards differem souls as differ�t levels of consciousness. He 
distinguishes the shade of Heracles in Hades (who remembers alJ that he 
did in his life, since the mortal life belonged to the shade) from Heracles 
himself. assimilated with the gods: 

"The higher soul ought to be happy to forget what it has received from 
lh_c worse soul. .. The more it presses on towards the heights, the more it 
will forget, unless perhaps all its life. even he.re below, has been such that 
its memories a.re only of higher things; since here below coo it is best to be 
detached G-om hllman concerns, and so necessarily from human 
memories" (E1111. IV.3.32). 
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While being assimil::ned to Ra. Lhe soul embraces everything Lbat exists, 
but, i_n fact, this is the unitary itffumittion of Arum-Ra himself, of Being 
par extellem'f!, not of certain particular and eventuitUy "deconst.n1cted" 
fragments of existence. Therefore, in the F!_yra111id Texts, on.ly the pharaoh 
ascends to heaven 110d is united with first principles, bec11usc he, as the 
son of R11, represents the whole creation and the whole of humanity. 
stllnding at its 11pex. lo tJus sense, he is a prototype of the Christian Logos: 
nobody can ascend to the Fllther except through this pha.raonic Logos and 
as th.is Logos. For 1hjs reason, the plrncaoh is everybody's kn, everybody's 
divine Self and driving force. 

The heart-guided individual is first integrated i_nto the pharaonic state
body, as a participating member of this i111ago dei, of the Jdea, that is. d1e 
Horus-Icing, who alone ascends to the supreme archetype. The Stale and 
immortality are inseparable (and this is, perhaps, the hidden meaning of 
Plato's politeia); rnerefore the pharaoh, as the perfect cosmic A11thropos and 
tJ1e lord of burial presides over the means of salvation - the theurgy of 
stone and the way leading to an akhet, the threshold of Light. The M.iddle 
Kingdom texts emphasize me hea.rc-inteUect and the royal Self, for wb.icb 
aU members of me state (itself viewed as d1c dismembered and reunited 
body of Osiris) must exchange dieir individual selves: 

''Venerate the pharaoh in me inside of your bodies. 
Pledge aUegiaoce to f-Ls Majesty in your hearts. 
He is Sia. who is in tbe hcans. 
His eyes, they pierce every bodr. 
He is Ra, thanks Lo whose beams, one sees, 
An i.l.luminaLOr of rbe Two Lands, more d1ao tJ,c sun ... 
The ph11raoh is Ka, J lu is h.is mouLh. 
All things mat exist are brought forth by him. 
Bas1et he is, wbo protects the Two Lands ... 
Sckhmet he is to hin1 who violates his commandment".£ 

l4. The Perfect Man who Slew the Lords 

According to the s11tmtfl1a11 doctrine, presented in Indian scriptures, aU 
things are connected with the sun wb.ich is a/111011 (spirit, intelligence. 
A tum-Ra) of itll that is in motion or at rest. The sun strings aU manifested 
entities and levels o[ being 10 himself on a thread (s11tre s,111,ava,•ate), and 
tJ1is thread is the same as Lhe Gale (vqyu. p11e11111tJ. the breath of Shu). 
Brhrkm11!p1.1k,1 Upm,i.shad declares: 

"He who knows that thread :md rne Inward Ruler (1111t11,:,•a111i1111111 it,). 
knows Lhe Brnh1m1n. knows the worlds, knows the Dcvas. !-.nows the 
Vedas. knows himself. knows all ... " (BU 111.7.1-2). 

The soul of the sacrificer itself is food of the gods, because the 
sacrifice (dc:nh and transformation) dettnes the way by which the initiate 
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can ascend and eoler the sun, thereby crossing over from mortaliLJ to 
immortality. Therefore the famous Egyptian "cannibal hymn" (PT 273-
274), so named by 19th century puritans and positivists, who we.re devoid 
of anv noeti.c insight or understanding of symbols, should be interpreted 
in th� sacramental and theu.rgic sense, bearing io mind the real meaning of 
"food" in traditional ontologies, gooseologies, and culric practices. The 
h.ierntic knowledge is ass.unilated by "earing" aod "drinking" it (sometimes 
in quite literal sense); therefore the process of caring represents 
tr:insformation and unification: one's belly, full of "magic" and 
k.nowledge, simply means the hidden inner dimension. 

T n the PJrra111;d Texts, the ascending pharaoh appears as a possessor of 
offerings, as d1e universal Sacrificer, who "eats men and lives on dle 
gods". Being like his Father Atum, who begot him, the pharaoh is dle 
erema.l ba "in company with Him whose name is hidden". Thus me king, 
i.n his role of pa11theos. is united wim alJ manifested beings: 

"As a god who Lives on his fathers 
And feeds on his mothers; 
The pharaoh is a master of wisdom 
\Xlhose mother knows not his name" (PT 273). 
He is explicidy described as an imago dei: "a sacred image, d1e most 

sacred of the sacred images of the Great One", older than the oldest 
whom thousands serve. By swallowing all entities the king affirms himself 
as immanent possessor of all divine names and attributes, including their 
cosmic manifestations. Therefore the text says that he has swallowed me 
intelligence of every god; thereby bis lifetime is eternity. 

One could easily render this conception into Sufi terms and say mat 
the pharaoh represents the Perfect Man (a l -i11san al-kami-0 whose eternal 
essence is me Muhammadan Reality (haqiqa 111t1ha111111adiyya), or me 
Muhammadan Light (11tfr r1111hmmnadi), created out of God's own Light. All 
ljving things derive life from him and all desiring souls are subject to his 
will, since the Perfect Man, also known as the Great Elixir, d1e Cosmos 
Re0ectiog Mi.r.ror, Guide, the Mighty Opium, is a manifestation o[ the 
archetypal Muhammadan Reality. This quality may be shared by many 
legendary prophets, sages, and avataras. According to the Central Asian 
Sufi 'Aziz ibn Muhammad a l -Nasafi (13th century A.D.): 

"This Perfect Man is always in this world and there is only one Perfect 
�Ian. This is because all creatures are Like one person and the Perfect Man 
is d1e hearl of d1at person and creatures cannoc exist without a heart. 
There is not more than one bean, so there is nor more than one Perfect 
tvlan in this world. There are mmw wise men in dus world. bur there is 
onlv one heart. Other people are in tbe process of perfecLion. each one 
has its own perfec1·ion". 

"There is no need for all humans to reach perfection. If aU humru1s 
reached perfection, then me attributes, names and actions of iliis light 
would 1101 be completely matufcstcd, and the order of Lh.is world would 
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not exisL It is necessary for each person to have a level and be Lhe locus 
of manifestation of an attribute. Each person has the preparedness for a 
task in order thi1t the attributes, names and actions of I.his light become 
completely manifested and so that 1.he order of the world ex:ists".63 

1\ccordingly, d1c Pharnoh (likened to the Osirian t/jed pillar, clXiJ r111111dt) 
is one of the distant metaphysicaJ prototypes of the Hermetic and Sufi 
.--lnthropoI leleioJ, God's caliph, who is established upon the Throne like 
Homs-Ra or Osiris-Ra. Nasa6 continues: 

"The alchemy that mankind performs is that he takes the soul of 
whatever he eats. He cakes the select and quintessence of those things, 
that is, light is separated from darkness in such a way that light knows and 
sees itself as it is. This is not possible except in the Perfect Mao ... The 
Perfect Man completes this alchemy and completely separates light from 
darkness because light does not know or see itself in any other place and it 
sees and knows itself in the Perfect Man"_f>'l 

The divinized pharaoh "lives on the being of every god ... even of 
1hosc who come with their bodies full of heku from the Island of Fire", 
i.e .. from the highest noet:ic sphere. The king "feeds on the lungs of the 
Wisc Ones, and is satisfied with living on hearts and their hektl', thereby 
becoming the master of alJ demiurgic, theurgic, and magic powers. Hence, 
alJ creative heka potencies, all souls and intellects are in the belly of the 
pharaoh who assumes a role analogous to that of Shiva-destroyer able to 
break the backbones of the gods, to take their hearts and crowns: 

"ft is Khons who slew Lhe lords. 
ft is Shczmu (the god of wine-press) who cuts 
Them up for Lhe pharaoh 
,\nd who cooks for him a portion of them on his evening stones. 
It is Lhe pharaoh who cats their heka 
.\nd gulps down Lheir spirits" (PT273-274). 

By using seemingly cruel images (not unlike che tbeomach.ies of 
Homer. defended by Produs as having a certain esoLeric meaning, if 
understood kata te11 aporrhe/011 1heona11, according to 1he secret doctrine), 
th.is archaic "Stone r\ge" discourse describes the metaphysics of .,\tum and 
o[ his most sacred image, as well as the thcurgic mystery of a11agoge, 
portrayed as a tremendous myth, rituaJ, and cosmic drama. As J. Z. Smith 
poinceJ out. che incongruity of myLh is noL an error. but the very source 
of iLs power and an essential part of initiatory scenarios.65 

15. Theurgk Riles and SacramentaJ Theologies 

This rimalized asceo1 reprcsenis not an individual case of subjective 
experience, but serves as a panentheistic model, or map, of reality, equated 
to the body of God. t\ Christian mystic of the Procline Dionysian 
uadi11011 esscnrialJy seeks the same sacred communion (koi11011iu) \vttb 
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God, or t.he Cause of all, through participation in the sacraments of 
deilicat.ion. The stylistic difference in rhetoric aod theological details is of 
sccondarv importance: the uplifting may be accomplished by virtue of 
sacrame�taJ food, cites, and symbols; not only by symbols themselves, but. 
also by their interpretation. Hence, the upward movement is the task of 
certain esoteric hermeneutics - directed by Thoth or the Holy Spirit -
which leads through the sensible to the intelligible. 

lamblichus regarded theurgy as an essentially divine power which is 
manifest in certain traditional rites and sacrifices, including the Egyptian 
rituals, "since the Egyptians were the first to receive communication from 
the gods" (De nryster.258.4-5). In o.rder to accomplish the noet:ic apotheosis 
a11d henosi.r (union) with the One, all the energies engaged in the soul's 
descent had to be re-engaged, transformed and ritualized into the anagogic 
energies of the gods. Ii the king represents all creation and stands for all 
human souls it means that the entire material and ooetic cosmos must be 
switUowcd so as to a[fum his initial status as the all-inclusive Principle. 

\Xntle employing the term "theu.rgy" to describe various sacramental 
act.ivities, one should remember d1at even for Iamblichus theo111gia is only 
one of a number of synonymous words. As A. Louth pointed out, all of 
them have more or less the same meaning and may be simply translated as 
"theurgy".G6 1\mong these synonymously used words a.re, for example, 
,m,stagogia, hiera hagisteia, hiero11rgia1 thn:skeia, hieratike tech,,e. tbeosophia, he theia 
t1pi.rte111e, i.e., the terms related to an initiation into the mysteries, spiritual 
guidance, celebration, sacred sk.i.lJ, divine wisdom (theosophy) and 
koO\vlcdge. 

[n Egypt, killing was strictly a state monopoly - the punitive force 
(bau) is symbolized by the Uames of uraeus. The pharaoh as the all
inclusive ba, responsible for maat, is also the earthly image of the 
Dcm.iurgc. The royal image in the form of ba returns to its archetype. 11,is 
idea became universalized after the collapse of the Old Kingdom (2670-
2150 B.C.), when the initiatory way and the concept of bt1 were 
individualized to such an extent that, in principle, every man, symbolically 
assuming 1.he role of t.he pharaoh (it11ago dei, both Homs and Osiris), may 
1.raverse the threshold into Duat as a winged soul, to pass the test of his 
heart on the Grear Scales and ascend to d1e noetic realm. 

Tbe noetic realm itself is viewed as the ancestral "office" charged with 
maintaining the archetypal course of Ra and exercising eternal "creation" 
�rough life-giving power. This power bas its prolongation in the ruling 
kJJ1g, t.he golden J -lorus, the chief priest or the temple cult. All bis activities 
are aimed at ensuring the proper rhvthms of existence continue at the 
l�vel or images. If these images dcvi;te from their solar archetypes, the 
disorder and evil designs of enemies desuoy the right theurgic relationship 
between the rnyt.hologizcd state and the community of gods. 

According to J\. K. Coomaraswamy, "the Vedic and Christian 
Eucharist alike preserve the values of cannibalism".67 He thinks that very 
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little may be left of what we are accustomed to regard as spiritual values if 
all elements of prehistoric origin were to be substracted &om the most 
intellectual forms of religious doctrine. Thjs fact, however, does not mean 
that lamblichus and other Neoplatonists were directly dependent on the 
already highly sophisticated f?_yrcimid Texts or oo some hypothetical rites of 
ascent (th.rough lhe pillar of smoke, for instance) practised by Paleolitruc 
man. The only thing we a.re sure about is that the theurg-ic synthesis (or 
ratl1er re-adaptation of Egyptian, Chaldean, and Hellenic cult customs and 
metaphysical scenarios) accomplished by lamblichus, who maintained the 
idea of continuous revelation, has relevance for the trarution of phi/osophia 
pere1111is. A. H. Armstrong says: 

"I do not feel spiritually remote from lamblichus when l light my 
candle at Chartres or Einsielden. This, combined, wiili an awareness mat a 
good deal of what has to be said in criticism of theu.rg-ic theology can be 
applied to some utterances of Christian theolog-ians, Protestant as well as 
Catholic or Eastern Orthodox, should safeguard us against any return to a 
patristic (that is to say sectarian and fanatical) judgement of ilieurgy".68 

A. H. Armstrong has i.n 11U.nd the Christian attacks against "pagan" 
theurg-ies, while at me same ti.me imitating them and adapting them for 
Christian mystical ilieolog-ies. sacramental liturg-ies, and sacred arts. P. 
Amanassiaru goes even furtlle.r and says: 

"Lamblichus' natural environment is, of course, the mystical dimension 
of Islam, as it developed from ruscussion in Sufi circles .... their belief in 
the essential unity of the cosmos and in inspired revelation, and ilie.ir 
cooscan1 effon towards achieving reunion with God are eminently 
IambLichean I.hemes, often expounded or pu.rsued th.rough methods which 
could well be described as theurg-ical."69 

The Ailienian philosopher and theurS1st Proclus, who "observed the 
Egyptian holy days more lhan the Egyptians themselves", according co 
Marinus (Vita Prorli 19), belongs to 1he same c111egory of sages. He 
believed that die true philosopher must be "me hierophaot of the whole 
world in common" (koi11e ... 1011 ho/011 kosmolf hieropha11les: ibid.19). 
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ANIM.ATlON OF STATUES 

IN ANCIENT CMLIZATIONS AND NEOPLA TONISM 

1. Sacred Images and Idols 

Lt has become habitual for students of Hellenic philosophy Lo ridicule 
t.he Neoplaconic telestike which sought to animate sacred images or to 
induce the presence of a god in an inanimate receptacle (h11podoche). The 
crusade against idolatry, recast in Biblical or posit.ivist scienti£ic language, 
is filtered througb Reformation Protestant theology and idealized 
rationalism which found a new life in 18th century Ettropean 
Enlightenment. This zeal is directed not simply against supposed 
irr:nionalism and superstition (though such an .impression is intemionaUy 
maint"ained, in spite of the fact that Protestant and otber \Xiestern 
ideologic:iJ beliefs, both religious and secular, may be regarded as equaUy 
famasti.c), but against "Pagan" Neoplatonism in general and, especially, 
agau1sL the animal.ion of images. 

The classical example which is constantly provided even by those 
scholars who are othenvise quite sympathetic towards Neoplatonic 
metaphysics is that of Maxi.mus, the spi.i.-itual master of Julia.nus. Similarly, 
jusl as Indian "idolatry" was treated as shameful by 19th century British 
educators, so Maxim.us is regarded with contempt because, according to 
Eunapius, he makes a statue of Hecate laugh and causes the torches in her 
hands to light up automatically (Vita soph.475). 

For the later Hellenic Neoplatonists, divine images were not only 
symbols of d1e gods: they were filled witb the divine presence. The ancient 
world is rich in testin1onies aboul slatuas tmimatas sct1su et spirit11 ple11a.r 
(r.lsc/e,t;.24) - statues living and conscious, filled witb the breath of life, 
which provide oracles and foretell the future, cause and cure disease, and 
do many other "mighty works". Such and similar results are achieved 
Lhrough sacred ciLcs conducted in tbe temples, or by special inspirations. 
incubations, dreams, and visions. As Lhe supreme God is the fashioner, 
hegerrer, irradiato.r, o.r imaginator, of the gods, so man (tl1ougb indirectly) 
is the maker of Lhe gods who dwell in temples, or rather oft.heir material 
bodies. and. when d1ey needed co be consecrated, sacralized, permeated by 
Lhe di,·ine and living Soul, or p11euma, and thus "animated" in the 
sacramental liturgical sense. found a way to enable ilieurgic 
communication wiLh the divine. 
. The main argumenl against idolat.ry, raised by Jewish and Christian 
iconoclasLs, consisls in asserting t.hat idols are mere works of human 
h��ds (erga cheiro11 a11thrvpo11). In no way can they be regarded as theia c,ga. 
�1v111e works. based oo the act.ions of Lhe gods o.r their energies, 
irrndiations and powers. Since 1.heurgy intensifies the presence of the gods 
on ear1h, itself viewed as a goJ (i.e.. a visible psycho-material 
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manifestation of the Egypcian Geb), or a temple, mcdiiited through sacred 
rires, symbols, images and hieroglyphs, any attack against the power of 
"idols" is an attack against 1heurg

y. There is no spirit in them (011k esti11 
p11e11111a e11 011/ois), no vital principle. p11e111m1. Egyptian ka, or Hindu pra11a. 
For the radicalized Hebrew Prophets, only Israel is a "starue" of Yahwe, 
or rather the living substitute for the cultic statue, since Yahwe 
mysteriously dwells in the seed of his nation and its history. To put it imo 
Egyptian terms, he is the Lord of kau (pl. of !&1, viral spirit, double). 

The classicists who deal with late I leUenic philosophy sometimes 
forget that Neoplatonic t.heurgy is in many respects a continuation, 
resroration. or learned imitation of ancient Eg

yptian and Near Eastern 
rituals, liturgies and spiritual techniques. surely reimerpreted according to 
the prevailing philosophical discourse of the time. And more than that It 
requires very little hermeneutical effort (as Western rationalists and 
puritans maintain) for theurgy to be deduced from selected texts of the 
"divine" Plato himself and to be safely based on Pythagorean and Orphic 
wisdom. 1n this respect, animation of statues is inseparable from the 
Platonic theory of Ideas, which itself is scarcely "Platonic" in its ultimate 
origin, but seems from Egyptian and Mesopotamian mythological 
patterns. 

Tf regarded in its "universal" metaphysical sense, animation of statues 
is neither a magic show arranged to deceive naive believers and irritate 
clever naturalists, nor simply a branch of Mediterranean d1eurgy aimed at 
obtaining oracles and producing teles11Jt1/t1 - enchanted images whose 
presence had certain miraculous powers. The theurgic art of animation is 
closely related to the central metaphysical problems of the ancients, 
namely, those regarding the relationship between the divine principle and 
its manifescations (creation as theophany or self-disclosure), between the 
noetic archetypes and their earthly images, form and matter, souJ and 
body. Accordingly, it presupposes the divine names and powers which 
organize and govern the cosmos - the divine body turned into the state 
(,politeia) and holy shrine of initiation. Thus, before actual research into the 
misty problems of Neoplaconic telestike is started, one ought co outline the 
scope of subjects to be investigated - some of them to be explored 
beyond ilie limits delineated by purely historical analysis and beyond 
cenain rescrictions established by the study of the available documents. 

The first and simplest surmise, if not the self-evident premise based on 
an "ineffable intuit.ion", would be a reasonable supposition that, despite all 
possible historical, mythological and cultic differences. there must be 
some common metaphysical ground, or at lease certain similiarities. which 
connect the Neoplatooic art of animation with the analogous practices in 
Egypt, Mesopotamia, Phoenicia and Indi:i (especially wid1 the manifold 
Tanuic traditions. panJ�, based on the ancient Dravidian and 
:\[csopornmian �ubstrate). TI1erefore the Neopbconic telutil.:e (be it 
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genuinely Hellenic or Chaldean) cannot be fully u11derstood and explained 
without constant references to the cosmological doctrines and rituals of all 
those "philo-iconic" traditions from pharaonic Egypt to contemporary 
India. This is not a bold assertion of their identity or insistence that their 
contents are in all respects "perennial" and therefore unable to change, 
but rat.her the conviction that similar problems suggest similar solutions. 

Comprehensive investigation (which is not our present task, however) 
would include such different but related topics as the prevailing 
conceptions of life and dead1, cosmogonical principles and animating 
forces. as well as traditional theories of a11thropos and his relationship with 
1.he divine realm both in various mythological systems and in ancient 
Hellenic philosophy which itself partly derives from I.he rational exegesis 
of nwths and deconstruction of rirua\s. 

1� the societies practising traditional crafts and artistic initiations, 
different levels and aspects of reality may be described by using the rich 
vocabulary of sculpture. The cultic statue belongs to a broader category of 
saa:cd images. Not only me human body but the universe as a whole may 
be compared to a divine starue. The Platonic kosmos 11oelos, a repcoducl.ion 
of the intelligent living Animal, and ilie solar Nous, the Demiurge, are 
sometirncs regarded as statues and exemplary images. For Iambli.chus, dle 
stellar mao.i festations of the gods are aga/111ata - true icons or statues of the 
divine ''drnwn out of uniform Forms and noetic Essences" (De 
11�vste1: 168.+5) by the Demi.urge. Thus. ilie cosmos as a whole (to pa11) is an 
image, created and animated by the "sounding stan1es" (or "vocal images", 
uga/111ata pho11ee11ta: Damascius De Phileb.24), by dle cosmogooical sounds 
which are the t1ga/111c1ta of the gods, later iin.itated by theurgists in the path 
of ascem and animation of artifacts. 

On the microcosmic level, the human being as an imago dei, or 
Jim11/m111111 dei, may be Weened to ilie dleurgic statue constructed by the 
mies or symbolic iconography, according to ilie proper "onto.logical 
geOie". For example, Lhe figure of ruler, who, in pharaooic Egypt, is 
Horus Lncarnated. a son of Ra, of the solar De1n.iurge, is a visible model 
and vital principle (ka) for the entire body-Wee state. His historical heirs 
and imitators are initiates of all sorts, 11111Jta1; bakchoi, magi.ciaos, poets, and 
philosophers who in one way or another represent I.he central cosmic axis, 
1.h� Perfect Man of the later Gnostics and Sufis. Finally, every human 
being, regarded as a puppet of the gods, may .restore the primordial 
splendour of his body (acting through the mask of some divine hero or 
through the maintained state of the virtuous servant, c/011/os theou, 
therapeutes) and reveal die ideal inner statue by "polishing the mirror of dle 
hcan" in the sea.rch for the animating water of life. 
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2. Vehicles of Divine Forces 

Any statue serves as the vehicle of a certain essence, Lherefore it is a 
body. Now there are physical, psychic, pneumatic, ethereal. and noetic 
bodies, immaterial and material constituted by different elements or their 
mixtures. On the way of descent and ascent, analogy and preparedness 
govern their trajectories of life. In the organized cosmos of theophanies. 
where ideas and images, archetypes and copies are arranged according to 
strict hierarchy and put in order. tbe difference between natural and 
artilicial is almost indisce.rnable: everything, except the One, is in a sense 
both artificial and natural. Tbei:efore the fabcicated cult stan1es simply 
constitute one of the numerous ontological levels (each filled by their own 
"statues" - models and images), where the bonds between form and 
matter, archetype and icon are made visible and where the higher divine 
forces are at work. Thus. not only a king, ancestor, parent, beloved, and 
spiritual master can be regarded as the real or imagined statue prescribed 
for adoration and contemplation, but also the dead body itself may be 
turned into the archetypal mask, stellar body, statue-like mummy (sah) 
which represents the idea.I golden body of Osiris, reconstrncted by 
Anubis, the chief mystagogue in the alchemical rites of rebirth, and 
animated by the Eye of Horus. 

As a means of communication with the beyond, divi_ne images served 
in the economy of cultic offerings, thus keeping the cosmic rhythms, 
creating social integration, affording hea.lth, abundance, protection and 
granting oracles. The methods of divination themselves a.re aspects of 
theurgicaJ techn,igues used to elevate and divinize the soul. therefore no 
wonder that in certain cases the telestic statues assist in the process of 
LO.itiatioo, rebirth and union with the divine essence. Even the tomb or 
sarcophagus may be regarded as sot11a and tbe womb of the goddess. 
Likewise the human body is both an alchemical tomb and a temple where 
the golden statue is co be produced and revealed. Behind all I.he ideas of a 
forged immortal body of metal or gold there lies the metaphysical 
symbolism and conviction thac incorruptible bodies of the gods were 
made of precious substances - perfumes, stones, and metals, especially 
gold (11eb). 

In the f.!_yramid Texts, the a.nagogic gods (those who function as 
elevating forces) and the ascending ba o[ the animated king (who is 
himself constantly equaced with Osiris, Horus. 17Joth and other divine 
hypostases) a.re indistinguishable from thei_r immorm.1 iconographic statues 
or holy images. Si.nee "all processions and alJ conversions are 
accomplished bec:iuse of Likeness" (dia tc11 tcs homoiolelos ailia11). according 
to Proclus (Plat. Theo/. VI.3.17. J -2), the leader-gods (hoi hegemonikoi theor) 
lift up and unfold ail Lhings u1 the demiurgic unity, including the blessed 
souls. And I.he soul (ba) of the Pharaoh is l11e most perfect tHI, or divine 
image. which ough1- to be united with the Oerniurge through the rites of 
ascent 
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3. The Living Images of Everlasting Gods 

According to Plato, the great statue of the cosmos is animated by the 
Demiurge who is equivalent to the Egyptian god Ptah. The Heaven as a 
whole is a living creature, self-moved by its own self-mo,7i.ng soul, because 
Lhe Dem.iurge gave the universe the motion proper to its body: 

"\�'heo the father who had begotten it saw it set in motion and alive, 
an agrd111a (statue, image, ornament, shrine) brought into being for the 
everlasting gods (!011 aidion theo11 gego11os agalma), he rejoiced and being well 
pleased he took thought to make it yet more like its pattern. So as that 
pattern is the Living Being that is for ever existent, be sought to make this 
universe also like it, so far as might be in that respect. Now the nature of 
that Living Being was eternal, and this character it was impossible to 
confer in full completeness on the gene.rated thing. But he took thought 
LO make, as ir were, a moving likeness of eternity" (Tim.37cd). 

This passage may be regarded as the cosmological model for the 
theoLy of ontological images (eiko11eJ� and archetypal im..itations. The 
phcase theo11 aga/111ala means traditional cult-statues (ta xoana), images of the 
gods, objects of worship established through the different levels of 
manifested being by the creative energies of divine irradiation. Thus the 
cultic agal111a may be regarded as a god whose life stems not &om itself but 
from the living god, the transcendent principle it represents, symbolizes or 
incarnates. 

For the Neoplaton.ist Julian (Flavius Claudius Julianus, 331-363 A.D.), 
the SUJ1 is the living statue (to zo11 agal111a), endowed with soul and 
intelligence and regarded as an image of the noetic Father (Ep.51.434). 
The Demiurge is called the agal11Jatopoios tou kos111ou by Neoplatonists, 
which means he produced the cosmos as an agalfJla and fashioned all lower 
gods as agahll(1fa. For Plato (cf. L..eg.931a), the teons eiko11 and agalma are 
almost synonymous, though not strictly equivalent. The animated cosmos 
is a livii1g ;ind moving agallllfi of the everlasting gods. therefore all theutgic 
agalmata, 1bose which belong ro the lower levels of existence, ace modelled 
according to th.is pattern. The visible stars which symbolize invisible 
a�c?etypes (the goal of soul's stellar ascent) are agal111ata in the sense of 
div,ne habitalions. veh..icles (ochema!a) wh..ich contain the divine presence. 
Hence, as the entire cosmos .receives animating divine energies, so the cult 
starues, as the receptacles of the sac.red powers, properly prepared or 
engendered bv the wuoo of Jophia a11d tee/me. receive the invisible ravs of 
the gods. · 

In the aocienc Egyptian te..xts. Lhese descending irradiations, or ooetic 
an_d pneumalic rays. are called bat1 (manifestations), .rekhc1t111 (powers), katt 
(vnal principles). However, not only manifestations (khepem. ba11) and 
manifested theopban.ies or creatures are images: the CreaLOr himself is 
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described as an image (t111'j. J\tum, or Amun-R:t, as the divine It//, the 
supreme imago Dei, came into being from the ineffable depths of Nun, 
synonymous with the Neoplaton.ic One. when no other gods (11etem) 
existed and no name (re11) of anything was known. fn this sense. he is both 
(1 ) /11I of the supreme unimaginable Source and (2) /11/ as the noetic model 
and archetype. He is like "an image of the Ineffable that is ineffably 
identical with d,e Ineffable" in the Porphycian metaphysics: the One
Being of the second hypothesis in Plaro's PanJJe11ides: a product and image 
of 1hc One. 

[n a papyrus from the reign of the New Kingdom pharaoh Rameses 11 
(1279/1212 B.C.), Amun is described as 

"fashioning (he111) himself. none knowing his shape (qi). goodly nature 
who otme into being as the sacred, secret image (bes) who built (qed) his 
images (seshe11111), who himself created (qe111a) himself, goodly power 
(sekhe111) who made good his desire (ib), who joined his seed with his body 
co bring his egg into being within his secret self, being (or manifestation. 
self-disclosure - kheper} who came into being (or disclosed himself -
khepe,), image (or model. archetype, statue - t111'j of what is fashioned 
(111es,d)"1 

..-\Jong with the term 1111, another tem1 bes, used in the text. indicates a 
reierencc to the form of the supreme God :tt the eternal "first moment" 
of d,eogony when he reveals himself as d1e solar kos,nos 11oetos, or Lhe 
archetypal plero111d and orders (la.Yeii) of the gods, namely. bes. or ltfl, of the 
meffable .-\byss. This noetic Demiurge who establishes Being, Life. and 
Intelligence (the divine triad turned into the Ennead) is ilie model of bis 
own creation a11d, consequently, of all ontological images irradiateJ by Lhe 
divine Sun. A beautiful hymn llt dle temple of Hibis. carYed in tl1e fus1 
Persian period (XX:VU Dynasty), proclaims that .\mun-Ra 

"made (in) 1hc gods ( ... ), wise one excellent of being, intelligent one 
( ... ), who began all ex.isteoce ( ... ), who made great his .image (seshe111) to 
e..xalt his beauty, who fashioned (11eb1) his image (q,) according to his desire, 
he having gnced it with the grace of his breath ( ... ), he having created 
(qe111a) his self, having begotten (se!Ji) himself as the great image (tu!'j".2 

Accordingly, any artist, or theurgist, who conducts the ritual of 
creation and animation of an in1age (1111'j. imitates the di,ine cosmogony, 
because creative activity and life (ankh) :trc attributes proper to .\mun-Ra. 
This Demiurge made the ka11 of the gods. ilieir vital principles. life 
energies, and Lhc ko of any anist who produces his (i.e .. d1e Demiurge's) 
material image. 

ln the Shabaka text of 1hc XXV Dynasty. known as the i\lm,phite 
TheologJ, it is the supreme Demiurge Ptah who fashioned (mm) t.he gods 
and created all Lhings and all hieroglyphs (med11 11ele1�, i.e., the Forms that 
constitute the cotality of the manifesced universe. The coming into being 
rkhepe,1 of creacion is aruculatl·d by thoughts. images and spoh·n words: 
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Ptah conceives of Lhe Ideas of things and invents the archetypal script that 
Thoth records and utters. Aoima ted images of sacred script are inherent in 
the structnre of the universe as are the Neoplatonic s11111bola and s1mthc1J1ata. 
Ptah Ta1enen created the bodies (setul) of the gods in their likeness. i.e .. 
produced their cultic in,ages: 

"And thus the gods entered their bodies of every kind of wood and 
mineral, all kinds of clay and aU other things that grow on him (i.e., Ptah) 
from whom they originated (khepeij. And thus assembled around him all 
gods and their ka,l'.3 

The last line may be rendered also like this: "be bas united the gods 
(i.e .. their statues) and their ka,I'. 

This passage attests the divine ocigin of the cult statues and indirectly 
confirms Lheurgy as an inutation of demiw:gy. The statues are theia erga, the 
works of the De.miurge Ptah. ln  a certain sense, the gods themselves are 
united with their statues when their vital principles (kau) enter their bodies 
(se/111). Therefore not only is the cult statue (seshem, nen) an image (tu!) of 
the Demiurge, but the entire created, or rather manifested, cosmos is a 
divine statue, t.he body of Heka (creative Magic) constituted by his 
powerful images (.rekhe111u) and words (heka11). According to the Leiden 
Pa/?)1ms: 

"All the gods are three: 
,\.mun, Ra, and Ptah, without their seconds. 
Hjs identity is bidden in Amun, 
l lis is Ra as face, 
His body is Ptab" (Leid.300). 

-1-. Animation as a Ritual of Union with the Descending Rays of Ra 

The cull stawe, like any in,age. pictu.re, or inscription carved or painted 
on Lhe temple walls, and like the whole temple itself, had to be animated 
by tht: living powe.r of Lhe deity. Likewise, the entire cosmic state, 
imagined as an ocdered symbolic structu.re, is reanimated by the rays of 
Ra, or J lclios, i.e., the Sun whose cebirtl, every morning repeats the "first 
moment" when the self-created ooeti.c scarab beetle (Amun-Khepe.r-Ra) 
emerged from Lhe pcimo.rdial waters of Nw1: 

"You rose up i.n 1his your name of High Hill. 
You came imo being in this you.r name of I<hepcr" (PT 1587) . 

• , The statue-like .rt1h-bod�- of Osiris. his inert corpse. reassembled b� 
I hoth and "being what Anubis bas done for him". is animated br the 
ram-headed ba ("soul'') of the Sun. As ba and statue-like corpse. � and 
Osiris unite at the deepest point in the nocturnal journey th.t:◊ugh the 
Duat. or 111111,dus illlagi11alis. which conrai.ns everything that has ever existed. 
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This mysterious nightly union of Osiris-Sokar and the solar ba precedes 
resurrection io the form of a scarab aod serves as a model for the mystical 
rebinh of the initiate who follows the wlly of Thoth. The solar barque 
itself tu.ms into a serpent whose fiery breath helps to ignite the aew light. 
The night journey depicted in the New Kingdom Books of the 
Netherworld shows the path of alchemical transformation, rebirth, 
theurgic ascent and apotheosis. 

The union of Ra and Osiris io the Duat is analogous to the ritual uaioa 
of the hieratic statue with the Sun Disk on the roof of Horus' temple in 
Edfu, still celebrated at New Year's festival during Roman times. 11,e holy 
procession of priests carries the statue up the staircase to the rooftop 
terrace (to the "back" of Heaven, the supercelestial place of Plato's 
Phaedm.r, whither the Orphic mystai and th.e true lovers of wisdom, i.e., 
philosophers, fly to gaze on the infinite plenitude of light, to behold the 
spiritual world of Ideas and to contemplate God at its centre) and is 
described thus: 

",\rrival of heJ11 (the statue of hjs majesty Horus) at the Place of the 
first moment (i.e., of the first occasion, tep sept� the realm of metaphysical 
realities), so that his ba might unite (se111a) with his image (sekhem)".4 

The first time, tep sepi, is entered when the ascending procession 
reaches the moftop which symbolizes the back of the goddess Nut, the 
Platonic h11perYJ11ramos topos, discussed by Produs in his Platonic Theology. 
According to J. Naydler: 

"The concept of the First Time is comparable to that of the realm of 
being in which the Platonic Ideas exist. In Egyptian thought, though, it is 
not abstract ideas that are to be found here, but living gods and the 
archetypal relationships that obtain among them. The First Time is the 
realm of metaphysical realicies conceived in terms of symbolic images and 
myths. 111ese are tl,e patterns mat arc reflected in the mundane world and 
tl,at need to be participated in if mundane events are lo be tilled with 
archetypal power". 5 

On the rooftop terrace of tl,e temple. the Eastern Ba (Horus, 
represented by the rising St10) alights (khet1) upon his statue (bes), his 
august body (sah). In such ritual, "revelation of the Face" occurs and the 
images (sekhevm) of Horns, Hathor or other deities are united with their 
ba11 .i11 the horizon (akhet - the term which also means a pyramid, the 
location of akh, here refers to tl,e rooftop). Thus tl,e ba of Ra is 
established upon d1e images of netem and their statues (seshemu) are 
renewed, so tl,at they "might live by seeing his [noetic] rays".6 111e Sun
god's (who is No11s, the creative Intellect of the Neoplatooists) ba (soul, 
manifested power) is united (se111a) wit!, the image (sekhe111) of his ka. This 
union (se111a) is among the paradigms and prototypes of theurgic union 
with the divine priocipJe, of the mrio ll:)Jfica praised by later philosophers 
and initiates. 
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S. Opening of the Mouth and Awakening to LighL 

In Lhe funerary realm, every mummy (J'ah) had to be reanimated by the 
Living bt1. Likewise every statue of the deceased, placed inside the tomb, 
must be animated by his living ka in order that the funerary cult could be 
maintained. 1n all these cases the quickening of inert matter (which, 
however, is already alive on a deeper ontological level) is achieved by 
means ot certain hicratike teclJ11e and employing rituals such as an Opening 
of Lhe MouLI, ceremony. According to Ll,e ancients, such rituals were 
rc\•ca.lcd bv the gods Ll,emselves and actually performed by them (i.e., by 
the priests.who played roles of the gods) following the patterns of tep sepi. 

Tbe Opening of the Mouth ritua.l is to be performed for the sacred 
building as a whole, for the tombs, sarcophagi, heart scarabs, magica.l 
figurines (such as 11sheb1t) and other objects of the temple and funerary 
realm. The descent of ba and the sacramental uoioo of the falcon-like 
I lurus with his cuJ1ic body is described at Edfu in the te..'l:t from the 
i.ntenor ol

° 

the holy of holies: 
"I le aligl1LS (khe11) upon b..is statue (bes), he mingles with (mwm) his idol 

(akheJJ1), be embraces (sekhen) his image (sekhe111)".7 
Once quickened by the Opening of the Mouth ritual8, a cult statue is 

considered "alive" on two different levels: (1) the ka of the god slept 
during me.: night and had been awakened io the morning for the offerings 
of the d;ij]y cult and other ritual activities; (2) the ba of the god, whose 
invisible noet.ic powers pierce through the materia.l receptacle, maintained 
a permanent relationship with the intelligible source, or the Demi.urge, 
symbolized by the Sun, though this bond is periodically re-established aod 
rejuvenated through the union with the divine principle. 

Certai11 shapes ;rnd material substances of which sacred objects are 
made were regarded as suitable receptacles or mediums for the spiritual 
powers or the gods (netcm). Hera.iskos, the fifth-ceot1.u:y Neoplatonist aod 
practising LheurgisL from che Paoopolite nome, who, according to 
Damascius, fostered tJw aocestra.l rites of Egypt and "made his sou.I to 
dwell always in sancLua.ries and mystic places", confessing that the ancient 
Egyptians were wiser than himself, was able LO divine whet.her or noc the 
statues or Ll1e gods were an.imaLed, that is, filled with invisible d.ivioe 
irradiations.9 

Ilic divine "soul", ha (in a certain sense analogous to the immanent 
�·orm) makes the cult statue a manifestation of the deity whose epiphany 
111 Lhe religious procession (a ritual counterpart of the Neoplatonic proodos) 
15 called "li[Ling up the beauty". The gods ''live" and their life (ankh) and 
l11Leraction constitute reality, but in the New Solar Theology, devc.loped at 
the ?eginning of the �'VJll Dynasty (1550 B.C.), the "life-giving" action is 
ascribed to tJ1e oae worJd-creating and wodd-preserving Sua god. Now 
•he "speaking" srncue oF Amun-Ra is carried in festiva.l processions and 
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th.is image is regarded as being able both Lo illumine the eat.ire landscape 
by its life-giving and sustaining divine light and to provide oracles. 

For the ancient Egyptians, the world as a whole was animated from the 
beginning; therefore any secondary "animation" is synonymous with re
establ.ish.ing or reactivating the otherwise hidden tbeurgic relationship 
between an image (the visible shape of hieroglyph) and a cerrni11 sp.irinrn.l 
will or power, between a corporeal vehicle (such as the royal throne, 
sacred barque or any representation carved or painted according to the 
strict rules of symbolic iconography) and its archetypa.1 principle, its 11eter. 
Everything here below .is an image of its spiritual arcbeLype and is 
involved in the rh�-rthmic series of "ontological rituals" performed on 
different levels of being, including the mundane Lcmple cites and funerary 
cercmorues. 

The light-like primordial sound, pronounced by the supreme Creator 
or the Ennead of gods is characterized by miraculous force; therefore the 
world is this transcendent sound and the living (a11kh) noetic (akh) image 
(tul) made substantial. The divine words, imbued with dem.iurgic and 
theurgic powers (hekau, analogous to the Hindu mantras) have animating, 
purifying. transforming, and devating powers. They are the 0110111ala 
barbara. 110111i11a barbara praised by the Cha/dea11 Oraclu (fr.107) . 

.An ability of the cult statue to act (in), to reveal the divine presence 
and tbus to serve as a container of the unmanenL sacred essence, is a 
response to the cuJtic act whicb can be explained in the light of ancient 
metaphysics centred on the problems of One and many, descent and 
ascenl, archetypes and images, as well as those of initiation. 
transformation and spiritual rebirth. In th.is respect, the symbol of the Eye 
(ire!) reveals the dialectic of life and death, the theory of sacrifice, 
reintegration and theurgic animation. The awakening to lighi.. co the true 
divine identity, symbolized by the joining together of the scattered limbs 
of Osiris, is Lo be understood as psychic and spirinrnl integration 
accomplished on different levds of reality. This integration may be 
e.'--pressed and conveyed by the embrace (sekhe11) that culminates in the 
quickening process of the image (tttl). 

6. The Sacramental Birth of Statues i.n Mesopotamia and Egypl 

The Egyptian and Mesopotanuan archaic theory o[ animal.ion which 
deals with metaphysical problems of divine presence. of transcendence 
and immanence. seems rather strange and exotic only from the modern 
standpoint, crea1ed by the prevailing scorn. misundersrand111gs and 
exaggcrauons, panJy raised by Biblical and ProtcsLant polemics against the 
cult images. These iconoclastic attacks have their hidden purpose: to 
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annex and monopolize the ancient "theurgy", reducing it t·o t.be 
so teriological privilege of certain monotheist communities. 

Tbe manufactured icon is transformed into a living body or in to an 
efficacious symbol of deity by the rites called hid171sir in Greek and dedicatio 
in T..,aci.n. In Mesopotamia, there were two such .rituals, designated Mout.h 
Wasbi.ng (Akkadian mis pi, Swueriao ko-ltth-11-da-di11gir') and Mouth 
Opening (pit pi. ka-d11h-1,-da). Without this ritual, the sacred icon is only a 
dead product of bwnan artisans which cannot consume food, drink water, 
beer, wine and smell incense, even if these sacramental activities are not Lo 
be understood literally, but rather spicituallr-

Dudng the mir pi ritual, the image made in the temple atelier (bit 
Vllflll!IJI), the place where the gods are born, is consecrated. Tbe fact that 
the sLaLue is the work of human hands is citually denied a.od t.he 
authorship of Ea, the Image Fashioner (1111-dim-11111d) is confirmed. Tue 
Akkadian Ea (Sumerian Enki) is god of the primordial waters (aps11), 
wisdom, magic and .incantations, of arts and crafts, being analogous to the 
Memph.i.Le Demiurge Ptah, the Ugaritic Kothar-wa-Hasis, Clever and 
Skilled .Artisan, Hephaistos and Daidalos of the ancient Hellenes. 

The statue is produced by the gods themselves, acci.ng th.rough the 
"skilled artisans who know the secrets"(1t!11ma11i le'uti mude piri.rhtz). This act 
of a real theogony belongs to the realm of «theurgy" in its etymological 
and metaphysical sense. 1n fact, the statue is not even manufactured, but 
"ce.remoniously born" (ke-11ish 1111-111a-al-d11-1J1a) in a process which 
microcosmically repeats all phases of cosmogony. The materials used in 
the statue a.re already regarded as divine; therefore the fashioning of the 
statue (wbich consists in revealing its eidos on the level of material 
exisLence) bv the artisans, who themselves play the roles of the gods, is a 
process of assimilating the image with d1e archetype through the ritualized 
descent of the Form. 

According to Neoplatonists, only divine Nou.r .is capable of 
contemplating the Forms, along with those theurgists (and artisans) 
established by Athena (sophia) .in the Maker of the universe, i.e., elevated 
by purifications, mystic rites and symbols, by hymns and prayers, sacrifices 
and meditalions. Therefore one could say that the human artificer follows 
�e forms created by the div.ioe Artificer (Ea, Ptah, Vishvakarma). He 
directly conLemplates or visualizes (accord.iog to the caoooized rules) a 
mental image of tl1e deity th.rough the Eye of the heart-intellect and draws 
this form from Heaven. 1he realm of c1kh, where the noetic models of art 
exist, or Crom Lhc immanent divine light in d1e heart. 

:'he god (i/11. understood as sala11111 .. frll(/IIJ. i.e. the srnrue. completed ;ind 
pcrfecLcd in its form) is not simply "produced", but "acruaUy born''. [n 
the r_oyal inscription of Sargon 11 the ma1rnfacn.ire of the starue is 
dcscnbed using the verb 1valad1(, "to begeL": 
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"Nishshiku, creaLOr or everything, begaL images of their greaL divinities, 
and they took up their daises". 10 

In certain Mesopotamian texts the image is not the product of an 
artisan, even the Creator Ea. but born of the loins of Lhe gods and 
goddesses. Therefore V. A. Hurowitz says that "the process of iconoplasty 
is biological and not technological".11 We would insist oo the designation 
"metaphysical" instead of "biological", because the autogenesis of statue 
and conception of the noetic life cannot be treated in ceans of modern 
biology. The Father of the gods is "creator of himself' (ba1111 mma11ish11) 
and the Mouth Washing ritual states: 

"In Heaven it (the god) is born of itselr' (a11-11t111i-bi-ta 111-ud-da-am) and 
"on Earth it is born of itself' (k i -a 11 i -bi-ta 111-ud-da-0111: SIT 199). 

The ioca11tations o[ the Mesopotamian mis pi ritual stress the statue's 
ability to smell odours. to see, to hear and even to walk. The mis pi ritual, 
like the Egyptian ritual called Pe,far111i11g the Ope11i11g of the Alouth i11 the 
workshop far the 1tat11e {ltll) of .. is only the culmination of the theogonioaJ 
process. As already attesrrd in the Pymmid Texts, the opening of rhe nose 
and ears as well as of the mouth and eyes is performed for 1..he dead King, 
equated to Osiris, whose "head is knit to his bones and his bones ace knit 
co his head" (PT 355), and who "provides himself with his iron members" 
(PT419). 

7. The Way of the Golden Falcon 

"Your mouth is split open by d11a-11r in the Mansion of Gold, [your 
mouthJ is split open by the two images which are foremost in the Mansion 
of Natron, your mouth is split open by Horus with this little finger of his 
wi1h which �1el split open Lhe momh of his father, with which he split 
open Lhe mouth of Osiris" (PT 540). 

The exemplary theurg,c ascent of the King, his animation and 
becoming divine through Lhe Eye of Horus, is described as a rebirth io the 
nest of Thoth from the broken egg (PT 669), as a fly through Lhe opened 
doors of the tomb, the doors of Nut (I leaven), 11nd 11ssuming a scat in the 
solar barque of Ra. He ascends as tl1e reconstructed statue. "reassembled 
by Thoth" (P

T 

448) and raising his "iron bones". his "golden members": 
•'for this body of yours belongs to a god" (PT 723). Thus, the statue-like 
King, the son of Ra, is "a sacred image, the most sacred of the sacred 
images of the Great One" (PT 273-4). His face is that of a jackal, his arms 
arc chose of a falcon, his wing -feathers are those or Thoth. his savour is 
the savour of a god, the savour of the Eye of Horus. because Horus has 
split open his eye that he may see with it in its name of "she who opens 
the way of tl1e god" (P

T 

638), to 0y up to the sky and be equated with 
1110th, "the mightiest of the gods" (PT 524). 
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In the course of complicated ritual drama, which indudes sacrifices 
and incaocatioos the mouth of the statue is touched with various 
implements, perhaps artisans' tools, the Little finger of the sem-priest and 
rhe adze cal.led nelerty (11eler means a god, divine principle and spiritua.l 
power). The ritual imitates certain divine events and precedents, and its 
purpose is not only to make the statue a fit object for the cu.It (by opening 
bidden channels of grace), but a.lso to serve for the theurgic apatha11atis111os. 
for turning the mortal human statue into the immortal divine statue. 1n 
this case, both the descent aod ascent of the immortal light, of the divine 
bau (spiritual energies, manifestations) a.re to be viewed as inseparable and 
interpenetrating. The powers involved in such ope.rations arc higher than 
all human wisdom. And this is exactly the definition of theurgy provided 
bv famblichus and Proclus. The King, who is Lbe perfecL imago dei, 

e;,bodies perfect Wisdom, for he "becomes Sia who bears the god's 
book, who is at Lhe right hand of Ra" (PT 250). His throne is over the 
spirits, or intellects (akh11), he unites hearts and his ''limbs a.re the 
Imperishable Stars" (PT 570). Hence, he is the Theurgist p"r excellence. 

The Egyptian initiates, who followed this archetypal example of the 
ascending Mystagogue, Lhe way of die divine golden falcon, we.re 
concerned to eater and e.'<perience states of consciousness which reveal 
their trne identities and the ineffable unity of all. Since the conception of 
tut, the living (ankh) image of god (e.g, Atum, Ptah, Arnun) has both 
external and inte.rnaJ meaning, the fashioning of the material statue and 
procreation of the spiritual body are analogous processes. The inner 
alchemical body, symbolized by gold, or other metals, is created following 
the patterns of Osirian transformation which, among other things, 
includes the gatbering of limbs and d1e reconsLructioo of ao archetypal 
t1idos, accomplished by Anubis, the guide of initiates, as well as animation 
and resu.rrecuon on the level of tmi11111 n11111di. TI1e way of Lra.nsfo11nation 
and ascent is the way of Thod1 who makes the Eye of Homs inrnct and 
integral, which means, besides other interpretations, the spiritual 
restoration of Lhe heart-intellect and rebirth. 

8. \X.-'hen the Womb-like Tomb is Opened 

. . The process of making a statue by the tecbnique of lost wa.-..: casting 
m11taLes the mystical way ain1ed at regeneration and theurgic union with 
the_ divine. Some rituals perfonned in the Egyptian temples, as well as 
rl1c1r own architectural designs and structures, follow this botJ1 
metaphysical and mythological pattern step by step. Let us briefly analyse 
1.hc sequence of rJ1e process. 
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A, fusL, Lhe gathering together of an image, joining together t.he limbs 
of a statue or the dismembered body of Osiris is accomplished by (1) the 
creation of a form in wax for tbe meral statue to be cast., or (2) the 
spiritual integration, purification of body and heart, and mental 
concentration. The gathering together of an image outlines the inner bo 
form which needs to be transformed into gold (okh-sp.icir and its golden 
body). 

This stage is followed by vitalization. The model. made of beeswax is 
coated with clay and thus turned into a clay ball, analogous to the 
cosmogonical egg (the Egg of the Great Cackler which «lives" and 
"breathes the air", given by Arum), and tbe imagined (or painted) .rphttiro-
1.ike figure, used in spiritual exercises, known to Plotinus. The sphere is 
regarded as an icon of deity, the world as a whole which contains a sacred 
image of the god within. Keeping watch over this image, Plotinus removes 
both space and the imaginary conception of matter, calliog upon the god 
(whose imaginary conception is held) to come (E1111. V.8.9.11). The heated 
and thus violated metal is poured into the mould. Th.is action is analogous 
to 1.he entering into the realm of life (ankh), animation by the heart which 
means "by the ray of No11I', the breath of life (sub en 011kb). According to 
the spell for giving breath in the realm of the dead: 

"l am the jackal of jackals, I am Shu who draws the air i.1110 the 
presence of the sunshine to the limits of the sky, to the limits of the earth, 
to the limits of the plume of the 11ebeh-bird, and air is given to those 
youths who open my mouth so that I may see with my eyes" (BD 55). 

The universe. including the sensible realm, is equally dependent on the 
constant in0ux of this life-giving force, the breath of Amun. Therefore to 
make a sculpture in Egyptian means "to enliven, to revive". The 
transcendent divine essences. the gods in Heaven and their earthly images 
are thus co-ordinated. The Egyptian sculplor. the foUower of Ptah and the 
initiate of lmhotep-Nefertum, is "the reviver". His imaginal operations -
both external and internal - i.milate the patterns established by the gods; 
therefore his art and the path of spiritual realization coincide. 

Tbe last phase of erg,011 consists in breaking the mould and revealing the 
perfect image, the beautiful divine st�tue. This is a birth of the god, 
analogous co spiritual rebirth, symbolized by the casting off of the 
mummy's bondage: 

"The doors of the tomb are opened for you, the doors of Nuc are 
unbolted for you ... remove the mask whjcb is on your face. loosen your 
bonds. for they ue not bonds. they arc the tress of Nepd1ys ... chac you 
m:-iy become divine" (PT 553). 

Tbe term sah means (1) the ritually embalmed body. turned into the 
archetypal icon of Osins. the corpse of Sokar. his •·mrstenous image", 1.e. 
the mummy wrapped in his strips of linen and likened to the sill·worm 
cocoon. the pup:i of 1hc scarnb. and (2) 1he star of Osiris, the luminous 
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spiciiual oc stellar body. The breaking off happens when the barque of Ra 
reaches the 10th hour of the Night12 in the Duat, itself symbolized by the 
bodv of goddess Nut, the heavenly Cow who is eternally giving birth to 
rhc · world of spiritual forms (stars). This goddess represents the 
overarching divine presence, in whose cosmic embrace all things rest, 
though she is only secondarily connected with sensory phenomena. The 
njghi journey of the Sun-god's ba is the model of all akhemical gestations 
io the womb of Nut-Hathor, the womb-like tomb (which imitates the 
primO(dial mom1d and the cave of primordial darkness), sarcophagus
vessel, cauldron, the nest of Thoth, and both the physical and mental 
bodv of the artisan, for aU formations, transformations and the "foetal 
qui�kerungs" which lead to tbe 6.nal maturation and birth. The mystery of 
spititual realization and immortalization is based on chis polysemantic 
pattern. 

9. Divine Beauty and tbe Inner Golden Statue: From Egyptian 
Theology to Plot.inus 

The opening of the ball, or the egg, means the appearance of the 
di,·ine body, itself like the golden sphere (ate11) of Ra, or tbe golden 
,,wmeci.mcs green) scarab which symbolizes the noetic ful1iess of .Atum, 
the restored heart-intellect of the initiate, who is a perfect "philosopher" 
(in the sense of Plato's Phaedo 67cd, that "true philosophers make dying 
their profession") and can therefore be regarded as "dead", now reborn. 

The djvine rowers mav be temporarily .incarnated in a human body 
(which iLscl£ is a mnlhema for the Neoplatonists) during the theurgic 
rituals. . \ccorcling to Proclus, some things pertaining to the statues 
established by the telescic art, are manifest, others are inwardly concealed: 
1.bcy symboli2e the presence of the gods aod are only known to the telestic 
artisans themselves (fo Tim. 1.273e). We do not know exactly what kind of 
J'1111the111a/a were used in the Neoplatonic rites of animation. T -foweve.r, the 
practice of concealing certain symbols, even entire sacred books, sheUs, 
and Oowers, inside the stat-ues, to use tl1e mantric words of power (heka11), 
�vntten formulas (the Neoplatoruc e1,gra111t11att1) io hieroglyphic script, and 
images (eikones. rhamkltres, schemata) is common in the Egypti.an traclition. 
Similar practices are anesred even in classical Helleruc Hekate-magic 
(Diodorus Bibi. hisl.-1-.51). 

-:\.ll these phmwaka. s11111bo/a, and s1111the111ala are analogous to the 
Egyptian amulets (hearts, buckles of Isis. qjed pillars, collars of gold, 
papyrus sceptres, human-headed falcons, Jadde.rs, Eyes of Horus, shen
symbols, ,mkh--symbols, scarabs, some inscribed with hekau, words of 
power), wh.ich are placed oo (1) the living human body (which itself 
resclllbles a ''statue'') or (�) the embalmed sah-body (mummy), along wid, 
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incenses, oils, perfumes and Llowers. Any amulet (111eket, so. wer!jal) wbjch 
attracts and preserves ruvine energies and manifestations (brut) is a sore of 
s1111the111a. Animated statues, images, symbols and amulets work through 
the theurgic heko-power, and heka is regarded as the ba of Ra (Amuo-Ra, 
Atum-Ra). 1he I lellenic tele.r111ata, concealed or visible telest.ic images, 
especially animated statues, also bad power to avert rusaster and provide 
protect.ion. According to the historian Zosimus, the theurgist Nestorius 
saved Athens from an earchquake in 375 A.D. by derucaring a statue of 
Achilles, regarded as a teles111a. in the Parthenon following the instructions 
provided by the gods in a dream (4.18).13 

According to Proclus: 
"As an initiator into the mysteries, by placing certain symbols aboUL 

statues. renders them more adapted to the participation of the superior 
powers (ho le/es/es .rumbo/11 alto Lois aga/111asi pe,ititheis epitcdciotera a11ta 
kathi.rtesi11 eis 111eto11.ri,111 d11110111eo11 h11pe1tepo11), thus also total nanire fashioning 
borues, by physical productive powers, the statues of souls (agalmata 1011 
psHcbo11). russeminates a different aptitude in different bodies for the 
reception of different souls, the better and the worse (111 Tim. l.51et). 

The passage confirms chat animation is closely related co che tl1eocy of 
Ideas, or archetypal cosmogon.ical Forms, which Plato detached from the 
initial cult.ic sphere and rendered .into rational philosophical djscourse, 
thus bLLilrung a solid scientific bas.is for the later Neoplatonic versions of 
theurgy. Every classicist remembers the passage Crom the E1111eads of 
Plotinus (l.6.9.7f(), which may be understood not only in its intended 
metaphorical sense, because such metaphor itself stems from the realm of 
theurgic tecb.n.iqucs and rituals. partly inherited by Hellenic philosophy. 
TI1e passage alludes tO the Phaedms (252d. 254b), where Plato speaks of 
the lover who works on the soul of his beloved, fashiorung it into che 
likeness of the god, their common ruvine archetype, and ic runs as follows: 

"I low then can you see the sort of beaut-y a good soul has? Go back 
into yourself and look: ... and never stop 'working on your statue' 
(tektai11011 lo so11 aga/1110) till the divine glory of virtues shines our on you. till 
you sec 'self-mastery enthroned upon its holy seat'. If you have become 
this, and see it, and are home with yourself in purity ... wholly yourself. 
nothing but tmc light (pho.r alethi11011 111011011). nor measured by dimensions. 
or bounded by shape mto liu.leness, or expanded to size by 
unboundedness, but evecythere unmeasured, because greater than all 
measure and superior to all quantity; when you see that you have become 
this. then you have become sight: you can trust yourself then; you have 
alread) ascended ... " (81111. l.6.9.7ff). 

The "inner sratue" is the golden body of the Egyptian theology, che 
ascending soul (b") turned into luminous eternal spirit (akh). Thus through 
die sensuous body (stlJ11lo-.rlJt11ira). to put it into the cultic tenns of Hindu 
Tantra. ao imag-c which is intcriorized and serves as a pomrcr 10. or a 
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djagrnrn (yt111lra) o[, the unseen noetic realm, the spiritual essence (s11kst11a
shmira), or the divine presence, is revealed. Both external and internal 
images are symbolic constructs (prat£ka) whereby what is invisible and 
immaterial (mmuta) is represented as visible and material (m1ata). External 
worship (ba�yayaga) of the statue is necessarily accompanied by meditation 
(111a11asa--p:rja) on its outward form as well as its unembodied state, the 
noetic Form, or Idea. The seer and the object contemplated must be 
united. The worshipper is turned into the god (ishta-devata) he adores: he 
ascends w the akh realm and actually becomes Ra. So the initiate, whose 
hti is transformed and united with divine principles, may attest: 

"1 am Thoth, t·he favoured of Ra; Lord of strengtb who ennobles b.i.m 
who made him; great of magic (hek.o) in the Bargue of Millions of Years: 
master of laws ... who does what Ra in his shrine approves" (BD 182). 

•<M 1 head is that of Ra who is united witb Atum ... , my tongue is that 
of Ptah·, mr throat is that o[ Hatbor. for I have recalled with my mouth 
die speech of Atum ... " (.BD 82). 

"I am he who dwells in bis Eye, I have come that I may give 111aa/ to 
Ra" (BD 96). 

"Let me see Ra" (BD 65). 
"I am he in whom is the Sacred Eye" (BD 42). 
"I am Ra" (BD 42). 

Plotinus affirms almost the same, though in philosophical terms: 

"No eye ever saw tbe Sun without becoming Sun-like ... You must 
become Ct.rst all godlike (theoeides) and all beautiful if you intend to see God 
and beauty. Firsr the soul will come in its ascent to intellect (a11abaino11 epi 
ton 11011n) and Lhcre will know the Forms, all beautiful, and will affirm thaL 
these. the Ideas, are beauty; for all things are beautiful by these, by the 
pro<lucts of intellect and essence (pa11ta gar tautais lea/a, tois 1/0fl ge1111et11asi kai 
011sias: E1111. l.6.9.30ff). 

The Egyptian tem1 11�fer signifies both "beauty" and "goodness", and 
also means happiness, joy and other related ideas, especially those of tbe 
divine realm. Tbe hieroglyph 11�/er is a composite of the heart and trachea. 
and in fact belongs to the same type as tbe "union" (se111a) hieroglyph. All 

gods (fie/em) radiate beauty and their statues are beautiful (11efe17 and alive 
(ankh). 80th the appearance of the cult-statue and the transformed inner 
body (equaled to a statue-hieroglyph, like the Hindu asa11a) of tbe .initiate 
are called "li

fting up the beauty" which represents the golden splendour 
(me.rkha:1). As the culc image (sekhe/JI. tu� is united (se/Jla) with the 
de:-�ending ba of the noetic Sun, so the ascending human ba, alreadr 
purified and made beautiful, seeks to unite with its djyine archetype, the 
perrcct and beautiful disk (or sphere, atm) of Ra. 

Now the following conclusion should be drawn. Though the 
Ncupla1onic telestike cannot be reconsu-ucted .in detail, rhc principles 
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which grounded its existence and 1.heurgic efficacy may be outlined by 
investigating the cultic metaphysics and cosmogonical patterns of ancient 
civilizations and the Platonic tradition itself. The most striking is the 
realization that along with the external cultic dimension of animated 
images and statues the.re is their inner esoLcric dimension which is 
concerned with the spiritual dro11m1a, the completion {lelele in its 
etymological sense) of the intelligible statt1e. In this linal stage of solar 
knowledge (.g11osis) a seer (epoptes) becomes "blessed" (111akmios); he is 
reborn as the lurniaOltS and intelligent spiriL (akh), now cnLering the divine 
body (sob) of light attached 1.0 the Sun barque. Thus the soul becomes Ra. 

fhis is the theurgic apa1ba11alis11101. immorl.alizacion th.rough the noet:ic life 
(the breath of Shu) and union (se111a) with the divine. 
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TELESTTC TRANSFOIUvlA TION 

AND PHILOSOPHICAL REBIRTH 

1. Philosophy in the Tomb-Sanctuary 

[f philosophy means preparation for death, a tomb may be regarded as 
a school of wisdom, if nol a bi.r:thplace of philosophy. However, to say 
Lhar by building a tomb for oneself one is "pb.ilosophiziog" may appear as 
;;beer madness to the contemporary reader who is unaware that the 
monume111al tombs of pbaraonic Egypt are not graves io any Christian or 
modern sense. 

-n1e tomb is to be regarded as a sanctuary where the main symbol of 
Osiris lies in lhe coffin. Since "death" means one's "Osirification" and is 
an expression of transcendence, of life io the hidden (sheta) state, the 
·'dead gods" should be viewed as those who hide themselves in the state 
which seems to be "unmanifested" from the standpoint of external 
phenomena. This hidden (mmm) state in the Duat is not conceived as 
being formless. The bau in the Duat are hidden (sheta) because their form 
cannoL be seen unless illuminated by Ra. Likewise the Sel-11rt-saucturu:y in 
t.he Edfu temple is called "the Seat-of-hiding" (set-a111m1): 

''The gocJs are in their chapels. the Ennead is in its hall. the Hidden
one (,\.mun) is hidden in the Seat-of-hiding" (Edfu Vll.12.-t). 

Howev<::r. the hidden world contains all components of the world tha1 
may be manifested when the gods through the rite of appearance, or 
procession (khm), emerge from the "snake" and turn the temple into the 
House-of-appearance (per khat). 

The rite of mummification is d1e rite of divinization or transmutation 
ol the human body to Lhe symbolic body of Osiris. This procedure is not 
aimecl at conservauon of the corpse, but rather of its deconstruction and. 
then. of reconstruct.ion, thereby creating the cultic symbol of Osiris. Tn 
this rcspecl, 1hC' mummy hidden in the bu.rial chamber is equivalent to the 
cultic statue in t.he temple. 

However, the siaiue of the deceased and his mummy are related to 
dfffercnt ontological states. According to R. B. Fi.nnestad, die statue is 
related to lhe ku -life of Lhe deified deceased; therefore tbe offeriogs 
shoulJ 1101 be regarded as a way of sustainii,g his existence in the beyond, 
but only h.is ka-Life. The mummy is related to the ha-life of the dc.ified 
deceased. i.e., to his life in the beyond.• Therefore the Opening of the 
�fou1h ritual carried out on t.he stai"ue makes th.is symbol of earthly cultic 
life opernlive, while when carried oul on the mummy (since through the 
'.11ummification 1.he dead man's body is transformed to the body of Osiris) 
11 makes t.his symbol of a "dead god" operative, introducing the djvine 
presence inco tbe tomb-sanctuarv. 
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The ritual performed on the nmmmy, however, corresponds to the 
consecration of a cult statue. The statue, the mummy, and the coffin are 
symbolic representations of the deceased, his cultic images, but not the 
dead man himself.2 R. B. Finnestad says: 

"The deified man is ... rendered cultically accessible through animating 
his statue with his ka. If his ka cannot resort to a statue, the dead man 
does not live an earthly life of the kind implied by the concept of ka. 
When the mummy is the object, attention is directed to the transcendent 
aspect of the dead man. The rilual has an evocative function: the Osiris is 
called from the beyond to be present in the sanctuary. This aspect of the 
dead man is mythically expressed by the concept of his ba that flies like a 
bird from the dosed burial cbamber".3 

In some cases the ba of the deceased is depicted outside the tomb 
watching the Opening of the Mouth ritual performed on the mummy. T. 
Burckhardt, however, thinks that the mummy and its mask function as 
receptacles of the psycho-somatic ka-forces, or the lower psychic 
modalities that had already been ti:a.nsformed during the man's lifetime. 
He says: 

"According to Egyptian doctrine. the lower subtle modality of man, 
which the Hebrews call the 'breath of remains' and which normally 
dissolves after dead,, can be held and fixed by the sacred form of the 
mummy. This form - or this mask - thus plays, in relation to this 
assemblage of diffuse and centrifugal subtle forces, the role of a formative 
principle: .it sublimates Lb.is 'breath' and foes it, making of it a kind of link 
between this world and the soul of the dead man, a bridge by means of 
which the incantations and offerings of the survivors can reach the soul, 
and by means of which its blessings can reach them".4 

The offerings should be understood, .first and foremost, in terms of 
di.is need of the survivors to make contact with the dead man: the offering 
table in the form of ka-anns accepts gifts of food, while Lhe ba transcends 
this mortuary realm of communication. The mummy's mask is not a 
portrait of the dead man, but represents his archetypaJ form, his 
unchanging eidos made visible. 

2. The Tomb as a Threshold of Light 

The Egyptian i:oyaJ tomb, especially that of the late New Kingdom, is a 
model of the cosmos and the temple of divine cites. lt symbolizes the 
primordial mound and tl,e womb of Nut-HaLhor, the furnace of 
alchemical transformations and of spiritual gold-making. From the 
perspective of semiotics and hermeneutics, the tomb is a holy book full of 
theological texts and images. From the theurgic point of vjew, the tomb is 
a sci or heka powers i1nd cmcacious s1111tbe111ata, p::irtly embodied in the 
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�,one (as buildi.ng material, itself possessing certain magic properties) . 
. \ccordingly, iL is a kind of Lheurgic construction analogous to the .Hindu 
)',t/1/ltl (geometric diagram). }. ·,111l ra, as a special geometric schema or sacred 

·icon. is a theurgic tool or a.ny device, instrwnent, or mechanism used for 
carrving out a specific. especially magic, task. According to H. Zimmer: 

:'\X:11enevcr pure, divine Consciousness (brah111a11) binds Itself with the 
magic of its llla_ya and assumes in play the form of human consciousness. 
then It may naively feel Itself Lo be part of a many-sided, variegated, 
articulated, and interconnected world; and so It may devoutly worship the 
personified divinities �ho inform this interconnected world, revering 
them in contemplation, i..mages, and symbolic signs so iliat It might find 
I.ts wav Lhrough the world which is unfolded before human consciousness; 
but wi1en Consciousness elevates Itself to become the will to experience. 
as a rotality and unity, hs own essence spread out in rich variety - I.he will 
w enter i11to Trself to find repose - then images and signs will serve as 
tools (yaou:as) for bringing about the union (samadht) of perceiver and 
perceived".5 

:\mong the 11-ieroglrphs relaLed to funerar? buildings is a picture of the 
Upper Egyptian shrine of Hierakonpolis which served as a determinative 
for the word km; or kori (chapel). The symbol of a double stairway was a 
determinative for Lhe noun meaning ascent. The Upper Egyptian pavilion
like shrine o[ the vulture goddess Nekhbet was knowo as the Great House 
(per-11r, per-wer, per-aa. HeUenized as "pharaoh''). The word per usuall: 
means "l1ouse" or "household" (oikoJ) and designates a temple as the 
totaliry o( a deity's possessions, including the landed domains and 
workshops. cont.rasted to the actual temple, (the "god's house": bet 11eter. 
hut 11e1e,7 built of stone. Like the servants in a household, the priests are 
called hem11-11eter. "servao ts of the god". 

In a simplified foun, the Upper Egyptian shrine became the kar - a 
t:)7)e or chapel or pornible shrine wh.id1 housed the image of the god in 
temples and was carried i11 processions. When the doors (aa) of the shrine 
arc opened by a priest in a daily service, it means that the gates of heaven 
are opened. Coffins and certain ritual pavilions cooraioing the statues of 
deceased and divinized pharaohs were made in the form of this sh.rioe. 

The Lower Egyptian shrine of the serpent goddess Wadjet is the 
1-iou�e or Flame (per -1111). f\lany coffms and sarcophagi (even I.he mastaba 
Lomb of the V Dynast-y pharaoh Shepseskare) were made in this shape. 

Usually the Lomb is caUed ,1khe1, the "horizon" or threshold of light, 
�he place of "rebirth" where the rejuvenated sun (symbolizing the 
U1imortaJ .rpi,it11.r. or i11td!Prtw) rises. As an akhel. tbc tomb tncarnated 
Osiris-Sokar himself. Here Osiris and Ra are reunited and deceased 
human bt:ings acquire im-nkh, blessedness, regarded as illumination, 
�clue, e<l by rising through 1..he spinal column - through the bodv of the 
Snake. or Lhc Crocodile. rhrough which rhe Night-Sun passes. According 
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to the Alexandrian alchemist Olympiodorus, Osins was a synonym for 
lead and his tomb the symbol of che111ia, ie., an art of Lhe Perfect Black 
(teleio11 me/as) o[ casting or alloying mernls and transforming Lhe soul imo 
spinrual gold. 

ln Late period Egypt, 1he tombs of gods are also depicted as being on 
earth, even the tombs of the uncreated primordjal Ogdoad, thereby 
inrucating that the "tomb" is rooted in the Beyond Being and is both 1) a 
symbol of tbe hidden ruvine dimension and 2) the temple-body-book-like 
cosmos in minia1ure. So the tomb embodies cer1ain theological foonulas 
and mctapbysicaJ realities . 

. \II these 1.hings must be remembered when examining the so111a-se11Jt1 
(body-comb) formula which occurs for the fuse time in Plato's Gorgias. 
Socrn1es cites Euripides as saying "Who knows, if life be dealh, and death 
be ljfe?" and continues: 

"Perhaps we too are dead. for 1 heard trus from some wise man, that 
now we are dead, and that for us tbe body is a tomb" (Go,gA92e-493a). 

This unnamed sage, surely a follower of Orpheus or Pythagoras, 
rustinguished J) those irutiated into the mysteries of Hades, the unseen 
world, and 2) the foolish uninjtiared men who 

'\yiJf carry water to pour into a perforated jar in a similarly perforated 
sieve. And by the sieve. my informant told me, he means the soul, and the 
soul o[ the foolish he compared to a sieve, because it is perforated and 
through lack of belief and forgetfulness unable to hold any1hing" 
(Gorg.-l-93bc). 

[n the Cm!J/11.r Plato relers to Orpheus who viewed the body as .re111a, 
and th_is word stands not only for a tomb, but also for a furn enclosure 
able to keep 1.he incarnated soul within its limits. Therefore the body 
(so111t1) runccions as a fence (pe,ibolo.r) around the soul: 

"Si.nee the soul does penance for chose things it is expiating, it has the 
body (sollla) as a fence (.rema), in order that it may be saved (sozetm), an 
image of a prison" (CratAOOc). 

In fact, .re11111 as a safeguarding enclosure, equated co the body, is the 
material dwernng of the soul, his protective house in the Egyptian sense of 
pe1'. t\ t the same time it is a temple: if the ritual service is being kept intact, 
the "philosophizi11g" soul is protected from destructive psych_ic forces and 
disorder (i.refel). The comb is a kind of magic te111e11os and peribolos, 
constructed around the House of Gold (per 11eb), the burial chamber where 
sob-body lies wi1hjn the sacred ma11dala guarded by Isis, Nephtys, Neith, 
and Selket, and where the transcendent birth-giving takes place. 

:\s C. J. de Vogel pointed out. Placo regarded "imprisonment" in the 
body as a means of salvation: "he understood the challenge of life in a 
positive sense, :is a task given to man bv a diviM order, not at all as a 
misfortune".<• 17,is is a thcurgic point of view: the hierophant must 
ass11nil:1tc all the powers he cncounr<:rcd in embodiment. The descent 
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(kathodos) of the soul into the particular human body is .recognized by 
Plotinus as the soul.'s essential task to orde.c and govern all subsequent 
lower awnifestations: 

"lf the inclination (11eusiJJ is an illumination (ellafllpsis) to what is below 
it is not �• sin, fo.c if it did not exist t.he soul would have nowhere to 
illuminate. The soul is said to go down (katabai11ei11) o.c decline (11e11ei11) in 

1 he sense that the thing which .receives tbe light from it lives with it" (E1111. 
1. J .12.25-29). 

The soul is ba of Ra, and its relu.m i11 patria111 is .cetum to Atum
K.beper-Ra. Theurgy joins the soul with l) the intellectual Power, which 
a_rr:rnges the cosmos. and with 2) the anagogic Power leading to noetic 
Trnth. Iamblichus described eight such Powers, related to different 
Egyptian gods presiding ove.c ascending degrees of priestly initiation. The 
soul must be perfectly established in the activities, thoughts and creations 
of these Powers: 

"111en, indeed, ir establishes tl1e soul in the C.ceatoc God 10 his 
entirety. And this is the goal of the hieratic ascent acco.cding to the 
Egyptians" (De ll!JSlet:292. l6-18). 

Fo.r Plato, the soul's identity is the "Ra-nature" as well: tl1e being 
which has its origin and roots in an order beyond visible things. The 
winged soul, or rather the higher part of the soul, equated to 11011.r, the 
immortal and divine part in us. attains to knowledge of the truth, though 
the state of being bound in an eartltly body (khat, which is sharply 
contrasted to the intelligible body of light, symbolized by a mummy in ilie 
Egyptian tomb) touches it in so far as it has undergone a hard struggle 
against the Seth.ian darkness, a so.ct of jihad for spiritual survival by 
dominating tl1e lower psychic forces. These forces (along with body itself). 
if properly ritualized, puriCied and cont.rolled, may help tl1e higher soul in 
its ascent (a11odos), or may drag it down if they are dominated by Apep 
(Apophis), tJ1e snake of non-existence and darkness. 

The sola.c bargue is to be defended against the constant attacks of this 
iconographically crystallized image of evil, tJ1e enemy of Ra aod all the 
gods, ilie monster of destmctioo who wishes to overth.cow the ordered 
cosmos of so.Jar theopbanies. In everyday life the Egyptians were 
constantly engaged in fighting this enemy, trying ritually or by the purity 
of tl1cir hearts to recover and keep tl1e eguiJibriuro both of tl1e cosmos 
and of tl1emselves. 

The body as such is not an evil thing, but a vessel of divi11e p.cesence, 
the house o[ ba. Therefore only the corruptible mortal side of corporeality 
m_u�i be neglected or rather transformed. as far as possible. into the icon 
?1 ll1_Lelligible forms. The Egyptian tomb as a bridge between visible and 
Lnv1s1ble is Lbe mos1 important tl'lll1g on eanl1, since "the time that oni: 
spends on earth is only a dream", acco.cding to The 1-la,per's Song (I11ebao 
Tomb 50). To build a tomb is the main work for which man lives. l t  is at 
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once Lhe invesLmem of 1111 his material resources, his philosophical way of 
life, and the theurgic door 10 the beyond. 

In fact, 1.he tomb is built ror the gods so as 10 af
l

irm their eternal order 
and ritual of creation. To say that the mystery of the wmb and the corpse 
was "of this world" is to misinterpret Lhe metaphysical nat.ure of sensible 
reality which is never merely ''this world" of the Cartesian subject, bu1 
rn1.her to neten1, "the land of the gods", the metaphysical realm poured into 
the physical. Tbe "inner world" surrounds the ancient Egyptian 
consciousness as the "physical landscape", as the 1errestrial body of Geb, 
symbolically articulated and t-umed into a display or divine words (med11 

11ele1} and or theurgic su11the111ata. 

3. Sacrificial AJchemy of Tombs and Alta.rs 

During their cultic service, the Egypuan priests are lifted up imo union 
wi1h che gods, ye, remain in their morral bodies. T11c Neopl:Hnnist would 
say that divine light possesses their hieratic imagination - as if they are 
entering the solar barque. the luminous ochenm. This is achieved tluough 
sacciucial rices which recapitulate cosmogony or in photagogia, the descent 
of solar rays, aJthough their mortal thinking may remain the same as usual. 

The tomb is an iocegral part of the solar circuit, the archetypal schema 
of eternal creation. of descent (bo moves down Lo the corpse of Osiris) 
and ascent (ba moves up to the spirit-inrellect of Ra). Osiris and Ra 
constitute the metaphysical unity; therefore bo1h Lhe tomb and the body 
arc necessary in the system o[ divine semiotics. 

:\ccording to G. Shaw, the number of the body is called bomi.!kos 
(Sx6x7:::210) by the Pylhagoreaas, bo111i.rkos being the diminutive fonn of 
bo111os, the term for the allar of blood sacrifice. The soul is a spherical 
number (6x6x6:::�t6) rooted in 6, the Li_est number 10 blend 1he divisible 
with the indivisible; therefore 10 enter the sphere (nlen, the solar orb of Ra) 
means to be initiated in the "bloodless secret'' of the altar.� 

The body is produced from bo111iskos. The sacriEcial alchemy of bo 
depicts the change from body to spirit and then to body agrun at the 
higher ontological Level, and this operation symbolizes a drama of death 
and rebirth. The ahar is a womb of transformation. It is analogous both co 
the material human body and the tomb, made for one's k.a and for the 
theurgic icon of sah-body in the holy land of Sokar, in the beautiful \X1es1. 

In Vedic India. the sacrificial altar, vedi. compared with the earth-nave� 
the womb. was female, and the ritual £ire. dgJJi. male. Their union brought 
forrh the offspring - as the union of fsis and Osiris brought forth Horus. 
and that ot" Sekhmet and Ptah produced Ncfcrrum. born out of the 
primeval locus flower. 
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Sacrifice is a .tending-apart of the unity of things and its resto.ration: the 
model for the activities of initiates, dialecticians, and grammarians, who 
follow the same pattern albeit on different levels. The altar (and the 
human body as well) is the sacred topo.r where the breakdown and 
reunificalion, death and reanimation, proodos and epi.rtrophe take place. 
Duru1g the rite pecfo.aned, the sacrificer becomes the entire manifested 
universe with all its demiu.rgic energies leading towards multiplicity and 
back to unity. Ultimately, the whole cosmic body (the universe as the 
Temple of Amuo-Ra) is involved in the rite of sacrifice which finally ends 
i.n the .restoration of the Eye of Horus, beatification, and "satisfaction" 
(hotep, hetep, also meaning "offering", a central concept in the ritual, viewed 
as an interaction between the gods themselves). 

This temple-like cosmos is also the tomb and the alchemical 
laborato.ry. The .riruals enacted in tombs and temples symbolically 
intervene in cosmic events and their noetic paradigms. The stone material 
itsell" wi1s first used by lmhotep who cast the Djoser's .red festival of 
rejmTenation into stone, symbolizing the divine realm of permanence and 
incorruptibility, crystallized as the primordial noetic stone of be11-be11 in 
Heliopolis. The forms executed in stone and decorated by script and 
images, curiously designated as "gods", show the intrinsically sacred 
character of stone in the Old Kingdom. 

This is a probable sou.cce of the concept of the "philosophical stone" 
in late alchemical traditions (if this powerful symbol is not sin1ply a 
prolongation and development of the "Paleolithic metaphysics"), because 
the stone was clearly seen as an interface between the visible world and 
1.he noelic reality, that is, the form where the deity became manifest from 
the primeval cone-shaped ben-ben down to the cuJtic statues and tombs. 

The art of architecture was designed to shape, measu.ce aod control the 
path to salva Lion monumencalized in the visible coofigu.cation of 
intelligible l'Orms. Therefore a pyramid (mery, as it makes visible the 
invisible divine radiance, is called akhet and serves as a gigantic material 
s1mthc111a for the ascent to heaven and inclusion within the circuit of Ra. As 
the ba of Ra ascends from the Duat, symbolized by the body of Nut, to 
the ukhet and appears as a new-born Scarab, so the pha.raob's ba ascends 
bv way of its akhet (pyramid). 

_-!khet, meaning that "radiant place" where the sun rises aod sets, the 
Sun-door. and rJ1e land of the blessed, the noetic sphere of immortality, is 
1.he feminine form of akh which designates tl1e spiritual state of being, the 
goal of initiacion, tcansformacioo and ascent. The initiation rites, or the 
r_oyal spirituaJ path t·o fast principles, furnished the prototypes of Egyptian 
funerary religion. The utterances known to us as the Pyramid Texts (the 
oldest substantial and esoteric corpus of religious texts known to 
mankind) and other rJ1eurgic instrnments are emp.loyed in order to 
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Lransform bo into a spirit of light (akh). This function is replicated by the 
archi1ectural forms of stone pyramids and tombs. 

The sacred territories of temples and the symbolical sLructures of 
tombs micror the topography of the hea,·enly realm. and therefore must 
be regarded as images (eiko11es) of the related divine archetypes. No 
wonder that a pyramid is equated to the name of d1e deceased pharaoh 
(Osiris), because sacred speech (the sequence of hieratic names) served as 
a means of making the transcendent realm o[ meaning manifest in I.he 
immanenc realm of symbolic objec1s and actions. Cuhic speech and script 
transferred celestial events to the terrestrial domain and vice versa. 

Accordingly. the heko of the spoken and written word not only 
provided the means of transposing noetic realities into material symbols 
and rituals, but also of elevating the iniliate (for every true initiate is a 
"deceased" in the philosophical sense) to the a.rcbetypal realm where all 
earthly capacities achieve their richest noetic ful filmenc, their le!os. 111e 
verb sokh meaos to transfigure, to transfer into the "radiant place", and 
this ontic transfiguration may be described either as the "god's ascending 
to his horizon", or as spirirual rebirth. 

Like the Neoplatonic term skopos. akh designates the aim of all human 
thoughts, words, and actions that a.re able to reach out into the realm of 
noetic archetypes. thereby constituting a certain particular bios, that is, the 
"philosophical way of life", the spirirual path of "builders". The 
"builders" are those who are vigilant about I.he concerns of eternity 
(11eheh): they build the tomb, akhet, and construct the alchemical body of 
light. l Ience, to erect a "tomb", both in a material and spirirual (inner) 
sense, means co strive for the akh. The material tomb houses I.he 
embalmed corpse (sah-image) on the Osiriao level. It serves as a symbol 
for the intelligible ak/Jet which houses the resurrected djvine body (sah), 
shining with gold on the Ra level. 

4. Alchemical Passage through Death 

Egyptian alchemy inherited and transmined the Osiriao concept of 
initiation-ordeals, of death and rebirth, applied to alchemical bodies aod 
involving their changes from one qualitative level of life to another. 
HeUenic antiquity regarded this a.rt of the mysterious "stone" as 
"philosophy" t.ransrnitted by Thoth and .\nubis. Sometimes the "stone•· 
is likened to lightning on a dark night. the Heraclitean kemmros. d1e 
lightning 0ash. or thunderboh. I hat guides and governs all thin�s. leading 
to qualitative change and a new on tic level of comprehension. 

The Philosopher's Stone symbolizes 1hc orcular movement: up-and
down and down-and-up, kalabasis and a11a/)(lsis. This Stone may be equated 
to the PhoenLx (the I leliopolitao l,r,11111 bird on the top of h m -bm). the Egg 
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in which All is included and a ferment of LCansformations is actualized, 
also with t.he Snake curving round with his tail in his mouth, sometimes 

enclosing Osiris as a mummy. As J. LLOdsay pointed out 
"The resurrection t:har the alchemist seeks in himself and in bis 

mi1terials ... is something that exists and manifests itself here and now ... l t  
is 1.he movement &om a lower level of file to a higher level, from one level 

of consciousness to a level with a qualitatively higher centre of 
organisacion".8 

Alchemy is inseparable from the theory of sacrifice. The sacrificial 
interpretation of life and all of its ritualized activities is based on noetic 
archetypes. According to th.is theological perspective, all our actions are 
actions o[ the Lord of Life, "a high Nile, on whose lea one lives, who 
provides for gods and men": 

"!-!is right Eye is the day, 
His left Eye is the night, 
It is He who guides the faces on all the ways. 
His body is the primeval Water, 
His entrails are the Inundation 
That creates everything that is and keeps all that exists alive. 
His breat.hing is the breath in every nose, 
His arc destiny and fortune for everyone" (Pap. Leiden I.350.5.19.20). 

As the hidden Sun (su,ya111 gulham) of the Rg Veda (V.40.6), He is to be 
found in 1.hc heart, as the Al l -worker (vishvakarma). Following this ancient 
theology of pa11theos, the cosmogonical conquest of Abi-Vrtra by Indra for 
t.he sake of Agni and Soroa, the slaying aod eating of the Snake (like the 
Egyptian Apophis), may be interpreted as the domination of the lower ba 
bv rhe 8fJ o[ Amun. The self is ruled by the Self. Ahi-Vrtra stands as a 
mythological equivale1lt of Prajapati and Purusha - the archetypal 
.'l11thivpos, who is clismembered in the process of deroiurgy as are Osiris 
and Dionysus. 

In a sense, the Sacrificer is himself a victim. His dramatic fate depicts 
the supernatural dialectic of the Ooe and Many, the Principle (Monad) and 
its creative emanations. Since any procession is also reversion, the second 
phase of sacrifice consists i.n putting together agam that which had been 
dismembered and scattered, and in building up the body of Osiris at a 
lugher ontological level. Accordingly, every deceased who enters the 
Osi.rian Dua1 is "clisrnembered" in the realm of th.is world and 
"reconstituted" in the Netherworld as Osiris: his previous separate self 
"cl 1sappcars" or r::idica(h, changes its identit-y, being re-mimed and 
imegrated into the higher unit.ary Self of Osiris. or .4.,1i111a 1111mdi. 

This passage through death, ass.i.rnilation and reanimation constiruces 
the spiriLual paLh of initiation before one's natural death and is the 
sacrificial journey towards the further uniGcation of Osiris and Ra. A. l,. 
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Coomaraswamy argues d1aL Liberation (and this no1ion srnnds against all 
the too naive expectations of modern individualists) is for the gods. not 
for men: we musL not suppose thaL "we" are the heroes of this cosmic 
drama. There is bl.It One Hero, the supreme Principle, or God, who 
"fetters himself by himself like a bird in the net" and then ''breaks out of 
rhe snare".'> 

This is the cite pcrfom1ed by the supreme Principle, and all other 
"rites" within ilie realm of Heka-manifestations follow this paLlcrn of 
"forgetfulness" and "recollection" on different levels of being. Therefore 
to "rationalize" our conduct, as A. K. Coomaraswamy poinLed out, means 
LO refer our activities to their noetic archetypes: 

''If we cannot give a true accounL (ratio, /ogo1) of ourselves and our 
doings it will mean tlrnt our actions have been 'as you like it' (vrlha), 
reckless (a1a111kl?Ja11a111) and informal (apnitimpa111) rather rhan to me point 
(sadh11) :ind in good foan (pralimpa111)."111 

Our ·'rationality" stems from the intelligible pattern e:-,...posed by the 
self-revdation or self-disclosure of God, who, in me fom1 of noetic 
plenitude, emerges from his own ineffable essential darkness. 

5. Mummification and Dialectic 

The Egyptian rites of embalming and mummification are based on the 
symbolic metaphysics of dismemberment and reconstitution of unity, 
which is inherited as an esoteric Orphic myth of Dionysus and the Titans 
in the Neoplatonic tradition. 

"Why 11re the Titans said to plot against Dionysus?"- asks Damascius. 
"Because they initia1e a mode of creation that docs not remain within the 
bounds of Lhe rnuh.ifonn continuity of Dionysus" (!11 Phaed. 1.5). 

Since men are created from ilie fragments of the Tirnns, "ilic Titanic 
mode of life is me irrational mode (hoti he lila11ike zoe alogos e1ti11), by which 
rational life is torn asunder (ibid. 1.9). Through it we fragment ilie 
Dionysus (Osiris) in ourselves, mus becoming similar co Titans (the 
followers of Sem), "but when we recover tha1 lost unity, we become 
Dionysus and we anain what can be truly caJled completeness" (ibid. T.9). 

The rejoining of ilie limbs of Dionysus, or Osiris, is d1e prototype of 
overcoming death that also provides the myiliical precedent for 
embalming conducted by Anubis. the initiator in10 the mysLCries aimed at 
the restoration of life to me body at me psychic level of n11md1a imagi11alis. 
Dismemberment symbolizes the irrational disintegration of the human 
being who now needs to be reunited and elevated to the realm of akh, or 
110111. Therefore the embalming process repeats the cites and inner 
experiences of iniciauoo: the corpse is uansfonned into the icon of a new 
alchemical body, builL up beyond the realm of physical existence. 
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The word sah meaos not only mummy, but also dignity, nobility, and 
the scare of spiritual enlightenment which itself is invisible and is only 
5yrnbolized by the material sah, filled with heka powecs and placed into the 
c�tlin. i.e., i.nto the body of the sky goddess Nut, the soul's celestial 
ino1her. According to esoteric hem1-eoeutics, the "placing of the sah in the 
cotfin" is tantamount to the ascent of the deceased (of his winged ba) to 
the heavens and return to the winged daughter of Shu and Tefnut. 

Through the body of Nut, divided into twelve hours of night and 
twelve bours of day, Ra himself travels. The goddess Nut swallows him as 
the e,·eoing sun and gives birth to him as the morning sun, the golden 
Scarab. While speaking about demiurgic Intellect (Ra) which contains 
pluralities in unity, divisible things undivided, and the Soul (Osiris) that 
first separates those contents which exist there in perfect unity, Proclus 
argues: 

''Th.is is why the theologians say that at the dismemberment of 
Dionysus his intellect was preserved undivided through the foresight of 
;\thena and this soul was the first to be divided, and cercaioly the division 
i.nto seven is proper primarily to Soul. [t is therefore appropriate that Soul 
should have the function of division and of seeing things discursively. It is 
no wonder, then, that whereas the divine Forms exist primordially 
together and unified in the demiurgic Intellect, our soul attacks them 
separately ... And so it is .oo wonder, as 1 said, that dialectic questions and 
answers approach different forms at different times... for spoken 
discoucse breaks apart the single unitary thought" (In Parm.808-809). 

Tt seems that dialectic, like geometry, is a pursuit belo.ogiag to the 
Osirian realm: dialectic cooceros divided multiplicity, but, finally, through 
the certaimy chat it establishes, leads to the Forms. In this sense, a 
diaJecti.cian mlly be equated to a Sufi siddiq, the sincere devotee whose souJ 
is Glled with light by God. 

Ulti.mately, Neoplatooic dialectic follows the aoagogic patterns, already 
presemed in the Pyramid Texts. The initiatory ascent to heaven concerns 
the inner realities -of the heart-intellect, s�bolized by sensible images. 
Therefore the methods of dialectic should be regarded as rationally 
developed, reinterpreted, :u,d transformed methods and procedures of 
sacred cites, including those of the royal coronation. The dialectical ascent 
and assimilation \viu, divine realities (apotheo.riJJ .is like the initiatory ascent 
of the king "to heaven as a divine falcon" in order to contemplate "this 
sacred image in heaven." 

This elevation (as a part o( the royal coronation rite) furnishes the 
i-:1itiate with akh-power of Ra and bis Uraeus, d1e.i:eby making the initiate 
la.miliar with "the wisdom of the gods like Horus". lf rendered into 
rational philosophical discoUise. this elevation means an ascent to the 
Fonns through dialectical exercises and purification of the soul, aspiring 
lO communion wit11 Tn1e1Ject and the One. The royal way LO 
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inunonalizalion is LhaL of the philosophical life, as opposed to the tyranny 
of one's lower mortal nature. According to Proclus: 

"Tyranny is rnken as a symbol of the life of becoining ... the earth-born 
or Gigantic life. The true warfare with the Giants takes place in souls: 
whenever reason and incellect nile in them. the gods of Lhe Olympians 
and Athena prevail, and the entire life is kingly and philosophical" (1" 
Ptm11.69'1). 

The philosopher. who is ''winged" (epteromenos) like the Egyptian ba and 
separated from 1 he lower .inclini1tions, practises dialectic, defined by 
Plotinus as "the logos which can speak about everything in a reasoned and 
orderly way" (E1111. 1.3.4.1-2). 

Dialeclic invest.igates existent things that are real (ta 0//la) and non
existent things (la 11,e 011/a), discusses good and not good, what is clemal 
and what is not eternal It stops wandering about the world of sense and 
sctdes down in the realm of intellect., feeding the soul in what Plato calls 
"the plain of truth" (Phaedr.248b), where the soul finds its true food. 
Seeking scientific knowledge (episte111e) of everything, dialectic uses the 
method of division to distinguish the Forms aad to determine the 
essential nature of each tliing (E1111. 1.3.4.5-14). 

Regarded as the supreme science (which has close analogies in all kinds 
of ancient metaphysics expressed in sacrificial and mythological 
discourse), dialectic is able to distinguish between appearance and reality, 
multiplicity and unity, various levels of being and gradations of form. It 
shows concern for "rationality" (which otherwise may be darkened and 
diminished), as Egyptian lemple rites are concerned witl, the constant 
keeping of 111c1al (truth and order), the solar "rationaLity", against the threat 
of is!fel, irrationali1y, disorder. and darkness. 

Therefore dialectic may be regarded as a weU ordered cite of thought: it 
is efficacious and real to the extent that it is cituaLized according to the 
intelligible patterns and rules of logic. It approaches "real beings" (ta 011ta) 

methodically, and the same strictly methodical approach characterizes 
hieratic rituals and sacrificial procedures. The meiliod of dialectic consists 
in seeing similarities and differences that are related back to unity. 

6. Musicians. Lovers and Philosophers 

Tbe concept of lo\·e is included in the very definition of philosophy. lo 
this cespcc1, one should observe that musicians of the Egyptian goddess 
H�1hor arc ''lovers" as well. They :ire viewed i1s rhe divine ino1ma11ons oi 
the �oddess and of her golden son Thy. the Lord of r leans and the 
splendid lollls !lower beside his molher. "lherefore the inrnate. guided b� 
Maat-Hathor (order and drunkenness, intellect and love), may ascend co 
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the celestial akhet with Ihy, the deity of those music-makers who desice 
rebi.rth in the solar cycle. 

Plocinus, however, makes a distinction between 1) the musician, whose 
interest in the beautiful is confined to his art, and 2) the lover, who 
perceives the beautiful fust th.rough his sense of sight (the most 
intellectual of all senses, which surpasses hearing, according to the 
Greeks) and then through contemplation of intelligible beauty is able to 
enter the garden of truth. The lover is still unaware of his own knowledge 
which can be revealed through the conjoined practices of dialectic and the 
contemplacive Life. Nevertheless, love can inflame and stir desire for 
transcendence, serving as the wing for the soul. Peter A. Kay says: 

''The life of philosophy is, among other things, the gradual overcoming 
of the .irrational by means of rationality; the lover, who is caugbt between 
the formal and material sides of being, must learn to make bin,self 
/on11 ... "'' 
· Si.nee love is not a pure rational principle, the lover is an image (eikou) 
of the philosopher. as the sensible world is an image of the noetic cosmos. 
Therefore the philosopher's task is to make proper use of bis love for the 
passage to invisible noetic beauty. The philosopher stands for the 
hypostasis or Now (Atum-Ra). For chis reason he is praised and claimed to 
be "winged" already. It means that he is separated from the sensible realm 
of images and contemplates realities. 

The practice of dialectic that he uses for ascent is a kind of spiritual 
askesis, direcLed by Lhe spiritual master, a11d involves not simply a body of 
cliscursive knowledge, but the direct perception of ooetic Forms by 
imellecn.1a.l intuition, Noens, close to the Sufi d/Jt11JJ(f, tasted knowledge. 
However, the highest point which dialectic is able to c<::ach is the ooetic 
realm, not the One itself. 

The end of the dialectical journey is the sola.r bargue of Ra, the unity of 
the intelligible circuit. thereby "attaining assinulation to God (bo111oiosis 
theo) th.rough consciousness of d1e ultimate One-in-the-many, prior to the 
rci-urn LO the One itself'.12 Th.is is not the journey of the deceased, but of 
the living philosopher who is looking for archetypes by which sensible 
things can be measured, thus tracing them back to a highe.r level of unity. 
For chis reason, Proclus makes a clear distinction becweeo dialectic as the 
dialectical method (ff.Picheire111atike) of the Peripatetics and dialectic as the 
proper method of philosophy for the attainment of wisdom. This Platonic 
clialcctic consisls in pur.iiicatioo and induces recollection of true reality (fo 
Pm711.989) 

. -\s J. P. Anton pointed out, "the purpose of dialectic is not lech11e but 
sophia; its aim is not production but recreation of ideal real.ity." 13 If 
rendered into the language of myth, this "recreation" may be called 
"rebirth". For Plotinus. it is the red.iscmrery of one's true self, or return ro 
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lntellecl (Ra) Lhrough I.he anagogic paideia which implies recollection and 
ensures "the flight of the alone to the aJone". 

The soul, which did nol have realities 1hemsclves but impressions of 
I.hem, "must bring l.he impressions (hoi 1trpo1) into accord with the true 
realities of which they are impressions" (T;,111. 1.2.-1-.23-25). This "bringing 
back" or leading on the upward path is the cask of dialectic "wh.icb will 
take us up there where we must go" (E1111. I.3.1 ). 

Plotinus describes the three kinds of men who could be acquainted 
with noetic realities or make the journey from image to archetype: the 
musician, the lover, and the philosopher. The musician (or the initiate of 
Hathor. who by rhythmical shaking of his sistrum, acrobatic dances and 
songs opens the path of renewaJ through the shining and beautiful Eye of 
Ra). and being sensitive to beauty of harmony and rhytJ1m, is led upwards 
lo the noetic sLructure of the prin1ordial sound, the demiurgic Logos. The 
sensible music is measured by numbers (mith11101) and is based on inner 
mad1ematical reality, therefore the musician finds the road of Beauty and 
is already intellectual (has an akh nature) buL. as Plotinus maintains. is nor 
conscious of his own intellectuality and needs philosoph.icaJ guidance. 

11,e Plocinian lover can reach a h.igher stage in d1e ascent. When the 
musician's soul is enki.ndled by eros for intelligible beauty, it becomes a 
lover able to tum away from temporal images towards the noctic Forms 
that generate and permeate those images. 

The Egyptian attitude is more integral and complex. Hathor. as the 
divine shakti of Horus, plays a pan in ilie mysteries of the sun-barque and 
initiates ascent Lo ilic sky. 11,e New Kingdom solar hymns are "aimed to 
help the tomb owners join Ra in his nocturnal descent and become 
:tbsorbed into his greal daily rhythm - his dcaili and rebirth and his ecernaJ 
return".14 The rituaJ accomplishment., telesio11fl,io. is never separated from 
contemplation and from a certain kind of 11oesis. 

7. Divine Knowledge and 'D1eurgic Prnyers 

The Egyptian inil.i:tte, who knows the "mysterious representations'· 
depicted ia the A.111d11al, is "a well-provided akh". being ":t holy god in the 
following of Thoth". To know and to be is the same. "I le who knows" is 
equiv:tlent to tJ1e Plotinian "philosopher" .in whose soul all images have 
coalesced with their archetypes, thereby confirming 1) the complex unity 
of lnceUect. and 2) the idenLity of the knower. his knowing. and whac he 
knows. 1-:le who knows 

"Goes forth in Lhc da)rtimc (i.e., the oocl.ic LighL) ... 
Descends into the ceaJm o[ the dead ... 
[s a well provided ,,kh-souJ".15 
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According to J. Assmann, who regards the formulation of knowledge 

related to the transition and ascent as a science of its own (which reflects 
u1e rypical bureaucratic and systematic style of Egyptian daily life): 

''The accumulation of such an enormous body of knowledge based on 
pure speculation and meant to ensure individual salvation (i.e. in the sense 
of overcoming death) remi.n.ds one of the Gnosis and most surely 
represents one of its roots. Purity in the sense of deliverance from the 
burdens of earthly existence, may only be attained through knowledge. 
Pucit,1 and knowledge, these two concepcs are closely interwoven; does 
not the deceased assert J know the names ... l am pure?"10 

This knowledge constilutes the ladder of ascent to solar Litellect. 
making Lhe eternal dimension of the noetic realm accessible to the soul so 
1.haL ;tmay "come forth as a god". It helps the soul to reach the divine 
abode of �teroal life where Maat dwells, i.e., the Platonic "plain of truth" 
where it is fed by intelligible food. This is the path of Ploti.uian dialectic 
leading upwards to Intellect, the cosmological ladder "on which the 
Forms descend from and ascend to the d1.rone of the King." 11 

As contemplation (theo,it1) ascends frmn nature to soul, and soul to 
intellect. the objects known tend to become identical with the knowing 
subjecL, because in intellect both are one, not by becoming akin, as in Lhe 
best soul, but substantially, according to Plotinus. 111e Egyptian gods ace 
beseeched LO recognize the soul ascending to Ra: 

"Be nor unaware of me, 0 God: 
If you know me. 1 will know you ... 
Be not unaware of me, 0 Ra; 
If you know me, 1 will know you. 
Be not unaware of me. 0 Thoth; 
If you know me. I will know you" (PT 262). 

The ascending path is the path of gnosi.r, of the divine names, because 
knowing and bei.ng a.re the same. It consists of dialectical interrogations. 
cross-examinations with predetermined guescions and answers. 
pmdamations of one's true identity. By knowing the secret names of the 
gods. t.he initiate 01.imself being in the blessed state of 111aa-khem) is able to 
build up a "mystical ship", an imaginary o(hema. This is accomplished by 
the sole means of mystical language which consists of names belonging to 
the intelligible realm. The "names" are regarded as noumena of t.hiogs. 
Therefore, according to A1iarryt1 A,;u!yakt, (II. l.6), speech (vac) is the cord. 
and_ names (na111am) d1e knots whereby all things are bound. 

fhc Egyptian symbolism o[ 1J1e ship or barque (111ia) is analogous LO the 
Upanishadic and Platonic symbolism of the chariot (mtha. harma). The 
gods arc travelli11g in papyrus bo:ns with cabins or in the ceremonial 
barques used for cultic purposes. A sl11"ine holding the god's image swod 
where lhe cabin was usually located: and the head of the deity set upon a 
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collar oflen surmounted lhc prow and stern of the boaL God (11etery, the 
divine heoad, or the supreme Self, symbolically embodied in the sacred 
statue, is the passenger to whom the vehicle belongs; and all intelligible 
powers constitule its crew. Likewise in  the Vedic det'(lvidya, the 
intelligences or element-beings that constitute the psychic personality, arc 
the names of lhe solar Principle, considered as Breaths (pra11ah), Gods 
(devah), Fires (og11t9•ah), Faculties (i11d1i)·,1111) of the immanent solar Atman, 
Brahma, Indra, or Vayu. SLCictly speaking, they are not human powers, bul 
only names of Brahma's activities.'8 

The sacramental hermeneutics of 1.he Egyptian priests u·anspose the 
individual parts of the initiale into the akh-realm: this deification of tl1e 
limbs consiscs in equating each pan of Lhe body with a deity. In the 
dialectical drama of the otl1crworldly journey tl1c deceased through his 
correct answers to the anonymous interrogator (a kind of "divine 
Socrates'') must prove himself a god. The sharing of tl1e divine 
nourisbmeoc (the sacramental food of truth, symbolized by all earthly 
offerings iliat ought to be elcvaled and reduced to their divine archetypes) 
makes the deceased, or the initiated "dialectician", a member of rhe 
community of gods. Wisdom of Thoth is an intellectual and sacramental 
acuvicy which rums away from things below to their divine paradigms, Lhe 
golden Forms, leading the soul to the sun-barque and union with Ra by 
means of recollecLion (a11011111e.ri.r) and knowledge of the divine names, that 
is, by means of dhik1: ilieurgic invocation and remembrance. 

Becoming like God is the ultimate end of the love of wisdom 
(philosophia) and the goal of its best part - the science of dialectic. 
Possessed of djalectical wisdom, the philosopher, according to Plotinus, is 
able to go up to the higher world, away from multiplicity. The final union, 
however, transcends the inteUecrual ability of philosophy and dialectic. 
because the unificat.ion of Intellect with the One is not a state (stasis) bur a 
"st.ate-outside" (ekslasi.r), and the attainment of it is for tJ1ose who arc 
alreadv united with Ra. 

:\t first we must "strip off what we put on in our descent", just as 
iliose who "go up to the celebrations o[ sacred rites" (hoio11 epi lt1 hagia /011 

hiero11), are purified and st.rip off ilie clotJ1es they wore before, going up 
naked, uoci.l passing in the ascent all chat is alien co ilie God, they see ilie 
simple. single, and pure Principle, "from which all depends and to which 
all look and ace and live and tJ1ink" (E1111. f.6.7.5-'I 3) . 

. According to lamblicbus. who returned to the ancient theurgic 
perspective, theoria is insufficient for the ascent which is accompljshed not 
through philosophy, buc ilirough the work of the god (lo l011 theo11 e,go11). 

However, the philosopher's thought itself may be regarded as "the work 
oi the god", even if he. as a human being, is still unable to realize it. In 
fact. theomgia and theona arc the same. lamblichus. discussing the workings 
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of 1.bose theu.rgic rituals, invocations (kleseis) and illuminations that 
summon the souls upwards, says: 

''l t is evident from this work (1011 e1Jo11) that what we are now 
describing is the salvation of the soul For in contemplation of the 
blessed sighLs (theorei11 ta 111akaria thea1JJata) the soul achieves another life 
and enacts a new act-ivity. ft is no longer considered human ... The ascent 
through invocations (he dia ton kleseo11 a11odos) imparts to the priests 
purilication from passions, a liberation &om the realm of generation, and 
a union with the divine Principle" (henosi11 te pms ten lheia11 ardm1: De 

lll)'Sltr.-1- l. 12 --1-2. I). 
- The actualization of "another" intellectual life th.rough illumination 

willingly sent by the gods does not simply mean that theurgical ritual has 
replaced contemplation, because theo,ia may also be regarded as a direct or 
indirect working of the gods. The sacred rites are inseparable from the 
ontology of the Forms and from intellection (noesis), aimed at intellectual 
Lnllh (11oera aletheia). 

Ii the basis of theu.rgy is a certain "leading of light" (photos agoge), and 
th.is lighL-leading may be revealed in many forms, the .rational soul (though 
unaffected by the divine light in particular theurgic .rites, according to 
lamblichus), nevertheless, is fully involved into tbe global sche1na of 
·'divine workings", because some theu.rgic operations are intellectual. J. 

rinamore explains this disti.nction by introducing a notion of the highe.r 
theurgy whicb concerns the .rational soul: 

·'Just as the vehicle (the seat of images) is united with the gods through 
its capacity to take on divine images, so the rational soul is united with the 
gods through its intellectual capacity".19 

Mystical prayers (like the Sufi dhikr Allah), themselves regarded as 
s1111the111ala of rhe gods, are "intellectual powers" Lhac bring about the union 
with the gods. The divine breath (p11em11a), whjch descends and enters the 
initiate, or ·'Lhe presence of the fue of the gods an.cl some ineffable Corm 
of light" (paro11sia 1011 ton theo11 p11ros kai photos ti eidos arrheto11: De 

ll!JS!er. I 13.8-9), are such that they cover the initiate completely in a circle 
and he is unable to use any of his own powers. 

According to J. Finan1oce, this divine fue is an illumination, emanating 
from the god's eternal vehicle to the initiate's ethe.real vehicle, which bas 
already been pLUificd, emptied of its own images, and made fit Lo receive 
those luminous images in1parted from the god. When the initiate's ochema 
is (iJled with images coming from 1.be deity, this image-making faculty is 
taken over wholly, but the rational soul is unaffected and still functions.2U 

This illumi.nat.io� means that the soul's vehicle (the microcosmic solar 
boat) begins its ascent to the god's vehicle (the macrocosmic solar boat). 

But the rational soul is led to union by "the intellectual power 
contained in the words". G. Shaw describes them as "intermediate 
m11rhe111t1/a •� I.be names of the gods, 0110111al11. which arc "individual 
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theopbanies" in the same way Lh:1t the cosmos is the "universal 
theopbaoy".21 What does il mean to be "intellectual" in this Neoplatonic 
context? Surely it refers 10 the fact that our logo.r has its source directly in 
110111 and this is the reason why the theurgist in his invocacions and mantric 
incantations of the asema 011011,ata is assimilated to the Demiurge (at the 
same time preserving !:tis mortal corporeaJ part) and why 1.be dialectician 
or the i.niciace of the mathematical mysteries (111athe111atikoi 07,iasmo1) 
achieve the same assimilation to IntellecL 

8. Intellect as the Spirit of Light 

According to the Later Neoplatonisls, iolellectivc Intellecl covers all 
those creatures tO which 1he Demiurge gives eidos. fonn, but all lhat soul 
has in extension. intellect contains in an unextended manner. Therefore 
the contemplation of our rrucrocosmic intellect is "objective" and that of 
the soul "subjective". However, tl1c Forms contemplated are not all on 
the same level of being, bul constitute numerous levels. As Proclus 
explains: 

"E,·e.ry intellect contemplates direcLly itself (110111 heau/011 11oet): but the 
primal Intellect contemplates itself only ... Each subsequent intellect 
contemplates sinrnltaneously both itself and its pciors, so t.hal its object is 
itself and its source" (ET 167). 

The pure intelligible is distinct from the intelligible in the thinker. This 
is an intelligible object of thought (11oelo11) in intellect. aod an intellect in 
,10elo11. But the higher intellect is identical with its object (loi 11oetoi ho aN/os), 
whereas the lower is identical with its own content. not with the higher 
intelligible. TI1ercfore Proclus argues that the transcendent Fonns ex.isc by 
themselves (kath' mlla): they are not in us, and what is not in us is not 
coordinaLe with our knowledge (episteme) buL is unknowable (ag110.rtr1) to our 
knowledge, being contemplated only by the divine TntelJect: 

"This is so for all the Forms, but especially for those mat are beyond 
(ep'ekei11a) the intellective gods; for neither sense-perception, nor 
knowledge based oo opinion. nor pure reason (logos), nor our own 
intclJective knowledge connecrs the soul to chose Forms. but onJy an 
illuminauon (ellampsi.r) from the inrellective gods renders us capable of 
bei.ng connected to those intelligible-and-intellective Forms ... And for 
this reason. indeed, Socrn1es in L11e Ph11edms (2-19d) ... compares lhei.r 
contemplation (tbeo1ia11) to mystery-rites (leletai.r). initiations (1n11esm) and 
visions (epopteia.r), elevating our soul under the ,irch of r leaven. and to 
Heaven itself, and to the ph1ce above Heaven" (In /Jm711.949. I 3-38). 

Philosophicitl ascent is analogous lo that accomplished by 1he mystery
.rites. And philosophy itself essentially 1s a me of rebinh - "rebirth" 
mcanu,g the soul's unifica11on w11h d1, 111c lntelll'cl. �,·mboli:;,cd by Helios 
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(who coincides with Dionysus. _there�y becoming Ra-Osi.ris), Lbe all 
powerful light of the cosm?s, �g with

_
gold. 

_ _ _ _ 
According to the Orphic teachings, which un.1tate Egyptian theological 

paradigms, all gods and, in certain respects, all things are manifestations of 
a single deity witl1 all its powers. This is the king Amun-Ra who has 
hidden himself as Amun, and has distanced himself in his embodiment as 
sun: 

"Tanen, who elevates himself above the gods: 
·n,e self-rejuvenating old one who traverses 11ehch, 
Amun. who abides in all things" (Pap. Mag. Hams IIl.10-IV.8). 

t\s the Bes with seven heads he embodies the ba11 of Amun-Ra and 
''keeps his name mysterious before the gods, the giant of a million cubits". 
ln the Orphic cosmogony, from the primeval water, the beginning of 
everything, mud was formed and from these a dragon that bad on it a 
Lion's bead and a bull's bead, aod in between the face of a god. This all
seeing Eye is the good spirit of light, Agatbos Daimoo, since drako11 was 
believed to be derived from derkei11, "to see". 

This spirit of light. Agathos Daimon. was called Heracles and Ch.ronos. 
since Heracles, according to an Orphic etymology. means the coiling 
serpent: drako11 helikto.r. The serpent-like Heracles gave birth to an 
enormous Egg which contained male and female oatu.re and all the man, 
seeds, or archetypes, along with the bi.form god with golden wings. 
namely, Phancs, who combined in himself all the gods and cosmic 
powers, baving two faces, one in front and one behind. The oame of 
Phanes is usuaUy de.rjved from pho.r aod pha11eros, that is, from "light'' and 
"illum.inatioo". 

Phanes-Helios, stretched like a radiant ribbon (the sphere of the sun) is 
depicted as a celestial serpent and is tbe universal god Pao (or Bes), 
moving the whole cosmos in harmony and manifesting itself in all cyclical 
changes (or cosmic rituals), including the cycle of the seasons with their 
changing winds, of succeeding days and nights. This Phanes-Helios
Dionysus (A.mun-Ra-Osiris) is Lhe light and life of the cosmos, for. 
according to Orphic theology, the winds engender life and the soul is 
borne by the winds (breaths of Shu) from the noetic solar realm itlto man. 

The upper half of the burst cosmic Egg constitutes tbe heavens. 
surrounded by the fire of life bursting from tl1e Egg and the coils of the 
�un serpent. Here, according to I-1. Le.isegang, dwell those initiates cloaked 
�n flames. who have attained the supe.rcelestial region (h11peroura11ios topos) 
u1 the course of lhe mystery cite. or "tbe upper way" (hodos ano).22 They 
enter the fierv circuit of the solar barque, being "radiant in Light land", in 
the Land of Enduring: the.ir hands are taken by the balf of Heliopolis and 
grasped by Ra, their heads arc lifted by the two Enneads (PT 532). 
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How have the b//11 of initiates risen to t.J,js supercelestial place, equated 
to the back of Heaven (the back of Nut) by Plato? H. Le.isegang says that 
thjs is achieved eitJ,er after departing from the body in death. or in the 
ecstasy of their mystery cult� re-enacted in ritual, for all mystical 
experiences and the corresponding myths are represented in a ritual by the 
initiates themselves:23 

"Whether we have to do with L) a cult riwal, wi1h 2) an actual 
ascension of the soul, or wirh 3) the inward ascen1 of the soul to God - all 
three show the same structure".�� 

The soaring of the soul LO Heaven and beyond it 1s the symbolic 
expression of an inner process Laking place in 1he soul, able to gaze into 
1J1e infinite plenitude of light and contemplate the spiritual world of Ideas. 

According to larnblichus, the intellectual interpretation (11oera 
dier111enet1Yis) of the symbols, practised by ilie Egyptians, leaves behind the 
impressions (eido/011) of the images (pha11tasim), ilius rising to intellectual 
truth (11oera aletheia: De 11rysler.250.13-17). This is the Egyptian way of 
contemplation, interpretation of symbols, and theurgic rites, thc.reby 
moving &om images to their intelligible archetypes, from the workings of 
the soul's imaginative and irrational faculties to Intellect itself. But the 
images may be rnani fested on different levels ol reality, being revealed in 
one particular ontological domain while remaining hidden in another. For 
example, the Eg_vpuan term seshe111 mostly stands for a psychic image in the 
realm of Dual (or in the human pha11lasia), in contrast to a physical image, 
actually placed in the tomb. The term seshem is closely related to Lhe 
ludden Amun whose b111f are revealed through d1e secret images (seshe11111). 

9. The Osician Initiation and Separation from Lhe J\lortllJ Body 

"The 110/fs in each one is god for man". ,iccorcling Lo Euripides 
(fr.839.12), who is fascinated by the idea Lliat human intellect is a part of 
the deity. W. Burkert regards this thought as "revolutionary" and relates 
co "the most striking thesis" which asserts that the well ordered 
arrangement of d1ings in the cosmos proves d1e existence of a guiding 
providence (pro11oia), of divine Intellecr that moves everydiing.25 

The immortality of the soul. once taught as an esoteric doctrine of the 
mysteries, becomes explicit through early J Iellcnic philosophy .. t\t death. 
the body (itself being like eanh) falls in10 tJ,e earth, but the soul returns to 
the aither, d1e noetic light or fire. However. this Orphico-Pythagorean and 
Pre-Socratic ilieology is revolutionary only for the Greeks themselves, 
because teachings of the soul's immortality, heart-intellect (11011s) and 
pro"idence clearly stem from much older Egyptian sources. \V Burkert 
himself is compelled to recognize scrikrng parallels between the Egyptian 
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/3ook of the Dead and certain motifs introduced by Orphic mythology. still 
(urther elaborated by the Pythagoreans and Plato:26 

"This is i11 sharp contrast to the official. Homeric conception of the 
immortal gods. To what extent this myth and indeed the very cult of 
cbthonic Dionysus and the beliefs in blessedness and punishments in the 
nether world depended on the Egyptian Osiris cuh Crom t.he start remains 
at least. a question that must be seriously asked''.27 

\X'hen the Greek epigram to those who fell in war in 432 B.C. "boldly" 
slates: "1l1e aither has received the souls. earth the bodies", this is simply a 
repetit.ion of what had already been said io the l�yramid Te.v:ts two thousand 
year� before: soul (ba) to heaven, corpse (sha◊ to earth (PT305). 

For Egyptians, the body taken as a whole lacked the eosouJing powers 
wh.ich imparted life (ankh) to the limbs; therefore only the body as a 
whole, called "corpse" (khat, sha◊ rel.urned to the earth. The external and 
internal organs were regarded as the ensouled parts, governed by different 
life-giving deities and infused with their qualities. Th.is buried body, khat, 
is analogous to the Greek soma, in.itially never used with reference to the 
living being, only to the corpse wh.icb resembled the de-animated statue. 
The living body is not soma or khat at all, but rather a composition of 
members (ka11), each serving as a physical vehicle of psychic and spiritual 
qualities that can exist separately (on the higher ontological level) and, 
therefore, are regarded as not belonging to the material frame - the 
physical kbat, liable to decay, and the mummified body in the tomb. 

Si.nee each member of the animated body-structure is a beare.r of the 
different. divine eidos and the related psych.ic power, J. Naydler supposes 
1ha1 the initiatory ordeal o[ dismemberment (before ascending "on the 
smoke o[ the great censing'') leads to a higher degree of psychophysical 
i_otegration and a unitary self-consciousness, otherwise inaccessible to the 
member-based psuche: 

"Lt was only tluough initiation or after physical death Lhat a more 
unified self-consciousness such as we experience today could arise, as a 
counterpart to which the body was experienced 'from out.side' as a 
unity".28 

J ·lowever, 1.he author apparently falls into a grave mistake in his 
�eating of "the modern post-Cartesian, dualistic experience of a unified 
111ner sel[-consciousness" as the esoteric goal of the Osician initiation. 
Th.is evolut.ionary picture presents Cartesian dualism as a desired goal of 
which only 1.he initiates co�ld dream and teach in the.ii· "secret doctrines". 
simpl_, because the ba. for the Egyptians, was always a disembodied soul 
and 11s scparntion from the body was a fundamenia.1 in.itiatory experience. 
sull i:choed in Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy. 

He 1ha1 as it may, the Egypt.ian doctrine of ba. deftned as an immonal 
soul and ou1-of-body state, proved to be cmcial for the early Hellenic 
philosophy. especially Platonism. Through the priestly initiation (death 
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before an acrnal physical deaLh) ba is detached from the monal body and 
ascends to the realm of akh so as to be united with divine f ntellect. This 
me1aphysical pauem based on tl1e Lhcory of 1) divine archetypes and 1heir 
images, 2) noecic immorcalit:y. 3) education and transformation of the sou.I, 
and -1) its ascent through knowledge (episte111e, gnosis, anavmeris), and praxis 
(askesis. theo,ia), became the main subject of philosophy. 

Contrary LO the ka-priJ1ciple and vital energy which lead co an 
enhancernenc of ilie member-based psychology and which are bound to 
the tomb ("I.he place of ktl'), out-of-body awareness (induced by spiritual 
exercises or spontaneously eirpe.cienced at death) introduces the aoagogic 
pa1h of ascent, mat is, of return to tl1e Imperishable Stars. This out-of
body awareness is symbolized by the human-headed fa.Icon. 

When the ba leaves the lifeless body and rises up, man sees his 
members disintegrated and must detach his consciousness from the lower 
psychosomatic structure and its most dear memories, in order to re
construct his true divine identity, that is, to be transformed and reboro as 
an intelligible being of light. TI1is liberation is the only rhing that is 
important in our earthly existence and the most difCiculL to achieve. 

The b a -experience of looking at one's body as if from an outside 
viewpoint was essential for the Osirian initiation and recollection of one's 
spiritual Self. This separation from the mortal body is equated to the 
entering into a temple, into the bolics1 pa.rt of it, ruled by Osiris, me 
unified royal archetype of the image-like deceased. The path of the 
deceased (Osiris) to the universal Osiris (the Greek Dionysus) enthroned 
in die sevenm of seven halls, corresponds to the path of the priest on his 
way to the holy of holies. This path may be further interpreted as an 
ascent and assimilation to the deity. Death. as the first step in passing a 
threshold of u,e Osirian temple, is me main task of philosophical 
iniLiaLion which Slems from the ancienL mysteries. 

According to Plato. so long as we adhere to tl1e body and our sou.I is 
concaminated with this imperfection, there is no chance of our attaining to 
a vision of the 1.rue intelligible realities, let a.lone union with them. The 
body tills LlS with loves, desires, fears, and all sons of fancies. Jo order co 
bave pure knowledge we must separate ourselves from Ll1c body and 
contemplate rhings by themselves wim the soul by itself. Hence, "the 
wisdom which we desire and upon which we profess LO have set our 
hearts will be attainable only when we arc dead" (Phaed.66c). 

However. die realization of one's noetic consciousness (akh-identity) 
im·olves a newfound awareness of a spirirua.l body (sah. sah11), which serves 
as a vehicle of the initiaLe's intellect. During uaosformauon (death and 
rebirih), one's corporeal members are transmuted by Osirian alchemy and 
knowledge of Anubis. germinating inLO the golden spiritual body, the 
inrelligible eidos. This transformauon or "changing into" (in/ khepem ell/) 
docs not refer LO any actual (literally undcrsLOod) rebirth on earth, but 
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belongs LO an imennediate state between life and death, comparable to the 
bmdo state in the Tibetan books of liberation. 

:\ccording to W. Federn, t.his philosophical transformation and 
identification limb by limb with the noetic pantheon takes place through 
an inner experience and hek.o powers. It .is meant to be performed 
primarily by t.he living. Irs aim is to prepare the initiate for his death and 
acruallv transforms him through the .ra111adhi-like experience.29 

Th� Sanskrit term sa111adhi literally means "synthesis" (sam-a-dhtr. to put 
wgethcr, mend, heal) and is an opposite to l(Jlt1dhi - "analysis" (vi-a-dha: to 
divide up, disintegrate). These terms may be understood also in the sense 
of health and illness, of unity ru1d diversity respectively. Inasmuch as 
man's various selves or different members are uniiied (samahitah) in t.he 
heart-intellecl, itself identified with B.rahma (Atum-Ra), one realizes the 
state of spirin1aJ integration instead of estrangement from the Self 
(represented by the dismembering of Osiris).3!1 

Ill. Resurrecl.loo oi' t..he Golden Phoenix 

Transfom1ations in the realm of Duat ('ak1t11 al-111ithal, barzakh of the 
Su£is), such as ·'changing into any form" or "in.to any god" one wants, 
may be \·iewed as particular spirit1Jal exercises and gnostic experiences. 
\When this hypothesis is established and accepted, we should understand 
bcucr the mysterious inscriptions in the XVIII Dynasty tombs, analyzed 
by \\'. Federn, for example: Wby the phrase ''May he undergo his 
LransCormat:ioos as he likes" can be paired wit.h "May be follow his heart 
in his tomb" or "lo order that he may follow his heart in his garden".31 

The cxpn:ssion "following one's heart" (she111s-ib. or she111s-ab) probably 
denoteg the bios theoretiko.r, contemplative way of life. and may be rendered 
in Greek as sd10/(lzein, to have leisure, to be at leisure. This happiness
engendering cootemphnion "in the garden" implies the transformation of 
consciousness, resLOrat.ion of tbe primordial "golden state", and 
assimilarion with various divine oa.mes or "faces" of t.he deity, thereby 
mystically changing one's identity and tu.ming all images back to their solar 
archetypes. This "re-membering" e.,perieoce Linally transforms the ba into 
the- t1kh. carried bv Lht' spiritual body of light which is germinated when Ra 
�alls the iniliat.e to breathe the divine air. Ultimately, t.be initiate is turned 
into t\tum-Ra himself, whose assembled limbs represent the company of 
the gods and t.hc noeuc paradigms. Thereby Liberation from tl1e Osirian 
realm (Dual) and lhe tomb is achieved. 

The Lranslormation and Ct1.rui.ng into a falcon of gold is sometimes 
depicted as a result of a passage through fin�. TI1e concept of purification 
and cliviaizalion involved an alchemical transformation of bodily members 
into gold or precious stones that symbolize and actually re1;rcsenL t.he 
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pcimordial divine substance. Thus. according Lo t.be SLoic philosopher 
Epictetus, the power of the true staff of Hermes (i.e., of the true 
philosophy) Ues in the fact that it changes all that iL touches into gold.32 

The «lifting up of the veil" and meeting with Gold (Hathor), who 
initia1cs the soul into a new shining existence al dawn in akhet, means that 
the goddess bebind her veil is "none ocher than divine Reality in which 
the objective and the subjective coincide".33 The veil is the cosmogonic 
projection by which the divine Being is bipola.ri.zed and which introduces 
the play of innumerable "mirrors". However, both veiling and unveiling, 
descent and ascent depend on the serpent power o[ TefnuL-Sek.hmet
Hathor, the Egyptian Mahashakti. Egyptian thought, both in its essence 
and particular metaphysical symbolism, is close to that of [ndian. Oeba 
Brata Sen Sharma says: 

"The manifestation of the unjverse is thus only a mode of his (the 
Supreme Lord's) self-revelalion iJ1 which he utilizes no other material than 
his own Shakti. Or to put it in perhaps a more precise language, the 
Supreme Lord's self-manifestation as the universe is onJ.y a self-ex-pans.ion 
in the aspecL of Shakti (sva-shakli-spharau). As such, the marufestation of 
the universe symbolizes hjs divine glory (aishvorya), in the revelation of 
which the Shakti plays the most importanl role")4 

The Egyptian initiate is reborn as the scarab Khepera emerging from 
the Lop of the staff between a pair of horns called JJJpt. "summit of the 
skull". To open the skull in order to release the reborn is the same as to 
open the tomb. since the staff (like the caduceus of Hermes, able to 
change all inlo gold), is equivalent to the sacred tree (Hathor-Nut). the 
spinal t/jed column (Osiris), and the standing mummy - "Ll1e mound of 
Sokar". In "the secret darkness" of dus mound, the scarab's egg is 
transformed into a worm. The new germ of divine !jfe appears only after 
leaving the Osirian mummy-form within which d1e golden bird is 
brooding as in the Vase o[ Hermes (kerotakes). or i_n I.be Vase of I.be 
Philosophers Stone, shaped like an egg with ao enclosing serpent, in 
which the Slone was held to be prepared. 

Following an archetypal way of Ra-Khepera, the initiate (the dead 
man) emerges from I.be Snake, the spinal column at the cop of the skull 
and is "reborn" as Ll,e imperisruble akh carried by the immaterial golden 
body of light. The word sa, wruch means the back of the spine, is 
homonymous with 1he similar. word sa, which means protection, amulet, 
.r1mthe1110. The sa sign is often joined with Ll1e ankh (life) and L11e royal tjjed 
pillar which represented both solar rebirth and the establishment of 
stability in the cosmos (Ll1c ullima1c vic1ory of Ogiris over Scll1). 

J. Lindsav maintains that there is a direct line of rradition from Lhe 
initiauon-otL;al of sky-asccn1 and the underworld descent co d,e 
alchemical iniliation-ricuaJ of g-ocl-revelation and transfom1ation in bod\'-
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spirit.:;; T Burckhardt u·aces alchemy back to the priestly art of the ancient 
Egyprians and says: 

"That there is an inward gold, or rather, that gold has an inward as well 
as an ourward reality, was only logical for the contemplative way of 
looki11g a1 things, which spontaneously recognized the same 'essence' in 
both gold and the sun. It is here. and nowhere else, that the root of 
alchemy lies".30 

The eady Cbr.iscian civilization inherited an alchemical imagery which 
was used to express the emerging theological conceptions of death and 
rebi1·th. T11e redeeming and transforming spirit is often likened co fire, 
analogous to tl1e Flame of Uraeus, the Eye of Ra, whose creative activity 
is described as "cooking". Therefore Ambrose, dealing with the myth of 
the Phoenix, initially the Be1111rt bird of Heliopolitan cosmogony, says: 

"Then when the clay of ow: flesh ... bas been cooked by the fire into a 
vessel (testa) so that this flesh, previously pressed down to the earth by a 
heavy burden, may with the aid of angels fly away towards heaven after 
receiving the wings of spiritual grace, it has here eternity as a genuine and 
appeasing pledge for its safety".37 

In the Hellenistic mythologies and scientific accounts, the Phoenix bird 
is .related to the myrrh and frankincense produced by the alchemical force 
of the sun's fire in the driest and hottest parts of the world, less liable co 
putrefaction (sepsis) and, therefore. sweet-smelling. As the symbol of 
rebirth, the Phoenix: is closely associated with the sun's course and those 
who lived in the Golden Age: he subsists on supernatural foods and 
produces oo excrement (or his excrement is transformed into perfumes). 

The decline of the Phoenix, according to M. Detienne, is iLs reduction 
to the status of the bat. For Neoplatonists. bats represent souls carried 
down to the shadows, since their \vings are made heavy by the flesh 
(Proclus 111 Rcmp. I.120.5-10). Only the perfumed flame of spices on the 
sacrificial pyre may restore the original "golden" slate of Lhe Phoeoix:. lM 

For the early Christians, the worshipper is baked in a pot by baptism, 
and hardened by fire into a new birth, like the solar bird on the 
Heliopolitan altar, that is, in the nest of frankincense and myrrh. 
According LO the Egyptian cosmogonies of an alchemical type and to texts 
or initiation, those seeking to know the mysteries of .regeneration in the 
Osirian Duat must know the nature of ba and all its Lransformat:ions 
accomplished by the immanent fire of Hathor-Sekhmet. By entering the 
flames of destruction and passing through the fierce heat of 
transformation (the ecpyrosis which destroys the "man" within us) Lhe 
initiate is reborn into new life. 

This life-bringing destruct:ion is at first accompanied by Lea rs and gcie( 
for I he rotted corpse of morr.a.l personalit-y. since humankind trm/J arise, 
from the tears (m!jl) of Ra and is bound to the corruptible realm which 
ll1lJSt be destroyed. ·n1e Egyptian term for "kindling light" or "setting 
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lire" (s(J) is relined to the verb "impregnate" (s!J) and this complicated 
mixture of mourning, destruction of enemies (mortality) and fiery 
generntion of child (immortality) is depicted in the sixth hour section of 
the Book of the Night on the sarcophagus chamber of the Os.ire.ion at 
.-\bydos and in the tomb ofRamesses VI (I l-1-+-1136 B.C.). 

The Chrisrians also regarded the resurrected body as a golden statue, 
purified in Lhe Lire. By plunging into Gre (spirit) and water, the "lead" of 
the flesh is to be transformed into spiritual "gold". The purifying pool of 
flames resembles the Lake of Fire in Lhc Egyptian Duat filled with burning 
water aod presided over by the four Thothian baboons, one at each 
corner. This rectangular mandala-like Lake cuts out alJ that is impure in 
the soul; therefore, if the ba enters it being impure and still identified with 
its mortal sheU or some ''psychic remains", it wiU suffer torment and fa]] 
down among the knives, as if being hacked to pieces. 

To the pure initiate, this falsehood-destroying fire appears as the light 
of Ra, because at the level of noetic archetypes this Lake is regarded as the 
Isle of Fire or the fiery locus flower infused wirh Ra's intelligible presence. 
The waters of Nun surround the Isle of Fire, or Heliopolis, the birthplace 
of Atum (or the divine ba of Ra), irradiated and illuminated by the ooetic 
fire of the self-created trinitarian At1.1m-Khepera-Ra. The close 
metaphysical relationship of lire and water is emphasized in an alchemical 
saying quoted by Proclus: 

''}\ II things a re dissolved by G.re and glued together by water" (In Tim. 
l l l.321-24). 

The Athenian philosopher continues: 
"For melting and wcldiog are necessary for the production of things 

whose parts arc like eacb ocher (hollloi111ero11), the latter being provided by 
moisture and the former by heat; for everything (lo pa11) is melted down 
(leketm) by Fire and is glued together (kollolat) by Water" (111 Ti111. 
l l l.321.22-25). 

L. Siorvancs regards this "melting" of Fire and the "glueing" of Water 
as Lhe source of the famous alchemical formula solve el coagula, dissolve and 
solidify,39 though Proclus and other Neoplaconiscs are themselves 
recipients and interpreters of various ancient cosmological traditions. It is 
well known chat Osiris is identified with the waters of the Nile into which 
he died and from which he was revived, these psychic waters of death and 
rebirth be.iog an image and prolongation of Nun at the level of A11i111a 
,mmdi. The later alchemists associated the tomb of Osiris (in which his 
members were hidden but the face was revealed) with t"ben,ia and mercury, 
connecting water with lead. 
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11. Two Ways of the.A111d11at 

-n,e corpse of Osiris lies in Rosetau, "at the boundiu:y of the sky". 
locked "i.n darkness and surcounded by fire". According to the Ceffi11 
Tex!J, whoever gazes on the mumm.ified Osiris cannot d.ie (O"VI1.302c). 

The desolate realm of Rosetau, the "Land of Sokar, who is ou h.is sand", is 
regarded as a sandy landscape where the solar barque needs to be towed 
and is itself transformed into a fiery serpent. The Book o

f 

the Hidden 
(,na111ber. designated by the scholars as A111d11at, locates th.is land, where 
Horus and Sokar look after the protecting and renewing solar Eye, i.n the 
dark fourth hour of the Sun's night journey. 

The Amd11al in its opening section promises g110Sts to the in.itiate rune 
times and depicts how a ram-headed ba of Ra enters into the body of Nut. 
or the 0sirian Duat, at the first hour of the n.ight. F. Schuon, who regards 
man as a reduced image of the cosmogonic unfolding, says: 

"On earth, the divine Sun is veiled; as a result the measures of things 
become relative, and man can take h.imself for what he is oot, and things 
can appear to be what they arc not; but once the veil is torn, at the ti.me of 
that birth which we call death, the divine Sl.lJl appears; measures become 
absolute; beings and things become what they are and follow the ways of 
their true nature".40 

The spiritual night journey ends with the initiate's rebirth in the 
morning, following the course of Ra through the twelve hours or sections 
of the goddess body. The texts and pictures of the /·lflld11af constitute a 
unity: the representations are arranged in three registers, with the solar 
barque always depicted in the middle one. As E. F. Wente pointed out, in 
the Book of A.md11at considerable stress is laid upon knowledge of the 
hidden rcaLties. the netJ1ecworld beings and their activities.41 Therefore 
th.is book may be regarded as "philosophical" and "gnostic" in the original 
sense of these words. 

This knowledge of the hidden names (or inte.lligible forms) is 
"knowledge of tJ,e mysLerious bail' (rekh ba11 shela11), w.hich can be acquired 
by Ule initiate upon earth through the esoteric paideia. The Book ofAmd11at 
provides "knowledge of the ba11 LhaL a.re in the Dual and tJ1eir funct.ions 
pertaining to what is in the hours (11111m) io d1eir secret names" (re1111-se11 
shel,111: Lo1,gA11Jd11at 76.6-7). 11,c book assures us that: 

"The one who knows these secret designs (or mysterious images: 
se.rhem11 sheta) is a well-equipped akh. He goes out and comes in within the 
Duat" (Lo,,g.AJ11dt1al 45.4-5). 

The gnostic is transformed through his knowledge. He is liberated 
from destructive irrational forces, rnonaliLy, and corruption: 

"The one who knows it upon earth is one whose Ouid the Fierce Faced 
One (i.e., the snake Apep) does not dcink" (Sho,1 Amd11at 297-300). 
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Further it is said Lint the gnost.ic who knows these words (rekh 111ed11 
pen) is able co approach the hidden realities and Dual dwellers. However. 
Lhis knowledge is esoteric and confined only to the initiates: 

"This is drawn in sucb a manner in the hidden part of the Duat (al/Jent 
net d110�, being remote and hjdden (amen) because of the selectivity of 
chose who know it" (Lo,,gAP1d11al 12.2-3). 

This knowledge is modelled on divine patterns and consists of secret 
words wruch the gods of Duat say to "th.is god" and wrucb "this god" says 
LO them. "1his god" meaning the solar ba who passes the gates and 
sections of the Netherworld. 

The Book q( Allld11at is concerned with instructions for drawing 
symbolic representations of what is in the Duat, and these pictures 
function as 1) meaningful signs and images of spiritual hermeneutics, 2) 
sacred icons for contemplation, and 3) theurgic m11the1J1ata, imbued with 
transformative and anagogic divine powers. 11,e Long A111d11al version 
emphasizes "drawing", that is, the ritual practice of concentration on 
images (seshe11111), or symbolic forms, presumably close co the Tantric 
meditations that include visualizations and drawings of various ya11tras and 
pn1ti111as. 

The sacred image grows out of the inner vision: therefore the visible 
material picture is a copy of tJ,e inner seshe111, and its formal structure is 
based on the intelligible Idea. Moreover. it does possess an inexorably 
lixed order (no element may occupy a different location within the general 
framework) and is inseparable from the mantric words of power, hcka11, or 
"divine speech" (11Jed11 ,,eter}. In this respect.. the sacred image corresponds 
in form to the image of the deity in the heart and expresses the essence of 
divine powers visualized in meditations. The deity's form can be made up 
of a secret name, for tJ,e divine ba is present in its name to the same 
extent as it is present in cult statues and cosmic manifestations (khepem). 
Likewise the 1.vdamaw Ta11lm says that the ya11tra consists o[ mantras, for 
the god's form is mantric (devatfl 111antra111pi111). 111e same text proclaims: 

''\Xlbat the body is for the spark of life (jiva), what oil is for the lamp's 
light, that is what the yantra represents for all the gods ... Each deity on his 
own seat, and each one with his own special yanlra appropriate to it. .. " 
(Kltlflmm1a Tantra VI.86-90). 

lo this case, quasi-geometric yantras are analogous co hieroglyphs of 
Thoth: without the "consignment of hreath" (pn:111apratirthm1a) bread1ed 
imo them they are dead. Tbis consignmenL of breath is the insertion imo 
an image of the same divine power thar aniniaces the initiate. As H. 
Zimmer pointed ou1: 

"\X11oever worships a figura1ive sacred tmage brings before his inward 
c�•c tbe ,haJ:.11 anunatiog him in precisely that ma1ufcstauon Lhrough which 
he is accustomed to see the Divine, by virtue of his initiation ... "4:! 
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The Long Amd1,at provides the following e:,..-planation or its sacred 
representations: 

''This is drawn according to this seshem in the bidden place of the Duat 
(amenel 11et d11a�: The one who draws (ire_r, or: arery_ these repres�ntations 
(seshev111) is the likeness of the great god himself. It 1s useful for him upon 
earth" (Lo11g..r'l11Jdl{a/ 22.2-4). 

The Sho,1 A111d11al version is almost the same, but emphasizes g11osis 
instead o[ the execution of images, be they mental or sensible: 

"Th.is is drawn according to this seshem in the bidden place of the Duat. 
. \s for one who knows (rekh) these repr.esentations, !be is] the Likeness of 
this great god himself ... " (Sh011 At11dffat 12-14). 

Boi.11 Lhe drawing of d1ese mysterious seshe1m1 that serve for the 
sm11bolike theo,ia, (i.e., for contemplation or interpretation), and the process 
of knowing them lead to assimilation with the deity, the living ram-headed 
Ba o[ rJ1e solar Intellect. Similarly, as the )'afllra is so called because it 
brings under control (11i:Ja11trana) all the evils stemming from errors and 
ignorance, so Lhe drawings of the Amd11at, visualized by an inner sight (the 
Eye of Horus) and executed. arc regarded as useful for those initiates who 
"draw" them in all ontol.ogical realms: physical, psychic, and spiritual: 

·'This is drawn according 10 this seshem which is in outline upon the 
east of the bidden chamber of rJ1e Dual. It is useful for tbe akb who draws 
(irer) it - upon earth, in heaven, and inside the eard1" (Lo11g A111d11af 193.6-
7). 

The Short _•J..111d11at supplies rekh (knowing) instead of making or 
drawing (irer). However, ritual praxis and gnosis are inseparable. For 
example, me mantric rimals of lsis (hekm, Asel) for repelling the snake 
,\pep from Ra, performed in the nidden part of tbe Dual and upon earth, 
may be regarded eiilier as perfonned ilieurgic actions or as gnostic 
contemplations. 

Both attimdes lead to the same truth: ilie initiate realizes the nucleus of 
tbe image as bis own inmost essence. \.Vhen the spell of ignorance is 
broken, he can pronounce: "T am Ra". Therefore he who performs (ire-r) 
these heka11 rites, related to the visualized and drawn seshe11111, and he who 
knows (rekh) Lhem, are both "in the barque of Ra (J/lia e11 Ra) in the sky and 
in rJ1e earth (e111 pet m, ta)". "In tbe sky" means in the noetic realm after the 
body's death, and "io the earth" - sci.LI living in the physical body like L11e 

Jtv,m111ukta. Only the selected initiates "can know (rekh) this seshe111 without 
the knowledge (rekh) of which tbe Fierce Faced One (the snake Apep) 
may not be repelled" (Long .AJndual 123.2-5; Short .A111d11al 170-179). The 
snake 1\pep symbolizes the irrational forces of both personal and trans
personal subconscious darkness. 
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l2. The Union of Osiris and Ra 

The ha of Ra, standing wiLl1in a kar type shrine in the solar barque and 
accompanied by other boats, is like a cult statue passing along the 
processional route: the axial succession of rooms with a series of 
doorways chat had co be penetrated. 111e solar ba enters the cavern of 
Sokar between tbe two heads of the Aker-sphinx and chc Lake of Fice 
below. 

In ilie sixth hour of ilie night journey, depicted in the Book of Allld11at 
and other afterlife books. d1e ram-headed ba reaches the water hole of 
Nun - che darkest point of the Duat where ilie mummified corpse of Ra 
lies. This corpse is actually turned into d1e symbolic icon representing 
Osiris-Sokar. \\ben Ra and Osiris (as tbe solar ba and its innermost image 
depicted in the fonn of a scarab) unite at midnighL, in the realm of Sobek 
and Nun, the new light is ignited duough the Eye. now restored by Thoth 
who takes his seat in front of die solar barque. 

ln die next (seventh) hour, A pep, the serpent of non-being, is defeated 
and dismembered. while Ra llnd Osiris are in the coils of a protective 
i\lehen-serpent. Arum itself is depicted on a serpent lllong wid1 tJuee 
human-beaded and already divinized ba11-bicds. 

ln the tenth hour the ba of Sokar (the falcon in the serpent) and che ba 
of Osiris (the falcon-headed serpent) make their appearance in me front 
o[ the barque, and the motif of healing the Eye by Thom and Sekhmet is 
ag-ain emphasized. 

The actual rebirtJ1 of ilie noeric Sun (or d1e initiate's akh-intellect). 
modelled as an imitation of the original theogony, occurs only in the 
twelfth hour llnd is situated inside the serpent called 'World-encircler". 
The solar procession passes through Ule body of 1his serpent from tail to 
mouth. E. Hornung argues d1at the bad.-ward direction indicates the 
necessary reversal of time: 

"AU these beings cmer the serpent's tail old and frail. weakened by age, 
and emerge from its mouth as newborn babes. At tJ1e end of ilie hour, the 
solllr beetle, which WllS already present in ilie bow of ilie barque, flies ioco 
the outstretched arms of Shu ... "•13 

This motif of che bachvard direction is echoed in Plato's States111a11: 
"Such resurrection of ilie dead was in keeping with the cosmic change. 

11U creation being now turned in Ule reverse direction" (Polit.271b). 
This philosophy of the "restored golden age" and of "training 

ourselves co give and understand a rational accouor of every thing" 
(ibid.286a) stems fcom solar eschatology and me "royal art" of spiritual 
rebirtl,. The soul is in intellect (11ous), since intellect is the arr:he of the soul 
and tJi.rough the Gery process of rebir1h the soul becomes 11011s. 171c soul 
inhabits three realms: l) the sensible wocld (oisthetos kos111os); 2) d1e 
in1crmcdiary Duat., or I le,1vcn: 3) the intelligible world. 
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Though the caU to separate soul from body is among th.e ma.in 
metaphysical and ethical injunctions laid upon us by the Neoplatonists. 
this sepa-ration does not necessarily refer to the moment of death. The 
"philosophical separation'_' (analogous to that practised by _the E�tian 
roval priests and sages) ts a stage towards the act of un.10n w1th the 
in�clligible realm, i.e., of "the coming forth into Day", the solru: rebirth. 
Through sacred rites. contemplations and spiritual exercises (philosophical 
praxis) the soul may separate itself_ from the body b�foce the body 
separates itself from the soul at th.is moment of physical death. The 
separation and ascent of the soul is accomplished during this file and 
means living the life of the inner man, turning to one's heart-intellect. 

Since the lower activities of man are a mere by-product or an image of 
the higher divine Self Gust as every ba .is a lesser manifestation of the 
supreme divine Ba), the spiritual ascent implies that the lofty position of 
the disembodied and regenerated soul helps to govern, transform. and 
assiini.hue the mummy-like body which now reveals its luminous 
intelligible aspect. According to Porphyry, the constitution (schesis) of the 
bodv is retained in Hades through the stamping of an eido/011 (image, 
.ri,mrlacmm) on the p11euma by phantasia (Sent.32). He says that to be in 
Hades for the soul is 

"to preside over an image whose nature is to be in a place, and co have 
an obscure hyposrntic fonn of existence. That is why if the subterranean 
realm be a dark place, the soul, without separating from existence, 
descends into Hades when she attaches herself to some image .... she 
impresses a form on the pt1e111J1a by the power of her imagination, and thus 
she acqui.res an image. The soul is said ro be in Hades because the p11e11111a 
that surrounds her also happens to have a formless and obscure nature ... 
This is not LO imply d1at the essence of the soul changes place, or is in a 
locality. but acknowledges that she contacts the habits of the bodies 
whose nature ir .is to change location ... Therefore, when in a condition of 
superior purity, she unites with a body that is close to immaterial nature, 
th:it is, an ethereal body. When she descends from the development of 
reason to im:iginarion, she receives a solru: body. If she ... falls i.n love with 
forms, she puts on a lunar body" (Se11t.32).44 

The Book qf Gates (employed in the Ramess.ide royal tombs), which 
c-':1phasizes the "way of ritual" and speaks of knowledge only i.o relation 
ol making offerings, nevertheless confim1s thar "those who know Ra" 
(rek/!y,r Ra) are initiates upon ea.rtJ1, tJ1ough their akhN are already at the 
secluded place of the West. Io th.is book, iiumediarelv before tbe si.xtJ1 
hour the Judgment of the Dead is depicted, an Eonead ;f justified initiates 
(maakhem) stand on the steps, while their lower irrational parts (the 
"enemies") are put into the Place of Annihilati.oo. This justification is 
regarded as a necessarv condition before the union of the solar ba and its 
Osirian image in the· si.xth hour of the night. The mummies of the 
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in.iLiates, or Lhe deceased, are depicted as lying on a serpent-shaped bed: 
they participate in the archetypal union of Ra and Osiris, which results in 
spiritual resucrection and restoration of the soul's primeval intelligible 
oarure. The human beings who were swallowed by the rope-like Apep (the 
ignorant mortal namre) now raise their heads from the serpent's body. 
The circular Lake of Fire, inhabited by a uraeus, is also represented. 

The creative and illuminative power of Ra is sometimes symbolized by 
the sceptre oi Arum. :\s the divine Intellect., Ra is equivalent to B11ddhi 
which Jerivcs from the Sanskrit root budh, meanjng "to wake up". and is 
cleuly distinguished from 111c111as, the discursive mind standing between t'he 
senses and b11ddhi. The world of Platonfr Fom1s, or the realm of radjant 
luminosity identical with the archetypal fount of being, namely, Arum-Ra, 
is an object of mystical experience. Like the Plotinian 1 011s, "it ought be 
likened to a living sphere ... to a globe of faces radianl with faces aU living, 
to unity of souls, aU the pure souls ... with Intellect enthroned over all ... " 
(E,111. VI.7.15.2+29). 

The 11oms (i.ntelJection) which deals with the Fom1s, or ak/.111-lights, is 
provjcled by Ra as a gracelul illumination. The illumination is synonymous 
with the unity of the Eye of Ra and its receptacle. The goal of Ra in Lhe 
Duat is co gaze on his own corpse and effect Lhe resurrection of Osiris
. \menrenf, ''he whose name is hidden". Sometimes the corpse of Osiris 
appears lying in a sarcophagus surrounded by the snake Ouroboros. The 
sun ball pushed by the scarab beetle contains Osiris and Ra. and, after the 
union oi these gods in the Duat, Ra emerges from the ball in the form of 
a ram's head. 

This pattern of urufication and regeneration may be repeated at 
different levels of being. 11,e sarcophagus and the tomb may be equated 
co the temple - a place where gods are re,,ealed, since the temple itself 
may be invoked as Lhe form of a god. The building activities, 1he lirurgical 
acts and the theogoruc conlemplations - all arc related. The ritual 
invocation effects the appearance of Lhe god (ad khlll) by calling forth his 
hidden being from the primordial darkness, the tomb. or the hidden (sheta) 
naos of the "black stone" (iner km,). Thus, duougb th.e rites of peri and 
khm· the deity is manifested into daylight and, likewise, the Lransformed 
initiate emerges from tl1e Osi.rian DuaL As an eqwvaleot of the king, the 
iruLi:ite himself becomes the lord of the riruals (neb irit ikhel), who creates 
and ma.iot.1ins the divine life. f--lis body is the coffin (ankh) and the temple. 
Therefore R. B. Finnestad says: 

"The effect of the uniting of the ba of the god with his temple is 1.hat 
aU gods are seen in his light and acquire existence in his thcophany. The 
mythologem of the ba flying out of the underworld and spreading his light 
in the cosmic roorn is his coming 10 unite with the divine forms of 
cosmos. and these include not only the forms of the WiJ1ged Disk 
.:ngm\'cd over 1hc doorways along his road - but tht' forms of all gods: 
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1.hcv come into being in his ljght and they are fonm of his light, 
ma�ifesi.ing h.is clive.rsi6ed bcing. The uniting act of the creator means that 
he communicates h.irnself; the gods receive his ba-capacity, the capacity of 
the Light manifested in the sundisk - which is the power to appear &om 
ihe dark underwodd".45 

The Book of Prqyi11g to Ra i11 the l-f7est, PrC91i11g to the United One i11 the l-f7est, 
usually described as the Llta,'}' of Ra, deals with seventy-follf divine 
mauit�srnt.ions (khepem) and seventy-five invocations. The union of Ra 
and Osiris is emphasized; therefore the names and the depicted figures 
refer to the ma.in forms of Ra in the Duat. Ra is symbolically regarded as a 
migratory bird that emers the Duat and thus serves as a paradigm of 
rebirth repeated by those initiated into the mysteries. For this reason the 
i.nitjated gnostic, or deceased, coo6.ans that he has a tborougb knowledge 
of Ra's manifestations al the psychic Osirian level: both of their forms and 
or their names. 

This knowledge shows the hidden ways towards union, because the 
gnost.ic realizes the true relationship between archetypes and images: his 
own ba is an image of Ra (the derniurgic Intellect) and of Ra's Ba (an 
intellectual part of the Universal Soul). He invokes the mysterious 
nocwrnal Sun. like Lucius, the initiate of tbe Isis mysteries in Apuleius, 
who at midnighr caught sight of the Sun, dazzling .in radiant light (11octe 
111c:d1",; 11idi J"oli.,,11 ,,,mlido co171Sca11tm1 /11111i11e: Nletam. XL.285). This invocation 
allows him to cncounrer Nun, Ra and bis divine Ba. 

The rirnal descent (katabasis) into the Duat may be e;.,.1>erienced 
inwardly or performed as a descent into a crypt or a tomb, itself frequently 
equated with d1e divine "book" which contains an esoteric knowledge 
(rekh) of the solar 1.heophanies and of eternal life. Through th.is desc1111.ms ad 
i11famuJ", the subsequent transformation and rneet.ing the gods "face to 
face'' are achieved i.n the realization of one's divine identity: "I am one of 
you". 

The initiate is equated both with the corpse and the ba of the United 
One, Osiris-Ra, and, finally, be is assimilated to the divine Intellect itself. 
His limbs are deified and be becomes "entirely a god" who can affirm this 
spiritual miracle saying in triwnph: "I am Ra". 

13. The Inner Alchemical Work and Rerurn co Itself 

·1 "he return to the sola_r Principle is "the remrn to itself'' (he epistrophe 

prvs hea11ra11), 1.0 the self-knowledge of No11s, and this self-knowledge is the 
knowledge of the luminous Forms, not of a private self. The modes of 
cognition correspond to the grades of reality. Aod as the divine Forms are 
parndigms Lor their subsequcm images, so No"s is the paradigm of all 
mocks of cognition. ln a certain sense, all k.JJowledge is Ra's knowledge, 
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albeit manifested as a hierarchy of different modes and degrees. This is 
because all things are either intelligible (noeta), or objects of discursive 
thought (dia11oela), wbose objects arc images (eiko11es) of the intclligibles: or 
objects of perception (oislhela). which Lbemselves are images of discursive 
thought (A11011. Proleg. VIII). 

However, as T. Burckba.rdt pointed out, in connection with the 
reflection of archetypal realities on lower b-,ds of being, "the imagi.nacion 
possesses a certain advantage over absrract thought", because "it is 
capable of multiple interpretation" and relies on the inverse 
correspondence that exists between the corporeal and spiritual realms". 4/i 
The self-knowledge which the Delphic oracle exhorts us to seek is self
reflective activity by which the soul realizes its immortal essence 
(Damascius ill Phaed.176.6; Olympiodorus I,, Alcib. 1,8.15-9.19). As 
Proclus argues, this knowledge is also knowledge of the Forms that are 
Lranscendent in the sense of being "exempt" (exere111e11n) from subjects and 
"unknowable" to them, except by the hean-imeUect which is unattainable 
by lower recipients (fo Pa,w.949.13-28). 

There are different kinds and degrees of transcendence and a twofold 
unilJ for every class of plurality: one that is in1manant and one that is 
transcendent According to L. Siorvanes, the Latin lro11sce11dere is coined for 
the Greek term meaning displacement or transition (111etabasis) and also is 
related to epekei110, "on the far side", "beyond" (cf. Placo Rep.509b).47 

Self-knowledge is knowledge of what is above, in the realm of 
archetypes, because the effect is contained within the cause aod in 
knowing the lauer one must know the former. Thus self-reflectivity 
constitutes a return to one's source. and the idea of imago dei (1111 11eter of 
the Egyptians) pro-rides the metaphysical basis for the epi.Itrophe pros 
hea11/011, return ro one's true and divine Self. Proclus argues that the soul is 
not merely a living entity but also life itself, capable of self-knowledge, and 
therefore g11osis is a kind of Life. Th.is sel[-reOective activity belongs only to 
a non-bodily entity (ET 187). 

The imagination as a mirror reOects images which come from a higher 
ontological level and the sight or contemplation of them turns the soul 
back towards that higher level.48 Proclus says: 

"Just as narure stands creatively above the visible figures. so the soul 
exercising her capacity to k11ow (kola lo g11ostiko11 e111:rgousa), projects on the 
imagination. as on a mirror. the principles of the figures (to11s 1011 scbet11t1to11 
logo"s); and the imagination, receiving in pictorial form these reflections of 
the ideas within the soul by their means affords the soul an opponuo.icy 
to rum inward from the pictures (1011 eido/011) and auend to herself. It is as 
if a man looking at himself in a mirror and marvelling at the power of 
nature and of his own appearance (111orphe11 hen11!011) should wish Lo look 
upon himself directly and possess such a power as would enable him to 
become ac d,c same time the seer and the object seen" (Tn E11rlid.1-l-l .2ff). 
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·n,cre is a hierarchy of knowledge. Even in examining physical things a 
displacement (metaba.sis) and an ascent from 1.be corporeal to the 
u,corporeaJ stare may be observed, because sense-perceived bodies belong 
analycically co a different rank than their physical qualities. One who cares 
10 L�ansfer his llltent.ion to the Forms from the things of sense ought to 
esrablisb inLellecl instead of opinion (doxa) "as his guide on Lhe road" and 
contemplate each Fol'.ll1 as unconnected with sensible things. However, 
theurgic faith transcends both discursive reasoning and intellect. 
\ccording to Proclus, Lhe souls who are to be led upwards show their 
readiness to participate in tbe divine and need the help of attendant 
daimons for their ascent. By this help (since everywhere what is imperfect 
joins itself LO the perfect through its fitness for the daimonic gifts) they are 
Iif ied up to more divine causes which are completely separate from body 
(ln JJ,11711.666-668). 

This sepw1cion of the ba &om the body is ioiplied in the short 
invocat.ion lo Sokar (BD 74). The soul of the deceased, liberated from the 
earthbound body. shines in the sky and climbs on the sunshine, though 
ber body remains inert. As A. Roberts pointed ouL, this out-of-body 
expenen�e. celebrated by the ritual dances and chants of Hathor, .releases 
certain supernalural powers able to regenerate existence anew in the solar 
circuit: 

'�)usl as a live plant comes from an apparently lifeless seed, and Horus 
comes from Osiris, so the ba now soars &om the body which is viewed as 
a seemingly lifeless corpse".49 

The autl,or says that this liberation is also celebrated in the beautiful 
chant of Lhc Ancestor Rilual, following the pharaoh's service at the 
Heliopoliran sun altars. By the Ancestor Ritual A. Roberts means the XIX 
Dynasty ritual pcrfoi:med for tl1e ancestral rulers, also known as the Ritual 
of Amenhotep I .  She interprets this ritual as a threefold passage of rebirth 
which consists in I) reimegration, the cult renewal of the body, 2) 
regeneration of life in Lhe heart realm, and 3) the service of Osiris which 
leads lo cosm.ic l lcliopolitan rebirth.5\1 

This is lhe sevenfold transformational journey made according to fo:ed 
tl:c?logical pal terns. 'J11e same arcbeL-ypaJ strnclure recurs i11 a variety of 
dift�rent wavs in tl1e architectural design of the New Kingdom temples, in 
the Journey of death and rebirth through the body of Nut depicted in the 
Book �( Night and even in the composition of the Memph,te theology. The 
passage through Lhe twelve hours of the Book if the Night (the tomb of 
Ramesscs VI pro\ides two complete versions of Lhis book) means both 1) a re-;r�ai.ion of 1he world and �) spiritual liberation of the initiate. 

\'\li ile seeking Lhe £lame-like heart-intellect in the psychosomatic 
dark I · · · ness. t 1e m1uate I ravels Lhrough the inner organs of the sky goddess 
Nut. Her macrocosmic divi,ne body is related to the miccocosmic 
strucn1re of 1he ini1ia1e's body. J .ike the T:mlric .radhaka. Ll,e "ttaveller" 
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resembles a Gnely tuned instrument: the rituals and visualizations, along 
with breath esercises, lead to the activation of the elevating serpent power 
of Hathor. Like the Tantric chokras. created by yogic visualization. the 
inner organs of Nut, related to different night-hours and different khepem 
of Ra, arc imagined and e.xperienced in this inward odyssey from the tomb 
to solar immortality. 

Mental purification consists primarily in meditation and visuali2acion 
of seshem11, the hidden images imbued with subtle transformative power, 
cspeciall) by visualizing one's members as 111!/em and as constiruent 
elements of the divine body. Ibis exercise includes one's identiGcacion 
witJ, the proper deity. Contrary to the Greek philosophical theoria, which 
relied on discursive reasoning and dialectic, at least at the lower levels of 
the soul's a11aba1il, tJ,e Egyptian theona is based on the transforming power 
of imagination, guided by theological reasoning which follows archetypal 
patterns. The images are not defined as illusory simulacra (the means of 
ontological deceit) but regarded as vehicles of the serpent power of 
Hathor-Sekhmet. 

The concentration upon graphic representations of a deity, upon its 
hieroglyphs and the related heka-names, is a pan of a spiritual disciplioe 
inseparable from sacred rites. Therefore theoria consists in the 
contemplation of dynamic divine constellations perceived through mental 
and natural images, or of one's worshipped deity regarded as one's very 
Self. The transformative inner ritual, itself based on knowledge of divine 
names and visualizations of symbols, constitutes a progressi,e catharsis 
ainied at the creation of the luminous golden body, sah (analogous to the 
Tantric div!Jo-deho), and the transcendence of the self. This means the 
passage from self-imposed confinement into a mortal body and into the 
finfre world, that is. from the irrational disorder (ilefel) and imbalance to 
the rational order (11mal) and the transcendent balance of peraJ and apeiria, 
d1c equilibrium of 1-lorian and Sethian forces. 

The inner alchemical work consists in a proper re-arrangement of 
divine powers through their images and symbols. The means of analogy 
are employed to depict a relationship between eiko11es and pamdeigmala. The 
microcosmjc tomb (or the hocizon of one's psychosomatic consciousness) 
becomes a battle-field of Ra and A pep. The battle itself may be likened to 
tJ,e semiotic game conducted between the transfom,cd (living) and 
damned (dead) elements of oneself. The Sun's deatl, and rebirth journey 
through 1.he twelve night hours not only serves as a model for the inner 
alchemy of human consciousness, but also can be seen as a symbolic 
journey through the twelve months of the annual cycle and the related 
festivals. A. Roberts says: 

"This night journey is one of the fundamental deep processes 
underlying mythology, liturgy, ritual and sacred architecture during the 
New Kingdom. a process in which rhc 12 hours of cosmic nigh, a.re 
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riiuaUv u:ansposed into seven stages of u:ansfom,ati.on enacted LO a 
LhreeioJd temple".51 

The totality of the course of Ra encompasses three divine realms: the 
primeval Waters, the intelligible cosmos, and th: Duat. They c�rrespo?d 
roughly to the One (Nun), Intellect, and Soul of the Neoplatomsts. With 
the help of Nun. or a crocodile-headed Sobek, the nocturnal Sun (which 
may symbolize the potential intellect) is actualized - transformed into a 
scarab or a chi.Id. The solar rebirth occurs on Nut's thighs when the ba 

reaches the t:welth hour named "She who sees the beauly of Ra" in the 
Book of Night. This rebirth is described as the opening of a ball of clay 
formed bv a craftsman, or the opening of the cavern "for those who are in 
Nun" (.BD 67). lo lhis respect, the tomb is symbolically related to the 
highest ineffable Reality, the supreme source of all life and all intelligence. 

This idea is echoed in Graeco-Egypciao alchemical literature, for 
example, in the treatise on goldmaking attributed to Kleopatra. Ostaoes 
and other philosophers asked .Kleopatra to tell 

"how the highest descends to the lowest, and how the lowest rises to 
the highest, and is united with it... how the blessed waters v1s1t the 
corpses lying in Hades fettered and afflicted i.n darkness and bow the 
Medicine of Life reaches them and rouses them ... "52 

The dead bodies in their tombs are like the stars which are bidden for 
seventy days in the House of Geb, or the Dual, in o.rder to be regenerated 
there. The union of bau and their corpses in the Duat is the result of the 
paradigmatic union of Ra and Osiris followed by the miracle of rebirth 
through the gate "with the mysterious entrance". 

This mystery of sunrise is the ultimate aim and end (telo.r) of 
philosopby. Only the soul which has practised philosophy successfully is 
pure when it leaves the body and, therefore, may attain to the djvioe 
naLure, according to Plato (Phaed.82bc). The philosopher's soul goes co a 
glorious, pure, and invisible place "into the presence of the good and WJse 
God", and this way to the true Hades is reserved "only for the lover of 
wisdom" (ibi<l.82c). 

Accordingly, Kleopatra speaks of the miraculous waters, like those of 
�e �eviving Nile, which are able to awaken the bodies and the spirits 
impnsoned rn their tombs. In a little while they grow artd rise up, putting 
on glorious colours like flowers in spring. They are not mature till the fire 
has tested them. But 

"when the tomb is opened thev come out from Hades as tl1e babe 
from the womb."53 

' ' 

The prnclitioners of alchemy called their art "philosoplw" which 
consts1s in a process of death and resurrect.ion. modelled on the ancienr 
�gypiian "mysteries of 1hc stone" and 1.hc "lligh1 of the golden Horus'·. 

_?wever, the main patterns of alcbem�, stem directlv from the Ne-u
Kingdom Books of the Duat, those that- depict the sc�ret .reshemu of the 
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Lomb-Lemple, t.he "philosophical" separation of ba. ils tramformation and 
miraculous union with the mu.mrniforrn corpse. This union means renewal 
of the sun-intellect, symboli7ed by the golden light. Thus the royal soul 
(t.he most perfect ooe) is turned imo akh and emers che Day of the 
intelligible realm while Osiris, though animated, must remain in the realm 
of the psychic Duat 

The tomb functions as a temple, and every temple during tl1e night 
hours becomes the sel-01111111, a place of transcendent darkness where the 
god has hidden his form so char nobody knows or sees him before his 
coming into being. This is a place where transition from latent to manifest 
life takes place. TI1erefore R. B. Finnestad argues: 

"Death is life in the she/a-state; and I.here is also a co111i11g out (p']) from 
the tomb analogous to the coming out from the temple; the function of 
the tomb is in this respect parallel to tl1at of 1he temple: the tomb is a 
place of the hidden world from which the ba of the dead person comes 
out., Lbe place of his latent life. Like the temple, tl,e tomb is also a place of 
lf11iti11g with rhc sun: chc sun unites wi1h che reliefs or paintings of the 
world represemed in the hall, when the tomb is opened - :ind tl1e cosmic 
life of the dead person emerges imo being. He even has a statue which 
lives his ko-life in the cosmicized tomb".54 

14. Metaphysics of ilie I Jean 

The heart (ab, ib) plays a crucial role in the transformation of the soul 
and in its striving for the golden st,1te of perfection. 1\ccorcling to 
Stephanus of AJexandria: 

"We musl strip maner of its qualities to arrive at perfection: for the 
aim o[ philosophy (i.e., alchemy) is the dissolution of bodi1::s aod the 
separation of 1.hc soul from the body".55 

The bean is a seat of intellect within the human microcosm, ofLen 
equated with one's very being. Since the heart held the individual's life and 
intelligence, 1he fonn of the related hieroglyph was reminiscent of a vase, 
or an alchemical vessel, and scarabs were clepktcd on rhe heart-amulets 
wrapped with Ule mummy. 1n addition, the heart (weighed against che 
feather of fl/Oat before the throne of Osiris) was the only organ left inside 
the mummiform body. 

The Heart of Arum is ilie true source of his act.ivi1)' by which the 
divine Eonead is created. The fiery Eye of Ra. I lathor-Sckhme� dwells at 
the hearL of ilie macrocosm. and tl,c microcosm1c heart-intC'llect (11011s) is 
the eye of the soul. Plotinus stressed the transcendency of 11011s and 
described it as basile11s (pharnoh, king) to which we 111rn. Orw b<·comes 11011s 
when one abandons all tl,e other phases of oneself and ga7es on TIO/IS by 
means of 11011s. i.e., by the 1111cgral Eye of Horus. /\I. Lings :;peaks or the 
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openness of the Eye �f the Heart as an inward opening 1.hat distinguishes 
the saint from the ordinary man: 

"The significance of this inward opening may be understood through 
01c relationship between the sun and the moon which symbolize 
rcspc:ct.i\rely tJ1e Spirit and the Heart just as the moon looks tO\vards the 
wn and transmits something of its reflected radiance to the darkness of 
the night, so 01e Heart transmits the 1.ight of the Spirit to the night of the 
soul. The Spirit itself lies open to the Supreme Source of all light, thus 
inllking, for one whose Heart is awake, a continuity between the Divine 
Qua.lit.ies and the souJ."56 

The rigbt eye (wecjjaf) is that of the sun, the Eye of Ra. The left eye is 
that of the moon, the Eye of Horus. The restored Eye of Horus (or 
ThoLh) is 1.he mirror of intellect which is illuminated by higher paternal 
Intellect and is cl,e symbol of offerings. For the Egyptians, all bodily 
organs funcci.on only because the heart "speaks from the vessels of every 
Limb" and commands them to do so. S. H. Nasr regards the heart as the 
centre of 1.he human microcosm and therefore the seat of sentiments, of 
the will iU1d "of the lntellect by which :iJl things were made". He tries co 
connect the word heart (hrdqya in Sanskrit kardia in Greek, cordis in Latin) 
wi01 the root hrd or krd which, "like the Egyptian Horus, imply the centre 
of the world".57 

This cru:dial intelligence is never separated from either faith or love and 
must be vie,ved as the microcosmic reflection or prolongation of divine 
intelligence, the noetic lighL of Ra. The centrality of heart-intellect is the 
centrality of Horus, rep.resented by the ruling pharaoh - the e."emplary 

imago dei, tJ1e Heare, Sia and Hu of all hearts in Egypt. Hatbor, or Het Hem, 

is the "house of Horus" and the power, shakti, of the Heart. 
J. . \ssmann distinguishes three major historical stages of whaL we 

should call "metaphysics of cl,e heru:t'' in Egypt. However. the different 
historical aspects. modes, and paradigmatic attitudes of spiritual 
hermeneutics related co a particular interpretative framework cannot lead 
�s to lbe false conviction proclaimed by J. P. Vernant, namely, "that there 
�s no such thing as pure mind",58 or intelligence, essentially untouched by 
imposed historical, psycbologica.l, and social conditions. J. Assmann 
speaks about l) the ideal of the "king-guided" individual, coeval wilh the 
Old Kingdom, when the heru:t of the pharaoh thinks and plans for all; 2) 
th: "heart-guided" individual of the Middle Kingdom, when the heart full 
ot maal, based on personal meri� enables a life in harmony with the gods 
that transcend death; 3) the "god-guided heart" of the New Kingdom that 
bas taken God's guiding wi.ll into itseJf.59 

The ��ssion a.nd resurrection of Osiris were originally reserved for the 
royal trnllate who, as the illuminated and awakened ba of Osiris was 
transfom,ed into a star, or an intelligible archetype. The initiate �r his 
travelling soul plays the role of Horus at 01e beginning. I le is the physician 
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for Osiris, Horus Ll1e Healer. Being armed by Lhe thcrapeulic wisdom of 
Thoth, he resto.res the dismembered divine Eye or the mirror -like Heart. 
This means a sort of "philosophical integration". The Horus role ceases 
when Osiris begins to revive and the initiated is identified with Osiris 
ready to be united with Ra. 

J. AssmaJ1n argues that the advent of popular Osirianism of the Middle 
Kingdom "opened up a new palh of salvation over and above lhe lithic 
route of lrnhotep",60 because "the true comb" is oow equated wiLlt one's 
virtue: il is built by knowing truth and doing right. The Judgement in rhe 
Duat is no longer modelled on earthly tribunals but rather on initiatory 
rituals of trial and purification.G1 

r n New Kingdom Egypt, the esoteric teachings of d1e hean-imellect 
arc explicitly stated and popularized as the doctrine of "put ting god into 
one's heart", which means personal piety and devotion extended into all 
aspects of life. Thus, instead of tl1e impersonal norms of fl/aal. which 
constitute immanent justice and order, the personal will of God is 
emphasized. Therefore the Ramesside period teachings of Amenemope 
advises one to make one's heart steadfast and regard logos as the rudder of 
d1e boat and Lile God-of-All as its steersman (XX.3-6). Now pious 
individuals with a "god-guided heart" do oot seek for protection among 
men, but regard Aroun as their sole protector. They are ji,qara, the poor 
ones in a special sense, whose service to Ll1e pharaoh is replaced by service 
and loyalty to God. 

Now piety is based not on t11at1/ as social order and justice, but on ilie 
inner "silence". Therefore this metaphysical silence becomes the main 
virtue of pious contemplative men, the silent ones who submitted 
themselves co God's will. This artitude is a distant protorype of 
Pythagorean introspection and silence. The mystic.ism or the heart
inLeUect implies Ll1e dialectic of e_"<terior and interior; it appeals both to the 
immanent divine presence and to the hiddenness of deus i1111isibilir who 
surpasses all human and divine knowledge. The devotee says: 

«You are Aroun, lord of the silent, 
\'Vbo comes al the call of the pure".62 
The Lord is known co be merciful. However, He is dosed co the one 

"who bas found his mo'Uth, but is open to the silent". Only Lhe silent one 
finds the well of Thoth in Lite desert of this earthly life. Otherwise L11e 
sweet spci.Dg of inlmortality is closed and beyond one's reach. The 
language proceeds from the holy silence and returns again 10 it. as S. I I. 
Nasr pointed out while speaking about the eye of knowledge which the 
Sufis call the eye of the heart Cr!YII ai-qalb).''' 
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LS. Undersrnnding of Soul and Body 

Th.rough the Orphic, Bacchic, and Pythagorean circles the Egyptian 

doctrines of l )  an itllago dei, 2) the heart-intellect, 3) dismemberment and 
reconstitution of one's primordial "golden" nature, 4) separation of the 
iounortal soul Crom the body, and 5) union with the cLivine Principle were 

all transmitted LO the Hellenic world, transformed, adapted and 
rationalized. Those esoteric cults, whose teaching was later taken up and 
transposed by Plato into the field of philosophy (e.g., the theory of Ideas, 
philosophy as preparation for death, and ascent to the hupem11ranios topos), 
claborared doctrines of the soul's immortality that separate it from the 
body now regarded as a tomb, or a receptacle (/}f(podoche), of the soul. 

This radical affirmation of an immortal and divine element within us 
which marked a turning point or even rupture in the Hellenic culture is 
based on the creative reinterpretation of Egyptian metaphysical initiations, 
rites, and symbols, merged with scientific and religious ideas derived &om 
Assyria, Babylonia, Phoenicia, Persia aod India. There are clear structural 
parallels between Egyptian, Orphic and Upanishadic te.."\'.ts. 

The Pythagorean purification, concentration and separation of the soul 
always mean an a11a11111esis which is oo less than recollection of the divine 
source and the soul's a:ue noetic identity. Their philosophical askesis 
follows the aL:eady established patterns of the Osirian initiation. trial and 
transformation aimed at emancipating the soul in this life (as it will be 
after death in the Duat) and assimilating it to God. Platonic purification 
(kathm:ris) also consists in separating (to chorizei11) the soul from the body 
and Leaching Lhc soul to bring .itself together from all parts of the body 
(Phaed.67cd). This philosophical or dialectical procedure clearly resembles 
a reconstitution of the dismembered Osiris and his union with Ra. 

lo the so-called "archaic" period, ,vhich is dated after the Egyptian 
Ramesside Age and coincides with the Neo-Assyrian e>..-paosion, the 
Greeks (called lawa11u by the Assyrians) still do not make a clear 
distinction between body and soul. They had no term to designate the 
body as an organic unity, since the word soma (like its Egyptian e9uivaleot) 
designated a corpse, and g11ia - tJ1e bodily members. As J.-P. Vemant 
pointed out, "the Greek body of antiquity does not appear as a group 
moq)bology of organs fitted LOgether in the manner of an anatomical 
dr_awi.ng", but rather assumes the form of a sort of heralcLic picture, a coat 
of arms on wl'ljch each person's social and personal status is inscribed 
through emblematJ.c traits and can therefore be deciphered.64 Eveo 
beauty_- underst0od as a rndiance of the gods, can be pou1·ed onto the 
bod�· lrom the outside bv wuchino- it wi1h Lhe golden wand (Otl. XVl.173-
183). 

. b 

Such Lransformation carried through the operation of the cLivine 
"form" is analogous to the lwn.i.nous descent of ba onto the statue and is 
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imitated in the activities of purifying, bathing, ceasing and applying oils to 
the body wbich (when cleansed of everything that makes it blemished, 
disfigured or dirty) belongs to the same category as a god's statue. 
However, the mortal body vanishes after its death o .r the departure of its 
vital forces: only the 11mema, or .retll{,, the funeraJ memorial, remains as a 
kind of corporeaJ substitute. The corpse, soma, would rot and decay i f  the 
consuming pyre did not transfer it into invisibility, or if the rite of 
embalming did not turn it into an immutable form, the beautiful Osiriao 
eidos, which serves as a visible sign, sc111eia, of the transformed divine body 
characterized by its blinding splendour and excess of light. 

However, such a hidden .intelligible body "radiant with immortaJ 
beauty" (kallos a!llbroto11) was reserved for the Greek gods, not for human 
beings. The Egyptian mysteries of divinizatioo were introduced only as 
secret.. attractive. and sometimes suspicious doctrines of the souJ's 
immortality, namely, that by rising up to the Sun, or the divine Nous, we 
may be dissolved into the luminous substance of the Self from wbich 
derive om fragmenred, dismembered, and fallen selves. This gnostic 
salvation is built on a LCanscendenl insight that goes beyond reason, i.e., 
on revelation and initiation that show the path of "homecoming" leading 
to the Sun-gates and "another shore". 

Like d1e Egyptians, the Greeks of the archaic period used the body's 
vocabulary to express a being whatever its actual ontological status . 
.-\_ccording to general scholarly opinion, the so-called "H.omeric religion" 
(if understood literally, not in the light of certain Neoplatonic 
henneneutical readings) lacked the gnostic notion of the immortaJ ba and 
its mystical r e -union with the supreme God. However, there are striking 
similarities with. Egyptian and Mesopotamian anthropology even before 
me advent of Pythagorean metaphysics. A living man is never said to 
possess a ps11dJe. In this respect, the p.mche is analogous to the ba which 
appears only when separated from me corpse. But the Egyptian initiates 
acquire their batt through theurgic rites, askesis, contemplation, and g11osis. 
This acquisition means a "death" before one's physicaJ death and mystical 
re-union with Ra whilst one is still here below. 

16. Tbe Homecoming of Odysseus 

From the Homeric epics it is clear that living human beings do not 
have a psuche, but once they are dead, they become ps11chai - not the 
Egyptian ba11. however, but impoverished shades destined for eternal 
darkness. They are not souls but phantoms, si11111/acra, that lack a real 
existence. One could assume that this is only an e..xoteric attitude which is 
intentionally incomplete and concerns so-called psychic remains, shadow
like doubles (knu), or that there is a deeper significance running bcoeatb 
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the apparenL surface of events and names. Homer's two songs a.re only the 
central pa.cl of an epic cycle which initially ran from the imagined 
beginning of t.he world, the Golde□ Age, down to the Heroic Age. M. 

Bernal, for instance, maintains that the Ocfyssry is a Greek version of the 
Egyptian Book of the D�ad. He says: 

. . _ . 
"\'

«bile I am coovmced that the vast ma1onty ot Greek mythological 
,hemes came &om Egypt or Phoenicia, it is equally clear that their 
selection and treatment were characteristically Greek, and to that extent 

thev did reHect Greek society''.65 

·s. R. Hill, who bases his interpretations on dhatava and stoicbcia - the 
unmanifested and universal coots of all constituent macter and all Language 
(since everything in creation begins as dhatJ1 seed which are heard only by 
,-\ tman in the noctic realm, though their sphota - bursting expansion -
creaLcs an entire universe), says that the whole of The Ocfyssry can be 
viewed as a rnLe of a man who had to be stripped of everything in the 
process of "surrendering himself". Both Rama, the main hero of 
Ra,i1<!)'dllu. and Odysseus had to Learn "to surrender" before they could be 
reunited with their real creative power, represented by Penelope and Sita 
respectively.66 If so, Odysseus' homecoming is the journey of the initiate, 
which in,·olves various tests, encounters with divine powers, 
transformations and return to the paternal No11s. 

For T. Burckhardt, who based his interpretation on Porphyry's 
exegesis, Penelope represents the soul in its original purity, as the faithful 
wife of Lhc spirit: the facr that she weaves her nuptiaJ garment by day and 
each njgbt undoes it again shows that her nature is related to universal 
substance, j>IJ11sis or mr!Ja.67 According to T. Burckhardt: 

''Every pat.h leading cowards spiritual realization requires of man that 
he strip himself or his ordinary and habitual ego in order that he may LruJy 
become 'himself, a rransfonnation whi.ch does not take place without the 
sacrifice of apparent riches and of vain pretensions, and thus not without 
humiliation ... "68 

For certain 1 Iellenic philosophers, the world of the Iliad and Ocfyssry 
symbolizes the soul's dialectical ascent: expressing these matters th.rough 
riddlt:s (di' ainigmaton), I lomer, being a philosopher himself, keeps spirit1.1al 
things hidden and refrains from speaking o[ them direccly. His poems 
could sustain multiple levels of meaning simultaneously and without 
contradiction. Thus, Nurnenius and Porphyry regard Odysseus as the 
sy�1bol o[ man who tries to escape the realm of becoming (.genesis) and 
aflw�s al that intelligible place where there is not even any memory of the 
physical universe. 

During his wanderings in the realm or Poseidon (an equivalent of 
Egyptian St, transcribed ::is Seth in Greek a11d S11tekk in Aklrndiao) 
Odysseus has had LO face twelve major obstacles which are spiritual tests 
and phases or his inner transformation, like I.he twelve homs of the 
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Egyptian Dual passed by the nocturnal Sun. The Byzantine commentators 
of Homer thought d1at line 296 of Book XIII (which concerns the re
telling of Te.iresias' prophecy by Odysseus Lo Penelope) was the last line of 
the Ocfyssry. The end of Odysseus' journey over d1e dark and stormy sea of 
generation would be marked by complete ignorance of material works: 
when a wayfarer, seeing Odysseus' oar, would think that it was a 
winnowing fan, ilien the ultimate surrender and return to the divine 
intellect would be accomplished. 

S. R. l-lilJ regards a winnowing fan as "the very symbol of Ganesha's 
ears, which kept the words of untruth and of the unwise away Crom the 
soul".6? The nature of d1e dead, prophesized for Odysseus is close to 
Hesiod's description of death in the Golden Age, which is the blissful 
return (pralqya) to d,e Creator, or rnilier to His saccidancmda70

: "that which 
is" (sat, Being), "the consciousness of that which is" (d.t, Intellect), and 
"the bliss of the consciousness of that which is" (a11a11da, joy of Life). This 
is the triad of Atum-Tefnut (Maat)-Shu (Ankh) in the Heliopolitan 
theology. 

The chief suitor of Odysseus' wife (Pe11elopeia means "weaving worker", 
like the Egyptian goddess Neith), namely, Antinous, may be deciphered as 
meaning "opposite to intelligence". Antinous is killed by Odysseus, 
iliough at an early stage of his journey the life of d1e senses must be 
transcended not by violence but by contemplation, according to Porphyry, 
who interprets the cyclops as a part of Odysseus himself - a part he wants 
desperately to escape, but is unable to do so before the spiritual 
integration of op1Josites. However, aU "foolish" (nepiot) companions ace 
gradually lost. until Odysseus cerurns alone to Ithaca. 

17. From me Homeric Ghost to the Immortal Soul of Plato 

According to Porphyry's interpretation, Homer envisioned three places 
where souls live: 1) the physical realm here below, 2) the Elysian Fields 
(identified with the portion of the moon illuminated by the sun), 
analogous to the Osirian Fields of Rushes, Sekhet Ian,, where souls take 
their "psychic" bodies along, and 3) Hades, where they go wiiliout bodies 
(Stob. EcL 1.4 L.53). He maintained that Homer's Hades contains 
concentric rings of beings: souls of women, souls of men, and ilie gods at 
the centre. 1n the fragments of The S!)!x, preserved by Stobaeus, Porphyry 

explains Ant:ikle.ia's description of the dead (Ori. XI.219-222) as follows: 
"The i<lea is chat souls are Uke the images appearing i.n mirrors iind on 

rhe surface of water that resemble us io everv detail and minuc our 
movements but have no solid substance that can be grasped o.r touched. 
This is why he calls them 'images of dead men' (eidola kamon/011: Od. 

Xl.476)" (Stob. Ed.J.41.50). 
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The archaic eido/011 may be defined as 1) a dream image (onar;, 2) an 
apparition sent by a god (phas111a), and 3) a phantom of a deceased (psuche). 
This insubstantial eidolon is more like a double that "manifests both a reaJ 
presence and irremediable absence at the same time",71 than an image, and 
ifos double entirely belongs to the other world. Tbis otherworldly 
dimension of something invisible glimpsed through (or of the 
supernatural erupted into) the visible in the form of the archaic eido/011 is 
reduced bv Plato to the seeming, illusion and nonbeing (Soph.240b 11). 

The n�w conception of soul, opposite to the Homeric psl(cbe (an eido/011 
or phasma of d1e dead, a ghostly double) is elaborated by r.he Orph.i.cs and 
Pythagoreans who closely followed the Oriental esoteric teachings of a 
"perfect man" capable of re-ascending to heaven. This re-ascending 
presupposes immortalization through the noetic fue (following Horus and 
the Phoenician Heracles, now regarded as an archetype of the spiritual 
hero) and liberation of the immortal soul. The Hellenic philosophy from 
its very beginnings is based on this "passage to new stare" and the ideal of 
rebirth. The soul may be released from the wheel of genesis and divinized 
through asceticism and philosophia which may be regarded as a modified 
and rationalized "branch" of the ancient cultic practices (teletm). The 
golden realm of Ra is its ultimate le/as; therefore a golden genital attributed 
to PyLhagoras suggested that he is outside the cycle of birth and death, 
being the true image of Apollo. 

It is witl1 Plato that the inversion of the relations between body and 
soul is completed. As J.-P. V ernant pointed our: 

"Instead of the individual being intimately bound to a living body and 
a ps11che presented like tile eido/011 of the body that is no longer here, its 
phantom or double. it is now the immortal psuche thac constitutes one's 
real being. "'2 

The soul const.itutcs one's real being not after one's deatl1, but in this 
Life itself. The soul becomes "our self in each of us" (Leg.12.959a). 
Therefore the living body radically changes its status: it is only the image 
of resembla11cc which accompanies tl1e soul, a simple appearance, an 
illusory image. Now no longer is ps11che ilie ghostly eido/011 of the body but 
ml.her body is tl1c ghostly phantom of I.he soul. This is a revolutionary 
passage from 1) me soul regarded as a ghostly double of the body
men�bcrs lo 2) the body as a ghostly reflection of tl1e soul, i.e., the body 
con tined co the realm of mere seeming . 

. Pl�to devalued the image and posit.ioned it fumly in the sensible world 
�v•th its irrationalities, inconsistencies, and illusions. The world of images 
15 d1e world immersed in the flux of tl1e sensible; therefore d1e life of 
phantasia is not real Life but merely a dream and a slumber. "dreaming, 
whed1er in sleep or in waking" (RepA76c5). J.-P. Veroant rightly observes 
tbai in the Greek texts of the 6•h and 5,h cenlurv B.C. neither cikasia 
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(semblance, guess) and doxa (opinion, notion, judgcmem, splendour). nor 
phai110111ma bad yet taken on their essentially negative connotations.73 

The concep1 of doxa in its Platonic sense of fancy (rJQkein signifies "to 
seem", "to appear") corresponds co the I lindu concept of tllt!_)'O which may 
be conceived both as a creative cosmic power and a personal delusion of 
the cmbodied;i'va. The image is ascribed to the realm of doxa, that is the 
domain of pha11tasia. since plwrlasia (seeming, in,agining) and aislhesi.r 
(sensation) are regarded as being identical (Theael.152c). However. before 
the rise of the new Platonic paideia, both eikasia (using resemblances, 
comparisons, analogies) and doxa (using similitudes as a way o[ reaching 
hidden dimensions) were considered adequate strategies of thought. 
Through the masks of appearances (phai11011Je11a) one can grasp adela (what 
is invisible); therefore phai110//lena arc neither deprived of value, noc 
illusory. According to Democritus, phenomena constitute the visible 
aspect of things that are invisible: opsis l011 ade/011 la phai110111m,1. ·n,is ,.-iew 
stands close to the notion of the sensible cosmos as a display of 
metaphysical symbols. 

The transition from a positive to a negative evaluation of images. now 
deCined as a mode of urueafoy. that is observed from the 5th century B.C. 
onwards. may be viewed as a turning away and departure from Egypt and 
its symboLi.c iconology, although this separation of doxt1 and cpi.rteme itself 
is initially based on the Egyptian distinction between the common mental 
horizon of worshippers and that which constitutes rekh, the esoterjc g11osi,r 
of one's true identity, and involves certain metaphysical a11a1m1esis. 

ln tbe Upanishadic milieu, this distinct.ion is described as I) the Path of 
the Fathers which leads to the level of the moon and then again to the 
earthly womb, and 2) the Path of the gods (devqya11a) which is based on the 
inceriorization of the Vedic sacrifice and leads m solar liberation through a 
special kind of knowledge. For those who go from the world of the gods 
to the sw1, from the sun to the light and to the realm of Brahma, there is 
no return (BU Vl.13-15). 

When the concept of interior sacrifice ("sacrifice" meaning the 
disciplined life of a seeker of sacred knowledge) is generalized t0 the entire 
life of the gnostic, the "philosophical way of life" is established. The uue 
sages go into LIH· afterlife by way of Li1e Gre. ooc by the way of the smoke. 
and this passage is based on the rite perfonned within the mind 
(mt111,uqyqi11a), or the heart-intellect. The "iotcriorization of sacrifice" 
means the practice of contemplation and med.ital.ion. The distinction 
between tJ,e two paths. fumly established by the Upanishads, arises in the 
age of Brahmanas (c.800-500 B.C.) which chronologically coincides with 
the period of the XXV-XX:Vl Dynastjcs (Shabaka, Taharqa. etc.) and the 
Saice period in Egypt. 
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The philosophy of Plato requires the aspiran1 to pass from seeming to 
the reaJicy of Forms through .recollection (a11a11111esis) and knowledge 
(episto111e), as if foll�wing the �ath of the Egyptian initiate who identiG�s 
himself with the wmged soul 10 o.rder to fly to the solar barque and 1010 
the intelligible ci.rcuit of the gods. Although Plato based his concept of the 
inunortalitv of the soul upon Parmenides' concept of true being, this 
"being" itself represents the Egyptian concept of "what is" (11etef) 
contrasted with "chat which is not" (iutei): both are engendered by the 
Lord of All. Neb te111, i.e., Atum, "the sole and only one". As S. Slaveva
Griffin pointed out, Plato 

"employs the aUegory of the charioteer's journey to illustrate the 
immortal nature of the soul (Phaed,:246a 6 -64), alluding thereby to 
Parmenidcs' account of the chariot journey of a young philosopher 
bevon<l sense-perceptible reality to the realm of eternal ex'.isteoce".74 

· The wisdom "which we desire and upon which we profess to have set 
our hearts" is attainable only "when we are dead, and not in our lifetime" 
(Phmc/.666). Therefore Plato defmes philosophy in a way cl1at conforms to 
what he regards as an ancient tradition, naming it a practice for death. 
111is attitude is directly related to an attitude of the Osirian tomb-initiation 
which legitiouzes "the deceased" as the god of wisdom, Thoili, and 
through the "scientific" knowledge of names and contemplation of forms 
leads to the Sun god in bis bar9ue. 

Purification, concentration, and separation of the souJ here also mean 
recollection and divi.Juzation. Thus, the aim of philosophical askesis, as 
practised by a disciple of immortality, is to separate the soul from the flm, 
of becoming and seeming in this life, bringing it to the state it will 
experience after death and providing it with an unchanging divine 
existence. Since the pSf(che constitutes the reflection projected by external 
and immortal Being (.i.e., is an image of Ra, a ray of Atum), it is ilie soul of 
man which is c:tpable of the knowledge of being, namely, .recollection 
(a11av111esi.r) of the intelligible realities and realization Lhat "I am Ra". 
Accordi.J1g to W. Bu_rken: 

''\X/hat mystery priests bad sought to make credible in ritual thus 
be�omes the certainty of the highest rationality ... The wo.rd which in 1.he 
epic tradition distinguished the gods from men becomes the ineradicable 
seal of the essential personality. atha11ato.r".;5 

The iuunortal soul transcends the body affected bv dead1: it is called 
on co ascend wiLb a passionate undertaking describ�d by Plato in the 
language of the mvsreries. This is a11 initial.ion wbicb se�ures a blessed 
Sla�e and an intcll�c1ual vision (epopteia). The love and contemplation of 
divine beauties means that the winged soul cannot be abandoned by the 
gods: there is no longer practical pi.et? as a virtue in its own right, but only 
the One goal. namely, return to the sra.rrv archetypes and "assimilaLion to 
God as far as possible". W. BLJrkert cootinues: 
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"In place of the beholding of festivals of the gods there is the 
beholding of the well ordered cosmos of things that are, still called by the 
same word, lheo,ia. This involves restraint of individual wishes, knowing 
integration ... "76 

18. Reawakening of InteUecl and Rehabilitation of Images 

Plato employed and reinterpreted the central Osirian and Orphic myth 
of the r.it1.1al death, dismemberment, and reconstitution of the initiate, 
na.rniog this myth into h.is own dialectic of analysis and synthesis aimed at 
self-transcendence. Thus, the pedagogy of the soul de.rived from telestic 
rites and was reduced to mystagogy again by the Neoplatonists. 

Plato defines the soul as that which moves itself - life which bas an 
ability to animate and move the cosmic body and individual bodies. This 
concept stands close to the Egyptian ha-theology, but now a proof of 
immortality is developed oo tbe seemingly solid scientific ground of 
dialectic, mathematical sciences, geometry, and astronomy. The latter is 
viewed as being fundamental to the ontology of an animated cosmos and 
cosmic piety . 

.-\s in the Pyramid Texts, the stars ace regarded as the archetypal abodes 
of divinized souls, because man is rooted in heaven. Being a plant of 
heaven on earth, man has the divine element within itself, namely, the 
bidden Eye of Horus, the heart-intellecl (110Hs), synonymous with a dai111011 
in man. This intellect, when awakened through recollection, purification, 
philosophical exercises and knowledge, leads the soul back to its own 
archetypal sta.r from which it has descended. Tbis is the central aim of 
philosophy: the homecoming or return co one's nathre star. In Placon.ism, 
the ancient rites of noetic rebirth are partly translated into the language of 
science (episte111e) and retold as a myth of homecoming. 1n the LJJJVS Plato 
says: 

"The situation has been entirely reversed since the days wheo thinkers 
thought of the stars as without souls ... It is no longer possible that any 
single mortal will be god-fearing for long if he has not grasped these two 
principles mentioned, chat the soul is the oldest of everything wh.ich 
participates in coming-to-be (and that it is immortal, and that it is ruler 
over all bodies), and moreover (secondly) he must grasp as has now been 
said many times, the intelligence of being which is in the stars, as 
mentioned, and in addition also the necessary preliminary mathematical 
sciences" (Leg.967a ff). 

Since a perishable aod visible body is the eido/011 of ao invisible and 
inm1ortal soul. it follows that the soul in turn is the eido/011 11011, the in1age 
or reflection of tl1c intelligible. According to Plotinus. the i.ncellect is 
·'separated" (rho,istos) in it� relat.ion Lo Lhe soul, and likewise the solll is 
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"separated" in relation to the body. However, what intellect, soul and 
bodv have in common is that they are Lypes, levels, or modes of energeia 
(acU:iality or activity)77

. Therefore there are no sharp distinctions between 
psNche aod soma: bodies that are completely devoid of a sou� and that do 
not partake in any energeia whatsoever, are reduced to sheer indeteaninacy. 
Hence, "physical" phenomena are in a sense "psychic" phenomena, 
though it is not the soul itself, but its "re0ection", an "image" of it, that is 
fused with 1.he body and makes it perform the funcl.i.oo of a living 
organism. 

Bodies are animated Like the bctituloi. or lithoi eJ11ps11rhoi, ensouled stones, 
related with rhe god Apollo. Likewise the anthelioi thcoi, "gods that face the 
sun", i.e .. the statues at the entrance of buildings, are animated by the 
pneumatic rays of the sun. The soul is a kind of light from InteUect, 
''around the InteUect without having a place", and the soul, through 
contemplation, "creates the contemplated object just as geometricians 
draw their figures while contemplating" (En11. IIl.8.4.7). The soul's activity 
(e11e,;g,eii1) constructs the lines which confine the space filled up by a body. 

Plori.nus even goes so far as to speak of the divine Nous as the first 
image of the One. On the next ontological level the Soul is viewed as the 
relJcction (eido/011) of 1Vo11s. Thus, contrary to Plato's own reservations 
regarding all kinds of eidola, eiko11es, and pha11tasmata, the image is evaluated 
again by the subsequent Platonic tracLition. The Middle Platonists and 
Neoplatonists proved to be wise enough to cLissociate pha11tasia 
(imag-ina1jon) lrom the one-sided concept of mimesis understood as 
imirat.ion or the sensibles, imitation that makes the image merely a 
semblance, a reproduction of some already given appearance. 

Now dissociated from the realm of illusory appearances, imagination 
had once again acquired the power of coote.roplaliog the invisible, i.e., the 
power of divine symbol that characterized the ancient Egyptian images 
able to elevate Lo the noetic cealm of Ra, the world of Forms that Plato 
bad reserved for "philosopby"78 understood in somewhat too rationalistic 
a fashion. The "transcendent imagination" is not the simulator producing 
semblances "without any true reality", but divine power. This divine 
power has its own sophia which can transform the initiate making him "like 
� god" (homoiousthai theo,). Likewise this power brings images back to their 
LmeUigible archetypes. 

The rehabilitation of images means an actual return to d1e telestic rites 
an�! sacred arts from which philosopbia derived its idea of ascent to the ceal 
Being which ultin1ately coincides with the spiritual Self of all souls. 
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Jg,1/1110: (a.ya.A.�ta.) image, cult-slarue, ornament. shrine, object of 
worship. something in which ooe takes delight; theon agal111t1fa is the 
common phrase for "images of the gods" and "cull-statues" which may 
be ":rnimated" by the theurgists; the word agalma contains no implication 
0( Likeness and is not a synonym of eik.011; for Plato, the created cosmos is 
"a shrine brought into being for tbe everlasting gods" (lofl aidiofl theon 
gegonos agal111a: Ti111.37c); f�r the Empe_

ror J_
ulian, the visible Sun is "the 

living ,,galma, endowed with soul and mtdligence and beneGcent, of rJ1e 
noctic Father" (.f:.p.5 I A-34). 

-1,sthe.ris: (atcrOT]cnc;) sensation, perception, as an opposite of 
inteUection (11ocsis), understanding and pure thought; more loosely - any 
awareness: for Plato, some ai.rthesei.r have names, such as sights, sounds, 
smells, cold and beat, distress, pleasures, fears, but nameless ai.rthe1ei.r are 
countless (Thef/Ct.156b); for Plotinus, perceptions in this world are dim 
imeUecLions (11oeseis), and intellections in the noetic world are vivid 
perceptions: Philo of Alexandria postulates an Idea of ai.sthesis, aJoog with 
an Idea of 11011s, in the Intellect of God (Leg. A/leg. l .21-27). 

Akh: the ancienl Egyptian tenn for intelligence, spiritual ligln, 
illumination, irradiation; it may designate both a spiritual being (the 
winged soul ha. divinized and raised above the Osiris state) and the entire 
spiritu:tl dimension that corresponds to the Neoplatonic kos111os noeto.r: 
through tl1e celes1ja] ascenl ll pharaoh (1he prototype of a phiJosopher
mystic of later Limes) becomes a "shining one" (akh), a star irradiating 
light throughout the cosmos, and is united with Ra (the divine Intellect) as 
his "son". 

1/...,het: the Egypuan term meaning "horizon", a kind o[ sun-door for 
entenng into or coming from the Duat (the Osirian Netherworld); the 
lucroglyphic sign for "horizon" shows tl1e two peaks with tl1e solar disk 
between them, protected by the aker, a double lion; akhet is a threshold 
reaL11 (comparable to the Islamic notion of barz.akh) between the Heaven, 
the Earth, and the Duat; etymologically it is connected with other words 

�eanmg radiance, imelligcnce, noetic light, spirit, "making into a spirit of 
light"; akhcl is symbolized by the pyramid; therefore the pharaoh ascends 
to I leaven (in order to be included into Lhe circui1 of Ra) by way of tl1is 
okhet. 1.e .. the threshold of light; the akhet hieroglrph was applied in 
Ero puan an. cspccialh· 111 arch1rccrurnl fom1s: the two pdons which 

Banked the temple's en.inmcc represented the two peaks of :tkhet, and the 
siaiuc nf Arum-Ra. or \mun-Ra, was displllyed for 1he god's cpiphan) 
(kham) between these mountain-like towers. 
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J"-ll-i11san al-kamif. the Arabic renn for the Sufi concept of a Perfect Man 
which, ultimately, derives from the ancient cosmogonies centred on 
rnacrocosmic Man (Vedic P11msha, Gnostic A11thropos); in the Egyptian 
solar theology. it is represented by the pharaoh, the son of Ra, who unites 
i.n himself both Horus and Seth, or is identified with Thoth in aJJ respects; 
in Sufism, the Perfect Man is God's deputy on earth, because he manifests 
perfection of aU divine attributes; the Prophet Muhammad, Khidr, 

Solomon, Jesus and other Islamic prophets belong co this category; the 
Perfect Man is a manifestation of the Muhammadan Reality Qike a 
manifestation of the Neoplatonic Nous); the term haqiqa 11mhammad!Jya 
(Muhammadan Reality) is a term of the first thing that God created (ie., 
Nollf, Arum-Ra), and this Reality is manifested within the world (in terms 
of finality and telos) as the Perfect Man; although each individual thing of 
the world is God's mirror, the Perfect Man, as an apex of all creation (i.e., 
the Horus-like royal entity), is the perfect mirror and therefore be is both 
the goal of creation and the link between God and His creation by which 
God sees Hirnself; Ibo al-'Arabi contrasts the Perfect Man with the 
animal man (al-i11sa11 al-hC!JalJJtm). 

Anagoge: (avaymyt1) ascent, elevation, bringing up; the approach to the 
divine realm by means of purifications (katham101), initiations (teletaz), the 
Platonic dialectic a.nd allegorical exegesis, contemplation (theoria) and the 
ineffable sacred rites employed in theurgy; it is prefigured by the sacred 
\vay which the initiates of mysteri.es (v111sta1) walk, the path to the 
mountain (orribasia); typological analogies of the Neoplatooic ascent to the 
divine may be seen in the Pyramid Texts and the accounts of mi'raj of the 
Prophet Muhammad in the later Islamic tradition. 

A11af!111esiJ: (ava�tvricrn;) recollection, remembrance; in the Orphico
Pythagorean context. it is understood as a remembrance of one's true 
divine nature, revealed through sacred initu1tion; the idea of memory and 
restoration of the soul's true identity is crucial for the Egyptian tradition 
as reflected in the Book of the Dead and later employed by the Pythagoreans 
and Plato who explains a11a11111esis as the recollection of things known 
before birth and forgotten (Meno 85d); thus Platonic learning is equated to 
remembering (Pbaed.72e). 

_-l11kh: the Egyptian term meaning "life"; the hieroglyph ankh, originally 
perhaps representing a knot or a bow, is a symbol for divine life, for cbe 
"breath of life", provided by Shu and other gods, and for regenerating the 
power of water; ankh also designates a flora.I bouquet (offered to the gods) 
and a mirror, itself an important metaphysical symbol; various items used 
in hieratic rites (e.g., the hooped sistrum) were fashioned in the shape of 
this hieroglyph; the ankh survived into the Coptic period and was 
inherited by the Christians as the mix 1111st1ta. 
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_ Jnthropo.r. (a.v0ponoc;) man; .in Gnosticism, the mac.cocosrnic a11thmpos 
is regarded as the Platonic "ideal animal". a11lozoo11, or a divine plem:ma, 
which contains archetypes of creation and manifestation. 

_ -lpathe,�1: (a.1ta.01na.) impassivity or freedom from emotions, 
understood as a philosophical virLuc; apatheia means not being affected in 
anv wav and is applied both to t.he sages and transcendent entities by the ' . 

. 

Neoplatonists 

. Jpeiro11: (a.m,1.pov) (apei,vs, apeiria): lacking of limit, unlimited, as an 
opposite to pm1s, a bound; the even as an opposite to the odd; this is a 
(und:uncntal Pythagorean tem1, designating one of the main principles of 
man.i(ested being; the Pythagorean Unlimited is .indefinile and .in need of 
Limit, it is inli.nite in a negative sense as infinitely divisible; in 
Ncopla1onism, peras and apeiro11 constitute the primal archetypal duality 
located somewhere between tl1e ineffable One and the ooetic cosmos . 

. lpo,rhetoJ� (mcopprrtoc;) secret, prohibited. unspeakable; the common 
Jcsignation of mysteries iu1d sacred rites of .initi,ttion; in Neoplaton.ism, 
the term is applied in metaphysics and negative theology, frequently 
Lmderstood as a chiLracteristic of the First Principle . 

. ·lpotheo.ris: (mro0r.ocnc;) divinization; io the esoteric sense it is 
accomplished by the philosophical purification and theurgical a11agoge 
which reveals one's primal and true identity with divine principles; this is 
nor a Homeric conception, because Homer clearly separates the gods and 
men; however, rollowing the ancient Egyptian spiritual patterns. the 
Orphic texts already promised apotheosis and .immortality for the initiated 
soul who 0ike the Egyptian ba and the ps11rhe in Plato's Phaedms) restores 
he.r wings and raises herself back to the div:ioe homeland . 

. ·lrrh('. (CLPX.11) be6rinuing, starting point, autl1ority, government, heart, 
principle: archai are understood as the first principles by Neoplatooists; the 
term airhetHpos, an archetype, is used by Plotinus in a sense of the divine 
paradigm or we ooetic model of the manifested entity. 

- lrete: (CXPE'tTJ) exclJcnce, goodness, virtue; Plotinus makes a distinction 
between the civic virtues (politikai arelaz) and the pwificatory virtues 
(kath,111ik.ai aretm); Porphyry adds 1wo other grades - the theoretic virtues 
(theoretikai aret,11) and Ll1c plLradigmatic virtues fj)aradeigmatikai aretaz) - the 
former being that of the soul which beholds 11011s within itsel( the Latter 
b�ng the virtue proper to the divine Intellect. No"s, itself; iamblichus 
dLscerns seven grades of virtue which .in an ascending order illustrate the 
anagogic path to the divine: na1w:al, ethicaL civic, pw:ificatory. theoretic 
and paradigmatic virtues arc crowned by the hieratic virtues (hieratikai 
are/at) that itre proper LO the One - they make the soul godlike (theoeides) 
and unite with the firs1 Principle through thcurgy. 
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A,rbetor. (apprp:oc;) ineffable, llnspeakable; this term is close to 
{lpon-/;etos and is used to designate rites and visions of the mysteries and the 
transcendent nature of the One in Neoplatonism. 

A,ith111or. (apt0�toc;) number: for the Pythagore:rns, number is t.hc firsL 
principle (Arist. Metaph.986a15); Iamblichus sometimes idenliGes the gods 
with arith111oi. regarding the first numbers from the monad to the dccad as 
deities and archetypal models of manifestation; the numerical o.rgar1izati.on 
of the cosmos requires the organizing principles of bodies to be Lreated as 
physical numbers :md distinguishes them f.rom matbemalical numbers, 
which are the paradigms of physical nlllnbers, but ideal, noetic, or eidetic 
(eidetiko.r), nwnbers Lranscend even mathematical numbers. 

Askesi.r. (acrK11cnc;) in aociem philosophy, chis term designates not an 
"asceticism", but spiritual exercises; therefore philosophia is understood not 
as a theory of knowledge but as a lived wisdom, a way of living acco.rding 
to intellect (11011s); an a.rkesis includes remembrance of God, the "watch of 
the heart", or vigilance (11epsis), prosoche, o.r attention to the beauty o[ the 
soul, the examination of our conscience and knowledge of ourselves. 

Aten: the Egyptian term for the "slln globe" or "suo disk", regarded as 
a visible icon of Ra; represent"ed as the simple sun disk, the disk with 
uraeus. the disk with rays emanating &om it, or as the sun disk containing 
the scarab beetle (khepery and the ram (ba); under the reign of Akhenaten 
(Amenhotep fV) the sun disk is worshipped as tbe solar deity Aten whose 
rays are depicted as arms proffering 1111kh hieroglyphs. 

Atn1a11: the Sanskrit term designating the iMermost nature of all 
djvinities, of all living beings, o[ all manifested forms; according to Ma1111 

S111rlr. "AU the gods are this one a/111011, and all dwell in a/111011" (12.119); 
this is Lhe universal continuum of consciousness, Lhe Self: as an 
ungualified consciousness being one with brah111a11, r1/ma11 is self-lurnjnous; 
iL is not "this" nor "that", unseizablc, indestructible, unbound, it is not 
bo.ro, nor does ic die when the body is slain; it is hidden in all things, but 
can be perceived only by the sages with tbe Eye of Intellect (the Egyptian 
Eye of Ra) when a/111011 .reveals itself; as Para111al111a it is tl1e complete and 
integral supreme Self (the Egyptian Atum-Ra); the ego-personality, or 
individual self, called jiva, is regarded as a root ignorance and, therefore, 
contrasted to one's Lrue identity- the transcendent Self, or a/man. 

httozoo11: (au--col;mov) essential li,ring Being. or noecic Animal. which 
conLaios wiLhin it Ideas of all living creatures and the 1\rchctypes of the 
four elements (Ti1J1.30b); it is a completely coherem arrhetyp"s 1111111dl(J. 

timeless. ungeneraled, immaterial and the peiecL matrix of the psychic and 
physical cosmos; for Plotinus. it is a well-rounded-whole. composed o[ 
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individual i.nteHects, or noetic lights; "a globe of faces radianc with faces all 
living'' (£1111. VI.7.15). 

Ba: Lhe ancient Egyptian term which means "manifestation" of certain 
divine gualities, arranged in a descendiog and ascendiog hierarchy; in tJ1e 
csch:Hological and soteriological context, it may be understood as "soul" 
rno\�i.ng up and down, as an indiv-idual in an om-of -body state which is 
llttaioed through in.itiatioo or death, when the physical body (khat. soma) is 
experienced as a corpse; ba is ilie vehicle of ascent, pictured as a hwna.n
hea<lecl bi.rel which !:lies into the spheres of light and Gnally becomes aware 
of itself as an akh; ilie concept of ba influenced the Pythagorean and 
Plaionic concept of soul (pmche) who tries to restore her wings th.rough 
a11a11111esis, initiation into philosophy, and then ascends to ilie divine realm. 

Barzaklr. the Arabic term for "isthmus"; an imaginal reality, regarded as 
a mirror image, is a barzakh between the reflected object and the mirror: 
an imaginal (not imaginary) thing is boili the same and different from each 
of the sides that define it; in Islamic Sufi theology, barzakh is taken to 
mean a certain intermediate state or realm, like the Egyptian Duat, which 
constitutes a barrier between the two seas of the Quranic cosmology or 
between any of two different ontological levels of being; it may be 
compared to 1) a mediating prism which breaks down noetic light into the 
varied colours of a sensible realm and to 2) a lens which concentrates the 
rays from above; the period in the bar{fl,kh (comparable to the Osirian 
Fields ol Rushes) prepares t.he deceased for the .resurrection, just as the 
time spent i.n the womb prepa.res him for birth into this world; accordiog 
to Ibn al-'Arabi: "The resurrection is a ba,z.akh. There is nothing in 
e.xistence but bt11zakhs, since a barzakh is ilie arrangement of one thing 
belwecn 1wu other things, like the present moment [between ilie past and 
future!" (F11t11hat UI.156.27 W. Chittick); as a mediating instance ba,zakh is 
cqmHed I) wirh Lhe heart (qalb) which mediates between the reaLn of 
Spirit (&,h) and that of the individual soul (11ajs), or 2) with the pole (qutb) 
which, i11 d1e Sufi hierarchy, functions as the world sustaining and saving 
Logos, i.e., as tJ,e Horns-like pharaoh, albeit hidden (because, contrary to 
the official "s1ate metaphysics" in Egypt, Sufism, often standing against 
t�e corrupt official powers, was forced to elaborate ilie parallel esoteric 
hierarchy constituted by externaHy un.recognized "spies of God"). 

Re11-be11: the Egyptian word carrying the connotation of "outflow": the 
pyramid-Like sacred Slone or pilla.r d1al came LO be the cult object o [ Ra in 
�le Heliopolican temple represents the primordial be11-bc11, i.e., the noetic 

�tone", or tbc primeval hilt whjch emerges from the apophat.ic abyss of 
Nun a� the lu:sl self-pro1ection of :\rum ("All" and "Nothing"), as the 
seed ol lhc Neoplalonic kosmos noetos: "Atum-K.hepera, you cuhni.nate as 
hill, vou raise you.rself up as the be1111u-bi.rd from the ben-ben stone .u.1 tbe 
abode of die Phoenix al Hec:liopolis" (PT 1652); 1.he wondrous be111111-bi.r<l, 
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siufog on the cop of the ben-be,1. is said to come from the Isle of Fire 
having filled its body with the demiurgic heka-power and may be 
compared to the self-created original solar Word (LJJgos) which brings light 
imo darkness: th.is bird of light is the primeval hypostasis of Ra, that is, 
the light-like intelligible Being; Heliopolis represents the symbolic centre 
of the manifested wodd, of all theophanies. 

Bios: (�LO<;) life, or a way of life, analogous to 1.he Hindu dtmha11a; 
therefore one can speak of the Pythagorean way of life, the Orphic way of 
life; to be a philosopher implies a rupture with daily life (bios) and 
purification of one's passions in order to e."q)ecience the transcendence of 
divine Intellect and the soul with respect to the mortal body. 

Bo,niskos: (�co�ucrKO<;): bomoJ' is d1e Greek sacrificial :.iltar; being die 
most important element for the sacred work (more important than the 
cull stone, tree, and spring) the altar is ritually set up in the temenos, the 
sacred enclosure, when the first sacrifice is performed i11 i/lo te,npore by 
Heracles o.r some other hero; the Greek altar is constructed of bricks and 
white-washed wid, lime, sometimes decorated with volutes in the middle 
of which lies die metal tablet on which the fire bums; in Pythagorean 
philosophy. bomiskoI designates d1e irregular volume from which body is 
produced; the rheurgist's physical body is also regarded as the sacrificial 
ale,'t-r on the way to the divine realm. 

Brah11101r. the Sanskrit term for the ultimate ooo-dual and on-manifest 
Principle, in certain respects comparable to Nun of the Egyptians or the 
ineffable One of Neoplatonists; it is the supreme realiLJ without quality or 
clist.inctioo; as Bmhma nirg1111a it is the unqualified Beyond-Being; as Brahma 
sogm10 it is Being, or Ishwarn, equivaJeot 1.0 Aturn-Khepera-Ra who 
emerges from the abyss of Nun: when designated as saccidoll(1t1do. broh111a11 
is 1.he fuUness of being (sa1, consciousness (cit), and bliss (011a11da); 
however, it is described by oegat.ioo of everything (neti-neli. not this, not 
chat); brah111a11 transcends Intellect and everything 1.hat is thinkable; it is 
invisible, inconceivable, "that which speech cannot express, but through 
which speech is expressed ... that which thought cannot conceive but 
through which thought is thought ... that which breath cannot breathe but 
through which breathing is breathed" (Kena Uponi.rhad T.-l f{); it is "the 
light ot lights berond darkness" which dwel.ls in the hearts of aU; the 
human person, who genealogicaUy belongs to the priestly 11ama, is called a 
brah111a11 and conventionally regarded as a legal representative of the saltvo 
quality or even as a direct embodiment of d,is Principle. diough, in fact, 
he may be an ordinary man. acmally devoid of any real "divine wisdom". 

Doimo11: (ocuµov) in the ancient Greek religion, dai111011 designates not a 
specific class of divine beings, buL a peculiar mode of activity: it is an 
occult power that. drives man forward or acts against him: since d,1i111011 is 
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1,hc veiled countenance of divine activity, every god can acl as d,;i111011; a 
special knowledge of daimones is claimed by Pythagoreans; for Plato, dai111011 
is a spiritual being who watches over each individual, and may be 
conside.red as his higher self, or an angel; whereas Plato is called "divine" 
bv Neoplatonists, Aristotle is regarded as dait11011ios, meaning "an 
�termedia.ry to god" - therefo.re Arisotle is to Plato as an angel to a god; 
for Proclus, dai1JJones are the intermediary beings located between t celestial 
objects and terrestrial inhabitants. 

De111iom:gike seira: (8Eµtoupyuo1 crEtpa.) the vertical series of gods, 
i.rradiating in cicne from the Creator (de111iomgos) in his cicneless act of 
creation and crossing different levels of being, is called de111iomgike seira, a 
demiurgic chain; therefore a series of philosophers emanating in cicne 
from Orpheus, P)•thagoras and Plato is called chmse seira, the golden chain; 
the appelation "golden" refers to the vertical rays of the divine light and 
godlike nature of wisdom preserved by a "chosen race" (or "golden race") 
u[ philosophers. 

Demio11rgos-. (8rwioupyoc;) Creator in Plato's Ti111ae11s, literally 
"craftsman", who as the Father and King contains in one the perfection 
oi aU things; when things are distributed to the particulated or manifested 
world, they become diversified and come under the power of different 
ruling principles; the Platonic Creator creates by appealing to a higher 
Paradigm, a11tozoo11, which, for Neoplatonists, lies at the highest noecic 
level; [or Proclus, demiowgos is the intellective Living-Being (11oero11 zoon), 
aod the Forms in the Creawr's Intellect are compared to tl1e notions of 
public o[Gces in the mind of a statesman; He is the efficient (poz'etikos), the 
formal (eidetikos), and the final (te/ikos) cause of the temporal, physical 
world: initially. the Greek concept of the divine craftsman is related to the 
Egyptian god Ptah and tl1e Ugaritian KothaMv a -Hasis. 

Dhai11q: the Arabic term meaning "tasting"; understood by the Sufis as 
a di.rect experience of theophanies, of certain spiritual states and stations 
(for instance t.hose belonging to the 1111111d11s imagi11alis, the cosmological 
an_d psychic realm where invisible realities become visible and corporeal 
�ngs are spiritualized), or of "that which truly is", i.e., the Divine Being; 
m a sense, dhmvq is analogous to unveiling, or finding (kashjj, wh.ich means 
at. one and 1..be same time to perceive and to be that which is perceived: 
t.hts direct "tasting" (along with its semi-sensual implications) is aimed at 
�ic "true knowledge" which allows the combination o[ similarity and 
Lncomparability, or imagination and reason; the concept of dhawq. 
regarded as bean-vision, heart-savour, or "aislhesis of the heart", is 
originally Peripatetic: also it may be unde.rstood as the creative intuition, 
or as the Grst State of mystical intoxication, or as "the first degree of 
contemplative vision (sh"hud) o[ God within God" (Tahanawi, d.1745). 
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Ohik,; Lhe Arabic (Quranic) term for "remembrance", "recollection", 
"invocation", by certain metaphysicians is regarded as an equivalenc of the 
Platonic term 011011111es1's; in Sufism, dhikr Allah means the constant 
mentioning of the supreme name of God (al-isfll al-a'zafll), that is, Allah, or 
of certain olher divine names, formulas, and verses of the Q11la11; this 
practice (analogous co d,e repetition of Hindu mantras and Egyptian 
"words of power", hekau) consists of invocation of the tongue (dhikr al
lisa11), i_nvocation of the heart (dhik,· al-qalb), and invocation of one's secret 
innermost self (dhikr a l -sin}; it is aimed at the sacramental purification, at 
d1e overcoming and transcending of one's lower soul (11Cifs), at the 
alchemical restoration of c1ljitmh, one's primordial oarure equivalent to the 
cleansed mirror able to reflect a radiant image of God; it is thought that 
dhikr (transmitted by the spiriluaJ masler lhrough initiation) brings 
perfection and enables the aspirant lo approach God as close as possible; 
the supreme dhik,· is regarded as a means of subsistence (after 
experiencing of annihilation, Jona') and of mystical union, allhough the 
concept of "union" frequently is treated as being suspicious in the Islamic 
theological milieu. 

Diadochos: (8ux8oxoc;) successor, the head of the Platonic Academy in 
the chain of transmission; however, the diodoche is hardly a matter of 
institutional continuity, and may be understood in the sense of the golden 
chain of philosophers which serves to trnosmir the sacred knowledge and 
principles of pure (diakekathammre) philosophy. 

Dialektike: (◊taAEK'tlKTJ) dialectic; for Plato, only those who 
philosophize purely and righteously bear the tide of dialecticiao 
(Soph.253e); someLimes the method of s1111agoge (collection) and diaire.ris 
(division) is identified as dialectic; for Proclus, the Fom1s at cl,e intelligible 
(11oetitJ wd intellccrual level cannot be defmed, but they are definable at 
the level of soul and below; therefore dialectic defines, by diairesis. these 
images of Forms, lhough the Fonns themselves it cao only contemplate; 
there ace three processes of dialectic: 1) cathartic, used to purge ignorance, 
2) recollective, wruch raises to the a11a11111e.ris of true reality, 3) a mixrure of 
the two; usually Proclus makes a sharp distinction between tJ1e so-called 
Parmenidean dialectic, which provides a path to the divine realities, and 
the dialectical method (epicheimnotike) of d1e Peripatetics. 

DianoiO'. (◊taVOLCX-) discucsive reason. mind; discursive lmowledge, 
located berwen immediate apprehension and fallible opinion (Rep.SJ Id): 
according LO Proclus. the One, when we apprehend its presence in each of 
the Forms. "ought not co be viewed b� the faculty of opinion. oar by 
Jiscurs1ve ccason (di1111oia). (or these kinds of knowledge are 1101 cognate 
with intellectual monads. which are neither objects of opinion nor of 
cliscurs1ve reason. as we lcar:n from the Republic (\Tl.SI la). Rather ii is 
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proper to see by intuitive apprehension that simple and unitary existence 
of Forms" (111 Pam,.880). 

Dikaios,me: (OtKmocrnVT}) justice; its opposite is t1dikia, injustice; giving 
to each man his due is just, according to Plato (Rep.331 e); dikaios1111e may 
be understood i.o a cosmic and divine sense, since to perform the task for 
which one is naturally equipped is to follow one's divine archetype, one's 

own dham,a, to put it in .Hindu terms, wh.ich is lex aetema, the eternal law 

of creation. 

Djed: the Egyptian hieroglyph meaning "scability" and representing 
both the mac.rocosmic and microcosmic a.,v.ir 111:mdi, the backbone of 
Osiris: the sign is depicted as a stylized representation of a pillar or a 
column around which sheaves of grain were tied; during the Old 
1-.::.ingdom, it is associated with Ptah, the chief Mernpbite Derniurge, called 
the Noble Djed: during the New Kingdom, it is used as a symbol of Osiris 
and represents bis regenerative power; this symbol sometimes was 
pictured with a pair of eyes and regarded as a receptacle of a living god, as 
a sacred icon aniroated through the Opening of the Mouth ri.tuaJ; the royal 
riruaJ o[ Rising the Djed Pillar was ain1ed at the re-establishment of 
stability, of 1.he cosmic order, and symbolized the rebirth both of 1.be 
deceased pharaoh and of the initiate; accordingly, the pillar represents the 
path of alchemical transformation (passing through death and 
resurrection) and cheurgic ascent, thar is, the philosophical way leading to 
the union of Osiris and Ra; the t!Jed pillar, supported by Isis and Nephtys, 
is analogous to d1e Tantric sush,mma, the spinal column, which shows the 
royal way to immortality, leading to the crown of the head (the golden 
lotus-Hower of Ra-Neferrum); the baboons of 1110th, i.e., the eastern ba11, 
who praise Lhe noccic sun rising from the top of the vertically standing cfjed 
pillar, serve as an indication that the Osirian transformation is 
accompLished through the wisdom of Thoth, th.rough his supernatural 
knowledge (rekh) and cheurgic power (heka). 

Djet. the Egyptian term related to Tefnut, the daughter of Atum. 
identified as the principle of the intelligible Order, Nlt,at (analogous to the 
Pythagorean Limit, PeraJ); sometimes rendered as Eternal Sameness, t!Jet 

�lands as a cornplemcnrary opposite teem to 11eheh, or Eternal Recurrence, 
1d,:nlified as i.he noctic Life of Shu, the son of Atum; on d1e lower levels 
ot manifcsLation, c!Jel carries Osi.rian attributes and signifies certain eidetic 
completedness; t!Jet-time, or c!Je t -eteroity, is akin co "the enduring 
c_ontmuauon of that which, acting and changing, has been completed in 
Urne" a. Assmann), LO the cosmic wholeness and plenitude, often 
explained in categories of space, or undcrsLood as the accomplished ideal 

�ornLity of Forms; if 11eheh carries attributes of Ra and represents a cyclical 
UJfiniiude of crea1ion. manifested through the breath of Shu (the 
Pyihagorean series of ,,pei,ia), q;el. instc.id. rcpresen1s an unch:u,ging 
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permanence (the struclure imposed by peras anti oriemed towards an 
epistrophe, therefore related to the mortuary culr and continuation of the 
completed image). 

Doxa: (ooxa) opinion; in Platonism, a sharp distinction is made 
between the eternal ooetic world of Forms (Ideas, Archecypes) of which 
knowledge (g11osis) is possible and the perceptible world of becoming 
which is only opinable (doxasloJ�; for Proclus, the percept.ible entities are 
opinable. but true being is an object of intellect (Eleme11ts o

f 
Theologir 123); 

opinions may be true or false, knowledge only true. 

Dm1ami;. (8uvaµ1c;) power, capacity; Aristotle regacds d11110111i.r as one 
of his fundamental principles (arrhm); Plotious describes I.he One as the 
seminal power of all things (d1111a111is j)<m/011: E11n. Hl.8.10.1): a net of divine 
powers in their descending and ascending order is a net of theophanies: in 
this respect d,mamis is analogous to the ancient Egyptian sekhelll; the 
powers of the divine lntellecr and Soul appear to be presem at every part 
of the cosmos, bul the physical world (and the human body) is unable to 
receive the full power of incorporeal Reality; d1mn111ei.r sometin1es mar be 
equated wirh daimonic forces. 

Eido/011: (et◊tiJAOV) image, idol, double, apparition, phantom, ghost: in 
Homer. there are three kinds of supernatural apparitions that are called by 
the term eido/011: 1) the phantom (phas1110), created by a god in semblance of 
a .living person, 2) the dream-image, regarded as a ghostly double that is 
sent by tl1c gods in the image of a real being, 3) tile p.r11che of the dead; the 
Homeric pS11che is not a soul, but a phantom, a chin vapour that pcoves to 
be Lingraspable; for Pytl1agoreans and Plato, psucbe is no longer the eido/011 
of tl1e body. but the immortal soul that constituLes one's real being; for 
Plotinus, 1.he soul is U1e eido/011 110N, a s1i111tlam1111 of 11ous, an image iliac is 
already obscu.red; tile conception of eidolon is partly related to the ancieat 
Egyptian concept of ka. 

Eidor. (Et6oc;) visible shape, form, a kind of thing, the intelligible Foan. 
or 1.he noctic Idea, of Platonism; the word is etymologically connected 
with video, and tl1e term idea also comes &om tl1e same roor as Greek verb 
idem aod the Latia verb 11idert, both meaning "10 see"; therefore eido.r is 
closely connected wid1 contemplation (theona), cransceodeotal or divine 
imaginat.ion. and myst.ical vision. 

Eiko,r. (EtKtiJV) image. icon: a mirror-image as a direct representation 
of its parade,g111a; for PloLinus and other Neoplatonists, the sensible world 
is an in1age of the noetic world and time is an in1age of eternity (E,111. 
111.7.11). therefore 1he lower realities may be comemplated in ascending 
hierarchy a:- images, or traces. of the higher paradigms; Proclus makes a 
distinct.ion be1wecn an eiko11 ::incl a .m111bo/011: 1hc Pythagoreans. before 
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reveaw1g directly the truths of their doctrine, present eiko11es of reality (I11 
T,,11. l.29.3l ff). 

Bl!t,111psis: (i::11,11,a,µncnc;) i.cradiation, shining forth, manifestation, 
illumination, Uowing from the p.rinciple as a cause; for Proclus, "only an 
illumination (c/la111psis) from the i.nteUective gods renders us capable of 
be.i JJg connected to those intelligible-and-intellective Forms ... For this 
reason. indeed, Socrates in the Phaedms (249d) compares the 
contemplation of them to mystery-rites (teletais), initiations (muesesz) and 
visions (epopteias), elevating our souls under the arch of Heaven, and to 
Hea,·en itself. and to the place above Heaven" (!11 Pann.949). 

Episte111e: (smcn:1w11) knowledge, scientific knowledge of what is 
unchangiJ1g and necessary, e.g. Platonic Forms; since episte111e .is regarded as 
a certam knowl.edge or reality, the objects of d1Jxa (opinion) cannot be 
as�igned to episte111e, for Produs, the task of science is the recognition 
(_gnosis) o [ causes, and only when we recognize the causes of tbings do we 
say d1a1 we know them (Elements of Theology 11); science, or scientific 
knowledge (episte111011ike g11osis), depends on the synthesizing power of 
mind. but "intellect (11011s) is the proper spectator of the Forms, because it 
is the same nature as Ll,em" (In Parm.924.32-37). 

Epi.rl!vphe-. (Emcnpo�17) reversion, return; in the Neoplatonic threefold 
scheme of manifestation, a thing, or rather an intelligible entity, proceeds 
from itself LO multipliciLy, and returns to itself, while its essential 
characteristic identity re.mains unchanged at the initial level; the three 
moments - remaining (mom), procession (.p,vocilJs) and reversion (ep1'.rtrophe) 
- are phases of a simple continuous and dynamic process (sometimes 
regarded as si.nmltaneous) that infuses unity-diversity, causation and 
predication; it is essentially a metaphysical and logical .relationship. 

Epopteia: (E1t01t'tEta) the most important mystical vision that 
culminates the Eleusinian mysteries, the beholding of the secret symbols 
or epiphanies or the gods; epopteia is the highest stage of initiation; epoptai 
�e�olders) are those who came back to watch the rituals again; in a 
smular way, the philosophical purification and insccuctioo culrn.inares in 
ep_0P_tika - the direct revelation of tntth and contemplation of Forms, or 
d.i v1 ne rea lilies. 

Eros: (Eptuc;) love, sometimes personified as a deity, daimon, or 
cosmogonical, pedagogical and soteriologi.cal force, manifested in tJ1e 
pr�cess of demiurgy and within the domain of providence; for Plato. 
ph.ilo�ophy is a sort of erotic madness (mania), because Eros, though 
implying need. can mspire us with the love of wisdom; Diotima in Plato's 
Symposi1✓111 describes education in erotics as an upward journey or ascem 
towards lhe perfect noetic Beauty; Plotinus uses the union of lovers as a 
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symbol or the soul's union with the One (E,111. Vl.7.34.14-16); Proclus 
distinguishes two forms of love: 1) ascending love which urges lower 
principles to aspire LOwards their superiors, 2) descending or providential 
love (eros pro11oetikos) which obligates the superiors co care for their 
productions and transmit divine grace (I,, AJdb.54-56); for Dionysius the 
.lreopagite, who follows Proclus, the ero1 ekstatikos becomes the unifying 
factor of the cosmos. 

Eusebeitr. (1mcrn8i::to.) piety. meritorious piety: "to change nothing of 
what our forefathers have left behind" - this is mstbeia (Isocr.7.30); for 
Platoniscs, piety means not simply bringing sacrificial offerings and 
fulCilliog culuc duties. but also hwnility, supported by philosophy and 
combined with love (eros), faith (pistis) and knowledge (g11osis) that finally 
leads to assimilation to God. 

(For Greek words starting wit.h � see listing slart.ing ph) 

Gnosis: (yv-mtnc;) knowledge; g11osis is contrasted with do,,,:a (op.inion) by 
Plato; the object of g11osis is to 011, reality or being, aod the fully real is the 
fully knowable (RepA77a); the Egypt.ian I -Iermetists made a distinction 
between two types of knowledge: 1) science (episte111e), produced by reason 
(logos), and 2) gno.ris, produced by understandjng and faith (Co,p11s 
Hi:1111etim1J1 [},__"); therefore gnosis is regarded as the goal of episle111e (ibid. 
X.9); the idea that one may ''know God" (g110.ris theou) is very rare in the 
classical f-Jelleaic literature, which rather praises episte111e and hieratic 
vision, epopteia, but is common io Hermetism, Gnosticism and early 
Chcisciaoiry; following the Platonic Lradition (especially Plotinus aod 
Porphyry). Augustine introduced a distinction between knowledge and 
wisdom, 1cientia and J"apie11lia, claiming thal the falJen soul knows only 
i,u11tia. buL before the Fall she knew sapie11lia (De T ri11itate XJ [). 

Goeteia: (YOT]tELet) magic; a sharp distinction is made between I) the 
sinister goeleit, and 2) theo11rgia, Lhe sacramental divine work, by Iamblichus 
in De "!J'Ste,iir. however, magic is sometimes iocerpreted as g11osi1, and g11osis 
pertains to the secret divine names as facilitating the power of magic; the 
Hellenistic magic (frequently equated with the mysteries and labelled 
1JmJleria. 111u1/eno11. 111ustrrio11 l011 theo11) is relaLed to the ancient mystery-cult 
initiation and the Egyptian doctrine of heka - the miraculous power of 
creation, governed by the god Heka, who distributes heka11. the cuJtic 
words of power (as Hindu mantras) that perform divine liturgics and 
transformations or the soul; Hermis-Thoth, Isidos pater. is regarded as the 
founder of I.he holy tradition (pc1radosis) or the magic arts and tbe author of 
tl,e secret names "wrote in Heliopolis with hieroglyphic lcuers"; tl1ercfore 
che magician sometimes is called the mysrngoguc (11111stagogos). 
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f-(riimis: (mp11crn;) taking, choice, course of action, election, decision; 

th.is term (plural, haireseis) refers to any group of people perceived to have 
a clear doctrinal identity; haircsi.s is a group with fa.i.cly coherent and 
distinctive theories, with an acknowledged founder (hairesi-arrhes) and 
leaders who articulate their rejection of rival theories th.cough theoretically 
founded polemics; Diodorus of Sicily complains that the Hellenes, unlike 
the Orientals, always introduce doctrinal innovations in important matters, 
thus "founding new haireseil' (2.29.6); in the 2nd century A.D., haimis had 
become a stan<l)ud term for philosophical schools; the early Christians use 
b,,iresis LO refer to a body of false beliefs. 

/ lekt1: aJ1hough this Egyptian term designates both demiurgic and 
cheurgic power, usually it is rendered as "magic"; in its role as the creative 
power, the personified god Heka (analogous to .Hindu Maha-Maya) stems 
from Lhe primeval creative utterance of Arum and is contained in the 
divine Logo.r. being regarded as the father of the gods and of all that 
becomes rnanifested, Heka consti.tutes and peoneates every level of 
manifested reality, be it noetic, psychic, or physical; by the permanent 
work of .Heb the different levels of being are woven into an integral 
magic carpel. therefore the heka-power bas the transforrning and elevating 
function on the path of an inner alchemy and ascent oi the soul; the 
conception ol hvka is intimately connected with that of maat, right cosmic 
order and justice; therefore the heka-magic is inseparable from the cultic, 
polil.ic.tl. st>cia1, economical, scientific, artistic, and philosophical aspects 
of the Egyptian state-life; ia the rite of the pharaoh's ascent and his 
assunilalion to Lhe supreme di,rine Principle (that is, his equation to the 
transcendent and immanent pa11theos, the Reality of all that exists), the heka 
of the gods is to be sacramenca1Jy "eaten" and contained ia his "belly"; the 
possession ol magical words of power (heka11) is essential for the initiate in 
the Osirian realm of Duat where the soul (ba) is tested. uansformed, and 
(i[ proved to be maakhem) turned into akh through heka-based cheurgic 
power and knowledge. 

. Hen (to hen): (Ev; 10 EV) the one, which can mean: 1) Unity or Oneness 
111 �eneral; 2) the unity of anything that has unity or is one thing; 3) that 
which has unity. anything that is one; 4) the one thing we are speaking of, 
as opposccl lo "od1cr ones" (see: F. M. Cornford Plato tmd Par1JJe11ides, 
L?ndon, 1969, p.lJ I); for Neoplatonists, the One is the ineffable source 
ol Being, the Supreme Principle. explicitly regarded as God by Proclus; to 
he'.' transcends dem.iurgic Intellect and constitutes the first divine hupostasis 
01 l�loti.nus; it corresponds to Nun, the Father of Lhe gods (11etem) in the 
ancien1 Egyptian theology. 

f fenn.c: (cvac;) hcnad, unit; the term is taken by lamblichus, Syrianus 
and Proclus from PlaLO's Phileb11s, where it is used �terchangeably with the 
tern, "monad": since for every reid being there is a unit. and for every un.i1 
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a real being (Prod. Elelllents e
f 
Theology 136), the henads are pure unities, 

the sources of being's identity, located between the pure One and the 
noetic One (or Bei.ng); more precisely, the henad is the first principle 
(ar-che) and the measure (metron) of being; the One is W1participable, but the 
henads are paccicipable: therefore they correlate with real beings: Produs 
divides henads .into transcendent or independent units and those that are 
irrurnment and belong to their participants and are irradiations of the first; 
in theurgy, henads constitute a set of theophanies, i.e. divinity in its many 
different forms at all different levels of reality: therefore the divine henad 
stands for the god-entity as a whole; the difference between the One and 
the participable henads (which may be compared with the Egyptian 11e/em). 
opens the theurgic way of adoration. worship and ascent; according co 
Produs, "the most divine thing in us is the 'one' in us, which Socrates 
called the illumination of the soul (&p.540a7), just as be called truth itself 
light" (111 Pam,. VII.48); since like is apprehensible by like, the "one of the 
soul" makes union with the ineffable One possible. 

He110.ris: (Evtmnc;) unity; unity is the characteristic that everything has in 
common; anything depends on unity and only unity is the goal of all 
things; in Neoplatonism, the soul's purification, accomplished primarily 
through philosophy, culminates in noetic vision and finally in mystical 
union (Plot. E1111. VI.7.36); the divine truth is an indivisible he11osis of real 
beings. 

Hm11aike seira: (EpµatKl') GEtpa) Hermai.c chain (of transmission, or 
heavenly initiation); the Neoplatonists commonly associated themselves 
with the Herroaic chain, i.e. vertical "golden" chain of the noetic light and 
wisdom that emanate through Hermes Logios and other angelic powers 
from the divine Intellect (nous). 

/-JenJ1e11e11s: (EpµEvriuc;) interpreter; hem1e11eus owes his name to Hermes, 
the messenger of the gods; hermeneus is an interpreter of the hieratic rices 
and liturgies (in Egypt, such hem1eneutical procedures, called 
"illuminations", were practised at least from the times of the Middle 
Kingdom), divine omens, tokens, symbols, oracular ut1·erances, and. in the 
case of Neoplaronists, d1e Homeric poems, Plato, Aristotle and the 
Chaldean Orades-, the goal of her111e11eutike is to reveal the inner meaning 
(h11po11oia) of the texts and indicate d1e highest truth that points beyond the 
discourses, thus elevating the soul to the G.rst principles d1emselves; there 
is an ontological hierarchy of interpreters and interpretations: therefore 
eacl, lower language of cheophany fu11ctions as the hemm1e11s of the higher 
one and renders it comprehensible at a lower level at the expense of its 
coherence. 

T -hcratike /c1:h111r. (ti;pa.ttKT] ,EX,Vl')) sacred art, hieratic art, namelv the 
priestly art, tl1curgy, accomplished by the gods themselves through 
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liffcrent degrees of initiation, traosformacion, elevation (a11agoge) and 
�iieffable mystagogy; it represents the ascending path to unification with 
he ()nl' Lhrough scientific training (agoge epistemo 11ike) on certain henadic t 
ualiries, onwlogical symbols, sacred cites, divine names and theurgic 

;owers: according to Proclus: "the theurgists established their sacred 
knowledge after observing that alJ things were in all things from the 
• 11111:idw th ::n exists between all phenomena and between them and their 
�, 

i.,�visible causes, and being amazed that they saw the lowest things in the 
highest and the highest in the lowest" (Hier. Art 148). 

f Jiempha111<'.c (u,po�avtric;) h.ie.rophant, priest of Eleusis, he who 
shows �acred thjngs: since the language of mysteries was employed b�· 
Pl�ro and the later -Platonists, philosophy is often regarded in terms of a 
nwsterr initiation, and a true philosopher or a spiritual leader of hairesis is 
equate�] to 1.he hierophant of mysteries. 

t-Jie1v.r logos-. (tEpoc; AO"fO<;) sacred caJe, sacred word or book (e.g. 
possessed by the initial.ion priests of Dionysus and Pythagoreans): the.re 
were logoi (accounts, explanations) within practical mysteries and 
addit.ional lqgo; adduced from outside; they were both exoreric and 
esoteric, about t.he mysteries and within d1e mysteries, devdoped on three 
differenr hermeneutical levels: those of myth, allegory, and metaphysics. 

Homo iosfr theo: (o�totuJcrtc; 0EuJ) likeness to God; the phrase is derived 
from the famous passage of Plato's Theaetel11s 176bc; it is understood as 
the end (telos) of life which is to be attained by knowledge (.gnosis); for 
lamblichus. "knowledge of the gods is virtue and wisdom and perfect 
happiness, and makes us resemble d1e gods" (Protrep. ch.3). 

ll1tpi:11xiJ� (tnmpx,tc;) pure existence of a thirtg, an essential foundation; 
the term covers Lhc level of pure unity (which is the foundation of all 
manifested realit.ies) and d1e divine; for Proclus, being's pure essence is no 
actual being, but a unity (he11as) with existence (huparxis), and this unicy is 
the spark of divinity; t.he h,rparxis of heoads is not existence of certain 
concrcre subjects, but unqualiGed e."cistence, unconditioned even by being. 

1 lupo1oche-. (uno8ox11) reception; the receptacle underlying all the 
world ol becoming; for Plato - the material principle. the mother and 
receptacle of the whole visible cosmos (Tim.Sla); hupodoche is equivalent to 
space (dx11<1) and nurse (tithene); according ro Iamblichus, pure and divine 
m:Hter receives and reveals rhe gods in cosmogony (De !t(JS!er.232.17); each 
level on tlw Ncoplatonic chain (.reim) of theophany is regarded as the 
receptacle of iis superior (which functions as a "form" in respect co 
"matt�r"): Lhe c:mbodied soul is a lmpodoche of rhe god due Lo d1e soul's 
ca�acuy or theurgic suitability (epitedeiotes); in theurgy, minerals, planes, 
arurnals. divine stat-ues and icons, temples and sacred landscapes can be 
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regarded as the receptacles of the descending divine light or power; 
initially. this is the Egyptian doctrine of desce11sio and tra11s/atio: the gods and 
divine powers descend into their images (akhe1J111) and animare the material 
world. understood as an i111ago caeli. 

H1rpostasi.s: (U1tocrtacru;) standing under, sediment, foundation; in 
Neoplatonism. hlfpostasis is a synonym of 011.sia, that means being, 
substance, existence: the three h,rpos/a.sei.s of Ploti.ous are three fundamental 
levels. or dimensions. of divine realicy: the One. Intellect. and Soul. 

I f1rpothe.si.r. (un:o0i;mc;) proposal, intention, argument, hypothesis, the 
premiss of a syllogism; the nine h)rpotheses of dialectic in Plato's 
Pam1e11ide.s are regarded by the Neoplatonisrs as the nine hlfpostaseis, or 
levels of reality, extending from the ineffable One to pure matter, or non
being. 

ldea-. (t8i;a) in non-technical use the term refers to the visual aspect of 
anything; for Plato and the Platonists, it is the highest noetic entity, the 
eternal unchanging Form, the archetype of the manifested material thing; 
in Plato. idea is a synonym of eidos, but in Neoplatonism these two terms 
have a slightly different meaning. 

l111ago dei: "the image of God" in Latin, the Egyptian tut 11ele1; the 
numerous conceptions of likeness (ho111oiosii) to God were elaborated in 
tJ,e Platonic philosophical tradition and Scripture-based Christian 
theology, namely, that man (though shaped &om the earth and therefore a 
monal, passible, shocLlivcd being) is honoured wiLh God's own image 
which (sometimes equated with the microcosmic 110Ns) reflects ilie 
io,morlal, pure, and everlasting divine nature: accordingly, as tl,e image of 
God, the immortal human soul (or heart-intellect) is viewed as a mirror of 
God, both to others and co iLself; in Lhe case of Christ (analogous Lo the 
Horus-like pharaoh, Ra so, Osiris resurrected, the Perfecl Man of Sufi 
metaphysics), the oYe.rwhelming cosmological "image" (eiko11) stands for 
living and active essence, thereby establishing a dominion over all 
creatures; being made in die image of God, man (who recovered his pure 
primordial nature and realized his final spiritual perfection) is the 
vicegerent of the Lord; rhough ult.imately of Egyptian origin, "this very 
concept of the l111ago Dei which formed a synthesis between the Platonic
Ai·istotelian-Stoic view and the Christian view of mao, ... dominated the 
whole of the Patristic period and the Christian !vLiddle Ages" (E. Brunner). 

lsefet. the Egyptian term which designates "lack", or "deviation" from 
the meaningful divine order (111aal), mat is, all negative Sethian qualities, 
such as falsehood. violence, sickness, enmity, and so on; 1hc meaning of 
creauon (constituted bv the different levels and modes of manifestations, 
khepem) lies in its noeci� plenitude. thal which yields being, order, life, and 
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•ust.ice; therefore all suffering, rebellion, crime, and toJusLice (the 

�vmpi-oms of lack, delusion, and non-being) a.re indications of the world's 
1�,ss of its original intellig1ble plenitude for the .reason of its moving away 
[rom the primeval aoeric source and, as a consequence, of its deviation 
(rom rhe correct archetypal patterns; the sacred institution of kingship is 
revealed and established as a means to overcome ir�/et and reconstitute the 
disfigured imago dei. that is, to recover one's true spiritual identit-y, 
accorcw.1g to Egyptian theology: "Ra has placed the pharaoh in the land of 
the Living. fo.re\rer and ever, judglflg humankind and satisfying the gods. 
realizing maat and destroying isefet''. 

Jv,: the EgypLian term for one's vita.I power, oc for one's "double", 
which also may be understood as an abstract principle symbolizing an 
individual's psychic tendencies, moral qualities, and appetites; ka may 
indicate ma.le potency and the sustaining power of life; the ka hieroglyph 
represents two extended arms, perhaps suggesting the gesture of praise, 
prayer, o.r one of embrace (since the hieratic power of ka is ritually 
transmitted th.rough the p.ciestly embrace - that is, th.cough embracing 
statues and spiritual disciples - which imitates tl1e archetypal "event" 
when Atum embraced Shu and Tefnut in illo tempore); the ka-double is 
fashioned along with the material human body by the ram-headed god 
Khow11 on his potter's wheel; to "go to one's ka'' meant to die; however, 
the ka (when located in the vita.I realm of the dead ancestors) needed 
continuing nourishment provided in the funerary sanctuaries-residences to 
the anin1ated statues: the food-offerings themselves are designated as ka11 
and are thought as being imbued wiili the life-power of ka: the 
fundamental qua.lilies attached to the notion of ka included subsistence, 
nuttitioo, penctraLion, force, spl.endou.c, magic, worth, radiance, greenness, 
vassalage (tl1at of serving an of

ficia� o.c a spiritual master, who often 
occupied tl1e rank of official or administrator of the pharaonic state); a1J 
ancestors are regarded as kat1, therefore to beget a child is to re-establish a 
vital Link witl1 them; Osiris is viewed as the ka of Horus (in the role of bis 
fatl1er and tJ:1e source of bis fortune), and Horus is viewed as the ka of 
Osiris when he embraces and revives his father Osiris; the pharaoh's ka is 
the source of prnsperity to tl1e whole world and to all inhabitants of the 
theocratic sra te. 

lv.itharsiJ: (Ka0apcrn;) purification, purgation of pass.ions; the term 
occurs in AristoLle's deG.nition of Lragcdy (Poetic:r 14496 24) and seems to 
be horrowcd from medicine. religious initiations and magic. 

"-hepe,: tl1e Egyptian hieroglyph. depicting Lhe s::icred scar::ib (Scarabae11., 
sace,• rep · • hi · · l - I l • · . ;. (es1;;0Ls t s msect 11se.f aoc mcrn1norp 1oses or transwrmauons 
mvolved iH all possible "becomings"; khcpcr means coming into being, ma��estation, developmenL changing, and so on; different ontological 
manilestations (such :is one's corpse, shadow, kt1. ba. akh . .rah) are regarded 
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as khepem; A rum, as che source of all existence, is the "lord of khepenl'; 
:\rum is described as developing ''in this your identity of the Scarab", that 
is, in h.is hypostasis of the ooetic sun at the dawn of creation: Ra emerged 
from the abyss of Nun in h.is ideoricy of Khepera; therefore :\tum (neb le111, 
the lord of Lota.lily) is the transcendent completeness llnd the supreme 
noetic source of being, Khepera (Khep.rer) is the proxirmte cause of aU 
manifestations (khepem), and Horus is the linal cause: whiJc Khepera is the 
entity embodied in the sun as ic rises in d1e morning; it is 1.he symbol of 
the ioitiate's rebirth. 

Kos111os 11oelor. (K0O'�toc; vorp:oc;) the intelligible cosmos of divine 
Forms and intellects, located between dle One and the Soul; it embraces 
the hie.rarchy of different levels and orders (la..Yeis) of divine real.icy (such 
as Being, Life, and Intellect), tilled with the various triads of Ll,e intelligible 
(noetic), iotelJigible-iotclJective (noet.ic-noeric) and intellective (ooeric) 
gods; among the metaphysical categories and triads of kos111os 11oe/os are 
such as: existence (h,rpmxi.r) - power (d111w1111s) - aCLivicy (energei,1), 
remaining (111011e) - procession (.proodo.r) - reversion (epislmphe), symmetry 
(s11111111e11ia) - truth (aletheia) - beauty (kt.1/los). 

Lngis111or. (11.oytcrµoc;) numerical calculation, the power of reasoning, 
reason. 

Lngos: (11.oyoc;) the basic meaning is "something said", "account"; the 
term is used in explanation and definition of some kind of thing, but also 
means reason, measure, proportion, analogy, word, speech, discourse, 
discu.rsive reasoning, noetic apprehension of d1c first principles; the 
demiurgic Logos (like the Egyptian f-111. equated with Thoth, Lhe tongue of 
lh, who transforms the Thoughrs of the Heart into spoken and wriucn 
Language, thus creating and articulaLing the world as a script and icon or 
d,e gods) is the intem,edfa.ry djvinc power: as an image of the noetic 
cosmos, d,e physical cosmos is regarded as a multiple Logos containing a 
plurality of individual logoi (E11n. ]V.3.8.17-22); in Plotinus, Logos is 001 a 
separate h11postrms, but determines the relation of any h11poste1si.r to its 
source and its products, serving as the formative principle from which the 
lower realities evolve; the external speech (logos propho,ikos) constitutes dle 
excernal expression of in1ernal thought (logos mdit1lhetos). 

i\llaat. dlc ancient Egyptian term for measure, harmony, canon, jusLicc 
and truth, shared by rhe gods and humans alike; 111c1,1t is the essence or the 
sacred laws thal keeps a human community and Lhe entire cosmic ordered: 
it establishes the link between above and below: "letting 11,aal ascend" 1s a 
language offering during the hieratic 1itcs and interpretation of the cosmic 
process in terms of theu mystic and salvarionaJ meaning,; for Plato. who 
admired the Egyptian palleros, the well-ordered cosmos, 1.n11.h, and justice 
arc among the main objects of philosophical discourse. 
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,\lfania: (µavta.) madness, frenzy; the state of frenzy is connected with 
the psychic state called enthco.r, ''withio is a god"; being possessed by a god 
incans a loss of ooe's UJlderstanding (nom); the god Dionysus is the 
Frenzied One: therefore some kind of enthusiam, madness and inspiration 
is related to the prophecy and mystical experience; Plato distinguishes the 
prophetic mania of Apollo from the telestic mania of Dionysus, adding two 
other rypes of mania - the poetic and erotic or philosophical enthusiasm 
(Phaed,:2++a-245a); the philosopher is the erotic madman, but his divine 
erotic madness and divine sophrrmme (temperance, virtue, prudence) a.re to 
be united in the successful experience of love which elevates through 
ii1hllllllt1Si.r LO\Vards the divine realm. 

1\iltithe111cr. (µa0T]µO.) any study which a person may lea.m (manthanein); 
later the term is conuned to the malhematical sciences, harmonics and 
astronomy 

• Hqya: the Sanskrit term related to the root 111a (measure, fashion, 
makmg); it is a div.inc property or power involved in the creation of the 
world and, therefore, regarded both as demiurgic wisdom and (when 
compared to the supreme Principle per .re) as the universal delusion; thus, 
creation is viewed as a product of tJJt!]a's art and, ultimately, is an illusion, 
if regarded as self-sufficient:, i.e., as separated from its source; the power 
of lllf!JO is analogous to the power of heka which is either combined with 
maat (order, justice, proper measure, truth), or misused in the context of 
i.refet (which includes an irrational passion) and thereby turned into a 
dream-like illusion and magic; the cosmic play (Ii/a) is based on the 
inexhaustible power of divine Maya which is transceoded only by the 
ineffable union with the supreme Principle, the archetypal Thaumaturgus 
himself: in Platonic epistemology, the realm of 111a__va should be equated to 
the realrn oC btunan opinion, doxa, contrasted to true knowledge, episte111e. 

Me: the Sumerian term (rendered as parm in Akkadian) designates the 
�ropcrties and powers of the gods close to those both transcendent and 
m,manen1 archcrypes which are called Forms, or Ideas, in Platonism; 
however, rhc concept of me is expressed in t.he language of myth; it cove.rs 
the ideas, models, thiogs, and activities that are central to the theoceotric 
universe and t.he civilized human life; the related term gish-h11r (de.miurgic 
plan, design) denotes how these noctic prototypes are manifested in an 
0r?erly way in the realm of the state-based economical, social, cultic, and 
sptntual life: when the me are forgotten (or the dhar711a neglected, in 
Sanskrit Lerms), the well-attuned poljtical, social, and religious cosmos falls 
u110 disorder . 

. _\fedu neter. "divine words". "divine speech", i.e., the Egyptian 
liicroglyphs; in a cenain respect, I.hey may be regarded as the visible 
symbolic images. if 001 "incarnations", o[ the Platonic Forms, d1at is, of 
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1.he intelligible J lieroglyphs which are the arche1ypes of manifestation; all 
med" 11eter (in their ooetic akh11 aspect) originated from that which was 
thought of by Lhe heart of Ptah and commanded by his rongue, i.e., by 
Thoth; the manifested universe is an articulation of the ooetic l:ueroglypbs: 
the Memphitc theology argues tha1 Ptah created all things aod all 
h.ieroglyphs, after be formed the gods; the concept of 111edtt 11eter is based 
on the theory of creation by the Word (l-:l11, Logos); therefore the sacred 
script (which is also the chief form of the Egyptian sacred an) on its owo 
level reflects the structure of reitlity, rhe configuration of the noetic 
itrcherypes. 

Methe.xi.r. (µt0&Xtc;) part1c1parion; for the Pythagoreans, things are 
imitations of numbers, but for Plato, particulars participate in their Forms; 
Iamblichus extended "p:u·cicipation" .into a general term for the informing 
of lower principles by higher ooes and thus established the triad of 
transcendent Form, immanent universal and material particuJar: th.is 
general scheme of unparticipated (a111ethekto11), participated (111etecho111e11011) 
and participant (111etecho11) terms may be applied to different levels of 
manifestation: the unparticipated teans operate on lower realities only 
indirectly, through the intermediary of the participated terms which they 
produce; thus tbe ontological levels are multiplied and divine 
transcendence is preserved. 

Mi111esis: (µtµ11cnc;J imitation, representation; in the Poetics 1447a-b 
Aristotle includes all the fine arts under mimesis, among tl1em epic, tragedy, 
comedy, painting and sculpture; the images produced by mi111csi.r ru:e not al 
all like photographic images; according lo H. Armstrong, the classical 
Hellenic artists' images ru:e mimetically closer co those of lhe traditional 
arcs of the East than co those of nineteenth-century Europe: "If we 
establish in our imagination the figure of Lhe masked singi11g actor as our 
image of mimesis we shall oot do LOO badly" (Plato11ic M1irors, p.151): 
however, in the vocabulary used by Proclus the teems mimesis and ,nime111a 
are usually reserved for art of an inferior type, though Proclus says thal 
"the congenitaJ veh.icles (oche111ata) imitate (111i111eitai) the lives of the souls" 
(Ele111e11ts oJTheology 209) and "each of the souls perpetually attendant upon 
gods, imitating its divine soul, is sovereign over a number of particular 
souls" (ibid.,2O4). 

Mlnfi. the Arabic term for ascent, elevation (analogous to 1J1e Greek 
term anagoge): if the Night of Power (lq)'la! al--qad,} constiruccs. 
mctaphys1call� speaking, the descending cosrnogonical path of 
manifestacioo and re,·elauon. the Night of Ascent (l,tv/411 ctf-mi'ny) 
constitutes 1he ascending pnb of return (Greek epist,vphe. a11odos). 
exemplified by the Prophet's ascenr from Mecca via Jerusalem to the 
highest heaven and tbe Divine Presence: from the Lime oi Abu Yazid al
Bisrnrni (d.875) onwards, Lhis mlrqj of Lhc Propbe1 Muhamm:id is 
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explicitly taken as a pc�totype for the Sufi ascent _througb the se_ven 
heavens to the Garden (;ru111a), located between the eighth and the ru.nth 
heavens, that is, the Footstool and the 11irone; the.reby the Muslim 
nwsr.ics move beyond human qualities and are reborn into a higher realm 
of existence: according to Ruzbihan Bagli of Shiraz: "Just as heaven is the 
staircase of Lhe 111i'rcy; so the frames of focm are the ladder into the heart's 
world"; although most of the Sufis accepted the bodily nature of tl1e 
PJophet's 111i'raj, they thought that in the microcosm (whose summit is a 
place of t.hc spicit, contrasted with all the �;g�tive traits as��ciated wit!1 
the passionate soul, al-najs a l -ammarah) the friends of God make theu 
non-bodily ascents in imitation of the Prophet. 

J\-forphir. (µop�11) sbape; e.g. kata somalos 1110,phen - "in a bodily shape" 
(PIJCiedi:27 J a); sometimes 1110,phc is used as a synonym of idea and eidos. 

1WN11d11.r illlagi11alis: "imaginal world", the world of the Imaginable: the 
conception of 1111md11s imagi11ali.r was popularized by the French scholar 
Henry Corbin as a possible rendering of the Arabic al-a/am al-mitha/; this 
tda11, is tl1e world of symbolic v:isions and of typifications, viewed as an 
intermediate isthmus (barz.akh) between the intelligible and the sensible, 
i.e., the world in which spirits are co.rporealized and bodi.es spicima.lized; 
this realm is prominent in the later Sufi cosmologies, though some 
contemporary scholars argue that the faculty of imagination (compared to 
the mirror which reflects both noetic and sensible sides of reality) was 
turned in Lo the separate ontological world (the whole dream-like universe 
of symbols and animated mythological figures, established within that 
i.nit.ia!Jy was I he hypostasis of Soul ia Plotinus) due to the creative 
misinterpretations of al-Ghazali's texts and the Peripatetic misreadings of 
tbe Ncoplaronic met.a-cosmic hierarchy; however, one of its prototypes 
may be found in Plato's description of the "real earth" which is fuj) of 
"sanel"uarics and temples truly inhabited by gods, and oracles and 
prophecies and visions and all othe.r kinds of communion with the gods 
which occur i-here face to face" (Phaed.111c ff); according to me 
philosophy of [shraq, developed by al-Suhrawardi and his Persian 
followers, it is called tJ1e "intermediate Orient" (al-111ashriq al-awsa� of 
Angels-Souls (those who move the heavens and are endowed wiili pure 
acuve lmagination), preceding the pure Orient of tl1e higher pleroma; Ibn 
a J -'Arnbi describes it as the plane of images (amtha� and imagination 
(k!Jc!)•rd) which is located between the plane of the sensible experience and 
�1� phtn� or the Presence of Lordship (mbrtbfyah): to regard it as a world 
Jill genm.r of etcrn:il archetypes would be (according to the Greek 
N I . 

L cop a101�1sts) akin to locat.i_og these archetypes at the level of 
rnathemilucal pha11lrmu which, in the case of Tshrngis. asswnes the 
mythological status of the living wonderland in which noetic ideas present 
thcmselvcs in imaginal fom1s and in which mateciaJ things appear as subtle 
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bodies; however, far from being the realm o[ intelligible archetypes, chis is 
the dream-world of magicians, the twilight reaJm of Osirian Duat, or of 
.\nima Muncli. integrated into the Islamic Sufi theory of prophetic and 
visionary experiences; the imaginaJ facuJty (khf!J•a◊ works by an inner 
perception 1hat perceives ideas in sensory form; in the school of Tbn al
'Arabi. imagination is considered I) as the universe itself, 2) as an 
in1ermeruate macrocosmic world, and 3) as an intermeruate microcosmic 
world. 

Jlus1agogi11: (�mcrta:ymyta) an initiation into a mystery; leading and 
guidance of the initiate (11mstes, plural. mf(s/a1) to the 1elesterio11 where 
initiations 1.ake place; a mystagogue is the introducer into the mysteries, 
the learung priest, instmctor or spiriruaJ guide; Proclus viewed the 
phiJosopby of Plato as a "mystagogy" an "in.itia Lion into the holy mysteries 
d1emselves" (Plat. Theo/. I.L); for rhe Byzantine Christians, a mystagogy 
means a l.imrgicaJ concemplation of the mystery of the Church. 

,\luste,i,r. (pucr,T)pta) the proceedings of initiation and sacred rites are 
called mysteries; tbe Eleusinian festival is known simply as ta vmsleria or 
,m11e/os le/eta,: the initiates - 11mslai and bacchoi - walk a sacred way, tbe goal 
of which is inner rransfocmatioa and etemaJ bliss: "happy and blessed 
one. god wilJ you be instead of a mortal"; the Orphic mysteries have 
slrikiag parallels in tbc Egyptian Book of the Dead and the Coffin Texts; the 
mysteries are characterized as an esoteric, secret, forbidden (apon-he/011) and 
unspeakable (a"he/011); the special states, attained through initiation (telete), 
are claimed to be valid even beyond death; L11e mystery-language is 
adopted by Plato and used by his followers; even the Stoic Seneca speaks 
of the initiatory rites of phiJosophy, "which open not some local shrine, 
but [the] nst temple of aJJ the gods, tbe universe itsclf, whose tme images 
and true Likeness philosophy has brought before die mind's eye" 
(Ep.90.'28). 

,\ltithos: (µ1.>0o<;) myth, taJe; lego111e11t1, "things recited", in the Eleusinian 
mysteries, i.e. the recitations of the hieros logos, belong to the sphere of 
myth; the one-sided opposition between an isrationaJ 1/Jfltho.r and rational 
logos in T IeUeaic philosophy and cuJrure, established by modern 
scholarship. 1s wrong, because even in Plato, myths coostirute the essential 
pan of philosophy; all tnie myths require a proper cosmologicaJ and 
metaphysical e:,:egesi.r, according to Proclus, the hieratic myths have a 
certain inner meaning (hflpo11oia) and conceal secret or unspoken 
(apporrheton) doctrines, sometimes mspired or revealed by the gods 
themselves; SaUustius associates the highest level of myth with 
IJ'anscendcnt divine reality and the lowest with deceptive perceptions 
within tbe realm of the senses; thus a Myth (like r Iindu Alqyt1) is analogous 
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LO the manifested cosmos itself, understood as the visible veil of the 
hidden invisible truth. 

Nebeh: the Egyptian term related to the ontological series of Shu and 
sometimes rendered as Eternal Recurrence; 11eheh-etemity, or neheh-time, 
perhaps should be conceived as the cyclic time of Ra which is reflected as 
our evervdav cime of constant rhythmic change: therefore it is not 
completed i� the sense of the Osirian efet-time; this is Lime of eternal 
rewrn which is emphasized by the regular repetitioo of temple rituals. 

:-.Jete,; 11elere/ (pl. 11eten1, netend): the Egyptian term for "god" and 
"goddess" respectively; the neter hieroglyph depicts a figure sitting in 
proGle while knees bent and feet drawn back toward the body; another 
related hieroglyph looks like a staff wrapped with cloth, or like a cuJtic 
flag; in both cases an association witb wrapping and binding (111) is 
evident, and the mummy-like nature of the tightly wrapped body of the 
siLLing Ligure indicates an idea of deification (or that of an immanent 
parucipaoon in the divine) through soul-transfoaning death and rebirth; 
in the PLulemaic period, the hieroglyph of a star also signified "god"; the 
series of all gods are viewed as manifestations or hypostases of the 
supreme Principle (''Lord of All", "Sole Lord who bore all by means of 
Heb") which Itself may be called by different names; 11etem may be also 
rendered as "divine pciociples", "archetypal names", "hieroglyphs", 
"paradigms and energies of the manifested being''; the totality of divine 
forces that constiLUte the Egyptian universe is summarized by the term 
"Eonead" (psd�, that is, "group of nine" wh.ich means both the chief 
ooeLic meu1-strucn.1re o[ archetypes and the indeterminate amount of 
divine forces, the plurality of gods; in tbe J,rstmctio11 for Me,ikare the Creator 
is referred simply as neter and human beings regarded as images (sm,) of 
this God; the gnostic identification with 11etem was indispensable if the 
ini1i:1tc wished 10 attune onese.lf to the power of a particular divine 
principle and to re-establish one's true identity through sacred 
ber111cncutics, purification integration assimilation illumination and 
Lbeurgic union. ' ' ' 

'\Joesis: (vo11crn;) intellectioo, thought, intellectual intuition, pure 
intLLitivt' apprehension which transcends discursive reason and is related to 
IIQIIS; unified noetic intuition at different levels of reality· for Proclus 
im�lligible and at the same cime intellective (11oeto11 bama kai 11oero11) Life: 
which is characLerisci.c of self-substantiated henads, e.'Cernplifies ,,oesis as a 
proces�; at the highesL ontological leveL 110esis provides union ·with the 
imclligiblc (11oeton) world througb the so-called "tlower of intellect" (a11thos 
llott)'. for �amblicbus, the unifying power of the gods transcends al] human 
1101:m (which appears to resemble Plotinian dia11oit1), but this human 11oe.ris is 
a necessary part of ascent and co-operation with the divine; the supreme 
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11ocsis is auainable only through lhe working of Lheurgy by il1e grace of 
god. 

No";. (vouc;) intelligence, imrnecliate awareness, intuition, intuitive 
intellect; Plato clistinguishecl 11o"s from dia11oia - discursive reason; Nous is 
tl1e second hupostasis of Plotinus; every intelligence is its owo objecc 
therefore the act of intellection always involves self-consciousness: the 
substance of intelligence is its noetic content (11oeto11), its power of 
intellection (nous). and its activity - Lhe act of 11oesis-, in a macrocosmic 
sense, 1 011s is the divine Intellect, the Second Goel wbo embraces and 
personifies Lhe entire noetic cosmos (Being-Llfe-lntelligence), the 
Demiurge of Lhe manifested wuverse: such Nous may be compared to 
l Lindu Ish,,ara and be represented by such solar gods as the Egyptian Ra; 
11011s is indepeodenr or body and thus immune from destruction - it is the 
unitary and clivine element, or the spark of clivine light, which is present in. 
men and through which the ascent to the divine Sun is made possible. 

Oche111a: (oxri�ux) vehicle; a boat which comreys the souls of me dead, 
d1e soul's chariot in Plato's Phaed111.r, by Aristotle, ochema is understood as 
p11e"111a - the seat of imagination (pha11tasio), aoaJogous to tl1at element of 
which the stars are made; the oche111a-p11e111na as an astral body functions as 
a quasi-immateriaJ carrier of the irrationaJ soul: daimons have a m.isty 
p11em110 which alters its form in response to tl1eir imaginings and Lhus 
causes Lhcm to appear in ever changing shapes: for lamblichus. the 
aetherial and luminous vehicle (aithcrodes kai a1tgoeides ochema) is the 
recipient of divine pha,,tosiai; orhe1J1a carries soul down LO tl1e stare of 
embodiment and is darkened until it becomes fuUy material and visible: 
the material or Oeshly body is also a sort of ochc111a; ]lroclus distinguished 
I) the higher i.mmatcriaJ and luminous oche111a into wluch Plato's Dcmiurge 
pu1s the soul (Ti111.-I I e) and 2) lower, p11e11111,1tiko11 oche111a, which is 
composite of the four elements and serves as a vehicle o[ irrational soul -
it survives bodily death, but linally is purged away. 

011oma: (ovoµa) word, name: a noun as distinct from a verb: for 
Proclus, a name is an eiko11 of a pmvdcig111r1, a copy of a model; the words 
(01101110!0) are ogal111ala, the audible "icons" or "statues" of higher clivine 
realities; tl,erefore true names are naturally appropriate, like images Lhat 
reOect the form o[ rhe object, or like artistic icons that ref1ecc Platonic 
Fonns rather than objects of the sensible world. 

O"sir1: (oucna) being. substance. na1ure, essence: as P. I ladot pmnred 
ou1: "If we consider the series formed by 011.ria in Plato. Oll.ftr1 in Aristotle, 
011s1t1 in the Stoics. 011.11a in the Ncoplato,usts. and the s11b.rt,111ti11 and e.r.re111io 
in the church Fatl1ers and rhe Scholasucs. we shall find that the idea of 
Olfsi,1 or essence is amongst the most confused and confusing norions'" 
(Philosopl!), a.r t1 IF�y �( Lje. p.76): since Lrue being is permane111 aud 
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intelligible, 1.hc substance (011sia) of beings is tJ1eir logos and their essence, 
according to Plato (Phaed.65d-66a); Proclus identifies pure Being (011) with 
Essence and Substance itself (a11too11sia); for Neoplatonists, being, real 
existence and essence are inseparable: beings exist insofar as they a.re 
accessible LO inteUect aod have a li"'<ed definition: in the intelligibles the 
essence is never distinguished from real being. 

p(lideicr. (1tat81>ta) education. culture; the programme of ttaditional 
Hellenic education based on imitation of Homeric exemplars; Plato 
initi,ned a ph.ilosopbically oriented paideia that chaUenged the trndiLionaJ 
pattern of poetically sanctioned culture and shjfted the emphasis from 
boJv to soul (see: W. Jaeger Paidcia: The Ideals of Greek C11/t11n:. Oxford 
Uni�'ersity Press, I 943, 3 vols.). 

Paradeigma: (1ta.pa.81,1.yµa) exemplar, paradigm, archetype, pattern, 
modd: accord.ing to Plato, a paradigm of his perfect state is laid up io 
Heaven (Rep.592b); the ooetic Paradigm is regarded as the model for the 
creation: 1.he visible world is a living creature made after the likeness of an 
eternal original, i.e. the ideal Living Animal io the world of Forms; thus 
the world is an image of eternal paradigms (paradeigmata); ilierefore the 
Dem..imge makes the cosmos as an agal111a (hieratic sratue, cultic image, 
ornamcm) and sets up within it the agalmala of the individual gods. 

Pamdosi.r. (n:apa8ocrv;) transmission, tradition; e.g. Otpheos paradosis -
the Orphic LracliLion. 

Per ,111kfr. 1 he Egyptian term meaning the House of Life, i.e., the temple 
scriptorium and a high school for esoteric training whose priests 
maiocainccl an oral tradition of initiation and also produced writings in 
d.ifferent branches of knowledge, including theology, mathematics, ritual 
expenise, hieratic liturgy, hermeneutics, genealogy, as1rology, sacred 
geography, mineraJogy, medicine, mythography, architecture, the science 
of theurgic talismans and image-making; the staff of every per ankh was 
constituted by the lector-priests (heri heb) whose role was associated with 
sacred books and the heka-power, as well :1s with preservation of man!, the 
cosmic order, and maintaining the tJieurgic tradition of mystical ascent 
a�d- �ssimtlation to the gods; ooly through esoteric knowledge and 
uu�auon into tJ1e i1wisible realm, Lhat is, Lluough symbolic death and 
reb1n.h, accomplished in the House of Life was one able to reveal one's 
"�h-ideni..ity and be united with immortal di�ine principles; in the diagram 
ot -�e per ankh (Pap. Stilt 825) it is depicted as a symbolic mandala with 
?sins at the centre: I sis and Nepthys occupy the come.rs at the side of his 
Leet, Horus and Thoth - the comers at the side of the head, Geb 
�eprcscnts Lhe ground, Nut - Lhe sky; the priests of the House of Lifo 
toUow ''the secret way of Thoth": one of the chief lector-priests (hen· tep) 
said r1::garding the formula imbued \vith Lhc hek{l-power: "Do nor rcvc�I it 
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LO the common man - it is ,1 mystery of the [ louse of Life" (Pap. Leiden 
344r). 

Pemr. (m:pac;) limit, boundary; the fuodamencal cosmological principle 
of the Pythagoreans: tbe Unlimited (apeinm) is indefinite and in need of 
Limit which in Lhe table of opposites is related to Odd, One, RighL. Male, 
Rest, Straight, Lighl, Good, Square; the principles of Limit and the 
Unlimited (discussed in Placo's Phiteb11s) are d1e Pythagorean monad and 
dyad that constitute the order of henads in Proclus and play a central role 
in the constitution of reality; limit and unlimited serve as two principles 
(archcu) of mathemat.ical reality (011sia). 

Phanlasin: (�avracna) imagination: for Plato. pha11/asi11 belongs LO the 
realm of appearance and illusion: for Aristotle, phn11/asia is neither 
perception nor judgment but a distinct capacity of the soul, the capaciry 
which responds lo appearances derived from memory, dreams and sense
perception; the 2nd century A.D. sophist Ph.ilosuarus was the fust to call 
1hc faculry of producing visual images phantasia which is contrasted with 
mimesis: "For 111i111esis will produce only what sbe has seen, but phanlasia 
even whal she bas not seen as well; and she will produce ic by referring co 
the standard of the perfect reality" (Llft q/ Apollo11i11s 6.19); the 
Neoplatonists lack the concept of creative imagination, though the 
Neoplatooic pha11tasia can reproduce images of higher principles in 
mathematics and language: ilierefore phm1/asia, as a mirror, is placed al the 
junction of two different levels of being: the miror of imagination 1101 only 
reflects images of phenomena but also images of noeric Fonns, ldeas. 
thus translating revelations and divine epiphanies into visible icons and 
symbols of the higher realities; at t.he ju.action of pb1111/as£a (which is 
identified with f/OIIS pathelikos by Proclus) rational and irrat.ional meet: the 
objects of phantasia are t11pos (imprint). schema (figure) and 1110,phe (shape). 

PhilosophiU'. (�iAocro�ta) love of wisdom; the intellecLUal and "erotic" 
path which leads to virtue and knowledge; the term itself perhaps was 
coined by Pythagoras; the Hellenic philosophia is a prolongation, 
mod.il.icau.on and "modernizat.ion" of the Egypt.ian and Near Eastern 
sapienrial ways of life: philosophia cannot be reduced LO philosophical 
discourse; for Aristotle, met.aphysics is prote philosophia. or theologikt, but 
philosophy as theo,ia means dedication to the bios theoretikos. the Life of 
contemplat.ioo - d,us the philosophical life means t.he participat.ion in the 
divine and u1e accualization of the divine in l11e human through personal 
askesis and inner trans format.ion; Plato defines philosophy as a training for 
death (Phaed.67cd): the Platonic philosophi11 helps the soul to become aware 
of its own immateriality: it liberates from passions and strips away 
everything that is not truly itself: for Plotinus. philosoph) does not wish 
only "to be a discourse aboL1l objects, be t.hey even the highest. but ic 
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wishes acruaUy to lead the soul co a Living, concrete union with the 
[nteliect and the Good"; in late Neoplato.nism, the ineffable theur�7 is 
rcg:irded as the culmination of philosophy. 

Phm11csi.r. (�povl'jcrtc;) thought. understanding, practical wisdom. 
sagacity. prudence; according to some modern scholars, phro11csis is closer 
ro 1.he English "wisdom" than sophia, because "wisdom" is, in standard 
English. applied to practical matters; but Lb.is is still a disputed issue. since, 
for Aristotle, sophia covers bodily, aesthetic, political, d1eoreticaL and 
religious or metaphysical areas of human activity (011 PhtlosopJr,1

, fr.8). 

Ph11.ris (�ucric;) {.pf?)l.ris in a more conventional English transcription): 
nature (of something), nature as opposed LO the artificial; for Proclus, it is 
die last inunatecial reality o.r power that exists inunediately prior to the 
material world and is responsible for aU the motion and change witluo it. 

Pragmata: (1tpayµa·ta,) things; in Proclus ta prag111ata also mean 
transcendent realities, noetic entities, ceal beings. 

Pro11oia: (1tpovoux) providence; d1e well ordered arrangement of things 
in the cosmos is based on a guiding and planning providence; the concept 
is developed before Socrates; according to Proclus, since all proceeding 
thiHgs in their essentiaJ aspect "remain" in their higher causes, or 
archetypes, the higher causes not only contain their lower effects but d1ey 
know, or [ore-know (.p1v-11oei11), tl1ese effects; foreknowledge is also a kind 
of love - the providential love (e,v.r pro11oetikos) by which higher causes care 
for their effects. 

PtvodoJ� (rrpoo15rn;) procession; the metaphysical term in the 
Neoplatonic scheme of 111011e-proodos-epi.rtrophc (prinlacily a non-phenomenal 
process) that means manifestation; the noetic Life covers multification, 
the unlimited, and potency or power (d1111a111is) that leads to p,vodor, for 
Proclus, remaini n g -procession-reversion apply to every form, property, or 
entity, except the One Md matter. 

�)s11che (\JIOX.l'J) (usuaU�v lraJ1Scribed as P-D'che): soul; brealb o[ li[e. life
stulf; Homer distinguishes between a free soul as a soul of the dead, 
corresponding with pmche (aHd still regarded as an eido/011). and body souls. 
corresponding w.ith th111110.r, 1100s and 111eI10J: following the Egyptian 
theological patterns, the Pythagoreans constituted the pmche as the 
rellection of unchanging and immortal principles; from Plato onwards, 
Pmcl,a; ::ire no longer cegarded as eidola, phantoms or doubles of the body, 
�ut rnther the human body is viewed as the perishable simulamw, of i1n 
�1.inaterial and immortal soul; there are different deg

rees of soul (or 
di�fercnt souls): therefore anything LhaL is alive has a soul (Aristotle Dr 
am,i,a -1-1-1-632); in Phaedms '.2486 the soul is regaJ:ded as something to be a 
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separate, self-moving and immortal en ti Ly (cf. Proclus Elements of Theology 
186); Pmche is tbe third h11postasis of Plotinus. 

R.ekJr. the Egyptian term for "knowledge" whjch, Grst and foremost, is 
the knowledge of spirituaJ realities, ruvine names and meroglyphs, of tbe 
sacred cosmk topography, mythical iconography, and all bcings of tbe 
Neu1erworld; th_is claborate sLore of knowledge, including scientific 
observations and Lheological inLerprelations, had a cuJtic function and 
culn1inated in g11osi.r, thaL is. in realization of one's differcm archetypal 
iden cities and in the rescora tion of one· s djvinc namrc: knowledge of the 
Dual conferred a nether-wo_rldly identiLy on u1e irutiatc as "a holy mler in 
the following of Thou,"; Thorn (Djehmy), regarded as Hermes 
Trismegistus by the Hellenes, and ms cooson Sesheu1, or Maat, are tbe 
chief guardians and providers of all knowledge and wisdom; knowledge of 
Ra, or of his images and noetic rituals expressed in d1e sun's daily course, 
conferred on tbe sage or Lhe io_itiate a noetic identity: "He who knows iL is 
a ba of the bau wirh Ra"; "He who knows iliese mysterious representations 
(or symbols) is a well-provided akh"; the pharaoh, standing al lhe apex of 
all creation, is the Gnostic par exre/le,,ce. he knows the theurgic way of 
ascent and his own metaphysic11l identity, knows the mysterious words 
that U1e eastern bau (the "angels" of Thoth) speak, knows tbe 
cosmogonical birthings of Ra and bis self-generations in the waters of 
Nun: in d1c A.111d11at, cl,e pharaoh, or the priest who represents him in the 
cult (and, consequemly, every irutiate, sage, or pruJosopher), knows the 
mysterious bcm of the Netherworld, me gates and the roads Ra (the solar 
1 ow) travels, knows "what is in rhe hours and lheir gods", cl,e 
transfigurations of Ra and ms images; the spirirual knowledge of cl,e 

ethcrwocld determines one's "Osiriucatioo", alchemical transformation, 
and immort.'llization. thereby allowing one to face Ra or to be uruted with 
Arum-Ra. 

Rm: the Egyptian tern, for "name"; the divine light, or the sacred, may 
be presenL in d1e divine names as it is present in lhe hieratic statues and aU 
divine manifestations (khepem): therefore it is maintained that an essentiaJ 
relationship exists between the name and the named: accordingly, the 
sacred language is regarded as a climens_ion of divine presence: the 
Egyptian hymns wicl, name foanulas (anaJogous to the dhikr-foanulas in 
Sufism and Hindu mantras) themselves a.re caUed "mrnsfigurations" 
(.rakh11) and are related to the root t1kh, meaning to radiate, to iUun1jnatc, to 
be a ruvine spiriL or an intelligible light; therefore ,1khu (radiant noetic 
quality) refers to the d,eurgic power of the sacred word which is able to 
illuminate, elevate, or to re,·eal the divine realities as well as their mddeo 
meaning; in the cull realm, the sacred language is viewed as the language 
of deities themselves. since onlv deities make use of the theurgic power of 
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names, iilong with the pharaoh (the son of Ra) and the .initiated priests to 
whom the pharaoh delegates his priestly and "philosophical" function. 

Sah: the Egyptian term for one's "golden" spiritual body which serves 
as a vehicle of the akh-intellect; the idealized shape of the mummy (viewed 
as an icon and receptacle of the animating divine forces) is a visible 
s,mbol of the immortal sah body and itself is called sah; the "germination" 
�r tl,c spiritual body constitutes a long path of initiations and alchemical 
u:ansformations based on metaphysical knowledge and correct hieratic 
rites: 1.hc initiate is to be ident..ified with ilie sacred Scarab, the god of self
rencwal. who represents the cosmogonical emergence of Beu1g from the 
ineffable Beyond-Being: ''] a.m the god Khepera, and my members shall 
h;rn:> an everlasting existence ... "; tl,e germination of the spiritual body, that 
is, of the noetic body of light, follows the patterns of the member-based 
bodv-structure and the member-based archaic psychology: all ilie 
mc1�1bers of one's body need to be turned into their spiritual equivalents; 
tl1e re-membering of the Osiriao body (i.e., the .restoration of the 
members of 1.he dismembered body) as well as the passage beyond the 
Osirian realm to iliat of Ra, a.re the essential components of ilie 
germinalion of the immortal sah-body; tbe initiate himself (as tl,e radiant 
akh saturated by tl,e rays that irradiate from the intelligible Demiu.rge) 
claims to be both the pcimordiaJ lotus (a symbol of self-transformation 
and rebirth) which shines in the Land of Purity, and tl1e golden child, R . a 
Nefertum, who emerges from the divine lotus-Dower or from the Lake of 
Flames in his glorious solar form; khat (or sha� is one's mortal body, one's 
corpse. and sah (or sah11) is one's immortal spiritual body. 

Sekhem: the Egyptian term designating "power", an active emanation of 
deity or the di,·ioe power which (as a son of .rbaklt) can be attached lO any 
god; io a certain respect, sekhem is made visible i.n the .rekhe111 sceptre held 
by the .Egyplian officials as a symbol of royal authority; the initiate or the 
deceased, who is united witb noetic principles, also acquires the quality of 
sekhe111 which, however, may differ i.n its measure and intensity; the 
receptacle of a god (its sculptured or painted image) is called sekhef!I as 
well: _therefore the numerous texts describe the ba o[ the god whi.ch alights 
on. lus sekhelll: thereby tl,e image is animated and is able co reveal the 
divine presence, provide oracles, or irradjate divine grace (like the Sufi 
barakah) and glory; the sekhm1-power is often associated with Hathor, 
known as "Eye o[ Ra", the whole (restored) Jret -eye, the vehicle o[ divine 
energy_ projected into tl,e world; th.is power has both de.rniu.rgic and 
tbeurgtc. as well as destructive and salvific aspects. 

Seira: (m,tpa) chain, series; the term. derived from Orphism and 
Homer, refers lo the vertical series, consisting of a single pcinciple. monad 
or henad, and repeated at different levels of realitv: Jeira and taxi.rare bot!, 
Lran�,·er$e and venical series: each level of seir,, (�rhicl, m:iy be compared 
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to a ray of light) reproduces those above it: therefore the gods' names 
refer not only to the henad as the source of each procession, but also to 
all 1he members of chat procession: "For each chain bears the name of its 
monad and the partial spirits enjoy having the same names as their wholes. 
11ws 1here are many 1\pollos and Poseidons iind Hephaesruses of aU 
sorts" (Proclus 111 &mp. l.92.2ff); thus the mani[es1ed .reality is a.rranged as 
Ll,e hierarchy of chains that embrnce dj,ine, iingelic, daimoruc, heroic, 
humiin and irrational levels (including animals, plants and minerals), all 
dependent on d1eir proper djvine henad, in die sense of being in its seira; 
in some respects seira is equh•alent to I he Arabic Sufi term .ril.sihh. 

Se1110-. the Egyptian term for .. union•·: the mna lueroglyph represents 
two lungs ii11ached ro rhe t.rachea iind symboli7CS the urufication of equal 
pans (e.g .• d,e uruon or Two Lands - Upper and Lower Egypt - or of two 
gods such as 1 lorus and Seth, Horus and Thoth): the se111ll hjeroglyph 
reflects the royal prerogatives of un1on: however. LO funerary and esoteric 
initiatorv contexts it may signify the initiate's becoming a royal ba. oc a 
,ieter, that is, to indicate a kind of mystical union, or un.ion between 
different divine principles d,emselves. 

Shakti: d1e Sanskrit term for "power·· and the name of the goddess; 
while the Advaita Vedanta considers sh{lk/i as m,nerial and different from 
the spiritual Brah111a11, certain Tantcic schools regard Shakt.i as being 
identical to d,e supreme Principle (P(lmll/a Sbif'(t, whose possession of 
SvalanhJ'a Shalcti indicates lus absolute integral nature which acts through 
his power of action, k,fy" shaktt); accordingly. die man.ifestation of d,e 
uruvcrse is a mode o[ the supreme Lord's self-revelation through bis own 
Shakti which functions on the different levels of being and acquires 
different qualities; as a feminine aspect of 1he divine, sh(lkti is both 
crea1ing the universe of theophanies (functioning as sp,111da-shakli or 
ultimate vibratory energy) and revealing the divine glory (t1ish11a�ya); shakci 
is both "closing"(nimesha) and "opening" (1m11mba). diat is, involved in die 
process of progressive marufesrntion, characterized by obscuring or 
concea_Ung spiri.tual .realities, and in the process of spiritual rciilization and 
the dissolution of the cosmos cit.her macrocosmicaU.y (at the end o[ a 
world cycle). or nucrocosmically (b�- the annihilation of one's lower 
narure); the sh,i:vcmtra whicl, depicts the complemencary relationship 
bc1wecn Shiv,i and Shakt.i, consis1s of the five upwar d -poin1jng ttiangles 
which represent Shiva. and 1he four downward pointing triangles which 
represenc Shakti: their interwca\'ing stru1ds for cosnuc cXJstence as a 
whole; as t.he primordial life force (11111k!!)·a-pr,111,1) shakti is uruversaUr 
present in the cosmos: as 1hc se.rpcn1 power (k1111rlttli11i-shakll) ir is depicred 
as being coiled around a shim-li11g,1111 or as asccndmg through t.he spinal 
colwnn. s11sh1111111a. and leading the initiate (.r,ulht1!w) to inimorcilit�· and 
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enlightenment; thus, it is analogous to the power of the Egyptian goddess 
r lathor. 

Skopos-. (crK01toc;) aim, purpose, target; lamblichus developed the 
docu:ine d1ar each philosophical source wock, especially in d1e case of 
Plato's dialogues (since the dialogue is regarded as a microcosmic 
reflection of the div.inc macrocosm) must have one basic subject matter. 
or skopos, to which all parts of the text are related; consequently, the 
introductory portion of the dialogues now assume an allegorical and 
metaphysical significance. 

S,mthe1110:. (cruv0T] �La) token, passport, parole, symbol (in most cases 
meaning Lhe same as s11111bo/011); a plaited basket (cista lt!JStira) of the 
Elcusinian mysteries is called the "watchword" (to s,mthema Eleusi11ion 
,vt1slciio11: Clement of Alex. Protrp.2.21.2); the s1mthc111ata of ilie Chaldean 
Olildes are considered as the "thoughts of the Father" and have a 
cosmogonic role similar to that of the Forms in Middle Platonism; they 
have an anagogic function: when tl1e soul remembers the paternal 
s1mthcma. ic rerw:ns to the paternal Intellect; according to Iamblichus, the 
gods create all things by means of images and signify all things through 
sm1het11cda (De 11!yste1: 136.6.(£); mere are material sm,thematct and irn.material 
s1mt/.Je111at<1 (among them - stones, shells, parts of animals, plants, flowers. 
sacred statues and icons, sounds, rbytllms, melodies, incantations, lights, 
numbers, ineffable names of the gods); tbe material objects that preserve 
tlle power of the gods are regarded as umthemata by tlle tlleurgists and 
function as receptacles for the gods; the su11the111a, understood as the 
impresion and power of tbe god (similar to Hindu yantra), awakens soul to 
the clivini�7 wbkh it presents or symbolizes. 

Sumbo/011: (cruµ�oAov) symbol (sumbalfein means "to join); a fragment 
of a whole object, such as a tessem hoJpitaiis, whicb can be joined with the 
other half: sumbo/011 suggests both incompleteness and the partial 
revelation of secret meaning: the so-called Pythagorean symbols are 
maxims (akousmata, "things beard'') representing in an enigmatic and 
archaic_ form the basic teachings on the proper conduct of life; only in tbe 
allegoncal tradition of Neoplatonic hem1eneucics the theory of 
meiaphysical, cosmogonic, and tbeurgic symbolism was daboraLed. and 
sumb�/011 achieYed the status of a major critical concept; in tlle Chaldean 
Ora,-Y�s. Lhc sumbola arc sown throughout the cosmos by the Paternal 
Demiurge and serve as ilie essential means of ascenr and return to ilie 
gods; _every soul was created by the Derniu.rge with harmonic ratios (logo,) 
aod d_iv1ne symbols (s11 mbola tlJetcr. Proclus 111 Ti111. I.4.32-33); t.he logoi that 
con5t1tute tJ1c soul's essence are s11111hola and may be awakened through 
cbeurgic rites; for Proclus. ilie inspired myths of Homer communicate 
tbeu truth noL by making images (eikones) and imitations (11,;,m111ata). but 
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by making symbols (s111JJbola or s1111the111ata), because "symbols are not 
imitations of that which they symbolize" (1" Remp. I.198.15-16). 

Sophia-. (cro�ta-) wisdom; the term covers all spheres of human activity, 
all ingenious invention aimed at satisfying one's material, political and 
religious needs; Hephaistos (like his prototypes - the Ugai:itian Kothar
wa-Hasis and the Egyptian Ptah) is pol11phro11os, very wise, k/11to1Jteti.r, 
renowned in wisdom - here "wisdom" means not simply some divine 
quality, but wondrous skill, cleverness, technical ability, magic power; in 
Egypt all sacred wisdom (especially knowledge of secret divine names and 
words of power, heka11. or demiurgic and theurgic mantras, which are able 
to rest0re one's true divine identit-y) was under the patronage of Thoth; in 
classical Greece, the inspired poet, the lawgiver, the politician, the 
magician, the natural philosopher and sophist - all claimed wisdom, a.ad 
indeed "philosophy" is the love of ,visdom, philo-sophia, i.e. a way of life 
which requires effort in order to achieve its goal of wisdom; the ideal of 
sophos (sage) in the newly established Platonic paideia is exemplified by 
Socrates; in Neoplatonism, theoretical wisdom (though the term sophia is 
rarely used) means contemplation of the eternal Forms and becoming like 
110/ls, or a god; there are characteristic properties which constitute the 
divine nature and which are transmitted to all the divine classes: good 
(agathote.r), wisdom (sophia) and beauty (ka!loJ). 

Taxis: (mxu;) order, series; any level of real.ity, constituted by seira in 
which the distinctive property of a particular god or henad is successively 
rni.rrored; the chain of being proceeds from sin1plicity to complexity and 
subsequently from complexity to simplicity; the hierarchy of fttxeis 
establishes the planes of being or world-orders (diakosmot). 

Te/estike-. (tEAEO"tlKll) one of the Neoplatonic names fo.r: theurgy and 
hieratic rituals; the animaLion of statues; te/estike 111a11ia of Phaedms 244e 
employs purifications and rjtes; according to Hermeias (J11 Phaedr.92.16-
�-1-), telestic madness is ranked above all the others inasmuch as it gathers 
all the others togetJ1er and possesses them (that is, theology, all 
philosophy and erotic mania); the.re are different kinds of lelestike. 

Ti:lete. ("tEAEtrJ) initiation, the rite of initiation; to initiate is telei11 or else 
m11ei11: the initiate is called mus/es. the ritual of initiation - te/ete, and the 
building where initiation takes place - te/esten·o11: telete is also used for 
religious celebration generally; the mysteries are called teletai; in 
Ncoplatonism, souls foUow rhe mystery-rites (teleta,) and prepare for the 
beholding of the realities of Being; acordiog to Proclus, faith (pislis) is the 
cause of the ineffable initiation: "for on the whole the initiation does not 
happen through inrellection and judgment. but through the silence which 
is unifying and is superior to every cognitive acr.i"ity" (Piaf. Theo/. TV.31.8-
16). 
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Theios c111e1� (0Et0(; av11p) divine man, a god-like sage: the Neoplatonic 
f" . th d" ideal o sain oo . 

Theologir1: (0EOAOyta) divine science, theology, logos about tbe gods, 
considered to be the essence of teletai; for Aristotle, a synonym of 
metaphysics or first philosophy IJ;role phi/osophia) in contrast wiLh physics 
("1etapb.1026a 18); howevec, physics IJ;h11siologia) is some limes called a kind 
0[ theology (Proclus !11 Tim. I.217.25); foe Neopbllonists, among the 
ancient theologians (theologoz) a.re Orpheus, Homer, Hesiod and other 
divinely inspired poets, the creators of t.heogonies and keepers of sacred 
rites. 

Theio1icr. (01rropta) contemplation, theory; the contemplative virtue is 
called thcore!tke; like the beholding of festivals of the gods and tl1eir 
epiphanies, philosophy i.ntroduces the beholding of the well ordered 
cosmos, slill called by the same word, theoriu; in Neoplatonism, the 
creative power of the cosmos is contemplation (theo,ia) and intellection 
(noesis): tl1ecefore divine praxis is theo,ia; for Ploti.ous, on every level of 
reality creation is the result of tl1e energy produced by contemplation 
(E,111.8.3-4): every intellect contemplates directly itself; contemplation may 
be compared to tl1e mystery-rites (teletai). 

Theos: (01>0(;) god; the term someti.o1es is used in a wide and loose 
sense: "everything is fuU of gods" (pa11ta plm theo11), according to Thales; 
the cosmos may be regarded as a tbeopbaay - the manifestation of the 
One (likened co the supreme transcendent Sun) and the divine Nous that 
constitutes Lhe different levels of divine presence concealed by screens or 
veils IJ;arapetasmata): in ancient Greece, speaking of theo.r or theoi, one posits 
an absolute point of reference for evefything that has impact., validity, and 
peonanence, while indisti.nct influences which affect man directly can be 
called daimo11: for Plata and Plotinus, nous, the universal soul, the stars. and 
also the human soul are divine; thus tl1ere are invisible and visible gods, 
arranged in a hierarchy of henads which follows the arrangement of nine 
hypotheses of Plato's Parmenides; theoi are the first principles, heoads (as 
frolos theoz), intellects and divine souls, but 1..he supreme God is the 
meffable One, or the Good; in some respects, theos is an equivalent of tl1e 
E�t:1an 11eter; 11etem are the gods, the first principles, divine powers, 
mamfestat.ioos - both transcendent and immanent. 

1/JeoNrgia: (0Eoupyta) tl1eurgy; tbc rites understood as divine acts (theia 
ei:g,a) or the working of tbe gods (theo11 nga); theurgy is nor intellectual 
lhconz111g about God (theologi,1). bui c.lcva1joo 10 God: 1hc Lenn is coined 
by the. editors of the Chaldea11 Omdes, but the ancient pract.ice of 
contactmg the gods and asce11L Lo the divine goes back to the 
t-.lesopotamian anJ Egypt.ian hieratic t..raditioos; Neophnon.ic theurgy is 
ba$ed both on tbe Chaldean pauerns and Lbe 11xegesi.r or Plato's Phaedm.r. 
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Ti111aeus, SymposiHm, and other cliaJogues, and thus regru:ded as an 
outgrowth of the Platonic philosophy and the Pythagorean negative 
theology; there[orc the theurgical pn1.,"<'is do not conlraclict the dialectic of 
Plato; theurgy deifies the soul through the series of ontological symbols 
and s,mthemata that cover the entire hierarchy of being and lead to 
unification and ineffable unity with the gods; theurgy is based on the laws 
of cosmogony in their ritual expression and imitates the orders of the 
gods; for lamblichus. it transcends all rational philosophy (or intellectual 
understanding) aod transforms man into a divine being. 

Tep sepz: the Egyptian term for the metaphysical notion of th.e First 
Time (in il/o tempore of traclicional cosmogonies and ritual practices), that is, 
for the noetic realm of all archetypal precedents; as the First Occasion, tep 
sepi means the coming inco being Crom the abyss of Nun (deus absco11dit11s), 
the passage from the Beyond-Being to Being, symbolized by the emerging 
of A tum-Ra from the primorclial Waters; tep sepi is the mythical and ageless 
age of the gods where all paradigmatic events of Egyptian theology (such 
as death and resu.rrecli.on of Osiris) arc located in the eternal "now". 

Upqyff. the Sanskrit term meaning "way", "path", "method", "means of 
approach"; F. Schuon regards the exoteric fo.ans of all religions as a sort 
of trpqya, that is, both as an inclispensable means for one's spiritual life and 
as a "soteriological mirage" - a providential formal veil of the "formless 
truth". 

Yantm: the Sanskrit term for the symbolic geometric design which 
functions as a means of different ritual practices, contemplation, 
visualization, concentration, tbeurgic ascent and assimilation to clivioe 
principles; ya11tra is a hieratic instrument, a device for immo.rtalizatioo 
which saves (trqyate) all beings from the Lord of Death; if mcmtra is 
regarded as the soul of the inii.:iate's chosen deity (ishta-devata),ycmtra is the 
deity's receptacle, its sacred body; in a certain cespect,ya11/ra is a graphic 
image of the entire universe, viewed as a well-structured play of 
theophanies; usually yantra is a simplified geometric representation of the 
ma11ckJla-likc palace which has four gates and the central dot (bind11); the so
called p1gajlat1tras are the cultic instruments of worship, and the raksha

_yantras are the protective amulets; the shrij!tlfllra is a geometric 
rep.rese11tatioo of the Macranthropos (p11n1sha);ya11tra.s belong to the same 
kind of hieratic items as the theurgic m111bo/a and s1111the111ata employed by 
the Hellenic Neoplatonists and the Egyptian priests skilled in sacred 
geometry, contemplative mathematics, and talismanic lore. 
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